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XXVII. FRAVARANI

Y.30, the “Gatha of Good and Evil,” ends in st.11:

yat ta rvata sisada ya mazda dadat martiyaho

huvitica aniti hyatca drgam drugvadbyo raso

savaca rtavabyo at api tais ahati usta

“O would, you men would grasp the laws which Mazdah has estab-

lished, bliss and torment, for ever perdition to the drugvant, salvation

to the rtavan! Thus it shall be at the end, according to His will!”

Bartholomae: “Wenn ihr euch die Bestimmungen merkt, die

M. geschaffen hat, ihr Menschen—das Wohlbehagen (einer-

seits) und (andrerseits) die Qual, den langen (i.e. ewigen)

Schaden fiir die Drugvant und den Nutzen fur die rtavan:

dann wird es kunftig wohl werden!”

Lommel-Andreas : “Wenn ihr Menschen die Satzungen lehrt,

die der Weise gegeben hat, einerseits den richtigen und falschen

Wandel, andrerseits die lange Pein fiir die Ungerechten, und

das Heil fiir die Gerechten, dann wird es hernach dadurch nach

Wunsch sein.”

Both translations fail entirely to grasp the purport of the verses. The

entire gatha speaks of the foundation of ethics, and this last stanza

resumes. It ends with an amen, usta! cf. usta stoi! half inshallah, half

amen, in Y.46,16 (under ‘Hospitium’) and usta ahmai hiyat! in the

Rtamvahu. usta, like OP. vasna, is always the will of God. The prayer

that opens the Gatha UstavatJ, Y.43,1, expresses it clearly:

usta ahmai yahmai usta kahmaicit

vaso-^sayans mazda dayat ahuro

“According to (Thy) will give us, (give) everybody—whom freely-

ruling as He wills the Lord will give it— (give) me . . . award of riches

and life in paradise!” Cf. Y.29,4: a0a ahat ya#a ho vasat, thus be it as

He wills! and Mar\ 14,31: a\\’ ov rt i-yco 6i\co a\\a tl crvl
1

hiyat drgam, with hiyat = siet, is syn. of Gath, hyat frasatamam and

OP. hiya duvestam, for all eternity!, and the optative continues in at

. . . ahati, which corresponds to ya0a ahat apamam in st.4 of the same

1 Late Aw. usta.brti is “congratulation,” as also the n.abstr. ustatat, cf. ‘Tistriya.’
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gatha. api tais is “at the very end” of the world, not “hernach dadurch.”

huviti is “welfare, salvation” in paradise; aniti or initi? replaces the

exact antonym dusiti (in Y.1,8), n.abstr. of Aw. duzita, Ved. durita,

(not=dus.siti “bad dwelling”), torment in hell.

rvata is the fundamental Law, OI. vrata, “the Law of Varuna,” which

AhuraMazdah dadat, has given as vo/xo^errjs at the creation, in Y.43,5;

predetermined by the two primordial principles in Y.30,4, see under

‘Yama.’ And this fundamental law is:

drugvadbyo raso, savaca rtavabyo!

Y.51,9, text under ‘Last Judgment’: “The hearing which Thou or-

dainest for the two parties by Thy red fire, by molten metal to impress

into the minds as brand

:

rasayahe drugvantam, savayo rtavanam

!

The drugvant shall be destroyed, the rtavan shall be saved!” Those are

the “two sava,” perdition and salvation, gods and men receive at the last

judgment.

Y.49 begins with the two stanzas (under ‘Bandva’) on Zoroaster’s

brother-in-law and his “tkeso drugva dbita rtat rariso, the drug-ish

judge who in two ways injures Rtam,” and does not confirm the tenet

“spantam ahmai stoi armatim!, Holy Armatis, be mine!” So says Y.

32,1 (under ‘Armatis’) : “If the gods and men would strive to obtain

Mazdah’s grace, offering their obedience, the god would reply: ‘We

love your holy Armatis, she be Ours!’ ” Thus the god returns the oath

of fidelity of his adherents. Y.49 §oes on
>
in st -3 :

atca ahmai

rtam sudyai

ta vahos

antar vispan

varnai mazda nidatam

tkesai rasayahe drills

saro izya manaho

drugvato haxman mruve

“But in our profession of faith (the article) is embodied (lit. laid

down): Rtam shall be strengthened!, in our law (the article): the

Druxs shall be destroyed! I desire the union with Vahumano, I re-

nounce (Lat. interdico) every communion with the drugvant!”

This is the true credo, the profession of faith of Zoroaster, and has

remained unrecognized.
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Bartholomae: “Und in diesem unsren Glauben ist das rta

niedergelegt um den Nutzen—in die Afterlehre die drug um
den Schaden zu schaffen. Darum verlange ich, dass man sich

an Vohumanah anschliesse. Jegliche Gemeinschaft mit dem
drugvant ist aufzukiindigen!”

Lommel: “Uns ist zur Wahl hingestellt das Wahrsein zum
Heil, der Irrlehre zum Verderben die Luge. Deshalb strebe ich

nach enger (Familien-)Verbindung mit dem Guten-Denken,

ich sage mich los von alien Freundschaften mit dem Liigner!”

tkesa, “law,” are the rvata which Mazdah dadat in 40,1 1 ; the

two infinitives (Benveniste pp. 70 and 77), sudyai and rasayahe,

are the commandments: rtam esse augendum, dru^s esse delen-

dam! As Benveniste observes, rta is “une notion purement pas-

sive” which needs to be increased. The rtat rariso or zita.rta

who “decreases” rtam has forfeited his life. The Zoroastrian

thought is the origin of Mani’s doctrine of Light.

varna is here as elsewhere the “creed, profession,” Aw. fra-

varani, in which the two fundamental articles are “laid down,

nidatam”; Vsar- and Vhak- are the terms for the social bonds

in vis and zantu.

The so-called “fravarani” of Y.12—see under ‘Deva’—generally be-

lieved to be the Zoroastrian creed, has taken over some of the original

articles, cf. Y.32,2 “You gods all . . . are the brood of the Evil Spirit”

or Y.34,6: “We have severed ourselves from the whole brood of snakes,

whether gods or men!” It says, Y.12,1: “I challenge, naismi, the gods,

devo (sic), I swear as a Mazdayasnian, Zoroastrian, videvo enemy-of-

the-gods, as ahura.tkeso abiding-in-the-law : I acknowledge that all

good that is is AhuraMazdah’s ! 12,2: I love the holy Armatis, she be

mine! 12,4: “I renounce communion with the deva, as Zoroaster did.”

But originally this fravarani was something entirely different.

naismi, to Vnid-, IE. V'neid-, MHG. nit “hatred,” Gr.

weiSo?; deva plus Vnid- is here opposed to mazdah plus

Vyad-, as elsewhere nista to stota (=vow). The original mean-

ing is “to defy,” namely the invectives with which the heroes

challenge each other before a single combat, e.g. Atar and the
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three-mouthed dragon in Yr.19,47 or SnaviSka in Y/.i9,43. devo

is not an “unthem. acc. pi.” (Wb.) but ungrammatical, and

reveals from the start the decay of the language: the fravarani

is under no condition older than 400 b.c. and probably post-

Achaemenian.

ahura.tkesa is the adherent of the tkesa, the “law” of the ahura,

lord justiciary, as part of the Zoroastrian dena, not “Anhanger der

Lehre, doctrine.”

St. 2 and 3 explain armatis as “obedience to law” by speaking about

this subject:

2: “us gaus stuve tayatca hazahatca, I swear off theft and robbing

of cattle; zyani, damage (Lat. noxa) and vivapa, injury done to the

fields of the vis, the clans, of the Mazdayasnians.” 3: “I acknowledge

(the right of) the manya, men of the nmana, familia, that live on this

earth by cattle-breeding, gaubis sayanti, to rove freely (as nomads)

vaso.yatim, and to settle freely, vaso.sitim; with prosternation I vow:

henceforth, I will not commit any noxa, any injury to the fields against

the vis of Mazdayasnians, I will not devise bodily injury and homicide!”

Six crimes are sworn off: The first two, theft and robbing, against

live property; gaus—as also in the Cod.Hammurapi—enters as one for

all kinds of cattle. The second two crimes, zyani and vivapa, again, are

only examples for every possible delict against immobile property.

“Grazing” is the main cause of trouble in all extensive cattle-breeding.

The old Slavic law says: “one zupa (= vis) shall not let graze their

cattle on land of another zupa.” The third pair, finally, are crimes

against the men themselves. The words “I will not devise” limit the

vow to crimes “with malice prepense,” delicta dolosa.

The short sentences are paralleled by the laws which, in Deuter. 20-

23, follow upon the Ten Commandments. There, the law on serfdom

—not represented in the fravarani—comes first, in 21 ; homicide, bodily

injury, theft and robbing, aimed at live stock, follow in 21,16; 22,3;

delicts against immobile property in 20,4-7.

Bartholomae’s old translation was about right; hard to understand

how Hertel could go back to “nicht wenn ich an Gebein, wenn ich

an der Lebenskraft geschadigt, d.i. durch Folterung oder Totung (sic)

dazu gezwungen wiirde,” and Nyberg “im Streben fur meinen Leib
oder meinen Lebensgeist.”
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The oath contains the all-important restriction: “against the vis of

Mazdayasnians, mazdayasnanam visam.” All crimes are crimina pub-

lica, and the vis is, since the IE. epoch—just as with the Semites

—

the social group bound to revenge such crimes. The notion of the “cri-

men” does not extend beyond the limit of the vis. Caesar reports the

same restriction as valid with the Germans. That is a very archaic phase

of legal and moral notions, whereas the fravarani as such is considerably

younger than Zoroaster’s time. Zoroaster replaced the notion of crimes

against the social group by that of sins against a moral principle.

Therefore, obviously, the restriction by “visam” is pre-Zoroastrian and

genuine; “mazdayasnanam” on the contrary is interpolated, at the post-

Zoroastrian period of Mazdaism. Thereby a primeval formula was

adapted to the religious purpose, by the same redactors who combined

it with quotations from the gathas. But the original purpose was not

religious at all. The vow had no relation to the profession of Zoroas-

trism, but was the traditional oath, an “aryaman, client” had to swear

when admitted into the “vis.”

The “Tables of Numa” say: “Si quis hominem liberum dolo sciens

duit paricidas esto.” The premeditated crime against the class of liberi,

iXevdepoi, maniya, the murder of a free member of the “gens,” is

considered like next-of-kin murder, as sacrilege. That is a more ad-

vanced phase of legal interpretation, but throws light upon the passage

of the fravarani: the murder of a free man, manya,
2

is sworn off, the

murder of a slave or serf, is subsumed under theft and robbing of

gaus, cattle.

§§6 and 7 of the fravarani are discussed under ‘Deva.’ §8 says only:

“I profess my being a Mazdayasnian, a Zoroastrian, by credo and oath,

astutasca fravartasca.” §9: “I take the oath, astuve, upon the mazdayas-

nian religion, dena mazdayasnl, which is fraspa.yoxSra nida.snafhs.”
3

The thought of the relative clause, that the mazdayasnian religion

2 Bartholomae misunderstood manya everywhere, H^.1896: “autoritativ,” even in Yai7,io,
where the ladies of the house, nmana, expect “authoritatively” their husbands in the bedroom.
Nvberg translates “begiitert,” to the effect that people without estate were allowed to be killed.

y.47,4 says: “Though he may have little [kasoscit, belongs to rtavan], towards an rtavan one
shall be friendly; but, even being in need, is\acit bans [see under ‘Hospitium’] one shall be
bad, aka, towards a drugvant, however rich.” The manya are Akk. mar awelim, Arab, ahl al-bait,

abna al-nas.

3 “fraspa.yoxSra, wiping out witchcraft” Pahl. transl. fracawgand-ayozisnlh; yoxsti is magic
“binding,” to V yug- iungere. Cf. “spayaflra” under ‘Astronomy.’
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breaks magic, resembles the tale of how Moses outdoes the Egyptian

sorcerers in Exod. 7-9. The mazdayasnian religion has also the power
of wiping out all misdeeds committed before it was espoused; but

although the words are part of the late credo, Zoroaster’s spirit is not

in them.

Vid.3,39: “The sin of burying dogs or men cannot be wiped out,

spayate, by any punishment, by any purification.” §40 admits one excep-

tion, showing a changed conception of law: “if the culprit embraces

the mazdayasnian religion.” §41 gives the reason: “spayate dena maz-

dayasnls nars astavanahya vispe syo#na yacica vrzati, for the maz-

dayasnian religion wipes out all actions, whatever he has committed,

of the man who embraces it, rubs off every evil thought, like a high

wind blowing from the south sweeps the atmosphere clean, framrzati

vispam dusmatam . . . manayan ya#a vato brzi.taka#ro #wartam

dasinat pari framrzoit.” spayati, here, is syn. of fra.mrz- “rub off,” with

the connotation of purgation, purification.
4

mazdayasna, the noun, in the fravarani self-appellation of the neo-

phyte, and the adj. visam mazdayasnanam—also in dena mazdayasnis

for the religion itself in the introductory paragraph of Y.Haft. 35,1

—

is a term totally absent from the gathas, the Yasna haftahati, the OP.

inscriptions, and, of course, from the genuinely old parts of the yashts.

As a nom. propr. mazdayasna appears in the memorial document of

Yt. 13 and on a tablet from Nippur, dated “a
0

3 of Darius II,” i.e.

421 b.c.: ma.az.da.is/z.na. In the Pap.El. Sachau 11,6 = Cowley 37, we
find: “The peqid of our town is mzdyzn ... we are afraid. . .

.” Rsama,

addressee of the letter, was satrap in 435 and left Egypt in 410; the

4 Vspi-, spa- is not sufficiently treated in IVb.—Vid. 3,35: “Who does not pay the salary a
pious man has earned by his labor, avi tarn spayat spantaya armatois tamo aca . . . acistam aca
ahum, shall be cast out from the earth into darkness and hell.” Cf. Ogm.2 8: “mi mam ahrai
varim fra.spayois, do not cast me out into the pit of hell!”; cf. scum, offscum, Ir. spama = kafa
Ibsen, in Kaiser und Galilaeer says: “Sci verflucht, Gott hat dich aus seinem Munde ausgespien!”
y/,14,13: “ustro kafam api.spavati”: kafa “foam, froth,” syn. of spama—Lat. sputum^ spuma
Hence: “the male camel spits, spayati, itself full of spittle." And X'id.6,26: “A corpse has been
discovered in water; prescription: as much as one can seize with the hands shall be dragged out
and laid on dr> soil, noit astSm nuit varsdm noit spaman noit mu0ram noit vanhut5ta°m pari

-

spJti Spam astrv ante," a sentence giving the reason: “for one must not, by pari.spati of bones
hair, spama 'spittle,’ muflra ‘urine,' vanhutat ‘drops of blood’ (Pahl. xun tacijnih not ‘sam
guinitas’ Wb.) etc, sin against the water.” pari.spati spamam is a fig. etvm,, “bv spitting spittle
around.” This V spi-, sp5 -. evidently belongs to Lat. spuo. Got. speivvan. And the basic sig-
niflcation is not “lacere, abicere” {wb.), but at the best “eicere,” towards “excretion excre-
ment.”
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personal names in the fragment recur on papyri dated 420-410, and

Cowley puts the date of this fragment in “about 410 b.c.”

One must distinguish between the use of the word as a n.pr., entirely

inoffensive as a theophoric name of people with a polytheistic religion,

and its use as designation of the post-Zoroastrian religion. In the

papyrus, mzdyzn is not a n.pr., because “we are afraid” implies: a

mazdayasnian is unfriendly towards our religion. 410 b.c. is the very

time in which this term appears first in the Awesta. There it is restricted

to those parts that have a claim to the—wrongly used—designation

“Younger Awesta,” namely parts not older than the syncretistic redac-

tion under Artaxerxes II, or possibly the end of the reign of Darius II.

At that very period devayasna, too, appears for the first time, namely

in quotations from the cycles of legends that grew round Zoroaster and

Vistaspa and had been attached to the older cycles of the epics and

introduced in the yashts. The two antonyms originated together and

refer to each other, see under ‘Deva.’

In Yr.14,54, the Indian soldiers, mockingly called Vyambura.dlva

martiyaka, are not designated as devayasna, but as devayazo imitating

Skr. devayaj, and these verses belong to the same period, the very end

of the fifth century, see under ‘Krsvar.’

Artaxerxes II, by again permitting the old cults, sanctioned condi-

tions actually existing at his accession: the old gods had come back into

Zoroastrism under Artaxerxes I and Darius II. Therefore, the neophytes

of the fravarani call themselves not only mazdayasna but also zaraflus-

tris. The first word cannot mean the real Zoroastrism, but the syn-

cretism of that period. The mazdayasna curse the deva, but pray to

the yazata, the same deva under their new generic name. Thus, deva-

yasna is the right term for the pre-Zoroastrian polytheism, zarafhistris

for Zoroaster’s own monotheism, and mazdayasna the term for the post-

Zoroastrian syncretism. One must speak of these three phases of the

religion as devayasnian, zoroastrian and mazdayasnian, and can also

say Deva'ism, Zoroastrism and Mazdai'sm.

Pap.El. 10,6 is the only place where the form mzdyzn, with

-zn-, appears. Nyberg 342: “Ein mazdah-Verehrer hiess im Wes-

ten mazdayazna mit medischer Lautform, deutlich unterschie-
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den von dem Aw. mazdayasna” (with -sn-).
3
zn:sn, voiced

and breathed sibilant as two correspondents of pre-Aryan pre-

palatal before nasal, are thus represented as proof that Awestic

cannot be a Median dialect; zntsn would imply the solution

of one of the great problems of Iranian history, the “East Ira-

nian home of the Awesta.” The attitude is utterly naive, and the

reason totally insufficient.

H. Hartmann, to whose elaboration of the subject Nyberg

refers, says: “Arm. mazdezn ist aus dem Parthischen entlehnt”

and later “damit haben wir den Beweis, dass mazdayazna

—

kein altpersisches Wort [who would ever have thought so?]—

nicht aus der Sprache des Awesta, sondern aus dem Medischen

ubernommen wurde.” This is extremely confusing and con-

fused: most misunderstandings come from inaccurate terminol-

ogy. “Parthian” is a geographic and ethnic term opposed to

Median; Hartmann uses it as a chronologic term for a certain

period of Median. He wants to say that Arm. mazdezn was

borrowed from Median during the Arsacid period.

The Iranian loanwords in the Aram, papyri, in Daniel and

Ezra, furthermore some loanwords and more proper names

in the Akk. versions cf the OP. inscriptions follow the usage

of writing and language taught in the school of Babylon, which

is also the source of the system of ideograms in Arsacid pah-

lavik. The loanwords which belong to the spheres of religion

and administration are, where the difference is clear, almost

all Median, not Old Persian. These Aramaic scribes cf Babylon

had close relations to those of Agbatana, but they did not speak

any vulgar dialect, but a literary language. All is erudition.

The form mzdyzn, used about 410 b.c. in the papyrus, reap-

pears about 650 years later in the Pahlavik versions of the Sasa-

nian inscriptions, in the Parthian (as opp. to Median) title

5 Hartmann’s thesis in olz 40, 19^7, Sp 157 is: ‘'Prepa^atal before n is as a rule assimilated

to the preponderant final sound of the stem, Aw. \arna < *\azna; the forms of the stem >az-,

ending regular!} in -z, arc so numerous that z o£ Xazna, according to phonetic law, is not

maintained, but replaced b> z.” “In Median it must ha\e been the same, as prosed b> Arm.

mazdezn which is a loanword from Parthian.” ‘ But m OP. the^e presumptions are lacking,

because there the stem ya5- always ends in dental: therefore hahn-, according to phon. law, is

maintained.” The distinction between GP. \a5 -, NP. >a ; n and Aw. vaz-, \asna is clear without

that; apart from it, the presentation, which does not consider the possible identity of Awestic

and Median, does only prove that -sn- : -zn- is a secondary difference of small significance.
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“mazdezn bag, the mazdah-worshipper, the god”—an idea

similar to the “most-catholic Majesty”—and in the name of the

religion “den mazdezn” (with zn as opp. to dena mazdayasnis

of the Awesta). The official Pahlavlk, to which the terms be-

long, must have been established—it is indifferent from which

dialects it was derived—during the first hundred years of the

Arsacid empire in Parthia; the conquest of Media did certainly

not cause a change in the protocol. Titles are constant: the old

Persians did not even assimilate x^ayaffya vazraka, borrowed

from Median, to their own dialect; all the less reason to assume

that the Parthians would have assimilated a title of their own
to a foreign dialect. Arm. mazdezn is indeed a loanword from

Parthian, however not in the sense Hartmann uses it, viz. a

vulgar dialect of Media, but from official Pahlavik.

Since the time of Ardashir I, the Parsik inscriptions offer

mzdysn = mazdesn, which comes neither from an OP. Tnaz-

dayasna (to be expected according to NP. yasn), nor from a

Med. Tnazdayazna. The assertion “Im Westen hiess ein Maz-

dah-Verehrer mazdayazna mit medischer Lautform” is wrong.

MP. mazdesn, at the same time, disproves the assumption that

a Med. ‘mazdayazna had ever been borrowed by Old Persian.

In order to explain the etymology of younger forms, we use

to construct older forms, but that does not always mean that

these existed in the older language. Already at the end of the

6th century b.c. OP. -aya- was contracted to e, as the contem-

porary transliterations of the names of Darius and Xerxes

—

besides many others—show. The inscriptions of Artaxerxes II

and III—besides Akk. and Aram, transcriptions of Iran, names

—show that as early as 400 b.c. the terminations of the inflec-

tion were dropped. The attempt made in these inscriptions to

maintain the forms of the older language is a complete failure;

the contemporary attempts of the “Younger Awesta” to write

in “hizvo danhaha, learned language” are better, but not good.

In 421 b.c. the Babylonian scribes render the n.pr. mazdayasna

by a trisyllabic mazdaiVma [Akk. cuneiform does not distin-

guish s or z at the end of a syllable], and shortly after, under

Artaxerxes II when the word became a very common term, the
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pronunciation was mazdesn or mazdezn, a form to be described

as Middle Iranian. For this word, the written text of the Arsacid

Awesta noted mzdysn, a spelling which in the 4th century a.d.

again was transposed into Awestic script as mazdayasna. As

a religious term the word did not exist at an antiquity where it

was pronounced with four syllables, viz. before or about 600 b.c.

The old Persians did not form it at all in their own dialect,

nor did they borrow an old Median form, they simply used it

in the form it had accepted in about 400 b.c. in “middle Awes-

tic”: mazdesn. Nothing can be said against mazdesn or the Aw.

n.pr. mazdayasna belonging to a Median dialect. The word

cannot appear in the gatha, but there its form would be maz-

dayazna; mazdezn, borrowed by the Armenians, is a middle

Parthian form.

Mazdayasna does not at all designate the religion of Zoroaster, propa-

gated by “missionaries from the East,” but the syncretism since the

time of Artaxerxes II. No Persians and no missionaries ever said maz-

dayazna with z.

Nyberg 367: “Das Schliisselwort des Kultes des Xerxes ist ‘anbeten,’

yaS- mit S statt z, beim barzman und mit rta, eine uralte Formel, deren

Konstruktion so altertiimlich ist, dass man bis zur Sprache der Gatha

hinaufgehen muss, um Parallelen zu finden. Die Formel ist medischen

Ursprungs, denn barzman ist eine medische Form.”

“yaS-” is an ordinary padlock that every key opens. “Kult des

Xerxes” sounds as if it was different from that of other Achaemenids.

“Going back to the language of the Gathas” presumes a great interval

as a given fact: if it was only 40-50 years, one would not have far to

go. Indeed, “rtaca,” i.e. “as Rtam,” not “with” Rtam, is a personal idiom

of Zoroaster, see under ‘Deva.’

Instead of barzman, the Akk. and El. transcriptions bi.ra.za.am.man.-

ni and ph.ra.c.man.ni.ia demand the reading brazman. The OP. for-

mula is: Oramazdam ayade (i.p. sg. praet.) or yadesa (imper.) or

yadate (3-sg. pres.) rtaca brazmani, “I worshipped (you shall, he wor-

shipped) Oramazda as Rtam at the brazman,” if one takes brazmani

as loc. The original meaning and even the IE. connection of brazman

is obscure. If it was simply Aw. barsman, it would be all the better.
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It does not appear in the gatha, but the Gath, form would have -zm-.

Meillet, Introd., compared OI. “brahman, pretre” with Rom. flamen;

Hertel equates OI. brahman, Aw. barsman with (^Xey/xa, hence Lat.

flamma; in iiqf vii, 62 n.i, he remarks: “In Ved. ist brahman = Aw.

rtam, im Aw. ist es nur noch ‘Opferstreu,’ d.i. der Sitz, der beim Opfer

fiir die yazata [aus Zweigen] bereitet wird, und auf dem die Opfer-

speisen und -tranke vorgesetzt werden; die Gotter werden durch den

Rufer, zotar, zum yasna und barsman eingeladen.” We do not know

enough and etymology alone is unfit to determine the purport of the

old words at a certain period with a special religious group.

mzdyzn and brzmdn, brazman-case, forms used by the Aramaic

scribes of Elephantine, the n.pr. hvarazmis in OP. inscriptions, and

OP. uz.maya-, which may be a techn. term of Median criminal law,

prove nothing for Old Persian phonetics. As a matter of fact, z od s

before nasal is no criterion at all for separating Awestic from other

Median dialects. All reasons adduced are fictitious, and Meillet’s

words of 1924, Trois Conf. 26f., retain their full value: “Peu importent

les indications—toutes empruntees du reste a l’Avesta recent—d’apres

lesquelles l’Avesta se serait constitue dans l’lran Oriental. Meme exactes

elles ne prouveraient rien.”

Before this sentence he said: “La tradition enseigne que Zoroaster

etait originaire du Nord-Ouest de l’lran. . . . Or, si Ton examine la

langue de l’Avesta en general, des gathas en particulier, on reconnait

immediatement, d’abord qu’elle differe du perse, ce qui exclut le Sud-

Ouest, puis qu’elle differe aussi du sogdien et du parler du Khotan. . . .

La langue de l’Avesta repose done sur les parlers du Nord-Ouest. En
conclusion d’un memoire rigoureux . . . Dialefltologie der westiran.

Turfantexte (mo xv, 1921, 184-258), M. Paul Tedesco montre que la

langue avestique appartient au groupe des parlers du Nord-Ouest. La

demonstration est obtenue par des procedes purement linguistiques,

independante de la tradition qu’elle vient ainsi confirmer.” Tedesco

has further confirmed this result of his researches in Ostiran. Nominal-

flexion, zii iv,1925, 94-166, see especially §58.

Northwest means Media. Awestic is a Median dialect.



XXVIII. MITHRA

“Es tauchten tausend Theologen

in deines Namens alte Nacht 1

”

—R. M. Rilke

Mithra is an Aryan, pre-Iranian god. As early as in 1400 b.c. he is

invoked, in the dvandva formula mitrassil-urunassil,
1

i.e. Mitra and

Varuna, as witness in the political treaties of the Mitanni Aryans. This

small group of Aryans split from the main body of the tribes on their

way towards India, in about 1500, and founded a short-lived empire,

which they called Maiteni, in Mesopotamia. Their own language was

still a dialect of Aryan; in Maiteni, they accepted, as a minority over

an autochthonous population, the language of their subjects.

With the Indo-Aryans the pair of gods lived on; in the Rgveda it is

often invoked as mitra-varuna, whereas to Mitra alone one hymn only

is dedicated, 111,59. Other gods supplanted his cult.

Hertel, Siegesf. 144L, discusses the Ved. expression “mitramasas, as

great as Mitra,” i.e. his equal, and translates RV.x,22: “Hier hort man
von Indra; bei uns, noch heute, wird er gepriesen, der mit der Keule

bewehrte, der sich ebenso wie Mitra unter den Stammen einen Ruhm
erworben hat, der nicht halb ist,” and remarks : “Hier wird Indra dem
awestischen Mithra als ebenbiirtiger Gegner (im Kriege) gegeniiber-

gestellt.” Instead of Awestic, one must say Old Iranian. Since the “tribes”

are those of the singers, these would say that their enemy had acquired

with them “not half a fame.” Similarly RV.vu,^-6 : “Dir (Agni) haben

die vasavah [=deva] das Herrscheramt, asuryam, auferlegt, denn sie

fanden Gefallen an deiner Geisteskraft, o Du, der du mitramasas bist,”

explained: “Bezoge man hier mitramasas auf den vedischen Mitra, so

wiirde man dem Dichter . . . Gedankenlosigkeit zutrauen; denn das

Beiwort wiirde besagen, dass Mitra die Herrschaft liber die deva ebenso

gut verdient hatte. Will der Dichter aber sagen : der du dem awestischen

Mithra gewachsen bist, so ist alles in Ordnung.” I am not convinced,

for, Indra would deserve the asuryam only when “greater than,” not

as his enemy’s “equal.” If other gods are measured by Mitra, he must

once have been one of the greatest, and what one actually observes is

his gradual recess in India.

1 uruna for varuna, as Ass. uraka.zabarna for *vrka.zbarna; and ussukani beside wasuggani,
An an name of the capital of the Mitanni countr>.
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With the Aryans who stayed on in their original home his worship

went on; for at Herodotus’ time the Scolotian Scyths in the north-west

still adored him under the name ToLTocrvpos. The second element of

this name is Ir. sura, /olpios. The fault of the usual interpretation
2
of

the first element as “geda, in sg. immobile property, in pi. world”

is, that Gr. oi and t would represent Ir. e and d. Gr. oi is Ir. oi < avyu,

and goito- is gavyuti; the name is a syn. of the standing epithet vuruga-

vyutis of the Ir. Mithra: gavyutisura.

The Iranians brought him with them to Iran, where he survived

Zoroastrism and the old empire, and whence he set out, in Hellenism

and under the Roman empire, on his triumphal march through

Europe, where he finally succumbed to Christianity.

Instead of the Aryan dvandva mitra-varuna, the Awesta has midra-

ahura, the meaning of which Duchesne has explained in “Melanges

Cumont”:8

y/.io,ii3:

ta8a no jamyat avahe que viennent a notre secours

midra ahura brzanta Mithra et Ahura les sublimes!

and y/.io,i45:

Midra ahura brzanta Mithra et Ahura les sublimes,

adyajalia rtavana non-menacees, justes,

strsca mahamca huvarca et les etoiles, la lune, le soleil,

urvara pati barsmanya par les plantes du barsman,

midram vispanam Mithra, de toutes les provinces

dahyunam

dahyupatim yazamade le maitre-de-province nous le

venerons

!

Bartholomae (1904, in Wb.) had not overlooked this dvandva nor

the form ahura-midra which it has assumed in y.1,11 and 2,11; p.1185:

“Zweifellos eine aus arischer Zeit stammende Verbindung,” and 293:

“altiiberkommene feste Verbindungen.” These remarks are not quite

accurate: the formula of T/no is not older than O.Iranian, that of the

Yasna is not old. Hertel, 1931, in Siegesf. 144: “Die Dual-Gottheit

- Thiib Markwart, uge endorsed. in 193?, by G. Hiising.

3 Annales de l’lnst. de phdologic et d’histoire onentules, Bruxelles, t.iv, 683d.
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mitra-varuna . . . schon in den Boghazkoi texten bezeugt . . . , im RV.
haufig . . . ,

fehlt ganzlich im Awesta,” and 132: “Mithra gewann . . .

so viel Anhanger, dass die Ortodoxie ihn Mazdah nebenordnete, was

in dem Dual-komp. mi#ra-ahura, im Yasna ahura-mi#ra, zum sprach-

lichen Ausdruck kommt.” Thus, the real discovery, the observation

that the formula in Yt. 10 is correct, while the formula in the two yasna

runs counter to Panini’s dvandva rule,
4 was left to Duchesne to make.

It changes the picture entirely and is fundamental for the obscure pre-

history of the religion of these nations.

Y.1,11 and 2,11, both, quote Y/.io,i45 in toto. Y.2 introduces it with

“we invite to the yasna,” not involving any formal change; Y.i with

“we put down (this yasna) to the account of . .
.” which entails the

transposition—not quite successful—of the dvandva into the instr.-dat.

dual. The interpolations “the creatures of Spanta manyu” to the stars,

and “eye of AhuraMazdah” to the sun, disclose the reason why the

redactors transformed the old mi^ra-ahura: the mazdayasnian ortho-

doxy took no offence at the god Mithra himself, but at the placing

—

linguistically necessary—of Mi#ra in front of Ahura. This had become

a question of rank, and impossible after the period of Zoroaster.

The two yasna passages prove that the idea embodied in the dvandva

was as dead at their time as the linguistic feeling; they are mere quota-

tions, made worse instead of better, from old literature. The necessary

conclusion is: the genuine dvandva is pre-Zoroastrian and with it the

verses in which it appears.

Duchesne’s observation confirms at the same time the identity, long

since surmised, but contested by A. Hillebrandt still in 1925 (zii), of

Varuna and AhuraMazdah: mi^ra-ahura is the OIr. form of Ar. and

Ved. mitra-varuna (see under ‘Deva’).

It disproves furthermore Nyberg’s assertion, 59: “die alten echten

Stiicke des Yt. 10 lassen keinen Zweifel daran, dass Ahura Mazdah

urspriinglich nichts in Mithras Umgebung zu schaffen hatte.” At the

beginning of a hymn addressed to Mithra alone, the dvandva, which

unites the two and with them sun, moon and stars, proves the contrary

:

Hymns to single gods started, in the Old Iranian and already in the

Aryan epoch, with an invocation of all the gods. The heroes of the old

epics, too, which were not members of different sects, pray—as Yt.5, 9,

4 Duchesne applies Bencemste’s theory bsos 1936: Stir quelqttes dvandvas avestiques.
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15 and 17 amply show—equally to Anahita, Rtis, Druvaspa and Vayus.

The axiom, 24!:.
—

“Es reicht nicht aus, von vorzarathustrischer

Religion zu sprechen, man muss mit mehreren ausserzarathustrischen

Religionsformen rechnen, die allesamt im Lauf der Zeit von der

Gemeinde des Gatha-Propheten aufgesogen wurden, aber friiher ein-

mal selbstandig zu denken sind”—is faulty. Polytheism is not a multi-

tude of religions, but one, and its gods were, as Herodotus says, the

heaven, Mithra, sun, moon, stars—all in Y/. 10,145—and others, that are

the old IE. “heavenly ones” or deva.

“Pre-Zoroastrian” is a relative date. If one admits the fixing of the

“traditional date” of Zoroaster in 570-500 b.c., it would mean “before

540 b.c.” But without any reference to other lines of argument, the

relative date can be converted into an absolute one from the verses of

Yt.io alone.

St. 1 13, with mi#ra-ahura, belongs to a song, to which one must

attribute the st. 28, 38, 42, 80, 85-86 and 112, and to which one may give

the title “Theft of the Herd.” Of these stanzas, 42 is evidently the

first, for it describes the general situation, leading in medias res. It

would however be too abrupt an opening for a song, and one must

assume that a general invocation of Mithra, after the model of 145,

and a special call for help, e.g. st.23, prefaced it:

23 : apa no haca anzahat

apa no haca #yajahat

mi0ra barois anadruxto

42: ai mi#ra vurugavyuti

ime no arvanta aspa

para
+me0anat nayanti

ime no uyra bazu

karte mi#ra scindayanti

38: xrum^ sitayo frazyante

an.asita me#aniya

Xrumiyam gaus ya cahrahaxs

deliver us from calamity,

deliver us from menace,

Mithra against whom we did not

sin!

O Mi0ra with the wide pastures!

§ They carry away from the yard

these here our speedy horses,

with daggers, Mithra, they smash

these here our strong arms.

To earth the dwellings are de-

stroyed,

without shelter are the people of

the yard.

The cattle used to follow the pas-

ture
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vara#yam pantam azate

ya drnahu mi#radrujam

frazrsta esam ra^aya

asru
+
[z]azano histante

anu zafano takahe

85: gauscit ya (86) varta az-

yamna

baSa zbayati avahe

gavaftyam patismaramna

kaSa no arsa gava^yam

apayat paskat vazyamno

mi#ro yo vurugavyutis

kaSa no fra.rvesayati

[gam] vesmanda azyamnam

1 13: taSa no jamyat avahe

mi0ra ahura brzanta

brzam barat astra vacam

aspanamca srifat xsufsan

astra kanhvan }iya nd6Tan

tigraho astavo ? taSa

hunavo
+zuru.go6kanam

jata pa0yante fravrsa

80: yahmi soire miflradrujo

+
a.bo§ayo ]ata purva

tuvam me#anahya pati

nipata ahi adruzam

tuvam vrzanahya pati

nisharta ahi adruzam

28: yo stuna viSarayati

brzimitahya nmanahya

stawra an0ya krnavati

is driven the stony way of cap-

tivity,

to the pens (hovels?) of the

mi#radruxs,

dragged on at their chariot.

§ Shedding tears they stand there

which run down their mouth,

the cow, too, driven off as cap-

tive,

verily cries for help,

counting the herd

:

When will the bull overtake

the herd, who comes running after

us,

Mithra with the wide pastures,

when will he make us turn

[the cattle] that is driven home

again ?

Then he shall come to our help!

Mithra-Ahura you high ones

!

The whip shall call with high

voice,

and the horses’ nostrils shall snort,

the whips shall crack, the bow-

strings whiz,

the arrows [verb corrupt] then

the *zuru.go(9ra-sons shall

lie there, slain, their hair up,

where the mifkadruxs are lying

powerless, slain, in heaps.

§ Thou, lord of the farmyard,

art the guardian of the innocent,

Thou, lord of the village,

art the keeper of the innocent,

who props the pillars

of the high-built house,

who timbers the strong antae,
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at ahmai nmanai daSati

gausca vanfhva viranamca

yahuva ^snuto bavati

upa anya scindayati

yahuva tbisto bavati

1 12 : ci#ra mi#rahya +
friyana

yas.tam dahyum acarati

ya#a hubrto barate

pa#na jafra gavyutaye

at hava pasu vira

vaso.^saffra fracarate

To that house he gives

herds of cattle and men,

in which he is obeyed

;

the alien ones he destroys,

in which he is offended.

§ The signs of Mithra are friendly

who visits that country

where he is well worshipped

;

The paths of its pastures are deep,

its cattle and its men

walk around of their own free

will!

Sequence of verses

:

As we have the yasht, none of the stanzas of this song any longer

joins another, and the original order is not preserved. However, the

joints between them and their younger surroundings have not been

effaced.

Some interpolations are unmistakable, e.g. in 38: “(the dwellings)

in which live the mi^radru^s and drugvant, the killers of the true

believers,” and yet the very mifhadruxs are those who destroy those

houses. Or 85b, where the cow stands “ustana.zasta, hands out-

stretched” in the attitude of Zoroastrian prayer. Elimination makes the

verses metrical. In 86h one may insert gam before vesmanda, instead

of the meaningless drujo, because the fern, azyamnam follows and the

verse stands in parallel with gaus pantam azate in 38d, and gaus vrta

azyamna in 85a. rtahya pati pantam between fra.rvesayati and vesmanda

must be omitted, as mazdayasnian misinterpretation of that pantam

azate: religious problems are out of question in these verses.

The thought of st.23 is transposed into a relative clause in 22, and

there, instead of anzahibyo, an infantile repetition of anzahat in

plural, stand the words apa ffyajahat barati. In the archaic invocation

of 145, mifha-ahura are called a#yajaha. Therefore, anzahibyo in 23 is

unauthentic, ftyajahat in 22 is genuine, and the line in 23 must be cor-

rected accordingly.

St.4'2 must be placed before, not after 38, because 85 joins 38. That

they followed one another is confirmed by the fact that only then
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mytr’(y)t in 42c—incomprehensible as the stanzas appear in the

yasht—finds an explanation: me#ana, “farmyards” of the me#aniya

in 38b, see below.

The two words gauscit ya are reckoned to st.85, all the rest to 86, an

indication that the old song has been torn apart: (85) 86 followed

immediately upon 42-38. The contact between 85 and 103 is without

objection as to the contents, is recommended by the formal responsion

of kaSa no apayat in 85 and taSa no jamyat in 113, further by the two

avahe, and is proved by the fact that the verb jamyat stands in sin-

gular. Tedesco drew my attention to the point that Duchesne’s transla-

tion “que viennent” would require the dual jamyatam. But if 113

joined 85, the singular is right: the foregoing verses speak of Mithra

alone, but are followed by an invocation of the pair, mi^ra-ahura, as

in 145 the invocation of the same pair precedes the singular miffram

yazamade.

In 113c, when the stanzas were severed, a “yat” had to be inserted

before “brzam vacam” which impairs sense and meter: the gods do

not bring help “when, after” the battle was in full swing, but the

battle is hoped for as effect of their arrival. The optative mood is

abandoned only in soire, 3-p.ind. perf.med., in st.8o. This sentence

follows, meaningless, upon the equally meaningless “Mit Dir als

Herrn erwerbe ich mir ja die beste Gemeinschaft!” (Bartholomae).

Originally, st.113 joined, for only then the words jata paffyante fravrsa

in 80 and soire ,apivi#isi‘ jata in 80, otherwise wholly enigmatical, ex-

plain each other mutually.

Therewith the position of st.8o is fixed. It expresses thanks for the

help of the gods. It fits the peculiar situation that Mithra is invoked,

not as usual as dahyupatis, but as “me#anapatis, vrzanahartar, lord of

the farmyard, guardian of the village.” In 42, the horses are carried

away from the me#ana, in 38 the inhabitants of the me#ana are without

shelter. Therefore, st.28 belongs behind 80, because it describes

Mithra’s activity as me^anapatar, and says that Mithra gives “herds of

cattle and men” to the house, the family—nmana—where he is obeyed.

St. 1 12, again, must follow 8, because acarati describes Mithra’s labor

as a metic, abicaris, at the me#ana. The paths of the pastures, there,

are called “deep, jafra” in contrast to the “stony, xrumiya, way” which

the stolen cattle is forced to go; and in opposition to the theft of the
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horses in 42 and the robbing of the cattle in 38 and 86, the last words

say: “cattle and men travel according to their own will.” This puts

friyana in 112a close to xsnut in 28L, and the two words appear to-

gether at all other places.

Vocabulary:

Bartholomae and Lommel wanted to abstract a vocative mi#ra

from mytr’t in 42,
5
although the god is already twice and suf-

ficiently invoked in the short stanza. On the contrary, an abla-

tive “from where” the cattle is driven “to the drnahu” of the

robbers is lacking. In 86 the aim is called vesmanda, an archaic

form, Gr. otnaSe. So one expects here olnodev, and since the

whole song speaks of a me#ana, mytr’t must be regarded as

misspelling of mytn’t, me#anat.

Xruma, xrumiya appears only once more, Y/.i3,38 as xruma

asobis frazyanta, that is in the same phrase. I. Ghershewitz, in

jras 1942, 101, derived, with Henning’s assent, Sogd. ywrm,

Man.Mir. xyrm, var.lect. xrvm > be. “earth” as material, from

Aw. ‘xruma in paxruma < 'upaxruma, Vid.2,23; same mean-

ing as “upa.sma, on the earth,” see under ‘Ardvisura.’ He could

have chosen xruma itself in Y^.io,38, which does not belong to

“xru, blood” ( Wb.). xrutniya, as quality of the way is the con-

trast to the “deep, Jafra, grassy” pasture, the cattle is used to

follow, cahrahaxs; hence, xrumiya means “earthy” in the sense

of “sandy” or “stony.” xruma is loc. or instr. of the noun, “in or

to earth” meaning “to the ground,” NP. “ba zamin rast kar-

dan.” The houses were built of mud-bricks or stamped earth.

me#aniya:me#ana = nmaniya:nmana, they are “the people of

the farm.” The other passages in which the word occurs, Y.2,

16 = 6,15, are not in contradiction, an.asita, then, is “without

shelter,” not “uninhabitable,” cf. duzita, ahvarta and other par-

ticiples of the same class.

drna: something in which the robbers either dwell or keep

their cattle, “dauru.upa.darna” in Vid.8,1 is made of wood and

called a “house”; Vid.3,31 quotes, out of context, a fragment:

satam patistananam, hazahram pati.daranam, where the syn.

5 Codd. Fi, E mi^raSa, others mi0rai$a, miflraita: K15 mi#rat, Jio miflraide; leading to archet.

mytr’t.
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patistana means “stand,” place or basis. The correspondence of

the names Usi.dam “house of dawn” and Usi.darna shows that

the word was not a contemptible one; it designates a primitive

form, for instance “hut,” else “pen, corral.”

asru azano is probably to be read, with Lommel, Vast 71,n.,
+
zazano; anu zafano is hardly a compound; with exception of

anu.pi#wa, all compounds with the prep, anu are late abstr.

nouns formed from verbs, anu belongs to takahe, the form of

which remains obscure

—

Wb.: “gen.absol.”—but the meaning is

clear.

fra.rvesayati in 85 relates to the herd in stampede, and the cow

is “patismaramna, counting” the herd, as the animals in Yr.8

“count by Tistriya.”

The line with hunavo guru.zo#ranam is not so sure as it

looks; for the preceding line is corrupt and its last word taSa

might be the first of the next one. Bartholomae: “die Sohne

derer, deren Weihgiisse zahfliissig sind, scil. weil sie aus Blut

bestehen” attaching guru to *garu, fem.yru “heavy,” Gr. barys,

Lat. gravis. It is clearly an invective, like “ibn al-kalb, son-oha-

bitch” etc., cf. spaci^ra, huci#ra, Akk. zer.mandu, zer halgati.

The second element, therefore, is surely go#ra, Ved. gotra,

“kind, kin,” MP.NP. gohr. In guru I can recognize neither the

word for an animal nor for whore. Gr. barys and Lat. can have

the connotation “difficult, onerous,” even “adverse,” but it is

much more probable that the two initials, g and z have changed

place:
+
zuru.go0ra, cf. OP. zurakara, Aw. zurajata etc.

fravrsa: Wb. “skalpiert?” must describe the position of the

slain enemies, Jata pa#yante. If it belongs to “vrsa, hair” it would

be “the hair up,” i.e. lying on their face. It is useless to try to

explain ,api vi#isi‘ from the context in which it appears today.

Of the two words which precede, mi#radrujo martiyakaho, the

second is dispensable. Whether one makes the caesura before or

—eliminating mi#radrujo—after ,api vi#isi‘, the word cannot

have had more than four syllables, and was probably only one

word. It stands between “soire, they lie” and “jata, slain,” and

can only describe—like fravrsa, close to it in 113—the position

of the dead. In analogous descriptions MP. uses often the words
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“akar, incapable of acting” or “aboS, unconscious, powerless.”

The archetype ’p.v.tys(y) may be resolved (with t for 8, nor-

mal, and p for w < b) in
+
aboSi- to Vbod-.

6

pati: Bartholomae saw in the two pati an ellipsis for pati[s.-

hartar] nis.hartar and patif.patar] ni.patar, a clumsy construc-

tion resulting in an unpleasant double genitive. Lommel takes

pati as vocative, avoiding these disadvantages. mefianahya pads

and vrzanahya pads are dissected compounds *me#anapatis and

Vrzanapatis, like ^sa^rahya pads in Y.44,9 and soi^rahya pads

in y.2,16.

brzi.mita “high-built,” to Vmay-, mi-, OP. framay “to con-

struct” viz. with the framana, the measuring rod. viSarayati, lit.

“to hold asunder, prop”; in Yi.1,26 the fravarti are compared to

propped wood-constructions, see under ‘Architecture.’

krnavati, to Vkart-, to cut, stone or wood; the antae are of

wood, in the large scale of Achaemenian buildings of stone. OP.

krnvaka is the Median term.techn. for “mason”; in the charter

of Susa they akunavanta, cut the stones.

ci#ra in 1 12, are “mien” or “gesture,” Ind. mudra, such as

uzbazu in Y/. 10, 124 or ustana.zasta; cf. Benveniste, Inf.av., to

y.44,16: “ci#ra moi dam, que des signes me soient donnees!”

fryn, is not a hapax Tra.ayana “way” (Wb.) but friyana, the

well known adj. and n.pr., inscr. <£>\lavos- Bartholomae divides

cifira in two words, (1) “Anblick, Antlitz, Gesamtheit der aus-

seren Merkmale usf.” and (2) “Same, Ursprung, Geschlecht

usf.” with the note: “die angenommene Gleichheit (of 1 and 2)

gilt mir fur unwahrscheinlich.” The Greek versions of the Sasa-

nian inscriptions render the phrase of the protocol “ke cihr ac

yazdan” by ix yevou? decov, but Menander, in the protocol of

Xusrau I by 69 ix Oewv xapo-Krepi^erai. Therewith he hits the

point from which all significations depart: character. The word

is one.

The picture of the civilization disclosed in this song is very archaic.

The people live by cattle-breeding, dwell in houses, nmana, with col-

umns and a(n)fiya, “antae,” the IE. domus in antis, on farms and in

6 Cod. H4 \i0is, M12 Jio vi0a:S, leads to archet. ’p.v.tysy, with indistinct number and

position of yY
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villages. In st.8o some titles are poetically transformed (like sastar in

st.108 etc.) : the me#anahya patis is nipata, hence *mef?anapati or

*me#anapatar;
7
the vrzanahya patis is nishartar, hence *vrzanapati or

‘vrzanahartar (in Y.46,1, see under ‘Social Structure’). Mithra acarati,

works like an abicaris, he timbers and cuts, krnavati, the antae like a

Median krnvaka. Aliens, anya and mifhadruxs, who do not worship

Mithra, come on chariots, raid and destroy the village, wound and slay

the men, drive off the cattle and horses. It is difficult to make a stamped-

ing herd turn: fra.rvesaya. But at the end it says: “Cattle and men

travel vaso.xsadra, in freedom!”

The same picture of civilization is the background of the oath the

aryaman, client, swears when entering a vis, in Y.12,2-3, see under ‘Fra-

varani’ : the new member forswears cattle-stealing, grazing of pastures,

destruction of immobile property, bodily injury and manslaughter of

the members of the vis; he allows the right of the maniya, meflaniya of

Yt. 10, who live by cattle-breeding, to rove freely as nomads or to settle

freely, vaso.yatim, vaso.sitim, words that at once recall the sitayo

frazyante and pasu vira vaso.xsa#ra fracarate of our song. Both lead

back to the seventh century, when the immigration of the Aryans

gradually came to a standstill.

The figure of the “lamenting cow” connects the song with Zoroaster’s

“Cow-gatha” Y.29. This subject must have been one of pre-Zoroastrian

poetry. But the difference is apparent: here all is a condensed, epic

description of an event; in Zoroaster’s gatha the cow philosophizes. The

time interval is hardly more than a century, short for the degree of

change. This is the effect of a great personality: the song is naive, the

gatha over-refined.

The character of the language accords with the high antiquity of the

song. About one fifth of all occurring words are hapax legomena, or a

fourth part if one includes words that recur only once more in late

passages. Moreover, the song must have been well known, for some of

its verses were imitated already at an early period.

The verse with xruma sitayo frazyante appears again in Yt. 13,38 in

the epic fragment about the Danavo, in the shape

Xruma asobis frazyanta danunam bevar.patmam

T Cf. MP. n.pr. patrokmehan < *pa0ra.me0ana, under ‘Last Judgment.’
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with asah for siti, and in the instr. pi. as “general plural case” according

to the late date: the Danavo are a historical family of Vistaspa’s time,

and their legend must have been formed and embodied into the epics

in the fifth century b.c., whence it was taken over into Yt. 13 by the

redactors of the Awesta.

Also 17.10,30 is formed after st.28 of the old song:

tuvam srogana srora^a Thou, fair ? women, fair ? chariots,

nistrta.spaya niSata.barzisa out-spread carpets, laid-down mat-

tresses,

nmana masita daSahi thou givest to the grand houses,

tuvam sroganam srora^am thou, . . . women, . . . chariots,

nistrta.spayam niSata.barzisam . . . carpets, . . . mattresses,

nmanam daSahi brzimitam thou givest to the high-built house,

yas.#wa oxta.namana yasna of him who worships thee with

yasna with-mention-of-thy-name

ra#wiya vaca yazate and with prayer at the fixed hour!

The poor poet started from the second half, with singularic nmana

and adj. brzimita, borrowed from st.28; for the first half he put nmana

in plural, with adj. masita, deriv. of “mas, great.” A more detailed

description of a house with carpets, mattresses and other furniture, in

Y/.14—see under ‘Hospitium’—belongs in the high Achaemenian epoch,

the fifth century. This one is of the fourth century: the words oxtana-

man (see under ‘Return of the Gods’) and rafhviya vaca are as good as

a dated signature of the poet. Instead of “herds of cattle and men” he

wants only women, rugs and mattresses.

The verses 10,145, with the dvandva mi#ra-ahura are placed near the

end of the yasht, cut off from all original connections by a number of

inferior stanzas, but are the beginning of an old hymn. Upon the in-

vocation of Mithra, Ahura, stars, moon and sun, a hymn addressed to

Mithra alone followed. The same invocation, therefore, is an introduc-

tion adequate for a hymn to each of these gods, the pre-Zoroastrian

Ahura, Tistriya, Hvar xseta and Mah. Here it opens a hymn to Mithra

dahyupatis, of which much, if not all, is preserved.

145: mi#ra ahura brzanta To Mithra-Ahura, the two high,

a#ya]aha rtavana unthreatened, just ones

strsca mahamca huvarca and to the stars, the moon, the sun
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urvara pati barsmanya

mi#ram vispanam dahyunam

dahyupatim yazamade.

25: ahuram gufram brzantam

bazus.ojaham ra0estam

102: arusaspam tizi.rstyam

Xsviwi.isavam ra#estam

1 12: astra.haSam amavantam

taxmam vispatim ra#estam

8: yim yazante dahyupatayo

arzahi ava.jasanto

avi henaya xrusyatis

avi ham.yanta rasmawyo

antar dahyu paprtane

11
:
yim yazante raflestaro

barsesu pati aspanam

zavar jaSyanto hitebyo

drvatatam-tanubyo

47: yim frasrutam zaranimnam

pr#u.safaho vazanti

avi henaya xrusyatis

avi ham.yanta rasmawyo

antar dahyu paprtane

68
:
yahya vartam hangrwnati

rtis vahvi ya brzatl

yim arvanto manyavaho

arusa roxsna fradrsra

spanta vidvaho asayo

manyuvasaho vazanti

at the plants of the barsman,

to Mithra, the dahyupatis

of all provinces, we present our

offerings

!

To the ahura, the deep, the high,

the raf?esta with the strong arm,

the one with the white horses, the

pointed lance,

the archer, the ra#esta,

the puncher with the goad, the

powerful,

the swift vispatis, ra#esta!

To whom the dahyupati sacrifice

when they set out towards the west

against the hostile hosts that are

eager to fight,

against their closed phalanxes,

between the two war-making coun-

tries.

To whom the raflestar sacrifice

(standing) at the neck of their

horses,

asking for strength of their two-

horse teams,

for health of their bodies.

The praised in song, the furious,

whom
the broad-hoofed (horses) pull

against the hostile hosts etc.

with whom drives in his chariot

the good Rtis, the high one,

which is drawn by heavenly racers,

white, bright, far-visible ones,

holy, trained, shadowless,

ethereal ones,
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yat dim damois upamano

hurixtam baSa rinaxti

128: histante varte hazahram

#anvartmam hukrtanam

129: isunam +krka.prnanam
+
zari.zafram srvi.stayam

130: rstinam broi#ra.tezanam

cakusanam biteyanam
+cakusam +hospinenanam

biteyanam

13 1 : kartanam waya.daranam

gaSanam ayahenanam

48a : at yat mi#ro fravazati

avi henaya xrusyatls

avi ham.yanta rasmawyo

antar dahyu paprtane

96: vazram zastaya drazimno

sataistanam sata.daram

fraveyam vlra.niyancim

zarois ayaho frahixtam

101: para.|asati vazamno

ho prvyo gaSam nijati

aspeca pati vireca

avi hama^a barati

isavo rzifya.prna

ha^ra.tarsta ^rahayati

uvaya aspa vlraca

20: aspa vazyanstra bavati

tacinto noit apayanti

baranto noit frastanvanti

vazanto noit framanyante

39: isvascit rzifya.prna

hu#axtat haca ^anvanat

)iya.|ataho vazamna

when Damois Upamano

sets it going with good start.

On the chariot are lying a thousand

of well manufactured bows,

of cock-feathered arrows,

gold-mouthed, steadied with lead,

of lances sharp-bladed,

of axes double-headed

of axes of Spanish (steel),

double-headed,

of daggers two-edged,

of brazen mace-heads.

Thereupon, when Mithra drives

out

against the hostile hosts etc.

gripping the vazra in his hand,

the one with a hundred bosses,

hundred edges,

the one swung down, falling upon

the warriors,

cast of yellow metal,

he arrives, adriving,

he first brandishes the club

down on horse and man,

then at once he shoots

the eagle-feathered arrows,

with sudden fright he frightens

both, horse and man.

The horses get restive,

when racing they do not . . .

under the rider they do not . . .

before the chariot they do not . . .

The eagle-feathered arrows, too,

that from the well-bent bow

fly, flicked by the string,
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asamna.vido bavati

rstayascit ti-yra darya

asamna.vido bavati

zarstavacit fradaysanya

vazamna haca bazubyo

asamna.vido bavati

ya#a granto upa.tbisto

apatizanto mi^nati

mi#ro yo vurugavyutis

48b: apas gavo drzayati

para dema varayati

apa gosa tosayati

noit paSa viSarayati

noit pati.tava bavati

36: fra rasmano scindayati

yozanti vispe karano

rasmano arza.sutahya

fra maSyanam yrahayati

spaSahya xrusyantahya

69-98 :

+ma mi^rahya ahurahya

grantahya veyai jasema

ma no granto api.janya

[-] mi^ra vurugavyuti!

miss the target,

the lances, too, the sharp, long

ones,

miss the target,

the slingstones of earthenware,

too,

propelled by the arm,

miss the target,

because wrathful, offended,

disdained, he repulses them,

he Mithra with the wide pastures.

On their back he binds their hands

he makes their eyes blind,

he makes their ears deaf,

they cannot hold straight their

legs,

they can no longer resist.

He breaks the phalanges to pieces,

all the wings are in turmoil,

of the phalanx that set out for

battle.

the middle becomes astir

of the army that was eager to fight.

May we never run against

Mithra’s, the wrathful one’s as-

sault!

Do not slay us in thy wrath,

[thou] Mithra with the wide pas-

tures!

Connection of stanzas:

yim yazante dahyupatayo in 8a resumes dahyupatim yazamade in

i45f., and is resumed by yim yazante ra^estaro in na. Between the in-

vocation of 145 and st.8 a number of epithets are required: st.25, 103 and

1 12 contain epithets only. Ignoring the trivial and unmetrical, they

give 6 verses, among them ahura, vispatis and thrice ra^estar, and the

sequence “dahyupatis, 145—raflestar, epithets—dahyupatayo, 8—ra#es-

taro, n” confirms the arrangement.
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St.8 describes the situation: the army, gone west, faces the enemy,

lined up in phalanges. St_47a and 48 repeat this description word by

word, hence belong to the same poem. St.47a “yim frasrutam”—not

“den beriihmten” (Bartholomae and Lommel) but “praised in song”

by the dayupatayo and ra#estaro of 8 and n at their yasna, with causa-

tive connotation : the songs of these worshippers arouse the gods’ wrath

towards the enemy, frasrutam connects 47 inseparably with the fore-

going 8 and 11.

prdu.safaho in 47b “with broad hooves,” since no horses are men-

tioned before, must have had support in the following stanzas; it intro-

duced the description of the chariot, preserved in st.68, which is to be

discussed in full later on. This again was joined by the description of

the weapons on the chariot, st.128-131.

Though full of tiresome repetitions and interpolations, two old glosses

admitted into the text prove the still higher antiquity of this descrip-

tion. Bartholomae, Wb.875, recognized that the words, six times re-

peated “ethereal they (the weapons) travel, ethereal they fall on the

skulls of the deva,” do not fit a bow, where they appear first. They fit

nowhere, and their interpolation, breaking the continuity of the simple

sentence, entails seven repetitions of the introductory formula. Also

“hukrta, well-fabricated,” repeated behind every single weapon, makes

sense only in the first place, only as epithet of the bow, which was a

composite one. The old gloss, there, says : “asti yo gavasnahya snavya jiya,

there are such with strings of stag’s tendons.”

The introductory formula “histate aom vartahe hazahram . . .” is

prosaic and ungrammatical; an “aom with genitive” does not exist.

“On the chariot lie a thousand” would be “histate varte hazahram,”

which is metrical. Thereupon the weapons were enumerated in the

gen.pl., correct in grammar and correct or easily corrected in meter.

The never-ending verses in the yasht reduce themselves to the eight lines

admitted in our text. For all details of the weapons see under ‘Indus-

tries.’

St.48 is a modern single number for two old stanzas. In the first

Mithra drives out, in the second the enemies break bodily down. This

is not the effect of Mithra’s starting, but of terror. Therefore, the place

of st.101, with “para-jasati, he arrives” and “#rahayati, he causes terror”

is between 48, a and b. Meter and sequence of the verses of st.101 are
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disturbed. As we have it, the shooting of the arrows—with “hama#a,

Wb.\ gleichmassig verteilt er”—precedes the brandishing of the club,

which the god “prvyo nijati, swings down first (masc.).” The gaSa

(fem.) is Mithra’s vazra; the two are not distinguished {Wb.) as club

for throwing and for striking. The comparative prvyo, m., does not

mean “he is the first to wield a club,” but “he uses first his specific

weapon,” and right after it, hamai9a, the arrows. It follows that the

description of the club in the hand of the god, in st.96, must have had

its place before st.101, in which it is used. Indeed, 96 fits perfectly

to 48a, and there is no other description of the vazra and nowhere else

does the Awesta speak of its use. In st.132 the whole description is liter-

ally repeated, introduced by “on the chariot lies . . but the vazra

was not a piece of the arsenal on the chariot: when angry, Mithra

carries it in his hand, when peaceful, he comes “uzbazus, with hands

high,” st.124, and the club does not lie ready to hand that he might dis-

appoint his worshippers at any moment.

St.48'0 is part of the description of the terror, which begins in 101,

and since 48a ends with “he frightens both, horse and man,” the verses

describing the fright of the horses came first.
8 At that place verses are

inserted coming from a soldier’s incantation, parts of which are pre-

served elsewhere:

apasi vazati rstis

yam ahyati avi.mi^ris

yatcit huvastam ahyati

vato tam rstim barati

with the gloss

:

yatcit tanum apayati though it may hit the body,

atcit dim noit rasayante they do not wound him!

St.20 begins, in the yasht, with (aspa)cit, a conjunction disturbing the

meter, and which was added in order to fit the stanza into its secondary

8 The “Letter of franchise,” granted to RittiMarduk by Nebuchadnezzar I (1146-1123),
L. W. King, Kudurru n° \i, coi.i,1.2of. says, describing the battle with the Elamites: “ni.is.qu sa
rabutil'1 iEJPl it ta.si.iz.zu u sa ed.h qar.di pu.ri da.su it.tu.ru, the splendor of the great horses

stood still, and the legs of the strong man turned aside.” “Splendor” is no true translation of

nisqu, and puridasu itturu mas be a strong sulgar expression. NaramSin says something to the
contrary: “faisant tourner en arriere la poitrine.”

backwards flies the lance

which Mithra’s enemy throws,

however well-thrown,

the wind carries it away!
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context. When 20 is placed behind 101, this -cit is unnecessary, and the

meter is right.

Upon the terror of the horses, first st.39 followed, describing the

weapons becoming inefficient. There (isvas)cit is metrically correct

and connects 39 adequately with 20. The present surroundings led astray

Bartholomae, who attached the verb mi^nati to V mit- “bleiben,” trans-

lating: “sofern Mithra beleidigt bleibt, nicht willkommen geheissen”;

Lommel: “wenn M. (es) vereitelt”; it belongs to V mi#-, not “mittere”

(Wb.) but “repousser” (Benveniste). ya#a is causative, “because.” “a.pa-

tizanto not-recognized,” with a- reversing the sense, “despised,” full

syn. of “offended.”

St.40 possibly contains something old, but if so, not in the good con-

dition as st.39:

kartacit hufrayu^ta the knives, too, the well-suspended,

vazracit hunivixta the vazra, the well-tossed ones,

yoi niyrare./sarahi martiyakanam that are brought down upon the

heads of the men,

asarnno.jano bavati miss their target.

St.qSb: the terror, fMhayati, of the god “veils the eyes,” i.e. blinds,

“makes blunt the ears,” deafens the enemies, who become unable to hold

their legs straight, Homer’s ra yowara \veip. St.36 pictures the effect

:

the phalanxes, called “ham.yanta, closed” in 8, 47 and 48, are shaken

and break. The hapax xr^hayati in 36d—Ir. Vxrah-, AS. hrorjan,

Germ, riihren, to be stirred, raked (ZAirWb.164)—rhymes with 0raha-

yati. Thus st.36, the end of the tale, is closely linked to its beginning in

st.8.

In the yasht, st.37 follows, a very bad stanza, but containing two cor-

rect verses:

para kamrSa spayati he s the skulls,

para kamrSa vazanta off fly the skulls

If old, these verses can hardly have had another place than in this poem,

and very inferior stanzas may always preserve small fragments, splints

of old songs.

Finally the conclusion which is preserved in two versions:
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10,69: moi.tu iflra ahurahya

grantahya ve-yai jasema

yahya hazahram veyanam

pad hamr#ai jasati

10,98: ma mi^rahya vurugavyutois

grantahya ve-yai Jasema

ma no granto api.janya

mi#ro yo vurugavyutis

Both deficient stanzas reflect the same original. In 69a the first words

are corrupt; no use trying to interpret them. But the designation

“ahura” of Mithra is too archaic for the time of the redaction, would be

veritably offensive. In 98, on the other hand, the epithet vurugavyutois

is unmetrical, hence a mazdayasnian substitute for genuine ahurahya,

and one must combine “ma miffrahya ahurahya,” which agrees with

the invocation mi#ra-ahura in st.25; the use of the archaic epithet ahura

for Mithra in the Awesta is therewith limited to this song. The idea

of st.69 “who has a thousand veya” is a cliche, unfit for ve-ya, which

is a movement, see under ‘Eranvez’; the corresponding line in 98 is

good. The phrase is optative, therefore the very last line must be the

obligatory vocative. That gives a convincing end: “The fate of our

enemies may never strike ourselves!” The inscription Dar.Pers.f (only

Elamite) ends similarly: “hupe anni sisne hupe appo Ruh.irra harikki

lammamanra, Never may hit us what the enemy devises!”

Vocabulary:

St.145: rtavan, as epithet of Mithra and Ahura, is used in

its pre-Zoroastrian meaning—as also when epithet of the fra-

varti—with rtam as “mores, law.”

rarest! and ratfestar appear here side by side; considering the

high age of the song, raflestar cannot be a late neologism. In

st.n the raflesta are driving hitebyo, a two-horse team, biga.

To astra.had, see under ‘Yama xseta.’

For the meter of 8,a cf. Y/.io,i3: yahmiya garayo brzanto:

both verses have an odd syllable and both a plural in -ayo. In

10,13 one could save one syllable by reading
+
yahmi or "brzo,

but our knowledge of the meter is not enough to solve even

such simple problems.

To 8b: The codd. have arzahe, or -hi, which Wb. separates

from arzah “Abend,” arzahi (dual) “west,” connecting it with

m. “arza, battle” as a n. arzah-. Yt. 19,42, where the word recurs,

is inconclusive : an adversary of Krsaspa called arza.samana “sets
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out for battle, gato arzahe.” Whether “battle” or “west,” this

is an etiological play with the name, ’rzsmn may be a patron, of

*arzasma, like mrzismya in 17.13,126 of Tnrzisma, cf. fra.sma

etc. But the ambiguous gato arzahe may also be directly influ-

enced by arzahe Jasanto in Yr.10,8.

Xrusyatis in st.8, 47 and 48 is trisyllabic, ^tusyantahya in 36

counts for five syllables, but the them. gen. arouses suspicion:

the original text may have had xrusyato and a lost word of

two syllables. The verse gives the impression of being authentic;

if an interpolation, the two preceding lines must be reversed.

Xrusyant appears still in Yr.15,49, quotation from 10,8; in Yt.

19,54 similarly; in Y.9,30 entirely bad; all to be discounted for

determining the meaning. If it were genuine as epithet of the

fravarti in Yr.13,33, it could not mean “bloodthirsty.” Wb.,

doubting: “denom. part, of *xrvis-P”, i.e. IE. krewos, Gr.

Kpkfas, OE. hreaw > raw (meat). The form recalls a partiut.

like sosyant, or a denom. like ranxsyant, ranxsayant. Future

tense would make it an apt epithet for the fravarti and would fit

here: “who set about for bloodshed, battle.” Or xr6syant,

Xrusyant to Vxrus-P

To 20: vazyanstra, said of horses, corresponds to asamna.vid

in 39, of the weapons that become inefficient; the next three

verbs with negation detail the notion. It must mean “restive,

storrisch,” similar to Bartholomae’s translation. The three verbs

have so far not been satisfactorily determined;
9

I assume they

indicate the three gaits of the horses.

Just as the Danavo verses in Yt. 13,38 are composed on the model of

Y/. 10,38, thus Y/.io,i 1 served as model for Yr.5,58, verses dating from

the Achaemenian period, see under ‘Notarya.’ The offering and prayer

of the ra^esta “at the necks” of their horses shows them dismounted,

standing in ranks, holding the bridles of their team with their right

hand near the horses’ head.

9
I belie\e there is an explanation, unknown to me, by Geiger. Etymology alone can hardly

reveal the very specific significations. A similar case is Sargon’s description ot the remounting

m Urartu, on the Urmiya Lake, 8th Camp. Li 73: “asu sihru u taru, simat tahazi,” Thureau-
Dangin translates “sortie, volte et derm-tour, ce qui convient au combat”; Luckenbill: “going

forward, turning to one side, or turning around, as the (tactics of) battle require.”
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The description of the weapons in 129-131—see under ‘Industries’

—

agrees with others in 39-40, and in Yt. 13,7. But it agrees also with the

armament of the Persians at the review of Doriscus, 480 b.c., which, as

Herodotus remarks, was “properly speaking the Median equipment.”

arzahi in st.8 shows that the poet imagined the enemy to be in the

west. This concept was natural for Iranians from the time of their

immigration to the fall of Nineveh and Babylon, hence for 400 years,

and we shall find verses that define time and place more accurately.

I intercalate here a passage from the Tistriya Yt.8, because it con-

tained once, like the old songs of the Mihr-yasht, an invocation of

Mithra-Ahura in dvandva form. It is an epic fragment of the R^sa

myth, twice interpolated into st.6-7 and 37-38 of the Tistriya yasht.

“rysa, to Mark-, to shine,” is Tistriya transformed into a hero, like

Apavrta into Frahrasya, Vrthragna into Krsaspa; thereby background

and interpretation of the story are determined.

“We bring offerings to Tistriya . .

.”

asu.xsewam xsviwi.vazam who hurriedly rushes along, flies

speedily,

avavat xsewo vazate he flies as hurriedly

yai9a tiyris manyuvasa as the arrow traveling through air

which Rxsa shot. . . .

Because it serves as comparison for the speed of the star, this fragment

of the Rxsa myth has been preserved:
10

tiyrim ahyat xsviwi.isus

Xsviwlsvatamo aryanam
+
uba dim mi#ra ahura

pari
+ pantam fracesetam

vispam a ahmat yat ayam

pati.apayat vazamno

arya-xsu#at haca garoit

huvanvatam avi garim

huvanvata pati nirat

The archer shot the arrow,

the best archer among the Aryans,

the two, Mithra and Ahura,

prepared for it the course,

the entire, from there to

where it lands flying,

from mount Arya.xsuda

to mount Huvanvant.

On the Huvanvant it fell down.

The small variants of the two versions permit us to recognize, more

10 In the cosmology of the Gr.Bdh. this thought is built up into a system: “The speed of the

sun is that of an arrow shot by a strong man etc." and similar measurings of speed.
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clearly than elsewhere, what has been changed of the original text and

what is a parasitical growth. The greatest divergence is in the lines:

7: taSa dim ahuro mazda 38: avi dim ahuro mazda

av^n data tat apa urvarasca av^n amasa spanta

pari se vurugavyutis mi#ro vurugavyutis (he) mi0ro

fradyat pantam pouru pantam fracesetam.

In 38 the archaic dual fracesetam is outstanding, which must

have had a dual subject. Therefore, translators have suppressed

the Amrta Spanta; but one must equally suppress the apa urvara

in st.7. The attributes mazda to ahuro and vurugavyutis to

mi#ro are likewise too much, avgn, which Wb. takes as a 3-sg.

pret. act., ava + V an- “to blow at,” ought to be a dual, and is

hardly a verb at all. Since a pair is helping, it is probably ava =

uba “both,” often used with a dvandva. If in the fragment of an

old myth ahura and mi0ra are the subject of a dual verb, the

grammatical form must have been the dvandva mi#ra-ahura.

pouru pantam is in Wb .855 put under “paru, much” with the

peculiar sense “weithin”; but in st.7 it is pari, adv. used for in-

tensifying the sense of verbs with fra-, which one must prefer to

the improbable “pouru.” What remains is the metrical verse

put in our text.

a ahmat yat ayam . . . corresponds to OP. a amt (i.e. ahmat)

yata a on the gold tablets of Darius, see Altp.lnschr. s.v.

Instead of arya.xsutfat cod. Jio has -xsu-, K15 -xsao-, K12 -xsoi-, the

only variant containing an i; the archetype would be -xsvt(’t), which

has no etymological connection. Formerly, I surmised -xvst, which can

be linked to MP.NP. “xbst, track, trail, highway.” Hertel reads sitat,

to si-, “to dwell,” which would make arya.sitam similar to arya.saya-

nam, believing that the shot went from “Iran” to heaven. The Huvan-
vant, Xvanvant mountain is the Onoadas of the Tab. Peutinger., near

Agbatana. This identification is assured by the correspondence of

“xunvad” (in Aw. script) in the Gr.Bdh. and “alvand” with Paz.

“hunavand” in the Ind.Bdh. in the story of the “Three-legged ass.”
11

11 The Arab, spelling is, in ibn Khurdadhbih jla>> jl-xi/ j>. Qudama has

jIjjk. ibn Rustah j] J_>. j] Yaqiit 11,476: ^undaS, village between Hamadan
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At the same time of these verses, the hero Rxsa was long since separated

from the star Tistriya, and though in the original myth the shot may
have been aimed at the heaven, in this form of the legend the places

were already located on earth. The movement ought to be—like that of

the star—from east to west, and if the huvanvant is an Alwand pass,

arya.xsutfa ought to be a corresponding point farther east, e.g. the Awah
pass or the Caspian Gates.

Y^.io,i45 contains a second formula of great interest, namely vis-

panam dahyunam dahyupatis, lit. ruler-of-the-country of all countries,

i.e. sovereign.

This title in pre-Zoroastrian verses disproves the reason adduced by

Meillet, Trois Conf. 22, against the identification of the historical and

the Awestic Vistaspa: “L’etablissement d’un vast empire, gouverne par

un roi absolu, a ete dans le monde indo-iranien un fait d’un type nou-

veau; il est sans doute resulte de ces memes mouvements auxquels est

due la secte zoroastrienne,” and 24: “Le trait caracteristique de l'epoque

achemenide, c’est le chef supreme, le xsayatfya xsayaflyanam des inscrip-

tions, le /foonAeus par excellence des Grecs. Les gathas ne savent rien

d un pared chef qui est, en effet, un personnage tout nouveau parmi
les Aryens. ... II n y a, des lors, aucune raison de croire que le Vistaspa

qui a protege Zoroastre ait rien de commun avec Vistaspa, pere de

Darius.”

When Meillet wrote these sentences, the gathas were generally

acknowledged to be older than any other parts of the Awesta, although
he himself had more than once established Awestic idioms more archaic

than in the Gathic dialect. Medlet’s argument stands and falls with this

assumption. If the gathas are not older than the really old hymns, the

argument does not disprove, but proves the contrary thesis.

This other conception was first discussed, with detail, by A. Christen-

sen, who wrote:
12

“Les remarques critiques de M. Herzfeld (ami i,

i26ff.) m’ont engage a reexaminer la question de la composition des

yashts Les ‘grands’ yashts . . . sont des restes dune poesie religieuse

[great parts are not religious] qui etait peut-etre pre-zoroastrienne.

and Xihuwand. The editors of the bga chose but in view of the Pah!, forms and

m ibn Ru*>tah, < *h\an\atl is preferable.

1 ~ Les Kuyamdes
, 1931, 10-17: Coup d’oeil sur la composition des Yashts.
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Les hymnes sont empruntes a une poesie . .
.
qui existait auparavant.

. . . II ne s’ensuit pas que les parties originales des yashts soient pre-

gathiques, mais je crois pas qu’on puisse en nier la possibility. . . . Les

yashts originaux . . . n’etaient guere destines a l’origine, a servir de

textes liturgiques.” Christensen, at that time, could not yet make up his

mind to accept my perception, still entirely immature: All really old

parts of the yashts, songs like those studied so far and many more, are

pre-Zoroastrian. There is scarcely any problem not touched and changed

by this recognition. Yasht and Yasna have three, if one wants four

strata: pre-Zoroastrian songs, the gathas of Zoroaster, the Y. Haftahati

and the late-Awestic liturgical chapters.

But apart from all this, if one calls—as Meillet does—the traditional

date of Zoroaster “precis et plausible,” and if one accepts the fact that

he lived at the close of the Median epoch, then, at any rate, dahyu

contains the notion of satrapy of the Median and later the Persian

empire. [The two stems in the inflection of OP. dahyu indicate that

the word was taken over from the Median official language.] In Meil-

let’s conception of the chronology, too, the title vispanam dahyunam

dahyupatis contains the “fait d’un type nouveau,” the union of many
satrapies in one empire, not as a hope, but as a projection of worldly

facts into myth.

In a fragment of the Husravah legend, preserved in Yt.5,49 (-Yt. 15,

3t-33) we read:

,arsa‘ aryanam dahyunam hankrmo husrava

a simple looking, difficult passage.

Darmesteter translated doubtingly: “the hero who united the Aryan

nations into one kingdom”; Bartholomae: “Held der arischen Lander,

Befestiger des Reichs”; Lommel: “der mannhafte unter den arischen

Volkern, der Einiger der Herrschaft.”

han.krmo is a hapax, and as verb ham + kar- appears only in the very

late Y.i: han.karayami, governing a dative. Bartholomae makes light

of the dative “for genitive.” hankaraya means “put down to somebody’s

account,” cf. under ‘Arithmetics.’ The same way of expression is familiar

to Assyrian,
13 where “manu, to count among,” is the term for “to make

13 Also in Hittite, e.g. treaty between Suppduliuma of Khatti and Tette, kbo. 1.4, I.43: “from
mount Niblani (Lebanon) and from the western banks of the Euphrates 1 have counted the

countries to my domain.”
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one’s own, to give as possession, to make subject to,” applied to con-

quered countries, peoples, prisoners of war, booty etc. “ana nise matiia

amnusunuti I counted them among the people of my country,” or “I

counted for the service of the god Assur” is the term for “I made the

country a province.” The same is valid for “xsa#rai hankrmo, who has

counted it for the xsa^ram, made it a province of the xsa#ram.” The

gen. aryanam dahyunam, hence, can only be gen.obj. to xsa#ram: “the

empire of the Aryan provinces.” ham.karaya is used without acc.obj.,

which is yasna, to be supplied from the context; likewise, hankrmo

is used with dative obj. only, to which the acc. dahyus must be borrowed

from dahyunam.14
Thus, the verse says: “he who counted (the prov-

inces) among the empire of the Aryan provinces,” i.e. made them

subject.

At the parallel passage in Y/.15,31-32 we read: “To him (Vayu) the

dahyupatis Arvasara brought offerings at the White Forest, praying:

Grant me this success: that Husravah shall not slay us two ( ? na, dual),

he who subjected (the provinces) to the provinces of the Aryan empire,

(and) that I (sg.) may overwhelm him! (But) Kavi Husravah killed

him in the All-Aryan-Forest.” This is a very poor imitation of older

genuine verses of the epics, and yet it cannot be younger than the fifth

century b.c.
15 The remark on “Husravah hankrmo” anticipates what

was achieved only by his victory over Arvasara. There ought to be

verses in which Husravah’s prayer to the contrary is granted by the

god, while he rejects Arvasara’s prayer. Husravah represents the his-

torical Cyrus. Xenophon is the first to mention these popular songs.

Cyrus was a Persian, but the localities of his legend, the various “forests,

arzura, rzura > lur” are all to be looked for in Luristan and Shahrazur,

in Media, because there are no “lur,” i.e. the term for the typical “karst-

vegetation,” in eastern Iran. The legend remembers the fact that it was

Cyrus who conquered Media. It is most striking that the adversary of

14 arsa loses its importance; it possibly is the lacking acc. object, acc.n.sg. or pi., scarcely masc.

n.sg. of “arsan, male” in the sexual meaning. Even when accepting “hero,” Wb., for this place

and Yt. 1 9,52, 10,86, one could not say “hero among the countries,” only “among men,” but

it nowhere means “hero.” In Yt. 10.86 the lamenting cow invokes the god Mithra as “the

bull”; in 19,52, ApamNapat is arsan as the “sire of nar, men.” The main support for this

theory, xsaya.arsam “stallion among rulers” is totally wrong, it is -arsah-. Possibly, this arsah,

and n.pr. (vahmayat)arsa- belong to the adv. rs, ars.

15 What follows is worse : “Thereupon he granted to him that success, he, . . . Vayu, in order

that he, the creator AhuraMazdah, should partake of the success.”
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the hero bears a title like dahyupatis; it is the historical title of the

Median great-kings, faithfully preserved.
16

One more expression, in a fragment without relation, Yt.10,4, is in-

timately connected with these titles

:

midram . . . ramasayanam . . . aryabyo dahyubyo

ramasayana is also epithet of Tistriya. In Vid.i the role is transferred

to AhuraMazdah. Applied to a king it designates him as the “ideal ruler

who brings an era of bliss,” see Y.53,8 under ‘Bandva.’ Whether ramsahr

(e kaivistaspsah) in Ayat\.Zar. §63 is the title of Vistaspa or a place-

name is not quite clear.
17
But the Sasanids Yazdegird I and Varhran V

called themselves, on their coins—as here Mithra
—

“bag e ramsahr, the

god, the one who gives the land peace,” and Xusrau I bears the title

eipT)voTrdTpLO<; i.e. ramsahr in his protocol in Menander, de Leg. n, §3;

Theophylakt says dpr)vdpxr)‘;d
a
Cyrus says, as do Assyrian kings before

him, “I made the countries live in peace.” The epithet of Mithra is a

great-royal honorific, that of a “ktistes.” The xsadram aryanam dahyu-

nam in Yt.5,49 and with addition of upamam applied to kavi Usan

and Husravah—cf. under ‘Deva’—is the oldest form preserved of the

Achaemenian term aryanam xsadram > Eransahr.

Since the title vispanam dahyunam dahyupatis in Y/.io,i45 is older

than Zoroaster, the only reason for its absence from the gathas is that

these odes do not speak of such political concepts. Without the word of

the “tribute-money” no words of Christ would allude to Caesar and

Rome.

Thus, the tide contains an immediate date: the song “Mithra as

warrior,” one of the oldest parts of the Mithra yasht, is composed at

the time of the Median empire, 678-550 b.c. The “Theft of the Herd”

belongs to the early part of that epoch or even to the very beginning of

the seventh century, vispanam dahyunam dahyupatis is the sovereign

Median title, and Mithra, thereby, is saluted—not as “Kreishauptmann”

—but as sovereign ruler of Eransahr.

The immense expansion of that empire under the Achaemenids

16 The existence of legendary beside historical names may be the reason for Ctesias’ doubling
Herodotus’ four Median kings.

17 Ramsahr was the name of the old capital of STstan. Hamza mentions a town RamVistaspan
in Fars; Wais u Ramin 304: “today though thes call it Ahwaz, in the daftar it is still called

Ramsahr.” Cf. Ramuz <f *RamHormizdArdashIr in Khuzistan.
18 Cf. AhpJnschr. 319 and 322.
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caused a new tide to be derived from it, xsaya#ya xsaya^yanam, xsa-

ya#ya dahyunam; but the notion of sovereignty persisted, down to the

Sasanian period, to the word dahyupatis, even after dahyu had de-

scended to mean “village.” The protocols of the Buyids, Seljuks, Orto-

qids, Ayyubids and Mamluks, the details of which are mainly of Persian

origin and the wealth of which allows us to follow the developments

closely, contain many perfect analogies.
19

A determination yet more exact of the date is furnished by Y/.io,io4,

a stanza belonging to the song of the “Sacrilegus,” which will be

studied below:

104: yatcit usastare hindou Whether in the east on the Indus,

yatcit dosatare
T
tiyre or in the west on the Tigris,

yatcit sanake ranhaya or at the sanake of the Iaxartes,

yatcit
+
vimaSye ahya zmo or here in the middle of this earth,

105: tamcit mi0ro hangrfsamno wherever he be, Mithra seizes him
+
pari.apayat bazuwya clasping him with his arms.

The power of the avenger has no limits, an idea also expressed by

his epithet “zam.fra^ah, as broad as the earth.” The verses want to ex-

press the notion “everywhere,” and therefore reveal how far the horizon

of the poet actually reached.

In st. 19, belonging to the same song, Mithra turns in a similar way

towards the two nema, “halves of the earth,” where the mi#radruxs

expects him the least. The “middle of the earth” is part of the krsvar-

notion. In 15 it is called hvanira#a, in 13 arya.sayanam, Eransahr. But

the figure of the “seven krsvar” cannot be applied in st.104, because

Mithra can drive beyond the edge of the earth, but no criminal can

escape thereto. For the same reason the fourth point, usual in such

determinations, is lacking: it is the south, the Indian Ocean, beyond

which no one can go, the “Uttermost Sea” encircling the earth. Instead

of the krsvar, therefore, the poet describes the world he knows by the

historic-geographical boundaries of the land of the middle, Eransahr.

The eastern limit is the Indus River, hindus. The initial fault of ear-

lier translations is “India” for hindou. India, as name for the subcon-

19 Cf. my Inscriptions et Monuments d' Alep
,
Materiaux pour un Corpus Inscriptionum Arabi-

carum.
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tinent, is a Greek term. Ir. hindus is only the river and the satrapy at

its bank. On the other hand, it is only this name, and not, as Markwart

assumed, in Vehrot, at the same time appellative “river,” as in Indian.

The OP. lists of satrapies confirm Herodotus who says iv,44, that Sind

was a new conquest of Darius : the name is not yet mentioned in Behis-

tun, 521 b.c., whereas Gandara, the Kophen area, and ©atagus, the Pan-

)ab, are mentioned, being inherited satrapies. This again is confirmed

by the names Kurus and Kanbuzya of the elder branch of the Achae-

menids, which are honorifics, received in wars against the Kuru and

Kamboja in Gandara, see under ‘Throne-names.’ The Indus and, in the

north, one of the Panjab rivers, remained the frontier between Iran and

India down to Alexander’s time. Strabo, xv,i,io, quoting Eratosthenes

b.m, says: “Between the land reckoned as India, when Alexander ar-

rived there, and Ariane, which lies next to it towards the west and was

owned by the Persians, the Indus formed the boundary; later on, the

Indians owned much of Ariane, having obtained it from the Mace-

donians.” And Isidorus, at the turning of our era, puts the frontier

closely behind Qandahar, above the Bolan pass.

The northern limit is equally a river, the sanaka of the Ranha.

sanake, loc., is opposed, in Yt.12, 18-19, to “upa uSesu ranhaya, at the

waters of the Ranha,” cf. under ‘Videvdad’; it is a term for a region

situated on a river, not “mouth” as Bartholomae inferred from his

assumption that ,aoSa‘ meant “source.” One may think of names, usual

in that very region, like para-Sugdam = Transoxiana, Ma-wara-l-nahr,

and cis and trans Iaxartem. Today, the land beyond the river is called

Farghana, a medieval Arab.-NP. name revived, MP. prk/g’n. an OIr.

deriv. from paraka, either a “parapotamia” or “beyond the river,” cf.

“Saka paradarya, beyond the (Black) Sea.” In the tribute list, Herodotus

111,92 (source: Hecataeus) UapiKavtoi appear at the side of ’OpOoKopv-

fiaPTioi i.e. Saka tigra^dSa, and to them belong the ’Apvpyioi, Saka

Homavrga of vii,64. sanaka seems to be formed like paraka.

This northern boundary, too, was an old one. Cyrus was killed in

battle in the far east. Berossus locates the war in the “plains of the

Dahae”; Herodotus places the Tomyris legend in the land “beyond the

Iaxartes,” which is perhaps the meaning of sanake Ranhaya; according

to Ctesias it would have been the country of the Derbikes, actually

identical with Dahae, though he believes it to be towards India; but
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he makes the king Amorges, i.e. the homavrga from beyond the

Iaxartes, fight on Cyrus’ side. Bartholomae remarks upon sanake ran-

haya “nach Y?. 10, 104 am Ende der Erde,” which should be “at the

frontier of arya.sayanam.” One may have believed that the earth ended

not far behind it, cf. Aristides, ad Rom. xxvi,i5, who records as a Per-

sian notion: ’'lavas kcu AioXea? iv Trepacri yr)’; elvai rrjs eneivov (row

yfiacriXIct)?).

The western frontier is the Tigris.

The text has niyne, at first rightly regarded as a n.pr., but wrongly

identified with Nineveh, niyne is a verbal form, but the structure of the

verses and their sense forbid, from the beginning, the translation “he

strikes down,” which results in an impossible opposition of “East- and

West-Indies.” The word can be nothing but the name of a river that

formed—as the Indus in the east, the Iaxartes in the north—the western

boundary of vimaSye ahya zmo, the Iranian horizon of the period. One

must read
+
tigre.

20

To indicate the extreme boundaries by four—here the fourth point

would be the Indian Ocean—points axially opposed, is a well known

scheme, already in Assyrian. On the gold tablets of Darius one reads:

“from (inclus.) the Saka [on the Iaxartes] unto Kus, from Hindus unto

Sardis.” Xenophon, Cyrop., gives this Iranian idiom a better Greek

shape: “from the Indian Ocean to the Black Sea, from Cyprus to Aethio-

pia.” Aristotle, de mundo: T-ip Se o-vpiracrav apx^jv rip ’Acria? irepa-

Tovpevrjv '^XkrjcnrovTov pev Ik rfjs 77/30? icnrepav pepu>v, Yi'Sw Se e/c

XT/? 77
/
30? la). The book of Esther uses a similar abbreviation, “from

Sind to Kush.”

The verses of Y£.io,ic>4 mean the same and say it in the same form,

even with the same names. The south is omitted for good reasons. In

east and north, Yt. 10 and the Darius inscriptions are conform: Hindus

and Ranha. In the west, Darius’ empire reaches far beyond the condi-

tion described in Yt.io.

20 y.57,29 repeats the first two lines literally and without variants of spelling, nryne is lacking

in one cod., four write ni-, one na-: the i had no notation in the archetype, cf. TGR = tigra in the

Pap>rus. Early Sasanian uncial and late cursive script distinguish hardly or not at all between

N and R, and often disconnect T in Y-N. Here, moreover, the preceding word ends in -y.

Therefore, Aw. nrync is tgry misread into (y)ngny. The names tigra and hufratu are Median

transformations of indigenous diqlat f Pliny NH vi,i27 Diglito, abl., from Juba or Isidorus] and

purat; Beh. writes tigram, acc.fem., assimilated to Ir. tigra, arrow, Gr. tigres. The Old Med.

form became regularly *tlr, Theophanes’ Qrjp Trorapos.
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From the destruction of Nineveh by Cyaxares and Nabopolassar in

612, to the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus in 550 b.c., the Tigris formed

the western boundary of the Median empire.
21

In the Achaemenian

empire it remained the frontier of the satrapy Media. That is why
Hecataeus, Ctesias, Xenophon, and still Eratosthenes agree in describing

the Tigris from the Armenian mountains (Kentrites, Gordyaea) to the

mouth of the Diyala (Physkos, Gyndes) as the western boundary of

the satrapy “Media and Paraitakene.” Arbela is, in Behistun, a town of

Media; the oil sources of Baba Gurgur near Kirkuk, which Alexander

admired on his way from Arbela to Opis and Babylon, were situated,

according to Plutarch, Alex. 35, “in the province of Ecbatana.” Only

by misunderstanding, one has imputed to Ctesias the statement that

Euphrates and Tigris flow towards Isfahan-Paraitakene, and has elimi-

nated in Plutarch “in the province of Ecbatana”; both remarks are

right.

Y^.10,104 describes the extent of the Median empire after the fall of

Nineveh and before the conquest of Babylon. Therewith, the song of

the “Sacrilegus” to which the stanza belongs, is dated between 612 and

539 b.c. In “Mithra as warrior,” a song which, for the pre-Zoroastrian

mifha-ahura formula and the Median title vispanam dahyunam dahyu-

patis, must be dated in the time of the Median empire, 678-550, the

dahyupatayo “set out towards the west, arzahi.” The contemporary

stanza 104 defines this western boundary as the Tigris. Therefore, the

song to “Mithra as warrior” reflects the historical events which we

know, seen from the west, by the Samas Omina of Esarhaddon and by

the Chronicle of the Fall of Nineveh. The old, wrong translation “niyne

= Nineveh” came nearer to the truth than the more recent “he strikes

down.”

539 b.c., the lower limit of these songs with their sovereign Median

title and the pre-Zoroastrian dvandva, is at the same time a terminus

ad or post quem for Zoroaster. This deduction has not a single point

in common with the “traditional date,” but is in keeping with our

interpretation of it to the very year: born 258 years before 311 = 569 b.c.,

appeared 30 years of age in 539 b.c., the year of the conquest of Babylon.

By dating the songs of Y?.io we extend also our limited knowledge

of the events in the east of the empire: before the Medes, who created

21 Cf. ami vim if. and ix,S6ff.
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these songs, dared to attack Nineveh successfully, they had already

pushed their eastern boundaries as far as to the Indus (Gandara and

Thatagus) and to the Iaxartes.

Another old part of the Mithra yasht is a song which contains the

best known and best stanzas of the whole yasht, viz. 13-15. It is a song

to “Mithra in peace.” It describes the same horizon, reveals pre-Zoroas-

trian notions still unimpaired, and must be attributed at any rate to

no younger date than the sixth century. Originally it seems to have

formed one hymn with the song to “Mithra as warrior.” One needs

only to repeat the invocation of st.145 with epithets different from

those of 25-102-112 after 36 and 69-98, the last stanzas of “Mithra as war-

rior,” in order to obtain a perfect junction. The warlike and the peaceful

picture are antithetic, and we shall find enough confirmations for this

assumption of an original unit, to make it convincing.

[145: mi#ram vispanam dahyunam dahyupatim yazamade]

44: yahya zam. fra0o mef?anam

mazat an.anzo bamiyam

pr(9u.api vuru.astam

45: yahya asta ratayo

vispahu pati brzahu

vispahu vidayanahu

spaso ahare mifkahya

mifkadrujam hispasamna

ave api hismaranto

avesamca pa0o panto

yim isanti
+
mifka]ano

99: fravazati dahyupatis

mi/ko yo vurugavyutis

dasinam upa karanam

ahya zmo yat paflanaya

124: uzbazaus pati amrytim

haca ro^snat gara.nmanat

vartam sriram vavazanam

hama.taxmam vispa.pisam

whose farmyard is as broad as the

earth,

large, unconfined, radiant,

to-far-distances, with-wide-shelter,

whose eight helpers

sit on all mountain summits,

on all towers,

as look-out men of Mithra,

looking out for the mifkadruxs,

and also counting those

and protecting their path

for whom the mi#ra-slayer lie in

wait,

The dahyupatis drives out,

Mithra with the wide pastures,

on the right border

of this broad round earth,

his arms high, for-not-destruction,

from the bright house of heaven

driving on the beautiful chariot,

the smooth-rolling, all-colored one.
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143: yahya vartam hangrwnate

rtis parandica [vahvi]

123: ahmiya varte vazante

cafhvaro arvanto - -

spetita hama.gonaho

manyushvar#a an.osaho

13: prvyo manyavo yazato

taro haram +
asnavati

prva.nemat amrtahya

huno yat arvat.aspahya
+ho prvyo zaranya.piso

srira barsnava grwnati

aSat vispam adiSati

arya.sayanam savisto

14: yahmiya sastaro arva

purvIs Ira razayante

yahmiya garayo brzanto

puru.vastraho
+
afvanto

[aspa] gave fraSayante

yahmiya jafra varayo
+
ruva.apaho histante

yahmiya apo naviya

prowls xsodaha ^waxsante

a
+cakatam parutamca

maryum harevam gavamca

15: avi arzahl savahi

[avi fradatfsu vidatfsu

vurubrsti vurujrsti]

avi hvanira^am bamyam

gava.sitimca besazyam

mi0ro suro adiSati

95:
+
yat zam.fra^a awiyati

pasca huna frasmadatlm

mrzati uva karana

ahya zmo yat pa^anaya

453

whose chariot mount with him

Rtis and Parandi [the good].

At his chariot pull

four racers - -

white, of one color,

feeding heavenly fodder, immor-

tal.

As the first the heavenly yazata

arrives over the Hara

in front of the immortal

sun with the swift horses,

he the first ascends the

gold-tinted, beautiful summits.

(14) From there he looks upon the

whole

Eransahr, the most-powerful one,

where valiant commanders

dress the ranks of many columns,

where high mountains

rich in pasture, rich in water,

give food to [horses and] cattle,

where deep lakes

with saltwater lie stagnant,

where the waters in canals,

broad ones, work foaming,

(15) as far as cakata and parvata,

Marw, Harev and Gay,

over west and east,

[over Fr. and Vi.,

Vb. and Vj.]

over hvanirafla the radiant,

the cow-country, the wholesome,

Mithra looks, the strong one!

When he goes broad-as-the-earth

after the twilight of the sun,

he embraces both the borders

of this earth, the broad.
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skarnaya dure.paraya round, with the far-away bound-

aries.

vispam imat adiSati Upon all these things he looks

yat antar zam asmanamca that are between earth and heav-
99

en."

Sequence of verses:

The metrical fault in 13a can either be in the rel. yo or in manyavo

yazato. One could think that yazato might be a mazdayasnian substitute

for a word of two syllables like bago, devo, offensive to later feeling;

but in the pre-Zoroastrian verses on ApamNapat as creator—see under

A.pamNapat’—he, too, is called yazato, and in the beginning of

“Mithra’s Questions” (see below), the god speaks of himself as yazata,

adorandus, he who is entitled to offerings, and there the context proves

beyond doubt that yazata is a pre-Zoroastrian predicate of gods and

must not be touched. Then, “yo” must be wrong, introduced when

the invocation “we worship Mithra who . .

.”
was put before this stanza

instead of others which preceded it. The first of these is the one counted

today as 99: Mithra the dahyupatis—his old Median predicate—frava-

zati, drives out, dasinam upa karanam, on the right border (south) of

the earth, where also the sun drives. The Veda speaks of the “two

nema,” the bright and the dark one.

This stanza was joined by 13: prvyo asnavati,
23

he arrives before the

sun. It follows that also in 13c “yo” was substituted for an original “ho,”

for the same reason, fitting the song into the yasht. Now, st.99 is the

beginning of a new thread of thought, but not the beginning of a hymn;

other stanzas once preceded it, and, of the stanzas preserved, 145 fits

just as well here as before st.8, in “Mithra the warrior”: dahyupatim

yazamade, there, before yim yazante dahyupatayo, here before frava-

zati dahyupatis. We may forthwith expect a number of epithets, which

bear upon the contents of the following verses, between the invocation

(145) and the beginning of the narrative part, for instance “rama.-

sayana, who makes live in peace,” “hartar patar awiya^star, guardian,

protector, keeper,” “krsa.razah, he who makes straight furrows.” Like-

22 afaat is Ar. *ap.uant > afvant, afant, cf. B. Geiger in Andreas-Testschr. 95. For ruva.apa

and ruv>a.apa “with salt-water” and for “histante, to stand, stagnate” see under ‘Sea.’ In 142b

there was probably a dvand\a, e.g. aspa or pasu with ga\e.

23 Text: asna\ati, s for s is a frequent misreading of Sasanian script.
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wise, one can insert—after eliminating some disfiguring interpolations

—st.44-45 between the invocation and st.99. The words fra#o.me#anam,

cf. zam.fratfo in 95—the whole earth as Mithra’s domicile—and his

appearing on mountains, cf. st.13, make the connection particularly

close. St.99 is a counterpart to 48a, in “Mithra the warrior” : at yat mi0ro

fravazati. In both cases the description of the situation follows first;

there, of the two armies facing each other, here of the broad round

earth. This responsion between the two songs continues.

Decisive for their antithetic composition is that the description of

the chariot in the first song, where the warrior-god holds the vazra in

his hand, has its exact counterpart in the second song, where the peace-

able god comes “uzbazaus pati amr^tim, the hands high for-not-de-

struction,” words that place st.124-125 solidly into this part of the song

between 99 and 12. This expresses the antithesis unmistakably. The eight

helpers in 45, nowhere else mentioned, are a counterpart to the figures

oh the chariot, which are less conspicuous in the second part.

The many verses of st. 13-15 have not been dissected when arranging

the song for the yasht. Omissions cannot be detected, but the contrary,

an undue elaboration—here silently omitted—e.g. of st.14. This verse,

from a cakatam to gavamca, is in reality the beginning of a new

stanza; the relative clauses of the preceding stanza end with the intrans.
“
0waxsante, where . . . work.” The a before cakatam belongs to adiSati

at the end of i5f. The wrong numbering has caused wrong interpreta-

tions.

The five—or, since the first two may be appellatives, three—place-

names all belong to the east of Iran, where Mithra rises; they are mere

examples, names of parts of arya.sayanam, the middle krsvar. Instead

of the full enumeration of the six krsvar which follows, arzahi-savahi,

west and east, with hvanira#a as middle would be enough, and the

other names may have been added by the redactors to display their

erudition. The last sentence of 15 resumes, with hvanira#am adiSati,

the last line of 13 (which ought to be the first of 14) adiSati arya.-

sayanam.

This was joined by st.95, a perfect counterpart to 13: St.13 describes

Mithra appearing before the sun, climbing the gold-tinted summits;

95 describes him after sunset, expanding over the whole earth (cf. st.44),

until he “embraces the two borders, mrzati uva karana.” In st.99 he was
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driving on the “right border.” St.95 begins with a rel. yo which does not

connect the verbs awiyati and mrzati; with “yat” for “yo,” not only

these verbs would be connected “when he expands ... he embraces,”

but the existing antithesis to st.13 would be clearly expressed: “before

sunrise” he does this, “after sunset” that. One exchange between yat and

yo is attested in Yt.5,50 and 19,17; verses on Husravah’s racing, quoted

in Y/.5 in first person, with “yat,” in Yt.19 in third person, with “yo.”

Such slight changes have been made everywhere in order to patch to-

gether the fragments of songs to an Awestic yasht. The end of 95 first

repeats the last words of 99, then paraphrases those of 13 in a more

general sense, with the same “adiSati” which links also 13 to 15. There-

with the song is complete in itself, though 99 is not of necessity its

beginning, nor 95 the end of the whole hymn.

This part of the hymn is a song to “Mithra in peace.” The god drives

over the whole known world and sees all happenings between heaven

and earth. In Herodotus vii,8 Xerxes says in the same spirit : ei rov rows

re (Athens) Kal rov? rovroicn ir\ri<riox<*>povs (Peloponnesians) Kara-

tTTpexjjofieda yrjv rr)V HepcriSa dnroSi^opev tw Aios aidepi opopeovcrav

ov yap St) ywppv ye ovSepiav Karoiperai rj\tos dpovpav eovaav rfj

r/perepa aWa. rrc/jea? vdcras iyd) dp.a vpiv plav x^PW @VCro) KT^-

Margus and Gava, the “heart of Sughd”—see under ‘Videvdad’—are

situated in the original homeland, but here, united with Hareva, they

are, like this, not a mythical notion, but political names of three repre-

sentative satrapies of the Median and later the Achaemenian empire.

It is the same representative style as Darius uses in Pers.g.

:

“This wide

earth on which are many countries, Parsa, Mada and the other lands

of other language, of the mountains and of the plains, on this side

of the sea and on that side, on this side of the desert and on that side.”

Hara brzatl, Mithra’s place at sunrise, is a mythical notion, but this

notion of the rim of the earth wandered with the people wherever they

went. Here, we clearly observe it transferred, as in Yaio,io where mount

uparisena as home of Homa replaces the Hara. Yr.19,3 mentions

‘“cakata uparisena, the summit too high for the sena,” the biggest and

therefore highest Hying bird.
24

Aristotle had heard of the uparisena

24 In Gr.Bdh. 121 the sena has the epithet “flriangura, with three toes.” The Assyrians speak

in a similar way, e.g. Sargon, 8th Camp. I.98, of mount Uaus in Armenia: “issur same mupparsu
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which he calls Parnasos, in Meteor.1^111,14-16: “so high that from its

summit one can see the eastern ocean.” Behind this range the Gandara

live, called, in the Akk. versions of the inscriptions paruparaesanna <
OP. *parauparisaina, Gr. Paropamisadai. The Paropamisos is the Hin-

dukush. When one sees it the first time, from the Kabul side, one

believes one sees the unreal double reflection of an improbably high

mountain chain. The OIr. shape of Gr. Ariobarzanes for the mod.

Alburz < hara brzati, north of Teheran, shows that already before

Alexander’s time the concept of the mountain around the earth and its

name had been transferred to the Iranian ranges. When the Greeks

heard of it, they transformed it into their concept of the Caucasus

stretching in a straight line from the Black Sea to Farther India.

Kuh i Paruh is not a rare name; the best known is near Kirman-

shahan. In this context, paruta or parvata and
+
cakata (uparisena) are

no longer mere appellatives, “mountain” and “summit,” but already

fixed as names of parts of the Hindukush.

Mythical placenames, imagined as outside of Iran, do not appear in

the entire Yt. 10. The description of the historical horizon in st.104 is

something entirely different from the placenames in the epic fragments

quoted in other yashts. And this horizon is the same in all songs which

are collected in Y/.io.

To st.13-15 Nyberg remarks: “Wir konnen . . . den Mithra yasht

genau lokalisieren. . . . Vor unsren Augen breitet sich hier das arische

Land von Herat und dem Paropamisos-Gebirge bis . . . Marw . . . aus,

Amu Darya-Becken, Aral-See, . . . verliert sich in der turkmenischen

Steppe bis zum Iaxartes [Aral and Iaxartes are thrown in]. Wir be-

finden uns entschieden in Osten,” for the only reason that the sun

rises there. If the poet had added examples to the “two borders of the

earth” or the sunset in 95, we would find ourselves just as “decidedly”

in the north, south and west. But he was a poet, content to illustrate

the sunrise by the names of three eastern countries of the 127 countries

of the empire. One can hardly believe that without contradiction these

’p’lsyn or ’pvlsyn, irrespectively, cf. Gr.Bdh. 76 and 78, 80, 122. Only after the change to

pirsen, the name became connected with Pars. Instead of the old etymology of sena: “Iktivos,

falcon,” J. Charpentier, Monde Or. xxvi-vii, proposed OI. syena, Aw. sena. OSlav. sin' “dark

blue” for “eagle, lammergeyer,” originally a color.

sirus la iba’uma, not even the winged bird of heaven can fly over it.” Also in NP., Hamdallah,

nuzhat gg and 301: “Kuh i kargas, near Natanz, quite isolated, 10 fars. in circumference, very

high, so high that only vultures, kargas, can fly over it, hence its name.” The Pahl. spelling is
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verses have always been and are still misconstrued as proving that the

Mithra yasht and the Awesta were created in the East. The Awesta as a

whole has no “home.” It is a compilation
;
where its redaction took place

is indifferent; it was done in studies. The Mihr-yasht, too, has no “home”

—it took at least 700 years before it assumed its present shape. Nor was

there an “eastern Mithra” different from others. What alone matters

is to recognize where and when the separate pieces originated that are

preserved in the Awesta.

In the present condition of Yt. 10, st.99, the “driving out” is followed,

in 100, by a stanza on the figures on the god’s chariot. This order, driv-

ing out and description of the chariot, is apparently original, even if

shape and order of the verses were no longer intact. Describing the

chariot is essential for hymns to Mithra, and every song offered an occa-

sion. Thus I have inserted one description into “Mithra as warrior”

and one into “Mithra in peace.” We have in Y/.io remainders of at

least three such descriptions which cannot be combined but must come

from different songs. The one stretches over st.66-70, the other is in

98-100, the third in 124-132. Besides, there are small fragments in 136

and 142-143. The fact that the second is found at present between

st. 96 and 99, both belonging to “Mithra in peace,” does not prove that

the description belonged to that song. A criterion for separating the

various descriptions and attributing them to a special song is the follow-

ing: the songs discussed so far, and more so some still to be discussed,

show Mithra in two roles: being ako vahistasca, the bad and the best,

he can come as ramasayana, he who brings peace, or as acetar, avenger.

Now one reads in st.124-125:

uzbazaus pad amrxtlm (fravazate) with arms raised for-not-destroying

(mi(?ro yo vurugavyutis) Mithra drives out in his chariot.

etc. as in the text above.

amrxtl—also in the sosyant verses of Yf.19,89
—

“not-destruction, not-

killing,” with the “a” that inverts the notion, means “the opposite of

destruction.” pad amrxtlm explains the gesture uzbazaus, arms raised.

To raise the open palms is a gesture of salute all over the world and

means one has no weapons and no bad intentions. But in 96 he carries

the vazra in his hand, the attribute of the avenger. Therefore, the de-
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scription of the vazra in 96, though being placed close to st.95 and 99,

does not belong to them, but to st.101, part of “Mithra the warrior,”

whereas 124-125, like 95 and 99, belong to “Mithra in peace.” And the

second description of the chariot, in 68, is part of the war-song. No
need to say that the line interpolated after b, “for whom the mazdayas-

nian religion prepares the paths for good-going” must be deleted.

The translation of hangrwnati “whose chariot (Rtis) drives, lenkt”

is wrong,
25 and Bartholomae’s explanation of fravazate vavazanam,

“herangefahren kommt beim fahren, sva. den Wagen lenkend”
26

is

impossible, because the god comes “uzbazaus, with arms raised.” Lom-

mel’s translation of raffestar by “Wagenlenker” is equally wrong: the

gods and ra#estar do not drive themselves, but had their heniochos:

Mithra’s driver is Damois Upamano; the name of Vistaspa’s driver was

Visatarus, client of the notarya; Xerxes’ driver was Patipamphes, son of

Otanes-Hutana, Herodotus 7,40.

Yr.10,125 contains an important gloss, difficult to understand, on the

harnessing of the horses: “te vispa frayuxta ham ivamca simamca simoi-

fframca drta hukrta uparispata aka bastam xsa#ram varyam.”

sima simoi#ra seems to be an original dvandva like yuyo.sami (with

variants) in Vid.1^,10, i.e. yugau.sami, Ved. yuga.samyam “yoke and

plug?” It is to be compared with Arm. samik‘ sametik'.
27 The wide

distribution of the words shows that something extremely old is in

question. The Sanskrit and Armenian words seem to refer originally to

oxen, Yt.10,125 to horses. By chance, two chariots of Mitanni-Aryan

origin are preserved, the one in the Museo Archeologico in Florence, the

other in Cairo, moreover a few Egyptian wall-paintings and sculptures,

all of the 15th century b.c. (cf. ami ix, p.ips).

23 Wfi.528: “ham + V grab-, in seiner Gewalt haben, halten, sva. lenken, Yr.io,68 and 145.”

In st. 1 3 Mithra grvvnati, i.e. takes, climbs the High Hara, hence ham-grvvnati “he mounts

together with, mitbesteigen.” One “takes” a mountain like a mountain-climber, and “takes” a

carriage.

26 The fact that the med. fravazate, apparently forming fig. etymol. with vavazanam, over-

laps the verse, causes no embarrassment as soon as one has recognized that st.124 belongs

behind 99: it merely resumes “fravazati” of 99, as necessary after the stanzas had been separated.

For the same reason, at the line with mi£ro, the subject had to be repeated. This separating

and dismembering of the verses produced also the overlapping agrwnavate in st.104. All these

words do not belong to the original text. The rest joins st.99 perfectly.

27 Hiibschmann, Arm.Gramm.48: “sami-k‘ (io-Stamm) zwei Holzer, die durch die beiden

Locher des Joches gesteckt und unten durch einen Strick, sametik‘, zusammengehalten werden.

Skr. samya ‘pin of a yoke,’ NP. slm, in ligna in utraque parte iugi bo\is allegata; sametik
4

,
aus

sami Jochholz und ti, ‘Band bindend* von Vde-, Skr. da, di, Gr. 5e ‘binden,’ einem Skr.

*sam>a.di entsprcchend.”
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The horses pull by means of two thongs, (1) the neck-thong
2S

laid

horizontally around the neck (throat) at the height of the withers, and

(2) the chest-thong which runs vertically from the withers downwards,

behind the elbow. These thongs are fastened, at the withers, to the ends

of the yoke which rests on the withers, perhaps they are knotted to the

wither-forks that are suspended by short straps from the ends of the

yoke. The bent yoke runs across the end of the chariot-pole to which

it is fastened by a peg and straps. The pole connects the yoke directly

with the axle under the body of the chariot. The bridles consist of a

snaffle with its lines; they are loose, nowhere fastened, but probably

passed through a pair of bridle-rings 00 shaped, which were fixed to the

ends of the yoke.

Since sima simohhra must designate the yoke and what belongs to it,

iva is probably the word for the pole, with drta hukrta as descriptive

adjectives, uparispata may mean “with ends upbent” or, as subst.dual,

the “wither-forks.” One compares aka with “anku(-pisimna), (adorning

themselves with) clasps?”, Skr. anka, Gr. ojko s and dyKvXr} “loop,

strap” (perhaps also Aw. akavo, which is certainly not “scissors”). The
sense “peg, Zapfen” is doubtful; “leather straps” is not impossible.

Shortly before the description of the chariot in st.68, a good fragment

is preserved in bad surroundings:

66: yim hacate
29

rtis vahvi (Mithra) to whom belong (dual)

parandica ravarafla the good Rtis and Parandl

with the fast chariot.

To the same original context evidently belonged a fragment attached

to 17.8,38, quotation of the R^sa myth, discussed above:

a dim paskat anu.mrzatam They (both) embraced him from

the back,

rtisca vahvi brzati the good Rtis, the high one,

parandica ravaratfa and Parandi with the fast chariot.

The language is good, the epithet of Parandi archaic. Both fragments

are genuine, both are in wrong surroundings. The goddesses, of course,

embrace or kiss their husband Mithra, not Rxsa’s arrow, to which the

pronoun refers in its present position.

28 Not to be confounded with a second, merely ornamental strap below it.

29 Text: hacate, for the dual hacate, as e.g. vrnatate in Y.31,17,
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Also in st.142-143 a similar verse appears. Wolff-Bartholomae’s and

Lommel’s attempts at translating these verses as they stand in strange

surroundings, are love’s labor’s lost, and it is not worth wdiile to make

known the apparatus that leads to their reduction. They have gaps

and interpolations, are written in an orthography omitting termina-

tions, and are, as a whole, what Meillet called “refondu,” that means

the form is bad, but the thought genuine. As residue we obtain, 142-143

:

purvis veSls the many forms (Mithra)

suram fraSati mazisto brings forth at dawn, the very-

great,

ya#a tanum rocayati when he makes flash up his body

ya#a maho hvaro;ysano like (that) of the self-shining

moon;

yahya aniko brazati whose face shines forth

ya#a tistriya.starahya like (that) of the Tistriya star;

[sraya] ya#a daman srestais [in beauty] like (that) of the most

beautiful of creatures,

Tiuno bamiyo xsetahya radiant, of Hvar xseto [the Sun].

The threefold comparison with moon, Sirius and sun is interrupted,

between the words starahya and ya#a, by the interpolation

yahya vartam hangrwnati whose chariot likewise mounts

,aSavis paoiris spitama
1

a. p. ,
o Spitama

!

The vocative spitama equals an exclamation Jesus! in a hymn addressed

to Apollo. The sentence is but a damaged splinter, which one must not

try to interpret from the present context. A comparison with the begin-

ning of st.68 (see above) almost literally identical, and with the Rtis-

Parandi fragments furnishes at once a graphic explanation: there we
have asis, with s for rt, here aSavis; there parandica, here

,
paoiris

1

. In

a script like that of the Awraman parchment, first century b.c., rt looks

like dvy, and vyr like rnd, hence aSavis =rtis, paoiris = parandica.
30 The

30 The Aw. character for which we note s is a ligature of Sasan. vxr for old rt. It was
invented in the middle of the fourth century a.d. and can go back to an older ligature of the

time of Ardashlr I, but once the writing was rt. If such an rt occasionally was not replaced

by the later style, misinterpretations were bound to arise. In the Ars. script of the Awraman
parchment r is still = d [only uncial Pahlavik of the Sasan. period introduced a diacritical hook
under the letter] and t = vy. 'bits there equals 'rts. paoiris does not stand for normal prvys
but is prndvs, i.e. parandica, misread as psyrys.
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goddesses on Mithra’s chariot are the same as elsewhere, Rtis and

Parandl. The verb which ends in -ati (with long a) was a dual in -ate:

yahya vartam hangrwnate rtis parandica [vahvi].

These fragments are older than Y.Haft. 38,3—see under ‘Deva’

—

where, in a long series of abstract nouns, Parandl appears with the

standing epithet of Rtis, vahvi, no more with ravara#a, the epithet she

bore as Mithra’s wife. Therewith she disappears entirely. The name

means something like “luxuria” and stands beside striyo maya in the

Afrin.3,4, in a theological-religious context where it is comprehensible

only as a misinterpretation of an old fragmentary sentence.

These verses recall a strange “wagon-scene” in the Rtis Yt. 17,17-22.

Rtis stops her chariot at the call of Zoroaster, who introduces himself:

“First man to pray the Rtam vahistam!” and the goddess answers, 21:

nazdyo mam upa.hista upa me srayahva vartahe
31

“step up closer to me, squat down on my chariot.”

The loose trousers, which Zoroaster wears as a Mede, then, ride up32

a dim usca pari.mrzat thereupon she embraced him from above

havya bazu dasinaca with the left forearm and the right one,

dasina bazu havyaca with the right forearm and the left one

“and spoke the words: You have such handsome calves, huvascuva,

and such long arms, drga.bazaus, to your body hvarnah is given, as

true as I tell you!”

According to Hertel “iibertragt die Gottin natiirlich durch das ‘Um-

streicheln’ das Himmelslicht auf Zarathustra.” Lommel: “Die Beteue-

rung (as true as . . .) lasst das Lob der Schonheit als Segensspruch

erkennen . . . das Streicheln, pari.mrzat, ist die Geste des Segnens.”

Such sentimental interpretations are to no purpose. One does not “stroke

around” with the forearms, and V mrz- means “to rub, wipe, embrace,

31 Bartholomac and Lommel: “Iehne dich an meinen Wagen,” which has only two wheels

and would tip over. Rtis stops to give Zoroaster “a lift”; upa is “upon,” Vsri-, Gr. xkiva is the

crossing of the legs: in Vid.3,29 the beggar squats before the door, sravano.

32 Cf. Tabari 111,1469: “al-Ma'mun said to abu Hashisha—a prophecy of which onlv the last

part comes true: The caliph after nnsclf will ha\e a ‘ayun in his name, the one after him a

ha, and the one after that will have yellow calves! And thus was al-Mutawakkil, I have seen

it mvself, when he sat down on the throne, and his calves were uncovered: they were as >ellow

as if painted with safran.”
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kiss.”

33
It is not even a “praise of beauty.” huvascuva is “having good

hollows of the knee” namely for running, a mere variant of Mithra’s

epithet “rSva.zanga, with straightened knees,” and drya.bazaus, Skr.

dirghabahuh is “a mark of royalty,” cf. Hertel, iiqf,vii,50 . Artaxerxes

makrocheir, longimanus (NP. transl. dirazdast) has this epithet, the

meaning of which a sarcastic remark of al-Bundarl, historian of the

Seljuks, reveals, wrho says of the vezier abu 1-mahasin ‘Abdaldjalll b.

‘All al-Dahistam :

34
“in injustice he had an outstretched hand and a long

arm.” It is the long arm of justice, law—opposite to the “short wings,

Germ, kurze Beine” of lies—another epithet of Mithra. As epithets of

Zoroaster the words are as unfit as wTould be TrdSas a/cvs and evpvs

a>fxoL(TL for Plato. Obviously there were old verses describing Rtis em-

bracing Mithra, w'hich served as model for this miscarried product of a

late poetaster.

The descriptions of the chariot all follow a pattern: “Mithra comes

in the chariot—with him on the chariot is the goddess . . .—the chariot

is drawn by horses.” And since in the neighborhood of this splinter

(130) there is another one (136) with yahmai 0an]ayante, which cannot

be connected with any other description, one must combine the two:

136: yahmai arusa arvanto For wrhom white racers

yuxtam vartam #an]ayante pull the harnessed chariot,

evo ca^ro zaraneno the one wheel is of gold,

asanasca vispa.bama and the jewels are “containing-all-

light.”
35

These verses add an entirely new feature to the description of the

chariot itself, which is otherwise characterized only by the two adj. in

124, “hama.taxma and vispa.pis, smoothly running and of all colors,”

like a rainbow.36 The one wheel does not indicate a one-wheeled chariot,

33 Ayat/^.ZJm. cd. Messina, ch. 12,5, speaking of the Mazandarl: u pa marzisn e zanan ruzd,

and of the Turks: u.san zanan . . . marzisn \as kunend. To Vmarz- belongs nimarzista m
YM6.I. Cf. Benveniste, Vrtra, 58,3: Sogd. nm’rz, Sak. namalyz, only “frotter, caresser,” as

NP. malldan.
34 Was chief of police, ‘amid al-a‘zz, of Baghdad in 482 H., in 494 vizier of Barkiyaroq

in Isfahan, 495 murdered by Assassins, one of the builders of Imam Dor near Samarra, acc. to

its inscription.

30 Text: yuxta varta, without terminations; flanjasanti with wrong s = vy. The nom. pi. asanasca

forces to regard the preceding words equally as nominatives (Tedesco).
36 No need to put down for vispa.paesam (with variants) a third form beside vispa.pesah, OI.

visvapesas and vispa.pis, OI. visvapis. OP. ha^ the same formation, zaranva.pi# and rzata.pi^ in

Ogmad. Meaning: “of all colors.” hama.taxma, “running in uniform motion” indicates the

perfect construction of the wheels.
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and one cannot adduce as an analogy the Vedic moon-chariot with

seven wheels—certainly not “vielleicht in irdischen Verhaltnissen be-

griindet” (Hertel, Siegesf. 157), on earth it is enough to be the fifth

wheel. The one wheel is a symbol; it is what Daniel 7,13 in the descrip-

tion of God’s throne, and Eze\. 1,15 in the description of the Cherubim,

call “galgal,” the great nimbus behind the throne and in the back of

the Cherubs, pictured “like a beryl” and “with eye-stones.”
37

asa means,

in OP. and in Aw., as designation of material, “ore, metal,” NP. sa, and

“jewel”; placed beside gold, “vispa.bama, (containing) all-light” de-

fines the material asa. It is the diamond, unless it be the ruby even

higher valued. The great nimbus before which the god is standing on

his chariot—see under ‘Sculpture’—is made of gold and diamonds.

In st.68, the charioteer Damois Upamano appears in a strange harem

of abstract notions, all “belonging” to Mithra like Rtis and Parandi.

And in 125, where the Zoroastrian Oista has replaced another figure,

an “Upamano of the mazdayasnian religion, denaya mazdayasnois

upamano,” nowhere else mentioned, stands on Mithra’s chariot, while

in the next stanza the genuine Damois upamano, who according to st.

52 ought to come arunning when Mithra orders a start, “comes driving

in the shape of a wild boar etc.” The magnificent description of the

boar is a plagiate from Y/.i4,i5. In st.70 Vrthragna himself drives,

equally wrong, in front of Mithra, in the shape of a boar (borrowed

from 14,15). As a god of light, Mithra can arrive on the Hara preceding

the immortal sun, but Vrthragna is no luminary deity and is not

Mithra’s, his equal’s, forerunner.

For the understanding of the striking name Damois upamano one

must ignore these passages, upamana means “anathema”; for dami the

best way is the one indicated by Bartholomae who connects damis and

Oij.u<s, a view strongly supported by the epithet damidata of Rtis, Dike,

wife of Mithra. In a similar way, Sroso is linked to Rtis by his epithet

rtiyo. In many cases, the mazdayasnian redaction of the Awesta seems

to have replaced an original damidata by mazdadata.

Beside the goddess and the charioteer, two helpers are on Mithra’s

chariot, comparable to his eight ratayo, retainers and outlook men in

st.44, namely (100)

:

37 Likewise; year date 13 of Ammiditana, see Ungnad Datenlisten in Reall.Assjr. n.iSyff.,

first dyn. of Babylon: “asme gal.gal.la nadu.sa.a-ke su.nir.ra l.mah.e.sa c.babbar.ra.se in.ne.en.-

tu.ra, great sundisks of agate, magnificent as an emblem, he brought into Ebabbara.”
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dasinam he upa arSam On his right side drives

vazate yo vahus sroso rtiyo the good Sroso rtiyo

varyastaram he upa arSam vazate on his left drives

rasnus brzo yo amava the high Rasnus the powerful.

This is a genuine old verse in a prosaic form—but easy to make met-

rical—which one could imagine after st.68 in “Mithra the Warrior,” or

after the fragment st.143. The lines exemplify that unmetrical passages

may be good, and metrically unobjectionable ones false.

Zoroaster has deprived Mithra of these helpers and of his wife Rtis

and has given them to his AhuraMazdah. Personified, the word srosa

does not signify “obedience”—see Y.43,12 under ‘Hospitium’—but

“hearing,” as Hertel emphasizes in Siegesf. 67. Sroso holds with Mithra

the office which is called “gosaka” as OP. title of an officer of the

king, whose activity is that of a policeman. Cf. Aristotle, de mundo,

fol.398
a

: TruXcopoi re Kal amxKoucrrai A.eyopevoi &>s av 6 fiacrikevs avr05

8eo-770T7js /cat deos ovopa^opevos 7ravra pev /3Xerrot irdvra S’dxovoi.

Srosa is Mithra’s “ear.”

Rasnu is usually explained as “just,” personification of justice; but

Hertel says “Altp. Schreibung fur ra^snu, zu Ved. V’raks- ‘schiit-

zend.’ ” His epithet rtiya is the masc. of the name Rtis, meaning Dike.

Rasnus is in the “Ordeal-yasht,” the overseer of the ordeals, because

he is a helper of Mithra, the god of social law. Whether he “protects”

the innocent or reveals guilt and innocence in “justice” through the

ordeal, his role in both cases is a forensic one, and together Sroso and

Rasnus embody a criminal and protective police, Arab, surta and haras.

As Mithra’s helper they reveal another side of the god, not touched in

the songs we have so far studied.

The horses are always described, in the manner of the Awesta, by

epithets. They are a team of four white horses, called spetita or arusa,

and Mithra is therefore called “arusaspa, with the white horses” in Yt.

10,102. hama.gona sounds as if the color of the four horses was exactly

alike; but in Y/.8,58 “a white and a black or an animal hamagona in any

other color” means one-colored as opposed to piebald, Aw. sai-. manyava

is “celestial,” manyuvasah “dwelling in heaven,” manyushvar^a “feed-

ing on celestial food,” reason for their “immortality.” A compound
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like manyushvar^a, with -sh- < -s-,
38

living continuation of Ar. *maniu.-

svartha, proves that hnaniava was a full synonym of deva, heavenly,

already in Aryan, like NP. minawi. asaya “without shadow” is another

genuinely old epithet, cf. Theopomp /aTjre ovaas iroiovvTas (under

‘Chronology’) as characteristic of life in the transfigured world.

The Persians’ custom of carrying holy white horses with them in

war has its origin in the Mithra cult. According to the story told by

Herodotus 1,189 (from Hecataeus, end of 6th century) such a holy

horse was drowned in the Gyndes (Diyala) when Cyrus crossed the

river for the attack on Babylon. The legend that the river was punished

by being divided in 360 canals is associated even today with the ruins

of the dam of BaDjabbara, at the point where the Diyala breaks through

the Hamrin and the Khalis canals branch off.
39

The chariot characterizes Mithra, in Aryan conception, as a light of

heaven, but he was not the sun-god nor the heaven, for in st.145, he

is invoked with the heaven, Varuna, in the dvandva mi/9ra-ahura, and

beside sun, moon and stars. In the “Peace-song” he travels on the light

side of the earth, appears “in front of the sun” and expands after sunset

over the whole earth, seeing on his way all that happens between

heaven and earth. In st.142 he produces at early dawn the many shapes

which were invisible at night, and is likened to the sun, the moon and

Sirius.

On the other hand, the disappearance of the sun-god from the Iranian

pantheon can be explained only by assuming that Mithra absorbed the

old Suryas. Yt.6, dedicated to Hvar^seta, is a clumsy piece of work,

without any old substance, and only shows that the late period in

which it was produced had no longer anything to say about Hvar^seta.

He has dissolved himself into Mithra and partly into Yama ^seta.

38 The equally old st.m8 has purushvaflra, while at younger places the writing is puruhvaflra.

Very late passages speak of manyava deva, in reality a synomm, “heavenly gods,” mostly

coupled with varunya deva, which originally was Oeoi ovpavtoi, see under ‘Deva’ and ‘Videvdad.’
39 Gr.Bdh. 86, ch. “Rivers,” mentions a vnds or vndys r55

,
written in the next line, in Paz.,

vinai5is(nom.). In Vid.6 ,
40 the acc.adv. anaiSIm appears beside niyapam patiyapam, down-

stream, upstream; Bartholomae, ZAirWb. 109: “viell. haplol. aus ana.naSIm, iiber den Fluss

hin, OI. nadi ‘Fluss’ das im Aw. fehlt.” The name of the river \inadi(s) corresponds to this
#
ana.nadl-; with vi- “asunder,” it fits the legend; Hecataeus’ Gyndes might be vinadis, and the

mention of the name in the Gr.Bdh. a remnant of the same legend. Cf. the district Tov5ct<rov
the irrigation of which was restored by the stratiarch of Su<a, Zamaspes, in 213 Sel- = 98 b.c.,

according to the Gr. inscription, F. Cumont, crai. 1931, 238-252.
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Nyberg—and recently Henning—distinguishes between “Mithra in

the West” (383) : “Hier ist namlich Mithra ohne Zweifel der Vertreter

der Sonne: mihr u mah, Sonne und Mond” [this is NP., not a question

of geography, but of time]—and “Mithra in the east,” the “Lokal” of

the Mithra yasht, where (53) he cannot be the sun because he appears

before sunrise. But 57: “Es ist ein sonnenbeschienenes Gemalde, das

uns im Mithra-yasht, (13-15) entgegentritt” and 59: “Es kann kein

Zweifel daran sein, dass Mithra . . . wesentlich der Gott des sternen-

geschmiickten AfacAdiimmels ist.” The “Nightheaven” comes as a

shock, and the various propositions, beyond doubt, contradict the texts

as completely as themselves.

The relation between Mithra and Hvarxseta resembles that between

Apollo and Helios, and in the votive inscriptions of Persepolis, shortly

after Alexander, Apollo and Helios both take the place of Mithra.

That is the period in which Hvarxseta disappeared. As late as in the

Mat£atr. one finds the notion of “five lights”: ataxs, fire, and beside

the real luminaries set = sun, mah = moon, starak = stars, an unreal

“varcak e ac asman ayet, brilliancy that proceeds from the heaven”; cf.

Daniel 12: “The knowing ones will shine like the brilliancy of the vault

of heaven,” and Mir.Man. 19,19: “Brighter than the light of the sun, the

vrdyvn, the sphere of heaven shines.” This light, supposed to be the

heaven’s own, is Mithra.

The functions of the Old Iranian gods are less delimited from each

other than, for instance, those of the Greek gods. The spheres of their

activities overlap. That is also the case with Mithra, but one side he

has all to himself, namely the social-judiciary one, and that is extremely

old. Meillet, J.As. 1907, i52f., went so far as to consider this sociological

significance as the original one: Mithra as the god of friendship and

of loyalty to contracts. I always feel doubtful about assuming such

abstractions under conditions of remote antiquity. One support of this

theory is the interpretation of the name: Ved. mitram, n., “friendship,”

mitrah, m., “friend” or n.pr. Mitra; and according to Bartholomae

Gath, and Aw. mi#ra m. “Vertrag, religiose Bindung.” The problem is

hidden in the notion translated by “Vertrag, contract” and it is not

necessary to separate the “god of light” and the “god of contract.”

In Vid.4,2, a juridical text of a similar kind as the “wergild tariff” of

Y£.10,116, treated here at the end of the chapter, mif?ra has the significa-
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tion “(solemn) promise, vow.” There are six kinds of promises: (1)

vacahina, made by word of mouth; (2) zasta.mrsta, made by shaking

hands; (3) pasu.maza, by pledging a sheep; (4) stora.maza, by pledging

an ox; (5) vira.maza, a slave; (6) dahyu.maza, a plot of land, or vil-

lage. Answerable as joint security, “hada.ci#a, Mitbiissende” are the

next-of-kin, naba.nazdista in taxes mounting according to the six steps.

Membership of the vis involves the duty of standing bail. Something

very archaic is preserved in this tariff: Lat. vindex reveals similar no-

tions in Rome, and OHG. hantfesti > handfeste = promise, corresponds

exactly to Ir. zasta.mrsta.
40
Every promise is made under oath, and every

break means perjury.

Promise is the meaning of mi#ra also at another late place, Y/.io,2:

mi#ram ma janya spitama Do not break a mi#ra, Spitama,

ma yim druvatat prsahe not one made with a drugvant,

ma yim hvadenat rtavnat not one made with an orthodox

coreligionist,

uwaya zi asti mi0ro for a mi#ra is mutual!

The inept form, an instruction for Zoroaster about a legal theory

which he rejected, is a matter of redaction, part of “Mithra’s rehabilita-

tion.” An opposition of drugvant and hvadena rtavan is recent and

quite foreign to the Mithraic sphere. The only old element is the last

line: every mi#ra is mutual, uwaya = Lat. ambo.

There are other places, where the signification “promise, contract”

is not at all suited for mi#ra and mi^radru^s, e.g. in Yt. 10:

17: yo noit kahmai awi.droxSo Who is not-to-be-sinned-against by

anybody,

(noit nmanahe nmanopatas, noit viso vispatas, noit)

(zantous zantupatas noit daiqhaus daiqhupatas)

18: yazi <va) dim awi.druzati when he still sins against him,

(nmanahe va nmanopaitis viso va vispaitis)

(zantaus va zantupaitis dairjhaus va daiqhupaitis)

frasa upa.scindayati smashes beyond [repair]

mi#ro granto upa.tbisto Mithra, furious, offended,

uta nmanam uta visam the house and the clan,

uta zantum uta dahyum and the district and the province

40 C£. Arab, safaqa and yad Allah ‘ala yadaikum.
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(uta nmananam nmanopaitis uta visam vispaitis)

(uta zantunam zantupaitis uta dairjhunam daiqhupaitis)

uta dahyunam fratamaSata and the first-born of the provinces.

A rare form like the part.fut.pass. awi.droxSo in 17a—cf. Gath,

dafsnya in Y.53,8 “they shall be to-be-deceived-ones,” diwzadyai in Y.

44,4 “must (not) be deceived”—is old, and 18a is closely connected with

it because the subject of awi.druzati must be abstracted from kahmai

in 17a. On the contrary, the repeated enumeration of the four social

steps—which recalls the catechism in Y/.i9,i8—is not old, but intro-

duced by the efhiyas, proud of their catechetic erudition, in order to

define “kahmai” as chiefs of the nmana etc. fratamaSata of 18. This

definition is entirely wrong, the result is: when a nmanapatis offends,

Mithra destroys the nmana, when a vispatis, the vis etc., whereas the

real meaning is: if “anyone” offends, the god destroys “everything,”

him and his family, clan etc., as the fragment Y/.io,a says:

mrncate vispam dahyaum maryo miflradruxs

!

The mifiradruxs ruins the whole country.

The verses i8d-f are the only genuinely old occurrence of the four-

step formula in the whole yasht, and these evidently already belonged

to the past when the wrong interpolations were added.

granto upatbisto in 18c have causative meaning: “because he is en-

raged by the offense,” just as in st.47 “frasruto zaranimno, because he

is enraged (against the enemies) by the songs (of his adherents).”

Former translations, taking the text as a homogeneous one, sound as

if all Iranian “Obrigkeiten, fratamatat,” from time to time, became

“mi#radruxs, die Freundschaft betriigend, or beliigend” (in the Vedic

meaning) or “dem Vertrag Gewalt anthuend” (in the Iranian meaning

of mifha). They do that to the present day every day, and history

teaches that countries do not go to pieces in this way. In st.104, the

mifhadruxs must flee from the revenge of the god to the extreme ends

of the world. If those be merchants owing a debt, peasants not punc-

tually fulfilling a delivery, all of humanity—with the words of Videv-

dad I—would stay in the krsvar, at the horizon of the world. Offenses

against civil law are entirely out of the question, and mi#ra cannot

mean “contract” in any modern sense, but only criminal offenses against

penal law. Since the god punishes the criminal himself with his family,
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clan, tribe, country and their first-born, one cannot avoid thinking of

blood-revenge dominating criminal law.

There was once an antithesis to st.17-18, a fragment of which is

worked into a salute to the birth of Zoroaster, interpolated in the

memorial document Y/.i3,95:

mi/9ro yo vurugavyutis Mithra with the wide pastures

fraSat vispam increases all

fratamaTata dahyunam the first-born of the countries

yozantisca ramayati and pacifies those in turmoil.

The verses are not complete: in analogy to 10,18 one would expect

nmana and vis behind fraSat vispa. fratamaSata appears only in these

two places, which originally belonged to one and the same song, though

they are now scattered over Yt. 10 and 13. Y/.io is in better condition

and renders T of the archetype by S, not by t: fratamaSata is Old Per-

sian for Aw. fratamazata, see under ‘Social Structure.’ The authenticity

of 95d is confirmed by Dctr. NiR.A,54: “ya0a avena imam bumlm

yoSantim, when He saw this earth in turmoil.” Darius, significantly,

transfers, as Zoroastrian, Mithra’s role to AhuraMazdah.

Yt. 10,83-84:

83: (yim dahyos dahyupatis) baSa (ustana.zasto) zbayati avahe

(and anal, zantos zantupatis, 84: viso vispatis, nmanahya
nmanopatis) “to whom verily cry for help”

84: (yim) dvacina pi#ya hacimna, any two that have a feud,

(baSa (ustana.zasta) zbayati

avahe)

yim driyuscit rta.tkeso to whom a beggar, one following

Rta’s commandments,

apayato havais datais from whom his rights are with-

held,

baSa (ustana.zasto) zbayati verily cries for help!

avahe

As in st.17-18, the e#riyas have put in their catechetic wisdom, with-

out grammar, meter and sense, and have tried to give the common cry

for help a Zoroastrian coloring by interpolating “ustana.zasta, with
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hands outstretched,” the Zoroastrian attitude of prayer (Y.29,5 and

50,8), spoiling therewith the meter.

Our surmise, when comparing the “War song” and the “Peace song,”

finds strong support here: there was a hymn moving entirely in an-

titheses, and the st.17-18, the antithetic fragment in ¥£.13,95, and prob-

ably 10, 83-84, were parts of it. But 17-18 is not the beginning of a

hymn; the rel. yo requires an invocation preceding it. Such an invoca-

tion, in antitheses, moreover with the emphasis on dahyu, the peace

and strife of the provinces, exists in st.38, verses which therefore must

have preceded st.17-18.

38: tuvam ako vahistasca Thou, the bad and the best,

mi#ra ahi dahyubyo Mithra, art thou for the countries,

(tuvam ako vahistasca

mi#ra ahi martiyakebyo)

tuvam a^stois an.axstoisca Thou, over peace and strife

mitfra xsayahi dahyunam Mithra, of the countries thou art

master

!

A similar thought is expressed in poor language, in st.26:

akataram srosyanam the worst for those to be chastised,

acetaram mi0radru]am the avenger for the criminals,

yo dahyaum an.adruxto who gives to the country where he is not

offended

uparai amai daSati superior power of attack,

yo dahyaum an.adruxto who gives to the country where he is not

offended

uparai vrtfrai daSati superior power of defense.

St.38 may have concluded the opening invocation miflram . . . yaza-

made. One can let pass 38b as metrical or easily make it metrical; d,

where one syllable should be eliminated, contributes nothing to the

thought, separates dahyubyo from dahyunam which ought to be as close

as possible, and impairs the thought these words express: in this song

the god does not face single “mortals, martiyaka,” but their collective,

dahyu, countries, peoples. The idea of the universality of the god and

the individualism of men is not yet ripe.

A stanza like Y£.io,79 must be judged differently:
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tuvam (ta) dahyavo nipahi

ya hubrtim yatayati

mi#rahya vurugavyutois

tuvam ta frascindayahi

ya ran^syatis dahyavo

You protect the provinces (case!)

those (where) well-treatment of ( !)

Mithra with the wide pastures is his part.

You destroy those,

which (are) hostile countries.

This is no longer Old Iranian. The two rel. ya are MP. idafats. yata-

yati is denom. of yata “lot, part,” (not Wb.\ “in Gang setzen, sich be-

fleissigen”). hubrti is an artificial n.abstr., modeled after verses like Yt.

10,102

:

ya#a hubrto barate, or its opposite in 48: yada. duzbrto barate.

The increase of abstract formations goes together with the loss of inflec-

tion, and the same idafats are found in the inscriptions of Artaxerxes II,

in which the inflection is entirely artificial. The rel. ya is not resumed

(in b) by an enclit. pronoun in the obi. case: “which ... in them”

meaning “in which, where.” This feature is preserved in the Sasanian

protocol formula “ke ci#re ac yazdan,” not ke.s ci0re. The language is

a very early Middle Iranian, ranxsyatis dahyavo (instead of acc.

dahyus) is taken from st.27: dahyaus ransyantfya, which thereby be-

comes the only place where this word is authentic.
41

St.79, thus, is

merely a late and bad paraphrase of frequently expressed thoughts.

A large continuous piece of this hymn is preserved in st.108-111. We
may call it “Mithra’s Questions,” because there is a relation between

its literary form and that of Zoroaster’s Questions, which raise the type

to a higher, philosophical level, in the same way that the “Cow Gatha”

does with the “Theft of the Herd.”

108: ko mam yazate ko druzat

ko huyasti ko duzyasti

mam zi manyate yazatam

kahmai rayasca hvarnasca

kahmai tanvo drvatatam

(azam baxsani xsayamno)

kahmai istlm purushva#ram

azam baxsani xsayamno

Who will worship me, who of-

fend against me,

who believes that I am one to be

worshipped

with good, who with bad offer-

ings?

Whom shall I give riches and luck,

whom integrity of the body,

whom possessions full of comfort,

as his lot, I who have the power?
41 ranxsyanta in Y.12,4 is corrupt.
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kahmai asnamcit frazantim To whom shall I make his own

progeny

us apara barzayani grow up in future?

109: kahmai azam uyram xsa- Whom shall I present with mighty

0ram command

hvani.saxtam puru.spaSam over engines of war, many armies,

amanimnahyo manaho unexpected in his mind,

pati.datfani vahistam even the highest one of

sa#rascit hama.xsa#rahya a commander over the whole em-

pire,

kamrSa.jano arvahya of a lord over life and death, a

valiant,

vanato avanamnahya victorious, invincible one ?

(yo nistayati krtaye srosyam {who orders to execute the punish-

ment,

isar ha nistata kryati no sooner has he ordered, than it is

executed,

yazi granto nistayati) as soon as the terrible one com-

mands)

no: kahmai yaskamca mrkamca Whom shall I give illness and

death,

kahmai an.istim
+duza#ram whom poverty full of misery

azam baxsani xsayamno as his lot, I who have the power ?

kahmai asnamcit frazantim To whom shall I slay his

ha^ra.jata nijanani own progeny at one stroke?

in: kahmai azam uyram x^a' From whom shall I (as in 109)

dram

hvani.saxtam puru.spaSam

amanimnahya manaho

apa.barani vahistam take away

sa#rascit hama.xsa#rahya

kamrSa.jano arvahya

vanato avanamnahya

and the same gloss as in st.109.

The beginning of 108, ko mam yazate, and the questions with kah-

mai that follow, fit so well, as to contents and form, on 17-18, yo noit

kahmai, that we may regard st.17-18 as the introduction to the “Ques-
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tions.” Conclusive for this assumption is that the verses 108 and no
modify the idea of the “first-born, fratamaSata” by asna frazanti : frata-

maSata appears nowhere else, and asna frazanti at no other place of

Yt.io. asna, with Bailey, equals “azata, agnatus, one’s own progeny.”

In Yt.5,8 and 124 the quotations from the epics start with

ko mam stavat ko yazate Who will praise me (Anahita), who bring

offerings,

kahmai upa.hacayani whose prayer shall I grant,

frarahai haumanahaica that he be pleased and of good cheer ?

The rest are later accretions. Nothing remains there of an antithetic

verse, but it must have existed because the goddess always grants or

refuses alternately. Similar questions are found in the Tistriya Yt. and

in the Fravartin Yt. Antithetic questions therefore were a pattern of the

old poetry. But Mithra’s questions differ from these by their contents.

The repeated words “kahmai balsam,apabarani ^sayamno” describe

the god as the “baga” par excellence, the one who “allots, Vbag-,”

fate, “ba^ta,” good and bad, to mankind, as the Sorijp idco

v

*2

OP. uses Vma-, mi-: “framana, lot, fate, pofpa.” Dar. NiR.Afij: hya

oramazdaha framana ho.te gasta ma #andaya! “what Oramazda allots

shall not appear hellish to you!” The change reveals, again, that Zoro-

aster had transferred this role from Mithra to AhuraMazdah.

The use of “azam” in these verses is the same as that defined by Meil-

let as characteristic of the Darius inscriptions. In 108 Mithra calls him-

self “yazata, adorandus,” as one who must be worshipped with yasht

and yasna. The sentence proves the pre-Zoroastrian age of the term

yazata—as does the hymn to ApamNapat. For rayi, Gath, rai, in io8d

see under ‘Fravarti.’

The cultural picture revealed in 109 and hi determines the date of

the song: puruspaSa, lit. “with many armies,” and hvani-sa^ta. hvani-,

to Vhu-, whence hvandra, huti, hunara, see under ‘Architecture,’ is “to

manufacture with skill”; sa^ta, to NP. saltan, saz-, is the word for

42 What Mithra allots is baga.baxta. The theological distinction of the Men.Xr. 24, quoted in

AltpJnschr. 145, “baxt, fate assigned at die beginning; bagobaxt, what the gods allot apart

from the predetermined fate”—as corollary to the doctrine of predetermination—is younger

than this Sasanian doctrine itself, and bagobaxt does no more contain the notion “additional”

than baxt that of “at the beginning.” Translating baga.baxta, a pre-Zoroastrian word, by
“allotted by the gods” involves that AhuraMazdah was, at that antiquity, included in “bagaho.”

The greater probability is that baga has the same definite meaning “Mithra” as in baga.data =
miflradata, baga.buxsa = Mihr.bojet etc.
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industrial fabrication, especially of metals and weapons. Here the adj.

indicates engines of war, artillery, which the Iranians had already

when they besieged and took one Assyrian fortress after the other

(Samas omina), before conquering Nineveh. The adjectives presup-

pose the organization of large armies, as they were fully developed in

the Achaemenian epoch.

With sa#rascit
43

a series of military titles in poetical disguise begins:

sastar is Arab, amir, MP. spahpat, general. With the adj. hama.xsaflra

(whence MP. “hamsahr, world”) it means the command over the

armies of the whole empire, origin of the titles formed with “sahr-, of

the empire” in Sasanian times. Hertel, Siegesf. 132, refers to 6 [iiya?

jSacriXev?, but the title is a purely military one. Ved. ubha samsa (= OP.

Xsayaftya and framatar) with which Hertel deals in that connection,

comes near to Arab, al-ri’asatain, political and military command, but

even that is not a sovereign title. kamrSa.gan as honorific
44

signifies

“having power over life and death,” like Arab, “malik ruqab al-umam,

ruling over the necks of the nations”; being determined by “of the na-

tions,” this is sovereign, while in the Aw. passages the subjects are only

soldiers. The truly excited gloss depicts the dread the soldiers of the

spaSa feel for their commander-in-chief, vanant a.vanamna resembles

Arab, al-muzaffar al-mansur. Those are not notions of a prehistoric, not

even of an archaic period. The verses are surely younger than the con-

quest of Nineveh and not older than the Achaemenian period.
45

The stanzas 108-111 are in good condition, but not all there was.

The verse with rayasca hvarnasca in 108 has no correspondent in no;

on the other hand, in st.37 we have

avi dis ayam xsayamno a#yam barati 0wiyamca

and similarly in st.23:

mi#radrujam martiyanam #wiyam (ava) barahi [xsayamno]

43 saSra = sasSra, to Vsanh-, to command; the spelling may be a transposition of OP.
*
0as0ra

> *
0as(s)a into Awestic, with s for 6 and 6r for s. But note the gen.sg. sat(a)rs in Yr.9,31.

44 In Yr.io,26 Mithra is kamrSa.gan, “who has power over life and death,” the foolish addi-

tion of devanam makes of it “the skull-smiter of the deva.” Wb. explains kamrSa itself as

“was fur ein (scheusslicher) Kopf”—while it is simply “skull, head” to kamara (see under

‘ArdvV and ‘Architecture’)—and kamrSa.gan “auf den devischen Kopf schlagend”: “was fur

eine (scheussliche) Erklarung!”
45 In nob, the ed. has duciSram, K15 duziSram; since it is opposed to istlm purushvaSram,

no other reading but istlm duz.aSram is possible: the archet. had s for z, wrongly interpreted as

Aw. c, the aleph in the joint was dropped. Gr. dva-firap.
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These verses call for association with the “Questions,” and the inade-

quate subj. mood of barati—emended in Wb .937 to barati—proves it:

st.37 has been transposed from 2.p. subj. into 3-p. indie., whereat the

a of the subjunctive was overlooked. In the stanzas 108-m we have only

the positive baxsani and pati.da#ani; barani fits in as opp. to the nega-

tive apa.barani. The original of st.37 was a simple

‘kahmai affyamca 0wiyamca azam barani xsayamno*

fhviyam, arranged in Wb. under V#wi-, Furcht erregen, noun

“#wayah, Schrecknis, gefahr”;
46

but the superb #wiyanstama in Vid.

2,23—see under ‘Ardvi’—means “the most crowded,” and the original

meaning is “compressed, oppressed (in a tight, straits).” It is here

linked with “a(9ya, ruin,” as is dve#a in Y.48,9 and 32,16, cf. Y.29,5

“yat mazdam dvadi frasabyo, crowding M. with demands.” (hviya

must be an exceptional spelling for
+
dviya.

St.62: yo noit kahmai mi^radrujam martiyakanam

ojo daSati noit zavar yo noit kahmai mifhadrujam

martiyakanam hvarno daSati noit mizdam

to be compared with st.63: 0wiyam ava barahi - - - xsayamno; and:

apa esam bazva ojo tuvam granto xsayamno barahi. All these sentences

paraphrase verses of our song, an original “‘kahmai ojo zavar mizdam*,

whom (shall I give) strength, force, (a soldier’s) pay” which appeared

once with baxsani as “given, allotted,” and once with apa.barani as

“taken away.” mizda is the pay of a mizdavar, soldier, Germ. “Soldner,”

from “Sold,” Arab, rizq sultanl < MP. rozig, which the men of the

djund receive.

Mithra is yazata, and his hu.yasti, the offering due to him, is accord-

ing to st. 1 19

yazanta 0wam mazdayasna pasubya storebya vayebya partatebya

yo parnlno fravazanti

Lommel translates the duals “mit zwei Stuck (dieser Tiere) vereh-

ren.” V yaz- has clearly its proper meaning “to immolate,” always used

46 Wb.: “0wesah, Yt. 13,20 and 11,4, mit Wurzelerweiterung zu V 0wi-.” It is actually
ll
<T€ta^os, earthquake” from aeiu, which Brugmann, Griech.Gramm.3 compared with Ir. 0wi-;

cf. tfvveso biwiva in Yr.n,5 and boiwranam in V/.i3,2o. The roots 0wi-, dvi-, and bi-, byah,

OI. bhay-, bhyas- need closer study.
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with the double accusative of the victims and the god to whom they

are offered: “tarn yazate . . . satam anumayanam, for him, her (acc.)

nn. slaughtered a hundred (acc.) sheep.” On the other hand, yasna,

zo#ra, vaca, naman, when used with Vyaz-, are always instrumental.

The end of the passage is metrical, and one cannot conceive why a verse

was added to the prosaic instrumentals, the less so as the idea is already

pleonastically expressed by two synonyms “birds—winged creatures.”

Obviously, the rules were originally a verse, with the sacrificial animals

in the acc.dual, in form of two dvandvas

:

+
pasu stora vayi ftarta" yo parnlno fravazanti

The redactors have put the dvandvas—as they did in Y.i,ii with

mi#ra-ahura—in the dat.-instr. dual, and have interpolated on that occa-

sion mazdayasna, for them a matter of course. But the Zoroastrians,

the true worshippers of Mazdah, were pledged not to worship Mithra.

The rule is pre-Zoroastrian. Remnants of analogous rules are preserved

in Y/-5,90-95: Anahita receives zo0ra; people afflicted with crime and

shame are excluded from it; Y/.8,57-59: Tistriya receives zo#ra and

barsman, a white, a black or else a one-colored sheep, but no piebalds,

with similar exclusions as in Y/.5; for Vrthragna the same prescriptions

are valid; for Rtis, Y*.i7,54 the usual exclusion of infirm people. Yt.

i3,5of.: the Fravarti receive meat and garments. The redactors who

gathered these remnants had no longer an exact knowledge of the old

cults, but the gods mentioned had such old cults, while one cannot

assert the same of other gods to whom the Awesta dedicates a yasht:

some of them may never have had a cult at all.

The songs investigated so far reveal the picture of the god of light

as god of social order. Crimes against Mithra are nowhere secret, noc-

turnal trespassings. Not the night-heaven watches over social law: the

night-watch is the moon. The whole is a function of a god of light. In

the “Theft of the Herd” Mithra is called “me(9anahya patar, protector

of the farm,” “vrzanahya hartar, keeper of the village,” who sustains

the pillars of the house, timbers its antae. In the “Peace-song” he gives

peaceful life as rama.sayana, in the “War-song” he is called ahura,

ratfesta, vispatis, dahyupatis and vispanam dahyunam dahyupatis. In

st.109, the “Questions,” he appears as commander of the army and

gives its command to whom he favors. He personifies, thus, all gov-
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ernmental, civil and military authority. In st.83 poor people and those

to whose rights prejudice is done, implore him. He watches over the

right, rtam, and in that quality he has Sroso and Rasnus next to him

on the chariot, and eight lookout men on the mountains. In Y/.io,17-18,

he protects the house, clan, tribe and province of his worshippers; in

13,95 he destroys those of the mitfradruxs.

In Y£.io,2, where the mi#radruxs “brings ruin to the whole country,”

Bartholomae translated maryo mi#radruxs by “mithra-betriigender

Schurke,” Lommel “Unmensch.” maryo alone is “(young) man”; the

marianni are the army of the Mitanni Aryans; in OP. marika is slave;

when used before or after terms of profession it requires no translation.
47

mi#radruxs is a very special term, and without defining it one cannot

understand the name Mithra. There is a number of synonyms. The

most frequent one is mi#ra.zya, to V zya, diya, jya- (see under ‘Hau-

gava’), which means “deminuere, diminish, impair,” especially some-

body’s rights. Hence mi#ra.zya “impairing a mi/9ra.” Another is awi.-

mi#ri, i.e. “anti-mithraic.” A third, *mi0ra.gan “slaying a mi#ra,”

formed like vrflra.gan, can be abstracted from Y1.10,2 “migrant ma
jjanya” and actually occurs, in corrupted spelling, at two places, Yt.

10,45 “yim isanti
+
mif?ra-jano,” and in 104b (see below), miflradruxs

itself is Ved. mitradruh, hence a pre-Iranian notion, continued by the

MP. mot savant mihrandruz (cf. late Lat. sociofraudus), whereas

TPahl. druxtmihr (MMed.) “perjured, sacrilegious” is a genuine word.

A striking fact which requires explanation is that in Y/.xo,17-18 and

Y/. 13,95 Mithra’s favor or anger extend to the “first-born,” and that

in the “Questions” he threatens to slay the heirs of the offender. Sen-

tences like “the mif?radruxs destroys the whole country” and the in-

vocation as “acetar of the miflradruxs” make the meaning clear, acetar
48

belongs to “kena, revenge.” In Yr.9,18 Husravah is called the “son of

Syavrsa, who executes the kena, revenge for the treacherously murdered

father upon Frahrasya,” and the “kenan, avenger, of Ayrerafla”; in Yt.

15,28 Krsaspa calls himself “kenan of (my) brother Rvaxsaya.” The
son and the brother take blood-revenge, and in kena= 770007 one has

Cf. husbandman, policeman. Germ. Ackersmann, Zimmermann etc.
48 acetar to Vci-, kay~, ripvfii “to avenge,” like

'rc in = rttris, kena = itoivt} and kenan “aven-
ger. Wb. translates Bestrafer, Richter,” giving it a wrong character, kena was believed to be
the only word attesting blood-revenge in Iranian. The words seta.cinah, narl.cinah, which
Geiger, Ostir.Kultur 453> adduced claiming money, women”-—do not belong to it-
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long since recognized the IE. word for blood-revenge. Mithra, the ace-

tar, is the avenger, the god of ius talionis.

The Mithra yasht contains a fine poem about the mifhadruxs, more

exactly the nasta.razista; st.104, which belongs to it, has been discussed

above because it gives the date of the poem: 612-550 b.c. At least three

fragments fitting together are preserved.

105: dushvarna
+
nasta.razisto

asato asti ahvaya

i#a manyate dushvarna

noit imat vispam dusvarstam

noit vispam awidruxtaye

mi#ro venati apisma

52 : at yat duzda fradvarati

yo ayavars #warta gama

6wartam yojayati vartam

mi6ro yo vurugavyutis

19: ahmai nemai uzjasati

mi#ro granto upatbisto

yahmai nemanam mi#ra-

druxs

neS'a manyu patipate

104: yahya dryacit bazava

Tragrwnate +
mi#ra.jano

yatcit usastare hindou

yatcit dosatare
+
tigre

yatcit sanake ranhaya

yatcit
+
vimaSye ahya zmo

105a: tamcit mi#ro hangrfsamno
+
pari.apayat bazuwya

The unfortunate sacrilegious

is peaceless in his mind,

thus the unfortunate thinks:

Not every single misdeed,

not every wilful crime

does Mithra see, the blind one!

But when the fool runs away,

the evil-doer, at a quick pace,

Mithra with the wide pastures

makes harness the fast chariot,

to that half he goes forth

Mithra, furious, offended,

on which half the mifhadruxs is,

—and not does he expect hirn the

least

—

him whose arms, however far,

seize the mi#ra-slayer,

whether in the east on the Indus,

or in the west on the Tigris,

or at the sanake of the Iaxartes,

or here in the middle of this earth,

—wherever, Mithra seizes him,

clasping him in his arms.

Sequence of verses

:

The train of thought has no gap, the joining no faults. It is clear

enough that the rel. yahya in 104a relates to mi#ro in 19b, not to

mi#radruxs in 19c. The two dushvarna (imprecative, see under ‘Hvar-

nah’) in 105 are resumed by duzda in 52; dusvarstam in 105 by ayavars.

manyate in 105 is continued in 19 by manyu patipate. asato in 105 is
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related to fradvarati in 52 : the criminal cannot remain at one place and

must hide. Isolated as it is in the yasht, st.52 has no purpose: the har-

nessing ydjayati, receives good meaning only when the starting, uzjasati,

in 19 follows. And st.19 alone contains no reason for Mithra’s wrath: it

is roused by the attempt at escape. The verses 104 c-f with east, west,

north and middle, specify nema in st.19, and 105 a-b answer in the nega-

tive to the hope of the criminal expressed in 105 (c-h, beginning), and

are therefore the conclusion.

Vocabulary:

+
nasta.razista in 105a: Bartholomae supplemented to a nasto

razista, written with separation (instr. instead of ablat.) here

and in Yt. 10,27 (text below), “pa#a, vom gradesten (Wege)

abgegangen.” Wb. 1515 discloses his reasoning: “razista, a) von

pantay in Yt.io,y, b) ohne pantay, das aber hinzuzudenken ist,

in Yt. 10, 27 and 105.” Yr.10,3: “razistam pantam daSati atars

. . . yoi miffiam noit awi.druzati” is part of the editorial intro-

duction; the words of Yt. 10,27 “Mithra takes away the razista

from his enemies” make the redactor think of rtahya pantam,

and he infers that the god probably gives to his friends what

he takes away from his enemies. One must not repeat the error

of the redactor who has wrongly “hinzugedacht” panti in Yt.

10,3. The whole expression goes back to pre-Zoroastrian antiq-

uity. V nas- does not mean “abgehen von,”
49

but belongs to

Lat. nex, pernicies; Ved. “nasana, annihilating” to nasay-, Skr.

nasana “getting lost.” Gath, nasyanto rtat in y.32,4 “those who
sin against rtam.” It is the stem of MP. vinas, NP. gunah “sin.”

And razan are the leges or the mores:

Yr. 10,27:

yo dahyaus ransayanffya

para
+
razista barati

pati hvarna varayati

apa vrfhagnam barati

Mithra who from the countries

hostile

to him takes away their razista

(acc.pl.)

makes inefficient their luck (plur.)

carries off their victory . . .

49 “To deviate,” cf. Germ, folksong “L’b immcr Treu und Redlichkeit . . . und weiche

keinen Finger breit wm rechten Wege ab,” also Arab, wa-la tamall ‘an al-‘adl, “do not deviate

from justice” in a letter of Tahir I to his son, in Taifuri, kit-Baghdad fol.15.
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+
razista is the elative of razan. The faulty case endings of

nasto razista indicate that it is a dismembered compound—cf.

sahvar.marista under ‘Last Judgment’—superb *nasta.raza,

formed like “nasta.zmana, who has lost his livelihood”

(Duchesne §207) ;
hence it means “who has lost his rights,” in

the superb either “lost completely” or “his highest rights,” one

who has suffered the capitis deminutio maxima. It must be

taken in its most intense, legal, not in a vague moral sense, for

it is connected with asata.

Y*. 19,34 describes Yama xseta after his banishment from

paradise (text under ‘Yama x^3’) as asata: “Yama roams

peaceless, asata—prostrate in misery he hides—over the earth.”

Tha'alibi transfers the motif to Kai Xusrau: “wa saha 1-ard, he

roamed about on the earth.” It is the curse of Cain, G<?«.4,i2:

“And now cursed be Thou on earth, ba’aras.” The Pahl. transl.

of Y.29,9 renders Gath, xsanmane, life as xenos, exile, by asad.-

manisnlh, peaceless-living; Germ, “friedlos” in medieval law

means ban, excommunication from the clan and loss of all

rights. Cf. Grimm, Rechtsaltertiimer 397IL: “Ein Totschlager

wird ‘friedlos,’ urspriinglich nur der eines Stammesgenossen,

nicht der eines Fremden, da diese exlex sind.”

ahvaya in 105b, written ,ai)uhaya‘, with insignificant variants,

archet. ’hvy’, is loc. of “ahva, soul, heart, feeling.” It may be

right—cf. “dausmanahya, in misery”—but it is tempting, with

regard to the passages quoted, to read
+
ahava, loc. in a of ahu,

archet. ’hv’, asato ahava, as in Gen.4,12.

awi.druxtaye in 105c: cf. Benveniste, lnf.av. 55: n.abstr. awi-

druxti [cf. an.adruxti under ‘Yama’] “tout (ce qui est fait)

pour la tromperie.” It means a wilful injury, scelus dolosum.

To the entire thought compare the verses 92-104 of the book

Enok, quoted under ‘Last Judgment.’

fra.dvarati in 52a, with #warta gama, can only mean “to run

forth = away,” Germ, “fortlaufen” as in Yt. 11,6 and perhaps

more often. Also where it means “to run in advance” it has the

connotation of furtiveness.

104b Tra.grwnate
T
mi#ra.jano: in the text the verb is a plural

inst. of dual, written fragarawa;gi; not a “praes.27 von Vgrab-”
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(Wb.) but grpnty, read grwnate. The mss. have mifhro.aojarjho,

a word counting only four syllables, and the first element of

which must be mi#ra-. Therefore it can be neither a corruption

of mi#o.aojar)h6, nor of miffro.draojarjho, but is
+
mi#ra.]ano.

50

The redactor, who tore the poem to pieces, further maltreated these

verses by adding, in st. 106-107, in verbose commonplaces his own

thoughts to those of the nasta.razisto, [much reduced] : “I on the con-

trary think: no man on earth who could think, talk or do evil [the

usual triad each time in extenso] in as high a degree, as Mithra does

the contrary; no man who owns greater innate intelligence and better

hearing than Mithra!” Wolff annotates only: “! ?” I believe it is the

only instance in the Awesta where the diaskeuast speaks in the first

person and all but steps out of his anonymity.

Thus, the mi#radruxs, the one “who injures the mi0ra” is “sacer”

and the word means “sacrilegious,” like TPahl. druxtmihr. As nasta.-

razista he has suffered the capitis deminutio maxima, is outlawed,

“vogelfrei,” according to the old vehmic formula “der leib ist frei-

gegeben den vogeln in den liiften.” Mithra is the god of blood-revenge,

and the miflradruxs are offenders against the ethical foundation on

which society rests, the nmana, vis, and zantu. All members of these

groups are bound and united in avenging these crimes. The punishment

strikes not only the criminal himself, but his house, clan, tribe and the

firstborn. Blood revenge, indeed, can “destroy the whole country”:

“Hir hat daz maer ein ende, daz ist der Nibelunge Not!”

Th. Mommsen, in his treatise “Zum altesten Strafrecht der Kultur-

volker,”
01

defined as subject to blood-revenge “crimina publica, der

Gemeinde zugefiigte Schadigungen, die nicht als Notwehr (Kriegs-

fuhrung), sondern als Vergeltung des Bruches der dem Gemeindever-

band zu Grunde liegenden sittlichen Verpflichtung von der Sippe

geahndet werden.” These words of Mommsen, who was not in the least

thinking of things Iranian, give an exact definition of the Iranian no-

tions, a proof of their extreme antiquity: mifha does not signify “con-

50 The spelling -v.’v- at the point of junction originated when separation of the joints and the

unetymologic -6 before the joint were introduced, here into an original spelling -r’j-; this

involved the interpretation of the ending as -ai)ho, while its n is an etymological one.
51 "Fragen gestellt von Th. Mommsen” etc., herausgegeben von K. Binding, 1905.
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tract, Vertrag,” it is the “moral obligation upon which the society was

founded.” Ir. drug [IE. *dhrewgh-, ’dhrowgho] does not signify “lie,

deceive” as in the Germanic branch, A.S. driogan, OHG. triogan, but

“to injure”; mi^radru^s means “injuring the mi#ra,” exact syn. of

mi/9ra.zya, mi^ra.gan. The concept comes quite close to Zoroaster’s

“zita.rta, by whom Rtam is diminished, impaired,” where the ethic

principle supplants the social group. The crime is aimed at the obliga-

tion towards the social unit. The obligation is imposed either by descent,

or by a forsworn covenant. The form under which such a miflra was

concluded is known by the so-called Fravarani in Y.12, where an arya-

man, client, takes the oath upon his entry into a vis. Every mi#ra

imposes reciprocal duties, is uwaya, as is an Arab ‘ahd, Hebr. b
e
rit,

“covenant.” Thus the inexact and insufficient translation “contract” is

pardonable; of Bartholomae’s definitions only “religiose Bindung”

holds, if one takes “religious” in its old Latin signification.

The total of the mi#ra (pi.) is the rtam in the pre-Zoroastrian usage

of the word. Zoroaster detached it from the “mores,” the traditional

customs, just as he detached religion from cult, and
—

“worshipping in

spirit and in truth”—transfigured it thereby in the absolute kosmos, the

moral law, ethical order of the world.

In fact, there is no difference between the Ved. n.pr. mitra, mitrah,

m. “friend,” and the Iran. n.pr. mi#ra, nor between Ved. mitram

“friendship” and the Aw. m.sg. mif?ra, the Gath. pi. mi#ra. The god

bore the name Mitra already in the Aryan epoch, not as a pale personi-

fication of the notion “contract”—and not even in the true meaning

as one of the “covenants” that all together form Rtam—but as “the

friend.” In NP. “mihr, love, friend” the original meaning is maintained

to the present day. The words in the beginning of the Karnama\ Art.,

“he made mihr u dostih with Ardashir” have the full sociological mean-

ing of Rom. societatem et amicitias, or as OIr. miffia and rvaf?a. If the

“akataro aceta,” the wholly-bad avenger, bears the name “Mithra,

friend,” this is the same phenomenon which leads to the name Siva for

Rudra in India: for fear of causing ill-luck one does not pronounce the

evil word, the avadya.

These social institutions come down from immemorial Indo-Euro-

pean antiquity. It is with them as with words: just as linguistic corre-

spondence proves that words belonged to the aboriginal language, thus
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traces of such institutions prove their age and origin. O. Schrader
52

gave two such sequences: Got. heiwairauja “master of the house,”

Germ. ‘hiwa, to Lat. civis, Skr. slva “dear,” hence the family as “asso-

ciation of friends”; in Rome, with the transition of the gens into civitas,

the civis became citizen. Or: OHG. wini “friend,” Irish fine “clan,”

Lat. vin- -dex “bail.” That is the cultural soil on which also Ir. mi0ra

grew.

These concepts are shared also by peoples not of IE. language. Exod.

20,5-6: “I, the Lord, thy God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of

the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation

(Luther ‘Glied’) of them that hate me; and shewing mercy unto the

thousands, of them that love me and keep my commandments.” This

is said where the ten commandments are announced, and once more

in 34,7, where the new Decalogue is given. The “four generations”

—

the “thousands” as their opposite mean infinity—come from the Ius

talionis, and correspond to the four generations in direct line of the Ira-

nian naba.nazdista, or the four groups next to the “master of the

house.” In the Mithra cult asna frazanti and fratamaSata take their

place. “Those that hate me” and “that love me” correspond to awi.-

druzati or ranxsyant, and an.adruxta or an.awidruxta, also to the op-

position of duzbrtam and hubrtam baranti. The analogy shows clearly

why just the songs to Mithra are composed in such antitheses.

Zoroaster’s lament in Y.46,5 is a description of himself as nasta.razista,

proscript, in the old Roman sense, or as “vogelfrei” : “He who receives

the fugitive as xenos, be it the xsayans, satrap, or a hozantus, co.-

civis . . . ,
a rasna zivans, one who lives according to the razan, leges,

mores, shall speak as his advocate for him—who as xenos has no voice,

no vote—before his peers, to protect him from xrunya, murder.” He
makes an appeal to people who adhere to polytheism and to whom he

has not yet exposed his doctrine. He therefore uses words belonging to

their notions of right. The words razan, rvati and mi0ra just in this

gatha prove the pre-Zoroastrian character of the same terms in Yt.w.

razan, leges, are, with original congruence of right and custom, the

mores, resting on rvati and mi#ra. rva#a means “friend, amicus”; the

52 Sprachvergleichung u. Urgeschickte 1906, 1,203 f.
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subst. fem. rva#a in 17 . 12 means amicitia.
53 The mores, in Roman, are

founded on amicidae, foedera and societates; reladons like marriage,

clientela, military retainership are in Rome societates, in Iran mi#ra.

Xrunya is more than “violence.” It belongs to the Ir. word for blood,

Aw. xfu, like Gath, xrura in Y.48,11 and xrunra (referring to the kill-

ing of Gomata) in Y.53,8. It is at least “murderous deed” and is, like

kena, acetar, one of the terms of blood-revenge.

Zoroaster is threatened by murder, because the acts for which he was

sentenced and banished were subject to the ius talionis; he is banished

as “mi#radruxs” according to the moral notions of his own time. Such

are the “zur Unhaltbarkeit zugespitzten Zustande” (Nyberg) and the

“zeitweilige Zerwiirfnis mit den Sippengenossen” (Lommel). The

members of the clan are bound in duty to protect each other against

revenge. Therefore Zoroaster accuses his bandva, brother-in-law, the

ahura, lord justiciary, of not having protected him against the verdict

of the tkesa, the judge, Bartholomae’s rabbi. Not finding the protection

with his relatives—except his cousin MaSyomaha—he takes asylum with

Rtam, and implores the hospitium, which includes protection against

revenge, of another vis in another dahyu. That, and not a night’s rest,

is what the alleged “Buhlknabe,” the kavi Vehviya, refuses to give,

and what Vistaspa gives him. Therefore, finally, he says in Y.46,4 : “He

who robs his enemy of his dominion and his life prepares as leader the

path of Cistis” and in Y.53,8: “the zita.rta shall be one to-be-deceived

. . . who will bring murder and carnage upon him?” data, law shall

replace revenge, but in this case selfhelp, deceit and murder are not a

sin, but prepare the path of the religion.

mi^radruxs in pre-Zoroastrian language signifies what Zoroaster

—

who rejects Mithra and never uses this term—calls drugvant, Darius

drojana, “follower of the druxs.” There can be no congruent word in

modern languages, nor for the opp. rtavan. “Liar” is totally wrong.

Meillet and his school translate “juste” and “just and unjust, or right-

eous and wicked” when taken in the archaic Biblical sense, e.g. Eze\.

18 (see below), come nearer than any other words. From the syn.

mifka.zya, by introducing rtam as collective of all midra, Zoroaster

derived his zita.rta, raising mi#ra.zya to the highest power, “who

53 Cf. under ‘Hospitium’ and ‘Last Judgment.’ Bartholomae translates rvati, Pahl. transl.

dostlh, by “foedus” or “fides,” which fit miflra equally well.
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diminishes, impairs the highest right,” which after the creed “must be

increased, rtam sudyai!” zita.rta is a syn. of rtat rariso—see under

‘Bandva’—and at the same time the reverse of the pre-Zoroastrian no-

tion nasta.razista “outlaw.” One can plainly see, from which pre-

existing conceptions Zoroaster derived his ideas: first of all from the

cult of Mithra.

He makes Mithra himself a nasta.razista, in taking away from him

his razan and conferring it on his AhuraMazdah, as he does with Rtis,

Sroso and Rasnus—whose relation to Mithra resembles already the

Zoroastrian “aspects” of AhuraMazdah. Rtis “chose right” and there-

fore was adopted by AhuraMazdah; as the late Yt. 19,16 has it: “Your

father is AhuraMazdah, your mother Armatis, your brothers Sroso,

Rasnus, Mithra ( !), your sister the Mazdayasnian Religion!” Zoroaster’s

rtam is no longer the traditional custom, but the social order and the

kosmos, based upon the ethical dualism of good and evil. Thus, from a

social it becomes the moral principle: the absolute Good, rtam vahistam,

an expression that replaces the not used elative of rtam, Ytistam, and

comes close to Aristotle’s avroayaOov.

When custom and right are founded on a religious principle, the

notion of the offender against society goes over into “sinner.” Zoro-

aster does not and cannot use the word mi#radruxs, and his term drug-

vant cannot appear in a pre-Zoroastrian passage. It can only be interpo-

lated in order to give a pre-Zoroastrian passage a Zoroastrian coloring.

The two words, therefore, are “index fossils” for the knowledge of

the stratification of the Awesta.

For this argumentation the words of the gatha Y.31,18 are conclusive:

a zi dmanam visam va soiflram va dahyaum va adat

dusitaca markeca

“(the drugvant) plunges house, village, district and province into mis-

ery and destruction.” At no other place but here does Zoroaster use the

four-step formula for the social structure. His models were verses like

10,18:

yazi dim awidrujad frasa upa.scindayati mi#ro . . .

uta nmanam uta visam uta zantum uta dahyum,

which must have been familiar to himself and to his hearers.

Equally plain is the assonance—not to say allusion to Yr.10,2:
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mrncati vispam dahyaum maryo mi#radru^s. . .

.

But Zoroaster replaces the term mitfradruxs of the older language

didactically by his newly coined drugvant.

The polar opposite to his ethically newborn rtam, the principle of

Good, is the Druxs (fem.), OP. droga (m.), the principle of Evil, sin.

A universal monotheism replaces national polytheism, and—exactly as

in Ezekiel—the ethical relation of the individual man to this god sup-

plants the cult of their gods by a nation. There can be no mi^radruxs

any longer, but only “followers of the druxs,” drugvant. Without the

substitution of the dualistic principle for the originally congruent

notions of right and custom, an expression like OP. drojana, “man of

(the principle) droga” is impossible: this term alone is enough to prove

the Zoroastrism of the Achaemenids.

At the same time this explains why Zoroaster removed Mithra: he

is the god of the old social order, the legal foundation of which was

the ius talionis. The era introduced by Zoroaster brings monotheism

instead of polytheism, ethics instead of cult, and instead of self-help

a law, data, that was no longer founded on the social, but on the

religious concept of Good and Evil. Only a few years earlier the same

phenomenon happened in Judaism. Already Jeremiah, 31, 29-30, speaks

prophetically of the “New Covenant,” Ir. mi#ra, in which the proverb

“The fathers have eaten a sour grape, and the children’s teeth are set

on edge” will have no validity. And not much later Ezekiel (18) says:

“The word of the Lord came to me ... ye shall not have occasion any

more to use this proverb . . . the son shall not bear the iniquity of the

father, neither shall the father bear the iniquity of the son, but the

righteousness of the righteous shall be upon him, and the wickedness

of the wicked shall be upon him!” That is the total revocation of the

idea of revenge in “I, the Lord thy God am a jealous God.” And in

this archaic sense, righteous and wicked would be the best available

translation for rtavan and drugvant, just as “those that hate me” or

“love me” in Exod.20, correspond to the Mithraic terms.

For other reasons, Meillet compared, at the end of his Trois Confer-

ences the historical role of Zoroaster with the Jewish prophetism. Eze-

kiel lived in Babylon after the fall of Nineveh; his lifetime must have

overlapped that of Zoroaster. Certainly there was no direct contact, but

thoughts are ripe at certain times and in certain lands. The judicial and
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moral conceptions, handed down from immemorial antiquity, were

passing away, and Zoroaster removed Mithra as the god representing

those ideas of the past. The historical development is the same as that

expressed by Matth.5,17: “Think not that I am come to destroy the law,

. .
.

,

I am not come to destroy, but to fulfill,” and Rom. 10,4: “For Christ

is the end of the law” and Hebr.S,iy. “that which decayeth and waxeth

old is ready to vanish away.”

Very unexpectedly, the gatha Y.48,4 has been interpreted as alluding

to Zoroaster’s attitude towards Mithra:

yo dat mano vahyo mazda asyasca

hvo denam syo#naca vacahaca

ahya zosan ustis varnan hacati

fhvahmi ^ratou apamam nana ahat

“He who allows his will to be now good, now evil, and his soul to fol-

low in conduct and talk its pleasure, its desire and its free choice, shall,

according to Thy decree, stand apart at the end (of all things).”

Bartholomae: “Wer sein Denkan (jetzt) besser macht (und

jetzt) boser, und (ebenso) sein Ich, durch sein Tun und Reden,

(wer) seinen eigenen Neigungen, Wiinschen und Uberzeugun-

gen nachgeht, der wird nach Deinem Ratschluss am Ende der

Dinge abgesondert sein, namlich von den Glaubigen, die ins

Paradies kommen, aber auch von den Unglaubigen, die fur die

Holle bestimmt sind.”

Lommel-Andreas: “Wer sein Denken (bald) besser macht

(und) bald schlechter, der folgt seiner Natur mit Werk und

Wort, seinem Gefallen, seinen Wiinschen und seiner Wahl.

Nach Deinem Willen wird er zuletzt abgesondert sein.”

“Uberzeugung” won’t do: no prophet could ask people to

follow what is not their conviction. Vvar- [IE. welo-, wolo-,

Goth, wiljan “will,” waljan “wahlen”] is “to choose,” the noun,

here and often, “choice, arbitrariness.” Lommel has a wrong
construction, taking hvo as the usual pron. dem. or pronoun of

the 3rd pers.: a man doing the contrary would likewise follow

his nature. There are the verbs “who makes . . . follows . . .

shall be.” The inseparable triad “think—speak—act” is dis-
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tributed among “dat, he makes, allows” and “hacati, he fol-

lows”; the power of the rel. yo reaches as far as hacati. The

acc. denam is shifted into the second clause, where it ought to

appear in the nominative; the relative is not repeated, but

resumed by the refl. hvo instead of an enclit. pronoun: “who

allows his will to . . . ,
the soul (acc.) of that (man) follows”

means “and his soul which follows . .
.” or “who allows his will

to be . . . and his soul to follow. . .
.” The comparatives express,

in mutual relation, “now good, now evil,” i.e. unprincipled, not

“undecided, vacillating.” nana “here and there” has the meaning

“neither here nor there.”

Nyberg interprets this stanza, 242: “wendet sich an die Unschliissigen,

die es natiirlich auch in diesem Stamme gegeben haben muss.” Natiir-

lich for what ? “Aber der Schlag zielt defer : er soil Mithra in der Per-

son seiner Anhanger treffen.” The gatha does not contain a hint at

Mithra. “Im Mithra yasht [10,26 and 29] heisst es: ‘Du, Mithra, bist

aka, bose und der beste . . . bist ein arger Richer.’ Die Bezeichnung der

guten Macht als aka ‘bose’ muss im Kreise Zarathustra’s wie eine Blas-

phemie geklungen haben.”

Thus the undecided ones, who like Mithra think bad or good, as it

is opportune, become “Mithra-Verehrer, und ihr Stamm die Mithra-

Gemeinde, in der Zarathustra jetzt wirkt.” The “Mithra-community”

is the product solely of this deduction. Thereby, Mithra would be the

god of irresolution, but the men are not irresolute, but refuse to let

principles rule their actions, and the god is just as “bad and the best”

as “I, the Lord, thy God” in Exodus. Zoroaster himself says, with equal

blasphemy, in Y.33,2: “He who is aka towards a drugvant, is quite to

the taste, zosai, of AhuraMazdah,” and in Y.47,4: “you shall be aka

towards a drugvant, even a rich one!
’

“For he is himself a drugvant

who wishes a drugvant wrell” (Y.46,6).

Nyberg continues: “Die str.48,4 ist ein Meisterstiick schonender und

doch wirksamer Polemik gegen eine zentrale Anschauung; man

beachte das sicher absichtlich unbestimmte und schwebende nana!”

Dante’s verses, are almost a translation of the gatha:

coloro

che visser senza infamia e senza lodo.
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Mischiati sono a quel cattivo coro

degli angeli che non furon rebelli

ne fur fedeli a Dio, ma per se foro.

Aw. nana means “per se foro.” Nyberg: “Zarathustra passt sich weit-

gehendst den Anschauungen seiner neuen Freunde an [who had forced

him to leave his home in desperation], aber in einem Punkte ist er

unerbittlich : man kann nicht bose und gut zugleich sein.” Mischiati

sono, every man is bad and good as well, whatever scale we apply to

these qualities. About the same time Heraclitus said: ayadov koX kclkov

ev iaTLv, and Christ says, Mar\ 10,17: “Why callest thou me good?

There is none good but one, God.” There is not and can be no such

infantile saying of Zoroaster, because man’s being “mixed” of good

and evil is his fundamental idea. In Y.30,4 (text under ‘Yama’), the

two primordial principles, Good and Evil, make themselves the motive

powers of the world’s history, which for that reason is called “gume-

cisn,” a “mixture” that dissolves itself only at the last judgment into the

victorious Good and the vanquished Evil. Mani has done no more

than elaborating this thought of Zoroaster.

P.2ggt: “Mithra scheint sich nie von dem Schlag [nana!] erholt zu

haben, den Zarathustra gegen ihn richtete, wenigstens muss er

gegenuber Sraosa, der seine Rolle iibernimmt, zuriicktreten.” This pic-

ture could be completed: After the chief of police got Mithra’s post,

the sleepless god of the night-heaven used his leisure to go bathing, to

Aix, Andernach, Baden, Capri, Herkulesbad, Sassoferrato, Wiesbaden,

and wherever he has left his traces. Did the Roman legions love him

because he too was not always good ? The passion which Nyberg makes

him suffer is worse, akatara, than that which the magi inflicted upon

him in Y/.io, see ‘Return of the Gods.’ But to assume that Mithra, who
in his beautiful hymn renders all the blows of his enemies abortive,

was so heavily hit by Zoroaster’s little word “nana!” would be the great

blasphemy : kavrov ov Swarcu craxrcu.

All over the Indo-European and Semitic world, when retaliation was

replaced by wergild, taxes for disbursements were developed. Y/.io,ii6

furnishes an example. mi#ra has there the connotation, discussed above,

of “obligation inside the community.”
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“The mi#ra, societates, are valid

20-fold between two hasa suftidrnga. business-friends

30-fold between two vrzanya, fellow-citizens

40-fold between two haSa.ge#a, members of the same

clan

50-fold between two
+
hoyaxna. blood-relations

6o-fold between two havista, students of a semi-

nary

70-fold between two e#riya e#rapati, students and profes-

sors

8o-fold between two zamatara xvasura, sons- and fathers-in-

law

90-fold between two brothers,

ioo-strong between father and son,

1,000-strong between two dahyu, provinces,

10,000-strong between the mazdayasnian

religion.”

20- to 9ofold is expressed by multiplicatives in -vant; 100

to io,ooo-fold are composed with -yus, according to Bartholomae

“100-fachen Halt bietend,” Lommel: “von 100-faltiger Dauer,”

supposing composition with -ayu, as in dargayau. Support or

duration are out of question, the ending can only be a factor of

multiplication. Therefore I attach -yus to V yu- in OP. yaumani,

from *yuman-, i.e. “with the power of a hundred etc.,” syn. of

“-fach, -fold.”

For suftidrnga Bartholomae guessed “Gaugenosse ?” for

huyayna “Stubengenosse.” Maf. al-ulum and Oamiis explain

Arab, suftadja, or suftah [from MP. *suftag, OP. ‘suftakaj as

“money-order or the like, which one sends abroad in somebody’s

favor.” Rather frequent in Tabari: When al-Mu‘tazz, threatened

by murder, asked his mother Qabiha for money to pay the arrears

of the Turkish soldier’s pay, she, who had over three millions

worth of gold pieces and jewels in only one of her safes, an-

swered: “Just now I have no cash, only safatidj, bills; if I shall

be able to cash them, I shall give you something.” suftag is

air/yp^V and with sufti Aw. suwra is connected, see under
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‘Yama xseta.’ drnga is OP. (han)dunga, Altplnschr. s.v., some-

thing “confirmed” by a seal, cf. han.draxta, MP. andraxt =

tr^payto-ros, and *drahma > Spaxpp. Therefore it means

something like a business “firm.” suftidrnga recalls the xpzotyv-

Xcuce? or crvyypa(]>o<f>v\aK£<5 prominent in business of the Seleu-

cid period.
04 They are people with mutual business and money

relations, like Murasu and Sons in Nippur, and one could trans-

late suftidrnga straightway by “bankers.”
+
hoyaxna means “of the same liver,” i.e. “blood-relation,” see

Duchesne Comp.av., following Krause, and under ‘Social Struc-

ture.’

The paragraph is a tariff, inserted into the Mithra yasht for the sake

of the word mi0ra, originally a tariff for redeeming revenge by wer-

gild, then generally for the calculation of penalties, by the cazdahvant,

amar vicartar (see under ‘Last Judgment’). Like the paragraph on the

six kinds of “vows,” mi0ra, in Fz'i.4,2, discussed above, its origin is a

law code. The late priestly redaction is plainly visible in §§60, 70, 1,000

and 10,000: the students and professors must simply be neglected for

the reconstruction of the original condition. They are a group inter-

polated also at other places, e.g. Y.18,12: hasamca havistanamca e0ra-

patinamca. The position of dahyu (1000) should be at the beginning,

as the broadest and therefore cheapest unit, value 10. suftidrnga, value

20, is a relation looser than fellow-citizenship; standing between dahyu

and vrzana, it has been substituted for an original zantu—hence Bar-

tholomae’s guess “Gaugenosse.” From there on, the values rise regu-

larly from vrzana “township” to “father and son,” value 100; the nar-

rower the units, the higher the values. The mazdayasnian religion is

out of place: the formula is not “within a unit,” but “between two per-

sons”; the religion cannot be doubled; moreover, all the rules are only

valid inside its limits. Whereas, as the widest group, the religion ought

to have the lowest number, it has the highest, 10,000, against logic, only

because in the feeling of the redactors it crowns everything. The corrupt

conclusion seems to contain the formula: “thus it was, is and shall be.”

54 Cf. MDOC, 66, 192S. Attsgrabungen in Warka, p.15; Cumont, Fonilles de Dura-Etiropos,
281, n.3; 295, 497, and Mem.Miss. a Suse, xx. Inscr. Grecques de Stise, 88; McDowell, Excav.
at Tell 'Umar (Seleucia), Michigan, 1931, 32s; Herzfeld, in Transact. Xumism. Congr. London,
!936, 4185s.
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The conditions of high antiquity, when the vis was the group to

avenge all offenses against the mores according to the ius talionis, were

probably no longer in full force, but in a phase of transition at Zoro-

aster’s time. But his conception of law is as deeply altered as that of

religion. From his time on, crimes are acts directed against the ethical

principle, their punishment takes place “through data”—just as the

revocation of his own sentence—in* a criminal procedure regulated by

public laws.

The book of Esther says, 1,19: “If it please the king, let there go a

royal commandment from him and let it be written among the laws

of the Persians and the Medes, that it may not be altered—and the

king’s order which the king shall make, be proclaimed throughout all

his empire!”
50

This passage depends on Daniel 6,8. There, the royal

edict is called t
eqlm a

sara, the sending of the letter tirsum ke
taba, that

it may not be altered di la Fhasnayah, just as in Arabic decrees Qur.

11,188, the curse on whoever introduces a change, is regularly quoted.

The law itself is called “dat maday u.paras, the data of the Medes and

the Persians,” and “not to be violated, di-la ta‘de’,” as in 17.10,17 noit

awidroxSo. The “proclamation” is the frasastis.

Herodotus says that it was Cyrus who constituted a highest court of

appeal, and the Demotic Chronicle
36

records an order of Darius to the

satrap of Egypt, to codify the laws there. What was ordered for a sub-

ject country was probably already done at home. In Altp.lnschr. 151,

s.v. framatar, I had assumed, in view of the judicial tenor of Darius’

tomb inscription, that the words “Oramazda invested me with xra#us

and arvastam,” the very qualities of a judge, meant that Darius had

created, when organizing his empire, a Persian Corpus Juris. This is the

one which in Daniel is called the “inviolable law of the Medes and the

Persians.” The Darius inscription makes it plain that the “data” of the

king were no arbitrary acts, “nema kama tya skofhs tunvantahya radi

mi#a kryesa, nema kama tya tunva shores radi mi#a kryesa, tya rastam

ava mam kama, It is not my pleasure that the lowly suffer injustice on

behalf of the lofty, nor that the lofty suffer injustice on behalf of the

lowly
;
what is right, that is my pleasure.” These words reveal an admin-

55 The style of talking; to the king in the book of Esther is entirely true: there are many
parallels in Tabari: “If the Commander of the Faithful would deign to send forth ... it would
better be done this way . .

.** etc.

56 Demotische Chroni\, ed. Spiegelberg, Sb.Pr.Akd.W. 1915, 304-309.
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istration of justice without regard to social order and status, that means

a new one superseding the old law based on it. That is Zoroaster’s doc-

trine replacing the legal notions embodied in the Mithra cult.

Codes are no inventions; they codify things existing, subjecting them

to a dominating idea. Chapters like the tariff of Yr.io,n6, in which

retaliation is redeemed by disbursements in kind or money, or like Vid.

4,2 on the six covenants, also the “surgeon’s tariff” in the Videvdad, see

under ‘Hdma,’ and some other passages may be the last remnants of

original parts of this code, and give us at least a faint idea of it.



XXIX. FRAVARTI

Under ‘Memorial Document’ the second part of the Fravardin yasht

has been discussed, to which actually its heading refers: “We bring

offerings to the fravarti, souls, of the rtavan, deceased faithful, of the

prvya.tkesa, first followers of the law, of the naba.nazdista, the next-of-

kin” of Zoroaster and Vistaspa. This document found a place in the

Fravardin yasht, because the many names were recited in masses for

the souls, prescribed by Vistaspa’s waqf, and the fravarti are souls.

The first part of the yasht, §§i-86, has nothing in common with that

document, it is merely a description of anonymous fravarti, either of

how they look or what they do. This description has so many archaic

features and so many affinities with Roman manes and Germanic val-

kyrs, that it must come down from a very old stratum of religious con-

ceptions, from the highest Indo-European antiquity.

The mazdayasnian redactors have dissected the material at their dis-

posal into small particles, only in st.1-19 a longer context remains. They

adopted the ever repeated pattern: “We bring offerings to the fravarti

who . .
.” These sections belonged originally to hymns, sung at special,

mainly military occasions. Herodotus tells of Xerxes’ army “sacrificing

to the heroes at the Skamander near Ilios.” And since the term “hamas-

patfmedaya, muster of the army” occurs in the fragments, this festival

was certainly a regular occasion for celebrating a “fravardin yasht.”
1

A yasht means sacrifices and songs. A short rule for offerings to the

fravarti, preserved in Yt. 13,50, differs entirely from those valid for

Mithra, Anahita, Vrthragna, Rtis and Tistriya (see under ‘Mithra’).

The fravarti receive “meat and garments,” a highly archaic gift to

“manes,” and in no way connected with Zoroastrism.

Form or contents of the fragments offer almost no clue for recon-

structing their sequence, but altogether they convey a pretty complete

picture of what the fravarti were. The main means of describing them

are an accumulation of epithets, in which Yt.13 is richer than any other

one.

The fravarti are female (st.29)

:

hudoi#ris vrzi.casmano clear-eyed, keen-sighted,

[hu]sro0ris
+
drya.rmano sharp of hearing, long-armed,

1 Cf. Altp.lnschr. s.v. spaflmedaya.
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ya brzatis brzi.yasta the tall, high-belted ones,

ya huyona pr#uy5na with good lap, broad lap.

Former translations did not grasp the fact that this is a catalogue of

beauty, the oldest of the line that ends in 1001 Nights. Tabari and the

Aghdni
2

tell: “The Persian kings owned a written description of the

(perfect) woman, and sent it around in the countries.” The Arabs be-

lieved that it was a poem which al-Mundhir b. Ma al-Sama’ of Hira had

presented to Xusrau I, together with a slave-girl, fulfilling the ideal,

captured in his war against the Ghassanid al-Harith b. abi Shamir; later,

Xusrau II sent it to Nu‘man of Hira who, on account of it, fell in dis-

grace and perished. Noldeke translates the corresponding verses of the

Arabic poem: “mit breiter Brust, gewolbten Briisten, diinner Taille,

schmachtig im Giirtel, von breiten Lenden, hohem Hinterteil, ihr

Gesiiss ist fleischig etc.” Since the verses of Yt. 13 describe only the body,

all explanations of the words from other spheres are ruled out from the

beginning.

Thus yona cannot mean “Statte,” but is the same as 01 . yona, and as

kanino vaSri.yona in Y^.5,87, cf. Wackernagel in kz. 46,267. brzi.yasta,

Gr. /3adv£,a>vos describes the upper part of the body, huyona the lower

part as obverse to hutosa. b is one syllable short, hence [hu]sro0ris in

parallel with hudoifkls, not (JVb.) vrzi.casman [vrzij.srofkis. The text

has dar76.r4ro.man, a corrupt spelling;
3
the correction results from

drya.bazu against eva.rma and from vazamna haca bazubyo in Yt.10,39

against asano rma.suta in Yt. 13,72; in analogy to OI. irma one expects

initial r sonans.

St-45 :

aya-xoSa aya.zaya with bronze helmets, bronze

weapons,

aya.vr#ra ya prtante bronze shield, who fight

vr#raynyesu roxsni.awiSatesu

6>axta rzazis barantis wielding drawn (akinakes).

rzazi is an unknown hapax; hu#axta refers to the bow in st.39 as

“bent.” c is unmetrical and spoils the stanza which is perfect without

2 Tabari in Noldeke, p.326ff.: Aghdni 11,29$.

3 Wrong joint, cf. mi^ro.aojaqho in Y/.io,io 4, and ba5a.ya 0a.mam in Yt.5,127, under ‘ArdvI-

sura.’
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it. It was interpolated from a different context viz. st.23 (where it

follows the five compounds with -rta, soon to be discussed)

:

“<ya zavya) varjhufhvesu <ya zavya) vr£?raynyesu (ya zavya) prtanahu,

who are to be invoked in v., in v., in battles,” and: “(ta zi) strtesu

barsmohu zavya (ta) vrfhaynyesu (ta) prtanahu, they are to be invoked

at the spread barsman, they at v., they in battle.”

Those are typical products of redaction, looking like verses without

being it. The brackets separate what may be an old remnant.

Darmesteter’s, and similarly Geldner’s translation of varjhufh

wesu by “conquete des biens,” and Bartholomae’s “Blutvergies-

sen” are merely inferred from the wrong context. The redactors

took the zavya formula from st.20: “yas.#wa . . . paf?am jasati

vanfhveso (or: van^weso), if a v. stands in your way (or you

tremble with fear of death in other dangers),
4
recite by memory

the charm. . . There, van#weso is (Wb.): “Herden nachstel-

lend, vanfhva + *isa, to Ved. gav.isti, Rindersuche, Raubzug,”

also to awistar in Vid.i “who makes a quest, a raid, Arab,

ghazw, incursione hostili petit hostem.” vaphufhvesu in 23 is a

corruption of it: an old formula, in which vanfhvesa or ‘van-

fhvisti were linked with vr#raynya prtana, victorious battles, has

been dissected into three parts of a sentence, vrOraynya prtana

into two parts in 13,27. But there is neither a word vanhufhva

nor a noun vrfhaynyam, n., “battle,” and Y^. 13,45c speaks

neither of “lichtumflossenen, bathed in light,” nor of “licht-

gepanzerten Schlachten, battles armored in light.”

Only roxsni.awiSata remains as an isolated epithet descriptive of the

fravarti, for which Darmesteter, with good sense, had tried “in bright

garments.” An abstr.n. awiSati appears in Y.9,6, verses of inferior style:

at ahya ahi awyasto barsnus pati garinam

drajanhe awiSatisca gravasca manffrahya

Bartholomae withdrew, in ZAir.Wb. 175, his former interpretation in

favor of Geldner’s (Sb.Pr.AkdW. 1903, 422) : “mit diesem (Giirtel)

umgiirtet, bist du (Homa) auf den Hohen der Berge, fur alle Zeit,

sowohl ‘Hiille?’ als Stab des mantra.”

4 Cf. Ogmad “if a dragon, a bear, a highway man, a whole hostile host stand in your way
etc.,” under ‘Krsvar.’
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Lommel, zii,m,i69f., interpreted drajarjhe as drazahe, 2.sg.

med. “you hold firmly,” in comparison with Yt.5,123: (ardvi)

patiSanam drazimna. But then the acc.sg. gravas.ca is offensive,

and the construction of the sentence is overloaded. Pahl. (and

Skr.) transl. took drajaqhe—like Geldner—as “forever.” The

hills are not the place where Homa receives the belt, but where

he grows, a parenthesis: “(you who dwell) on the heights of

the hills,” and one could read Mrajyapho, compar. of drya, used

as positive > NP. diraz, here adj. to barsnus “the far and high

hills.”
5

Without the parenthesis the sentence is: “girded with it, you are

awiSati, ‘wrapping’ and grava ‘wand’ of the mantra (song or charm).”

awiSati and grava apparently belong to the equipment of the conjurer,

the first is something he “ties round” his head, like Gr. KprjSepvov,

from Kapa, Kpa<s (head) and Sew “to tie,” whether hair-dressing, hood,

or veil. In “zaranya.awiSana, with golden wrapping” and in “awiSata.-

trsti, wrapped in t.,” the word awiSana—related to Ir. patiSana and Gr.

diadema (it would be *amphi.dema)—refers to the artificial dressing

of the forelock of the horses, see under ‘Tistriya.’ Therewith, roysni.-

awiSata “wrapped in radiancy,” epithet of the fravarti, becomes a

synonym of the epithet of Hekate, Xi7rapoKp7jSe/xvo?, in the Homeric

hymn to Demeter. awiSana may be a veil round the forehead, or pos-

sibly plaits—the women wore two at both temples and ears
6—or even a

wig. The Sasanids wore golden wigs. Surenas, the victor over Crassus,

in Plutarch’s description, set out for battle with make-up and artificial

hair-dressing. In the Persepolis sculptures, hair and beard of the kings

were painted or inlaid with lapislazuli, picturing an artificial hair-

dressing, if not wigs. Such a custom may be the remnant of primitive

war-paint, and would well fit the picture of the fravarti as Wagnerian

valkyries.

Y( 13,23:

ya as.brto ya uyra.rto

ya hu.rto ya vaza.rto

ya taxma.rto ya zavya.rto

5 Cf. the analogy in ViJ.19,4, and 11: “drjya (sic., Gr.Bdh. in pazand “daraja”) pati zbarahi

nmanahya, at the long (or high) zbarah of the palace.”

6 Cf. ami, ix,2 fig.3; Am Tor v. Asie-n, pi. 42, 44 and 49: 1AE, pl.cxxv, and fg.410, p!.i3i.
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The five compounds with words for “force” as the first, and rt “fight-

ing” as second element,
7
describe the fravarti as female warriors. The

first epithet, when translated “viel-bringend,” would not fit into the

group. In good verses the comp, in -rt would all count for four syllables,

and the many ya—suspicious apart from that—would be subsequently

added, except for the ya before trisyllabic hu.rto, which, then, must

have been the first. When as.brto moves away from its present first

place, its ya falls, and it becomes one syllable short, as.brt is improbable

in itself : as designates a degree only and is badly fitted for composition

with bar-, a trans. verb, without object: “much-bringing” is nothing. It

should be either 'asa.brt or *aspa.rt. OP. asabara survives in aswar,

suwar “horseman,” though Med. aspa supplanted OP. asa in proper

names already during the Achaemenian period. Mixing of dialects

being as old as that, an OP. asabrt can appear in the Awesta and would

provoke a wrong interpretation, like as.brt. *aspa.rt would be “fighting

on horseback,” *asa.brt “riding on horses.” Probably the fravarti were

thought of as marching as well as riding horses or chariots.

St.26:

ojista vazantam the strongest drivers,

rail] is ta fravazamnanam the swiftest in driving

V vaz-, vehi, may apply to different ways of moving; but here it means

apparently driving a chariot.

I take also sparadasta and amuyamna razistanam in st.35, which

stand alone without context, as military epithets.

amuyamna, to which Hertel, Siegesf. 141,7, compares the Ved. divine

epithet amura, is certainly no moral quality. What “cannot be moved,

shaken” are not the “straightest (paths of Right)” (Wb.) but the ham-

yanta, #raxta or rasta rasmano (Y/.io,8; 14,63 and 43), the “phalanges”

of the army, spaSa, of fravartayo puru.spaSa. Cf. st.26: “Iram a.frar-

visyat, the column that never turns the back.”

For sparadasta Darmesteter said “qui porte le bouclier,” Geldner

“schildgewappnet” (shield-buckled). Bartholomae rejected this for two

7 Cf. Altp.lnschr. 291 and 312. Bartholomae, W^.192: “ich wurde -amt- ansetzen, wenn mir

a als Kontraktionsergebnis von a and 3 sonst bekannt ware.” Aw. a is no real sound, it would

be contraction of a and r; the Aw. spelling -ar- results from archet. -‘r-, notation of initial r of

second element of compounds; same in OP.: -a-r-, e.g. Gath, zita.rta, OP. xsava.rsa; perhaps

armati. El. ik.se.*r.sa and Gr. Septus < *£vpf>n, with -aya.f- > e.r, rules a.f > ar out, for

*Xsayarsa would give xsarsa.
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reasons: (i) as epithet of Rtis the word is used beside purushva#ra in

Yt. 19,54. This passage is much too inferior as to postulate on account

of it a similar meaning. (2) The long a prevents connecting spara and

NP. sipar. Therefore Hertel, Siegesf. 50,3, advanced “spara to Skr. sval-

‘eilen’: prominent by speed.” The old translations were based on Hesy-

chios’ arrapaBapai yeppofiopoi, “shield-bearer,” such as are often repre-

sented at Persepolis. I cannot admit the whole argument: it means

overestimating the quality of the textual transmission. And even if the

a was long, the conclusion would not be safe. OP. writes
huvsp=

hvaspa, Med., an old compound; h
u va sb ar = hu.asabara, OP., a

neologism; and h
u v ar s t i k = hvarstika, not hu.’rstika > *hurstika,

hence simplex arstlka, “lancer,” from rsti, against rstibara “lance-

bearer,” cf. *arSika (rSi) > all (silver-money); 'darlka (Sari, gold-

piece) > AapeiKOs. Ctesias has dcrri/ldpa?, Akk. astebariannu, -ana

deriv. of *arstibari; hence one may posit ’sparabari.
8 The younger lan-

guage replaces the old compounds with -bara, OP. rstibara, va0
r
abara,

by such with -dar, the stem with which Bartholomae compared the

-dasta of the Frhg.Ev., and to which (spara)dasta may belong.

¥*.13,35:

ya uva zbayato avahe to whom both cry for help,

[-] viyasca viyanasca the pursuer and the pursued,
+
aftaye zbayati viyans pursuit ! cries the pursuer,

apa.gataye viyano flight! cries the pursued.

+
aftaye (text: apataye) to Vap-, and apagataye are, like avahe, the

very outcries, not “um einzuholen ruft (sie) der Verfolger,” but, with

Benveniste: “a la poursuite! a la fuite!” Meaning and meter would be

improved by transposing:

ya viyasca viyanasca uva zbayato avahe.

The fravarti appear in great armies (st.37)

:

puru.spaSa yasta.zaya (forming) many armies, girded

with arms,

uzgrfta.drafsa with raised banners . . .

8 In an inscription of Chihildukhtaran at Damghan, 446 H.
} the msba of Isfara’in is isfarangl,

with d.
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In 65 they come:

purvis purusata by many many-hundreds

purvis puruhazahra by many many-thousands

purvis purubevano by many many-ten-thousands

or in “companies, regiments and divisions.” The units are the regular

organization of the Achaemenian armies. Therefore another epithet

of the fravarti, in st.29, dasadavatls, is also to be counted in this class,

not “reich an Besitz” (Wb.) unfit for tusnisaSo, but dasa#a, perhaps

*dasa#wa, is the decuria, hence “in(many)decuries.”

In st.49 they come to the muster of the army:

ya visaSa avayanti who come flying from the vis

hamaspadmedayam pati to the term of the muster of the

ratum dasa pari xsafno army, for ten nights.

The nights are the five intercalary days before the new year, navasarSa,

and in the parallel passage in Vic.Den.21 the text has the right “panca,

for five nights.” The fact that they come “from their vis,” the home of

their clan, shows that the hamaspaffrnedaya,
9 was not a muster of the

standing army, but of those reservists that were liable to service, but

lived “domi” as haxman, auxiliarii. The OP. formula in NiR b,3o, is

vi#iya uta spa^medaya, corresponding exactly to Lat. domi militiaeque.

The fravarti are “auxiliariae.” As such they are called in 30:

husha^mano huvarzana the good vassals, the good

townsmen,

apa.sitaye vahista the best as neighbors.

In 29 they are called tusnisaSo, a word expressing where they were

believed to abide: “Who live in [the land of] silence,” in the tomb

under the earth, near their former home, visaSa of 49. The Aryan sandhi-

form tusnisad, neither *tusnishad, nor *tusnihad, indicates the high age

of the notion: a time in which the dead were still interred.

St.42:

ya
+
uzbata manyusuta who, when called out, marching

through air,

frasusanta
+
barsnau {avahe) asno set forth over the height of

heaven

9 As to the etwnologs: meJa may belong to Vmid-, like hamid-, mya&tra, myazda, all

meaning social unions. In AltpJnschr. I adduced some reasons for spa#- > MP. spase or MMed.
spah “sen ice.”
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Bartholomae: “uzbata for us.zbata”; Lommel: “+
hu.zbata.”

The latter is wrong: Vzba- is the call for mobilization, cf.

Aydt\.Zar. §3 under ‘Post and Travels.’ Following the call they

rise from the tusnisad and travel through the air. One might

read
+
zuvata, as in Y.33,5. avahe spoils the meter and the sense.

The predication is not that they come to help, but how they

answer the call, manyu.suta is not “vom Geist angetrieben”

to Vhu-, which is not “antreiben,” but to Vsyu-, su-, and

manyu “heaven.” Text: barsnvo, trisyllabic, Bartholomae: “gen.

for abb,” is not a grammatical but a graphic problem: loc.

barsnau or instr. barsnu, bisyllabic as required.

St.67:

ta yuSyanti prtanahu

have asahi soi#reca

ya(9a aso me#anamca

awi.sitaye daSara

ya#a na ta^mo ratfesta

hushambrtat haca setat

yasta.zenus patiynita

They fight in the battles

for their own town and canton,

where they have retained town

and farm as residence,

like a swift chariot-warrior

fights for his well-garnered

property, girded with sword-

belt.

“retain, daSara” can mean both: they keep to the place where they

had lived, or they remember it. In both cases, like the manes, they are

tutelary genii of their homes.

St.46:

yat (his) antar vato fravati

bara.boSo martiyanam

te naro patizananti

yahva [asti] vr^ra.boSo

If the wind blows between them
carrying the scent of men,

they smell the warriors

with whom [is] scent of victory

(his) is unnecessary and a consequence of the dissecting of the original

song. The smelling of victory is a remarkable archaic idea.

St.63:

ya ahurahya xsayato who fight on the right

dasinam upa yuSyanti of the king.

ahura are men risen from the warrior class; it is the word that comes
nearest to “king” in Iranian, especially when xsayant is added: ahura
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Xsayant is the satrap, who is a “king.” The fravarti fight “on his right,”

whereas one expects them to protect the left and not to impede the action

of the right arm, the reason why, with us, the younger man lets his

senior go right. Here it is not a question of expediency, but of rank,

based on the notion that the right is good, the left bad. The custom is

Babylonian, e.g. “RittiMarduk (of Luristan), captain of the king’s

chariots, whose place was at the right hand of the king, his lord” in the

kudurru of Nebuchadnezzar I (1146-1123 b .c.).
10

St.18 promises to the commander-in-chief of the empire, sasta dahyaus

hamaxsatfro (later Eran-spahpat), who by his offerings hubrta barati,

wins the favor of the fravarti, that he will become the most victorious

ruler among all men, ho ahati zazustamo xsayo kascit martiyanam.

St.26:

airarvisyat krnavanti they make never-turning-

the-back

Iram yahmiya jasanti the troup among which they

march.

Darmesteter’s translation of a.fra.rvisyant was right; the question in

the song of Rtis, see under ‘Notarya,’ is conclusive: “zam avi ni.rvisyani,

shall I turn my back upon the earth?” iram is the column in march,

as opposed to rasman, the phalanx. The fravarti, marching among

them, do not let them flee. A similar thought is expressed by amuyamna

razistanam, where the “straightest phalanges” are unshakable.

In st.65-66 and 68, the fravarti work for their own vis, as in 67:

65 : at yat apo uzbaranta when the rainwaters rise

zrayahaSa vurukrtat from the sea Vurukrtam

frasusanti fravartayo the fravarti set forth

purvis purusata etc. by many centuries etc. (see above)

66: apam esimna havai endeavoring to seize the waters

kacit nafai havayai vise each one for her own family, her

clan,

havai zantave havayai dahyave for her canton, her province

;

uti ojano: hvepa0ya no dahyus thus speaking: shall our own coun-

try

10 L. W. King, kudurru vi, col.1J.26. The “officer on the left” was the second in rank, and a

“third” was an aid-de-camp. The origin are the three men on the chariot. The custom went
on with the Mongols and in China.
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niSateca hosateca decay and dry up ?

68: (at yasca aham) nivanante having obtained the waters

(ta) apam parazanti they conduct them

havai kacit nafai havayai vise each one to her own family, her

clan,

havai zantave havayai dahyave her canton, her province,

uti ojano: hvepaflya no dahyus thus speaking: Our own country

fraSateca vardateca shall flourish and prosper!

At the beginning of 66, the meter, spoiled when the verses were

inserted into the yasht, can be restored by shifting esimna (or isimna)

between nafai and havayai. St.68 has suffered more, because the wrong

interpolation of st.67 made the words “at yasca aham” necessary. The

words “frasusanti . . . apam esimna, they set forth to seize the water”

demand “after having seized them, they conduct them . .
.” which

could be restored. The words they say resemble what Darius says in

Bek. §55:

yadi avaf?a manyahe if ye think thus:

dahyausme drva ahati My country shall be intact!

This is a verse. The El. version transcribes “taiosmi trwa asto,” a

phrase of seven syllables only, with the OP. imperative “astu” not

documented in the OP. texts. This seems to be the traditional formula,

and ahati seems to have supplanted astu in the OP. text “metri causa.”

The thought appears first in the Akkadian legend of the “King of

Kutha,” time of Sargon of Akkad. Cf. also Y/.6,i, under ‘Krsvar’: “a

hundred thousand yazata come, when the sun brings warmth by its

light, to distribute the hvarnah [here a water produced by light, else-

where a fire produced by water] among the creatures.” The 100,000

yazata are certainly 99,999 fravarti.

Another side of the fravarti is their cosmologic activity, described

in st.56-58. These three stanzas follow one pattern of composition, and

in confronting them one sees at once all the changes they have suffered

from redaction and transmission.
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53 :

ya apam (mazdaSata-

nam)

srira pa.60 desayanti

ya para ahmat his-

tanta

fraSata afratakusis

(hamaya gatvo)

(daryamcit pari zrva-

nam)

54 =

at ta nuram fratacinti

(mazdaSatam) pad

pantam

bagabaxtam pad yo-

nam
fra#warstam pati af-

vantam

(zosai ahurahya maz-

da)

(zosai amrtanam

spantanam)

55 :

ya urvaranam hvaw-

riranam

srira ru^mis desa-

yanti

ya para ahmat his-

tanta

fraSata afroxsayantis

(hamaya gatvo)

(daryamcit para

zrvanam)

56:

at ta nuram froxsa-

yanti

(mazdaSatam) pati

pantam

bagabaxtam pati yo-

nam
frafAvarstam pati

zrvanam

(zosai ahurahya maz-

da)

(zosai amrtanam

spantanam)

57 :

ya stram maho huro

(anayranam roca-

ham)

[srira] pa^o desa-

yanfti] (asonis)

yoi para ahmat (hame

gatvo dryam)

histanta

[fraSata] afrasuman-

to

(devanam paro tbesa-

hat)

(devanam paro dro-

mohu)

58:

at te nuram frava-

zanti

dure.rvesam

[gap to be

supplied from 54

and 56 and

Yt.8,25]

aSwano rvesam na-

samna

(yim frasakrtoit vah-

viya)

The waters (in 55a) are called “mazdaSata,” and likewise the paths,

panti (in 54b and 56b), but not in the parallel passages (58 and Yt.

8,25), where their epithet is “dure.rvesa.” The “mazdah-created path”

is immediately followed by “baga-destined course.” Those are no ele-

gant variations, but incompatible notions of two hostile religions, and

therefore cannot be contemporary: dure.rvesam is the genuine word,

mazdaSata was introduced instead by the masdayasnian redactors;

bagabaxta proves the original conception as pre-Zoroastrian. “mazda-
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Sata” causes suspicion in many places, and there are some where it sup-

planted “damidata.”

Instead of the other mazdaSata in 53a, as epithet of the waters, the

plants in 55a have “hvawrlra, good for mowing?” or “giving good

hay”; hence, an analogous good quality of waters has been likewise

replaced by mazdaSata, and comparing the archaic verses in Y.Haft.

38,3, ahuraninam and hambavantlnam would fit character and meter.

The unbearable “zosai” verses fall away as additions, also asonls in

57c, which caused the disappearance of srlra in the same verse.

ya para ahmat histanta fraSata afratakusls in 53c-d, . . . afro^sayantls

in 55d, means: “which before stood still, created as not-flowing, not-

upgrowing”; the stars have afrasumanto, “not-setting-out.” fraSata is

indispensable and must be restored in 57, where it is missing: “the

stars are created not-moving before (58) but now they move,” by the

toil of the fravarti. The interpolation “on account of the plots, the as-

saults of the deva” is utterly foolish: completely misunderstanding the

clear sense of the verses the interpolator stops with these words the

movement of the cosmos, whereas the fravarti set the great clockwork

a-going, fresh from creation. Also daryam in 57 and the lines with

daryamcit, 53 and 55, are false: a speculation, whether and how long

the clock stood still before starting to work was entirely foreign to the

myth. Together with daryam falls anayranam rocaham in 57, for

“luminaries without beginning” contradict the clearly expressed

thought of their primordial creation, anayra is an idea of a much later

age.

The analysis results in a perfect analogy, almost identity, of the three

stanzas, with four verses each, on the stars (57), the waters (53) and

the plants (55). The st. 54, 56 and 58 agree with each other almost from

the beginning, except that 58 is mutilated and must be completed: the

fravarti show the course to the stars which before stood still, created

not-moving, but now they move, on the course with the far turn.

The structure of the stanzas requires pantam-yonam-afa^tam to be

three nouns of the same sphere, and the three compounds preceding

them, among them fra^warsta, to be descriptive adjectives.
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yona appears also in Vid.21,5 (see under ‘Sea’), said of the

revolution of the waters, Pahl. transl. “advan, path, course.”
11

Vyu- is “intendere”; Ved. yuvasva “harness (imper.)”; “to har-

ness” develops into “exert, strain” (pulling the traces); OP.

yaumani from ‘yuman, “exerting oneself, trained, strong.” In

Vrtra 5of., Benveniste defined “cheminer” as only signification,

but in J.As. 1936, 201, he speaks of “atteler” as “to be separated

from it.” I think the stem is one. Wb. divides the noun yona

into (1) “(bestimmte, fest zugewiesene) Statt, Statte,” refer-

ring to the passages quoted above, where this is entirely prob-

lematic, and (2) “Beschaftigung,” only in compounds. The

five examples for yona as end of a comp, which he gives, all

belong to V yu-, “to exert oneself”;
12
the only example for begin-

ning of comp., yona.hut, means “artfully building holes, i.e.

passages” referring to the fox. hv.ayona in Y/.i6,3 can be either

“with good relay stations” or “well passable,” referring to roads.

The simplex yona—and the compound vrta.yona, see ‘Post and

Travels’ and ‘Astronomy’—is not “fixed place,” but implies al-

ways the concept of motion, especially on a determined space,

and often “recurrent.” It is “track, groove, Teut. leisa. Germ,

geleise” and as movement “travel, Reise,” when applied to the

stars their “orbit,” as in the Pythagorean metaphor, Goethe uses

in the prologue to “Faust”:

Die Sonne tont nach alter Weise

in Brudersphaeren Wettgesang

und ihre vorgeschriebne Reise

vollendet sie mit Donnergang.

afa^t,
13

“rich in water,” does not fulfill the condition de-

manded by the structure of the verses, to be a noun, syn. of yona

and panti. In st.53, on the plants, where there would be some

justification for “rich in water,” the noun zrvanam takes its

place, qualified by the adj. fra#warstam. This belongs to #war-

sah, fra#wrsa, term.techn. of racing, a “periodos” of the course,

11 Cf. H. W. Bailey, jras 1934, 505, on advan > evan “stem, stalk’’ as Pahl. transl. of varsajis

Yr.10,5 and y.71,9.
12 V yu- is semantically close to V ha-, hi- “to harness, rope."
13 Same spelling in i'r.10,14: afant< *afvant < *ap\ant.
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e.g. in Vid.2,ig (see under ‘Chronology’) : “the first millennium

was a 0warsah,” finished period. Similarly in Yt.14,129—see

under ‘Ardvi’—yada.krtam dwarstai zrune, “the beaver skins,

appropriately prepared at the right season”; Y/.8,ii

;

10,55,

under ‘Deva’: #warstahe zruno and upa.fHvarstahe, “at the ap-

pointed hour”; Fa/. 14, 13, under ‘ApamNapat’: upa.0warsti,

beside biyarryti, “at the exact time,” referring to the two daily

irrigations of a garden. Thus “fra^warstam pati zrvanam, in

their prescribed time, period” is right, and afa^t is faulty.

Otherwise, the three stanzas differ mainly in their verbs: the stars

fravazanti, drive; the waters fratacinti, flow; the plants fravaxsayanti,

grow; correspondingly the stars were before airasumant, not-setting-

forth; the waters a.fratakvah, not-flowing-forth
; the plants airavaxsa-

yant, not-growing. This and a few other divergences—hvawrira;

ru#mis “roots” for pa#o—are intentional recasts. In the verses on the

plants the poet did not succeed in carrying through the analogy be-

tween growth and movement: the growth does not follow a determined

“track.” The mutilated stanzas on the stars are evidently the original,

and first those on the waters, then those on the plants were modeled

after them. But just the verses on the plants have preserved zrvanam,

the authentic word, supplanted in the model by afa^t.

The verses on the stars ended with two lines missing at the other

places; 58e-f: the harnessed quadrigae of the stars are waiting for their

drivers, the fravarti, to start on their long rounds, aSwano rvesam

nasamna, and: yim frasakrtoit vahviya, “namely of the good ‘beyond-

making.’ ” Bartholomae remarked “abl. fur gen.” The grammar is as

faulty as the thought. It is not at all the end of the world’s history that

the stars want to reach, but the turns of their orbits, again and again,

like a chariot that is driven nine times round the race-course; frasam and

frasakara are terms of sport. The line is a bad gloss, almost as foolish

as the gloss on the “assaults of the deva.” The noun frasakrti, a late

abstr. formation, appears at no other place, and since this one is a

gloss, it cannot be regarded as a genuine Awestic word.
14

The verses on the stars thus were as follows:

14 It is a transposition into Awestic of MP. fraskirt, see under ‘Last Judgment.’
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srira pa#o desayanti

yoi para ahmat histanta

fraSata afrasumanto

at te nuram fravazanti

dure.rvesam pati pantam

bagabaxtam pati yonam

frafhvarstam pati zrvanam

aSwano rvesam nasamna
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(the fravarti) who show to the

stars, the moon, the sun

their beautiful paths,

which before stood still,

created not-moving,

but which now set forth

on the track w'ith distant turning

on the course laid down by the

gods,

in the appointed time,

striving to reach the turn of their

road.

Our long process of cleaning has brought to light fine old verses,

and as the parallel of the Tistriya verses, in ¥£.8,25, shows, their style

was typical of pre-Zoroastrian poetry. Under ‘Tistriya’ we shall deal

with the verses Y/.13,43-44: st.44 is the archaic original, which, in 43,

by a simple addition of “the fravarti let loose, start Tistriya on his

course” has been subordinated and assimilated to the thought of our

verses here. Yt. 13,60, too, where 99,999 fravarti guard the star haftaringa,

the “septentriones,” shows a related conception. The idea of such a

guard comes from the Krsaspa myth, where 99,999 awyaxsanti, stand

sentry, as awyaxstar, eTro-n-Tr/p. In st.59 this idea is transferred to the

ocean Vurukrtam—in connection with the verses in which the fravarti

distribute the rain clouds rising from the ocean—and in st.62, a late

imitation of those old verses, to the sperm of Zoroaster.

The fragments studied so far are dispersed over st.20-73, karda ii-xxii,

but karda 1, st.1-19, is all one continuous poem. It begins with “Spoke

AhuraMazdah to Zoroaster”:

1: eva te zavar ojasca

hvarno avasca rafnasca

framrava rzvo (spitama)

yat rtaunam fravartlnam

{ya0a me jasan avahe

ya#a me baran upastam

u-yra rtaunam fravartayo)

Thus, of the strength and power,

of the glory, help and fidelity,

I will tell you

which is that of the rtavan fravarti!

(when they came to my aid,

when they brought me help,

the strong fravarti of the rtavan!)
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2: aham raya hvarnahaca By their fortune and glory

viSarayafm zara#ustra) (I, o Zoroaster) supported

avam asmanam the heaven there. . . .

and all the things AhuraMazdah supports with the aid of the fravarti.

In id the fravarti are qualified by the adj. rtavan; in ig they are “the

fravarti of the rtavan.” More striking even than in the adj. bagaba^ta

and mazdaSata, this is the difference between the original pre-Zoroas-

trian and the late mazdayasnian notion.

The first thing supported is the “brazen heaven”—a bronze age con-

cept, while asman, “stone” and “heaven,” itself is a stone age notion;

we have quoted the beautiful verses which describe AhuraMazdah

still as Varuna, under ‘Deva’: “I, AhuraMazdah, supported with their

aid the heaven, which Mazdah has put on as garment etc.” The illogical

sentence, typical product of redaction, makes the pre-Zoroastrian age

of the original only the more manifest.

In st.4-8—a patchwork compiled from Yt.5—Ardvisura, a girl of fif-

teen who jumps from the highest heaven to earth in the picture of her

own yasht, is supported, as if she was a fat Zubaida who decked herself

out with jewels to such a degree that two slave-girls had to support

her. In st.9 it is the earth, on which (st.io) the waters flow in canals,

the manifold plants grow—fine old verses. In 11 it is the embryos in

the womb. To that point the formula in the first person, AhuraMazdah

speaking, is repeated.

A creator-god, imagined primordial, may create figures to aid him

in creating and supporting his creation. But the fravarti are no such

creation, but as old as the god of heaven and much older than the time

when he became AhuraMazdah. To imagine the fravarti as atlantes

is a wholly archaic idea, but not so the phrasing: “the fravarti helped

me, I supported by their force.” This is the mazdayasnian adaptation

of the primeval belief.

In gatha Y.44,3-5 (text under ‘Yama )—verses one must read in com-

parison with yt.13,53-58, to appreciate fully their relationship and yet

the deep difference of their style—Zoroaster asks: “Who has created the

sun—who supports earth and heaven—who holds the waters and plants

—who harnesses their racers to wind and clouds?”, namely Ahura-

Mazdah, with no help of the fravarti. In these verses Zoroaster transfers
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their cosmic role to his god and thereby deposes the valkyrs: “So kiiss

ich die Gottheit von dir!” And the redactor’s additions in Yr.13 are, as

in all the old yashts, the form in which the deposed ones were again

received within the folds of post-Zoroastrian, mazdayasnian religion.

A phrase like Nyberg’s “Yt.13 ist so genuin zoroastrisch, dass die Verse

wesentlich von Zoroastriern geschaffen sein miissen,” could not even

be supported by the power of 99,999 fravarti.

From st. 1 1 onwards, the redactor got tired of always transposing

the formula into the first person, and now goes on using the genuine

formula where the fravarti act themselves without AhuraMazdah in

the third person: “aham raya hvarnahaca, by their r. and hv. (14) the

waters flow, the plants grow, the winds blow, (15) the females conceive,

they become pregnant, they give birth easily.” This genuine formula

occurs ten times; where it has been changed in the foregoing verses,

it must be restored, and the verses 4-8 on Ardvi must be eliminated.

Subsequently one recognizes, too, that the preterit in the changed for-

mula is faulty, only the consequence of subordinating the entire song

to the idea expressed in the heading, that the fravarti “helped” Ahura-

Mazdah at the creation. The original used the present, the activity

of the fravarti has nothing to do with the creation—entirely logical, for

the fravarti are the souls of men—but is a permanent one, after the

creation.

The concluding st.19 of karda 1 says:

i#a te zavar ojasca This is what, of the strength and

power

hvarno avasca rafnasca of the glory, help and fidelity,

framromi rzvo— I tell you

yat rtaunam fravartlnam of the rtavan fravarti

!

The correspondence with the beginning shows how easy it was to

adapt the verses to Mazdaism. Here, except the improper insertion, be-

hind rzvo, of the vocative Spitama! for another word, nothing has been

retouched. And when reading the conclusion without remembering the

beginning, one would never think that these verses were addressed by

AhuraMazdah to Zoroaster, and that it was he that the fravarti helped.

Obviously, the poet addresses the hearer, and the fravarti, with their
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strength and power and fidelity, help continuously the men of their

vis, not the god at the creation.

In these verses the genuine beginning and end of a poem is preserved.

In the beginning the poet says: “Such I will speak out, fra.mrava,” at

the end “This is what I tell you, fra.mromi.” Some gathas begin in a

similar form. This is not the beginning of a hymn, where the god is

invoked, but that of an epic tale. The literary form must go back to

highest antiquity, for it corresponds e.g. to Gr. TAiof aeiSco kcu Aap-
Savirjv iwrcokov, or to Lat. “arma virumque cano,” and MHG. “von

kuener recken striten muget ir nu wunders hoeren sagen.”

A close relation exists between two stanzas of this poem, 15 and n:

15: aham raya hvarnahaca

harisis pu^ran vrnvanti

{aham raya hvarnahaca)

huzamito zxzananti

{aham raya hvarnahaca)

yat bavanti hacatpu#ra

11 : aham raya hvarnahaca

viSaraya[nti] barftrlsva

puflran pativrtan - -

a.para.ri#yato vyahva
+
rvacaya[nti] astica

gona{ca) drwSaca ru^wanca

padiyasca fravaxsasca

by their r. and hv.

the females conceive young ones,

they give birth easily,

when they have become pregnant

By their r. and hv.

they support in the womb
the embryonic sons

that they do not die in childbirth

they make grow the bones,

the hair, muscles, bowels,

arms-and-legs, the penes.

By restoring the 3rd person of the verbs in 11 b and e, the meter

becomes right. In the original song, as the contents require, 11 must

have followed 15. St.n is transposed into the 1st pers., AhuraMazdah

as subject; but for the second verb cod. Lb 5 has the significant variant

rvat.caen, i.e. rvacayan, a 3.p.plur. A similar relation—as to the contents

—exists between the verses on the stars, waters and plants in st.53-58

and st.14, and one can imagine these stanzas behind 14, as n behind

15. The poem, then, would originally have been much richer than we

have it in st.1-19.

The ever repeated formula aham raya hvarnahaca shows that ray and

hvarnah, like on the other hand zavar and ojah, force and power, are
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essential qualities of the fravarti. The adjectives revant hvarnahvant

are standing epithets of the star Tistriya, and transferred from him to

Satavesa. Alone, Aw. rayi appears only in Yt.6,^\ hvar yat amrtam

rem (acc.) arvataspam, probably as a genuine old epithet of the sun,

hvar xseta, agreeing with hvar^setahya amrtahya revahya in Yt.6,0

(and y.2,24). Since the adj. revant, too, is mostly joined with hvarnah-

vant, the expressions seem to be derived from an old dvandva rayi

hvarnaha.

In Y/.io,io8, Mithra asks: “To whom shall I allot rayasca hvar-

nasca?”; there, “health and wealth” stand in parallel with it, and in st.

no: “sickness, death and poverty” in opposition. It means apparently

“property and luck,” see under ‘Hvarnah.’ In the gathas rai appears

only once and alone, 43,1

:

“According to (Thy) will give us, (give) everyone—whom freely

ruling as He wills the Lord will give it
15—Thou as Armatis, (give)

me, the rayo rtis, award of riches and the life in paradise!”

The prayer asks for reward in this and the other life, as in many other

verses, and Wb. translates, to the point: tt\ovtov fioipas. rai, rayi is

etymologically Lat. res. But in Yi. 14,27, where Vrthragna appears as

“nar revant,” opposed to the “youth of fifteen” in st.17, that means as a

mature man of 30, in full armor, and in Yit.14,36, an old soldier’s spell,

saying “no man be he ever so revant (Wolff-Bartholomae: noch so

prachtig) can hit him”—since indeed no magnificence or wealth can

be of any help
—

“riches” do not fit at all. The raya—res, there, can be

nothing but arms, of the “hoplites,” a syn. of zaya, e.g. in Vid. 14,9-10. In

Art.Vir.Nam. 14, the artestaran (ratfesta) are called gvrt’n zyn.’pz’r,

“heroes in armor,” apparently equal to nar revant. In Vid.20, chapter on

©rita as physician, the paraSata (used as name of the pesdadi dynasty),

bear the epithet revant, beside “men of property” and others. The Pahl.

Vid. explains it by “afzarawmand, rich in afzar, resources,” almost “in-

genium,” MP. carak = Arab. hlla. MP. kirrokih ut afzar means “arts

and sciences,” a semantic development resembling “rerum peritus” and

“rerum potitus.” In Vid.1,7 afzar translates Aw. “sura, strong” as epithet

of Marw. And in Vid.1,14, epithets of the Hilmand river, Aw. hetuman-

tam revantam hvarnahvantam, Pahl. r’y’vmnd GDH.’vmnd, are com-

mented by xvysk’r v tvxs’k mynvg sgst’n, “dutiful and industrious

15 Parenthesis, passing from second to third person.
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genius (of or in) Sigistan.” Whatever their original meaning, this was

later the signification of the standing epithets of the fravarti.

Another significant and odd epithet is rtavan. In the original text of

Y/.i3,id—repeated in I3,i9d—rtavan is an adjective to fravarti. But in

the interpolated line ig they are rtaunam fravartayo, “manes of the

rtavan.” In pre-Zoroastrian usage, e.g. as epithet of the archaic dvandva

midra-ahura, rtavan refers to rtam in its original sense “law,” hence

means “loyal, righteous, just” in the old Biblical connotation. Likewise

as epithet of the fravarti: “the just, loyal fravarti,” a pre-Zoroastrian

idiom. Zoroaster, by opposing his notion “druxs” to the traditional

rtam, made rtavan the antonym of drugvant. In the subsequent Maz-

daism this concept of rtavan took on the connotation “orthodox,” and

the rtaunam fravartayo of the gloss are the “manes of the orthodox.”

The small difference in the two all but identical lines discloses pre-

Zoroastrian and post-Zoroastrian thought.

This phase was not yet reached by Old Persian in 479/78 b.c. as the

inscr. Xerx.Pers.daiv. shows: 1.47f.: syata ahani
16

ziva uta mrta rtava

ahani (l-54f. has the same in 3rd pers. with verb bavati). The Akk.

version, while translating “to be syata” by “to see dumqi,” does not

translate, but transcribes the term rtavan by artawa:
17 “Happy I want

to be in life, in death I want to be rtavan!” The wish corresponds to

Zoroaster’s words in Y.43,1: “Give me rayo rtis (in life) and paradise

(in death)!” or 51,7: “Give me amrtata harvata and tavisl utiyuti,”

both dvandvas opposing the wish for this and the yonder world.

Theopomp, in Plutarch, de hide 47, translates this term by evSai-

fioves, Eudemus of Rhodus
16
by pa/captot, which is an excellent trans-

lation for the OP. connotation. To pa/capios in the hereafter corre-

sponds “syata = o\/3to<s” in this life, a term perfectly rendered by Akk.

dumqi lumur. Zoroaster himself calls both, the living and the dead,

rtavan. The difference between his and the OP. idiom gives a deep in-

sight: the prophet to whom the victory of his religion and the “coming

of the kingdom” are the same event does not yet feel as contradictory

16 OP. ahani is an inverse writing of spoken *ani, for older *ahani; same case as avahana,

spoken avana, old avahana.
17 Darius must have said something similar in the postscript of Beh. §§73 and 76: “hya

auramazdam yadatai ya[\a tau]m[a ajhati uta zivah\a uta [mrtahjya - - -
, he who worships

Oramazda as long as he has the power [= lives], [of him, gen.], alive and [dead ].”

lb Same place, cf. Ed. Mejer, Christent. 11, 69, n.4.
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the two concepts of passing away into the beyond when dying, and of

a resurrection at the end of the world. And so, Zoroaster does not dis-

tinguish, as Xerxes does, between syata and rtavan. Eschatology de-

velops only after the death of the prophet.

Xerxes says “abide in the laws that AhuraMazdah has given, worship

AhuraMazdah as Rtam, and ye will be syata in life, rtavan in death.”

Since this is the reward for a moral life, the word is used with all the

ethical value, the implied opposition to drugvant-drojana, which Zoro-

aster had laid into it. But in reserving rtavan for the beyond, OP. fol-

lows the line indicated by the pre-Zoroastrian usage: rtavan was the

epithet of the manes, the fravarti, in the popular notion.

Therewith a few classical passages are explained. Hellanicus, Persi\a,

quoted by Stephanos Byz., s.v. artaia, said: dpraiov? Se Ilepcrai ojarrep

oi "EXX'ijw? tov? 7raXaioi’5 avdpaiirovs T/paias kclXovo-l ;
“heroes” in

the meaning of Lat. “manes.” Herodotus mi,37 calls the Fravardm

yasht, the magi celebrated on the Skamander before Ilios on the occa-

sion of Xerxes’ campaign, “libations to the heroes.” Stephanos adds:

'HpwSoros apredra? avrov? KaXei. Our editions have: yevea ef £>v

(LXXoi 7rai're? aprearai Ilepcrai, on whom all the other Persians de-

pend. The Greek rendering of rtava(n) by aprcuoi resembles Ctesias’

Aapeiaio? for dareyavos < darayavahus. There is no reason to explain,

with Markwart uge 1,66, dpraiot by (fra)vartayo. The Ir. name of the

month Travartinam mahya passed into the Cappadocian calendar as

Aprava, i.e. the gen. pi. rtaunam, because it was the month of the

rtaunam fravartinam. And Herodotus’ Median king Phraortes = fravar-

tis appears in Ctesias’ Parsondas legend as Apraio?: rtavan.

Herodotus has also put into his report on the military review at

Doriscus, in 485 b.c., two remarks, either quotations from Hecataeus

(shortly before 500) or his own. vii,62: “The Medes called themselves

aptot,” and 63: “The Persians dpraloL.” The first is historical and cor-

rect. The second is corroborated by Hesychios: dp-aloi oi SIkcuol Trapa

Ilepcrai?. Sucaiot is the very old meaning of rtavan, and no inadequate

translation of the later mazdayasnian meaning. But with Herodotus

it would already be a religious name for the Persians, almost “ortho-

dox,” and if so, could only be his own remark, since that could not be

said before his time. Hesychios has still: dpraSe? • oi Socaioi viro pdywv.

This seems to be a Greek plural of *apra? after MP. artay, arday.



xxx. ardvisurA anahitA

“Was verfolgst du meine Herder”

All cattle and all animals are, in Old Iranian mode of thinking, under

the protection of Ardvl, the goddess of celestial waters and fertility. She

was the “great goddess whose name is Lady.” Zoroaster condemned

and banished her together with Mithra, Vrthragna, Homa and other

devas.

Ardvi seems to mean “moist, moisture”; sura is etymologically Kvpirj,

semantically also norvia. The name Artemis is given to her as vorvia

0T)pa>v in the votive inscriptions of Persepolis. Her standing epithet is

anahita, the immaculate, whence Gr. ’Amm? and her MP. and NP.

name Nahid. Before Alexander’s time, the Greeks identified her with

Aphrodite Uranie. Herodotus gives this name to her as goddess of the

Scolotian Scyths, who associated her under the name ’Ap-yi/macra with

Apollon yoLToovpos. The second element of this name, -suro = /cfipto?,

is the same as in Ardvi-sura; the first, goito, is gavyuti “cow-pasture.”
1

Apollo goitosyros is Mithra vurugavyutis. The language was an Iranian

dialect.

Argimpasa: argim- with m < nt before labial, as in Ir. dat.-

abl.pl. -anbyo of the -ant-stems, is a participle. So is ‘exam’ in

itjapiraLoi, Herodotus iv,52 = tpat 6801, discovered by Markwart

= Scyth.Oss. afsand < Ir. spanta, f substituting for ip because

of init. labial of the second element. Tedesco told me that

Varg- may be compared to Gr. alk- (alex-) “protect,” a root

represented in Skr. The second element is pasu-: fsu-, pecus;

hence, argim.pasa < ‘argant.pasu, type fradat.fsu, vidat.fsu, is a

surname of Ardvi of the same character as goitosyros of Mithra.

Evidently, the ethnic
’

Apipaanoi in Aristeas’ Issedonian story is a

derivative of that surname of the goddess, though Herodotus, iv,i3,

asserts that it meant “one-eyed”: Scyth. arime “one,” and spu “eye.”

But arima is Gr. rjpipas “quiet,” and there is no spu “eye.” Arima.spoi

is stronger hellenized than argim.pasa: arima = argim-; the m demands

following labial, hence spu<psu; arimaspoi < *argim.fsuya, worship-

1 Cf. YV.14,41: “Vrthragna who hvarno pari.vrnavati, makes rain (or fertilizes with) hvarnah

upon the houses for the cow-owners, gosurab>o.”
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pers of ’argim.pasu, hence their sanctity; the idea is expressed in Yt.

5,89: ‘‘through me pasu-stdra, small and large cattle find their sustenance

all over the earth,” and by Ardvfs epithet “van$wa.fraSana, increasing

the herds.” In the Demeter hymn: 17 <£ep/3ei im x^ovl vdvd' ottoct

i(TTLV.

To the Scythian ArdvI-Argimpasa the Greeks substituted their “Tau-

rian Artemis” of the Orestes-Iphigeneia legend, and this goddess again

was identified with the Hittite mother-goddess of Komana in Pontus

and in Cappadocia; at a later period the Iranian goddess was also iden-

tified with the goddess of Ekeleac-Akilisene, the Armenian region of

Erzinjan, called 17 ’Ar-ams x^Pa >
where a statue of solid gold, holo-

spyratos, stood in a temple, carried off by Roman soldiers during An-

tonius’ Parthian campaign, Pliny nh. xxxiix,82-83. Erzinjan is Old Arm.

erez “stony,” an assimilation of the older Urartaean name preserved in

Ptolemy’s oparj in opo-pvT) (cod.x better: opoarjvri), in Procopius, de

aedif. fypovpiov ’Opocrr)vu>v, near south of YdraXa, i.e. Arm. satal, mod.

Sadagh. The annals of TiglathPileser I, year 2, render the Urart. name

by urusu in Haria, and the Sunassura-treaty by (Hitt.) urussa in Hurri,

a highly important fixed point for the historical geography of Asia

Minor in the second millennium.

The amalgamation one observes here of the Iranian Anahita with old

Anatolian goddesses has its parallel in Susa and Babylon, where she

became one with Nahhunte, Istar and Nanna.

The Ardvi yasht is an extensive one, but is in a bad shape and its

redaction was inferior to yasht like that of Mithra or Vrthragna from

the beginning. The interest concentrates on the old fragments it con-

tains.

The goddess has no earthly home; in st.3, the introduction, she

“flows down from mount Hukarya to the ocean Vurukrtam,” and in

st.85, the conclusion—both belonging to the same late redaction—she

“comes from the stars there above down to this earth.” Her yasht con-

tains more quotations from the epic than most others, and the form is

always a prayer of the heroes at their proper place. Thus, Yt.5 contains

the most complete topography of the epopee, but that, of course, creates

no connection of the goddess with one of the places of the heroes. To
infer, as Nyberg does, that one of these localities was the “home of
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the cult of Ardvi” and the place “where Yt .5 was composed” reveals a

total miscomprehension. The goddess is ubiquitous.

In Y2.5,28-35, quotation from the ©retona myth of the epic, the place

of the adversary, AziDahaka, is called bawrois, in which Darmesteter

already recognized Babylon. Meillet calls this equation “evident,” see

under ‘Aneran-Turan.’ Nyberg, on the contrary, speaks of the “ver-

meintliche Erwahnung von Babylon” and translates bawrois by “Biber-

Land, beaver country”; 322: “Varona [of the Videvdad\ lag gegen das

Biberland hin, wo AziDahaka zu Hause war, folglich im Flussgebiet

des Jaxartes, weil der Biber der Ardvi heilig war.” She wore a beaver

fur, that is all. The argument has not even the value of Markwart’s

attempt—see under ‘Eranvez’—to identify Ranha and Wolga-‘Pa,

because the kara fish lived in it, perhaps the sturgeon. Were there

beavers in the Jaxartes and only there? Caviar and furs are no instru-

ments for solving geographical problems. “Beaver country” would be

bawranam dahyus; bawrois (dahyus) would be “she-beaver country.”

“Wir befinden uns also jetzt im aussersten Osten vom iranischen Stand-

punkt aus”: no, in Babylon. On this “she-beaver-land” he bases the

theory that Y/.5 “in alien wesentlichen Teilen dem ostlichen Zoroas-

trismus angehort und vor der Auswanderung des Zoroastrismus nach

Raaa und vor der Achaemenidenzeit entstanden ist.”

Babel and beaver are entirely insignificant for judging the age and

place of the yasht: the name has nothing to do with the Awesta, but

was AziDahaka’s place in the epic: he represents the Babylonian empire

at the time of the Iranian immigration. That which compels us to date

not only a redaction but the first composition of the main parts of Yt .

5

in the later phase of the Achaemenian period is the language and the

picture of the civilization which just this yasht clearly reveals.
2

There are two contradictory passages in which the goddess is pre-

sented driving in her chariot.

St.13:

yahya cafhvaro vastara wrhose [chariot is pulled by]

four drawing [animals]

speta vispa hama.gonaho white ones, all of one color,

hama.nafeni - - - of one strain

2 Beside the passages here discussed, there are the st.5, 50, ini. 49 and 130, topical of Achae-

menian period.
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Meter and grammar are deficient and what follows is totally deca-

dent. If hama.nafeni and the following words brzanta tarvayanta are,

as it looks, duals, “four” must be wrong. Against Lommel’s “gleich

schnell” I consider hamanafeni as syn. of hamatar; Bartholomae re-

marked: “nom.dual, Neubildung zum fem.stamm wie zarneni in st.

127; der dual, den auch die beiden folgenden Worter zeigen, passt al-

lerdings nicht.” “Neubildungen” are out of question : when these verses

were put into the yasht, the language was dying or dead. The form

recalls the fern, patron, adjectives in -ani, -eni.

St.120:

yahya ca#waro arsano whose (are) four male (animals)

vato varo meyo fsanhus wind, rain, clouds, hail,

yahya avavat
+zenanam whose (are) so many weapons,

nava satais hazahramca nine hundred and a thousand.

Glosses, interpolated to give the verses a mazdayasnian coloring, are

easily detected: “AhuraMazdah fabricated for her (the four animals)”

and “Always, o Zoroaster, they make rain for me, AhuraMazdah.”

Bartholomae, who took them as authentic, was forced to interpret the

common avavat (with gen.) “tantum,” as an exceptional augment pret.

of Vbav-. The text has “hena,” in d, a hapax, certainly not to be

maintained by adducing Gr. Iij/u, but a simple fault for
+
zena: the

“hail-stones” especially are the “weapons,” of which 1,900 are lying on

the chariot: the number means infinite, cf. st.4, where the Pahl. transl.

converts the “40 days’ marches,” extent of the seas, into 1,900 parasangs,

both “infinite.” arsano, here, contradicts the fem. hamanafeni in 13,

but there is nothing to show which of the two has more authority.

The animals must not of necessity be horses. In much later pictures, the

sun has a team of four yellow stallions, the moon of two white cows.

The distinction is certainly not a late notion.

St.n:

yo purvo vartam vazate Who (nom.sg.m.) first (m.)

drives the chariot

anxna drazate vartahe gripes the bridles of the chariot,

ahmya varte vazamna upon ? this chariot, driving (f.)

counting the men, thinking thus: who will praise me,

bring me offerings ?
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The passage is ungrammatical. From the masc. yo purvo one may

infer that Anahita, like all gods, had a charioteer. The repetition of

vartam-vartahe-varte is bad, and if an^na means “bridle”—which be-

longs to the animals, not to the chariot—the second vartahe is a fault.

St.126-129 give an entirely different description of the goddess, and

long since it has been presumed to be the description of a statue.
3 The

first line, which was not accurately translated, raises this beyond doubt.

The stanzas differ from those quoted, because they do not describe an

imaginary picture of the living goddess on her chariot, but her statue

in a temple. Berossos records that statues of Anahita were erected under

Artaxerxes II in the temples of all provincial capitals, and the verses

with their bad grammar and meter may well belong to that time. In

the background of the Taq i Bustan, in the tympan, is such a statue,

over 12 feet high, and not only do the verses fit this statue, but the statue

elucidates some dark points in the verses. Therefore, though created

not before the beginning of the 7th century a.d., the statue can be used

as substitute for old statues lost.
4

126: ya histate fraveSamna

ardvi sura anahita

kanino krpa srlraya

as.amaya hu.roSaya

uskat yastaya
+
brza0ya

revat ci#ram azataya

frazusam aSkam +vahana

puru.paxstam zaranenam

127: ,baSa yafta.m^m
1

barsma.-

zasta

fra gosawara sispimna

cafhu.karana zaraneni

minum barat huvazata

ardvi sura anahita

upa tam sriram manofhim

she is standing there perceptible

Ardvi, the lady, immaculate,

in the shape of a fair maiden

very-strong, well-built,

high-girded, tall,

noble of rich house

wrapped in a precious cloak

finely-woven, golden,

hydria and barsman in hand,

making scintillate her ear-drops,

square crystals mounted in gold

wears the right-noble

Ardvi . .

.

round her pretty neck,

3 Already in 1856, Windischmann, Die persische Anahita, Ahhdlg. Bayr.AkdW. vm, i p.96.

4 Fragments of a statue of Darius, three times life size, have been found in Susa. Artystone

is said to have had a statue of gilt bronze, sphyrelatos; cf. the holosphyratos statue of Anaitis

in Erzindjan. Life-size statues of bronze, of the Parthian period, discovered at Shami, Malamlr

region, in Aurel Stein, Old Routes of W. Iran, 1940, fig. 46-48.
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ha he maSyam niyazata

yatfaca hukrfta fstana

ya#aca ahan nivazana

128: upari pusam bandayata

ardvi sura anahita

satastraham zaranenim

asta.kozdam ra#a.karyam

drafsakavatim sriram

anu.pi#watim hukrtam

129: bawrini vastra vahata

ardvi sura anahita

#risatanam
+bawrinam

caturzizanatam - -

yatfa.krtam #warstai zrune
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she tightens her middle

that her breasts be well-formed,

that they be lovely,

On the head she has bound a dia-

dem
Ardvi . .

.

with a hundred stars, of gold,

with eight curves, chariot-shaped,

with scarfs, a pretty one,

with a roll around, well-wrought,

A garment of beaver skins

Ardvi . . . has put on,

of three-hundred she-beavers,

that have dropped four times - -

properly prepared at the right sea-

son,

the skins shine upon the onlooker

(like) sheer gold and silver.

carma venanto brazanta
+
frana rzatam zaranyam

In 5,18, Visatarus legend, the verses I26b-f are repeated, with the verb

upatacat,” and then

zarnya 60ra patismuxta wearing golden boots,

ya vispa.pisa bamiya shining in all colors.

In the Parva-legend, 5,18, too, where an appearance of Ardvi (instead

of Usa) is wrongly interpolated, i26c-f are repeated and after them

nizanga o6ka patismuxta wearing boots covering the ankles

zaranya.rvixsna bamiya with golden laces, shining.

The shoes were originally part of the description of the statue. Perhaps

also st.7:

srira va ahan bazava

arusa aspa.stavyahls

fra srira zusa sispata

arvati bazu.stavyahi

pretty were her arms,

the white ones, stronger than a

horse,

[something like: with precious

bracelets . . .]

I insert here Had.N. 11,9, description of the dena which meets the
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faithful after death, because it is so closely related with the description

of Ardvl, that the variants of the texts allow mutual corrections

:

kanino krpa srlraya in the shape of a fair maiden,

xsoi^niya arusa.bazvo a queenly, white-armed,

[as.]amaya huroSaya very-strong, well-built,

uz.arstaya brza#iya adult, tall

rSvaisniya srotanuvo with straight breast, beautiful

body,

azataya revas.citfraya noble, of rich extraction,

pancadasaya roSes va fifteen years of age for her stature,

krpa avavato sraya of such beautiful shape

ya0a daman sraistais - - as the most beautiful of creatures - -

The most beautiful of creatures means the sun, and one may add

“huno” in the last line, as in Yt. 10,143. One sees that Anahita, too, is

described as the ideal type of the girl of fifteen years, in analogy to

Vrthragna as youth of fifteen years. Grammar and meter are bad, but

were so from the beginning; the verses were composed at a time when

the authors no longer mastered the language. One must not try to

correct them.

To st.126: fra.veSamna (or -viS
a

), Bartholomae “die immer

wahrzunehmen ist,” Lommel “zu erscheinen pflegt,” both tak-

ing sta- in auxiliary function. The MP. auxiliary originated

from a similar use of sta-, but it is auxiliary only with the past

part. Nowhere is a god “always visible” nor did any one “use

to appear” regularly. Instate means “she is standing (there),”

and fraveSamna “visible and palpable,” namely as statue in the

temple; cf. the usage of AiSamna, venamna.

uskat yasta, cf. brzi.yasta as epithet of the fravarti, corre-

sponds to Gr. /3a9v£,(ovo<;. Instead of the incomprehensible

rzva^yo in 126 and 64, Had.N. has the clear brza#ya. Instead

of revat ci#ram it has revas.ci#raya. Bartholomae and Lommel

regard revat ciflram as parenthesis, badly fitting the verse; it

might be an acc. of relation; at any rate it is no real old lan-

guage. The following vahanam is rather a wrong case of the

participle than an “absolutivum.”

With puru.paxsta Bartholomae compared MHG. -vah, “viel-
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gefaltet,” while he ascribed zaranya.paxsta.paSa, adj. to gatu

“kline,” to V pas-. Lommel translates “reich gestickt,” as if read-

ing -pista. These furnitures are “overlaid,” cf. 7Trjywfju, or “in-

laid” with gold, cf. literas in ceram pangere. “afsman, rope,

chain,” to V pas-, is also the warp of the loom, and puru.paxsta

is probably what later is called “hazarbaf, woven with a thou-

sand (colors, or threads).” It stands beside zaranena like Gr.

TreTrXov \pvcreov TrapiTroiKikov in the Aphrodite hymn, see

below.

aSka describes the cut, not the material of an overcoat,

whether just “cloak” is doubtful. According to Nir.92, one can

wear it aSaram or uparam, that is “with the lining outwards or

inwards.” That makes one think of a fur coat, yet it cannot be

the same as the bawrini vastra, separated from it in 129.

To 127: The ed. has ,baSa ya#a.mqm‘, P13 bata ya^amqm,

Jio bat ya0a.m%m, L18 baSa yatfm^m. The corrupt spelling re-

sembles that of daryo.r3r6.man in Yt.13,29 for
+
darya.rmano,

and midro.aojaqhd in Y/.io,io4 for "mitfra.jano.
5
There is one

syllable too many and the copyists did not understand the text,

m^m is apparently an attempt at correcting an acc.m. into an

acc.fem., b’tytm'
1

”; cf. Yt.9,31: humaya vrdakanaMca instead of

the dvandva humaye Ardanakeca, and here something similar

may be the reason. But since the words “round her neck” in f

make the only verb “barat, she wears,” in d, unfit for the objects

in a-b, these lines can only contain appositions in the nomina-

tive, like "barsma.zasta, no accusative. The whole overhanging

syllable -m^m must be eliminated; only b'tyt remains and

must be something analogous to “barsma.zasta, barsman in

hand.” This word nowhere appears alone: in Y.62,1 people

pray to Atar “esma.zasta, barsma.zasta, go.zasta, havana.zasta,

fire-wood, barsman, milk, mortar in hand,” equally in Vid.3,1

when praying to Mithra. On the sculpture of Ardashir II at

the side of the Taq i Bustan, Mithra holds the barsman; the

statue of Anahita in the Taq holds die hydria as her attribute.

5 Bartholomae, Wb. posits for this word and for the adv. avi.mam in T
t

/V/.5,6o s6i, a noun

“ma(y)-, measure,” inadequate for both cases: “Wahrlich wie es das Mass (will, hilt sie)

barsman in der Hand.” Lommel: '‘wie sich*s geziemt'”
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On the gold sheets of the Oxus treasure, of the Median epoch,

several figures are depicted with barsman and hydria or phiale,

jug or cup in hand. Among the objects of the treasure is a golden

hydria for libations of the Achaemenian epoch; from a similar

piece in silver comes the fragment with the inscription of

Xerxes, Altplnschr. n°i9. Flat libation cups are more numer-

ous; the inscription of Artaxerxes I, Altplnschr. n°23, on one

of them, calls them batugara, see under ‘Homa.’ Athenaeus

xi,27 quotes from a letter of Alexander “ySarta/aov of gold and

silver,” and explains ftaTiaiaov TrepcriKT) Se 7) (\>ia\r) ySarid/o}.

OP. ‘batiyaka lives in NP. badiyah, which glossaries explain by

piyalah, i.e. ’pati.gala (= gara), as Benveniste has shown in J.As.

1936, 233. *batiyaka would be b’tyk, and so b’tyt must be

emended. The archetype had b’tyk brsmzst, i.e. batiyaka bars-

mazasta, with ellipsis of zasta after the first word: “hydria (or

phiale) and barsman in hand.”

frasispimna: In Y/.i7,io, the ladies of the house are awaiting

their husband, sitting on the well upholstered klines

mrzyumna ankupisimna fra gosawara sispimna

<ca0rukarana) minuca zaranya.pisi

Wb.1617 derives the signification “prunkend zur Schau tra-

gen” for frasispimna from sispimna in Y/.i7,io: “the river Hetu-

mant spetinis varmis sispimno, weisse Wogen aufschwellend,”

to Skr. sva- “to swell.” Etymology and signification are very

doubtful, cf. “spaya#ra” under ‘Astronomy.’
6

In Y;.i7,io, minu is not (Wb.) an acc. dual, but the first ele-

ment of a compound “minu(pisi) zaranya.pisi, adorned with

minu and gold,” the same case as
+
batiyaka barsma.zasta. Some

Mss. have menu, cf. mena.xan, name of a mountain “crystal-

source,” NP. Arab, “mlna, crystal, glass, enamel,” and the topic

name Minab, crystal-water. Ca#rukarana spoils the meter in

17,10 and is probably borrowed from 5,127, where it seems to

signify the square shape of the mounted jewels, the usual shape

of semi-precious stones and the oldest of jewels.

6 Hertel raided objections, but his list cf 150 words derived from Ved. V su-, Ir. su-, Gr. kav-

in no brings no solution.
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nivazana: var.l. navazana/i, navazate, nevajate, all one syl-

lable overlapping; perhaps, with v misplaced, the OIr. form of

MP.NP. nazuk = Gr. a7raA.d?.

To 128: pusa: Hiibschmann, Arm.Gramm. 232: “Arm. psak,

Kranz, Diadem, Krone, o-re(f>avo<s, als Verb ‘kranzen.’ ” Hertel,

Siegesf. 46: “Hitaspa ‘mit goldenem Helmbusch,’ pusa = OI.

puccha ‘Schweif; ‘Diadem’ entbehrt der Begriindung.” The

“Begriindung” for dia-dema is the verb bandaya, which deter-

mines pusa as an awidana
;
one does not wind around one’s head

the crest of a helmet; besides, crests were never worn in Iran,

are comparatively late and considered to be a Carian invention.

On the other hand, “Schweif” may mean any kind of trailing

scarf. The Erhg.Ev. is right in explaining pusa by aparsar, NP.

afsar “crown.”

satastraha means jewels like the strip of stars under the crene-

lations of Darius’ crown in his Behistun sculpture, asta.kozda

ratfa.karya: Bartholomae, ZAirWb. 125 compared Ir. kozda and

01. coda, cuda “torus, coussinet” of tiles, and cuda “fringe” or

“chignon”; he does not mention NP. koz, koz “curved.” asta.-

kozda, “eight times curved,” especially along with ra^akarya,

at once evokes the picture of Anahita’s crown in the Taq i Bus-

tan. H. Junker' reached the materially right translation “Mauer-

krone, turreted crown” in a way which does not convince me.

Heuzey, Origines de I’art 379^., deals with a type of chariot of

high antiquity, the front-wall or shield of which is shaped like

two half-battlements with the crenelle in the middle:

This form persisted down to the Arsacid period, cf. F. Cumont,

Fouilles de Dura-Europos pl.lxxviii. And this is the very shape

of the chess figure, called ratha, chariot, in Skr., our “knight,

ra#estar:”
8

J^j Q . The crown of Anahita in the Taq i

Bustan consists of eight such units: asta.kozda ra^a.karya.

drafsakavant “with scarfs, ribbons,” "anupi^want (codd. anu-

7 olz 1926, col.876: by means of W. Bang’s equation “Man.Turk. ordu = MP. rahe, Feldlager,

Pfalz,” in Museon 36, 1926, 216: accepted by Bailey, bsos, vii,7i. I suspect “Pfalz < palatium”

to be a “laager of wagons, Wagenburg.”
8 Cf. Ch. K. Wilkinson, Chessmen and Chess, Metr. Mus. Art Bull. May 1943, ayiff.
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poifbvant), Wb . : from "anu.petu, “rings entlang gehende Kon-

vexitat,” would be a lower torus of the crown.
9

In 129 a gloss is added after catur.zizanatam: “yat asti bawris

sraista ya#a yat asti gonatama bawris bavati upapo.” The text

is so close to being metrical that it must contain a small fault,

probably in the words ya#a yat. Meaning: the she-beaver is at

her prettiest, that means she is the hairiest, when she goes into

the water. The last two lines may also be an addition: frona,

i.e. prn, is either prna or frana (in zasta.frana.masah, as much
as a handful). The sentence seems to express: the skins shine

as if they were sheer gold and silver.

More notable even than the relation of the song of Yi.5 to the statue

in the Taq i Bustan, which was not suggested by that poem but is the

result of a sculptural tradition of more than a thousand years, is the

similarity of this description of Anahita with that of Aphrodite in the

Homeric hymn, where she visits Anchises:

( 86 ) TteirXov pev yap eearo (fiaeivorepov 1rvpos avyrjs

(89) KaXov Xpwruo'J TrapiroiKikov
'

d>? Se creXijvr)

(go) (rrtfOecnv dp<f) airaXoicriv ikapnero Oavpa iSecrOai

(87) elx€ inLyvapirras eXixas xa\vKas re (fraeipas
’

(88) oppoi S’apcj)’ dwaXfj 8etpfj irepiKaWees rjcrav.

She, too, wears a “golden” peplos in all hues, aSkam purupaxstam

zaranenam, which shines like fire; radiant earrings, chalice-shaped,

gosawara; turned torques (or fibulae?) upon the soft breasts, anku.-

pisimna and fstana navazana?. The Homeric hymn may be a hundred

years older than the one in Yr.5, and in both old formulae are pre-

served.

As “mistress of the animals” Ardvl is described in st.89: “Through

me, Ardvl, they find their sustenance all over the earth, pasu-stora,

small and large cattle, and the tw'o-legged man: I protect all good

creatures, as it were, like pasum pasuvastram.” The verses are a late

passage, but the notion is old: in Greece it is the role of Artemis and

9 Bartholomae links petu:pi0va to Vpi-, but poi0wa as part.fut.pass. to Vspa- “to wipe out,*'

“vvie \on einer a(y)-Basis” (Nachtr. p.1873). He translates Vspa(\)- “aufschwellen,” and

one would expect anu.pctu, -poitfwa to Vspa(>;-. Something is wrong.
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of “Gaia, the mother of all,” and the Scythian name of the goddess,

argimpasa expresses the same.

Wb. separates pasuvastra “cattle-shed” from a second word meaning

the “sheep’s coat,” a separation partly based upon a wrong concept of

fsu-, see fsuyo under ‘Harvatat.’ V fsu-, “fett machen” and the deriva-

tions attributed to it, fall away. There is only fsuyant, fsonl and pasu:

fsu, and this last has still, as in other IE. languages, the meaning “wool-

beast.” St.89 says: “I protect the animals as its woollen coat protects

the sheep,” and the mediocre poet thinks his metaphor to be so daring

that he adds most prosaically “so to say.”

Y.45,9: pasus vlran ahmakan frada^ai a

“Pour l’acroissement des nos hommes et troupeaux” is the old

dvandva pecudes virosque in Ovid, Umbr. veiropequo, cf. Benveniste,

bsos viii, and Inf.au. 46. It comprises all cattle, but the proper acception

is “sheep.” One reads often—in respect to asp u mart—the Persians had

kept horses in higher esteem than men. If so, the Romans would have

valued sheep higher. Only among Arabs have I met with such an atti-

tude: “al-Hadjdjadj imported, from Sind, ten thousands of buffaloes

with their Zujt” as unavoidable appendages, asp u mart means men
and horse, the army. Cf. the Egyptian style, in the letters of Ameno-

phis III to Kadasman-Harbat or of Burnaburias to Amenophis IV :

10

“May you, your house, your wives, your children, your great ones, your

horses, your chariots go on very well!” The last two are the cavalry

and the chariot-warriors, the army. In asp u mart, or OP. huvaspa

humartiya, asp and huvaspa precede because of the old dvandva rule:

the shorter word, and if the number is equal, the one wuth initial vowel

comes first.

The other dvandva, fsonl vanf?we, thus in the Yama myth ¥^.9,9-10,

is 7Tcov and ayeXt], pecus et armentum, also in Yt.5,29 (
= 19,33), as dis-

cussed under ‘Yama xseta.’

Tribes pursuing cattle-breeding on a large scale are necessarily

nomads who themselves have no houses but merely tents, MP. viyan.-

manisn, Arab, bait sha‘r, “hair-house.” The more so the herds, counting

by ten thousands, are in the open, at the best in pens. The Assyrians

speak of numbers like 201,400 oxen, 800,000 sheep carried away, and

Sargon calls the hurdle of horses “tarbas sise, corrals”; rabasu is also

10 Knudtzon, Amarna-Tafeln, 61 and 85.
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the term for keeping wild beasts in preserves for hunting. A word as

old as pasushasta < ‘pasusasta, to Vhad-, *sed-, can only mean “pen,”

not “stable.” OP. rsada < ‘rsa.hada, a stud where stallions are kept,

is a corral, neither a stable, nor a “Mannerhort,” as Oppert, Justi, Foy

and Andreas translated it.

The fact that people in villages and towns kept a number of beasts

in stables is no contradiction. Vid.2,25 says, referring to Yama’s var,

“make a dwelling for men, a gavayana, stable for cattle.” And in Vid.

14,14 “house for cows” is a cow-shed. But that is valid for townsmen

and farmers only, not for cattle-breeders.

In the gathas and in Y.Haft, appears, four times, a strange looking

word fsaratu, fem., Wb.\ “Vergeltung, Belohnung in eschatologischem

Sinne”; Hertel recognized it as a bad spelling. In Y.35,12, vahu manaha

,fsaratum‘, he takes it as four-syllabic, in Y.51,4, ku#ra arois a .fsaratus*

as trisyllabic, eliminating the dispensable postp. a; and thus he arrives

at the reading pasu.ratu or pasur(a)tus. But fsu.ratus, fsu.ratum would

suffice.
11

In the interpretation “Ausstrahlung des Viehs (aus dem Licht-

himmel)” I am glad to be at variance, ratu is the term for seasons; one

of them, the aya^rima fra.rvestrima, has the epithet vrsni.hrsta,
12

Pahl.

transl. “ke vusn hilisnih pads andar ayet, time of the admissura arie-

tum.” ‘pasu.ratu or ‘fsu.ratu, likewise, means a “sheep-period,” but not

that of the ram’s leap, but the “lambing time”; the lambs are usually

born early in March, "fsu.ratu is an o^eia, not “eschatological reward,”

but “fertility of the sheep.” In Y.33,12 Zoroaster prays: “As Armati

grant tavisim, vigor, as spanta give zavah, force, as rta give hazah,

power [the three words for ‘force’ need investigation], as vahu manah

give fsuratu, fertility of cattle.” In Y.Haft. 39,5 vahvya "fsuratavo stands

beside vahvya armatois, agricultura.

The obscure epithet of Druvaspa, “fsonimrza”—either fsu.nimrza or

fsonl.mrza—seems also to refer to dxetaiVmrz-, malidan is “coire”;

the deity may influence it as besaza, physician, or as god of horse-

breeding.

Vid:7,12: noit payo fsuta zo#re noit gaus zodxc. Frhg.Ev.13 spells

pasuta, but arranges it under initial f. Wb. translates: “nicht darf man

11 Cf. spellings like pssutaifsuta; afsmantafsman; naro varefsva corrupted from nara va pasu va

(or sim.) in Vid. 2,28 under ‘Yama x^cta.’
v~ Cf. Roth in zdmg. 24, 1888, 704#.
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(vom dem Rind) die Milch, den Kase (Pahl.transl. panir) bei dem
zo(9ra (libation) verwenden, nicht das Fleisch (gaus) . . note: “wohl

eine in den Text geratene Glosse, man verlangte sonst noit vor fsuta.”

Meat does not at all belong to a libation, gaus means “cow” in contra-

distinction to “sheep”; no noit is missing, but payo refers to both;

cheese is not mentioned : “neither cow milk nor sheep milk.”

Thus we have discovered a number of terms which show that the

sheep-breeding of the nomadic tribes was just as important as their

cattle-breeding.

Where the threatening “winters” are announced, Vid.1,23 says (cf.

2,22 under ‘Yama xseta’) : Only one third of all living beings will be

saved

:

yatca ahat 0wiyanstamesu asaham

yatca (ahat) barsnusva (pati) garinam

yatca jfanfnusva ravanam

[ujpaxrumesu nmanesu

Pahl.Vid.: “of the gospand shall perish (x) en.ic ke hast pa bymkyntl

ac jakan (cigon Spahan); (2) pa balen apar garan (cigon parsen);

(3) ac an zufr rostak (cigon erahistan, var. 1. erastan, read eragistan=

‘Iraq)
; (4) an e knt' m’n'.”

Only 2 and 3 are clear : “of that which is on the heights of the moun-

tains and which is in the depth of the valleys,” verses borrowed from

Y.10,17, see under ‘Homa.’ One cannot even say whether point 4 is

independent, whether it qualifies the three foregoing points or only

the third.
13

In (1) “places” are described by the superb of flwiyant, Pahl. transl.

bymkyn, example “like Isfahan.” bimken means “anguishing, terrify-

ing,” while Isfahan is esteemed as the most beautiful part of Iran:

“nusf i jihan, half the world.” “Terrible” as opp. to “mountains and

valleys” is just as impossible as Isfahan as example for a “terrible”

country.

Bartholomae, Wb.794, gave a wrong start by attributing to

V 0wi- the signification “Furcht erwecken,” and more so to

13 Cf. AUr.Man.ni,20,i 8 in the parinirvana hymn: “O great caravan-guide, who left (his)

caravan in wv’b’n, deserts, dst kvf'n ’vd dr’n, plains, mountains and valleys.”
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0wayah- and #wiya “Schrecknis, gefahr” (see under ‘Mithra’),

#wiyanstama “der schrecklichste.” In Wb.jgg he annotates: “Es

sind die ebenen Sand-und Salzwtisten im Gegensatz zu den

Bergen und Thalern gemeint,” although quoting there the

example Isfahan. Yr. 10,23: “you bring 0wiyam avi hvepa#yas.-

tanuvo, to the very body of the mi#radruxs” demands some-

thing very definite, not a vague “Gefahr.” 6wiya is “anguish,

angustiae,” in this case “tightness of breath”— (opp. hvaftra, good

breathing) . 6wi- in general is “being in a tight, in straits, com-

pressed, oppressed, thronged,” cf. Germ, “bedrangt, Bedrangnis,

Gedrange.” In Yz.10,23 and 37 0wiya forms pair with a0i, as

does dve0a in Y.32,16 and 48,9: yahya ma a0is dvef?a, Bartholo-

mae: “cuius me (mihi) pernicies minatio (=minax est)”; Ben-

veniste, lnf.av. 15: “dont la destruction me menace.” “pernicies”

is a doubtful translation of a#i, rather “pain.” Bartholomae

compared Sew'd?, SetSo>. At any rate, #wiya and dve#a are

synonyms, cf. Y.29,5: yat mazdam dvadi frasabyo, “mit Bitten

bedrangen,” evidently related to dve(?a. Hertel, though mistaken

in reading dabiyam for #wiyam, was right in regarding its 0\v-

as exceptional spelling for dv-; the rare word was confounded

with #wi-:0wesah. dve#a, otherwise unconnected, belongs to

Vdvi- < 6wi-. The proof is #wiyans:0wiyanstama, i.e.
+
dviyan-

stama asah as opposite to mountains and valleys where men and

beasts live far apart, are the “most crowded, populated asah,

towns,” and the example Isfahan is right. At the time of the

commentary, after Shahpuhr II and not later than Xusrau I,

Isfahan was the largest town of Iran.

+
upaxruma: text paxruma, one syllable short, belongs to

Xruma in Y^.io,8 “earth, soil”; adj. xrumiya, there and in Yt.

13,38, “sandy, stony,” see under ‘Mithra.’ upa.xruma “on the

soil.” The Pahl. translation, knt' rather than kvt', krt' m’n',

is not clear, but the loc. upaxrumesu nmanesu seems to refer to

garinam and ravanam, parallel to fhviyanstamesu asaham.

Y.haft. 39,1: “We bring offerings for our souls and those of the pasu-

kanam yoi na ]ijlsanti,” and 39,2: “for the souls of the datikanam

aSyunam.” Whether jijlsanti belongs to Vji- “to live” as Pahl. and Skr.
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transl. take it, or to the else unattested Vgay-, ji- “to nourish, refresh,”

Wb., it means “that are our sustenance,” fitting “aSyu, useful.” pasuka,

though used here in a wider sense, means originally “sheep.” Mutton

was an important part of animal food. Wb. defines datika, deriv. of

dant- “tooth,” as “wildes, nicht domestiziertes Tier.” The prayers of-

fered to their souls and their “usefulness” restricts the meaning to

“animals hunted for food”; Gr.Bdh. calls the hare “ratu, chief” of the

datika. This cannot mean “carnivorous,” but, as in Islam, the permis-

sion to eat may have been bound to the shape of the teeth. Often the

“five kinds of pasuka and datika” or “gaus pancahyaya” are mentioned,

to which prayers, zo#ra and barsman are offered. This rules out all

really wild animals of prey. Occasionally they are specified: upapa,

upasma, fraftrjat, ravascarat and cahrahak, living in water, on land,

winged creatures, those living in (or by) ravah, and those following

cahra. (4) and (5), in fact, specify (2), and the only thing common

to them would be that it was permissible to eat them.

In Yt.8,48, a bad imitation of the poem discussed under ‘Tistriya,’

this pentad is inadequately added to “yim vispe patismarante—aSari

zme upari zme, all that are under and above the earth.” In fact, the

pentad itself is a triad to which a pair has been subsequently added,
14

and the original triad is the one familiar to every language. Gen.1,8:

“fish in the sea, birds under the sky, beasts on earth.” Much deeper in

Aristoteles, de mundo vi,40i: tu>v Se icov rd re dypia kal ppepa rd re

iv dept /cat ivl yrjs Kal ev vSan fdocrKopeva ytverai re /cat d/cp.d(et

/cat (ftdeiperai rots tov 9eov vei.96p.eva 6e<rpovs.

ravas.carat and cahra.hak specify the upasma, beasts on the land.

Vhak- and Vcar-, sequi and colere, signify certain modes of life, e.g.

gari.sak, living on the mountains. The only old place where cahrahak

appears is Yaio,38, see under ‘Mithra’: “the cow, cahrahak, used to

following the deep pastures, is forced to go the stony way of captivity.”

The word resembles Aristoteles’ fdocrKopeva. It is no synonym of

pasuka (Wb.). ravah is primarily “open prairie,” then “liberty”; in

Y.8,8 and 52,8 ravah huva#ra “with good breathing” is opposed to anzah

14 That causes the contradictions in the interpretation of upasma < +upazma “in der Erde, in

Erdlochern befindlich,” though they are gaus. But s.v. upapa: “auf dem Lande.” Similarly “upa.-

apam (relating to fog) attf dem Wasser,” but “upapa (animals and ApamNapat) “im Wasser

befindlich.”
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duza^ra, “straits with bad breathing,” hence ravascarat “roaming in

the prairie.”

Wild beasts of prey are mentioned in a song to Tistriya, Yt.8,36 (see

under ‘Tistriya’):

arunaca garisaco sizdraca ravascarato (with chiasm:)

“the aruna and sizdra living in the mountains and prairies.”

aruna appears only at two more places, (1) in Y.34,9 (see below) con-

nected with the verb syazdat to which sizdra belongs. Bartholomae

translated “wildes Raubzeug” and “zuriickweisen, repel”
;
Hertel, Beitr.

71 “feuerfarbige Schadlinge, aruna selbverstandlich gleich Ved. aruna,

Var- ‘feuerfarbig, rotbraun, goldgelb,’ xrafstra von solcher Farbe, also

Lowen oder Wolfe; fur letztere spricht das Unbekanntsein des Lowen

im Awesta . . . und dass der Wolf in .RF.1,105,18 aruna heisst.” The

“being unknown” is no argument: lions existed until about 30 years

ago in Khuzistan and southern Luristan
;
tigers are still found today in

Mazandaran. But
+
harfstra means “reptiles”—see below—and their color

is the yellowish poisonous green. In Y.34,9 aruna designates this color or

straightaway “poisonous.”

(2) In Yr.14,23 Vrthragna appears “in shape of an aruna ram, me-

sahya krpa arunahya,” in 24 “in shape of a ran a he-goat, buzahya krpa

ronahya.” Unless one assumes apostrophe, usually not admitted, aru-

nahya has one syllable too many; rona(hya)is hapax. Wb. says: “rona,

‘wild (nicht domestiziert)’ aus Ar. *rana” and “cf. Ai. arana ‘nicht-hei-

misch.’ ” Consequently, without a priv., rana ought to be “heimisch,

domesticated.” Bailey, followed by Duchesne, proposed aruna to Vru-

in ravas.carat, which is against their being garisak. In both cases the

god appears not as a domesticated, but as a free animal; hence mesa

is ovis tragelaphus, buza is ibex. The Pahl. transl. has “a.ramak, not

(living) in herds,” i.e. herds belonging to men, not “non-gregarious”

in general. This perfectly fitting translation comes from a text which

had m for vn, and a script of the Awraman type allows misreading of

m as vn. Thus both aruna and rona are doubtful, if not corrupt. I assume

that both render the OIr. correspondent to OI. urana “lamb, young
ram,” and the word from which MP. varrak, NP. barrah descend, and

that Vrthragna appears as a one-year-old wild ram and ibex.
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For sizdra in Yt.8,36 and Vid.13,2, Wb. assumes “scheu, shy.”
15

But

Yt.8,36 speaks of wild beasts that are not “shy” and do not “shrink

back,” but defend themselves or attack. “Shy” is too weak an expression

and it must be causative : they are not horrified, but cause horror. That

is also the meaning of TPahl. syzdyn in the hymn on Mani’s death,

Mir.Man.111,18,19, which Henning translates by “gewaltig?”. It must

be “So that I may no more see the enemies’ form and no more hear

their ‘horrifying’ voice, vcn syzdyyn,” and in 42,19: syzdyn z’vr’n kv’n

rzmyvzn, “the horrifying hosts, the pugnacious giants (deprive all crea-

tures of light)
.”

In Fz’i.13,2, the porcupine, an especially “good” animal of the “holy”

creation, natural enemy, hamestar, of the xrafstra (clearly not of wolves

or lions) is called sizdra: spanam sizdram . . . yam vahaparam. spa

“dog” in mazdayasnian conception is the opposite of an invective, and

sizdra cannot imply a moral quality, but only the “horrifying” looks

of the porcupine, cf. Germ, “hasslich” = ugly, from “hass” = hatred. In

the list of dogs in Vid.^gft., the porcupine appears under the name

sukurna; equally in Fz'J.13,16. In NP. this name is lost; the 24 graphic

variants of NP. sugur in NP. dictionaries are all taken from Pahl. glos-

saries; but in Ormurl it survives, with rn > 1
,
according to Grierson

and Morgenstierne.

Fz^.5,29, query : “If in a house in which many live one of them dies,

how many are infected with contamination by the corpse?” Answer:

“If the others are priests 1:11, if warriors 1:10, if peasants 1:9, if spa

pasusharvo, sheep-dogs 1 :8, if spa visharvo, house-dogs 1 :y, if spa vahu-

nazgo, hunting dogs 1 :6, spa taruno, greyhound ( ? else lacking, and

indigenous in Iran) 1:5, sukurno, porcupine 1:4, Jazus, hedgehog 1:3,

awizus, according to Duchesne ‘barker’ 1:2, vizus ‘barking away’ 1:1.”

Query: “But how, if it be a fox, rupis?” and (in Bartholomae’s trans-

lation:) “auf wieviel von den Geschopfen des Heiligen Geistes erstreckt

der Fuchs seinen Einfluss direkt, auf wieviele indirekt etc.?” to which

AhuraMazdah replies “like a shrivelled frog, dead for more than a

year.”

With this awful chapter a fine song to the dog contrasts in Vid. 13,44,

the contents of which are: “One may compare the dog to the priest,

15 Cf. the remarks on the verb sizdya-, syazda- below.
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the warrior, the peasant, the slave-vesa, the thief, the disu ( ? who is

active at night), the slave-girl, jahika (of course not ‘whore’) and the

child.” With each one he shares three features: with vesa and jahika,

to be xyandrakara, asneresa and zarmyafsman. hvandrakara, syn. of

draxta.hunara is “having learned a craft,” see under ‘Architecture.’ zar-

myafsman, “bound to the house,” to Ved. harmya “house,” see zarmyan-

gura below, asneresa means certainly not “aus der Nahe verwundend

wie der Knecht und die Hure.” asna
16 would be “innate”; for -resa

some Mss. have -resa; only
+
asna.vesa, NP. xanazad, “born in the

house” gives a satisfying sense.

The classification of the animals is not a scientific one. I once asked

a shaikh of the Shammar, why they allowed the tent to be full of grey-

hounds, though they regarded a dog as impure, and he answered:

“Why, a sluqi is a cat!”

The fox, classified as dog, is called in Vid.5,33 “rupi tizidata, with

sharp teeth,” in 13,16 “ropi ,yaono.xvato.” Previously I had surmised

this epithet to express the idea of the Arab, name of the fox, “abu

1-husain, owner of the little fortress.” That was right: one must read

yona.hut, type “root-nouns with -t-enlargement,” Duchesne §107, which

are commonly formed from u-roots and always thematically inflected,

cf.
+
ratu.giit, xsnut etc. In Vid.5,5 and 6,5 a “spa rozo” is enumerated

between dog and wolf; the Pahl. transl. “ropas, fox” is probably right,

since p and z can be easily taken for each other, and at any rate “Scha-

kal” (Wb.) is not right. Otter and beaver are considered as dogs, but

not jackal and wolf.

The jackal appears in Vid. 13,8 in a passage, Bartholomae failed to

recognize : “Who kills a dog, goes to hell with howling

ya#a vrko vayoi tute dramne barziste razure

vayoi = vai, woe! describes the howling of the jackal, like Arab, ibn

away, wawl. Thus ya#a vrko vayoi means “like a jackal.” All the rest

are locative determinations.

Bartholomae: “[Wer einen Schafer-, Haus- oder dressierten(!) Hund
totet, dessen Seele geht unter grosserem] wehgeheul zum Jenseit, als

16 asna, in Wb. divided in two words, is only one, *a + zna, used beside frazanti and manah
just as azata (adgnatus, a-zna) “noble.” Aw. asnc, at.nat and OP. asne (1^.264) do not belong

to it, but are “near,” Meillet: <*nzd.na, compar. nazd>ah, sup. nazdista. Cf. Bailey bsos VI094
and Altplnschr. s.v. asnai.
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ein Wolf ausstosst, (der) in einer sehr tiefen Fallgrube gefangen (ist)

He emended Mramno (690) as part.pres. of dar- “who is caught,” took

tute as 3-sg.pres.med. of an unknown Vtu-, “(Geheul) ausstossen”;

barzista, only here, as “sehr tief,” whereas it is only known as “very

high,” in Vid.2,28 precisely applied to trees, cig5n sarw u cinar, like

cypresses and planes; finally, razura—always “forest”—here and like-

wise in Yt.5,30 (races of Husravah) as “pitfall, Fallgrube”: “Wald,

von den herumgesteckten Baumzweigen, die die Grube verdecken sol-

len; aus der Jagersprache.” A wolf would have avoided this pitfall.

Aw. dramna is the word the MP. form of which, dramnag, Bailey

discovered in the Sam-legend, bsos vn,764ff., “wormwood, Artemisia

absinthium,” loaned in Syriac as dramnag, NP. Arab, diramna,
17

de-

scribed as thorny shrub with yellow flowers, zargoni, e.g. Muqaddasi

443. The country Pishin is full of it, where “Sam lies inmidst the

dramnag and over him snow has fallen,” Gr.Bdh.igS. Gr.Bdh.121 op-

poses dram(n)ak e dastik “prairie absinth” to homa. Dictionaries ex-

plain it: nam i giyahi’st tal^-boy i dar xurasan aspan xurand, name

of a bitter herb which in Khurasan the horses eat, Arab, sih.” Sih is

Artemisia herba alba or absinthium, also translated by “wormwood.”

dramnak e kofik, “mountain absinth” is explained by afilun, probably
+
aqilun, cf. Gr. o.kv\o<s = ilex, in Arab, likewise sih, and Arab, ‘aqul,

Alhagi maurorum. Yaqut 111,346: “sih, fragrant plant, called vaxsizak

by druggists.” The Pers. dictionaries write faultily vaxsiraq, but com-

ment rightly “mugwort (Artemisia), wormwood,” or again “diramna,

absinthium chorasanense or turcicum.” Thus vaxsizak seems to be

“oxianense,” cf. xolozmik “stone of Xvarizm.”

The typical thorn bush of the Mesopotamian steppes is sauk or ‘aqul,

and qaisum (also in Egypt), the medicinal Achillea santolina. al-

Asma‘i, the famous naturalist, characterizes in his description of

Rusafa, in Yaqut and Bakri (442), the poor steppe round Rusafa by

“only sih and qaisum.” The thornbush typical for east Iran is a thistle

called suturxar, camel-thorn. There was neither a scientific botany nor

zoology, nothing of the spirit of Theophrast. The names change and

designate different plants, but all are thorn bushes. That is the meaning

17 Syr. darmana < Ir. darman is “pharmacum.” Hubschmann, Pers. Stud . 61; Arm. darman
“provisions, victuals, fodder,” originally “sustenance.” See my Herbarium, in Arch.Reise v, for

sih and qaisum.
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of slh u qaisum and in Vid. 13,8, too, one must expect two such plants.

The second, tute, nom. tuta, is NP. tuS, in Shah. 1644,147 and in al-

Muwaffaq, but Arab, tuth < Syr. tvt’, cf. Low, Aram. Pflanzennamen

395; name for raspberry, bramble and similar fruitbearing bushes, but

also for the mulberry tree, Ass. musukanu > Gr. sykaminos.
18
Perhaps

one may also compare Akk. and Syr. sus, Arab, sus “liquoritium” which

covers hundreds of square miles along the Euphrates and Tigris.

Dramna, at any rate, in Vid. 14,8 means the most common thorny plant

of the steppes.

The “dog porcupine,
3
’ vahapara, hystrix, is an animal holy to Span-

tamanyus, Vid. 13,1: “vispam pati usaham a
+huno vaxsat, from every

dawn to sunrise it goes out, killing a thousand creatures of Ahriman.”
19

Vid. 13,2 comments: spanam sizdram ruvisaram (yam) vahaparam yam

martiyaka (avi) duzvacaho duzakam nama ojate, Bartholomae: “den

scheuen, spitzschnauzigen Hund, den die iibel-redenden Leute duzaka,

Igel nennen.” From his misunderstanding of duzvacaho as “maligning

talk” instead of “bad Awestic, i.e. Middle Persian speaking” resulted

duz- in duzaka as “schlimm.” The name is no compound with dus-.

duzaka > MP. zuzak > NP. zuzah. Initial z in MP. can replace z;

the second z in NP. can be assimilated to the first; in MP. z and z may

have suffered metathesis. Thus OP. duzaka stands against the Median

line: *zuzaka > zuzak > zuzah.
20

In Fz’^.18,15, the expression duzvaca

is applied to the designation of the cock by either parodrs or krkatas,

in FiJ.18,15 to zarmyangura and zarmyaka.

vahapara = duzaka is not a zoologically accurate equation. An animal

of the genus canis, characterized bv a pointed muzzle would be a grey-

hound, not a hedgehog which is especially easy to describe. “Pointed”

for ruvi in ruvisara is merely inferred from the Pahl. comment “ku.s

sar pozak bank, NP. ya‘ni bank sar, whose muzzle is thin, i.e. with

18 According to Hehn, Ktdttirpflanzen 8 392, it grows wild in Transoxiana; Low, Aram.Pflan-

zennamen 395, assumes its original habitat on the Euphrates. Cf. Ovid, Metam.4,50ss, Pyramus

and Thisbe under a mulberry tree. B. Meissner, mvag, 18,2, 1913, 63 on musukanu.
19 Qazwlm, ‘adja’ib, cf. E. Wiedemann, Beitr.z.Gesch.d, Naturwissenschajt Sb.phys.-med. So-

cietat Erlangen, vol.48, 1916, 266, reckons all mice, for their noxiousness, among “vermin,”

but the hedgehog, qunfudh, and the porcupine, duldul (vulg. da
l

iadj) among the natural enemies

of vermin.
20 Benveniste, in StudJnd.Ir. Geiger 219SS, posits Ir. jujaka. However cf. NP. juja, cuja, Juza,

cuza “chicken,” Arab, djudjaq beside didjadj.
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pointed head.” The translation itself is d’lmk slk. Where ruvi else

appears, in ruvi.^oSa and ruvi.vrflra—cf. ayo.^oSa, zaranya.vr^man,

zari.vari—it can only mean “d’airain, of copper” as Darmesteter trans-

lated in £/Jr.n,i8o.
21
d’lmk in d’lmk slk corresponds to NP. ^ar, MP.

dlmnk “thorn,” Gr. akanthos, and slk, sarak (which gave rise to sar

pozak) corresponds to pust in the NP. name of the porcupine, (Gr.

aKavdicov ) xar.pust, quill-back. Hence sarak seems to be the Aw. dual

“sari, two hides,” i.e. skin and bones or “Haut und Haar.”
22

ruvi.sara

would be “needle-hair or -skin.”

The porcupine has the obligatory epithet tir-andaz “arrow-shooting,”

according to the belief, common to Persians and Arabs. It is Gr. oxy-

beles, e.g. Empedocles: avrap eylvois o£vj8e\eis ^atrat vcotols im-

mfypiKacriv.

However obscure be the etymology of vahapara, it is certainly the

porcupine, frequent in Persia and Mesopotamia. I had a tame por-

cupine, called Ramazan, because it was born in that month. We found

it, a few days old and only 5 inches long, looking like a young chicken.

It took to milk and soon became entirely domesticated and big. It was

a great collector and used to pass the day with its collections under a

couch. It was not only clean of habits, but used a certain place. After

midnight it went out and came back at sunrise, as the Videvdad says. It

collected crayfishes, “Krebse, Ttarfstra” without eating them. It carried

a little bell round its neck, lost it, found it, and added it to its collections.

When a playful Airedale terrier attacked it, the dog looked afterwards

like Saint Sebastian with ten arrows in him. Two little Sealyhams and

a big shepherd dog, spinjaruska, kept at a safe distance. Ramazan stayed

over a year. One night it did not come back, and we believed it killed.

After a full year it made a one-day’s visit, then left for good.

A hedgehog, erinaceus, at Persepolis, bigger than the European one

21 Evidently a short-form in -i of metals, cf. Meillet, Introd.
6 249. In Iranian there are: (1)

gold, zaranya:zari, OP. 5aran>a: 5ari in Marika, Gr. dareikos, goldpiece; (2) silver, Aw. rzata,

OP. r5ata:*rzi in Mrzika, Yazd. all, (siher)mone>; (3) lead, Aw. sr\a, OP. asa sarva:sr\i in

srvi.stay, lead-loaded, see under ‘Industries' and Altp.lnschr. 99. But, the short form of IE.

*raudha [in Iran, weakly represented by Aw. roSira, name of a mountain, MP.NP. rod, ro>
]

would be *rudi, not ruvi. Tedesco considered an early Sasanian inxerse spelling rvy for rdy.

On the other hand, IE. *raudha is related to Sum. urudu, to which corresponds Akk. eru;

therefore, a variant without dental in Iranian is possible, perhaps attested by Aw. runya (XVb.

1532), 2 vessel, which—like OP. kasaka ]> NP. kasah, or Gr. alibastron, or “glass”—may be a

term of material, “copper (vessel)” assimilated to zaranya.

2
- Ct. Trh^.Ev. 3b surl, NP. transl. post 1 mardum zhundak.
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and with quills striped gray and white, could not be tamed though it

loved milk. At Samarra, I had one living in the sardab, basement, which

occasionally came up the stairs and allowed itself to be photographed.

The Gr.Bdh. describes the hedgehog, zuzak, as just as holy as the por-

cupine, and as natural enemy, hamestar, of the “mori danakrs, MP. mor

e danakas, grain-dragging ant,” as if it were an ant-eater, orycteropus.
23

The Arabs believe that it eats snakes,
+
harfstra, like an ichneumon, at

any rate it eats vermin.

y.34,9: ebyo mas rta syazdat yavat ahmat aruna ^rafstra

Pahl.transl.: ac avesan vas ahrakih sizd.

“against those is a feeling of loathing with Rtam, as much as (it is)

from us towards (= between us and) the ^rafstra.”

Bartholomae: “Vor denen weicht Asa gar sehr zuriick, soweit

als vor uns das wilde Raubzeug,” a translation containing three

offenses: the instr. rta as grammatical subject; the holy rtam

compared to the most unholy xrafstra >
and the xrafstra>

whether “wildes Raubzeug” or “poisonous vermin,” do not

shrink back. Hertel, Siegesf. 71, avoids strainedly the instr.-

subject, but gives no better sense: “Vor denen weiche der Ster-

bliche (mas < mrt.s?) infolge des Rtam soweit wie vor uns

die feuerfarbigen Schadlinge,” explained by “wolves.” Instead

of “zuriickweichen, shrink back from” a stronger word like

“abhor, loathe” is needed, cf. the remark on sizdra, above. In Y.

32.4 (words left without comment under ‘Yama xseta’) : “vahos

sizdyamna manaho,” followed by xtatos nasyanto, the “abhor-

ring” subject ought to be Vahumano, as in the protasis of Y.

34.5 Rtam; hence: “being repugnant, loathsome to Vahumano,

because they are sinning against AhuraMazdah’s xratus.” Logic

demands for 34,5 a parallelism: “against them loathing is felt

by Rtam, as much as by us against the xrafstra,” which should

become visible by conform cases of “rtam” and “we,” and of

“they” and “xrafstra.” Since the cases do not conform, the

apodosis is not governed by the verb “syazdat” of the protasis.

But it has no verb, and only a copula can be supplied. This

23 There are old Sumerian figurines of an animal which may be or)cteropus or ermaceus.
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would be easier if syazdat were an impersonale, like Germ,

“mir graut’s vor dir!”

The etymology of xrafstra—three times in the gathas—has not been

found. Bartholomae, Wb., calls “Zerlegung in xfap + *stra wenigstens

denkbar” and quotes M. Haug in Grdr. §§40, 177 and 204: “< *krap-

0tra, Fleischesser.” Meillet, Introduction, does not mention it. Ben-

veniste, in Stud.Ind. -Iran. Geiger, 1931, 2i9ff.: “il n’est guere possible

d’inscrire surement au compte de xrafstra la moindre forme moderne:

Pahl. xrafstr est un emprunt ou une transcription, munj. skrafla ‘scor-

pion,’ que M. Morgenstierne en a rapproche, diverge pour le sens.” The

last words actually anticipate a definition, at any rate excluding “meat-

eater” and “wolves,” but not yet given.

The Gr.Bdh. enumerates as xrafstr: azi, mar, gazdum, klbvn (must be

klbvk), vazak, i.e. dragon, snake, scorpion, lizard, frog. In a passage

isolated by gaps, the inscr. NiR.64 = SMasb.^o has: “v m’r [ -v]

klbvky v ’hrn xlpstry m’lh YKVYMVN.t” and “
‘LH.sn ’mt zk (41)

dvs^vy dysy v.m’l[h ] HZYTVN.t ’pyr syzdy yhwn HVH.nd, . . . was

full of snakes,
,
lizards, and other xrafstr (vermin)

;
— when they

saw this hellish sight they were very horrified at it.” Remark the use of

sizd, as in Y.34,9 and 32,4. H. Junker, zii,ii, 1923, 243, quotes: “purr gaz

u u karwuy u pasduy u vazay, full of scorpions and . . . and lizards

and mites and frogs,” from the picture of the Iranian “Lady World”

which passed over into the western Middle Ages along with Beelzebub,

i.e. bel dababi, “diabolos,” understood as “lord of flies” : “Herr der Rat-

ten und der Mause, der Fiiegen,- Frosche, Wanzen, Lause” (Faust).
24

azi: today the “waran, crocodilus chersaeus,” rare in Iran, common in

Mesopotamia, are called azdaha, Arab, aghwal, plur. of ghul.
25 mar:

all worms, even earth-worms, lumbricus terrestris, are regarded as

snakes in the Near East, karbuk translates Aw. karpuna in Vid.14,5,

explained “mar e b’n/vk ( ?)”; Horn, Grdr.1,2 §185: “lizard, snake with

feet”; but Kirm.Kurd. kirpu, Turk, kirpi is “hedgehog.”

The feature, all these animals subsumed under xrafstr have in com-

mon, is their way of motion, the creeping which all humanity abhors,

24 Cf. above, note to “porcupine,” Arabs classing mice among “vermin.”

25 They were very common around Assur; I had one in my camp at Balkuwara, Samarra; in

Persia I found only one sitting in front of the Achaemenian tombs of Akhur i Rustam, Arch.

HistJr. pl.v.
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sizd. Gen.3,14: ‘al-g
ehone

ka telek, “upon thy belly shalt thou go,” and 15:

“I will put enmity between thee and the woman.” The name Levia-

than, in the original myth a seven-headed snake, later interpreted as

crocodile, comes from lawah “to wriggle,”
26
AS. creopadh and snicadh,

the movement of a snake = Germ. Schlange, and a slug = Germ.

Schnecke; on the other hand, the sidling walk of a crab or crayfish.

Herodotus 1,140: “The magi kill ants and snakes and other eprrerd /cat

Trereiva,” “was da kreucht und fleucht.”

That is the meaning of xrfstr, which therefore belongs to IE. *serp-,

OI. sarpati “he creeps,” sarpa “serpent,” Gr. epjreiv, Lat. serpere, ser-

pentes. Since Trap- would become Yap- in Iranian
(Grdr. §87), I read,

following Tedesco’s suggestion, "harfstra. These are Herodotus’ herpeta,

reptiles.

Their epithet aruna, in Y.34,9, a color, corresponds to the more fre-

quent zarita, poisonous yellow, cf. Y.9,11:

yam visavantam zaritam yam upari
+
visam roSat

arstiya.brzat zaritam

“the poisonous, yellow one, over whom the yellow poison rose high as

the length of a lance” (cf. Bailey, bsos vii, 1935, 83). For Aw. zarigona,

“yellow, golden” the Pahl.transl. gives zart, zartgon, expl. by tarr,

sabzrang, i.e. the light yellowish green, as in aruna harfstra, the color

of poison.

A harfstra is the zarmyangura, which Vid. 13,6 describes as the op-

posite to vahapara:

“,daeum‘ yam zarmyanguram nama yam martiyaka avi duzvacaho

zarmyakam nama ojate, the deva zarmyangura which badly Awestic

speaking people call zarmyaka.”

Like the vahapara it goes out at the early dawn, but kills “a thousand

creatures of Spantamanyus,” a notion including plants and grains. Pahl.

transl. transcribes zarmiangur, NP. transl. is “lakpust, tortoise.”

Whether this animal is really meant is not certain. Spiegel and Geiger

thought of the mole, talpa. Bartholomae believed it confirmed by the

etymology: zarmya, OI. harmya “solid house, case”; angura, OI. anguli

“joint, finger, toe”; and as a whole OI. harmuta= tortoise. He took, as

Arab. but. to serpentine, cf. a!-makviv.J. “the spiral," name of the great minaret of
Samarra; and ‘aqabat al-mal\vi>>a, Yaq. 111,638, name of one of the great Alwand passes, “the
serpentine."
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does Benveniste, zarmyaka as familiar abbreviation. But the normal

word would be Aw. kasyapa, MP. kasapak, kasavak, NP. kasaf or

kasau. The Europ. languages have another word: Gr. x^Au?, xekdvrj,

Old Lat. golaia,
27

Slav. zely. With the Greeks the animal had a chthonic

connotation, as shown by the etymology of “tortoise,” found by H.

Gregoire: tartaruga < Vaprapovyo?, “denizen of the Tartarus.”
28
Her-

tel denied “zarmiya, ein festes Haus habend” in zarmiyavant as epithet

of the moon, and it is doubtful, since the only explanation, allusion to

the “moon-stations,” is too young a notion in view of the antiquity of

that word. The Pahl.transl. is sabzawmand, NP. sabzrang, “green,”

comm, “makes the world—sar?—green,” seemingly identifying zar-

miya with zari, combined with zarmaya “spring,” though the moon

does not influence the seasons. The Pahl. transl. renders Aw. garman

“throat” by MP. galuk, (NP. gulu) as if assuming a change rm > 1 .

zarmyaka may be an artificial word, with inverse rm < 1, for a spoken

‘zalyak?.

The animal is called ,daeum‘, i.e. normally “devam, god, dev,” here

rather MP. dyvg, “caterpillar, worm.”29 A worm with a house evokes

the idea of a snail, NP. xana-bar-dus, “house-on-the-back.” OIr. name
unknown. On the other hand, a name composed with “claw” evokes the

idea of crustaceans, of which Homer, Batrach.i^\, gives an unequalled

description. In the East, the crab, /cdp/avos, is the best known species;

always so in the zodiacal sign of Cancer, MP. karcang, NP. xarcang,
with popular assimilation to “cang, claw, shears.”

Crustacea is the meaning of the Germanic name of die lobster,

ONord. humarr, Germ, hummer, Gr. fcdppapo?, etymologically related

to 01 . ’kamartha (cf. OI. [Gramm.] “kmarati, to be curved,” Boisacq,

402) which belongs to Ir. kamarSa, kamara, but means “tortoise” as

animal covered with a “test,” cf. Lat. testudo, from “testa, test, shard,”

Aw. tasta > NP. Arab. tast. For the archeological side of these words

see under ‘Architecture.’

The Greeks knew the four great zoological species, (1) Kapxlvoi,

cancri, crabs; Ind. karkatah < ’karkrtah; (2) xapdfio1, locustae, spiny

27 O. Schrader. Sprachvergl. u. XJrgesch. 11,11,149.

28 Tortue-Tartare, in Rev. de 1’Univ. de Bruxelles, 35, 1929/30, 305s.
29 Henning, bsos ix,82 : dyvg in Gr.Bdh. against syd’ in Ind.Bdh. as word for xrafst9r; NP.

devah “silkworm,” devak, devca “white ant, termes,” and “leech.” The last one is otherwise
called zalu, zalug, whether
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lobsters, palinurus; (3) the true crayfishes, Germ. Krebs, and (4) the

lobsters, homarus. Among the Homeric epithets are 6crrpa/co8epju.os

“crust-skinned,” i.e. crustaceous, and ayicvXoxijXrjs “with curved claw.”

The striking similarity between these epithets and zarmiyangura, in

character and form, seems to me a better starting point for an ety-

mology than the attempts made so far.

The objection against Morgensderne’s connection of skrafla, scorpion

with harfstra, “diverge pour le sens,” is not valid; the generic name is

applied to a species. And it looks as if more words were originally

related, to be subsumed under *serp-, *skerp- or *kerp-.



XXXI. HOMA INVICTUS

“Quo me Bacche rapis tui plenum?”

In 1931, the second year of the excavations of Persepolis, I received a

letter from a gentleman in New York. His hobby was botany, and he

said that he had reasons to believe a plant growing only in Persepolis,

Salvia Persepolitana, was the Homa. It was a little late in the season,

but from the beautiful picture of it I found just one small shrub with

one flower left, and sent it. It was the right one, and afterwards I sent

seed of this plant.

In the autumn a letter came, asking me to send some living plants

by airmail, for which I would receive in time packing materials, sea-

weed and water-tight envelopes with yellow quarantine labels for the

Botanical Garden, but warning me not to miss the flowering-season and

to consider that the writer was an old man.

The mail went by Bushir on the Gulf. A letter from Persepolis to

Teheran with answer took always just a month. The sea-weed arrived

in Bushir in December. The Persian import law did not contain a para-

graph on sea-weed, and—minima curat praetor—the package went to

the Direction Generate des Douanes in Teheran. In the beginning of

February I was advised to give power of attorney to somebody to

receive a parcel that had reached Teheran. I wrote to the legation to

which I was attached, asking them to take charge of it. Early in March

the answer came, they had tried in vain, I was to write directly to the

Director General of Customs. I did so and got the answer, early in

April : the parcel seemed to contain dried plants and was free of duty.

The salvia was in full bloom everywhere at Persepolis.

I wrote to the Minister of Finance, asking whether he could have

the parcel sent to me. In the beginning of May the Minister wrote back,

he would do his best. At the end of May, an under-secretary of the

Ministry of Public Instruction visited us, and was kind enough to take

with him the whole pile of documents, promising to settle the matter.

At the end of June he informed me that the Director General was

ready to deliver the package to the Imperial Bank of Persia. I wrote

to the bank. The salvia had long ceased blossoming. While I was wait-

ing for an answer, in July 1932, in New York, my unknown friend

died.
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The sea-weed stayed in the Direction Generale des Douanes, a small

box with seed of Salvia Persepolitana, perhaps the homa, stayed with

me, together with a withered fig-leaf from Ardashir’s “castle of the

Graal” and a dry rose from Alamut, the castle of Hasan al-Sabbah,

the Assassin, and with some ephedra from Aurel Stein who regarded

it as the true homa. Once I had brewed a tisane of salvia, and once the

seeds were sown, the plants started growing, and—if a cloud-burst had

not swept everything away, I would press homa today.

Homa is the plant, the drink, and the god, Ved. Soma. The name
of the Saka Homavrga contains the word, and the name of the mythical

hero Hosyanha, of Scythian origin. Homa is derived from y'hu-, “to

press (wine).” Not a few songs to homa are preserved having found a

shelter mainly in Yasna 9-1 1, the so-called ‘Horn yasht,’ and in Vid.

18-19. The great yashts mention Homa only occasionally,
1
the gathas

never.

Though, in their present state, the language of these songs is deficient,

their general character is archaic and much may be pre-Zoroastrian,

but nothing pre-Iranian. The cultivation of the plant, the making of

the drink, and the cult of the god are at least as old as the Aryan period,

middle of the second millennium, but the songs were made and sung

in Iran. The Horn yasht, 9,4, calls Vivahvant, father of the first man
Yama (see under ‘Yama xseta’), the first homa presser, A#wiya, father

of ©retona, the second, and ©rita, the Sanaa, father of Krsaspa, the

third. All the great heroes of the pre-Iranian golden age drank homa.

But what homa was has never been defined.

It was grown on hills, in vineyards, like vine.

y.10,3:

stdmi garayo brzanto

ya#ra homa ruruSisa

stomi zam pr#wim pa#anam

bar#rlm te homa rtavam

stomi zmo ya#a roSahe

huboSis arvo caranam

I praise the high hills

where homa is grown,

I praise the earth, the wide and

broad,

that bears thee, Hdma, the just.

I praise the earth’s gardens

where thou growest full of per-

fume . . .

1 In Vz. 8,33; 9.17; 10,88; 14,57; 17,5,37; and 20,3.
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That the plant did not grow wild, but was cultivated, follows from

the term caranam, to Vkar-, kars-, NP. kistan “to plough,” cf. yava.-

caranya and NP. zar, flowerbed in a garden. The same is expressed

by the perf.med. ruruSisa, cf. zam roSyam karsyam. Such plantations

are no open fields, but had the characteristic of a “garden, parideza,”

the diSa, wall of adobe or a hedge around them. Already the Ritti-

Marduk kudurru of Nebuchadnezzar I, dealing with the Luristan

region where later the famous Masabadhi wine (bit Kubatti of old)

grew, says: “the (m)akkalti kire
pl

(cf. Arab, ‘aqala) hedges of the

gardens (vineyards) and the date-palm groves no man is to cut down.”

y.10,5:

vispe homa upastomi

yatcit barsnusva garinam

yatcit janfnusva ravanam

yatcit anzahu drtaho
+
jarinam upa drzahu

I praise all the h5ma

whether on the heights of the hills

or in the valleys of the rivers,

or kept in the narrow

prisons of the wine-jars.

Though thousands of years and miles separate them, one cannot

fail to see the similarity with German wine-songs: “Nur am Rhein . . .

wo die Berge tragen Reben, und die Reben goldnen Wein!”

The text of 5e has “janinam,” and Bartholomae translated “ob sie in

Gefangenschaft gehalten sich in den Fesseln der Weiber befinden (was

ist damit gemeint ? )
.” Lommel : “die in der Enge gehalten sind in den

Biindeln der Frauen.”

What is meant becomes clear by comparing the humorous verses

Y.11,3, where Homa curses

yo mam
awishutam darayahi

ya#a tayum prta.saram

nava ahmi prta.saro

you who
store me when pressed

like a criminal who forfeited his

head,

I am not one who forfeited his

head!

After being pressed, homa wants to be drunk, he feels himself im-

prisoned in his barrel like a djinn in the bottle. The barrel was a cylin-

drical storage vessel of pottery, without spout or handle,
2
called djarrah,

2 Also called “dinn,” cf. Ausgr. t'.Samarra ,
vol. m Wandmalereien

, p.85, pl.4off.; vol.v Kera-

mi\ p.u.
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djaraq in Arabic, a loanword from Iranian which passed over into

European languages as It. giarra, Fr. jarre, Engl. jar. OP. *garaka, cf.

NP. piyalah, paiyalah < pat-yalak < ’pati.gara, and OP. batu.gara,

comp, with *bata > baS, fresh wine. Hence, janinam is one of the cases

of wrong n for r, read
+
jarlnam. And the verses 5,d-2 say: Homa is

jugged in the jug, the jar.
3

Y.10,2 describes the making of homa. It is made like wine, by “press-

ing, Vhu-,” in a havanam, press. This consists of a frataram, principal,

and an uparam, upper, havanam. Bartholomae compared upara with

Gr. hyperos, pestle of a mortar, and translated “yahmi niyne nars ojaha,

womit ich hineinstampfe mit Manneskraft,” wherewith I bray, crush.

It is not really a mortar with a pestle, but a press with a press-stone, and

Lommel objected: “der obere Teil ist kein Stossel oder aufgehobener

und auf die Pressmasse niederfallender Stein, sondern er ruht auf der-

selben, und es wird durch Schlage auf den Oberteil der Druck auf die

Pressmasse ausgeiibt.” That is impossible. The material was stone, the

form like a hand-mill but of considerable size, ni + gan- is a motion

vertically down. One cannot beat stones without breaking the instru-

ments and finally the stone; the stone operates by its weight to which

one adds by standing on it and stamping with the feet, Vhu-. In the

description of brick-making, Fzi.2,31 says: “stamp the clay with the

heels, knead it with the hands, as still today men visavayanti (Vhu-)

stamp sundried bricks.” This is at the same time the most primitive

way of making wine, stamping the “Pressmasse” with the feet directly.

The “pulp” which the frataram havanam “contains,” hangrvayati,

is called “ansu, 01 . amsu,” a term occurring in Iranian only here and in

Nir.108: “how large shall be the ansavo?” Wb. translates “Schoss

(shoot), Zweig (twig).” The liquid is produced by simple pressing

and develops alcohol by itself, when fermenting. Not even the most

tender sprigs of any plant would contain more sap, liquid, than wood

pulp. The material can only be a fruit, a berry, with much juice—sweet

juice as the epithet “goma” expresses—and little fleshy, not wooden

3 batu.gara: the -u in the joint may correspond to Aw. spelling -o. Cf. Y/.5, 122 bata yafa.mgm

= +bati\aka, unter 'Ardvi.’ abigara abigarta in Vispr. 22,1, Pahl.transl. apar rasisnih, also used

for abijarta(r) in Vispr. 5,1, and apam vahvlnam fra.idm pati.itim abi.jartim in Y.62,11,

repeated in Y.70,6 and 71,6, may also belong to Vgar-, galaya, Skr. galati “to flow, drip,”

instead of Vgar- “to praise.” batugara is the word that appeared to H. H. Schaeder so false

that he “branded” the beautiful silver phiale of Artaxerxes I, Altp.Inschr. n° 23 as “a modern

fake.” Against my indication in Altp.Inschr., only one of the four dishes has the inscription.
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pulp, part of which dissolves itself. Therefore, “ansu” can only be

“shoot” in the sense of “vitis, Germ. Rebe,” with the same shifting of

meaning from “tendril,” vine, to “bunch of grapes.” The product,

homa, has the standing descriptive epithets “zari, zarigdna, zaridoi^ra,

golden, yellow, gold-eyed,” like the “golden wine” in German poetry

and the “yellow qahwa” of the early Arab poets.

Y.10,14 describes the effect of the alcoholic drink:

ma me ya0a gaus drafso

asito varama care

frasa frayantu te maSo

vrziyahvaho jasantu

Just as the German song: “Trinket

sind wir begeistert!”

We do not want to reel insensibly

like the steer drunk from brand-

ing,

straight shall walk those drunk

with thee,

in full possession of their senses

they shall stride!

ihr, seid ihr betrunken, trinken wir,

Wolff-Bartholomae translated: “Nicht sollen sie mir beliebig

wie das Stierbanner (das Reichsbanner aus Stierfell oder mit

einem Stierbild, das im Winde schwankt) sich einher bewegen,

(wenn) sie (dich) geniessen; stracks vorwarts sollen die gehen

(die) sich an dir begeistern; mit energischem Schaffensdrang

sollen sie sich einstellen!”

Similarly Lommel: “Nicht soil mir wer davon getrunken hat,

wie das Stierbanner (Anspielung auf das iran. Reichsbanner,

das der Schmied Kava aus einem Lederschurz hergestellt hatte)

nach Belieben ( ? schwankend) sich einherbewegen. Wunder-

bar mogen herbeikommen deine Rausche, wirksam mogen sie

kommen!”

Skr. translation (in Unvala’s Engl, translation) : “Mayst thou

not go away quickly out of battle like the bull-banner.”

Bartholomae and Lommel, both attributing to the Awesta a higher

antiquity than the Achaemenian and Median empires, yet take no of-

fense at the “Iranian imperial banner” which implies the existence of

that empire. Fortunately, drafsa, here, is not the Iranian banner, be-

having like a drunkard and deserting the battle, but the “signum, NP.
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dirafs, diros, punch and branding-iron,” cf. Altp.lnschr. 348s. Recently

(jras 1942), Henning found MP. drafsa(g), misspelled grafsa, in the

name of the 19th moon-station, equal to Gr. kentron, sting of the scor-

pius, NP. nls i gazdum, Arab, shaula. “Receiving” the daxsta, impress

of the branding-iron, is called “asito, having drunk,” like NP. “xurda,

having eaten, suffered.” It has been said: “The Persians are omnivorous,

they eat—mixurand—everything,” cf. Amer. to swallow. After the

branding the cattle raise themselves stunned and staggering to their

feet like a drunkard.

Zoroaster does not allow the word hbma to pass his lips, only two of

his sayings allude to it. In Y.32,14—see under ‘Welcome’—he declaims

against words which he attributes to sacrificial priests, and which must

be a quotation, adapted to his meter, from a pre-Zoroastrian hymn to

Homa:

gaus jadyai yo durosam socayat avo!

“the steer must be slaughtered, that it may inflame to help him-before-

whom-death-flees
!”

gaus jadyai is the opposite to gaus azi agnya in Y.haft. 38,5: “the cow

must not be slaughtered,” and both sayings embody ideas of high antiq-

uity, with Vedic connections. The same is valid for durosa, Ved. du-

rosa, an Aryan epithet of Hdma,4
the meaning of which resembles Sum.

gestin, “tree of Life.” Bartholomae annotates that Homa gets part of

the sacrifice as inducement; according to Y.11,4 it was the hahvarna,

jaw-bone.

The second place is Y.48,10:

kada mazda ,manrois‘ naro visante

kada ajan muftram ahya madahya

ya ahraya karpano
+
rdpayante

yaca xratu dusxsa#ra dahyunam

“When, o Mazdah, will the warriors, from their intoxication, recover

their senses, when (at last) wilt Thou slay that urine of a wine, after

which, in their evil will, the sacrificers and the evil satraps belch ?”

In contrast to huxsatfra in st.5, the satraps are here called dusxsa^ra

because they get drunk, together with the naro, the noble xsafhfya,

4 Cf. Bailey, Transact. Phil.-Soc. 1936, 85s; and Duchesne, Comp.ar. p.272.
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and the karpano of Homa who abet them; therefore their xratu>
will

and knowledge, is called ahra, from ahra manyu.5

i?F.i,8o says “made” for “soma,” and likewise Zoroaster uses “mada,

mead, new wine, Germ. Most” in order to avoid the hated word homa.

Aw. mad- is “to get drunk,” masta “drunk” and “ruttish”; the highest

degree is ayryamaSimastama. In the first line, where the Mss. offer

m^narois, m^n.narois, the redactor seems to have transformed the bisyl-

labic instr.-abl.pl. of a genuine *madra, ‘mandra, which offended him

in the holy gatha.

+
ropayante (Mss. -ti) is spelled with p in all Mss. Wb.\ denom.pres.

of *rupa “Scheinbild,” hence “betriigen.” B. Geiger and Lommel see

in it a word for “causing stomach-ache.” It seems to me to be the same

word Homer uses of the drunk Polypheme : 6 8’ ipevyero olvoftapeiaiv,

whether the p be right or to be replaced by g: Vrup-, Lat. ructare,

Germ, riilpsen, an onomatopoetic word of the aboriginal IE.
6

What was Homa? Viticulture spread from Asia Minor into Syria,

Mesopotamia and Armenia as early as the copper age, the fourth mil-

lennium b.c., imported by the miners coming from the Cappadocian

Pontus: Chalybes, Tibarenoi and others.
7 Many indigenous peoples

therefore adopted the Anatolian names with the thing. Gr. ampelos,

“vine,” is such a loanword, cf. the common placenames Amlada in

Lycaonia, Ablata in Cappadocia, Amblada in Pisidia and ‘Pov-

crovp.f3\a8a, with hronds-, name of a god, in Cilicia. The word is

Lyc. eple, apla, and was transferred, as Ebla, later Abina (Tell-Amarna-

period), Abila (Hellen.), Abil (al-suq) (Arabic) to the Antilibanos

as early as NaramSln and Gudea. Near Ebla-Abil lies Arab. Hulwan

dhu 1-kurum, “with the vineyards,” where the most famous wine of

antiquity was grown: Ezekiel 27,8 halbon, Nebuchadnezzar (Wadi

Brisa) hilbunu, Gr. XaXvfiwviov olvov , which the kings drank in Susa,

Strabo 15,3,22.—The Babylonians said karanu, another loanword, writ-

5 ahra> a and x rat^> separated by Bartholomae and Andreas, must be connected as K. E.

Punegar does in his translation “through (their) carping (intelligence)” and “through (their

carping) intelligence.”

6 Cf. rozo and ropi, rupi, Pahl.transl. ropas, “fox” under ‘ArdvI.*

7 With this problem I have dealt in a still unpublished Ms. on the historical geography of the

Anc. Near East.
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ten with the Sum. ideogr. cestin, “tree of life,” Ar. durosa; Syr. karma,

Arab, karm, kurum, and Gr. Kapoivo<s.
s

To Iran, viticulture was likewise brought by Anatolian prospectors.

The Chalybes, in whose original home on the Pontus mod. Unye still

bears the old name Oivorj, and who had settled in Aleppo = Chalybon

and Hulwan dhu 1-kurum = Chalybon, settled also at the ‘aqabat Hul-

wan, the Paitaq Pass, the gate of Iran. Alwan, Halwan is mentioned

since the Sargonic period, modern Sarpul, where viticulture is attested

since antiquity, and where many antique stone wine-presses are lying

between the town and the rock with the sculptures of Annubanini.

The Tibarenoi, Tabal, their neighbors on the Pontus, between the

coast and Diwrigi-Tephrike, who settled in the fourth millennium in

Sumer, in Bad-Tibira, ideogr. bad.urud.nagar, “settlement of the Cop-

per-smiths” and who are later known in the richest mining region of

the Taurus, went also to Iran, where Salmanassar mentions them, in

838 b.c., the very years of the appearance of the Aryans there, in the

Kurdish region south of the Urmiya Lake towards Sunqur and Kinga-

war, near Kirmanshahan. Tabaristan on the Caspian Sea still bears

their name.

Other Cappadocians, from the Pontus, i.e. people from Hitt. Kiz-

watna, settled at the south end of the “Antimon mountain” between

Zanjan and Kazwin, in Kitpat, a town which bore that name, > ka0-

wat, qahvaS till about a.d. 1300, mod. Sa’Inqaleh. All these are mining-

and wine-districts. On a bronze “letter of franchise,” granted by a

“king of Abdadana” to an Assyrian tamqaru, “merchant,” to be dated

ca. 1200 b.c., GESTiN-karanu, “wine” is mentioned; Abdadana was sit-

uated near west of Kitpat -QahvaS. This documents the famous wine

of the Kazwin region.

Sardur of Urartu says “I planted vine in my ki.cu,” garden, in Van,

Rusas-town, and Sargon, having conquered Ulhi, north of Tawrlz,

records: “Rusas of Urartu, by a large canal, had his fruit-trees and

vines watered as though by rain,” and after opening the “hidden wine-

8 An analogous case is the Anatolic name for olive oil: Gloss, ct.xviii, pi. 14,8-9: “u.lu =
saman, u.ru = saman,” saman being any oil. Ulu in Anatolian placenames: Uhsu (NaramSIn) =

Ursu (Gudea) =UlIaza (T. Amarna) northern end of Lebanon, Eleutheros valley; or U.i.lu.sa

(Hitt) =’E\aioy<ra m Cilicia, etc. Akk. loanword u.ul samni, e.g. Nebuchadnezzar, cyl. Grot.

11,32 and Wadi Brisi; Sargon, cyl. 55: “the pious speech of my mouth was to my lord’s taste

like olive-oil” (he swallowed it).
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cellars, bit karanesu, the vast hosts of Assur drew the perfumed wine

(homa huboSis) in skins like canal-water.” Viticulture flourished every-

where in Iran before the immigration of the Aryans, and nothing

prevents the assumption that it had reached the—later—famous wine-

regions of Marw, Herat, Balkh and Samarkand at the middle of the

second millennium.

The problem of homa therefore is : On the one hand, vine, cultivated

all over Iran before the advent of the Aryans and after, does not appear

in the Awesta, but is a common product of the country to the present

day. On the other hand, homa, common in the Awesta, is an unknown

plant and drink, described like wine, whose cultivation has left no

trace in the country. To define homa means to explain how wine could

remain unknown to the Awesta, and how the cultivation of homa could

disappear in Iran long before the Arab conquest. The solution is evi-

dent: homa is vine, wine.

“Wine” is a word of Anatolian origin.
9
There are many local names

formed with it, beside OwoTj-Unye of the Chalybes, e.g. an OlvoavSa

in Lycia, on the Xanthos-siyanta river, north of Tlos, in Lyc. inscrip-

tions wn.nu.wa.ta, Hitt, viyanawanta. Compared with the many Ira-

nian names in -vant, Gr. -/rets, -fea-cra the first element is viyana, the

Hitt, word for “wine,” which began with vi-, for, the Sum. ideogr.

gestin has in Hitt, the phon. value vi-, acrostic of the full word. It passed

into Greek as folvos, Lat. *voinum, vinum. Alb. vene, Armen, gini,

also Hebr. yayin. But the Aryan languages did not borrow the name

with the thing, but created a name of their own for it, derived from

Yhu-, “to press (wine),” from the method of making it: homa. The

god Homa is the Aryan Dionysos. The Greeks ascribed to him a trium-

phal march to India, and Alexander’s armies believed to see proof for

this legend in the flourishing viticulture in Eastern Iran as far as India.

What they observed was cultivation and cult of Homa.

The cult of Homa would have played a decisive role in the life of

Zoroaster, in Nyberg’s presentation, 286: “Zoroaster eifert immer gegen

die nachtlichen Orgien des Haoma Kultes, Gegenstand seines bren-

nendsten Hasses und flammensten Pathos.” 287: “Der Haoma-Kult

9 Cf. O. Schrader, SprachtergL und Urgesch. 50; Meillet, Introd.
6
343; Hrozny, -Sprache der

Hettitcr, 5; Sommer, Hettitica iaf.
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hat seine Heiligkeit wiedergewonnen. Ich glaube nicht, dass die Ge-

meinde, das innerste Pathos des Propheten vergessend . . . und untreu

. . . nach seinem Abscheiden einen Kult aufgenommen hatte, der sich

nicht zuriickdrangen liess [sic]. Es ist undenkbar [unthinkable, as the

insolvable dilemma just quoted actually is] dass man gewagt haben

sollte, vorsatzlich eine Aenderung des Kultes vorzunehmen. ... So

bleibt nichts andres ubrig, als die Voraussetzung, dass Zarathustra sel-

ber, als ein Glied des Synkretismus, der die Grundlage seiner Missions-

praxis bildete, auch den Haoma aufgenommen hat,” murrain ahya

madahya. 288: “Die auflosende Wirkung hat Zarathustra nicht ver-

meiden konnen, als er selber den Haoma Kult in seine Gemeinde ein-

fiihrte. . . . Der maga hat dadurch den Todesstoss erhalten,” 201: “der

Herzpunkt der Religion der Gatha Gemeinde.”

This is totally incompatible with another theory, developed p.247,

that Zoroaster himself arranged a collection of his songs for the litur-

gical use of his parish, adding a preface to it, both of course unwritten.

What we have would be this second, oral edition, in which Homa is

called “this urine of a wine.” 268: “Zarathustra hatte als Religionsstifter

einen offenen Blick fur die Grundwerte der Mithra-Religion [the god

to whom he dealt the “crushing blow nana!” see under ‘Mithra’] und

ihm hat er vor allem im Haoma-Kult eine Statte gegeben,” in the mu0ra

ahya madahya.

P.268: “Zarathustra hatte damit sicher recht [he merely does not say

so] dass der Haoma Rausch [of the Mithra community] unvereinbar

sei mit dem heiligen Rausch des maga [of the Gatha community],

der vielleicht von dem weit tiefer wirkenden Hanfrausch unterstutzt

war,” whereas the Achaemenids “den Flug der Seele ... in einem

ehrlichen Weinrausch suchten.” Actually, the homa intoxication of the

Mithra community and the wine intoxication of the Achaemenids were

the same, both “propter nimium est est,” and the Mithra people de-

served the same extenuating circumstances “honest.” He reproaches

them, 196: “Wer sich bei Nacht mit haoma berauschte, konnte un-

moglich am Tage danach [the day after] arbeitsfahig sein,” but fails

to say at what time the Gatha people were capable of working whose

“cult of the day-god was connected with trance and hypnotic narcotisa-

tion.” As to the prophet: maga means “wedding”; “hemp” is a mere

assumption. Calling hashish smoking “holy intoxication,” does not
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influence the hangover effect. “Burningest hatred and flamingest pa-

thos” are foreign to hashish smokers; a friend of mine, past fifty, whom
I asked, said : “I feel no effect on my health, but it makes you take life

less passionately and more philosophically.”

In a disconnected sentence in Vid. 19,20 Zoroaster asks AhuraMazdah:

“O Omniscient, sleepless art Thou, without bang, abanha!” As a ques-

tion this must mean “how is it that . . .
,” and “not even bang, which

you don’t take, would make you sleep.” Certainly, to take bang was

not considered a virtue. In Vid. 19,41, the demon Kunda is called banha

vibanha, Pahl.transl. mast yut mast, drunk without drinking, banha >
NP. bang, Arab, bandj, is hashish, canapis. As vegetable fiber, hemp

replaced wdth Iranians and Scythians the linen used in the western

world, and according to Herodotus iv',73-74, the Scythians used to

strew hemp-seed on hot stones when taking a steam-bath, the vapors

having a narcotizing effect. Otherwise, the name of the plant appears

only once more, in Vid. 15,14, as abortive, presumably used internally.

Nothing is known of the use of hemp as a narcotic prior to the Arsacid

period.

The two places in the Videvdad, both dating from the beginning of

our era, show that at that time taking hashish was considered as shame-

ful, “unehrlich.” Only at the end of the Sasanian period, in the Arta-

viraz book, composed at that time and attributed to the beginning of

that period, bang is used to send the saint in his dream on the journey

through heaven and hell. But even he makes his will before taking

the drug. Customs change, mostly for the worse. The venerable Mus-

taufi al-mamalik, who had inherited the Ministry of Finances at the

age of fifteen and had been Prime Minister more than once, told me,

when the Opium Commission of the League of Nations visited Persia:

“In the house of my father there were about a thousand servants, one

of whom perhaps did smoke opium
;
if I had still a thousand servants,

—

he had given away almost all his great wealth,—there might be one

among them that did not smoke.”

The use of hashish in Zoroaster’s time is an imagination. The mys-

terious homa is wine, a reality. Y. 19,16 advises:

homa . . .
pleno titulo . . . yaf?a hvarante vahisto!

“Wine drinking is the best!”
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And the old chevalier Chardin found, on the wall in an inn at Isfahan,

the verse, a “ri^ta" to which life amounts: “Life is intoxication con-

tinual, the pleasure is passing, the hangover lasting.”

Herodotus iv,23 reports, from tales of Scythians and far-traveled

Greeks in the Pontic emporia, that, at the far confines of the Scythian

plains at the ascent of high mountains, there lived a people of “bald-

heads,” hairless by nature, pug-nosed and with square jaw, cnpol Kal

yevea exovres peyaXa, with a language of their own, but Scythian

dress. Everyone dwells under a tree and hangs a white felt cover over

it, as shelter in winter, but not in summer. They live on the fruits of

that tree which is not higher than a fig-tree and is called ttovtlkov.

It has a fruit like a bean, Kvap-os, but with an inner kernel, irvprjv.

When the fruit is ripe, they strain it through a cloth
;
they lick or drink,

mixed with milk, the black juice, called acrxv ,
which trickles through,

and make also rraXadai, lozenges, of the thick residue and eat them.

Nobody does a thing to these people; they are regarded as holy, bear

no arms, decide the disputes their neighbors bring before them. The

asylum they give to fugitives is never violated. Their name is

’ApyipTraloi .

10

Argimpaioi cannot be interpreted as “bald-headed”; rather could

Ctesias’ Kakvo-rpLoi < ’karva.sar.iya, have this meaning, a name he

translates by “dog-heads” (thinking of Aram, kalba?). Argimpaioi is

the same name as Arimaspoi in the Issedonian story of Aristeas, which

Herodotus translates by “one-eyed.” Both are adjectives derived from

the name of the Scythian Ardvlsura Argimpasa, cf. under ‘ArdvT and

the etymology of Pasargadai under ‘Mada-Parsa.’

Ctesias mentions the Kapva ra ttovtlkix, Ind. frgmt. 19, see under

‘Harvatat,’ where he speaks of the siptachora-tree : “The tree is said to

bear fruits in clusters, like the vine, and yet have berries like the pon-

tika nuts.” Kapva are nuts in general, according to Athenaeus n,53,b

“hard-shelled nuts, also almonds in Attic.” In n,57,c he says about the

kernels of pine-cones: “Hippocrates, in his book on tisanes, TTruravr),

calls them kokkoAovs (kernels), but most say 'irvpijva's, as Herodotus

10 Var.l. op~j ifiiraiot, apXunraioi. Herodotus’ attitude towards the linguistic problem is:

argimpaioi in Sc>thian tales, arimaspoi in Issedonian tales, retold by Scythians; but both names

are Scythian.
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of the pontika.” Theophrast uses “karya” for cherry-stones. That it was

the fruit of the siptachora-tree that resembled the pontika nuts is hard

to believe, because manna is no fruit, but the resin of various trees;

sirexist
,

11 known in Europe under the name “Turkish Delight,” is

called after its shape, palathe of Herodotus, and since Ctesias, as

physician, was interested in these products, he probably called the form

of the products, not the fruits similar.

111

Athenaeus n,53,b quotes Nicandrus of Colophon—of whose didactic

poems just the O^pLaKa and aXeZufidppaKa, pharmaceutical works, full

of rare and unknown vocables, are preserved—as saying, some called

the pontic nuts \6mp,a, while the dictionaries of Hermionax and

Timarchides gave Aios fiaKavov, “Zeus’ acorn” as second name. The

Deipnosophists evidently did not know the fruit itself, but only its

name from Alexandrinian books, and the thing belonged to the sphere

of pharmaceutics. Besides Ctesias and Nicandrus, only Galenus, also a

physician, speaks of it, ed. Kuhn, vi,335: “a boil, sometimes as large as

a pontikon nut, sometimes twice or thrice that size.” This description

is far from implying that the measure was generally known. In Arab

pharmacology the word is used as weight.

Herodotus and Ctesias use the name for something not known to

the Greeks; hence, it cannot mean “Pontic” relevant to the Pontus,

Black Sea. Neither is Tomaschek’s etymology right: “Scyth. *pan0ika,

‘belonging to the road,’ because carried as ‘viaticum.’ ” Herodotus does

not say so, but gives it as the name of the tree; and Ctesias never uses

Scythian, but only Old Persian names. But, like the Kapva irepcriKa,

o-tvcomKa, or like “malus punica, sinica” the fruit was surely called

after the country where it grew.

11 sir “milk, sweet”; %ist “brick”; in Khurasan extracted from olive trees; used in mod.

India instead of older tabaslr < Skr. tvakslra “bark-milk, -sugar.” The usual Pers. word is

tar.angubln, from angubln “honey,” Kurd. gaz.

lla A similar case: At the siege of Tigranocerta the Roman artillery used afiuy/iov and yayyrjris,

cf. Sallustius, Hist. Josephus, Antiqu.20,25, “from the country Kapdcov,” i.e. Qardu, Gor-

dyene. afuofiov is Pliny’s pissasphaltos, nh . xxiy,7 and the yayyrjns stone is jet (Gagat), Arab.

Pers. mumiyai, cf. Hamdallah, nuzhat 217 “found near al-Mausil,” and Curzon, Persia and the

Pers. Question 11,521. But Strabo says, xvi , i ,24: “Gordyene bears the aromatic to a/iwfxop and the

yayylnv stone which drives reptiles away,” and Theophrast and Dioscurides, too, call “Armenia

and Media” (Gordyene) the home of the dmomon herb; similarly the Armen, commentary to

Jeremiah and Exod. 30,23: “from Tmorik
4

,” a canton of Kordik 4

-Gordyene. The herb is “sweet

cinnamon” and the tree does not grow in a latitude more northern than South Arabia. All these

authors, even the great botanists, mistake the plant for the mineral, because the only thing they

knew was the preparation.
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As something well known, the pontikon appears only in two papyri

from the Fayyum. In Pap.Zenon, Cairo n.59 702 (Grenfell-Hunt) I.22,

a half choinos of pontika costs 2 oboli; in Pap.Flinders Petrie, vol.m,

n.1422, I.13, one choinos costs one drachm. Both papyri are private ac-

counts, in both Kapva appear as a separate item. In the Fayyum the

pontikon was known and cheap.

Low, Aram.Pflanzennamen, quotes Syr. puntaqa from Elias of Nisi-

bis (ed. de Lagarde). As pharmaceutic term this Syriac word may be

a loanword from Greek. S. Fraenkel, Aram. Fremdw., derived Arab,

bunduq, by this puntaqa, from Gr. pontika. But NP. and Arab, bunduq,

funduq is, in distinction from the Greek, a familiar word for small nuts,

acorns, beans, and besides for pills. The dictionaries, like Lisan, explain

it as “fruit of a tree, round as a (small) nut, with an inner kernel,

similar to that of the pistachio” (Arab, fustuq < Ir. "pistaka, NP. pis-

tah). Therefore we translate bunduq by “hazel-nut.” The wide applica-

tion shows that it had become a generic word. In the majatih, ed. van

Vloten 179, in the list of pharmaceutic weights, “al-bunduq= 1 dirham,”

is entirely an abstract word. Such names of weights are either of Greek

provenance, or words like nut, bean, pea, grain. Arab, bunduq, funduq,

which passed back into mod. Persian, retains the MP. form *pundaq <
OP. ‘puntaka. The dialectic development would be "pundah in the

north, ’punnah in the south.
12

In Ctesias’ mouth, pontikon renders OP. 'puntaka, without relation

to Gr. pontos. Likewise in Herodotus, who may have thought it to be

a Scythian word. But ’puntaka or ’puntika is a normal OP. adjective of

origin and means “from Punt, Puntic, Puntian.” It is by no means a

coincidence that the classical pharmacology knew the word from Egyp-

tian sources, and that the thing itself appears only in the Fayyum

papyri. If Herodotus’ description gives the impression that middle-

12 The change nd>nn in Fars: Gannawah < *gand.ab.ag, near Bushire. bunduq is to be

separated from (2) Arab, funduq <Gr. 7ravdox^ov, (3) bunduq, bunduqi, also qaus al-bunduq,

“crossbow, arcubahsta,*’ and its missile. This name was hitherto assumed to ha\e passed from
the missile, resembling a bunduqa, hazel-nut, to the weapon, and later from the crossbow to

fire-weapons and bullets. That is wrong, as an anecdote in Hammer-Purgstalf shows: In a.d.

906/1500, the Venetians imported the first fire-weapons to Cairo. The sultan GhdrI and his

amirs despised a weapon that could be handled without personal danger. Only when the Vene-
tians hinted that the Egyptians might succumb to just this despised weapon in their fight against

the Turks, they took it. bunduqi, hence, is “Venetian,” not only the fire-weapon, but the older

crossbow. The date is earlier than that of the anecdote, for in the military Museum of St. Irene

in Stambul there is a cannon with inscription of Qaitbay.
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Asiatic mountains far to the east of the Scythian plains were the home,

the story must have shifted the locality, and though Herodotus’ words

do not sound so, Aristeas’ Arimaspeia must be the source. Argimpaioi

is but a variant of Aristeas’ Arimaspoi. “One-eyed” and other fabulous

creatures were imagined by Homer and Hesiod as living in Ethiopia.

Aristeas’ poem can be the indirect source of the stories Herodotus

heard from the Scythians. The story fits perfectly into that sociological

utopia which the miracle-man adorned with tales heard anywhere.

He was known on the Proconnesus and in Metapont, and some reality

is behind his wide journeys. If they led him to the Scythians and on the

other side as far as Lower Italy, he was surely also in Egypt, where he

may have heard the story of the pontikon. One point in Herodotus’

version itself contradicts altogether the conception that Central Asia

was the home: life under trees, in winter only covered by a felt, is a

picture utterly impossible for that region. It presumes a climate where

even at great altitude winter and summer differ only in rainfall. If on

the slope of such mountains a tree is described as growing not higher

than a fig, with a fruit in shape of a bean with hard shell and kernel,

Arab, qishr and bunn, which, when filtered, gives a black, oily juice

that gets dry, then this is word for word a description of the coffee, as

it grows between 3000 ft. and 4000 ft. altitude on the slopes of the South

Arabian and Abyssinian mountains. That country, on both sides of the

Bab al-mandab is the land Punt, Put of the OP. inscriptions, see under

‘Sea.’

The pontikon tree is the coffee tree. The Arab, name for the tree

and the bean, bunn, is assumed to be derived from Abyss, bun, the

provenance and etymology of which is unknown. But bunn is the

Arabic pronunciation of South Persian *punn < MP. ‘pund OP. punt,

the pontikon of Herodotus.

Since the name of the Argimpaioi and their word puntikam belong

to an Iranian dialect, the enigmatical acryv ought to be likewise an

Iranian word. It seems to be OI. amsu, Ir. ansu in Y.10,2, written ^su,

perhaps pronounced with gutt. 13, which designates the “pulp” of homa
in the havanam.

Arab, qahwah was originally a word of poetry for a white wine, thus

in many poems and anecdotes of the hjtab al-Aghani
, the scene of which
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is Samarra in the ninth century a.d. The word was applied to coffee

as late as about a.d. 1400 when Sufis in South Arabia started to drink

plenty of coffee before their ecstatic exercises. Before each draught they

shouted “ya qawi!, o Strong one!”, one of the 999 epithets of Allah,

chosen because the numerical value of its letters is the same as that of

qahwah, 116. Thus the mystic contents of the word were the reason

why it was used for coffee; it is not derived from the Kaffa-region in

Abyssinia. The introduction and propagation in South Arabia is as-

cribed to several Sufis, the oldest of which is ‘Ali b. ‘Umar al-Shadhili,

821/1418, and it is reported that before that time only the bean, bunn,

not the shell, qishr, was used for preparing coffee. What happened

about 1400, then, was not the discovery that coffee could be consumed,

but the finding of the modern method of brewing coffee. In Abyssinia,

one still eats powdered coffee mixed with milk; in Arabia one still

eats the beans, in Persia dry powder; like the preparation described by

Herodotus, those are prehistoric methods. Coffee itself was known.

Richard Starr informed me that among the remains of grains, discov-

ered in the “Hurrian stratum” of Nuzi, i.e. about 1400 b.c., the scientific

analysis stated one coffee bean.

Now, as in an old mystery play, “adventavit asinus, pulcher et fortis-

simus”:

Names of wines, like qahwah, are names of origin; already the

Arthasastra says: “Its origin is its name,” and thus it was not only in

India, but everywhere, qahwah is not Arabic, and can, as to its form,

be derived from an Iranian ‘kahvah < *ka#waka. This word occurs in

the tariff of a surgeon in Fi^.7,42: The surgeon can charge for an opera-

tion on the chief of a house, nmanapatis, one head of big cattle of

inferior quality, on a vispatis the same of middle quality, on a zantu-

patis the same of best quality, and on a dahyupatis a chariot harnessed

with four horses. For an operation on their wives he may charge,

in the first case, a she-ass, kjzdtt/a, in the second a cow, in the third a

mare, in the fourth a she-camel. The tariff is now in the Videvdad, in

which it can hardly be put before the beginning of our era, but the

social structure was no longer in existence, payments in kind were re-

placed by money, one no longer drove in a chariot; altogether, the tariff

itself is much older, from the sixth-fifth century b.c.

The meaning “she-ass” of kafHva is required by the context and cor-
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roborated by the Pahl. transl. hmr’ (ideogr.) and NP. xar < OP. xara 5

this is the normal word, while ka#wa must be a special donkey, not a

mule, astar < Med. ‘aspatara, OP. *asatara, compar. of aspa “horse.’
3

Like wines, domestic animals are called after the region where the

special breed was bred; it is enough to recall, for Iran, the Nesaean

horses from Nisaya, or “mesaia” from Mesa, arsibini from Rzifya. One

has Herefords and Brahmas in America, Shropshires in Europe. A
region in Kirman, not far from the straits of Hormuz, bears the name

KavOcovLKTj on Ptolemy’s map, i.e. OP. *ka0wanika. The source of all

his very accurate knowledge of South Iran is Eratosthenes, and through

him the general staff of Alexander. As Kahvan, Kahun, that name was

alive in the middle ages.
13 The place was two days from Siragan on the

road to Rustaq i Rustaq (mod. Rustak), these two between Furg

(OP. Parga) and Tarun (OP. Tarava). The name means “donkey-

country.”
14 Today the region of course has donkeys, but no special ones.

But opposite, on the Arabian side of the straits, in Bahrain, is the home

of the famous white Bahrain donkeys, with their enormous ears, and

Yaqut iv,209, quotes from abu Hanlfa’s kjt. al-nabdt, book on botany, the

mountain qahivan there, which stretches along the coast of ‘Uman, out-

side the straits. Thus the Bahrain donkeys seem to be the issue of the

antique kaf?wa.

Now, also in Greek, k<xv9o)v, fem. Kav9i<s, and Kav9rj\io>? mean “don-

key”; there, too, it is not the usual but a special word, not common.

In a scholion to Aristophanes’ Vespes 179, a ko.v9o)v, is called “big”;

a Libyan ko.v9u>v is described like a zebra. Xenophon, Cyrop. 7,5,11

uses ovoi Kav9rjXioL, “donkeys with packsaddles,” for such animals in

the army. Word and thing are the same, but their phonetics forbid

common linguistic descent. Both are loanwords, both names of origin,

and the land of origin must have been between Iran and Greece, in

Anatolia.

Asia Minor has always been famous for its horses, donkeys and

mules. Still before the time of Hammurapi, in the 19th century b.c., the

Assyrians had organized the import of horses from the Halys region

to Assur, for military purposes. The Iliad says 11,852:

feveTojv odev rjpuovcov yevo<s ayporepdcov. These Veneti lived in

13 Istakhrl 168. b.Hauqal 224, MuqaddasI 473.
14 Not iar from it is a “camel-country,” Deh i suturun, Ptolemy’s Ka/j.rjXo^oa'Koi.
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Paphlagonia, Strabo 5,1,4. On the other hand, 11 . xxr/,279 : “they har-

nessed the mules, the strong-hoofed, that pull in the traces, which once

the Mysians had sent Priamus as a magnificent present.” Anacreon,

frgm. 25 Bergk, calls the Mysians “inventors” of mule breeding: ltttto-

dopov Se Mwrot evpelv pu^iv ovcov irpos ittttovs. Lat. mulus < mus.los,

through Thracian and Illyrian, means “the Mysian ass.”
10

Strabo 12,

C.539, calls Bagadaonia, situated towards Armenia, especially ovaypo-

/36to<;. Breeding of mules is not merely a human “invention”: I once

had bought, in 1912, at ‘Anah on the Euphrates, a beautiful mule, the

father of which was an onager, wild ass
; it had the reddish color of a

deer. Pliny, in his chapter on mules, nh. V11144, distinguishes between

hinnies: “equo et asina genitos mares hinnulos antiqui vocabant,” and

mules: “contraque mulos quos asini et equae generarent,” and quotes

the amazing belief “Theophrastus vulgo parere in Cappadocia tradit,”

whereas in other regions they did not propagate.

From the article “Esel” in Pauly R£. I learn that Brunnhofer, already

in 1900, had explained Katpatuka-Cappadocia as Iran. ka#wa plus

Skr. toka [the word is attested in Iran, by the gloss tvk<x]. Katpatuka

is no Iranian name, but that of a region adjoining Armenia which

the Medes applied to their new satrapy of Central Asia Minor in

585 b.c., after the Alyattes treaty, -tp- is no Iranian sound and represents

what had become of Hittite -zv- in Kizvatna (last mention about

1200 b.c.) at that time, in the mouth of Armenians. The Persians re-

tained the Median spelling; the Greeks transformed it to Kair-n-aSo/ce?.

The stem was kitpat-, a name known to the Assyrians in the 8th cen-

tury as that of a town in Media, Kitpat(tia), which survived down to

a.d. 1400 as QahvaS, between Zandjan and Kazwin. kahvaS < *ka#wat

proves that -tp- in Katpatuka was pronounced like -0w-. The region

is rich in minerals and viniculture, and the name preserves that of set-

tlers from Kizvatna, Cappadocia Pontica. There was something right

in Brunnhofer’s wrong etymology: the kaflwa-donkey is the “Cappa-

13
J. H. Bonfante gave me the long history of this etymology, first advanced by G. Meyer, i.f.

1,232, elaborated by Schrader-Nehring. Kca///./(/g-.AItertumskunde, 1929, 2,52. Schrader, as

also Ernout-Meillet, Diction., last edition. <.v., reject the assumption, equally improbable for

zoological reasons, implied in Bartholomae's connecting of mulus with Aw. muza in the n.pr.

saimuzi of Yt. 13, and with uryAos in Hesychios: ‘'Phoctan. ass for breeding.” In Saimuzi the

archet. can only have shown s for z, and mvsy may mean “Mysian” like mulus, if it means such

an animal at all.
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docian donkey,” as “mulus” is the “Mysian ass.” They were bred in

Iran in KavdcoviKq and the Bahrain donkeys descend from them.

The name of the wine is nothing else: qahwah is the Cappadocian

wine, *ka0waka > *kahva(g) > Arab, qahwah. Like bunduq the Arab,

word is a loan from Middle Persian. In Middle Median it would be

*kafa(g), almost the form, Arab, qahwah assumed in the European

languages. Our “wine” is an Anatolian word, and “coffee” comes from

“Cappadocia, Kizvatna.”



XXXII. APAM NAPAT

apUTTOV TO Vdlop

In countries poor in rainfall, like Iran and Eranvez, the original

home of the Aryans, all agriculture depends on irrigation. This experi-

ence of the Aryans before their separation has left a mark in a special

feature of their picture of the world: an outer dike, OI. setu, Ir. hetu

around the ocean Yurukrtam which encircled the round earth like a

broad stream, a notion of people that had banked the two big rivers

of their country, Vahvi and Ranha, for irrigation. The surname of the

Sarasvati-harahvatx, “hetumant, with many dikes,” at Alexander’s

time ‘Hxvju.ai'Spo?, still today Hilmand—comes down from the Aryan

period.

In Yt.13,9 the Fravarti support the earth “on which the waters flow in

canals, 0rdtastaco apo tacinti naviya,” and in the Mithra yasht, 10,14,

arya.sayanam is the country “where the waters of broad canals work

foaming, yahmiya apo naviya prowls ysoSaha #waxsante,” a way of

describing natural to people that lived in artificially irrigated lands.

Ardvl has the epithet “aSuiraSana, increasing the canals” in Yt.5,1,

and the first month of the Persian calendar, originally 21.m-20.1v, was

called “adukanis, canal-digging.”

Vid.3,4: “Where on earth is it best? Where one cultivates most,

by watering unwatered land, yat an.apam ai
1 apam krnoti.” In 213

Sel. = 98 b.c., a bronze statue was put up for Zamaspes, stratiarch of

Susa, and its inscription says :

2

Aai|/tXecr[iv] 7ra[y]at? o-[vv]evdyp.ei'ov [a<j)0ovo]v v[8cop]

Tov8[eicrov yat] a? irkova-topovv Wero.

Tcov kXtjpovs avecraxre vakal XeubOei’Tas d[iai8pous]

Nepacrt TovSelcrov Kapiro<f>6pov ‘? depevos.

The contrast of apa and anapa is the dominating feature of the whole

country. An.apa “without water,” becomes the general word for

“desert,” 17 awBpo<;, however rich the soil may be. The frequent

group dast u viyapan appears first in MirMan.111,28,18 and in Draxt

Astir.-, viyap alone in Aydt\.Zar.\ in Fz'J.3 and 10 “vi.apatama vi.urvara-

1 Cf. Bartholomae, ZAirWb. 134. Perhaps pseudo-Aw. rendering of MP. ev “if, when.”

2 F. Cumont, crai, 1931, 238-50, Inscriptions de Suse. Cf. Mem.Miss.Arch. Perse xx, 1928.
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tama, entirely void of water and vegetation”; NP. “biyaban, desert, <
Aw. viyapa, without water.” “Corn-land,” Ved. and Ir. urvara, stretches

as far as one can conduct, fra.bar-, water.

One word for irrigation is Vhrz-, cf. vishrzana under ‘Videvdad,

Hareva.’ The spade used for digging the small ditches is called kastram,

kanstram, enumerated in Vid. 14,11 among the tools of a vastrya-fsuyant,

farmer, with the descriptive adj. patisharzanam varzayantam, Pahl.

“kas [ke] pads kanend, bel, spade for digging.” bil is still the usual

word, also in ‘Iraq; patishrza < Ar. ‘pati.srg’ha.

Another word is Vhic-, hinc-, “to draw” water, cf. Hiibschmann,

PersStud. 10, not “to pour” (if7A 1727: giessen); one does not “pour,”

but “lift and conduct” irrigation water. In all Semitic languages, too,

the term is dl’, to draw, with a “Akk. dalu, Arab, dalw, bucket.”

Vid.5,5: “na tat apam hincad avi yava.caranyam, suppose a man would

draw water on a barley-field. . .
.” The same idiom had been used

in the Akk. legend of Sargon of Akkad who was raised as apprentice

of the “naq me, water-drawer,” Aqqi—a name which itself means “I

drew water” and is formed like Old Semitic divine names, a fact that,

alone, shifts the origin of the institution far back into prehistory. The

name Moses must have the same meaning, not as Gen.2,10 says: “She

called his name mosah and spoke: for I have drawn him out of the

water,” for the participle is active, the “drawer,” not the “drawn.” In

history, NaramSln (Ur n° 275) makes the captive king of Aleppo

work at a water-wheel (with buckets), Akk. dali narabti, Arab,

daliya.

naviya is still generally translated “navigable” by scholars who
imagine the “Awesta-people” living without knowledge of agriculture

as “nomads of the steppes” around Marw and Khvarizm. In Arabia,

with similar conditions, the bedouins only “navigate” the “ship of the

desert.” Navigability is no quality of water, but of rivers, and naviya

is never used of rivers, but only of water, naviya, a qualificative adj.

like xaniya “water in springs,” catiya “in wells,” parsuviya “in canals,”

variya “in ponds, lakes,” means “water in nav,” and OIr. nav, like NP.

nav, is “every long hollow tube, pipe, water-canal, especially ‘canalis

per quam aqua molam agens fluit,’ the mill-ditch.” The word is the

same as Gr. vavs, Lat. navis, because the primeval form of a boat was
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a dug-out. TPars.: “nay e andar gawr e zamig, hollows (channels) in

the bowels (gawr < Aw. garwa, uterus) of the earth.”

F/^.14,16: The penalty for injuring an otter is “to turn, roll (fra.-

rvisyat) seven beams (prtavo, not ‘bridge’)” and another penalty in

18,74 “to stretch, spread (frascimbanoit) thirty frascimbana, beams,

over apo naviya, irrigation ditches.” A river spanned by a beam would

not be “navigable.” fraskamb, Arab, djassara, is “to bridge” water by

a djisr, Akk. gasuru, frascimbana, “beam,” the usual bridge of Iranian

and Irakian ditches, whence the proverb “yikhaf ki.man yaruh ‘ala

1-djisr, he is afraid like one going over a bridge,” not that the bridge

might break, but that he might slip off. In Vid. 13,37, a d°g falls “in a

hole, a well, a cleft, the bed of a flowing river,” ruSi = OP. rota, and at

the last in apo naviya, not a “navigable river” where he would swim

to the next boat, but the canis falls in a canalis, or worse, in the deep

shaft of a qanat. In Y/.io,i4, no navigable “rivers flow foaming [up-

stream:] against the Hindukus,” quite apart from the fact, often ad-

duced as counterargument against Nearch’s and Onesikritus’ remarks

on rivers in Persis, that there are no navigable rivers in Iran. In the

repeated formula “with the power of a camel, a stallion, a donkey

[read '‘xaranam f°r garlnam, mountains] and apo naviya,” this is “mill-

trenches,” for water-power is not measured by the number of ships it

carries, but of the mills it turns, afs naviya means “irrigation ditch”

everywhere in the Awesta.

The same at the only place, Beh. §18, where it appears in OP.: “The

army of NidintuBel held the Tigris, there they had taken up position,

uta abis naviya aha; Then I ordered my army to lie on goat skins. . .
.”

During the excavations of Assur, a great number of workmen, living

on the eastern bank of the Tigris, did so twice a day, the usual thing

where there are no ferries, and the only thing for an army without a

fleet. The Akk. text is at variance: “They held the ‘aba’ [probably

‘abba,’ to abubu, inundation, cf. Arab, ‘ubab], the Tigris was at high-

water,
id
Diqlat mali.” Assyrian annals mention occasionally the crossing

of rivers at highwater, e.g. Salmanassar, Obel.27,34; “purat ina mllisu

ebir, I crossed the Euphrates at highwater,” emphasizing the perform-

ance. Of the El. version two ideograms only remain: “MIia
[-].h

GisMAld
.na,” the second a gen. “of a boat.” abis, abis, a

D
bis in OP. is a

hapax. Bartholomae compared, in Wb. 178 and Grdr, §264,2, the meta-
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plastic stems of Ir. ap-, afs, awz with OI. ambhas, citing NP. abis-xvard

as example for “suffix-ablaut.” R. G. Kent, in jaos 62,4, 1942, 269^.,

explains OP. abis < *ap.bhis, instr.pl., takes naviya as a fem.noun,

“navigability,” and arrives at “and on account of the waters there was

navigability”; since it goes on “I ordered the army to lie on goat

skins,” the thread of thought would be: “unfortunately, having no

boats, I ordered.” Moreover, the Tigris is navigable the whole year

through, even at low water, up to a point much farther upstream,

almost to south of Samarra; at full highwater the ferries usually stop

working. An instr.pl. abis could be construed as another example for

Andreas’ theory, nggw 1931, 111,316: OP. raucabis and vi#bis, instr.

in form, nom.-acc.pl. in signification [wrong for vifffiis, a dative] “in

der gleichzeitigen Volkssprache waren alle Pluralkasusendungen gesch-

wunden bis auf dies -bis.” But in view of NP. abisxvard one can regard

abis or anbis as nominative corresponding to Aw. afs in the metapl.

system, at all events, OP. abis naviya is Aw. afs naviya, and the clause

says “and there was a canal, or were canals,” Akk. version “high-

water,” a further obstacle.

apo naviya is translated in Vid. 14,16 and 18,74 by n’vt’k or n’yvt’k,

which the Frhg.Pahl. explains by a NP. gloss: “navdanah, ‘ubur i abgah

ki dar an [ab] mirizad, pipe-system, passages of a basin through which

[water] flows”; apparently a compound with -tak, to Vtak- “to flow,”

hence “pipe-conduit,” cf. 0rotas.tak “running in rivers” under ‘Tistriya.’

There is the topic name Nautaka in East Iran on Ptolemy’s map. Vid.

adds both times, explaining, “kts.” In the Frhg.Pahl. this n’vyt’k is

uzvaris of the ideogr. stmt’,
3
following upon “QN’ = kts.” Sem. qn’

“reed, tube, canal” is a full syn. of Ir. nav. In western regions, Aram.

qn’ is the term for aqueducts of the Roman type, cf. topic names like

Kanatha, Qanawat in Syria. Arab, qanat, pi. qina, is used today in ‘Iraq

and Iran as term for underground canals. The Pahl. Videvdad under-

stood apo naviya= n’vt’k = qn’ kts apparently as the Iranian subterra-

nean type, while the Aw. references to “bridging” them prove that

they were surface ditches, kts, the uzvaris, has disappeared from

mod. language; NP. is kahrez, kffilz, Arab, sihridj, hence OIr. *ka0-

3 Stmt’: S. Fraenkel, Aram.Fremdworter 222, mentions a V stm “to shut," which might lead

to “lock, sluices”; cf. de Goeje, bg* Gloss. 271, on Arab. is/sti>am.—Better: V tmm, for

regular stmmt’, cf. Hamza, ed. Gottwald 43: “Afrasiyab tamma al-qina, obstruit canales,”

leading to “weir.”
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reca and *ca0rica, with the same ending as dihliz < *dvar#ica, from

‘katfra, *ca#ra, to V'kan- “to dig,” cat- “well.”
4 These systems of qanat

or karlz, visible at the surface by the row of their vertical shafts, serve

for opening up as well as conducting water, and have been developed

in Iran since the bronze age; they are first mentioned in history at the

campaign of Antiochus II in Komisene, 209 b.c. In the Sasanian period,

e.g. Tabari 1,873: “during the seven years of drought under Peroz, the

rivers, qina, and springs dried up.” In Samarra there may be nearly a

hundred miles of them.

Irrigation with dams and dikes on rivers, surface and underground

conduits, “drawing” of water, presupposes the knowledge of all the

primitive wheels and similar engines used in Egypt and Babylonia

since prehistoric times: daliya, saqiya, shaduf, cerd (‘Iraq.), drawn by

oxen which go up and down a slope ; in Southern ‘Iraq I have still seen

men drawing the primitive engine, as the king of Aleppo did at the

time of NaramSin. I do not remember where, but I believe I have

seen the largest of these engines, the so-called “Persian wheels or noria

< Arab, naura” in Persia; they are typical for the middle Euphrates

and the Orontes in Syria. The Ir. name dulab is Sem. dul-, dl’, plus Ir.

ap, explained “like a wheel on which water buckets are strung.”
5

Ctesias, Ind. frgm.52M, described the bucket-chains in the royal gar-

dens on the citadel of Susa. Aelian and Plutarch, both, misunderstood

him in a curious way: the oxen did not draw a hundred buckets a day

—which would be nothing—and refused the hundred and first, but

drew chains up to a hundred buckets and became refractory when the

weight was more. Aelian uses the words KaSovs “buckets” and avrXeiv

“to pump,” Plutarch mpiaKTa avrXrjpaTa. Skylax mentions such o^erot

on the Indus, and Herodotus speaks of a legendary reservoir and sluices

in Eastern Iran, called Akes, by which the water supply of several large

provinces could be regulated. Though a legend, it proves the existence

of large works in the fifth century b.c. and earlier, of the type of the

4 As placename Arm. kt'ric or cit'aric, Syr. qathriz or qTthariz, Kitfapifoi', sixth century A.D.,

in Armenia IV, north of Amida.
5 See B. Laufer in Orient.Stud.Pavry, 238ft Arab. na‘ura cannot be derived from na'ara

“faire jaillir le sang avec bruit,” na'ur “veine d’ou jaillit le sang.” The form indicates passing

through Aramaic, as in “satura.”
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famous “shadhurwan of Tushtar” and the “Band i Qaisar” in Sasanian

Khuzistan.
6

A long description of such a mythical work is in the Gr.Bdh. 82

(variants of the Ind.Bdh. in brackets)

:

kn’ yvm [mnd‘m] mn csmk' y ’rdyvsvr hm’h [’mt] tcyn’d

[tcyt] ‘l nymrvc kvp y ’lbvrz tmh c m n’yck [n’vc] y zhb’-

(yn)yn krt' YKVYMVN.yt' zk my’ p‘n grmyh v cyhryk p‘n zk

n’yck [n’vc] qdm ‘l hvgr y bvlnd ‘zLVN.yt' p‘n b’lst' zk kvp vr-y

’yt' byn zk vr rycyt' yvsd’sr br’ Y’rvN.yt p‘n m gbr’ b’l’d mn zk

nyck [n’vyck] t’k-y vs’tk [gvs’tk] y zhb’ (yn)yn pr’c' ‘l kvp y
’vsynd’m [’vsndvmb] yhyt' mdy’n zryh y pr’^vkrt' mn tmh

b’xr-v yvsd’sryh zryh r’d pr’c ‘l zryh rycyt' b’^r-y p‘n hm’k' znh

zmyk p‘n
+nmk *psn]k br’ YHMTVN.yt

1

[*psnjyt*] hm’k dhsn’11'

Xvytyh bys’zynsnyh [bys’cyh] ’cs ’y’ptynd v xvskyh y ’ndrv’y

br’ znyt' [only Gr.Bdh.:] cgvn YMNNVN.yt ’yk: hvgr y bvland

mn hm’k svlk zhb’. yn' mnv pts pr’c yhyt ’rdvysvr y ’vnst '

m

vyr

b’l’d.

“Daily, the water flows from the Ardvisur spring southwards to the

Alburz. There, a hundred thousand nayicak, navica, pipes, made of

gold, exist; that water, because of its warmth and nature(?) [West:

clearness] ascends through these pipes up to the High Hugar. On the

summit of this mountain is a lake; it discharges into this lake, comes

out purified; through a separate golden pipe it goes back, at a height

of a thousand men, from that pipe an open conduit, tak,
6a

of gold

descends forth to mount Usindam in the middle of the ocean Fraxvkirt.

From there, one part discharges, for the purification of the sea, into

the sea; the other part diffuses over this whole earth for removing?

the salt; all creatures obtain humidity and medicine from it, and it

destroys the dryness of the atmosphere. As the Awesta says etc.”

6 saSurwan, saSrawan, etc., has at least two irreconcilable significations, “curtain” etc. and

“fountain” etc., the first prevalent in NP., the second in Arab.; Armen, satrvan, Hiibschmann,

Armen.Gramm. 212, combines both. It seems to have passed from MP. into Arab, and back into

NP., where it coalesced with a word perhaps of Indian origin. Connection with OIr. cat- is

possible, on the other hand with caflrugosa> cargos “quadrangulum,” caSrusuka > carsu,

“quadrangulum, market,” *ca 9ru.yuviya > carjuy “dividiculum, castellum aquae,” if one may
assume *catur-, not only caSru-.

The rare Arab, satura, used as name of the well, 120' deep, through which water was

drawn, by a bucket-wheel, to the high level of the citadel of Aleppo, looks like a loanword

from Iranian through Aramaic.
6a tak can be the word for “arch.”
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The Aw. quotation appears also in Gr.Bdh.j7: “my rdyvsvr ’cs frvt

yhyt' m gbr’ bT.” It is Yt.5,96= 12,24, an old piece in inferior surround-

ings:

upa hukaryam brzo on the high Hukarya

vispa.vemam zaranenam the all- . .
. ,

golden,

yahmat haca frazgadate from which leaps down
ardvi sura anahita Ardvi . . .

hazahrai brsna viranam from the height of a thousand men.

“yhyt” is translation, or transcription “zgadet” only, of fraz-

gadate, cf. frazyarati in Yt.5,4, and khotan. vi.zgad- “to dis-

mount,” Bailey, jras 1942. vispa.vema: vema > vem would be

“crevice, ‘cleft,’ e.g. Vid. 13,37: the dog falls in a cati ‘well,’

vema ‘cleft’ etc. Vid.4,52: he shall be thrown into a vema 100

men deep.” In Hajjlab., the Pahl. vers, has vem, Pars, darrak, for

the phantastic “gorge.” But other Mss. have vispa.vamam, -ava-

mam, and in 5,96 vispa.vahmam, hence Wb. “all-gefeiert; im
Urkodex viell. Kurzzeichen fur hm.” The edition is right in

annotating to 12,4: “ob vispa.bamim the only correct passage

with correct meter, Y/.i5,i5 has:

hukaryat haca brzahat vispa.bamiyat zarnenat.

The two epithets are those of the sun-wheel behind Mithra, “of

diamond and gold,” so to be read also in 12,24. The translation

hm’k-svlk of the Bdh., though not clear, supposes a text with

“vema,” interpreted as “perforated” and used as a corroboration

of the theoretical water-works.
7

Such a notion existed at a time

considerably older than the Bdh., for it is attested by the name
“sura zarnumant” in Ny. 1,8, Pahl. transl. surax zarren. Wb.:

“sura, Loch, lacuna’ nur mit zarnumant, Name eines Sees oder

Teiches.” The NP. translation, there, has “alat, engine,” and the

name has water-works, not a pond or lake in mind.

The source for the beginning of the description is Yt.5,5:

ahyasca evanha apo of one of these waters the overflow

apayzaro vijasati (would suffice to be) distributed

vispais avi krsvan hafta over all the seven continents

7 Cf. svl k'wmnd, in the Yama myth, for Aw. suwra, under ‘Yama xscta.’
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ahyasca evanha apo of one of these waters

hama#a ava.barati an always equal quantity flows down

haminamca zayanamca in winter and summer.

For the idea of “ascending water”: since high antiquity crossing of

river beds and ravines by canals was achieved after the principle of

communicating pipes, with a vertically falling and a mounting pipe.

This is a practical application of “pressure,” a notion not yet recog-

nized; perhaps this is what “cihrig, nature” of the water expresses.

The whole picture looks like a mechanized presentation of the pre-

Aristotelean Greek belief, see under ‘Sea.’

According to Aryan belief, the god ruling over the waters of springs,

rivers, lakes was ApamNapat, like Neptunus in Italy before he became

one with the Mediterranean Poseidon. In RF.11,35,9 a very old hymn

the locality of which is Sarasvati-Arachosia, he is the god of a fire born

out of the celestial waters, the clouds, which flares up by itself. He
clothes himself in the lightning, that means is the lightning, just as

AhuraMazdah with the heaven as raiment is Varuna. He drives with

“stallions quick as thought,” is called “warrior, ksatriya, procreates all

living creatures,” all characteristics appearing again in Iranian. He was

one of the great ahura, entirely alive in the Veda. But Zoroaster elimi-

nated him, and the Awesta preserved only one large fragment of a pre-

Zoroastrian epical song, which found a place in the Zam-yaskt 19,46-

52: the my tli of the fight for the hvarnah in the ocean.

45a: uyram ahvartam hvarno the strong hvarnah that needs no

food,

46: yahmi pati prtate for which fought each other

(spantasca manyus ahrasca )

aSat aste fraharzayat then each of the two sent out

asiste katarascit champions (dual), the swiftest,

(spanto manyus astam fraharzayat )

a#ram(ca) ahurahya (mazda) the Fire (acc.), son of Ahura,

pu0ram

(ahro manyus astam fraharzayat—

)

Xrvidrum azim(ca) dahakam AziDahaka (acc.) the - -
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47: aSat frasa ham.razayata

atars mazda ahurahya

uti avada manhano

etat hvarno hamgrfsani

yat ahvartam

at he paskat fradvarat

azis drizafa duzdeno

uti zaxsa#ram davamno

48: inja ot ham.desayahva

atar<s) mazda ahurahya

yazi etat niyasahe

yat ahvartam

fra #wam pati apa#a

noit apaya uzrocayai

zam pati (ahuraSatam)

0ra0rai (rtahya) gedanam

aSa atars zasta pati

apa.grwyat

fra^sni ustana.zinahya

ya0a azis biwiyaha

49: aSat frasa ham.duvarat

azis 0rizafa duzdeno

uti ava0a manhano

etat hvarno ham.grfsani

yat ahvartam

at he paskat ham.razayata

atars mazda ahurahya

uti vacobis ojano

50: tinja ot ham.desayahva

aze ^rizafan dahaka

yazi etat niyasahe

yat ahvartam

fra 0wam zaSaha (pati uz)-

uxsani

And he stepped forth upright,

the Fire, (the son) of Ahura(Maz-

dah),

thus thinking:

This hvarnah I will seize

that needs no food!

But against him the dragon crept

forth,

the three-mouthed, nefarious,

hissing such words:

Back, look out!

Fire, son of Ahura . . .

If ye dare to lay hand upon this

that needs no food,

I will blow ye out,

ye shall nevermore blaze up

on the earth

to protect the villages!

Thereupon the Fire his hands

withdrew

bewaring of injury to his life,

for the dragon had shaken him.

And he crept forth, the

three-mouthed, nefarious dragon,

thus thinking:

I will seize this hvarnah

that needs no food!

But against him stepped forth, up-

right,

the Fire,

speaking such words:

Back, look out!

three-mouthed dragon Dahaka,

If ye dare to lay your hands upon

this that needs no food,

I will (pass into) your bottom
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zafar pati uz.rocayani

noit apaya afrapatai

zam pati mrkai ge#anam

aSa azis gava pati

apa.grwyat

fraxsni ustana.zinahya

ya0a Stars biwiyaha

51: etat hvarno frapinvata

avi zrayo vurukrtam

a dim ha#ra ham.grwyat

apam napa arvataspo

tat izyati apam napa

etat hvarno ham.grfsani

yat ahvartam

bunam zrayaho gufrahya

bune jafranam varinam

52: brzantam ahuram xsetam

Xsa^riyam apam napatam

arvataspam yazamade

rsanam zavanasuvam

yo nrs daSa nrs tatasa

yo upa.apo yazato

srut.gosatamo yazamno

(and) blaze out from your mouth,

ye shall nevermore fall

upon the earth to ruin the villages

!

Thereupon the dragon his claws

withdrew,

bewaring of injury to his life,

for the Fire had shaken him.

This hvarnah swelled

unto the sea "Vurukrtam,

and at once seized it

ApamNapat with the swift horses,

This he desired, ApamNapat:

This hvarnah I will seize

that needs no food,

to the bottom of the deep sea,

the bottom of the deep lakes!

The high ahura, the kingly,

the xsadriya ApamNapat,

with the swift horses we worship,

the male, he who helps who calls

him,

who created men, shaped men,

who dwells in the waters, is to be

worshipped,

the keenest-hearing when wor-

shipped !

The redactors have seriously retouched the beginning, but of the fol-

lowing stanzas only 48 f-g has been affected. In the strictly symmetrical

composition this verse corresponds to 50g:

48: zam pati (ahuraSatam) #raf?rai (rtahya) geffanam

50: zam pati mrkai ge#anam

Obviously, the mazdayasnian terms are interpolated; the same “zam

(ahuraSatam)” occurs in Yt.5,63 and 65, in the Parva legend, see under

‘Navigation.’ They are as incompatible with the archaic myth as spanta

and ahra-manyus and other mazdayasnian terms interpolated in st.46.

In the original, Ahura-Varuna and an adversary fought for the hvarnah,
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not in person, but each by sending an “asta.” In Varuna’s case it is his

son Atars. The original may have called him “atars varunahya pu#ra.”

The name of the adversary is lost, aste and asiste are certainly not “acc.

pi. inflected like pronouns” (Wb.), but two duals; there were no more

than two figures.
8
“Bote, messenger” does not render the peculiar mili-

tary' meaning of the word: they are “vices, champions” for those who

sent them.

Wb. 7,22 arranges apa#a in 48d under Y'a#- “to ruin,” in every

respect doubtful; Geldner read
+
apata in regard to afrapatai in

5of. Not these words however correspond, but apa0a in 48d to

pati uz.nysani and uz rocayani in 50 d-e, and afrapatai in 5of

to uzrocayai in 48c. There is no other clue for the signification

of apa#a but this opposition. 50 d-e speak of “zaSah, Steiss,

posterior”
9 and “zafar, mouth, jaw,” and pati uz.rocayani

means “to blaze out of (the jaw).” Some punishments in hell,

described in Art.Vir.Nam. explain this, e.g. “mnv cygvn m’r-y y

prysp hvm’n’k p‘n nsym byn ‘zLVN.t v p‘n pvmh byrvn y’tvnx”

p‘n pvmh byrvn is “zafar pati uz-”; p‘n nsym byn is “zaSaha

(pati) . .
.” Therefore, the “uz” of uxsani is faulty, and pati

is doubtful (ditography from the line before?). The sense must

be “to pass, drive into,” e.g. upa.vaz-, *vazya-, ‘uzani. In parallel

with this rude picture, apa#a must graphically express what

the dragon threatens to do to the fire : to smother, blow out the

fire, perhaps apa + Van- “to breathe,” to a0ra “breath,” cf.

¥£.19,44 “apana, expire, aushauchen (des Lebens)” and 01 .

“apana, inspire, breathe into.”

The Pahl. translation of ahvarta, “agrift, unseizable” is abstracted

from this tale, but ahvarta can in no way be construed as meaning

unseizable, it means “not needing food,” MP. axvarisnik. That is the

name of the eternal fires of the oil springs at Damghan. As a light,

fire in water, we would say, it lives on liquid, on naphtha.
10 The whole

8 In the R^sa m\th, Y/.8,7 and 38, see under ‘Mithra/ several figures are added in a similar

way: adaptation to Mazdaism.
9 Wb. 1657 compares OI. hadati, also Gr. crx Speaking of Azi Dahaka’s zaSah may hide

a play upon words and perhaps help the etymology of dahaka, cf. the surname humayaka,
bene mentulatus,

10 Akk. naptu, explained by saman itti, “petroleum,” as far as I know not attested in high

antiqum, might be, if not older than 15th century b.c., a loanword from Arvan, and does not
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myth plays upon words: The fire says to the dragon: “if you dare to

devour, hvar-, this hvarnah, that needs no food, ahvarta, I will burn

your entire digestive organs,” jaw “hvarna, wherewith one eats,” and

zaSah. It understands the name hvarnah as the “consuming” fire.

Atars, fire of the hearth, son of Varuna, is just as incapable of taking

possession “ham.grfsani” of the hvarnah, as is the dragon. But when

the hvarnah “swells,” extends as far as to reach the ocean Vurukrtam,

ApamNapat who dwells in the ocean, seizes it without resistance and

takes it down to the bottom of the deep sea, because it is his, who is

born out of the waters of the clouds and clothes himself in the light-

ning. Here, ApamNapat is the adversary of Ahura-Varuna, and wholly

Poseidon, not only Neptunus. It was Iranian and Old Ionian
11

belief

that all springs communicated, deep underground, with the ocean.

Thus, the oil springs, too, belong to the buna, depth of the ocean where

ApamNapat takes the hvarnah.

The conclusion of the poem, the invocation of the god, is in perfect

condition, “yazata, adorandus” appears here in a clearly pre-Zoroastrian

context, and covered by “yazamna.” As in the Veda, the god has the

epithet xsa#riya, and “rsan, masculus” as creator of the naro, warriors.

A “creator” ApamNapat can have no place in Zoroaster’s doctrine.

In Yt.8,4 Tistriya, the star rising from the ocean, bringer of rain, is

described as descendant of ApamNapat. Though perhaps not so old as

“Atar son of Varuna,” this idea is a natural one:

(yahmat) haca brzat hausravaham apam nafSrat haca ci#ram

Wolff-Bartholomae: “(Tistriya verehren wir) vom dem her (yahmat

haca), dem erhabenen, der Ruhm (stammt), (aber) von ApamNapat

(stammt) der Ursprung.” Lommel: “von ihm (yahmat haca) dem er-

habenen ist der gute Leumund, vom Wasserkind (sein?) Geschlecht,”

note: “stammt Tistriya von ApamNapat?” Those are meaningless

translations, wrong, because they failed to see that “yahmat” merely

serves to connect an old fragment with the preceding verses. Without

it, the meter is regular, the sentence complete, though the name Tistriya

prevent etymological connection of Napat and naphtha, Neptunus. Cf. AMi.1x.84ff. for an
interpretation of the myth.

11 Reason for the interest of the Greeks in natural tunnels, Strabo xi.14,8 the “barathron"
of Arsene, and Pliny vi,i26-28 on Aretissa-Thorpitis, and the “speculum” of Elegosine. Also

the notion of underground connection of rivers like Indus and Nile.
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is missing: the fragment stands with good reason in the Tistriya yasht:

“from the high one is [Tistriya’s] fame, from ApamNapat his kind.”

Another fragment, Y/.8,34, makes ApamNapat rule over the distribu-

tion of water

:

apam napas ta apo ahve astvate soi#rabaxta viba^sati

“ApamNapat allots to humanity the portion of water due to each farm.”

The curious sandhi-form “napas-ta,” for which the present shape

gives no good reason, is due to the fact that the fragment is part of an

old poem. It describes the activity of a “mlrab,” as they open and close,

still today, the small irrigation ditches, day and night, by a cut with

the spade, kastra = bil, after a plan of distribution, scrupulously, almost

religiously observed.
12

In Babylonia, where similar conditions created similar institutions,

the weather-god Adad held the function of ApamNapat, with the title

“gugal same u erseti” or “ilani,” gugal of heaven and earth, or of the

gods. He appears almost regularly on the kudurru, boundary stones

and letters of franchise, of the Kassite and post-Kassite periods, in the

second half of the second millennium. From the same time dates offi-

cial correspondence on regulation and management of canals and

sluices.
13 On the RittiMarduk kudurru, granted by Nebuchadnezzar I,

one reads the typical curses (col.11,41):
“dAdad gugal same u erseti bel

naqbi u zununi narati.su limilla sakiki, Adad, gugal of heaven and

earth, lord over springs and rain, shall fill his ditches with mud!” or

(iv,3):
“dAdad gugal same u erseti narati sakiki limili u tamirati.su

limila puqutta sir bira likabbisa sepa.su, may Adad, gugal of heaven

and earth, fill his ditches with mud, and his fields may he fill with

thorns, and may his feet tread down the vegetation of the pastures!”,

gugallu forms, more than once, a pair with muserisu, “planter, cul-

tivator,” which belongs to irrisu, y/eresu, transl. of Sum. en.gar, e.g. in

the title of Libit-Istar of Ur, “en.gar.zi(d) Uri
kl
.ma, just irrigator of Ur,”

W'ho had built large canals, “just” because he had made a “Code” which

certainly dealt with irrigation.
14

12 Cf. AMi.1x.S9; Altp.lnschr. 324.
13 A. Waschow in maog.x,54.

14 As far as I know the literature, San Nicolo and Ungnad have first recognized the meaning
of gugallu in their Neubab. Rechts- und Verwaltungsnrkitnden\ cf. Pfeiffer and Speiser, asor.xvi

n.41,6.—B. Meissner. Stud. z.Assyr. Lex., MA0c.xn1.S5 and Bear. z. Ass. H'b. in O.I.Ch. Assyr.Stud.

1.1, 1931, distinguishes “gugallu, fisher" and “gugallu, Garten-, bezw. Bewasserungsinspektor,
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The gugallu is a well known officer in the Nuzi-tablets: “Opening

and closing the canals was strictly regulated by a man called kugallu.

There are many documents concerning the opening and closing of the

canals.” And “The lu
saqu were taking the water from the canals and

pouring it into the gardens and fields.”
15 The Nuzi-tablets are slightly

older than most of the kudurru, back to near 1500 b.c. But it is signifi-

cant that the office and its projection into heaven is limited to Nuzi-

Arrapha, i.e. the northern East Tigris region, and to Kassite Babylonia,

which included the southern East Tigris region, and Luristan as far as

Hamadan. Before the Kassite period, the gugallu is not yet confirmed

in Babylonia proper; in documents of the Achaemenian period, Cyrus,

Cambyses and Darius (in Strassmeier), he appears often. Adad as gu-

gallu seems to be not an old Sumerian god, but one of the Subaraean

and Kassite population of the East Tigris regions.

Strabo, 15,1,30, quotes Megasthenes on India: “officers regulate the

rivers, survey the land, inspect the closed canals from which water is

distributed in the oxereia? (irrigation and water-engines), in order

that, in the use of water, all get what they are entitled to,” soiflrabaxta.

In the Talmud, Taanit 20a, the men that distribute the water are called

rysy nhry; at their side are rysy krby, “field-watches,” and guzirpat,

Syr. res gzlraye, these last two Iranian titles of officers not accurately

defined, cf. G. Hoffmann, Syr. Akten. The Qur’an says 54,28: “And

announce to them that the water must be divided between them, every

watering must take place alternatingly.”

One short paragraph of the Iranian water legislation is preserved in

Ah'r.67, where libations to the waters are treated with prolixity. The

Nirang follows the usual classification of waters, best expressed in the

verses Yt.8,41 (see under ‘Tistriya’): “Tistriya, by whom the waters

count [the seasons], the still and the flowing, those in springs and in

rivers, those in canals and in pools.” Dealing with “moving waters”

the Nir. says, in bad orthography and language [Pahl.transl. interim.]

:

der 2% der Rente erhalt,” from a third gugallu, the doubtful interpretadon of which rests on a

gloss “=asaridu”; whereas Ebeling in Reall.Assyr. 1,456 says nothing but “Beamter unbekannten

Amtsbereichs auf den kudurru.”
15 Cf. E. R. Lacheman, in R. Starr, Nazi 1,532. I doubt the last point: irrigation ditches are a

little higher than the gardens and fields, and the water covers them as soon as they are opened.

But the saqu carries drinking water to the houses and yards where people work.
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navyayai i#a ape: aat navyayai avaezo aetarjha frabarata

ka ’n’p’k aw eton hat: ’n’p’k aw avinas an ke frabartar ke?

With ’n’p’k
16

waters (it be) thus: as to naviya (it is) without sin that

of them the frabartar

dastra.maso paiti.baro

nemak.masak frac barat en ac apastak petak.

half-as-much may bring forth, this is clear from the Awestic text.

The Awestic text does not speak—as the Nirang. does—of libations,

but of canals, and the exegesis is anything but “petak, evident.” It hinges

upon the translation of dastra.masah by “half-as-much.” Bartholomae,

not doubting, advanced Wb.y39: “dastra, n., eigtl. ‘Teil,’ zu Sareoyaai,

with a aus a.” The libation of “more than a part” cannot possibly be a

sin; the part must be defined, therefore the Pahl.transl. says “half.” But

that is equally wrong, for neither can libating a little more than pre-

scribed ever have been a sin. The ordinance did not refer to libations,

and dastra can be neither Teil nor half. All compounds with -masah

—

apart from havat.masah “just as much”—are formed with concrete

things like house, handful, fist, buttock, rib, two ribs, up to the ear,

mountain and half a race course, cf. OI. mitramasas, and dastra must

be a concrete noun. In Sasanian script, monumental or cursive, d and

k are similar or identical, and one must emend +
kastra.masah, “as much

as a cut with the spade.” aetarjha, gen.pl.fem., “earum,” refers to the

naviya, “of the canals,” so that the Aw. text says: “Without sin, the

frabartar is allowed to divert from the canals as much as a cut with

the spade.” pati.bar- indicates the aim, namely “to the fields or farms,”

and “without sin” indicates an exceptional case.

frabartar: Wb. “eigtl. ‘der herzutragt,’ naml. Brennstoff zum
Feuer” merely thinks of his inferior role at the very late period

of the Nirang., entirely unfit for defining the real meaning of

the office. In the Aw. text he does not deal with wood, but with

water, and fra- is not “herzu” but “forth.” fra.bar- is the general

word for “transport,” in the case of water not “to carry,” but

“to conduct,” cf. aqueduct, conduit. In Vid.5,57 and 58, the abrt,

16 Very ambiguous signs, the usual rendering is n’yvt’k.
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i.e. ap.brt “water-carrier” stands beside the frabartar, as the saqu

beside the kugallu, and in Nir.82 a third name joins them:

danazvaza. Duchesne, §99: “danuzvaza, danu + uz.vaza.” uz.-

vaz- is “to lift,” danu is not water as element, but the flowing

river; thus Dar.Suez: “the Nile which flows, dann
[vati] in

Egypt.”
17

Pahl. transl. of danuzvaza is “pa rot vazenitarih,”

hence danu= rot, vaza = vazenitan, as n.abstr., the activity of

the man working at the bucket-wheel.

Another paragraph of water legislation is Vid.14,13: “civat yavat za

. . . yavat esa afs biyarixti upa.0warsti fra.bavat,” speaking of zam
karsyam roSyam, clearance of arable soil, “How large shall the field

be ? . . . such that the [available quantity of] water fra.bavat [lit. be in

advance, ahead] be amply enough for two irrigations,” of course not

“im Jahre” (Wb.) but daily. Benveniste Inf.av. 30: “il faut autant de

terre que cette eau se repande par double irrigation (?) par percement

(du canal).” The last word means upa.0warsti, which the Pahl. transl.

renders by “apar pa b’lyn,” apparently “up to the highest level.” Neither

translation is right: upa.flwarsti refers to time, “in due time,” see under

‘Fravarti.’ This passage and that of Nir.6j belong to the legislation on

apo soiflrabaxta, Yt.8,34.

Duchesne §128 stresses the spelling of frabrtar, assimilated to abrt,

and distinguished from ham.bartar. But this appears only in the gen.

of the n.pr. hmbrf?rv(vnhv’m) of the memorial list of Y/.13, where only

the consonants can be authentic, while as term of profession the word

occurs only in texts of the Arsacid period. The vowels therefore have

no authority at all. But of the greatest significance is the fact that fra-

bartar corresponds to OI. prabhartar and Oscian arsfertur, see Meillet

Introdd 360. This priestly office comes down from Indo-European an-

tiquity, in full agreement with the immemorial age of the institution.

The danuzvaza works at the bucket-wheel as naq me, the frabartar

conducts and distributes the water to the fields as kugallu, mirab; the

abrt is the saqu, Arab, saqqa. In the Nirang. the frabartar has become a

libation priest, just as the old naq me at the Neo-Babylonian period. But

at the very beginning, frabartar and abrt functioned in the cult of

ApamNapat. Zoroaster abolished what remained of this cult, but the

17 Cf. the names of the Russian rivers: Don=Tanais; Dnieper = Danapris; Dniestr = Danastris;

the latter two in Ammian Marc., and Donau = Danuvius (Sallust).
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indispensable institutions and laws remained, from time immemorial

to our present day. The introductory chapter of the Hazar Datistan
18

is entirely devoted to the legislation on the kariz and the distribution

of water.

If frabartar and ApamNapat appear in Aryan cult, arsfertur and

Neptunus in Italic cult, and if frabartar and abrt designate the mirab

and the saqqa, then, the people that spoke Indo-European, the language

to which these terms belong, lived in a country with subtropical

climate.

Irrigation of an alluvial country with large rivers requires organized

labor and government, a state of things reached in Egypt and Baby-

lonia, and probably in Turkistan, long before the beginning of history,

before 3000 b.c. Not only the Iranians, but their ancestors, the Aryans,

were no longer “Steppenhirten,” but agriculturists in the middle of the

second millennium. In Iran, a more primitive agriculture, without

irrigation works, preceded that phase back to the end of the stone age.

I do not know who first expressed the thought, but, had agriculture

been unknown to the gathas, as Nyberg 276 and similarly Hertel

maintain, the gathas would belong to the fifth millennium b.c., a pre-

Indo-European age, just as lack of acquaintance with iron, and copper

as only known metal of the “Gatha-Gemeinde” would move this com-

munity into the fourth millennium. “Quod non est in scriptis non est

in mundo” is no historical argument, and it is in scriptis. If for example

the autumn “Herbst” is called “patishahya,” a form presupposing the

existence of Ar. ‘patisasia, and meaning “harvest, hahus, of the hahya,

products of the fields,” or if the god Mithra bears the archaic epithet

“krsa.razah, who cuts straight furrows” with the plough, as in Odyssey

xvm,375:

tco K6 fiiSois el (LXkcl SnjveKea vpoTaixoifnjv

—then, even neglecting all archeological evidence, agriculture was

older than all remaining scripta. “krsivant, plougher” appears only in

the Arsacid Videvdad, but the fem. krsivatl is, as Ass. karsibuti, name

of a district of Gizilbunda (near Zandjan) in the annals of SamsiAdad V
(823-810), and OI. krslvala corresponds to it. OP. ‘krsva.karana is ren-

18 Bartholomae, Z.Sas.Recht 111,40 and 1,29.
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dered by Bab. girisvakarranu (g before r as in Her. Germanioi :Krm-

ana). The result that agriculture was unknown to the Gatha-Gemeinde

proves the premises to be wrong.

Zoroaster says in the “Creation Gatha” Y.44,4:

“ko [drta] apo urvarasca, who holds (in space) water and plants ?”

namely AhuraMazdah; in pre-Zoroastrian concept the Fravarti. The

thought expresses the astonishment at the observation that water always

seeks the lowest spots—the fight against it is the art of irrigation, and

that a grass-blade or a high tree stand upright. But the pair apa-urvare

means especially the cereals of the irrigated fields.

Y-5h7-
dadi moi yo gam taso apasca urvarasca

amrtata harvata (follows:) tavisi utiyuti

“give me, thou who hast formed the ox, waters and plants, immortality

and integrity (of body) . . . force and longevity!” Here, the pair is

increased to a triad “waters-plants-ox,” as also in the Frauarani Y.12,7:

“I profess like the waters-plants, the ox.” Amrtata and harvata are

the “projection mythique du dvandva apa-urvare” natural to a people

who live on agriculture with irrigation, and are transcendently opposed

to the earthly pair, which, together with the ox that pulls the plough,

clearly means agriculture.

In Vid. 1,3, a poorly preserved but very old verse
—

“the apo zmo and

urvara, waters, earth and plants are all sarta, frozen”—the soil is added

as a fourth point. The sentence means: “the climate makes agriculture

and cattle-breeding impossible,” see under ‘Videvdad.’

Thus, only one point is missing, “the labor,” to make full the five

points by which the share of the landowner and the peasant in the

produce of the crops is calculated, even today: (1) soil, zam; (2) water,

ap; (3) seed, urvara; (4) ox, gav; (5) labor. This is 0waxsah, e.g. in

Gath, vidans 0waxsaha gavoi. With the problem of this partition the

verses Y.31,9-10 deal:

9 :

vastriyat va a.ite

hiyat ahyai dada pa0am

yo va noit ahat vastriyo
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10: at hi aya fravarta vastriyam ahyai fsuyantam

ahuram rtavanam vahos Trasanhiyam manos

noit mazda avastriyo dvanscina humrtois ba^sta

Bartholomae: “als Du es ihm (dem Rind) freistelltest von

den Bauern sich abhangig zu machen oder von dem der nicht

Bauer ist, da hat es sich unter den beiden den viehziichtenden

Bauern als den gerechten Herrn . . . ausgewahlt. Der Nicht-

Bauer wird, o M., auch wenn er sich darnach drangt, keinen

Teil haben an der guten Botschaft!”

The verses do not think of a Bos primigenius, and the “free

choice” between becoming the slave of one or the other—be-

tween being shot or hung—would be bitter mockery. That the

ox is property of man is not questioned, it never had a choice or

chance, a.ite with ablative is “going away from,” not “to make

oneself dependent”; and the verses are conditional: hiyat, be it,

suppose that:

“Suppose, Thou wouldst let the ox have its own way, to leave either

the vastriya or the one who is no vastriya, it would choose between them

for itself the vastriya.fsuyant, since he is a good patron, a herald of

Good-Will.”
19

One sees that cattle belonged partly to the peasant, partly to the land-

owner. The last line draws the inference, the moral from the hypothet-

ical case : “Consequently, the bad-vastriya, the one who is no real farmer,

shall have no share, ba^sta in the humrtis!”

Cf. y.43,15: “Noit na porus drugvato hiyat ci^snuso! never shall one

listen to the drugvant!”, and Y.45,1: “noit dbitiyam dussastis ahum
mrnsyat!, not shall a second time saying-things-immoral corrupt the

human world!” Both are morals, inferred from preceding examples,

dvanscina is obscure, but apparently it qualifies the negation just as

“noit porus, never!, noit dbitiyam, never again, nevermore!” hence “not

ever!”
20

humrtis is neither “gute Botschaft” nor “gutes Andenken.” The
verses speak of good and bad farmers, peasants and landowners and
their share in the profit. Along with Vbaxs- “to allot, share,” V mar-

can only mean “to calculate, reckon,” like patismar- in Yr.8,5,41, see

19 For the last words see under ‘Hauga\a.’
20 “dvans” may belong to “dva, two,” certainly not to a hypothetic Vdav- “sich drangen.”
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1

under ‘Tistriya.’ The initial hu-, therefore, is the same as in huya^na
= +

hoyaxna, and in huzantu = T
hozantu, an ablaut-form of *hm “to-

gether.”
+
homrti is the addition, Germ. “Zusammenrechnung,” settle-

ment of account.
21

Hiibschmann, Pers.Stud. 105, posited OP. ‘hamara

< *hamhmara > NP. hamar, “computus, numerus, mensura,” Arm.

hamar “number, counting, account,” and compared e.g. 01. s^smarana

“the counting over (of cattle).” The 01 . word is “round-up, rodeo,”

and homrti would mean the same if applied to cattle only. The last

line says: “(therefore:) the bad-farmer [owner who does not take care

of his land] shall have no share (whatever) in the settling of accounts.”

The harvest is counted in fifths. According to the number of the

points furnished by either the owner or the cultivator, each one re-

ceives his number of shares. This partition, still valid today, is an Old

Iranian institution. It went over into the Arab world probably before

Islam, as the term “khammas, i.e. fiver” shows, translated by “farmer,

metayer.

Not many passages show which cereals were cultivated. Vid.3,4:

“Where on earth, zam, is it best? Where one cultivates the greater num-

ber of cornfields, yavanam, pastures, vastranam, fruit-gardens, urva-

ranam hvar#abaryanam.” And Vid.3,24: “For soil left untilled a long

time is as unhappy ... as a beautiful woman, a long time without child.”

Cf. Ammianus Marc. xxiv,5,i : “ad lucos venimus agrosque pube vario-

rum seminum laetos.”

The Gr.Bdh. enumerates 117 (lnd.Bdh. K20, fob 119s) under the cate-

gory “yurtak, cereals” among others: gandum, “wheat,” yav, “barley”

[oats seem to have been unknown], and bring brij “rice.”

gantuma > gandum appears in Nirang.28. The placename in NiR,

written g du u t v in OP., kan.tu.wa in El., has been connected

with it, assuming a misspelling, easy in OP., of t
a
for ma

. But the El.

text is in both cases at variance: gd“umv would be ‘kan.tu.ma.ma,

gdu ut v = *kan.tu.tu.ma; both would be haplographies, but in order

to find gantuma in gandutava one must assume two mistakes, and

would still have the unfitting d for t.

21 Cf. Pap.El. ’vpkrt, “upakrti, estimate of costs”; and “hankrti, addition” under ‘Naviga-

tion.’

22 Not yet recognized by Dozy, Suppl. 1,405 and Fleischer, Stud, zti Dozy.
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But it would be strange if rice was never mentioned in the Awesta.

Herodotus describes it in 111,100 without giving its name. According

to Athenaeus b.m,no, Sophocles spoke of opivSr)5 apros in his Trip-

tolemus. It was really made known to the western world by the scien-

tific staff of Alexander the Great, who described it as they saw it in

Syria (i.e. southern Mesopotamia), Babylonia, Susis, Bactria and India.

Aristobulus’ in Strabo 15,1,18 described how it was cultivated: “rice

grows in enclosed beds, is inundated from dammed up ponds, and

reaped at the time of the setting of the Pleiades”; similarly in Theo-

phrast.
23

The name is Skr. vrihi, MP. brinj, brij, NP. birinj and gurinj, de-

manding OIr. *vrinj, *vrij; Arm. brinj (j
= dz); Syr. bringa. To the

forms with nasal the group Gr. oryza, Aram, aruza, orez, Arab, ruzz

< a
ruz is opposed.

I believe the word occurs in Vid.8
,
86

,
see under ‘Industries,’ where

one of the products of the long list of industries that used fire is called

para.brjya. It is made in an onya, a vessel of middle size, from urvara, a

cereal. The Pahl. transl. misinterprets the whole paragraph. It seems to

be a drink brewed, possibly “rack,” an alcoholic rice-brandy; the name

para.brjya of the drink would be to that of the rice itself, brjya, like

the name of the pressed homa, para.homa, to that of the plant. The

passage is a late one, and the spelling with b for v would be accounted

for by that late date.

In Y. 1,7 and 2,7, an obscure brjya is invoked beside nmaniya, per-

sonification of the “house, family.” The Pahl. transl. observes : “menuk-e

apak usahin hamkar e? ramak e? zurtakan be awzayet, a spirit which,

together with usahin [fifth and last section of day, from midnight to

sunrise] increases the herds of [? or: and] the kinds of cereals.” This

relation of brjya to cereals makes one think of rice as symbol of fertility.

The passages are among the very latest of the Awesta.

Something concerning agriculture is also hidden behind the dark

expression ^sonibya v$0wabya aspanibya yonibya*.
24 Wb. misinterprets

“aspan, zuV sav-, nutzenbringend” and separates the dat.dual yavanibya

23 See Bretzl, Botan. Forschg. des Alexanderzuges, 202ft

24 Wb.: “dvandva bei dem jedes Glied mit eincm Adj. verbunden 1 st, falsch ib.x,268.” For

fsonl vanflwa alone see under ‘Ard\I.’ In fact, two subst. dsandva stand side by side, in 5.2,

7

fsonl \an0we with aspanaca ysvino (the second pair alone in Y.hajt. 42,2) and in 5.1,7 fsdmbya
\an0wabya with aspanibya yasanibsa.
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as “yavan-, Getreidefeld” from the acc.dual (not plur.) written yovlno.
25

“Barley-field” would be a more accurate translation, also of yavacaranya.

Hertel, Siegesf. 102, explained yava.ni by “barley as horse-fodder” and

aspa.ni as subst. “horse-breeding,” in analogy to fsoni < ’pasu.ni “Vieh-

zucht,” more exactly “sheep-breeding.” fsoni is formed like pecunia.

This view needs a modification.

Today, horse-fodder is “kah u jaw, chaff and barley”; “jaw u gandum,

barley and wheat,” thus already in Sur Afr.: “vas asp mart e juvan, vas

yav apak gandum, many horses and young men, much barley with

wheat.” No oats. But the famous Iranian horse-fodder was MP. aspast.

It had passed into Akkadian, as aspasti, already about 700 b.c., in the

so-called “Garden-tablet” of Marduk.apal.iddin, and appears, even ear-

lier, in the n.pr. of a chief of Uila, Nairi country (NW Media) aspasta.-

tauk, third campaign of SamsiAdad V, 832-810 b.c. The book Xusr.Ret.

says the onager lives on “aspast u yav.” Also in the Karn.Art., Noldeke,

p. 54, aspast is mentioned. Noldeke explained it in zdmg,32,4o8 as aspa

+ Mad- “to eat.”
26 The Arabs explain aspist by fisfisa, lucern, purple

medic, or clover, trifolium. It is medicago sativa,
27

and was so charac-

teristic for Iran, that the Greeks called it simply 17 /v/jSikt) 7roa, a name

first appearing in Aristophanes’ Equites v,6o6, in 424 b.c. Strabo says:

“We call the plant which is the main fodder of the Nesaean horses, be-

cause of its being plentiful there, simply medike, medic.”

aspa.ni may signify the pastures of *aspasta.

25 ,yavo.hva‘ in F^.17,3, united with yvny- under yavan in Wb., is on the contrary a separate

word: “xrafstra . . . spis nama . . . yam martiyaka yavam yavahva nizgahanti vastra vastrahva,”

Wb.: “Getreidespeicher”; spis, spis, after NP. spus/s “Laus, Milbe u.a.,” “the hrafstra named
louse which eats the people’s corn in the lofts and the garments in the closets.” Those are no lice,

but meal worms and moths, yavahva—in this ungrammancal passage—may be a flour-chest or

pot.

26 The init. a/i/u of NP. aspist, and i/u in the second syllable makes the etymology difficult:

those vowels secondarily developed before init sp-, but the a of aspa does not fall. The same
unexplained case is OP. Aspadana (Ptolemy), but MP. spahan, NP. Isfahan.

27 Cf. B. Laufer, Sino-lranica, chap. “Alfalfa."
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“I’ll sail upon the dog-star!”

—Purcell

Med. tistriya, OP. *tis<?
r
iya > ‘tisya

1
is the Iranian name of Sirius in

Canis Major, the brightest fixed star and the nearest to our solar system.

It is the ao-TTjp oTrcopeivos of Iliad 22,26, where Achilles is compared

with it; often simply called to aarpov. creipios dcmjp appears first in

Hesiod, then the subst. creipLos, still before the star was included into

the Canis configuration, o-eipios is used for scintillating stars in general,

and Eratosthenes and other astronomers interpret it by bid tt)v tt/s d>Ao-

709 KtvrjcrLV. Aratos of Soloi, first half of the third century b.c., says:

09 pa paXicrra otjea creipiaeL, the star shoots his rays. This has a bearing

on the Iranian etymology. J. Markwart, Sudarmenien 15*, explained

tistriya as “star flashing rays,” with reduplication as in 01. tisthami;

Germanic strala “ray,” means “arrow,” like the MP. NP. name of

the star, tlr < tigra. The etymology, again, has a bearing on history:

whether a linguistic correspondence exists between Ved. tisya, Ir. tis-

triya (OP. *tisya) and Gr. seirios, at any rate, the names are all based

upon the same notion, and the star seems to have been one of the

primeval IE. divi.

The eighth month of the Iranian calendar and the eighth yasht are

dedicated to Tistriya. The last part of this yasht, st.50-61, deals with two

themes, a dissertation on Tistriya’s rehabilitation under Artaxerxes II,
2

and a short, archaic sacrificial rule, see under ‘Mithra.’ Leaving aside

Yt.8,37-38, with the highly archaic invocation of mithra-ahura (also

under ‘Mithra’), a fragment of the R^sa myth—adequately inserted

into this yasht since Rxsa is Tistriya transfigured into an heroic

“archer,” sepak-tlr—two groups are prominent among the remaining

stanzas, by form and content closely connected in themselves, but also

with each other. They apparently once formed an old hymn, the maz-

dayasnian revision of which we own in Yt.8.

As in other old yashts, the invocation of the individual god was fol-

lowed by a series of epithets, of which the present st.2 and 4 are a col-

lection. St.2:

1 Probably Gr. Tissaphernes < OP. usya.hvarnah, MP. Tisfarn in the Mahrnamak.
2 It includes the st. n, 15, 17, 19 and 24-25.
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arusam ro^snam fradrsram The white, bright, far-visible,

v(i)yavantam besaz(i)yam ? ,
healing,

rava.fro#manam brzantam snorting-in-running, high,

durat vyawantam banubyo radiant from afar with rays

ro^snibyo anahitebyo bright, immaculate.

Not all the epithets are of necessity authentic. The first three, accord-

ing to Y?.io,68, are in reality those of Mithra’s horses; in Y/.i3,8i they

are misused to describe the “fravarti of AhuraMazdah.” “Snorting-in-

running” is another epithet typical of horses, used in Yt. 17,12 for the

horses of Rtis. They may have been actually applied to Tistriya, who

could assume the shape of a stallion.

vyavant appears twice, a repetition the more difficult to accept, as the

word counts for three syllables at the first, for four at the second place,

there connected with banubya. This is covered by Yt.iy,6, where the

same group is a predicate of Rtis, and by RV.x,6,2 bhanubir vibhava.

Hence, the epithet is of Aryan antiquity, and its etymology is vi -f-

Vba-, which may well express the twinkling of the star, agreeing with

Eratosthenes’ interpretation of seirios. One must read
+vyawantam or

+
viwantam; the fem. viwatl is the epithet of Usa in Yt.5,62, Parva

legend. The first vyavantam stands for this or a similar word of four

syllables
3
which formed an octosyllable together with besaziyam, for

this adjective is proved to be genuine by st.43 “he heals all creatures.”

Another epithet, drva.casman in st.12, usually translated “with his

healthy eye,” means “with the good” as opp. to “the evil eye.” St.4:

tistriyam staram revantam We worship Tistriya, the star

hvarnahvantam yazamade r. hv.,

afsci^ram suram brzantam of water’s kind, strong, high,

amavantam dure.sukam powerful, flaming far off,

(brzantam uparo.karyam yahmat)

haca brzat hausravaham from the high one is his fame,

apam nafSrat haca ci#ram from ApamNapat his kind

!

The last two lines have been discussed under ‘ApamNapat.’ revant

hvarnahvant are the standing predicates of the star, as raya hvarnahaca

of the fravarti. In the yazamade formula and where the words appear

3 Cf. the double vylgana in Y/.io,6i. Such grouping of words all but identical in sound is a

rule in Arabic stjle. For viwatl see under ‘Navigation.’
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in the nominative, they are metrical, tistriyo reva hvarnahva. dure.suka

is a variant of durat viwant in st.2.

It is only in Y/.8 that afscitfra appears in an authentic context, and

zmasci#ra and urvaracidra, in which “earth” and “plants” replace

“water,” appear also in st.39 of the same yasht. Thus, afsciftra seems to

have been an original attribute of Tistriya. In Y/.8 “from ApamNapat

is his kind” follows; therefore afsci#ra designates Tistriya apparently

as “son of ApamNapat,” and subsequently assumed the general ac-

ceptation “stars kindred to water” in analogy to “stars kindred to earth,

plants.” The Men.Xrat interprets it as “increasing the waters.”

St.4, with invocation and epithets, was the beginning of the old hymn,

and just as in the original Mithra hymn invocation and epithets were

followed by the god “driving out,” thus here st.25 joins without hitch

as to form and content:

yo avaSat fravazate who drives out from yonder,

Xsoidniyat
+
haca usayat from the queenly Dawn (Usa),

dure.rvesam pati pantam on the track with distant turning

bagaha^tam pati yonam on the course laid down by the

gods,

fra^warstam pati
+zrvanam in the appointed time.

We have studied this stanza under ‘Fravarti’ with its original, Yi.

13,53-58. There the fravarti show their course to the stars, waters and

plants, bagabaxta is a term of the polytheistic religion, and so are other

concepts revealed in the verses that form part of this old hymn. The

mazdayasnian revision which the verses suffered during the Achae-

menian period has not obliterated this fact.

Upon this introduction, st.4 (+2) and 25, followed the first part of

the hymn, consisting of st.5, 36, and 41-42.

5: yim patismarante pasvasca by whom count small and large

storaca cattle

martiyaca (paro) drsvano and men— in chains

ketaca (paro druzyanto) and sages

kaSa no avi uzirat When will he rise for us

tistriyo reva hvarnahva Tistriya, the rich, fortunate,

kaSa xa aspastavyahis when will the springs stronger

than a horse
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apam tacanti nava

36 : yim yar.carso martiyahya

ahuraca
+
ratuguto

arunaca garisaco

sizdraca ravascarato

uzirantam hispasante

huyaryaca dahyave

uzjasantam duzyaryaca

kaSa arya dahyavo

huyarya bavanti

41 :
yim apo patismarante

armesta fratacartasca

Xaniya tfrotastatasca

parsuviya variyasca

42 : kaSa no avi uzirat

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

kaSa aspastavyahis

apam yzaram awiyzaram

srirasca asa soi^rasca

gavyutisca atacintls

a varsajis urvaranam

sura vaxsayante vaxsa

of the waters flow anew ?

For whom the (fields) ploughed

for men’s harvest

and the calendar-making lords

and the wild and frightful animals

living on mountains and in prai-

ries

look out whether he rises,

whether he comes up for the prov-

inces

as one with good or with bad har-

vest:

When will the Aryan provinces

have a good harvest ?

By whom count the waters,

the still and the flowing ones,

those in springs and in rivers,

those in canals and in ponds,

When will he rise for us,

Tistriya

When will the springs, stronger

than a horse,

of the waters start to gush forth,

and, flowing to the pretty villages

and cantons,

and pastures

make the stalks of corn

grow with strong growth ?

The pattern of composition in these diree stanzas is one, and their

sequence has not been disturbed in the present yasht; they are separated

only by misplaced insertions. The verbs patismarante “they calculate”

and hispasante “they look out,” alternate, as do the subjects, pasu-vira

in 5, with aruna-sizdra in 36; keta “sage” in 5 with Tatugut “chronol-

oger” in 36—incomprehensible as they appear to us separated by thirty-

one stanzas. Further, yarcarso “fields” with mountains and prairies in

36, with “waters” in 41. These heterogeneous beings are not arranged
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according to inner relationship; on the contrary they are in thorough

confusion: domestic cattle, several classes of men, fields, other men,

wild animals and water—apparently with the intention of illustrating

by such diversity the power of the star.

The first part of each stanza is a relative clause, the second a question

:

“When will he rise?” In 36, where the question is short, two accusatives

of participles, uzirantam and uzjasantam, are added to the verb, which

have the value of the questions : will he rise, will he appear ? Both refer

to the beginning of the period of visibility, not to the hour of the rising

in the single nights.

patismarante—see under ‘Arithmetic’—to V mar-, “to mark,”

has here, as in later language, already the meaning “to count,

calculate.” Answering the question “when?”, it is the seasons

regulating the life of these beings that are counted.

St.5b-c: Bartholomae: “die Menschen (die) friiher Gewalt-

taten veriibt haben und die kaeta, (die) zuvor boslich gehan-

delt haben, sehnen sich. . . .” Lommel: “Die Menschen, die

friiher Unrecht getan haben ? und die keta? die friiher gelogen

haben.” Note: “Weshalb? Wird dem Tistriya eine siihnende

Wirkung zugeschrieben ?” The translation “sich sehnen” is

wrong, and drsvan belongs to drzvan in Yt. 1,27, Vdrz-, drang-

“to make fast,” cf. drzana.pr#a “incurring (the punishment of)

chains,” and handraxta, handunga, Arab, habasa “to settle,

Germ, festmachen” a waqf, and “to arrest, imprison.” A mar-

tiya drsvan or drzvan is a man “in fetters” who has reason to

“count” the months of his punishment to which the “cazdah-

vant, MP. amar vicartar” has sentenced him (see under ‘Last

Judgment’).

For keta see under ‘Arithmetic.’ paro druzyanto means the

same as “yoi purva mi#ram druzyanti” in Yr.10,5, “who for-

merly committed a crime against Mithra” or—with mi0ra =

societates et amicitiae
—
“had become mi#radruxs.” There and

here, the words, used as though meaning “punished for an old

crime” or “keta, criminals of old” are a reduced paraphrase of

the full, genuine formula Y/.i3,3o:

an.azarta ebyo nrbyo vahvis yoi vo vahvis gufra

frasruta vanat.prtana noit parva azarayanta
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“who are gracious, the good ones, to those men who never gave

you, the good, deep ones, that—praised—grant victory in bat-

tle, reason to be angry,” lit.: “not-wroth at those who do not

make you former ones wroth.”

paro druzyanto is a wrongly inserted gloss and entailed the

meaningless insertion of paro between martiya and drsvano.

The whole sentence has lost its metrical form, which may have

been

yim [vispe] patismarante

pasu storaca ketaca

martiyaca yoi [or: martiyakaca] drsvano

or more than that.

To 5ft Wolff-Bartholomae: “Wasserquellen (die) starker”

[and similarly in Y/-5,7 of Ardvi’s arms], in st.42 “umfangrei-

cher als ein Pferd(eleib) sind.” aspa.stavyah does not refer to

size, but to power, as in the frequent formula “power of ... a

horse, ... a mill-trench.”

To 36a: yar.carso martiyahya cannot mean a full year; yar

must be a certain term of cultivation. 36b: The text has ahura

Xratuguto, Wb. “Ratschliige erteilende Eiirsten,” Lommel

“raterteilende Herren.” Princes and lords “command,” have

not only an advisory quality, and why should they, between

fields and rapacious animals, “yearn” for Tistriya? In the

original song they correspond to keta. xratugut is a clerical

error for "ratugut, “chronologer,” with ahura “calendar-maker,”

see under ‘Arithmetic.’ For the pair “aruna sizdra” see under

‘ArdvI.’

Lommel translates 36 e-i: “Nach ihm (blicken aus) die Lan-

der mit guter Ernte, wenn er aufgeht, und die mit schlechter

Ernte” with the slight change of the case of dahyave. Thus he

makes the people look out, not before, but while the star rises,

and whether the harvest (which comes after the star) had been

good or bad, and makes the question “will the harvest be good r”

unnecessary. Bartholomae has the right construction: dahyave

is dative of purpose; huyarya duzyarya are possessive adjectives
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“he who brings good, bad harvest,” both in the instr. of quality

“he rises as one with good harvest.”

To 41 b-c: The second and third pair of waters specify the

first “still and flowing.” Duchesne distinguishes between drota.-

stat, root-noun with t-enlargement in the second member (stat

-Lat. -stes) “being in water-courses,” and between #rotas.tak,

with root-noun as agent, only attested as acc. -tacam \Wb. “mit

auffalligem a”] “running in rivers,” cf. navi.tak under ‘Apam-

Napat.’ In Y.68,6 parsuviya and variya “waters in canals and

ponds, cisterns,” are called “winter-waters” because they collect

in winter.

To 4ad: The figura etymologica yzaram awiyzaram has a

similar meaning as the question in st.5: “When will they flow

again?” 42c: In Vid.i, soi#ra and asah mean the province and

its capital, cf. Isfahan as “most populated asah, town,” in the

commentary to Vid.2,23 under ‘ArdvL’ In passages as old as Yt.

8,42, the words still designate the villages and the irrigated fields

around them. Pahl. transl. is rotastak < 0rotastak, NP. rostag,

Arab, rustaq. The stem of soi#ra, Vsi-, is also that of siti, sayana,

all designating fixed settlements.

42g: The meaning “stalk, stem” of varsaji has been deter-

mined by Bailey, jras 1934, 505b, starting from the Pahl. transl.

aSvan > evan; “Wurzel, root,” as Wb. translated, is Aw. ru0-

mis, MP. resak. Therewith Bartholomae’s translation of

vaysayante va^sa “spriihend benetzen” falls, the words mean

“they make grow.” The error entailed the more momentous

misinterpretation of vazdris uxsyati, see below, and under ‘Har-

vatat.’

Between the stanzas in which all beings look out for Tistriya’s rising,

and the following ones which tell what he does after it, a connecting

sentence, predicating that the star appears, is indispensable, and this

sentence stands today in st.32 a-c:

32: us pad aSat histati Up, then, he rises

tistriyo reva hvarnahva Tistriya,
,

zrayahaSa vurukrtat from the sea Vurukrtam.

The remaining verses of 32 d-i deal with Satavesa and are displaced.
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The authentic form of the ablative zrayahaSa vurukrtat is preserved

only in st.47, and all corrupted forms must be emended accordingly.

The rain comes from the zrayah, the “sea, Meer, See f.,” not “lake,

See m.”

13
:
purviya dasa xsapano

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

(krpam - - refhvayati)

[ati] roxsnusva vazamno

nars krpa panca.dasaho

Xsetahya spiti.doi#rahya

brzato avi.amahya

amavato hunaryanco

16: bitiya dasa xsapano

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

(krpam - - re^wayati)

[ati] roxsnusva vazamno

gaus krpa
+
zari.sruvahya

18: 0ritiya dasa xsapano

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

(krpam - - re^wayati)

[ati] roxsnusva vazamno

aspahya [krpa] arusahya

srirahya zari.gosahya

zaranya.awiSanahya

20: at pad avati - -

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

avi zrayo vurukrtam

aspahya krpa arusahya

srirahya zari.gosahya

zaranya.awiSanahya

21: a dim pa#yans nizdvarati

devo yo apavrto

In the first ten nights

Tistriya

(he assumes the shape - -}

[comes] driving among the lumi-

naries

in the shape of a fifteen-year-old

man,

a lordly, clear-eyed,

high, very strong,

powerful, athletic one.

In the second ten nights

Tistriya

comes driving among the lumi-

naries

in the shape of a steer with golden

horns.

In the third ten nights

Tistriya

comes driving among the lumi-

naries

in the shape of a white horse

a beautiful one with golden ears,

with golden forelock.

Then he goes down
Tistriya

to the sea Vurukrtam

in the shape of a white horse

(as above)

Against him runs

the demon Apavrta
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aspahya krpa samahya

krvahya krva.gosahya

krvahya krva.barsahya

krvahya krva.dumahya

dayahya awiSata.trstois

22: ham ta.cit bazus barato

tistriyasca reva hvarnahva

devasca yo apavrto

ta yuSya#o

#riayaram fhixsaparam

a dim bavati awi.oja

a dim bavati awi.vanya

devo yo apavrto

tistriyam revantam hvarnah-

vantam

23: apa dim aSat vayati

zrayahaSa vurukrtat

hafha.masaham aSwanam

sadram urvistram nimrute

tistriyo reva havrnahva

sadram me - - urvistram

apo urvarasca bantam

26: at pati avati - -

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

avi zrayo vurukrtam

aspahya krpa arusahya

srlrahya zarigosahya

zaranya.awiSanahya

27: a dim pa^yans nizdvarati

devo yo apavrto

aspahya krpa samahya

krvahya krva.gosahya

krvahya krva.barsahya

krvahya krva.dumahya

dayahya awiSata.trstois

in the shape of a black horse,

bald, bald-eared

bald, bald-maned

bald, bald-tailed,

mangy, with a forelock of .

The two lay hold of each other

with the forehand,

Tistriya

and the demon Apavrta,

they fight,

for three days and three nights,

then he, the demon Apavrta,

overpowers him,

he defeats him,

Tistriya - - -

He chases him away

from the sea Vurukrtam,

a distance one ha#ra long.

Woe, harm! shouts

Tistriya

Woe to me! - - harm to you,

waters and plants, ill luck!

Then he goes down

Tistriya

into the sea Vurukrtam.

in the shape of a white horse

etc. as above

Against him runs

the demon Apavrta

in the shape of a black horse

etc. as above
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28: ham tacit bazus barato

tistriyasca reva hvarnahva

devasca yo apavrto

ta yu8ya#o

[tfriayaram ^ri^saparam]

a rapithvinam zrvanam

a dim bavati awi.oja

a dim bavati awi.vanya

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

devam yim apavrtam

29: apa.dim aSat vayati

zrayahaSa vurukrtat

ha^ramasaham aSwanam

ustatatam nimravate

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

usta me—
usta apo urvarasca

usta a bavat dahyavo

us vo apam aSavo

apati.rta jasanti

as.danunamca yavanam

kasu.dananam(ca) vastranam

ge^anamca astvatlnam

30a: atpatiavati"

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

avi zrayo vurukrtam

The two lay hold of each other

with the forehand

Tistriya . .

.

and . . . Apavrta

they fight

[for three days and three nights]

till the time of midday.

Then Tistriya

overpowers him,

he defeats him,

the demon Apavrta.

He chases him away

from the sea Vurukrtam

a distance one ha0ra long.

Felicitation shouts

Tistriya . .

.

luck to me - - -

luck to you waters and plants,

luck has come to you, lands,

the canals of your waters

shall gush forth unopposed,

to the fields with large-grained

corn

to the pastures with small-grained

(grass).

Then he goes down,

Tistriya . .

.

into the sea Vurukrtam.

The original order of the stanzas has not suffered. The st.14-15,

17, 19, 24-25, here omitted, are the interpolated tirades on Tistriya’s

rehabilitation, see under ‘Deva.’

In SL13C (and 16c, 18c) the text has, “krpam re#wayati

roxsnusva vazamno,” without meter, and made worse by the

following nars krpa etc. Yt.845, another inferior passage, has

“afsci#resva savistai yo afsci#rebyo / ati roxsnusva vazamno”
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“to Tistriya, the mightiest among the afsciflra-stars, who with

the afscii9ra comes driving among the luminaries.” The double

afsciflra reveals a systematic division of the stars in afsciflra and

others, conflicting with roxsnusva which includes all. The sys-

tem is younger than the hymn. The first part of 8,45 is no verse,

the second is; the beginning has been added to the end which

is a quotation taken from st.i3c. “ati” must be inserted into the

gap of two syllables in 13c. It had to be suppressed, when krpa

reflwayati was introduced there. Whatever the primary meaning

of reflwaya be,
4
here it is a syn. of framita in Yr.19,29: framita

aspahya krpa, “to transform, disguise.” The authentic text was

clearly “Tistriya [comes] among the luminaries in the shape

of . . But a general predicate, “Tistriya rises up from the sea

and assumes [three] outward shapes, in the first three nights

one, in the next another ...” is indispensable between 32c and

13a. The verse “krpam reflwayati” is two syllables short and best

filled by #raya “three” or tisro with plur. krpo. When this good

verse, originally placed before the description of the three forms,

was put into it, three times, the number tisro had to be omitted.

St.i8f: I do not know of white horses with yellow mane and

tail, but such was the imaginary picture of the Tistriya-horse.

zaranya.awiSana, Pahl. transl. zarren vaydan, NP. expl.: “its

ruy, jaw, cheek (01. srakva ‘mouth’) is of yellow color”; ruy

serves also to explain patidana > MP. padam “which they bind

round the jaw, bar ruy mibandand, while singing prayers.”

OIr. awiSana evidently belongs to 01 . abhidani “halter”; MP.

vaydan is not etymologically connected with awiSana, but

lives on in Osset, vidon, to which the significations “halter, rein,

bridle, bit” are ascribed. This cannot be right, because a halter

has neither reins nor bridle, and reins and bit are different

things.

Darmesteter translated awiSana by “caparagon, saddle-cloth,” Bar-

tholomae “with (golden) bit,” Lommel, who interprets also Aw. awi-

4 M b.-, “retfssayati, denom pres, of rctfsva ‘Vermengung,’ related to Gath, roitfsvan.” Ben-
veniste, Inf.ar. 32: injonctif de souloir: "que soient remplis" viz. the celestial spaces with light.

Pahl. transl. sime^t agrees with Sh.ihr.Er. §38, flight of Spandarmat before Frassak: “andar 6
zamik gumext, after hasing mixed, concealed herself in (her) earth.”
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Sati in Y.9,26 by “Anschirrung,” translates “with golden harness

(Geschirr).” All this cannot be, for, just as Vrthragna in Yt.14,23 and

25 appears as a wild tragelaphus and ibex, thus Tistriya appears as a

free horse, not as a broken saddle or carriage horse, and he could not

fight Apavrta with bit, bridle or harness. A “halter” is tied round a

horse’s head, or the horse is tied to something by the halter. OI. abhi-

dani and Aw. awiSana, therefore, do not belong to Vdha-, riOppL,

but to Skr. V da-, di, Gr. Sea SiStjpu “to tie,” represented in OIr. by Gath.

ni.dya(tam) “to shackle,” OI. a.dyati. awiSana and patidana are closely

related to Gr. diadema.

Strabo 15,15 describes the padam which the priests “bar rux mlban-

dand”: eTraSovcnv . . . irph tov Trophy . . . napas TrepiKtlpevoi iriXcora?

KaOeiKvias eKarepcodev P-^XPL T°v Kakvirreiv tol rrapayva-

OtSas, and so they are represented in art from the time of the oldest

pictures, the Median tombs and the gold sheets of the Oxus treasure,
5

down to the very last Sasanian coins. The tiara is like a Turkish bash-

lik, with its long tips tied around jaw—paragnathis—and mouth. The

Sasanids wear it under their crowns, evidently made of silk thin as a

veil. In Yt.5,123, where Anahita is described as drazimna, seizing with

her hand, the patidana, this cannot be (Wb.) “ein auf der Brust (unter

dem Panzer) getragenes Brusttuch,” but only such a veil, a KppSepvov.

And in Vid. 14,9, the list of the equipment of a raflesta, where it appears

after “zraSo, cuirass” between “kuris, collaret ?” and “saravara, helmet,”

it seems to be a felt tiara with cheek-pieces worn under the metal hel-

met or separate cheek-pieces attached to it. Like awiSana, patidana

belongs to V da, di, “to tie.”

The opposite of the golden awiSana of Tistriya is awiSata.trsti in

the description of Apavrta. The preceding verses paint Apavrta as black

horse with hairless ears, mane and tail. It has the “mange,” daya, to

Vdag- “to burn.” Thus, awiSata.trsti has two qualifications: it must

be something continuing the line “ear, mane, tail,” and it must be op-

posed to zaranya.awiSana. awiSata means “wearing, provided with an

awiSana.” Under ‘Fravarti’ roxsni.awiSata, epithet of the fravarti, has

been discussed: it corresponds to XnrapoKpTjSefjLvos, epithet of Demeter,

and refers to the hair-dressing of the fravarti, forelocks and plaits at

the temples. All Assyrian and Achaemenian sculptures
0 show the

6 Cf. preliminarily I.4E p.lxxvii and lxxix.5 Cf. IAE figs.
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6

horses’ forelock artificially dressed and plaited, with ribbons, in some

cases so unnatural that one may think of a wig, cf. the Victorian “bangs,

Germ. Pony-Haare.” The awiSana of the horses are these dressed and

plaited forelocks. roxsni.awiSata means “wearing ro^snu ‘light’ as awi-

Sana”; in awiSata.trsti it may be either “terror” or—fit for the demon of

drought
—

“thirst.”

St.2ib: deva, as adj. of apavrta, according to the original

concept a serpent or dragon that keeps back the rain,
7 may

signify “worm, serpent, NP. kirm”
8
but the deficient meter of

all the verses in which devo yo apavrto appears makes it more

likely that deva replaced an older word of three or—since yo

is dispensable—of four syllables.

To 23 and 29: “Woe to me, woe to you waters!” is genuine,

but AhuraMazdah with the mazdayasnian religion are notions

younger than the myth, interpolated by the redactors, sadram

and usta are the exclamations themselves; the n.abstr. ustatat

is the action “shouting hail!”

St.29: a.pati.rta is “uncontested” viz. by Apavrta; cf. the syn.

pati.prtati in Yt.5,50, Husravah’s racing, under ‘Poetry,’ and

apatiyaraklh “being beyond contest” as term for the state of the

world after the victory of the good principle. Lommel trans-

lates as.danu and kasu.danu by “with many, with few grains,”

which would imply good and bad quality, while the distinction

can only be one of kind, fields with corn and pastures with

grass.

The three times ten days are the month Tistriya. After these thirty

days the star fights Apavrta. In the first round, which lasts three days

and nights, Tistriya is defeated; he is victorious in the second round

only, which ends “at the time of midday.” One asks at once: of which

day? The verse mentioning the day is lost, but the strict parallelism

of the verses leaves no doubt as to its being “#riayaram ^ri^saparam”

as in st.22,
9
and that these words got lost when the invocation “O

7 Reading and interpretation are due to Wackernagel, in Festschrift.f.Kuhn, 1 58f. ;
pre-

vious reading apaosa, archet. ’pyrt. Markwart recognized that in younger legends Frahrasya

represents this figure of the old m>th.
8 Cf. de\a as adject, to zarmyangura, a “harfstra,” under ‘ArdvI.’

9 The same three nychthemera in the Parva legend, see under ‘Navigation.’
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Zoroaster” was interpolated; the myth is pre-Zoroastrian. Tistriya ap-

pears three times ten days in the sky, fights Apavrta twice three days,

and disappears on the 37th day in the ocean until his reappearance in

the next year.

Therewith myth and hymn might be complete, in analogy to the

fight for the ahvarta hvarnah in Yt. 19, where, after two rounds between

the Fire and the Dragon, ApamNapat carries away the hvarnah to the

bottom of the deep sea. The Tistriya myth, however, did not end there,

but had a continuation in a few stanzas, similar in form and content,

which speak of the star Satavesa.

Upon the setting of Tistriya in st.30 a-c followed next the rising of

Satavesa in 32 d-i, the stanza from which we have detached, above, the

verses a-c, the beginning of the Apavrta fight.
10

30a: at pati avati

tistriyo reva hvarnahva

avi zrayo vurukrtam

32d: us aSat histat sataveso

reva hvarnahva—
zrayahaSa vurukrtat

at tat dunman ham.histanti

us.hindavat pati garoit

(yo histate maSyam zrayaho

vurukrtahya)

33: (at tat) dunman frasa upayati

meya.karo (rtavano)

fra purvo vaQm vazati

(yam pa#o ati homo frasmiyo

fradat.ge#o)

a0ra pasceta vazate

vato (darsis) varamca

meyamca

Then he goes down,

Tistriya—
into the sea Vurukrtam

Up, then, Satavesa will rise,

the rich, fortunate . . .

from the sea Vurukrtam.

Then the fogs gather

round the mount Us.hindu.

He makes come up fogs beyond

[measure],

the cloud-maker [Sataveso].

The frontal-one of the winds

blows;

thereto, backwards, the wind

blows rain and clouds.

10 us pati histati tistriyo of 32a joins neither st.31—which must be entirely eliminated—

*

nor st.30.
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(fyahvamca)

(avi asa avi soi#ra avi krsvan

yais hafto)

40: at meya us.fravante
+
yahuva

+
apo barantls

+huyarya
T

rvatis awra

pr#u api vijasatis

avi rvatls hafta krsvan

47 : at apo ava.barante

zrayahaSa vurukrtat

tata rva#ra besaziya

ta avaSa viba^sati

abyo dahyubyo savisto

ya#a em bavati yasto

Xsnuto fri0o patizanto

(and hail)

Then the clouds are blown near

in which are the waters pregnant

with good harvest, moving with

rain,

traveling far along,

moving over the seven krsvar.

Then, the waters pour down,

[coming] from the sea Vuru-

krtam,

dripping, rinsing, healing.

He metes them out,

the very-mighty one, to those coun-

tries,

where he receives sacrifices,

is obeyed, loved, honored.

St.33 a-b: Wolff-Bartholomae: “und dann kommen die wol-

kenbildenden, asa-heiligen Nebel herangezogen,” that is nom.

pi. and intrans. verb.—Lommel : “dann lasst er (Satavesa) die

frommen Nebel, die wolkenbildenden (? oder: der Wolken-

macher) herbeiziehen,” that is verb caus. and acc.pl.—frasau-

payati of the text is a wrong contraction of archet. prs Vpyty;

like the adv. frasam, this frasa is used with ellipsis; cf. Yaio,8:

Mithra “frasa upascindayati, destroys beyond (repair)”; Yt.

14,3: the arrow “frasa ati, flies beyond (the target),” and the

abstr.n. frasa.krti “making (the world) beyond (contest).” upa-

yati, which Wb. attributes to a theme ya-, is, in view of the com-

mon act. upati, certainly a causative. The subject is meyakaro

(thus inst. of -kara). In a hymn of high antiquity rtavan is out

of place as epithet of “fog”; it is a mazdayasnian substitute

for a word of four syllables, subject of the sentence together

with meyakaro, probably “sataveso.”

St.33: purvo vat^m vazati and pasceta vazate are opposed

like parva.nemat and paska.nemat in Yt. 16,2, and mean two
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opposite points of the compass; Lommel translates “Ostwind”

and “westwarts.” Stars and fogs arise from the zrayah, ocean,

at the Ushindu, the “mountain in front of, opposite (the mouth

of) the Indus,” and the wind blows the clouds over the Aryan

countries. Since the whole conception is connected with the

stars whose appearance differs with geographic latitude, not

longitude, purva and pasceta can only mean “southwind” and

“northwards.” The gen.pl. vatam in 33 is as doubtful as the form

vato in the function of a nom. plur. in several passages, purvo

vat^m, in the Indian Ocean, should be one of the monsoons,

called ul-havand, lit. “up-lord” (SW) and frot-havand, “down-

lord” (NE) in the Bundahishn (under
!

Sea’). Iran lies outside

the monsoon zone, but her winds and rains are indirectly con-

nected with the monsoons.

uzirat, uzirantam—regular term for the rising of the stars—and

uz;asantam in st.5, 36 and 41-42, mean the beginning of the period

of visibility, for only visibility, not the changing hours of the nights,

is relevant to the thoughts and hopes expressed in these verses. On the

contrary, pati avati in 20 and 26, the stanzas of the fight, means a single

setting of the star, because it takes place for a special action. In st.30,

as it stands in the yasht, no action follows. Why does Tistriya go into

the sea ?

us pati histati of 32 recurs once more, in Yt. 19, where it means the

resurrection of the dead. Referring to Tistriya in 32a, to Satavesa in

32d, it means the rising of the stars after their long period of invisibility.

There is no connection between Tistriya’s setting in 30a and his rising

in 32a. The end of 30 “in shape of a white horse etc.” must be expunged,

as a mere repetition of 18, 20 and 26, for it is illogical that the star

would assume a special shape to become invisible. Therefore, st.32 a-c

stands in a wrong place, and its right place is, as in our text, before

i3ff., the description of the three shapes the star assumes. There, the

verses bring the fulfilment of the hopes expressed in the preceding

verses, and at the same time introduce the three shapes of appearance.

The sequence of st. 30, 32, 33, 40, 47 is convincing as to thread of

thoughts and syntax. In 30 a-c Tistriya sinks below the horizon for the

current year, in 32 d-i, Satavesa rises for his period. The text has “us
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aSat histat,” which seems to be borrowed from 32a; the meter is wrong,

perhaps “us at pati sataveso histati reva hvarnahva.” St.32i, yo histati etc.

“which rises in the middle of the sea Vurukrtam” is a gloss in prose, as

is the inadequate line 33! on the path of Homa. When Satavesa rises,

fogs, dunman (32d) gather round the Us.hindu mountain whose place

according to its name is “in front of (the mouth of) the Indus,” cf.

Pomponius Mela’s “insula contra Indi ostia.” St.33a repeats dunman;

the words at tat, exceeding the meter, come from 32d and disconnect

awkwardly the two dunman. The meyakara Satavesa makes the fog

increase “beyond (measure)” and the south wind drives them north-

wards. The final verse, again, contains the word meya, beside vara

“rain.” The text adds fyahvam “hail,” out of place because the verses

do not suggest destruction. St.40 begins with the wind blowing the

clouds over the whole world. They are called “full of rain, full of apo,

waters that bring good crops,” and this apo is resumed in 47 : the waters

fall on the lands where Satavesa is worshipped. The plur. fem. of the

participles in 40 cannot possibly refer to the neutr. meya, and instead

of the unconvincing construction proposed by Bartholomae the diffi-

culty solves itself by exchange of huyarya and yahuva at the beginning

of b and c; then, the participles refer to the fem. apo.

Lommel who, on principle, regards all yashts not as the conglomerate

they are, but as a unit of parts of equal value, interpreted Yf.8 as “the

myth of the generation of rain by Tistriya”: “Der Kampf des Sternen-

rosses mit dem daemonischen Ross ist der zweier briinstiger Rivalen

um die Wasserstute. Nach Besiegung des Nebenbuhlers steigt der Ster-

nenhengst in den(?) See hinunter und vollzieht da mit der Wasser-

stute [interpretation of st.8] die regenerzeugende Begattung, deren

stiirmische Gewalt das ganze Meer(?) zu wilden Wogen erregt [inter-

pretation of st.31]. Es schliesst sich treffiich an, dass er danach aus dem
See emporsteigt [st.32 a-b] ohne weiter auf den Regenfall und die

Verteilung des Wassers einzuwirken. Das bliebt andren Wesen iiber-

lassen [st.33], unter diesen dem Stern Satavesa.”

Nothing compels the assumption of a “water-mare”; the myths of

the hvarnah or of Indra-Vrtra, too, have no Andromeda figure. Y/.8,8

from which the mare is abstracted, is an excerpt, in ungrammatical

language, of 8,46, and this again an imitation (with reminiscences of

Yt.10,14; 8,31 and 33) of similar verses in Yt.5,4-5, which say, in correct
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language: “vispe varis acarati . . . aspahe krpa arusahe, he visits all

gulfs of the sea, in the shape of a white horse,” disfigured in 8.8 to

“baSa varim acarati aspo.krp^m asaonim.” This abortive phrase does

not prove an old mythical concept of a “water-mare.” And st.31, “ho

zrayo a-, vi-yozati, a-, vi-yzraSayati, a-, vi-yzarayati” (reminiscent of,

the rest quoted from, Yz.5,4) is at the best a grammatical exercise of a

pupil, not the effect of the mythical mating. If there ever was such a

concept, it would have been the climax of the tale, there was no taboo

against plain speaking. Lommel continues: “In 32 ist es mit der durch

die Vereinigung von Hengst und Stute vor sich gehenden Regener-

zeugung nicht zu vereinbaren, dass auch Satavesa zugleich oder un-

mittelbar nach Tistriya aus dem See emporsteigt. Da nun aber der

auf Satavesa bezligliche Satz in 32 aus dem Metrum fallt, so vereinigen

sich formale und sachliche Kritik dahin, diesen Satz vom Text aus-

zuschliessen.” And yet he regards Satavesa—thus eliminated—as the

subject of st.33.

What he takes umbrage at is no “criticism of content,” but applica-

tion of the scale of human decorum of the twentieth century to the

mythical animals. The meter, too, is no fit “criticism of form”: the Tis-

triya verses are as deficient as those on Satavesa. For instance, the stand-

ing epithets tistriyo reva hvarnahva are metrical only where the formula

appears in the nominative; nars krpa panca.dasaho is metrical, but the

analogous “shapes” in 16 and 18 are not. In trying to restore the meter

one would give to the verses an authenticity and an archaic character

to which they have no claim. Lommel’s investigation, if right, could

only lay bare what the redactors thought when dissecting the old hymn

in just the way they did. Meillet called such yashts an “ensemble de

fragments que des redacteurs denues d’art et de pensee ont mis cote a

cote.” To uncover their thoughts is useless; what matters is solely the

“fragments authentiques dont l’interet est grand.”

In the present arrangement of Yr.8, Tistriya seems to be the subject

of st.47, but no name is mentioned, and to whom the adj. savista refers

can only be inferred from the true connection of the stanzas. A glance

at the existing translations is enough to show what the redactors have

made of the beautiful hymn: the clouds are blown away because

Tistriya wants to chase witches from the ocean, the rain falls because
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he visits all gulfs etc. Therefore, st.43 too, although in its present posi-

tion Tistriya seems to be its subject, must be attributed to Satavesa:

43: vispais nenizati sima

apaya vazdris crysyati

vispa(s.ta) daman bisazati

He washes off all illnesses,

(with water?) he makes grow the

healing herbs,

he heals all creatures.

These verses enlarge on the thought of 47c: tata rva#ra besaziya. The
edition gives vazdris with cod.Fi, but }io has vazdars. Wb. interprets

it erroneously as participle “(mit spriihendem Wasser) fahrend”; Lom-
mel leaves it open: “er lasst alle . . . wachsen.” “All,” though not in

the text, is right: instead of apaya, ’py, one must read vispe, vspy. An-

dreas interpreted vazdvar in Yt. 14,29, tanuvo vispaya vazdvar as “lead-

ership.” It is related to Gath, vazdah in Y.49,10, dvandva vazda ava-

mlra, which, through “vazdris, medicinal herbs” finds its explanation

as “nectar and ambrosia,” see under ‘Harvatat.’

Likewise as physician, this time under his own name, Satavesa is

described in the poorly conditioned verses of Y^.8,9:

at ta apo frasavayati

sataveso

avi hafta.krsvaris

vyahva yat jasati sriro

histati ramaniva

huyarya avi dahyus

(kaSa arya dahyavo huyarya ba-

vanti)

Those waters, then, Sataveso

drives forth,

to the seven regions,

v/hen the beautiful one arrives at

child-birth

he stands (still) peacefully

over the lands with-good-harvest

The question at the end is a meaningless repetition of st.36. The re-

mark about the krsvar, ungrammatical in form, comes from st.40,

apparently caused by “huyarya,” common to both and probably unau-

thentic. The words are preceded by “Tistriya goes into the sea and

makes the waters surge up,” i.e. the surf of the sea. Then: “Satavesa

drives these waters . .
.” in fact other waters, viz. the clouds. The fissure

is evident. Nor is there any connection with the following st.io. We have

just a short disconnected fragment. Previous translations went astray

in seeking a context of eschatological meaning, vyahva (loc.) appears

once more in Y/.i3,io ( = 22 and 28), where the fravarti uphold the
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embryos so they will not die in birth, vyahva (see under ‘Fravarti’).

The same signification is possible here: the fragment said something

about the star’s favorable influence on childbirth. The god who has

power over seed and crop is also a healing god.

Satavesa appears only once more in the Awesta, in Yt.13,43-44.

43: ta hrzanti satavesam

antar zam asmanamca

tat.apam zavana.srutam

tat.apam uxsyat.urvaram

#ra#rai pasva viraya

tiradrai aryanam dahyunam

dradrai gaus pancahiyahya

avahe naram rtaunam

44: vi antar zam asmanamca

sataveso vijasati

tat.apo zavana.sruto

tat.apo uxsyat.urvaro

sriro banuva roxsnama

#ra#rai pasva viraya

^ra^rai aryanam dahyunam

etc. as in 43.

The fravarti let go Satavesa

between earth and heaven,

him who pours rain, hears when

called,

him who pours rain, makes grow

the grain

for the protection of cattle and

men,

for the protection of the Aryan

provinces,

for the protection of the five kinds

of animals,

for the help of the pious men.

Between earth and heaven

Satavesa travels along,

he who pours rain, hears when

called,

he who pours rain, makes grow

the grain,

the beautiful, radiant, with intense

light,

for the protection etc. as above.

zavana.srut, OI. havanasrut, also in Y/.io,6i, has the thematic

inflection of the late language, an indication that the verses are

not of a high antiquity. In ¥^.19,35, ApamNapat is called za-

vana.suvam (acc.) Wb. “helping,” perhaps better “healing when

called.”

The two stanzas disclose the method of the redactors: st.44 is the

very original, in faultless meter, narrative form, nominative of the third
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person. The epithets in e are old and genuine. In 43, the same stanza

is subordinated to the main idea of the Fravartin-yasht: the fravarti “let

go,” put into motion the stars—and with them Satavesa—like race-

horses. The formula ta hrzanti causes a faulty meter in b. The effect

does not go farther, because the accusatives, by chance, have the same

number of syllables as the nominatives. Where this is not the case, as

in e: sriram banuvantam ro^snamantam, they are dropped.

St.44, thus, has nothing to do with the fravarti. The song to which

it belonged existed before the redaction of the Fravartin yasht, and

the verse was introduced into Yr.13 only to give one example more

of the power of the fravarti. The fact that the name of Satavesa appears

in the Fravartin yasht does not in the least prove that the star was

known while the conception of the fravarti as spiritus moventes of the

universe was still alive. Tistriya, who surely was known at that high,

pre-Iranian antiquity, does not appear in Yt. 13.

On the other hand, the verses of Yr.13,44 might well be part of the

old hymn in Y/.8, where their place would be between “us histati”

and “at tat dunman” in st.37, or after st.47. There are other examples of

fragments of old songs scattered over more than one yasht.

Not all the three formulae with 0ra#rai and the one with avahe are

of necessity original. They may have been fashioned after the model

of Yr.13,10 for use in Yr.13,43, and then been repeated in 44. But since

the “Aryan provinces” appear in 36 in the question “will they have a

good harvest?” the formula “for the protection of the Aryan provinces”

in Yt. 13,44 must be considered as genuine. Satavesa, further, is con-

nected in Y/.8 with the mountain Us.hindu “in front of the mouth of

the Indus,” therefore, Indus-Sind was reckoned among these Aryan

provinces. It was a new conquest of Darius and remained part of the

empire till the time of Alexander. Consequently the Satavesa verses

were composed between these time limits. The mazdayasnian redaction

they have suffered cannot be older than 400 b.c., the composition goes

back before this date.

That is all the Awesta has preserved concerning Satavesa. He ap-

pears in a myth of the middle Achaemenian period as a star rising after

Tistriya. Tistriya appears 30 nights in the sky, fights and defeats in 6

nights the demon Apavrta who keeps back the rains. After thus having
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freed the waters, Tistriya sinks into the ocean. From then on Satavesa

rises and with him come clouds and rains. In scientific language that

means : the heliacal rising of Satavesa takes place on the 37th night after

that of Tistriya and is the beginning of the rainy season.

This myth, as the entire yasht, describes Tistriya as the natural adver-

sary of duzyaram, “bad year, bad harvest, famine,” the work of Apavrta.

The stanzas on Tistriya’s rehabilitation express this thought by saying:

“He fights parikam ya duzyarya yam martiyaka avi duzvacaho huya-

ryam nama djate, the bad-fairy Bad-year, whom vulgar-speaking peo-

ple call ‘Good-year.’ ” In Yt.%,^6 the same essential quality of Tistriya

is the reason for his rehabilitation, see ‘Return of the Gods’

:

“yat zi - - arya dahyavo
+
awi.sacyars

11
datiyam yasnamca vahmamca

ya0a he asti datiyatamo yasnasca vahmasca noit i#ra arya dahyavo

frans hyat hena noit voiyna noit pama noit kapastis noit henyo ra0o

noit uzgrfto drafso, if the Aryan provinces would observe Tistriya’s

worship and praise as prescribed by the law, in the way the worship

and praise strictly following the law (datiyatama) should be,

neither hena, nor flood, nor cattle-plague, nor pestilence, nor the chariot

of the enemy, nor the(ir) lifted banner would come over the Aryan

provinces.”

The author first speaks in a prolix official style, then, falls into verses

or what were verses, duzyaram “famine,” indispensable because of the

relation of st.56 to 15, 53 and 55, and because of the entire tenor of the

yasht, is here omitted. On the other hand, hena “hostile host,” i.e. war,

is overemphasized by adding raflo “chariot” and uzgrfto drafso “ban-

ner.” In Y/. 14,48 where the same verses reappear, but addressed to Vrth-

ragna, god of war, such emphasis and the omission of famine are jus-

tified. Hertel’s attempt, in iiqf vn,i57, to scan the verses as they stand

makes only more apparent how badly they are preserved, hena and

henayo ra0o etc. cannot have been separated by all the intervening

words; uzgrfta drafso certainly was a compound adjective to hena,

as in the only good passage where the word recurs, Yii.13,37: fravartayo

puruspaSa uzgrfta.drafsa. When restoring duzyaram, indispensable in a

11 IE6.I533 attaches awi.sactars to V sak- “konnen, lernen" (not attested with prev. awi-)

with the hypothetic meaning "wenn sie diichten an.” In view o£ awi. sak-, Gr. t7rio-7i-6/tei'os = awi

+ Vhak-, I prefer reading +awi.sacyars "to observe.” The frequent confusion of s and s goes

back to manuscripts of the period after ArdashTr I, e.g. in the script of the Pahl. Psalter, medial

s and s were scarcely distinguishable.
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Tistriya hymn, and when replacing the negation noit by ma, as required

after detaching the verses, we obtain as original form

:

ma i0ra arya dahyavo frans hyat (io) Not shall come here over the

Aryan provinces

hena uzgrfta.drafsa ma ra#o (io) a hostile host with uplifted

banners, not a chariot,

ma duzyaram (4) not famine,

ma voryna ma pama ma kapastis (10) not flood, not cattle-plague,

not pestilence!

Such a prayer, not addressed to any special god, and perhaps origi-

nally composed in verses of ten syllables, could easily be used with

slight modifications for one or the other god. The yashts offer many

analogies for such a procedure.

In the inscription Darius Pers.d one reads

mana oramazda upastam baratu (12) To me Oramazda shall bring

succor,

hada visebis bagebis (8) with all the gods

uta imam dahyaum oramazda patu (12) and O. shall protect these

provinces

haca henaya haca dusyara (10) from hena, from dusyaram,

haca droga (4) from droga!

abi imam dahyaum ma ajamya (10) Over these provinces may not

come

ma hena ma dusyaram ma droga! (10) not war, not famine, not

droga

!

The Awestic verses speak of war, flood, cattle-plague, pestilence, and,

originally, of famine, all naturally associated ideas. In the inscription

it is war, famine and a religious-philosophical abstraction, droga. That

is not popular, all but incongruous. Droga does not belong to this

sphere, but has been introduced for the sake of a religious theory, which

is also expressed, several times, in the Behistun inscription, thus in §10:

“droga dahyava vase abava, droga did as it liked in the country,” or

§54: “dahyava ima tya hami^flya abava droga.dis hamif^iya akunos tya

ime karam adruzyasa, the provinces here, which became disloyal, droga

made them disloyal, because those (the men named in §52) made the

people drug-ish.” At last §58:
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haca droga darsam patipayahva Beware strictly of droga!

yadi avafla manyahe (8) if ye think thus:

dahyaus.me drva ahati (8) My land shall be safe!

There, too, the author, at the end, falls into verses. In Pers.d, voiyna

“flood,” one of the group war, famine etc. is lacking, and it is obvious

that the not-pertinent notion of droga supplanted voiyna. The original

text once was: “ma hena ma dusyaram ma +
vaiyna.” That means, the

Awestic passages and the inscription have a common source. Darius’

scribes follow the same rules as the redactors of the Awesta: both in-

troduce Zoroastrian notions into pre-Zoroastrian verses. But the redac-

tors of the Awesta did not retouch just these verses, and thus it comes

to pass that in this case the inscription is more Zoroastrian than the

Awesta, which used the pre-Zoroastrian form at a time when Tistriya

was reinstalled by the data (datiya datiyatama of Y^.8,5-6) given by

Artaxerxes II. The designation parlka duzyarya “bad-fairy” for the

neutr. duzyaram reveals an even later shifting of the original concept,

scarcely older than the gloss “whom people of vulgar language call

huyarya.” As in the analogous passages of the Videvdad, the vulgar

language means Pahlavi as opposed to Old Iranian, and the gloss

belongs to the Arsacid period.

While there is general agreement about Tistriya being Sirius, the

identity of Satavesa is still an object of controversy. M. P. Kharegat
12

recognized in Satavesa the star Canopus, a result accepted by Sayyid H.

Taqizadeh.

The name Canopus, Gr. kanobos, is of Egyptian origin; the Greeks

saw the star in Rhodus, under 36° 20' N. lat. The Indians called it

agastya; Iranian satavesa means “with a hundred slaves” similar to MP.

hazarbanda, “with a thousand slaves.” The Babylonians called it

mulNUNkI

,
“Eridu-star,” because it represented that port of the Persian

Gulf in their macrocosmic system. The Arab, name is Suhail. It is the

brightest fixed star after Sirius, in the constellation Carina of the South-

ern hemisphere.

Recently H. Henning contested Kharegat’s identification and went

12 In his dissertation The Identity of some Heavenly Bodies mentioned in the Old Iranian

Writings, The Jamshetii Jejeebhoy Madres^a Jubilee Volume, 1914, 116-158, a book, the copy

of which I owed to the friendship of the author.
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back, as J. J. Hess
13

before him, to Saussure’s old equation Satavesa=

Antares in Scorpius, on the strength of one positive and one negative

reason. The negative reason is the great southern declination of Cano-

pus, which is not visible north of about 37
° N. lat. “The scholars who

are inclined to find the ‘home of the Awesta’ in northeastern Iran,

(e.g. in Merv), will be unable to accept Kharegat’s opinion.”

The Awesta, resembling the Bible in that it took about a thousand

years to grow, has no “home.” The home of its redactions were the

studies of scholars, and it is irrelevant where they lived. Those who
speak of the “home of the Awesta” do not see clearly the essential dif-

ference between two unconnected things, epical and religious material.

Epic and similar tales, of which the Awesta preserves fragments, have

a fixed place on earth; the oldest, pre-Iranian stratum has places outside

Iran. But hymns and prayers are not bound to a specific locality, and

the periods and regions of their origin must be determined in every

single case for intrinsic reasons. Those are the unknown quantity, the

probandum, and if in our case the identity of Satavesa and Canopus-

Suhail can be proved, the declination of the star has the ascendency

over the inclination of modern scholars: al-‘alimina sharafahum al-

Suhailu.

Iran extends between 25
0 and 37

0
N. lat.; in Susa (32

0

) and Per-

sepolis (30°), one sees Canopus even as in Babylon and Memphis. The

Satavesa verses date from the middle Achaemenian epoch, and since

the mention of the name in Yt. 13 does not link it to the old-mythical

concept of the Fravarti, and there is no common name in Skr. and OIr.

for this star, nothing supports the assumption that the Aryans had

known it in prehistoric antiquity. Thus the negative objection is of no

consequence. Kharegat, foreseeing it, wrote p.21: “An object need not

be visible throughout a country to be taken notice of by its people. The

knowledge of terrestrial objects such as mountains, rivers, etc., is not

confined to the region in which they are visible, and a different rule

cannot apply to a celestial object.”

Like Tistriya, the cloud-maker and rain-bringer Satavesa rises from

the sea Vurukrtam, in which stands mount Us.hindu; of Tistriya it is

also said that he sinks into the same sea, from which the rain comes.

The scholars who search for the home of the Awesta in northeastern

13 Cf. Orient.Stltd.Parry, i and Le systeme cosmique sino-iranien
, J.As. 1923.
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Iran or beyond, consider the sea to be the Caspian, and yet locate the

home of the Avvesta in Marw, Sughd or Balkh, where the Caspian is

just as invisible as Canopus, and where one could only form the belief

that the stars sink into that sea, but never that they rise from it. Only

people living round Astrachan at the mouth of the Wolga could form

such a notion. And the Us.hindu mountain alone forbids the identifica-

tion of Vurukrtam and Caspian.
14

Henning’s positive reason is : the name satavesa enters into that of the

17th Sogdian moon station, myn-sdvys, which corresponds to the 17th

Indian station mula and the 19th Arabic station shaula “sting of the

scorpion,” as recognized by E. Sachau.
15 Henning says : “Although Sgd.

myn is not known, we may safely infer that myn-sdvys is a kind of

appendix to that star (or constellation) that bore the name Sadves.”

He concludes: “Satavesa is scorpius, or its main star Antares.”

This conclusion is not safe. If Sadves had ever been the name of the

entire constellation, myn could not mean “sting,” for Sadves does not

mean “scorpion.” The analogy rests merely on this impossible meaning

of myn; hence, there is no reason to assume that the constellation of

Scorpius was ever called Satavesa. The Greeks too did not deal with it

under a single name, which means that the concept of one great con-

stellation is not that old. myn can be any qualification to Sadves, e.g.

one distinguishing the star from the real Satavesa, as Kharegat assumed

where he deals with the equation myn = mula = shaula: “The names

Satavesa and Sadves are the same, but I do not think that the stars

are the same,” with reference to names of stars occurring twice and

more times in Arabic and European astronomy. The Arabs count, I

believe, five Suhails, distinguished by qualificative adjectives.

General reasons, most of them adduced by Kharegat for his identifica-

tion are: Gr.Bdh .: “The seas of the southern quarter are under the

protection of Satves, just as the seas of the northern quarter are under

that of Haftrang (Ursa Major).” As chief of the southern stars, Satavesa

must be a very bright star, and Canopus is second only to Sirius-Tistriya,

with whom he is linked in the yasht, and to whom he is near in time

and space. The star was also venerated by Egyptians, Babylonians,

14 See under ‘Sea.’ Only Hertel is consequent in transferring all these names into heaven. But

in history such celestial conceptions are projected from earth into heaven.

15 Albiruni’s Chronology, transl. 288. Sdvys is Iranian, and as an Iranian word myn would

be “naked.”
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Arabs and Persians—Anwar i suhaill! The Arabs call Sirius one of the

“Sisters of Suhail,” the other one is Prokyon in Canis Minor. The

Indians ascribed to their Agastya the power of purifying the water, as

the Iranians similarly did with their Satavesa. At last, a cogent proof

in itself, the “sea Satavesa” was part of the Indian Ocean, see under

‘Sea.’

A star as southern as Canopus cannot have been known to the Aryans

in their aboriginal home, the Duab of Turkistan, but only in their new

abodes, India and Iran. Therefore it cannot have a common name

inherited from Aryan antiquity. If the names of the star were etymolog-

ically the same in Skr. and OIr., it could not be Canopus; but the names

differ, and the triple identity of Agastya = Satavesa = Canopus is there-

fore possible.

In his refutation, Kharegat made his calculation for Lambda Scorpii,

not Antares, a difference not important for our problem. Lambda Sc.

rose heliacally, in the latitude of Iran and about 500 b.c., about five

months after Sirius. Canopus, on the other hand, in 25
0 N. lat. 34 days

(July 9-Aug. 12), and in 30° N. lat. 41 days (July 14-Aug. 24) after

Sirius. The Apavrta myth makes Satavesa rise on the 37th night after

Tistriya. A calculation for 400 b.c. and 30° N. lat. (Persepolis) would

reduce the small difference between 41 and 36 days by half a day.

That fits, whereas the five months’ difference between the rise of Tis-

triya and Scorpius would make the whole concept of the myth impos-

sible.

Furthermore, Lambda Sc., and so Antares, are zodiacal stars, and

Satavesa was not one of them, for Vand-Hormizd says in the Say. ne-

say. 14,6: “If one of the zodiacal stars is visible besides Tistar, Vanand

(Wega) and Sadves, the day-period (gas) is to be kept on, otherwise

it is to be given up.” It is not only in this passage that the three great

stars are opposed to the zodiacal stars. The idea behind the rule is: they

remain visible when the twilight has already extinguished the zodiacal

stars. Therefore Sataveso cannot belong to the constellation of Scorpius.

The definition of Vand-Hormizd is the remark of a late astronomer;

for the people who formed the myth and arranged their peasant’s life

in accordance with these stars there was no such distinction, only a

divine rain-bringer in the sky. Kharegat quoted reports from modern
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gazetteers, e.g. that of Kacchi:
16 “The stars by which the cultivator is

guided are Katti, Brah. Paur (Pleiades), whose appearance in the early

morning in June heralds the period when floods may be expected;

Treru or Trangar (Cassiopeia) which appears about the 27th of Sanwar

(July) and bids the cultivator hasten his preparations for sanwari sow-

ings; Ludho, Brah. Ludav, appearing about the 15th of Bhaira (Au-

gust), a signal to the cultivators that the season of Juar sowing is

over; and Sohel (Canopus) with its forerunner or ‘witness,’ shahid or

agawan, which warns the cultivator [Y.44,5: ya manoflris cazdahvan-

tam ar#ahya] that the end of summer is near, and that his buffaloes

will shortly cease to soil in the water. Thus Katti and Treru govern

the Juar cultivation, the principal sanwari crop, whilst Ludho and

Sohel are the stars which guide the cultivator in all matters relating to

the wheat, the principal crop of the Sarav harvest. Sohel is believed

generally to bring three showers of rain in its train. . . . The cultivators

believe these conditions to be universal on the whole earth.”
1 '

Unintentionally and unknowingly, this picture is almost a paraphrase

of those verses of the yasht in which everything is counted by the rise of

Tistriya. Anaxagoras said: “Cane ascendente messem, descendente vero

terrae cultum homines exordiuntur.” The conditions in southern Iran

today are the same as those the Iranians encountered when immigrat-

ing. One cannot import them from one home under a different sky to

another climate. The conception must be that indigenous to the coun-

try.

There was an old rain-god in Elam whose cult still lingers on in the

sanctuary of Nabi Daniel at Susa, situated between the palace mound

and the river.

16 By Major C. H. Minchin, p.65.
17 Kharegat corrected: “The names in Kacchi are Sindhi, in Makran etc. Balochi. Katti, from

Skr. kfttikah, are the Pleiades, Bal. Paur from Ir. paro, parvln; they rise heliacally in Balochistan

on the 6th or 7th of June. Treru, Trangar, Bal. tlrband, i.e. ‘girdle,’ is not Cassiopeia, but the

row of three stars forming the ‘belt of Orion.’ The date, 27th of July, is too late about a fort-

night, reason: shifting lunar months. Ludho, from Skr. Lubhdaka, the ‘hunter,’ is Sirius. Date,

15th of August, is probably too late about a fortnight, same reason. Sohel is Canopus; in Las

Bela it is called Aith < Skr. agastya.” In §28 he remarks: “Sohel-Canopus-Aith, heliac. rise in

25
0

N.lat. 23,viii, in 30° N.lat. 3,ix, seems to be the principal star of Balochistan. It gives its

name to the autumn season consisting of September and October; to one of the nine periods

of 40 days each into which the agriculturists and flock-owners divide the year. The Brahois give

the name Sohel to the month corresponding to Hindu Ass in, the Marris call the autumn crop

Soheli.”
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The Syriac Chronicle Noldeke-Guidi, a.d. 670-680, tells: “The Arabs

took Susa. They occupied the house there, called the house of St. Daniel,

seized the treasure kept and guarded in it by order of the kings since

the time of Darius and Cyrus, and they took and broke the silver

sarcophagus, in which was lying an embalmed body which many be-

lieve to be that of Daniel, others that of Darius.”

Tabari 1,2566: “abu Sabra [leader of the first Muslim conquerors]

was told, there is the body of Daniel in this towm! He answered: What
does that matter to me? and left it in the hands of the inhabitants.”

Tabari 1,2567: “abu Musa al-Ash‘ari [abu Sabra’s successor in 18 h. /

639 a.d.] wrote to ‘Umar b. al-Khattab about it, who ordered the body

buried. Abu Musa wrote back: The corpse had a signet-ring, we kept

it! The caliph answered: Use it! And on this stone was the figure of a

man between two lions.”

Baladhuri, 278: Abu Musa saw in the citadel of Susa a curtained

room and was told that it contained the body of the prophet Daniel”

[a later variant, used already by Sir William Ouseley, adds “a prophet,

though a minor one”]. This relic was believed to have the power of

bringing rain. Baladhuri and Tabari speak of it and all the later sources

amplify and confuse their stories. Baladhuri adds: “abu Musa had the

tomb dug in the river bed.”

Istakhri, about 340 H./950 a.d.: “I have been told—Allah knows best—
that in abu Musa s time a sarcophagus was found in which they say lay

the bones of the prophet Daniel. The people of a book [Christians and

Jews] used to move the coffin from one to the other of their temples

in order to obtain rain through its blessings, wherever there was drought

[detailed stories]. But abu Musa [objecting to the continuous removal

of so venerable a relic] took it, carried it to the river at the gate of Susa,

diverted the river through a canal, constructed three tombs of brick-

work in its bed, and buried the coffin in one of them. After having shut

and covered the tombs, he opened the water-gates and let the river

flow over the top of their vaults. Thus it does to the present day. But

he who dives to the bottom of the water finds there those tombs.”

Benjamin of Tudela who visited Susa between a.d. 1160 and 1173*

dwells, as all the others, on the miraculous power of the tomb and the

rivalry of the inhabitants of the two banks for exclusive possession of

these blessings. He refers the burial wrongly to Sindjar Shahinshah,
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i.e. the great Seldjuq who died in 552 H,/ii57 a.d., and built the present

shrine.
18

The excavations of Susa
19
have brought to light a burial of the Achae-

menian period which fits exactly that description: a skeleton with rich

ornaments in a bronze sarcophagus shaped like a bathtub. The engrav-

ing on the seal, a man between two lions, is the most common icono-

graphic type of Achaemenian seals. The description of the Arabs proves

that the sanctuary they saw had a tradition back to the Achaemenian

period, but it was much older. At Der, modern Badrai, on the road

from Susa to ‘Iraq, main town of that region in the 4th millennium,

the snake-god mus, son of the main goddess Nana, “queen of Der,”

and “mar bid, heir” of Der—who is closely related to the main god of

Susa, Insusinak son of Innana—had two temples, one “sa pan biti, in

front of the (main) temple,” the other “sa birit nari, in the river.”

The burial of Daniel under the river was apparently no spontaneous

idea of abu Musa. It is an old Muhammedan belief that Joseph—until

Moses carried him off—was buried under the Nile, in order to let both

shores of Egypt partake of his blessings, barakat, the motif of the stories

of Benjamin of Tudela. Alaric, king of the Goths, was buried under a

river: “Nachtlich am Busento lispeln bei Cosenza dumpfe Lieder.”

On the whole, the story is a good example of the law of the perma-

nence of places of worship : an immemorial cult of an Elamite weather-

god has been continued, in transformations, from religion to religion.

The last time the minor prophet exercised his power was during my
visit in 1928, when Riza Shah Pahlavi asked me to show him Susa.

He decided to rest one day at Dizful, and Farman Farma, Flruz Mirza,

Sarim al-daula, Timurtash, minister of the Court, Dawar, minister of

Justice—rahimahum Allah!—drove over, that day, to Susa. After walk-

ing over the ruins we had an opulent picnic in the vaulted passage

around the tomb-chamber, overlooking the boundless eastern plain. I

felt strange and saw a black cloud, the size of my hand, on the horizon.

So I proposed returning, which we did at once. The cloud came up and

in less than an hour invaded half of heaven and earth like a wall of sand

and dust, blacker than the thickest London fog. In the early afternoon

it was dark night. Then a thunderstorm broke loose with a deluge of

18 Cf. Ars Islamica ix, 1942, 34f. and fig. 69.

19 Mem .Deleg. en Perse vm, 1905, pl.11, fig. 67ft.
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rain, like unto the end of the world. It was the end of the journey of the

Shah. Next day, the whole Aryan province of Khuzistan stood several

feet under water. I did not tell anybody of Daniel’s power, not wanting

to be accused of having provoked the rain-bringer’s wrath by our ir-

reverent luncheon: azarto ebyo nrbyo yoi parvam azarayanta.

The mythical thinking of the peoples in new surroundings absorbs

local notions without abandoning older ones. If, then, we find overlap-

ping and contradictory ideas, if, in Iran, ApamNapat, Ardvi, Tistriya

and Satavesa all are active in the same field, it is because the concepts

of different phases and regions coexist without having been brought into

a system. Everywhere local conditions are believed to be universal, as

the gazetteer remarks.

The concept of Satavesa as rain-bringer is autochthonous and Elamite.

The Iranians associated it with their picture of Tistriya. Satavesa is

not a name or a figure of the “Aryan Period,” but had been known to

the Iranians since the Achaemenian time.

That is long before in a.d. 1000 the name myn-sdvys appears as that

of a lunar station in the Sogdian lists, clearly as a term of scientific

astronomy. Sadves is a Persian name; possibly myn, unknown in

Sogdian, is Persian too. Such scientific terms cannot be projected into

high Sogdian antiquity, especially not in this case, for the idea of lunar

stations is not an old one. But just as the Arabs multiplied their name

Suhail, so the Sogdians, who could not see that star, may have admitted

its name, qualified by myn (not = “sting”) as a second Suhail into

their nomenclature, when they took over Hellenistic and Persian

astronomy.

In spite of the objections raised against it, Kharegat’s identification

stands: Satavesa = Canopus = Suhail, and the region and period in which

the hymn was formed is determined by this identification, not by the

inclination, the bias of modern scholars, to find the non-existing “home

of the Awesta” in northern Iran: al-suhailu sharafa l-‘alimlna.
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Man has always counted. The faculty may be one of the fundamental

distinctions between a human and an animal’s brain. Numerical sys-

tems based on 4, 5 and 10 are derived from peculiarities of the human
body, and are primordial. Not without reason, numbers are the most

persistent words in all families of languages. Epicharmus said: 6 /3fo?

avdpa>TTOL<; \o-yurpov xa.pi9p.ov Setrat ttoXv.

At the end of the stone age, property marks appear all over the world

on pottery. Mason’s marks and other fabrication and trade marks are

invented for calculating the payments. The cattle was branded with

marks, Ir. da^sta, Akk. simmanu, Arab, wasm, in order to facilitate

the counting. Slaves and other possessions, too, had marks : Cain bore

the “oth” of God on his forehead. Property marks and calculating pre-

cede writing and are the origin of script. Deliveries were noted by

notches—“kerben, carving, scribere”—on the tally
—

“Fr. taille, Germ.

Kerbholz”—or “chalked up, angekreidet.” Until our time, “boumaerke”

were the legally valid signatures of peasants in Nordic countries. The
marks develop into letters, the tallying, “ritzen” becomes “writing.”

The oldest prehistoric written documents, of the fourth millennium,

the proto-Elamite tablets of Susa and of Tepe Siyalik as well as the

proto-Sumerian ones of Jamdat Nasr are all accounts, deliveries to tem-

ples and similar lists. The great bulk of their contents are numbers.

Iranian had many words for reckoning, e.g. OP. Vvan- “calculate.”

In Median and Achaemenian Iran people counted everywhere, the

army—hence the numbers of dead and prisoners in the Behistun inscrip-

tion; the post—hence the milestones, parasangs; the financial offices

—

hence the clay tablets of Persepolis and the bills of Murasu Sons, the

banking house of Parysatis.

Aw. han.karaya > Arm. angarem, MP. NP. angardan is “to enumer-

ate, tell, tale,” cf. Hiibschmann, Arm.Gramm, 97. In Yt.i it means “the

yasna is celebrated for the account (dat.) of those mentioned.” The prev.

ham-, like Lat. cum, Got. ga-, enters for the abandoned IE. distinction

between determined and undetermined action of the present- and

aorist-stem of the verb: OP. darayami “I hold, own,” ham.adaraya “I

have taken possession of.” The noun han.krmo in Yt.5,9, derived from

ham.karaya, with the dative “xsatfrai aryanam dahyunam” means “he
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who counted to, incorporated in the empire of the Aryan provinces,’

see under ‘Mithra.’ han.krda, in 17 . 19,56, Pahl. transl. “u.s hangartakih,

and its sum is (3 lines, 4 ranks, 5 ratu)”; also han.krti “addition, ac-

count,” cf. upa.krti in Pap.El. “drawing up of an account, estimate of

costs,” under ‘Navigation.’

V mar-, smar-, orig. “to mark, note,” assumes the meaning “to count”

not only in MP., but has it already in hamarakara “accountant” in Ezra

and the Papyri > MP. amarkar=Arab. amil “subgovernor of a dis-

trict”; equally Gath, homrti, see under ‘ApamNapat,’ “settling of ac-

counts.” Hiibschmann quoted 01 . “sasmarana, counting over (of cat-

tle)” = roundup ;
Wackernagel Skr. “smarana, recalling, counting over.”

In the song to Tistriya, Yr.8,5 and 41, “yim . . .
patismarante” means

“by whom count, reckon”; it would be bad if it meant as one translates

“to yearn for,” for in Y/.5,ii the immaculate Ardvisura “driving on the

chariot” would then “yearn for men (coll.sg.),” whereas she “counts,

remembers” the many “who praise me, bring offerings.” Likewise,

Mithra’s scouts who sit on their towers along the roads, in Y/. 10,45, do

not “long for,” but “count” the passersby. Herodotus describes this

traffic-control after Hecataeus. Aw. patismar- persists without semantic

change in Sogd. pcmrtyt (plur.) “counted.”

Mazdah is the best accountant, sahvar.maristo, Y.29,4, and in the

Tistriya yasht not only gods and men, but animals and inanimate

nature count the seasons by the rising of Sirius. Thus already the star-

gazers of Ammi.saduqa looked out for the rising of Venus for their

calendar calculations in old Babylon, or the Assyrians in Kanes for

the “plough-star.” Since times primeval observation of the stars has been

needed for cultivation, and its practical result is the calendar.

Therefore, in the verses Yt.8,5 and 36, we find, among the men that

look out and count, the keta and
+
ratugut.

^ratugut—of the text—is a fault, an assimilation to ^ratukat “philos-

opher” in YiU3,i6 for Yatugut, with ratu “apportioned space of time”

and gut- to V gu-, whence OP. abi.zavaya, Tpahl. a^gudan, NP. afzu-

dan “to increase,” opp. vigav- “decrease.” When—as in in- and de-

crescere—the preverbs abi- and vi- make the verbs antonyms, the sim-

plex (cf. Wb. V 2
gav- “verschaffen” and

2
gona) must express, like “to
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grow,” the notion of changing size or of measure, near to that of num-
ber. Cf. Gath javaro in Y.48,8: vahos manyos syo^nanam javaro, Wb.

605: “etwa ‘Abwagung’ der guten Taten der Menschen beim Jungsten

Gericht.”
+
ratugut means the “time-measurer, chronologist, calendar-

maker.”

The signification of keta, with which it stands in parallel, has been

determined by the newly discovered TPahl. words qydyq’n v m’rygr’n,

Henning in bsos 1X584. maregar is “conjuror, charm-maker.” Henning

connected qydyg with keta in Y/.8,5 and keSan in the Karnam.Art.

There the sense comes near to “astrologer,” though MP. star.sumar was

hardly a MP. neologism, but already in OIr. the general term, and the

real meaning of keta remains unknown as long as its etymology is not

determined.

Zoroaster did not admit sun, moon and stars, the old “heavenly deva”

into his AhuraMazdah. This rejection of the heavenly bodies as a group

recalls the same rejection in old Israelite and Muhammedan religion,

and seems to have had similar reasons: not to adore something

“created,” and not to allow similar cults of foreign nations to infiltrate.

Astronomy flourished in Babylon, and Zoroaster’s rejection had the

effect that occupations like that of observing the stars fell into disrepute.

The gathas say little about celestial bodies. Only in Y.30,10 we find a

term hitherto misunderstood.

Y.30,10: ada zi ava drujo bavati skando spaya^rahya

“Then, collapse of the spayaflra of the Druxs will come to pass, but

those will partake of the promise of the good abode of Vahumano,

Mazdah and Rtam, who in (their) good renown are deemed worthy

(of it),” see under ‘Myastra.’

The following etymologies have been advanced for spaya#ra:

Bartholomae, Wb.: “Gedeihen, Erfolg, Gluck; Zusammenfall

von *spaia- zu V*sav- und *sphaia- zu \
/3
spa-” Andreas, nggw,

1911, 10: “spayafha (fur spay
0
-) um Bartholomae’s guter Kom-

bination mit *sphay- gerecht zu werden.” Salemann objected

that, according to Zoroastrian conception, the Druxs could have

no “luck.” Hertel, Siegesf. 98 and 190, speaks only of Vsu-,

and remarks: “spaya#ra bezeichnet, wie fhvaesah, im Awesta

nur [both are hapax] das daevische Himmelsfeuer,” and Beitr.
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m: “Feuer, Licht, im Sinne des jaw. ‘finsteren’ hvarnah der

druj.” tfwaesah is “earthquake.”

The passage ada—spaya#rahya, in ¥.30,10 opposed to the “celestial

abodes,” is repeated in frgm.Westerg.S, cf. Hertel, Venus 2of. These

late verses speak of the “month of cold,” of the “winter mahrkusa”

[month markheshvan] threatening the world and banished into the

“ahu, world, of the Dnrys,” of the star mrzu who sets out “from his

Xsa#ram” = Akk. bitu “house,” and of the triumph over the winter.

Then comes the quotation “thereupon the skando spaya#rahya comes

to pass.” The notion is plainly connected with climate, meteorology,

seasons and the rotation of the sky.

skand- is used with the prev. avi- and fra- for phalanges, buildings

and the like; upa.scindaya with frasa in Y*.io,i8 means “shatter beyond

(repair).” The noun skanda is used in the gatha with the verb bu-, in

Aw. with kar-. H. W. Bailey, “Bum-candak — Earthquake,” bsos vi,

822L, deals with the passage in the Zamaspnam .: “bum candak vaslkar

be bavet u vas averanlh be kunet, there will be many earthquakes and

will cause much destruction,” with the same verbs bu- and kar-. Cf.

candisni in S\.Gum.Vic. MP. candak, to Vskand-, is a syn. of the Gath,

noun skanda. MP. bum candak would be Aw. bumois skando; spaya-

0rahya skando is an equivalent of it.
1

The Manichaean hymns, while telling the death of Mani after the

model of the Gospels of Luke and Mark, say instead of “there was dark-

ness over the whole earth”: qdg ’sm’ng ’mbst ’v byh ’rg zmyg vlvry’d,

“the house of heaven collapsed completely, the earth shook.” The words

’v byh ’rg are written ‘l lbr’ sjr’ in the Pahl. text of Hajjiabad, Pars,

byryny, where they mean “beyond (the target).” Here they mean

“beyond (repair),” as frasa upascindayati in Y/. 10, 18,
2
“beyond all

measure.” The figure of the collapse of the sky must have been so

familiar that the authors preferred it to the darkening.

spytrhy counts for four syllables in the gatha, hence spaya-

0rahya, or, in analogy to dena, *spe#rahya. The Pahl. transl. has

1 tfsvesah in Yr. 11,4 maso apo maso va Swcso and similarly in 11,5, is another word for

“earthquake, creujfxoi" by etymology, not “Furcht” ( Wb.) Skr.transl. renders skando :candak by

canca, cancalata, cf. Arab, zalzala.

- Cf. frasa upavati in the Satasesa verses Yf.S,33 under ‘Tistriya.’
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spys, i.e. spehr [not spah, Wb.1613]. Spaya#ra is TPahl. ‘spyhr,

in BPars. normally spelt sp’hl for spyhl.
3

MP. NP. spihr has never been linked to spaya#ra. Lagarde

considered it as loan from cr^aipa;
4,

Spiegel as Aw. $warta

;

Noldeke : *spi#ra to V spit- “to be white.” Quite recently, Hen-

ning in jras 1942, 239 reverted to Lagarde’s opinion, dating the

loan in the time when the Babylonian notion of the “sphere of

the ecliptic and the planets” was introduced in the older Iranian

conception of heavens, and regarding the -h-, in view of the

Man. Mir. spelling ‘spyr as unetymological. In his Mir.Man.i-m

‘spyr appears only in the stories of Mani’s death and of Ohr-

mizd’s fight. There, Henning explained it as N.T. cnreipa,

transl. “Kriegerschar.” But in F. W. K. Muller 11,86 = Salemann

48,4, there is ‘sp(yh)r in the sense “sphere of heaven.”

Mir.Man.111,17,3: “Uzzi, who in that night was allowed to stay with

Mani, described to the whole community what he had seen ’ndr ‘spyr,”

in the place where Mani was imprisoned. 111,45,11 and 46,1: The wind

demons enclose the god like ‘spyr ‘stft, a solid ‘spyr, and the helping god

“splits, shatters” this ‘spyr. In Ayat\.Zar. §§41-42, Jamasp makes Vistasp

promise and Vistasp swears “however fatal be the truth which the sage

will announce, ne zanem, ne ozanem, nec pa sp’hr darem [cf. ’ndr

‘spyr], I shall not beat him, not kill him, not hold him in sp’hr,” which

can mean nothing but “prison.” In Arabic there is a distinction between

habs, a normal prison, and mutbaq (tabaqa iv, “to cover”) a dungeon,

often an underground vault. There was a “house of darkness, ol/co? rod

o-kotov?,” built by Xusrau II in Ctesiphon,
5
as treasure house—where

the cross of Christ was deposited—but also as prison—where Xusrau

3 la Vid.3,42 sp’s, i.e. spahr, stands for Aw. 0wasa, i.e. Owarta, Wb. “Luftraum, atmosphere.”

sp renders Aw. ffw also in a$wi)a:aspikan; in rapitfwina sp or tv. s (instead of s) for -hr- as

in msvk:mahrok, psvmtpahlum etc. Spiegel, with regard to this passage, believed flwasa to be

spihr etymologically. This involved the equation “0warta = Russ. twerd 1 " (in nebesnaja t\v.,

firmament) which Salemann questioned, Mel.As.ix, 1886, 237. Tedesco informed me that Russ.

twerd 1

belongs to tverdyj “fixed,” Litt. tverice “to seize, hold, enclose, fence in; to form,

create.” Owarta is important for Andreas’ theory of the Aw. character s < Aram, vhr, nggw
1931, hi, which is graphically irrefutable, only, the ligature contains, it is true, initial v—cf.

the Aw. characters w<v + P, z<v + 1—but the sign is used for hr (without vowel), not for

uhr.

4 Etymologically connected with Aw. skarna “round.”
5 Theophanes, Bonn, 502; cf. Chron.Pasch. Migne 1019; Ndldeke-Guidi, Syr. Chroni\; and

Thron des Khosro, in Jahrb. Preuss. Kunstslg. 41, 1920, 19.
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himself was imprisoned. The name describes it as an underground vault.

That is also the meaning of the Arab, term for “barrel-vault,” azadj,

from Ass. bit azakki < Sum. e.azag, “house of darkness, cellar,” see

under ‘Architecture.’ In Y.46,6 Zoroaster calls the spaya#ra of Y.30,10

“drujo he#a, prison of the Druxs” (not, Wb., “zum Verband gehorig”).

The spayaffra of the Druxs, opposed to the “abodes of heaven,” is her

underground vault, dungeon.

The meaning of spaya#ra > spihr thus being determined, its

etymology remains to be found : from a pres, stem spaya-, V spa-,

spi-. Wb.1615 unites apparently forms actually belonging to

more than one V spa- all under this root, without any etymolog-

ical connection, giving it the signification “iacere, abicere” (thus

occasionally the Pahl. transl.) OP. V sa- was not yet known to

Bartholomae; Benveniste recognized “frasahiy” as s-aor. pass,

sah- of V sa-, to Aw. Y spa-, spah-, which requires a correspond-

ent *sva- in OIndian. Dar.chart.Sus.: “upari imam 0ikam hadis

frasahl” means “upon this gravelling the palace was put, pro-

jected, spread” or the like, a meaning which fits that of some

Aw. vocables.

Among the verbal forms: Yif.19,56 (repeated in 59 and 62)

“Frahrasya dives three times into the ocean after the hvarnah,

mayno apa.spayat vastra, naked, having ‘thrown off’ his gar-

ments.” vastra to V vah- “to put on, cover, clothe”; since spayat

assumes the negative meaning “to throw off” by the prev. apa,

the simplex must be a synonym of V vah-, “to cover,” or the

like. This would also fit fra.sispimna in Y^.i7,io = 5,127 “be-

decking themselves with jewels.” Yt. 10,30, see under ‘Mithra’:

“houses, nistarta.spaya niSata.brzisa, with coverings, coverlets

out-spread, with cushions laid-down.”

Closely related to spaya#ra and (nistarta)spaya is fraspat, in the

repeated formula of Yt. 15, where the royal worshippers are standing

in prayer:

zaranene pati gatou

zaranene pati fraspati

zaranene pati upa.starne

at the golden throne,

at the golden fraspat,

at the golden cushions.
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The first term, gatu, is a throne in form of an estrade, kline, Arab,

sarir. The third term, upa.starna, has been determined as “cushion, mat-

tress” under ‘Hospitium.’ The second, fraspat, is NP. farasp, afrasb,

farisp, recognized by Darmesteter, to which NP. dictionaries give two

meanings: (1) a girder-beam, sah-tir, on which one puts (pusidand “to

cover, pull on”) the roof. “Beam” is the usual signification of frasp in

MP. (2) colored woven stuffs, jam, which one draws, kasidand, over

houses, walls, shops and roofs at festivals. This is still the custom and

one uses any kind of rugs and carpets for the purpose, frasp “beam”

and “cover” are the same word, ceiling and blanket, like Germ.

“Decke.” With prep, pari, ’pari.spat > MP. parisp is “wall, enclosure,

Gr. peribolos,” syn. of “vara, wall,” to V'var- “cover.” Athenaeus 12,

514B, after Heracleides of Kume: 6 Se dpovos eft <5 eypTjpdri^e Kadrj-

pev05 xpiwofi? rjv ov TTipLucrrrjKecjav rio-crapes klovlctkol \l6ok6Wt)-

tol xpvcroL
€<f)’

uv Sureraro ip.drt.ov ttolklKov 7Top<f)vpovv. "Siereraro

lp.drt.ov” is literally “jam kasidand,” both translations of fraspat, which

is not “Kissen, Pfiihl, Lat. pulvinar” (Wb.), but “tent, awning,” tent to

Lat. tendere, “to spread, span over,” the meaning of Ir. Vspa-.

Descriptions from early Muhammedan time give a clear notion. Qaz-

wlnl, 'adjd’ib, 1,321: “Ibrahim b. al-Mahdi (the poet, brother of al-

Ma’mun) visited al-Amin (it is a story like the “Gluck von Edenhall”)

who was sitting under a tarima, made of aloe and sandalwood and

adorned with green, gold and red silks and brocades and Sulaiman b.

al-Mansur sat with him under the qubba.” A similar description is in

the book of Esther, tarima, mod. Baghd. tarma, is an open colonnade

with awnings, loanword from MP.; “qubba” describes their form as

cupola. Similarly Burhdn i qdti describes the “tent” of the royal um-

brella, catr < Ind. cchattra, as “something round like a gumbadh,”

qubba.

Kit. al-Aghani 6,187: “Husain b. al-Dahhak tells of his visiting the

vizier Hasan b. Sahl (the Barmacid): he was sitting on a sarir [gatu]

of ebony, with a qubba over it, above which was a tarima of yellow

brocade.” These are descriptions of thrones of the type pictured on

Persepolis reliefs and in Persian miniatures. On the rock-sculpture of

Ardashlr I at Naqsh i Radjab, the queen is standing under a canopy.

Hesychios calls these canopies ovpavicrKos. Plutarch, Alex. 37, tells how

Alexander, during his four months’ sojourn, in winter, at Persepolis,
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sat down for the first time on the royal throne under the “uraniscus.”

fraspat in Yt.15 is the uraniscus, the canopy, covered with brocade

and supported by four golden columns, Uranos, varuna to Vvar- “to

cover”; Yt.13,2: “avam asmanam yo imam zam aca parica bavava yo

histati manyustato, the heaven there which is all around the earth here,

which stands built into the air”; Gr.Bdh. 221 paraphrases “asman ape.-

stun pa menoke estisnih, the heaven, without columns standing in

the air.” fraspat= uraniscus, canopy, tent and spaya0ra= uranus, dome,

vault belong together. The spaya#ra of the Druys is her underground

vault; MP. ‘spyhr, ‘spyr, sp’hr are dungeon, mutbaq; NP. spihr, the

celestial vault, the canopy of heaven.

A fragment of the Had.N. (Wb.1168 s.v. mano) speaks of “four

mana, stations, of the stars, moon, sun and the space of light that has no

beginning.” This is the Iranian concept of four spheres, later replaced

by the Babylonian “seven spheres.” Yasht 12, follows in the arrange-

ment of its st.26-37 still the older tetradic system: vanant, tistriya, haf-

taringa, afs-, zmas-, urvara.cidra and spantamanyava staro form the

first, the “star-sphere.” Mah gocihra is the second, the moon sphere,

MP. gocihr. The Ind.Bdh. explains this name as “the seed of the prime-

val ox preserved in the moon,” and a gloss to Yt.17,1 says: “to^mak e

gospandan mah payak estet.” Hvarxseta arvataspa designates the third,

the “sun sphere,” and anayra roca, vahistam ahum, gara.nmana is the

fourth, the “paradise sphere.”
6

In an enumeration of stars in Yt.12, partly borrowed from Yt.8,12,

Tistriya and the tistriyenya, parvya and the parvyenya, haftaringa and

vanant are invoked.
7
Tistriya is Sirius in Canis Major, tistriyenya is a

6 A shorter allusion occurs in passages as late as Y.1,16. In Mat.Catr. §22, the movements

of the figures on the circular chessboard are compared with the “vartisn e a^taran u girtisn

e sp’hl, the turning of the constellations and the rotation of the celestial vault.” In the microcosm

chapter of the Gr.Bdh. “angon cigon andar getlh . . . e starpesltak menokantaslt an spehr sa^t

estet m-tak andar iv grih, just as in this world . . . that spehr, adorned with stars, timbered

in heaven, has been made with three times four knots, thus the (Zoroastrian) humanity wears

the belt round the middle, with three times four knots.” The belt is said to consist of 72, six

times twelve threads. In astronomy the terms orbis and nodus are exchangeable; properly

speaking the ecliptic and the moon’s way are the two “orbits," their intersections the nodi,

Ir. grih, Arab. al-‘uqdatain. The macrocosmic responsion is not clear to me: the zodiac has 12

configurations, but not 12 knots.—For the representation of gocihr see W. Hartner, in Ars
Islamica v,i 13^

7 Geldner in Kz.25,467 and Lommel in zn,iv,5gf., discuss the meter of these “verses” which
consist of nothing but the various names plus ca yazamade. Such passages would be prosaic
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fem.adj. formation in plur., recalling the Arabic name “sisters of Su-

hail”: Suhail is Canopus = Satavesa and his sisters are Procyon and

Sirius. Thus, the tistriyenya are probably Canis Minor with Procyon.

In upa.paryya Andreas recognized Aldebaran in Taurus, enumerated

by Birum, Chron.lip, under the name Baparv in the list of Sogdian

moon stations. The parvyenya, another fem.plur., NP. parvln, Soghd.-

Khwar, parvl, are the Pleiades in the same constellation, Arab, thur-

ayya.

The haftaringa are Lat. septentriones, hence Ursa Major. Hertel,

Siegesf. considers them to be the Pleiades. The haftasruvo “seven-

horned,”
8
invoked together with the mrzu star, would have better

claim to be the Pleiades, like the Babylonian sibitti, seven stars. Vanant,

as the last, is Wega in Lyra.

Th/. 19,42 ( cLfragm . W'.esterg. 8):

nizbayemi mrzu purvo hvaSato yuSisto maniva daman

nizbayemi hafta sruve bamiya hvaho pu^raho

“I call here mrzu, the primeval self-created one, the greatest fighter

among the heavenly creatures; I call here the seven-horned, the radiant,

his? sons!”

Hertel postulates the nom. mrzus in 19,42, entirely possible even if

his reasons, based on erroneous notions of history of script, do not hold

good. The language is decadent and the spelling mrzu, -zvi, -zva of no

account.
9 The fragm.Westerg. says: “From the Druxs the deadly win-

ter comes here, then, mrzu comes here out of his domain, +
xsa0rat a

+

;

the annihilating mahrkus will die,” and quotation of the spaya#ra verse

y.30,10.

In mrzu.jiva, short-lived, mrzu is Gr. /3paxns, not RV. bhrgu “radi-

ant,” epithet of stars, as Hertel assumes for the name of the star which

he identifies with Venus. The Pahl. transl. is missing; NP. has “gah.”

Burhan gives gah as name of Capricornus (without evidence) and of

“the star close to the northern pole,” i.e. Polaris. S. H. Taqizadeh, Gah-

himari, 330L, established the right reading of the MP. terms gah and

and unmetrical even if chance would have it that they would consist of 8 syllables. Neither is

it permissible to make use of these and similar passages for establishing metric rules, or to

use the meter for correcting such passages.

s For “horn" = “corner, point" see under ‘Krsvar.’

9 M3 ayati mrzvl, K15 mrzva; xsatfrata ;s xsaSrat a.
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mex i gah (myx not ms) for the Polar star. In Karn. the Polar star is

also called mex 1 miyan asman, which properly speaking would be the

pole itself, the zenith, while mex i azer zamig is the nadir, mex, OP.

mayuxa, is “nail, peg”; gah is also explained by Arab, “watad, pole of

a (round) tent.” Henning insists on the translation gah and considers

mrzu, since this furnishes an etymon for East Ir. mazwai, mozai “peg,

pole,” to be Polaris, an Iranian translation of Gr. polos. It may well be

that the name, and with it mrzu “dorsal spine” in Yt. 10,71, belongs to

this group.

But in frgm.Westerg.8 mrzu “comes out of his xsafham,” that is in

Babylonian astronomy “from his bitu .” H. Winckler interpreted in his

lectures the saying in Matth. 14,57 (Mar\ 6,4, ]ohn 4,44) ovk eamv rrpo-

<^7jrrj9 oltl[jlos el pa) ev rfj TrarplSc avrov kcu ev rfj oIklo. avrov, “a prophet

is not without honor save in his own country and in his own house” as

“the prophet, n
e
bo, announcer-star, is without influence when in his

own house,” it must come out. No fixed star comes out of its house,

and mrzu must be a planet, but rather Nebo-Mercury than Venus, and

the Pahl. transl. gah may be inaccurate.

The Iranians may have contributed to astrology, goetics and mantics,

but these sham sciences are not Zoroastrian; their origin and develop-

ment is mainly Babylonian. In the western world magic, magus be-

came the word for it, but these words came by way of Babylon during

the Achaemenian and Hellenistic periods, as the term Chaldaei, used

for astrologers in the Mediterranean world, shows. Already the book of

Daniel calls them Kasday.

The word keta > keS has so far not been linked to any Iranian or

Babylonian word. The Gr.Bdh. says in its genealogical chapter, 230:

“[frasyak e pasang u] karsavasp ke ketan xvanend u agrerat har si brat

but hend, Frahrasya, son of Pasang and Karsavazda(h) whom they

call keSan, and Ayrera^a, were three brothers, and Pasang and "Vesak

were two brothers.” The Awesta gives a certain support to a similar

genealogy, but none to describing the second as keSan.

A few more Aw. words are grouped around keta, namely kaya§a,

kaSya, kaxvarSa and kaxuzl, which the Pahl. transl. renders by one and

the same and vague expression “farrah-kastar, impairer of hvarnah.”

Evidently, without being able to determine the terms accurately, one
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saw in them something disreputable and even forbidden : the disrepute

of things of foreign origin, “three Karrira KaKurra As to the shape of

these words, it is striking that they all begin with ka-.

kayaSa and keta were both spelled kyt in the archetype, and the dif-

ferent Aw. vocalization, of the fourth century a.d., is no reason to dis-

criminate between them and to search an etymology for kayaSa, like

Schwyzer’s “ka + OP. VyaS-, what an (OP.) offering!” Yr.10,2:

mrncate vispam dahyaum the mi^radru^s ruins

maryo mifkadrirys the whole province, (gloss:)

ya#a satam kayaSanam like a hundred kayaSa,

avavat rtavajacit he is that deadly for the orthodox!

There is no objection to forming names of wizards with the vitupera-

tive ka-. kaxuzl is evidently ka-xuzi “what a (bad) Xuzi-woman, Ela-

mite,” meaning “gypsy.” In Ves 11 Ramin the nurse of Ves is a sorceress

called “Xuzani from the sahr i Xuzan, land of the Xuz.” Aw. ka.xvarSa

(only in Y.61,2, very late, gen.pl. m. and fem.) > Arm. kaxard “poi-

soner, wizard” but may be connected with Aram, hartom “magician”

in Daniel.

kasday for Chaldaei in Daniel, Syr. haldaya, Arm. k‘aldeay, reflects

the changes of It > s, r before dental > s in Assyrian, and of all sibilants

before dental into 1 in Babylonian. Hiibschmann asked, Arm.Gramm.

318, “Wie verhalt sich k'audeay ‘Wahrsager’ zu K‘aldeayP”, and Mark-

wart answered by the equation: Arm. x°yt‘, ethn. xut'acik < *xaut‘ <
Xalt‘ < Urart. xaldini. The Karn.Art. combines keSan and koSagan10

with abstr. ending in the Ayat\.Zam. Messina, chap.13,2 “scienza oc-

culta, magica” in opposition to “akaslh, conscienzia” or “zeraklh, per-

spicacita.” I am inclined to see the Chaldaei in koSagan.
11

Henning identifies the appell. keta with the name kyt' in the Karn.

Art., “erroneously interpreted as n.pr. Kaid by Firdausi.” The context

is: When Ardashlr was in doubt whether he would be able to restore

the monarchy in Eran, he sent for advice to the greatest sage of the

period, “the kyt', ket e hindukan, one of the keSan u koSagan, sages ?

and Chaldaeans of India.” The copyist and even the author may well

have taken kyt' and kyt’n for identical, but he must be a certain figure

with some historical background.

10 Paz. koSag. Not kundagan, since kun- would be spelled with double v/n.
11 With al]>6 through Armenian?
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Formerly I was mistaken in connecting kyt' with Kaniska,
12

on account of some Indian traditions which I have no means to

check. Cunningham, Coins of the Indo-Scythians, quotes, from

the old Muhamm. History of Elliot, 1,108, the Indian mudjmil

al-tawari}{h : “In Sind there were [at the time of Alexander]

three kings until the time of Qfnd [var.l. qyd without diacr.

dots] who conquered them all; Qfnd was not a Hindu; in the

Cacnamah he is called a Hindu. His brother Samid expelled

Mahra the Persian (a Saka) from Mansura with the help of

Hal. His successors were Rasal (son) and Ruwal and Bar-

qamaris (two grandsons). The last one killed his brother and

subjected all India.” Hal is known as one of the Salivahana

dynasty in the first century a.d., and brqm’rys, read
+
brqm’dys,

is Vikramaditya of Ujain, of the same family, who removed the

Saka from India. Qfnd (qqyd), Qnd (qyd) is probably Qaid,

forKaid (Firdausi).

The modern Gakkar of Taxila and Mansera claim descent

from one Ked, who was no Indian, but had come, a few cen-

turies after Alexander, from Taran (Turan), country of Afra-

siyap. These examples, not connected with the Shahnamah, dis-

prove the assumption that it was merely a mistake of Firdausi

to use Raid as n.pr.

Ya'qubI, Hist.gy, names three famous “kings” of India: (i) Fur, i.e.

Poros, the adversary of Alexander; (2) Kaihan, kyhn, a sage and physi-

cian, installed as Poros’ successor by Alexander; (3) Dabsalim, for

whom Kalila u Dimma was written. Since these are figures not of

historical but of belletristic tradition, one can neglect their unreal

chronology. The name Poros can come from no other source than

Pseudo-Callisthenes, a form of the Alexander romance. Ya'qubi’s kai-

han is certainly related to kyt' (
Karn .) and Kaid (Fird.). If authentic,

the name would be old *kai#ana, and kyt' can be read kytn < *kai-

0ana.

Ya‘qubi’s Dabsalim is “devasarm vuzurg sahriyar e hindukan sah”

of the Book of Chess, Mat.Catr,

13 The Karn.Art. assumes that chess was

12 BPars. v = n, d’ = s, hence kvd’k’n = knsk’n, kamskan “son o£ Kaniska.” BTrunl and Haidar

RazI use Pali “Kamkk.”
13 Pahl. Texts 1,166#. Cf. Th. NoiJeke, Pers.Stud. 11, Sb.K.Ak.d.W. Wien, cxxvi,xii, 1892, 20#.:

Das Pahl. Bitch tom Schachspiel
; }. Markvvart und de Grout, Retch Zabitl und d. Gott Zitn in
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part of the education of a young nobleman already at Ardashlr’s time,

and Masudl, murudj 1,157, says: “One relates that Ardashir b. Babak

was the first to play Nard.” Nard is abbreviation of nev-ardasir—against

Noldeke’s unnecessary scepticism—hence is called after Ardashir and

not invented, as the chess-book says, by the vizier of Xusrau I. The
chess-book as we have it transfers a story originally told of Ardashir I

to Xusrau. To emend the name of the king into Yasodharman, a con-

temporary of Xusrau, as Markwart did, is therefore off the point, and

it is still farther off to continue and construe more historical connec-

tions, as Tavadia does. These are no problems of history, but of widely

popular romances.

The chess-book says: “In order to test the intelligence and the wis-

dom of the Iranians,” Devasarm, the emperor of India, sent a game of

chess to Xusrau, with the challenge : “Since you as king of kings claim

to be also our king of kings, your sages should be wiser than ours;

therefore, explain the sense of this game, if not, pay us tribute!” The

bearer is t’tlytvs “who was pa.vicln
14 among the Indians.” At the end

of the three days’ respite, Vuzurgmihr e Boxtagan (according to the

opening sentence of his Pandnamak “hargupat sapistan e Vehandev-

Xusroy darikpat, tax-collector-general, grand-eunuch of the harem of

Antiocheia-Chosroou”) stands up, having solved the problem. He beats

the Indian in the game, and Xusrau shouts enthusiastically “si bar ziva

t’tlytvs!”
15 and orders to pay him 12,000 dirham, a third of the sum,

the offended Firdausi gave to the bath-attendant. Vuzurgmihr, then,

invents the nev-ardasir, Nard, a much more difficult game, described as

a circular chess-board,
16
and the Indian is incapable of playing it.

Iran was threatened by the greatest danger, namely, being forced to

pay. At the moment of his tax-collector’s victory in chess, Xusrau feels

himself as conqueror of India, Iskandar i zaman, a second Alexander,

and therefore shouts “Our Aristotle, three cheers!” In his new role

he needs an Aristotle, known to him from the romance of Alexander.

Sachau-Festschrift. 1915, 257; Tavadia, Zum Mp. Vuarlsn e Catrang, 19. Intern.Orient. Congr.

Rom, Sept. 1935 (Augustin).
14 Formation like pa.nihan, pa.dld, pa.drod, pa.datistan etc. In Men.Xr. Andreas, 69,6: vehtar

u pa.viclntar, comparative.

13 Thus al-Mu‘tasim said to abu Dulaf: ahsant ahsant thalltha!

16 With concentric circles. One ought to take the trouble of comparing the Pahl. text with the

Arabic original of the excerpt published by E. G. Browne in his History of the Selju^s in jras.
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t'tlytvs is Aristoteles, not more corrupt than Greek names in Pahl.

texts used to be. The Arabs write rst’t’lys.

This interpretation seems to go to disaster on the fact that the In-

dian player bears the same name. It cannot be his name, because that

would spoil the point of the story. The man who wrote for Devasarm

the immortal book Kalila u Dimna, was Bidpay, Skr. vidyapati, in

Y.9,27 vaiSyapati, epithet of Homa, alcohol, i.e. “master of all science,”

universal philosopher. His name remains unknown. The bearer of

the chess sent by Devasarm is the Indian “pa.vicin, selectus,” the unsur-

passed champion and sage, likewise anonymous. The chess-book, in

calling him “Aristotle” replaces the original appellative “universal

philosopher” by the name embodying the notion. But in the original

story Bidpay was the bearer, and came with the chess not to Xusrau,

but to Ardashir, and the Karn.Art. calls the greatest sage of India at

Ardashir’s time keta, kyt', kytn. Bidpay, the author of Kalila and

Dimna, is the historical figure behind the legendary Kaid.

keta, kayaSa therefore must be a word fit to express the notion of

Bidpay < vidyapati and Aristotle = philosophos. There is no reason to

believe that it had, from the beginning, any vituperative connotation,

no more than deva, tkesa and others. Though the keta in Yt.8,5, like

the
+
ratugut, look out for Tistriya, the word does not contain the

notion of observation of stars.

A general word for philosopher occurs in Y^.i3,i6:

aham raya hvarnahaca (the fravarti) by their r. and hv.,

us na zayati vyaxano will be born the orator

vyaxmohu gdsayat.uxSo wrhose word is listened to in the assemblies

yo bavati xratu.kato who becomes a philosopher,

yo naSyaho gotamahya who comes off victoriously from the

pari.ya parstoit avati disputation with the naSyah Gotama.

Hertel, Siegesf. 140, discusses the verse RV.4,4,14 “the great ones I

smash by words on behalf of my descent; that I have inherited from

my father Gotama,” and remarks: “moglicherweise ist der Gotama von

Y/.i3,i6 der Vater des Sangers des rgvedischen Liedes, hochst wahr-

scheinlich aber ein Mitglied seiner Familie.” Therewith he takes up

the old problem, discussed under different and erroneous presumptions

by Haug, Darab Sanjana, Darmesteter and Windischmann, whether
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the Gotama of Yr.13 be Buddha or not.
17 A record, preserving the name

of the adversary, but having forgotten the name of the hero, cannot

have been transmitted in Iran from rgvedic antiquity. Buddha, on

the other hand, cannot have remained unknown in Iran since north-

western India belonged to the empire at his period. The language of

the verses is good, but the character of the prophecy is not archaic.

This Gotama is Buddha.

Wb. interprets ^ratu.kat wrongly as “um Weisheit angegangen”:

kat- is root-noun with -t-enlargement, active meaning, literally “philos-

opher.” The disputation is between two philosophers, one of them

Buddha. A synonym is xratu.cinah “wisdom-seeching,” Pahl. transl.

Xtat kamaklh raS. kat is related to kati in Y.9,22: “yoi katayo (naska.)-

frasaho ahanti, who ‘as kati’ are studying, love studying.” PkA.433

refers to OI. katay, Vka-.

Like tkesa to Vkes, keta is the noun “thinker, meditator” to

V ket-.

17 Cf. A. V. W. Jackson, Zoroaster 177, and Wb. sub gaotama and naiSyah.



XXXV. THE SEA

ipa Gropa-xHd 9a\d<x<njs

KvdaivoiTO irals tt}s a\ias Qeridos

The notion of the earth being round, pr(9wl, and encompassed by a

sea, zrayo vurukrtam, is pre-Iranian, Aryan, and apparently pre-Aryan,

since the Greek epics too figure the yaia aTreipcov surrounded by the

coKeavos. The vurukrtam is called “apo prflu.zrayo, water (forming)

wide seas” in Yt.8,2; it forms also the “two rims of the earth, uva

karana zmo” Yt. 10,95, the northern and the southern halfcircle, dasi-

nam upa karanam in 10,99; 01 . daksina = Dekkan. The wKeavos is

distinct from the 6a\acrcnj evpvvopos and so is the zrayo vurukrtam

from the other “vari.”

Fz'J.19,3: “I call here AhuraMazdah, the earth, the sea vurukrtam,

the heaven, the luminiferous sphere without-beginning, and the para-

dise!” The whole composition of the Rasn- or “OrdeaP’-yasht 12 is

founded on this concept. The introductory words: “I ask Thee, Ahura-

Mazdah, in correct language (i.e. Awestic), answer me, Thou know-

est!”—followed by eight of the worst passages of the Awesta—do not

allow a dating of the verses long before the Vidcvdad passage, which

belongs to the beginning of our era. But the single items of the list

are taken from older passages. St.9-38 are filled by an invocation of

Rasnus which can be reduced to the formula: “We call you wherever

you are!”
1 The places are A. st.9-15: the seven krsvar; B. 16-17: zrayo

vurukrtam, with the sena tree vispabis; C. 18-19: the waters of the

Ranha, the sanaka of the Ranha; 20-22: border, center, or any other

place on earth; 23-25: the encompassing mountain hara with its sum-

mits hukarya and tera; D. 26-32: the sphere of the stars vanant, tistriya,

the afs-, zmas-, urvara-ci#ra and spanta.manyava stars; E. and F. 33

and 34: the spheres of moon and sun; G. 35-37: the luminiferous space

without-beginning
2 and the whole paradise. In 9-24 the metrical form

can still be perceived, the rest comes mainly from Y/.8. The elements

must have been arranged into this system between the dates of Yt.8 and

12. The “four spheres” are a notion older than the “seven spheres,” see

1 Cf. the “Song of the Caravan” under ‘Post and Travels,’ where Usa is called “from the

western and eastern half.”

2 Cf. Eudemus of Rhodus, in Damascius, de prim.princ.'. nay ot . . . oi fxhv tottov . . . tcaXovat

to . . . T}i ,u)fj.€vov e£av diaKpidfjpat. . • . <pws jccu <tkotos

,

as zurvanistie thought.
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under ‘Astronomy,’ but not really old; thus, the “luminiferous space

without-beginning” may be as old as them, but both are younger than

the concept of the Fravartin Yasht, where, in st.57, the “luminaries

without-beginning” conflict with the “creation of the stars.” But there

is no reason to assume that the concept of the vurukrtam in Yt.8 was

no longer that of the old-mythical passages in Y/.5, 13 and 19, where

hvarnah dwells in the vurukrtam, 99,999 fravarti guard the ocean, and

Arjataspa sacrifices at its shore.

Among the categories “seven continents, mountain encompassing the

earth, spheres of stars, moon, sun and paradise,” zrayo vurukrtam,

mentioned between the first two, can only be the outer ocean that forms

the rim of the earth, no inland lake. Only, in the oldest passages the

concept rests, as in the Greek epics, on myth and hearsay, while in

the Frahrasya legend and in Husravah’s fight (see below) people had

seen the sea, and in still younger passages it had become a general ex-

perience. In Y/. 1 3,65 clouds of rain rise from the zrayo vurukrtam, in

the Tistriya yasht especially from mount Us.hindu in the Indian

Ocean. In Vid.21,4 vurukrtam is the hamjaymanam, assembling basin,

of all water.

Without the prejudice that the far northeast of Iran was the “home

of the Awesta,” the error formulated by Bartholomae in Wb. could

not have come into existence: “Welcher See (lake) urspriinglich so

genannt wurde—das Kaspische, der Aralsee ?—ist nicht mehr festzustel-

len etc.” These words sanctioned the misunderstanding for a long time,

e.g. Nyberg 251: “Wir haben [i.e. Wb.] zwischen zwei Moglichkeiten

zu wahlen, entweder ist vourukasa das Kaspische Meer und Raha die

Wolga, oder vourukasa ist der Aralsee und Raha der Jaxartes.” He
then “chooses free”—Y.30,6

—
“between those two not even the gods

chose the right one”—Aral and Jaxartes, and makes the name migrate,

402: “Im westlichen Zoroastrismus [his term for chapters like Yt.12 and

Videvdad] wurde vourukasa das Kaspische Meer.” We have no choice

at all: zrayo vurukrtam means never anything but the ocean.

vurukrta is a descriptive name, always spelled -kasa; vuru is evpv,

kasa is krta; MP. always fraxvkrt,
3

substituting the syn. frayv- for

obsolete vuru-, as in fraxvgoyut for vuru.gavyuti. The play upon words

3 Only Draxt Asfir. and Men.Xrat hare, each once, vlks, a mere transcription of vurukasa.
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in the Bdh. (see below) : “made so vast that . . shows that vuru.krta

was understood as “wide-made.”

The Greek okeanos, in the original conception equally a broad stream

encompassing the round earth, has the epithets j3advppoos, evpvKoXrros,

evpvTeirqs and moreover a\\s6ppoo<;, aij/oppos which, like TraX'ippoos is

believed to mean a closed circle and thus resembles Ir. fra.rvesya, epithet

of the circular mountain. The mere existence of such rigid epithets of

similar meaning documents the high antiquity of the notions and his-

torical contact or common descent. But while Homer pictures the stars

rising from and sinking into the okeanos, for the Aryans in their pre-

Iranian home-land they do this behind the high Hara, the exterior

dike, hetu, of the okeanos, on which gods abide and the vault of heaven

rests.

This last image appears in Assyrian literature in a much misjudged

geographical text attributed to Sargon sar kissati, KAV n° 92.* The pas-

sages belonging to the redaction of 700 b.c. make the old king cross the

Western Sea (Mediterranean) to ana.ku(g) and kaptara. The second

island is Crete; the first therefore should be Cyprus, the “copper-island,”

but the name is “tin-island.” Akk. anaku is plumbum album and

nigrum, tin and lead, but there are no “lead-islands,” while the “tin-

islands” are famous. Pliny, N.H.36,16: “Homer calls plumbum album

Kaaairepov,” and 7,56f.: “plumbum (tin) ex Cassiteride insula primus

adportavit Midacritus.”
5
This figure is the Phoenician god Melcart-

Hercules, a name that evokes at once the association of the “pillars of

Hercules,” Gibraltar, the Atlas mountains and Spain. The fact that the

sequence anaku-kaptara runs against the enumeration from east to

west natural to Assyrians, proves that the text is not based on any Assyr-

ian experience, but on hearsay, with Phoenician sailors as the source.

Therefore, unique in the entire Assyrian literature, the “sadu sihip

same, mountain of the lying-on of heaven,” the west point of the

horizon, appears in this text: the Atlas. It is the time after Phoenician

4 Only a few results of a full discussion in an unpublished Ms. can here be given. The two

main chapters, one on routes, one on distances, stem from an incomplete Assyrian original of

the time of SamsiAdad I of Assur. A redactor, living at the time of Sargon II, about 700 B.c.,

added an introductory and a concluding passage and connected the two old fragments by a short

sentence; he took the material for these additions from a version of the Sargon legend more

explicit than those we know.
5 A different location m Stcphanus Byz., quoting the Bassanka of Dionysius: Kadcrlrepa *

vijaos cv rw (biceavu> rjj ’IvdiKfl Trpocexv^-
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sailors had started going to Spain (see under ‘Navigation’). Sargon II

transferred the image to the Bistun mountain in describing it “mount

Simirria, the top of which supports the heaven, the root of which

reaches the center of the netherworld.”

The Greeks became a seafaring nation and the true knowledge of

the seas came to them with the epoch of their great voyages. To the

Iranians who of old had settled in Turkistan, then in Iran, it came with

the vast expansion of their empire. That is the period when the old

mythical notions were transformed into scientific theories.

The Zam yasht 19, 56-64 and 82, contains the fragment of a younger

version of the myth of ApamNapat. Husravah-Cyrus replaces the Fire

and Frahrasya the Dragon. In the fragment preserved in the Awesta,

Frahrasya dives three times in vain to catch the hvarnah in the zrayo

vurukrtam. Each dive causes an apayzara of the ocean: (1) the vari

hosravah, (2) the vari vahyazda, (3) the vari awzdanva. The idea is

that the overflowing of the ocean forms permanent seas; vari means

“gulfs,” cf. evpvKoX7ro?. The hvarnah escapes, taking refuge “avi vy’n

vita.apam, on a V. from-which-the-water-has-gone-away,” apparently a

sandbank or cape: vy’n might be “nose,” Nord. “naze.”

This legend existed in Dino’s time, middle of tire fourth century b.c.,

from whom Cicero quotes it, de divin. 1,23,46. There it is Cyrus-Hus-

ravah who dreams of seeing at his feet the sun which he tries to catch

three times in vain. The interpretation that the dream presaged three

decades of reign is preposterous. The fragment of Yt. 19 and Cicero’s

tale have a common source, the great epic, which evidently told how,

after Frahrasya’s failure, Husravah dived three times, the last with

success, after the hvarnah. The first two failures would correspond to

Tistriya’s first failure, and the tripartition of the hvarnah is a feature

of the Yama myth: it leaves Yama in three parts, assuming a bird’s

shape, and Mithra, ©retona and Krsaspa each catch such a bird. Hus-

ravah apparently caught the three parts of the hvarnah: three decades

of reign, 559-529 b.c.

The legend of Frahrasya-Husravah is no longer the naive myth, but

tries to explain the existence of three great seas which were thought to

be connected with the ocean around the world. Its relation to the old

myth resembles that of the thoughts of the early Ionian philosophers to
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Homer’s. It is worth noting that the seas are not regarded as something

simply existing, but that came into existence, just as the mountains are

imagined to have grown into the originally flat earth out of the encom-

passing Hara brzatl, later out of the uparisena > parsen. As in the

Babylonian legend of the flood, the idea is derived from observations

of nature extremely aggrandized.

From the Iranian idea of the seas as gulfs of the ocean, Eratosthenes

developed his theory (in Strabo 11,121) that the ocean sends forth into

the oikoumene four gulfs, the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, the Persian

Gulf and the Caspian Sea. Herodotus knew, 1,202, that “the Caspian

Sea is one by itself, not connected with any other one,” because the

Greeks in the colonies on the northern shore of the Pontus had told

him so, whose caravans passed north of the Caspian, as Marco Polo

did 1,700 years later with a Venetian caravan.
6
But Strabo says (xi, c.

518) : “There is no common consent on the point whether one ever did

sail from the Indian Ocean to the Hyrcanian Sea; Patrocles said it was

possible.” Patrocles introduced the wrong notion because he did not

complete the exploration of the Caspian with which he was charged by

Antiochos, see under ‘Eranvez.’ Ptolemy delineated the Caspian again

as a closed sea because he knew from merchants of his time of the

overland route north of it. But Eratosthenes’ theory had a long life;

Hamdallah al-Mustaufi, at the Mongol period, speaks still of the “seven

gulfs, khalidj, of the great sea oqiyanus.”

Hosravah, the first of the Ir. names of the three gulfs, is vrddhi adj.

of husravah; vahyazda resembles the n.pr. vahyazdata; the third, awz-

danva is problematic: if to Vdan- “to flow,” the name would mean

water in motion, what motion not being expressed, e.g. a sea dreaded

for currents, or a “quietly flowing stream” aKa\appeWr)<;, like the old-

est Greek notion of the okeanos. Both concepts would contradict the

Iranian classification of seas and lakes as “still” waters: they do not

flow, but “stand, histanti, MP. estend” like a NP. ab i istada, “stag-

num.” The all but identical varis awzdanaho in Y.42,2 does not contain

Vdan-, but Vda-, and means “water (forming) basins.”

These three names have left no traces in later language, unless there

6 Gisinger, in Pauly RE s.v. “Skclax” remarks incidentally that Scylax’s periplus might have

contained, in an introduction dealing with the “Outer Ocean” a remark on the Caspian as gulf

of the ocean. But Sc \ lax must ha\e known the facts as well as Herodotus.
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were a connection with the three obscure names of seas in the Bun-

dahishn. Three seas or gulfs in the Iranian horizon must be the Cas-

pian, the Black Sea or Mediterranean, and the Persian Gulf or Indian

Ocean. The popular name of the Black Sea must have been, since the

Median epoch, a^sena “dark, black,” for Gr. afeu'o? (e.g. Apollodorus

Rhod., Argon. B 984) “inhospitable,” later euphemistically ev£elvo<;,

presupposes Med. axsena.

In the myth oceanologic things are not the field of ApamNapat, but

of Ardvi as goddess of celestial waters. Yt.5,4 (repeated in Y.65,4)

:

yozante vispe karana All the shores are tossed up
+
zrayahi vurukrtahya at (of?) the sea vurukrtam,

a vispo maSyo yozati its whole mid is tossed up,

yat his awi fratacati when to them runs,

yat his awi frazgarati
7 when to them rushes

ardvi sura anahita Ardvi, the strong, the immaculate,

yahe hazahram varinam which holds a thousand seas,

hazahram apayzaranam a thousand apayzara,

kascitca esam varinam each one of these seas is

caflwarsatam ayar.baranam forty days to ride

huvaspai narai baramne for a well mounted horseman.

With Bdh. and Zatsp. I take the loc. yahe in 4g as referring to vuru-

krtam, not to Ardvi, and as quantitative “which holds.” The last three

verses seem to be a gloss. Even assuming only 37.5 miles per day, the

circuit would be 1,500 miles—the Bdh., see below, arrives at a much

larger number—the dimension of a sea, not of an inland lake. The

descriptive terms karana, maSya, Vyuz- are also used for battles, cf.

Yt. 10,35; 13,39, under ‘Mithra.’

apayzara is a difficult word. Wb. translates “Abfluss” of a

sea, inconceivable to me.
8
In Yt.5,4 apayzara refers to the gulfs

7 In Yt. 12,24 frazgaSate; the script of the original text distinguished d and r only by a diacrit.

hook; thus, the hapax frazgarati is not beyond doubt.

8 Based on the signification of prev. “apa, off,” which does not appear with 7zar- “to flow”

as verb. Though the word occurs at least seven times with short a- in the Awesta, one may
consider—since the archetype did not distinguish the quantity of initial a—whether +apa.7zara

ought to be restored. Cf. the topic name apa.xslra, which is certainly not “from which milk

is off,'* but ab e sir “sweet water,” hence apa*xsira; -7zarta is the second element of yax^art,

Iaxartes, the first is “exa, ice.” NP. absar, “overflow of water, waterfall” < *apa.7zara.
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produced by “overflow.” St.io says: “at the apayzara of each sea

Ardvl has a palace with a hundred windows, a thousand pillars,

ten thousand beams etc.” This architecture puts the verses into

the fifth century b.c. Referring to every single sea, apayzara

seems to mean “surf.” In Y*.8,3i, Tistriya makes the sea “surge

to and fro, ayzradayati viyzradayati”
;
Vyzrad-, which Wb.

compares to tt

\

rjdai, is related to yzar-. In Yt. 15,27 apayzara

refers to a river: Krsaspa brings offerings upa guSam apayzaram

ranhaya. If Ir. guSa is OI. guda “bowels,” it would mean a

peculiar riverine formation (see under ‘Eranvez’), and apay-

zara perhaps the area liable to inundation or reached by irri-

gation; the Pahl. transl. asinjitan is also the normal word for

irrigating.

Y.8,46 speaks of srira apayzara and nimroka of the ocean, where nim-

roka is the antonym. V mruc-, in Y.53,7 with paraca oraca, Pahl. transl.

andar savet be ayet, is a movement to and fro, cf. usca—ora in the

Parva legend, and MP. ul ayet frot savet, words for high and low tide

(here below). Thus, ni + Vmruc, nimroka is the down movement,

the ebb, and apayzara when applied to the sea an up movement, high

tide. Applied to rivers it is their periodical highwater, to springs their

fulness. It corresponds to 7r\rjiJ.fxvpa. In Yt.8 high and low water are

regarded as effects of Tistriya who rules the seasons, the calendar.

Real tides cannot be observed at the Caspian or the Black Sea, but

only at the Persian Gulf. Since the verses are not older than 500 b.c.,

all the terms can apply to the tides. The remark in Yt.^,% discussed

under ‘ApamNapat,’ on the always equal quantity of water in the

seas, explained by the equal influx of celestial waters, is the beginning

of the theory of the circulation of water. Some verses on this subject

have been worked into a long incantation in Vid.21. The old fragments

are (Vid.21):

2: yayata dunma yayata

frapam niyapam upapam

3: vivaranti vivarahu

nava afs nava za nava

The fog floats, it floats

up and down over the waters.

The rain pours down,

new (becomes) the water, new

the earth,
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new the plants, new the healing

herbs.

4: [ya0a?] zrayo vurukrtam — the sea vurukrtam

apo asti ham.jaymanam is the assembling-basin of the

waters.

us.hista ham.yayatahva Rise ! float together,

yonamca avi zamca to your course and to earth,

zamca avi yonamca to earth and to your course,

us.hista pari.hezahva rise, roll around,

yahya zan#aica va^saica you for whose birth and growth

yonam daSat have laid down a course!

In the last gap the text has “ahura mazda,” wrong meter, replacing a

non-Zoroastrian word, in view of “yona bagaba^ta” (e.g. yt.10,5) prob-

ably “bagaho” with the verb in plural. Three stanzas in bad condition,

5, 9 and 13, follow: “rise, sun, moon, stars over the high Hara!” after

which each time the verses with pantam—yonam—afvantam of Yt. 13,

53ff. and the entire st.4 are repeated, yonam being replaced by “zam,

earth” for the sun, by “vaxsam, growth” for the moon, and by “uzlram,

rise” for the stars.

The verb yat- in st.2 means an up and down movement in

several places; in Yt.5,65, Parva legend, it means the rolling of

the ship. The other verb, hez-, is a hapax, but the prev. pari

makes the circulating movement clear. Darmesteter translated

yonam by “airway”: in it is the determined course,

the “orbit” of the stars, here the circulation of the waters. The

early Ionian philosophers, and still Plato, explained that the

sea water became heavy and salty by evaporation; and it was

only Aristotle who recognized that all evaporated water comes

back from the clouds as rain.

Vid
.5 deals explicitly with the sea. The chapter starts: “Parts of

corpses, displaced by animals, wind, and water, cause no contamina-

tion
;
if someone dies by drowning or burning, it is not the water or fire

that kills him, but fate, baxt.” All that in long queries and answers. “In

winter, dead bodies shall not be exposed, only after the rainy season.”

Exposition of corpses and rain evoke the association of clouds, wind

and sea, and that is the subject of §§15-21.
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As we have the text, Zoroaster would ask AhuraMazdah: “Is it true

that you dismiss the water from the sea together with wind and

clouds ?” and “unto the corpse, . . . unto the place of corpses . . . ,
etc.”

Darmesteter remarked: Zoroaster wonders why the god does not

observe his own laws; one rivayet asks straightway why men are for-

bidden to carry a corpse near water, if the god makes it rain upon the

daxma. AhuraMazdah answers in 17: “It is exactly as you, Zoroaster,

say, I am doing all this” and in 21: “with this speech the orthodox

AhuraMazdah set at ease the orthodox Zoroaster.” The compiler dis-

closes his way of working plainly enough: the material was not the

subject of a dialogue between Zoroaster and the god. The redactors

only connected the old verses on sea, wind and rain with the problem

of exposing the dead.
9 The verses treated self-purification of water in a

scientific way, without any religious coloring. The sentences appearing

in the dialogue in 2nd person in the question, in 1st pers. in the answer,

were originally a narrative in 3rd person. Small metrical deficiencies

are caused by the adaptation to the context of the Videvdad.

15(17): — +
apo

+
zazate the water separates itself

+
zrayahaSa vurukrtat from the sea vurukrtam

ha0ra vatamca dunmanca together with wind and clouds

Pahl.transl.: ap zzv’b (or: giret) . . . ac zreh e fraxvkirt

apak vat u abr.

Bartholomae compared Vza(y)- with 01 . jahati “to desert, forsake,”

but was forced to twist the meaning to “dismiss” on account of the

wrong subject “AhuraMazdah.” The verb was a middle, meaning

“secedere, to separate”; it fits the verbs yat- and hez- in Vid.21,2-4,

stanzas of the same poem. The sequence was apparently Fzi.21,4—5,16

—21,3—5,20—21,3.

16(18): ahatfyam frafravayati what does not belong is washed

away

avi zrayo putikam to the sea Putikam

19: te histante yzaryzaran- These (waters) are constantly

tis moving up

antara arSam zrayaho and down in the interior of the sea;

9 A cursory reading of the paragraphs on penalty for injury to an otter, into which entirely

disconnected things are packed, more than corroborates this view.
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yozdaya tacinti apo

zrayahat haca putikat

avi zrayo vurukrtam

20: (te ha#ra) vivaraya(mi)

hvar#amca nare . . .

vastramca gave . . .

purified the waters run

from the sea Putikam

back to the sea Vurukrtam.

(it) rain(s) heavily

food for men, pasture for cattle

Pahl.transl. (18): an.askaran [or: nepavakan “impurities,” hast ke ar-

zanlkan [means ne-arzanik, im-proper] goyet; frac fravanim [or:

-venim] apar 6 zreh putik. (19) : avesan estend m’lh [NP. purr] andar

alak e zreh pa yosdasrih tacend ap ac zreh e putik apar zreh e fra-

Xvkirt. Commentary: “[hast ke ac satves u tistar kostak ap ayet] 6

rapi#wintar-ron puhl apac estet ke.s satves tun(d) kund peramon apac

estet putik ac kostak e satves estet en kutar kost estet man ne rosnak

ap pa vat d satves raset.”

To 19: yzaryzarantis means the circulating motion, histanti = estend

as auxiliary verb the continuity. The Pahl.ideogr. m’lh, Ass. milu “in-

undation, highwater,” NP. purr, is the word for “flood,” ant. ebb. The

purifying movement takes place in the depth of the putikam. To the

commentary: puhl, NP. pul, from OIr. pr#a, Vpar- means “to equalize,

compensate, exchange.” apac estet, NP. baz istadan “to stand back, re-

tineri and remanere”; ke.s, mnv.s, as often, for ’yk.s ku.s or ’mt.s ka.s;

tun(d) kund NP. tun u xund, tar u mar, “topsy-turvy, medley.” West’s

translation “the water stands back ‘in mist’ and the ‘blue body’ of

Satves stands back” is erroneous. The commentary says

:

“[Others say: it is from the region of Satves and Tistar (viz. instead

of Putikam) that the water comes] towards the south; an exchange is

withheld, since Satves withholds itself from the medley all around; the

Putik lies at the side of the Satves, at which side is not clear to me; the

water reaches the Satves by (action of) wind.”

The Pahl. Videvdad was probably written under Xusrau I, and the

theories expounded in the chapter on the seas in the Gr.Bdh. are of the

same character because they come from a contemporary source. Gr.Bdh.

Anklesaria 82!?., Ind.Bdh.K20, fol.ioof.:

“zreh e fra^vkirt pa kost e nemroc kanarak e alburz si-yak e en

zamik daret eton fra^v kirt ku.s hazar var andar dast estet
[
= Yt.5,4:

yahe hazahram varinam], the sea fra^vkirt (forms) in the southern
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quarter the shore of the Alburz [old hara brzatl as hetu of the ocean];

it covers one third of this earth, so ‘wide-made, fraxv kirt’ that it can

hold a thousand seas. It is also called (Gr.Bdh .) ’’v.yy’v.y.vl, var.l.

’’v.yb.’v.yv.l, (Ind.Bdh .:) ’’v.yk.vl,” very ambiguous and perhaps none

of the variants correct, possibly a transliteration of Gr. okeanos.

“har var-e rad ap.xan-e hast ke ap patis apar ayet andar e var recet

har var-e rad har ap-xanik {Gr.Bdh.) andcand pahnad u drahnad hast

{Ind.Bdh.:) hast ke mas hast ke kas hast ke cand, Each sea has a spring

from which the water gushes and discharges into the sea; {a) (each)

spring of each sea is according to its width and breadth; (or b) each sea

has a spring, there are great, small and middle ones.”

The early Ionians and even Plato believed likewise in springs and

subterranean connection of all seas and waters: the rivers flow back

from the sea to their springs, losing the salt on the way. Aristotle first

denied springs of seas and stagnant lakes.

“ka huvasp mard tacenet {Ind.Bdh.: ka mard-e apak asp) pa cihii

roc-sap peramun be gartet ke? bavet 1800 {Ind.Bdh.: 1700, Zatsp.:

1900) frasang e mas, when a well-mounted man canters he [or: a man

on horseback] needs forty days and nights to ride all around it,

namely 1800 (1900) great parasangs.”

Forty itself means “infinite,” but the calculation is: 40 nychthemera =

960 hours at 1 double parasang= 1920. The passage translates and in-

terprets Yt.5,4. The day’s marches are taken as 24 hours in order to reach

1900—equivalent to about 6500 miles—another expression of “infinite,”

cf. the 900 and 1000 missiles on Ardvi’s chariot in Yt.5,120.

Then follows the description of the mythical engineering work dis-

cussed here under ‘ApamNapat,’ after which the Bdh. deals with the

seas on earth

:

{Gr.Bdh.:) “zreh e svl si matakvar hast evak IHtW
{Ind.) zreh e svl si hend matakvar . . . evak putik evak kmlvt evak

(both:) ac har si putik mas ke purr u {Gr.) ’v
k
/g’l

{Ind.:) pg’l patis, Gr.Bdh.: There are three seas salty by nature, one is

the ” {Ind.:) “Of salty seas there are three, by nature, 1. the

putik, 2. the kmlvt, 3. X.” (both:) of these three the putik is the largest,

in which there is high tide and ebb.
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svl—cf. below “nar stafrlh u surih u napakih, all solid substance,

saltiness and impurities”—must mean salt, but I do not know the

word unless it be surah “saltpetre,” cf. darya i sur as name of the Ur-

miya Lake. In the Gr.Bdh. the names putik and kmlvt of the lnd.Bdh.

are omitted in the first sentence
;
but upon a detailed commentary on

putik follows

:

“zreh e kmlvt pad apa^tar "pa turkistan vitiret (Ind .
:
pa taparistan

vitarend)
;
an e _ji!tw (Ind.

) hrom, the

sea kmlvt is the one in the north; it passes (vitiret) to Turkistan

(vitarend: one crosses it to Tabaristan); X (is the sea of) Hrom,

Byzantium.”

The verb vitarend, ideogr. ‘brvn, is better than vitiret, but Turkistan

is better than Tabaristan, because, coming from Iran, one need not

cross the water to reach Tabaristan. I know of no name similar to kmlvt

for the Caspian and yet it is difficult not to identify them. The sea of

Hrom would be the Black Sea.
10 The names might refer to the Black

Sea and the Mediterranean, but at all events both are northern seas.

The description of the Putik goes on: “hamkostak e zreh fraxvkirt

6 zreh fraxvkirt patvast estet; miyan e zreh e fraxvkirt ud an [e]

putik pahluk(asr) zreh-e daret ke var e satves xvanend, having one

side in common with the sea Fraxvkirt, it is bound together with the

Fraxvkirt; between the seas Fraxvkirt and Putik, at (its?) side, there

is a sea called var e Satves.” Zatsparm says: “Satves is a gulf (side = bay,

arm) of the Fraxvkirt.”

“har stafrlh u surih u (Gr.Bdh.) na.pakih (bid.: gandakih) ac zreh

e putik 6 zreh fraxvkirt (Gr.Bdh.) varravet (Ind.: kamet) sutan (pa)

vat e vazurg e buland ac an var e satves apac zanet har ce pak u rosan

andar 6 fraxvkirt casmak e ardvisur savet an ditigar apac 6 putik recet,

all thick, impure stuff which seems (bid.: wants) to go from the Putik

to the Fraxvkirt, a strong, high wind from the var e Satves drives it

back; all that is pure, clear, goes to the sea Fraxvkirt, the source of

Ardvisur, but the other stuff flows back to the Putik.”

10 A. FreimaiA article “Le nora tie la mer Noire clans la Perse pre-islamique” in Izdatel’sto

Akademiy 1 Xauk., ^ssr IQ30, is now inaccessible to me, where he is said to have discovered

MP. xsen < ax^ina (postulated by Vasmer) in the Gr.Bdh. This would be itiny*
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“bod e en zreh o mah (vat) patvast estet pad afzayisn u kasisn ul ayet

u frot savet ce.s gartisn(ih) [only in Gr.Bdh.:] 6 nemroc; bod.ic e var

satves 6 satves starak bast estet ke.s zrehiha e kost e nemroc andar

pahrakih [Ind.: panahrh] ogon cigon haftrang kostak e apa^tar andar

pahrakih, the life
11

of this sea is tied up with the moon with whose

waxing and waning it comes up and goes down, according to the

moon’s revolution. The life of the var c Satves is bound to the star

Satves (Canopus), under whose protection are the southern seas, just

as the northern region is under the protection of Haftrang (septen-

triones).”

“About the tides they say: ac pes e mah hargas du vat hame vazet

ke.san manist andar var e satves evak frot-havand evak ul-havand

Xvanend. kad an ul-havand vazet purr, kad an frot-havand ’vg’l bavet.

pat aparik zrehiha ac an cigon.as gartisnih e mah pads nest purr ’vg’l

ne bavet, From the moon blow always two winds which have their

house in the sea Satves; the name of the one is ‘up-lord,’ of the other

‘down-lord.’ When the ‘up-lord’ blows, high-tide (purr) results, when

the ‘down-lord,’ ebb. In the other seas, since the revolution of the moon

has no power over them, there is no high tide and ebb.”

In Vid.5,19 the ideogr. m’lh, NP. purr (both “fullness”) render Aw.

yzaryzarant; m’lh belongs to Akk. malu “to inundate, submerge,”
12

noun milu “highwater, overflow,” and purr is the NP. word for high-

tide. The antonym ’vg’l hence must be ebb tide. It appears again in an

unclear passage of Men.Xr. (Andreas p-47f.) : “hamogen ap e andar

gehan recisn ac arzah kisvar anod ku xvarset ul ayet ut (u.s ?)

(or corrected: ° savah kisvar ku xvarset frot savet. ap

andar zreh e putik ut ac zreh e putik apac 6 zreh e C-ves savet, the

recisn of waters on earth comes up from the kisvar arzah (W.) where

the sun rises (sic) and their ’/S’lsn goes down to the kisvar savah (E.)

where the sun sets (sic). The water goes into the sea Putik and from

the Putik back to the sea Satves.”

recisn, to rextan, linquere, corresponds to purr in the Bdh.; ’/3’lsn

to its antonym ’vg’l. The “Heavenly Wisdom” or “Transcendente Ver-

nunft” did not want to say that all water on earth flows in one and the

11 boy < bo5ah “perceptivity, consciousness, senses.'*

12 CL the correspondence on regulation of canals etc., H. Waschow, MAoc.x,i,44ff.
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same west-eastern direction. The passage is corrupt. Only one inference

can be drawn from it: the ul-havand is the wind blowing from where the

sun ul ayet, the NE. monsoon, and the frot-havand the SW. monsoon.

In analogy to IPars. ’vb’m, IPahl. ’bgm < ‘awi.gama, one can posit:

’vg’l, ’/3g’l < *awi.gala to Skr. galati,
13

to flow, drip. The name of one

of the Bahrain islands, in Yaqut and the Chronicle of Arbela (Sachau),

owal, is ’vg’l, cf. “islands in the lee or the luff.”

The Bundahishn connects the phenomenon of the tides with the

moon and believes at the same time that the monsoons start from the

moon and transmit its effect to the sea. In the Mediterranean the tides

are weak and it has no monsoons, thus the Greek started from similar

notions. According to the doxographers, Aristotle taught that the tides

entered the Mediterranean from the Atlantic where wind pressure

caused them. The great navigator Pytheas of Massilia, contemporary of

Aristotle and probably a pupil of Eudoxus of Cnidus, was the first to

recognize the connection of the tides with the position of the moon in

the sky, on the basis of observations made on the Atlantic coast of Spain.

Eratosthenes saw in the tides a proof for the unity of the ocean. Seleucus

of Seleucia explained, correcting Aristotle, that the moon exercised

pressure upon the atmosphere, which participates in the rotation of the

earth, and transmitted this pressure to the sea: a precursor of the idea

of attraction. Poseidonios who learned a lot from Phoenicians, studied

the problem on the Atlantic at Gades. He established the direct con-

nection between the tides and the course of the moon: its rising to the

meridian causes high tide, descending low tide; the highest floods

come at new or full moon; the augmentation therefore is caused not

by the moon alone, but by the conjunction of moon and sun. All these

facts had been discovered when the Awestic verses on the sea Putika

were embodied into the Videvdad.

Resuming the main points of the Iranian theory we may state: All

seas are connected with the ocean, the southern quarter of which

stretches to the shore of the Hara brzati, its hetu, dike, the border of

the earth. To the northern “regions,” continental masses, the southern

13 Cf. pati.gala > piyalah under ‘Homa’ and ‘ArdvT.’ The Gr.Bdh. writes always ’v.k.’l with
a small disconnected k which can be g: ’vg’l; the Ind.Bdh. usually ’v.g’.l with diacr. dots of g,
and once ’p.g’.l with p = /9, ’/Sg’l (1 = r).
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“seas” are opposed. While the seas in the north have no tides, the Puti-

kam has, and likewise Satavesa. The two sentences are not contradic-

tory, for the two are partial names of a unit. Putikam has one side in

common with Fra^vkirt, and so has Satavesa, also called a “gulf” of

Fra^vkirt. Besides Putikam and Satavesa have a side in common. Since

Fraxvkirt extends in the south to the very rim of the earth, the two

others must be its northern parts, and the imaginary limits are:

The only point unanswered is: which of the twTo lies east, which west.

Satavesa, governed by the star Satavesa-Canopus, protector of all

southern seas, is the home of the monsoons, ul-havand and frot-havand,

which are believed to cause the tides by transmitting the power of the

moon to the waters; the tides again are believed to cooperate in the

purification of water in the seas. This last thought is expressed already

in the Awestic text of the Videvdad and with more detail in the Pahl.

translation and the Bundahishn.

The first Greek to speak of the monsoons was Nearch, Alexander’s

admiral, quoted in Arrian’s Indica 21,1. He calls them “Etesian winds,

that blow during the whole summer from the sea (Africa) against the

land, preventing navigation.” Native sailors must have known them

since the fourth millennium. In the first century a.d. the Romans were

fully informed about them and made use of them for direct navigation

between Egypt and India. Pliny N.H. vi,26
,
101 and 104, says the ships

sailed when the “Hippalus” blew, in Epiphi (July), from Ocelis or

from Cana in South Arabia, and reached India (Muziris, at Pliny’s

time Barace) in 40 days. The Hippalus is the SW-monsoon [monsoon

= Arab, mausim, “season”] and comes from the “promunturium quod

aliqui Hispalum scripsere,” viz. Cape Guardafui on the Frankincense

shore; the wind is also called Gr. libanotos, cf. Hebr. Pbonah “frankin-

cense.” The Hippalus is the frot-havand of the Bundahishn.
14

14 Arab, sufalat al-rih is the lee side (Ir. frot), ‘ulawat al-rih “luff'’ (Ir. ul), and it seems

unavoidable to connect hispalus with Arab, names asfal, sufla
,

sufala, although Pliny prefers

the form hip(p)alus. D'Herbelot advanced sufala “lowland or lee," sufalat al-dhahab “gold-

coast," name of a place of the Zandj, as probable origin of the name Sufala for the whole

coast from which the Hispalus blows. The Arab terms lead back to Ass. saru elu “upper.
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Ptolemy iv,7,i2 calls ’'ImraXov ireXayo? the part of the ocean south

of the south coast of Arabia as far as ‘Uman, in the Itiner. Alex. 48 hip-

palum mare. The African cape and the sea are called after the wind,

not, as the author of the Periplus Mar.Er. §67 assumed, the wind after a

captain Hippalus who remained unknown but would have been the

first to sail straight from Egypt to India. Such voyages are much older.

The Red Sea branches off from the Hippalum mare, which is the

zrayo Putikam. The eastern part of the ocean is the Satavesa, the sea

south of the south coast of Iran, and from it starts the Persian Gulf.

They are the two northern “sides, gulfs” of the Indian Ocean which is

the southern quarter of the Fra^vkirt, the zrayo vurukrtam.

Justi, probably thinking of the “stinking sea” of the Alexander

romance and other fairy tales, had derived the name putika from puyati

“to be putrid, putrescent.” Bartholomae rejected this and derived it

from *puti “purification”: “fur die awestische Theologie ist das Meer

‘das reinigende’ (Wb.g09).” What Sasanian theologians may have im-

agined does not count. The concept of the Aw. text, that everything

putrid comes back purified from the putikam, is not theology, but a

scientific theory. On Perim I was told that the yearly average of sea

temperature there is above 80
3

F., fit for cleaning. MP. distinguishes

between the n.pr. putlk and the adj. putak < ‘putaka, NP. puSah “pu-

trid.” This is a genuine word. I do not believe that at the same time

‘putika could have been the word for “purified.” The initial error is

that everything Awestic must be theology. Without this bias, the name

putika of the largest salt sea in the south of Iran, which had tides and

monsoons, and where water purified itself, would never have been

interpreted otherwise than “Sea of Put.” Putika is the regular adjective

of Put.

The land Pwn.t had been known to the Egyptians since the Old

Kingdom. Georg Ebers identified the name with Put of the OT., and

Brugsch Pasha and G. Schweinfurth located it in the regio cinnamomi-

fera, the “Frankincense Coast” on both sides of the Gulf of Aden.

Glaser shifted it to the north, inside the strait of Bab al-Mandab

(Perim). Philological objections were raised first by P. Jensen, who, in

Asien und Europa (directed against W. M. Muller’s book of the same

northern” and Sam saplu “lower, southern direction, wind, quarter” etc. The very origin of

the term is Sumerian: the Euphrates running north-south, up-down.
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name) ZA. 10, 1893, called the equation pwn.t = pvt “schlechterdings

ohne Analogic,” an objection resting on the wrong premise that it

would be an Egyptian change of sound. Second: G. Posener, Premiere

domination perse en 'Egypte, 1936, 186, who writes: “l’identification

pvt = pwn.t doit etre, croyons-nous, definitivement abandonnee.” Pose-

ner proves there that the name tmhw in the list of Darius’ Suez inscrip-

tion is Libya,
10

but there is no reason for equating tmhw with OP.

putiya, on the contrary, the mention of Put and Lub in Genesis and

Jeremiah (see below) rules it out.

Put appears twice in OP.: (1) Dar.NiR. §3, list of provinces, and

hence, as legend above the corresponding figure among the throne-

bearers; this repeated on the tomb of Artaxerxes at Persepolis. The

form is OP. putiya, El. putiia(p), Akk. puta. (2) in the list Xerx.Pers.

daiv.\ OP. putaya [EL imitates p.u.t.ta.a.ia], Akk. putaia.

In both cases the name is one of a group appended to the 21 names

of satrapies. The full group in NiR. is putiya, kusiya, maciya, krka; in

Xerx.daiv. abridged: putaya, krka. The kusiya are the Nubians. The

maciya or maka are the Arabs of the “land Qadam,” Southeast Arabia;

the Akk. version is in XerxJaiv. mak, else qadu < ‘qaduwu < *qa-

dumu, ethn. qadumaia, cf. Gen. 10,30 har ha.qadam, easternmost

region of South Arabia, b
ene Yoqtan; Gen.29,1 ’rs bny qdm (Elohist);

Skylax wrote Mykoi. The Krka are the Carians of Bannesu, the naval

station near Muhammira on the Shatt al-‘Arab. Altogether they are the

people living along the sea route which Darius had opened by build-

ing the Suez canal. The Putiya are obviously the inhabitants of the

Frankincense Country, of Pwn.t. The final proof is furnished by the

Persepolis sculptures
16

where they are represented not as negroes

—

Nubians and Libyans were negroes—but as pure Arabs, of the very same

physical type as the Arbaya and Maciya, only distinguished by peculiari-

ties of attire. They bring a chariot with two Arab horses and an ante-

lope delineated like an ibex with screw-formed horns.

The linguistic problem is: Akk. puta in NiR. §3 is the form

from which OP. pudya (imitated in Elam.) is derived. Akk.

15 “Ivbia,” from lubi, not libu-, would be the right spelling.

16 The figures on the tombs and the tripylon-thrones (end of Darius’ reign) are mutilated;

the others are in perfect condition: great tribute procession of the Apadana (478 b.c.) and
thrones of the Hall of a Hundred Columns (Artaxerxes I, early >ears).
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putaia in Xerx.daiv. may be an Aramaic form; OP. putaya (and

El.) imitate it. The official OP. name is either a loan from older

Babylonian style or a contemporary popular form introduced by

Babylonian scribes into OP. chancery. The OT. uses also the

Akk. form puta, Gen. 10,6: “Kus, Misrayim and Put, sons of

Ham.” In Gen. 10,13 LVD must be emended in "lvb, Libyan, son

of Misrayim, see Stade, De populo Javan, Giessen, 1880,5. The

same emendation in /er.46,9, prophecy of conquest of Egypt by

Nebuchadnezzar : Kus, Put and Lub, i.e. putiya and tmhw.17 The

OP. inscriptions and the Bible use the same form of the name

in the same stylistic application, and put is a Semitic transforma-

tion of Eg. pwn.t.
18

The Awesta mentions the name twice: (1) in the codicil to the

memorial list of Yt. 13, among other foreigners, ’kyt pvt’n’m, akit (hya-

kinthos, yaqut) of the Puta (Akk. puta), transcribed into Awestic

with 8 < t as puSa. (2) Vid.5, 16 (18) awi zrayo putikam. These forms

follow the official OP. style. It is no contradiction that a product of

the country itself, object of commerce, the coffee-bean, is called ttovtlkov

< puntikam.

It was Darius who ordered at the very beginning of his reign the

exploration of the Indus and the Indian Ocean and the building of the

Suez Canal, a plan of almost unbelievably wide vision at that period

for a man of under 25 years of age.
19 He says in the Suez inscription:

“I ordered the building of this canal from the Nile, Pirava, that flows

in Egypt, to the sea that comes from Persis; it [was built] as I had

ordered, and [ships] sailed from Egypt through this canal to Persis,

the like of which had [never been before].” The hieroglyphic version,

according to the rests on the stelae of Maskhuta and Kabret, was more

detailed : “His Majesty has ordered that a kbn.t ship sail to explore the

water . . . from Egypt, 8 itrw (over 50 miles) ... no water in . . . order

for the commander . . . sail from Egypt ... let the boats. ...” I prefer

17 Isaiah 66, 19: Tarsls, +Put (lxx: <povd) and Lud, [Tubal and Yavan], expresses, with

“rhetoric paronomasy,” the general notion of distant barbarians. No inference is to be drawn
from Ez. 30,5, desolation of Egypt ,

=/er. 46,9; Ez. 27,10, mercenaries of Tyre = /ra. 66,19;

Jer. 38,5, invasion of Gog = /er. 46,9.
18 Cf. gbn.t, later kbn.t “Gubal ship,” and gubi, gubin with Gudea. Also the not identical

case of Hoddu <OP. hindu in Esther 1,1 and 8,9.

19 Cf. Herodotus 11,158.
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the first interpretation of Golenisheff to that of Posener. A kbn.t,

Byblos-boat, is a big seaworthy ship of the Egyptian navy, unfit for

exploring, as Posener assumes, whether there was still water in the old

canal begun by Necho. The water to be explored is the Red Sea. The

“ravitaillement des voyageurs en eau potable” refers not only to the

short distance of the canal, but to the entire voyage to Persis, which had

never been undertaken before. One ship explores, later a whole fleet

of 24 or 36 ships sailed for Persis. The town “Sb,” mentioned two, per-

haps four times, therefore, is not an unknown place in the canal zone,

but Saba in South Arabia; this is also more probable than Ptolemy’s

SajSar 7roX.t? on the African coast of the Red Sea, as Brugsch proposed.

O. Schrader had advanced, in Sprachforschung und Vorgeschichte

(3rd ed. 220 and 247) the theory that the Aryans, as a people without

agriculture and with an exclusive meat diet [wrong presumptions] had

recognized the importance of salt later than the more western peoples

of IE. language, who have a common word *sel; p.221 has the headline

“Unbekanntschaft mit dem Salz.” He adduced that salted food was

excepted from Old Indian sacrifices (Oldenberg, Religion des Veda,

412
2

) and that, according to Athenion (in Athenaeus 14,661) the

bowels, in Greek sacrifices, were not allowed to be salted. Finally: in

the Rgveda and the Awesta there is no word for salt. If those prohibi-

tions were historically connected, the IE. speaking people must have

known salt; if not, they cannot predicate anything. The absence of the

word in the Awesta had a certain significance as long as one believed

in a mythic-mystical “Awesta-folk” in faraway antiquity and an un-

known land. But this country was Iran, and it took a full millennium

to create the Awesta. The absence of the word would be no more than

an especially improbable chance: the word for “bread,” too, had not

been recognized, yet nobody ever said that bread was unknown to the

“Awesta-people.”

A third of the country consists of salt; the whole central kaver is

salt. There are more regions without water than without salt. Tiglath-

Pileser III mentions more than once the “house” or the “desert of salt,”

bit, ser tabti, which his troops reached near Bustis, Agazi, Ambanda
and the Ru’a mountains, between Kura and Isfahan. Esarhaddon speaks

of the northern end of the kaver in his description of Patus’arra at the
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foot of mount Bikni, Demawand. Beside the salt desert there are salt

mountains, of which Onesicritus wrote, in Strabo c.726. All agricul-

ture in Iran is a fight with the salt. All Iranian lakes are salty, in various

degrees; one of the saltiest is the Urmiya Lake, Cecista, or darya i sur,

of which it is said that no fish can live in it. The strange notions of the

“purification” of water mean above all the reduction of the salt. It is

pathetic to read what the Bundahishn writes about the holy lake Kan-

savya, the Hamun in SIstan: essentially it is sweet, “When the fraskirt

comes, its water will again be sweet.”

The problem is the interpretation of the words written uruyapa and

urvapa, epithets of lakes and seas:

Yt.8,46, Tistriya descends into the ocean

zrayaho vurukrtahya jafrahya ruviyapahya

the wide-made, deep with— water

Yaio,i4, Mithra looks over arya.sayanam

yahmiya jafra varayo ruva.apaho histante

where deep lakes with water are lying

Yt.5,49: Husravah brings offerings

pasne varois cecistahya jafrahya ruva.apahya

on the lake Cecista, the deep, with— water.

Bartholomae interpreted uru- as a form of composition of vuru- and

uruya to 01. uruya as uru to vuru, believing in the authenticity of such

phonetic detail in the Awestic text. But the archetype can have had no

more than rv- and rvy-, and alone the fact that the “form of composi-

tion” is exclusively used before -apa, contradicts his theory and shows

that those who invented the Awestic script saw in this element some-

thing differing from vuru-. Darmesteter, Et.lr. 11,179, had seen that the

words must import something more characteristic than the trivial

“with wide water,” namely “with salt water,” and had put uruya, urva

to Skr. lavanam “salt.” Duchesne, Comp.av. §60 and 201, resumed this

and connected with it, in §105, the name of the mountain urunyo.vai-

SimiSka, but recanted it in the postscript p.71 and joined Bailey who

connected both words with V rav- in OP. rautah “river,” Aw. urvant

“flowing,” because this interpretation had the advantage of tying up

with a root known in Iranian.
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The argument does not hold good. Proving the existence of a root

hitherto unknown can be the greater advantage in view of the scantiness

of Awestic material. The name of the sea awzdanva has been ex-

plained as “containing a stream, flow of waters,” possible as to form,

but uncharacteristic and contradicting the Iranian classification of seas

under “standing, stagnant” waters, and therefore inacceptable. To ex-

plain the two epithets as “flowing with water” would be equally unchar-

acteristic and moreover pleonastic if applied to the “wide-made ocean,”

and contradictory in the case of stagnant lakes. Entirely correct as far

as linguistics go, the interpretation is yet wrong, and the words mean

“with salt water,” like Skr. lavanoda and Gr. daXacrcra, Akk. nar mar-

ratum.

urunyo.vaiSimiSka of Y/.i9,5 is arranged in Wb. under ru-, as a com-

pound of (u)runya + vaSi + mifika.
20 The many variants of spelling

show how poorly the name is attested. Some inferior mss. do not have

the 8 in miSka, but all have the i. The 8 in vaiSi appears also as d,

but not as t. Thus we have a not too sure rvnyv’dmy t ?k’.

The name is the only one in dual form between ten names in singular.

In the preceding paragraph, five simple names (not compounds) ap-

pear in dual, and must be understood as occurring twice, not as names

of pairs of mountains. But such a long name could appear more than

once only if it had a current appellative meaning. Spellings with an

unetymological 8,t, mostly in joints of false compounds, are always

suspicious.
21

Instead of being a compound of three elements, the name

may be another type of compound, e.g. a dvandva rvnyv’ + d ?myt ?k’,

the first part of which would be Yunyavan “salty.” I should prefer to

make the cesura after rvnyv’d, or with transposition -’vd or -vd’, and

to recognize in the first part of the long name the Ir. equivalent of Skr.

lavanoda “saltwater, sea,” *runya -f-uda; with the remaining myt?k’

as an independent name.

20 runya, doubtfully compared with run\a “Gefass,” for liquids, kind of bucket, possibly

“copper (vessel)”; Bartholomae notes nothing to va5i; with rm5ka he compared mita, either

“pillar” or “measured”; the combination makes no sense. Duchesne saw in runya at first the

stem of Skr. la\anam, with ad j.term, -ya, in va5i Aw. \a5i “course of water,” in mi5ka a mere
variant spelling of *mika, with unet>m. 5; cf. Grdr. § 302 , 5 .

21 5k: In vr5ka beside vrtka “kidne>s”; a5ka beside atka “overcoat,” -5k- stands for arch,

-tk-; this can also apply to n.pr. $navi5ka < *sna\itaka. nama5ka in ^7 . 14,55 see under ‘Krsvar,

vyambura.' Wb. posits “namaSka to namata Reisig, wie Ai. avatka zu avata.” The material

does not allow a definite answer.
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The situation is not that the absence of the word for “salt” disproves

acquaintance with salt, but that the ubiquity of salt in Iran requires

the finding of the word. In NP. “salt” is namak. This appears in the

“Vyamburadiva song” in Y/.i4,55, written namaSka for
+namaka, as

will be discussed in its context under ‘Krsvar.’



XXXVI. NAVIGATION

There has been coasting on the southern seas since remote prehistoric

antiquity, and more than that: these sailors ventured out on the high

sea long before the Hellenistic or the Roman periods.

The Kavaddha Sutta,
1
a work not younger than the fifth century b.c.,

tells: “Long, long ago, sea-faring traders were wont, when they were

setting sail on an ocean voyage, to take with them a land-sighting bird.

And when the ship got out of sight of the shore, they would let the

land-sighting bird free. Such a bird would fly to the East, and to the

South, and to the West, and to the North, to the zenith, and to the

intermediate points of the compass. And if anywhere on the horizon

it caught sight of land, thither it would fly. But if no land, all round

about, were visible, it would come back to the ship.” In the sixth cen-

tury a.d. Cosmas Indicopleustes speaks of such land-sighting birds, and

Chinese books of the ninth century call this custom Persian.

The release of the pigeons in the story of the Flood has the same

meaning: the ark of Noah is a ship on the high sea. Gilgamesh epic,

tabl.n: “When the seventh day was breaking, I released a pigeon, the

pigeon went off, it came back. Because there is no place to sit, it comes

back.” The second time he releases a swallow, which likewise comes

back, at the third time a raven: “it saw the falling off of the waters,

eats, burrows?, did not come back.” Even if this motif would not have

figured in the oldest versions, it would attest the custom long before

the time of Buddha and of the Awesta. The awel malahi, captain or

supercargo of the ark of Ut.Napistim, see under ‘Yama Xseta,’ is another

experience of the sailors on the Persian Gulf. On the Gulf and on the

Indian Ocean there was not only timid coasting.

A study of the “ship-building papyrus” of Elephantine
2
dated 412 b.c.

reveals much concerning the ships themselves.

L.i: “From Rsama [satrap of Egypt] to Wahiprimahi.” It is an order,

which after the custom of Persian chancery—as do the clay tablets from

Persepolis—tells the whole proceedings:

1 Rhys Davis, Dialogues of the Buddha, 1,283.

2 £. Sachau, pi. 8-9; Ungnad 8; Cowley 26.
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First: (l.i) Mi^radat, the navapati [OE. nowend], captain, reports

to Psmsnyt, his boat needs repair; thereupon Psmsnyt writes (I.2-3)

:

[I and Midradat, the captains], the krky’, say: “The ship, spynt’, which

we have [or “hold,” mhhsnn], it is time for her ’vpsd 1-m‘bd. . .

Second: (I.3)
:
gap, in which the recipient of this report, either Rsama

himself or his lieutenant, gives the order (I.4) . . . “shall be established

accurately and be sent to the hamarakara ganza, the accountants of the

archives; they together with the framanakara, engineers, shall inspect

the ship; (I.5): an ’vpkrt shall be made and various things shall be

ordered; (1.6): the ’vpsd shall be done at once and all I have written

besides” (in the original order).

Third: ( 1 .6): Thereupon they [viz. the captains] sent [to the ac-

countants] and these report [to Rsama] (I.7): “(on) the beach, hi’,

in front of the fort . . . Midradat, the navapati, has shown us the spynt’

;

we report that her condition has been correctly described by Psmsnyt

[and Mi0radat], the two navapati krky’, and we have informed Smslk

and his companions, the engineers, (and) Semu b. Kanufi, head of the

carpenters, the spytkn, and they say: It is time for her [the spynt’]

’vpsd 1-m‘bd. The following is the list of requisites, ’srn’ zy ’pyty for

her ’vpsd 1-m‘bd.” This list of materials follows in II.10-21. (II.21-22)

:

“The materials are to be delivered to Semu b. Kanufi, chief of the car-

penters, the spytkn, 1‘ynyn of the ’vpsd of this spynt’, according to the

order issued.”

Rsama sends the proceedings to Wahiprimahi with the (new) order

(I.22) : “effect what the hamarakara say, according to the order issued!”

Signatures, mark of registration, and date: “i3.tebeth, year 12 of Darius

(II),” i.e. 412 b.c.

hamarakara and framanakara, at first misread although clearly writ-

ten, are the accountants and the engineers—those working with the

framana “rule, gauge” (cf. AltpJnschr. s.v.). ganza, wherever it ap-

pears at the Achaemenian epoch (here; Ezra 6,1-2; on the Persepolis

tablets) is never “treasury,” but “archives.” The title of the chief of the

archives is Akk. gitepatu, Elam, ke.so.pat.ti.s, OP. *gai#upatis, vrddhi

of *gi#u < Akk. gittu, Aram, get “document,”
3

still under the Abbasids

Arab, djihbadh. Greek ya^o^vkat;

,

e.g. Strabo 11,1,6, title of the chief

3 gittu > giffu, treated like Med. gatu > OP. ga0u. Cf. IPars. gty and gtky.
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of the archives of Babylon under Seleucus and Antiochus, is an exact

translation.

’vpkrt in I.5 is upa.krti, cf. hankrti “addition” and homrti “final ac-

count”; hence “making-up, drawing-up,” specification of requirements,

’vpsd is upa + Vhad-, cf. ni.sad-, mafiyoi.saS- etc., hence “to set, lay

up,” viz. the ship on the beach, hi’,
4
always with 1-m‘bd, “on the build-

ing yard, wharf.” The meaning is everywhere the same: “it is time to

lay the ship up,” “the laying up shall be done at once,” whereupon it is

“shown on the beach to the inspectors.” At the last place, I.22, li-‘enain

has the purely local meaning which it has as ideogr. for MP. pes, viz.

“in front of, at the exact spot” where the ship is laid up.

The verb hhsn, too, has the very meaning it has as ideogr. for MP.

dastan “the ship we have.” zy ’pyty in I.9, Cowley “(specification of)

what is required?” Ungnad: “unklar,” is Akk. appittum, which renders

in NiR.b,6 OP. avakaram “of such kind,” in NiRjz
,3 an accentuated

“such a one”; DarSus.col.j

:

sa anaku epusu mimma sa la appitti,

“what I have done, as there was never anything ‘of the kind.’
” 5

Hence:

“the specification of this kind, here following.”

The word for the boat, seflnta, was known from late Talm.Aram.,

it is Hebr. sefina, and passed into Arabic as safina; in NP. it is used

rarely and mostly with darya’i “sea-going ship.” In Hebrew the usual

term is oni, oniyyah “vessel, fleet”; in Aram, ilfa (also in the papyri)

from Akk. eleppu. seflnta is a special boat; in the OT. it appears only

in Jonah 1 : “Jonah fled before the Lord and wanted to go to Tarsis, and

came down to Japho, and when he found a ship, s
e
fina, that was sailing

to Tarsis, he paid his fare to sail with them to Tarsis, away from the

Lord.”

From the description in the papyrus, the sefinta is a large sailing

vessel; for among the materials needed for its repair are many planks

of cedar and other wood up to 20 cubits long, and apparently more

than one kind of sails. So it was a sea-worthy ship like Jonah’s s
e
fina

that sailed to Tarsis. Pliny says ISIH.6,2^-. “The ships of Ceylon have a

capacity of 3,000 amphorae [=33 tons?] and resemble the Nile-boats.”

There is no objection against her lying on the Nile at Elephantine.

Sargon of Akkad, middle of the third millennium b.c., says: “Ships

4 To hoi in VMos. 33,17; Ass. hulu “sand,” Arab, ard al-halat.

5 Cf. Altp.lnschr. ioiff., also ami,viii,65 , and ’ptm in Ezra 3,13 “at all events.”
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from Meluhha [vaguely= Red Sea], Magan [=‘Uman] and Tilwun

[= Bahrain] anchored at the quay of Akkad [north of Babylon on the

Euphrates].”
6 Not much later, at the time of Sulgi of Sumer and Ak-

kad, Gudea says: “Magan, Meluhha, Gubi, Tilwun gathered wood,

ships with woods of all kinds arrived at Lagas” [on the lower Tigris]

and “halub wood from the halub-mountain was imported from Gu-

bin.”
7
Gubi, Gubin, first mention of the town, is Gubal, Byblos. The

sea-faring people of the Mediterranean coast sailed round Arabia and

must have had a port on the Gulf of Suez or of ‘Aqaba as early as that.

Later, Skylax went down the Indus, Nearch and Onesicritus wrent up

the Euphrates to Babylon, the Tigris to Opis-Ctesiphon, the Eulaeus

to Susa. Letter Harper n° 83: Bel-ibni, Assyrian governor of the Sea-

country (Mesan-Basra) reports to Assurbanipal, before 640 b.c., that his

great enemy, Nabubelsumate, once ally of Assurbanipal’s hostile

brother Samassumukm of Babylon, had sent his treasures to Elam and

himself had fled to Hudimeri (or Hukiweri?) on the Persian Gulf;

Belibni asks for Phoenicians to build a fleet for the pursuit of Nabubel-

sumate.
8

Boats are called, of old, after the place where they were originally

built, hence Sum.-Akk. ma ma.gan.na = eleppu makkamtum, ma me.-

luh.ha = eleppu meluhhltum (11.RaW.46,5-7). K. Sethe
9
recognized in

Eg. kbn.t (Old Kingd.) a “Gubal-ship,” confirmed by Gudea’s “boats

from Gubin.” Under the New Kingdom kpn.t means all sea-going ves-

sels, e.g. in the title “chief of the kpn.t, fleet of the king”; a kbn.t ex-

plores the course from the Suez Canal to Persis under Darius; under

the Ptolemies it means “man-of-war.” The original foreign type was

imitated and its meaning broadened.

Jonah’s s
e
fina sails for Tarsls-Tartessos. Tarsis boats, anyoth Tarsis,

are first mentioned in Isaiah and Pr.71,10, in the seventh century b.c.

To that time, about 650, belongs Herodotus’ story, in iv,i52, of Kolaios

of Samos whose ship was driven off her course to Tartessos, and whose

colossal votive crater Herodotus saw and describes. Ezechiel mentions

6 A. Poebel, in Penns.Univ.Mus., Bab.Sect. v, n° 34, and Legrain in Mus.Journ. 1923, 208;

tablet with miscellaneous copies o£ inscriptions from the Enlil temple at Nippur.

7 Stat.D, col. 111, and stat.B, col.vi.

8 F. Weidner, aoi,vii, iff. H. Schawe, aof,viii,52; Campbell-Thompson and Mallowan, laaa,

xx; Sidney Smith, jras 1934, 575. Arch.Hist.lr. 2jf.

9 Aeg. Zeitschr. 1908, 7-1 1.
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these boats about 580 b.c., Jeremiah a little later, at the time of

Herodotus’ story 1,163-165, of the Phoceans, to whom the king Argan-

thonius (a Celtic name) gave money to fortify their home-town against

an imminent attack of the Medes under Harpagus. And not much later,

a man from Massilia-Marseilles sailed for Tartessos, whose periplus,

journal, is preserved in Avienus’ Ora maritima. Maritime traffic with

Spain, for silver, iron and, by transshipment, tin, is at least as old as

700 b.c., when the “tin-island” and the “Atlas-mountain” appear also in

the so-called “Itinerary of Sargon sar kissati” (under ‘Sea’). It is also the

time of the “thalassokrateia” of the Carians, and it may be more than a

coincidence that such opposed points as Tartessos near Gibraltar and

Bannesu-Muhammira sound as if belonging to Carian speech: names

in -assos, -essos.

Strabo 111,2,3-6 tells that the Truditanians of Tartessus built their own

boats of indigenous wood and sailed with them on the one side to His-

palis-Sevilla, on the other to Dikaiarcheia = Pozzuoli. Their fleet was as

strong as the Libyan one, of Carthage. Their type of boats, imitated in

Tyrus and Sidon, was a large sailing boat which used oars only for

entering and leaving port.

One cannot help thinking that the “s
e
flna sailing to Tarsis” was a

boat of that type, or a “boat of Spain,” and to conclude that spynt’

contained that name, Lat. Ispania, Hispania. A. S. Yahuda drew my

attention to Hebr. safan, a term of carpentry, appearing only, but at

least four times, in descriptions of Solomon’s buildings, like other terms

in these descriptions as a loanword from Phoenician. In I Kings 7,3 the

“house (= hall)
10

of the Lebanon forest,” also mentioned in Isaiah 22,8,

is “covered,” spn, with cedars; in 7 Kings 7,7 the “hall of the judgment

seat” is “panelled” with beams and panels of cedars, and in 7 Kg.6,9

the temple is “covered with beams and panels” of cedars, and in 6,14

the ceiling, covering or panelling is called sippun. To cover, panel, ceil

rooms with wood has its origin in ship-building, and Phoenician ship-

building has been a dominant factor in fashioning Syrian architecture

with its flat ceilings as well as its wooden double domes, constructed

like the body of a ship with a system of ribs and fillings, e.g. the cathe-

dral of Bosra, the Qubbat al-Aqsa in Jerusalem and the Qubbat al-nasr

10 Cf. the bit ereni etc. of Assyrian palaces.
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at Damascus, until the forests of the Lebanon were finally exhausted.

Therefore, s
e
flna, a normal derivative of spn, designating a ship, appar-

ently means a “ship with a deck or decks,” for long sea voyages. Yet,

the case is not clear. A verb spn, for a very specific technique, occur-

ring only in Phoenician, can hardly be considered as a true Semitic

word. Just such wood-panelling of walls and ceilings is called qarbasa

or qarbasa
11

in Arabic, the product is qarbasiyya, certainly a loanword,

possibly from Lat. carpenta(rius)
;
the noun was borrowed, the verb is

a denominative. Phoen. spn
12 may likewise be a denom. from a foreign

loanword, name of the people who first made it or of the product, the

ship.

Sachau thought of etymologically connecting spynt’ and spytkn, both

appearing for the first time in the same papyrus. And it is striking that

the spytkn say “it is time to lay ‘her’ up,” not “the spynt’,” as though

they could not speak of anything else, spytkn qualifies “the carpenters,

the spytkn.” Cowley remarks: “an adjective formed from a placename.”

It is indeed a regular OP. ethnic adjective, spitaka, spetaka, cf. *putaka,

but its form is also that of a term of profession, cf. krnvaka “stone-

mason.” Spita is no Sem. derivative of spn, or of seflnta, hence OP.

spitakan no loanword from a Sem. “spynt’-makers,” but it can render

a foreign ethnic through the medium of Punic and of Eg. spyn.t.

The papyrus shows the mixture of nationalities in Egypt at its time.

Miflradat (Iran.) and Psmsnyt (language?) are both krky’, no plur. of

karkh “fortress,” but of OP. krka, “Carians.” Such were Scylax of Kar-

yanda and the legendary Parva, vifro navazo “the experienced captain.”

The Carian graffiti in the Nile valley are usually attributed to mer-

cenaries of the two Psammetichs (633-609-588), but at Abydus, abu

Simbel and Wadi Haifa, they are rather souvenirs of Carian sailors of

the naval station at Elephantine: the papyrus does not belong to the

Jewish garrison there. The name of the chief engineer is Smslk, of the

chief of carpenters Semu b. Kanufi. Ungnad compares the first with

11 Diction.: qarbasa “to make a ceiling, decorate it with interlaced designs,” and “measure

length and width of a building, make its wall parallel.”

12 Cf. Hebr. s
cfune (with sin, not samekh) in VMos. 33,19: Zebulun and Issachar . . . will

suck s
efune t'mune hoi, which means stranded goods, wrecked ships. Pr.48,7: “Thou breakest

the ships of Tarsh'ish with an east wind,” also Ezech. 27,26. Othello 1,2 “the sea’s worth" and

Richard III, ii: “Wedges of gold, great anchors, heaps of pearls, inestimable stones, unvalued

jewels.”
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Punic blslk, BaXorXX^x; the man was a Carthaginian. Semu is indif-

ferent, but the name of his father is Egyptian. Beside a Persian satrap,

Carian captains, Carthaginian engineers, all in Egypt, spytkn may be

the ethnic of any people on the Mediterranean shores. Already in

640 b.c. Phoenician ship-builders worked at ports of the Persian Gulf.

Under ‘Industries’ an Awestic term is fully discussed, viz. hvspyn,

h’vspnyn, Afgh. ospln, i.e. “Spanish (steel),” in Y/. 10, 130 epithet of

“double-axes” on Mithra’s chariot, a symbol frequent on the oldest

coins and on painted pottery from Spain. Scylax went as far as the

pillars of Hercules. Spain was known in Iran before 500 b.c., and no

material objection can be raised against the appearance of Spaniards

in Egypt in 412 b.c. Spytkn, spitakan can be the OP. rendering of the

name “Spanish, Spaniards.”

In the OP. inscriptions the Carians are called krka. OP. krka, Aw.

khrka, means “cock,” an onomatopoetic name, like “kikeriki.” The bird

was known in the Ancient East as early as the time of Gudea, stat.G.

iv, 10:
hu
kur.gi(l); TukultiNimurta II, annals Rv.28: issure kur.ki.e.

But in the inscriptions the name never refers to the Carians at the SW
corner of Asia Minor, whose country belonged to the empire since

545 b-C-

Arrian 111,8,5 and 11,5 records that at the battle of Gaugamela the

“exiled Carians” and the people of Sittakene fought under the same

command as the Babylonians. That implies neighborhood, as between

Babylon and Sittakene, a geographical name derived from the OP.

form of the old ethnic Suti > *Sit, ‘Sitaka, for the East Tigris region

between Diyala (N.) and Elam (S.). Both Suti and Carians were

famous archers.

Diodor 17,110: Alexander visited, from Susa, first the Kapcu KtSpai

“Carian villages,” and then marched through Sitakene to a settlement

of Boeotians
13
and to Chalonitis-Hulwan, the Taq i Girra pass. These

Carians are indeed neighbors of Babylonians and Suti, and dwell to the

south of Sitakene.

13 Error for Euboeans (F.retrians): it is Herodotus’ Ardenkka (490 b.c.), Assyr. Urdalika

(640 b.c.), town of the Elamite empire, with seemingly Iranian name. Tab.Petit. Berdanna <
BEPAAN I KA < ovepSavuca. MP. vandanlg(an), Arab, bandanldjln, bandanl(yan), man-

dam(yan), mod. Mandall, with oil springs.
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The same group of names is found in Isaiah 22,5$., “prophecy on the

vale of Hizayon”
14

about 700 b.c.

5: For it is a day of storming, crushing and tumbling

— in the vale of Hizayon

;

mqrqr qr v.sv‘ ‘1 h.hr, Qar is crowing and
+
Sut at the hills . . .

6: and Elam lifts the quiver and Aram mounts the horses,

and Qar swings (qrh for ‘rh) the shield,

7: and all (mabhar = Ass. naphar) thy streets (svqyk for ‘mqyk)

become full of chariots and horsemen, and sut besieges (st stv)

the gate!

Winckler had recognized the play upon words in st stv (cf. Ps.3,7:

“sar sabib satu ‘alai), and thereby ascertained the true reading of the

name, and had presumed the same for qr.—qrqr is indeed Arab, qar-

qara, Kurd, qyrqyr, onomatop. word15
for gurgling of camels, cooing

of doves—in those regions they say kukuruku—and the “kikeriki,” cock-

a-doodle-doo of the cock. The oil springs and eternal fires near Kirkuk

are called Baba Gurgur, Ptolemy’s Korkura (from Alexander’s visit

there). Cf. the Balaam-saving in .24,17: “he will crush the cor-

ners? of Moab, we
qarqar kol b

e
ne set

h

,
and all b

e
ne Sheth will cry

(crow)!” and the similar idiom of Zoroaster, Y.53,8: “zahyaca vispaho

Xrosantam upa, abandoned they all shall cry!” NP. xuros, from Vxrus-,

“cock.” The play upon words is clear.

Plutarch, Artox. 10: “The king gave the Carian who had killed Cyrus

(the Younger) a golden cock, to be worn on the lance, for the Persians

call all Carians ‘cocks’ on account of their crests,” which Strabo 14,2,27

calls one of the karika, Carian inventions. On the other hand, Aris-

tophanes, aves 487, says: “The cock struts around like the great-king,

alone of all birds with the stiff kyrbasia (cockscomb and Persian tiara)

on the head.”

Thus Suti in Sittakene and Carians south of them are a standing

group, from the time of Isaiah to Alexander. The Akk. version of Xerx.

Pers.daiv. replaces OP. krka by Bannesu. This town is known from the

business documents of Murasu Sons, Nippur
15

as situated on a canal

in the district Dur.Ellil. The name sounds like a Carian name in -essos

14 Cf. H. Winckler, Altor.Forschg. 11,253, and F. Delitzsch, Varadies
,
236.

15 Cf. IE. root g
w
rr- in Skr. gurate “greets with joy”; also Gr. barbaros.

16 Passages quoted by Ebeling, Reall.Ass. s.v.
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(as Tartessos), or in -nesos. It is the “Carian villages” which Alexander

visited between Susa and Sitakene. In Dar.chart.Sus. the Carians are,

together with Ionians, the crew of the navy, transporting the cedars of

the Lebanon down the Euphrates to the sea and up the Eulaeus to Susa.

The town Bannesu was their port, somewhere at the Shatt al-‘Arab.

According to Aristobulus, in Arrian 6,7, Alexander founded one Alex-

andria on a lacus between the mouths of the Tigris and Eulaeus. Since

he founded towns only at places he had visited himself, the order must

have been given when he visited the Carian villages, Bannesu. The set-

tlers of the new town were people from the near Durine, an old urbs

regia, i.e. /lao-tXrjiW r€ix°s> a garrison under the direct command of

the great king. Durine, hence, is Dur.Ellil of the Murasu documents,

at that time at least 400 years old. For the changed form cf. the name of

Assur, late Ass. lib.ali, libbi.ali, i.e. “city,” Hellen. Libban, Libanai or

Labana.

In the same region lay in the Middle Ages Dauraq, Dorak = Akk.

Durlakln, in so prominent a situation that Sargon II uses the name

for indicating the extreme limits of his kingdom. It is AriNiNof Nearch,

in Arrian, Ind. 2,4, and AMtiH of Herodotus 6,20, both= AriNH
,
Iakin

(with regular dropping of init. i-). This was a colony of exiled Mile-

sians, like the Carian colony of DurEllil. These Milesians are the Yona,

whom the charter of Susa mentions in the navy together with the

Carians. Another settlement of theirs was Ionaka at the place of Bushir

and Reshahr on the Persian Gulf: not Greek trading colonies, but

Persian navy bases.

Alexander’s town was destroyed by flood and rebuilt about 165 b.c.

as Antiochia by Antiochus IV. Epiphanes, and after a second destruc-

tion, in 129 b.c. by Hyspaosines-Vispauzin as Spasinou Charax. It be-

came the great port for the Palmyrenean trade with India, Aram,

karkha d Meshan, Arab. Karkh Maisan. It lay opposite Basra near

Muhammira.

One Carian was mentioned in the chapter ‘Memorial Document,’ viz.

the krkana hvprv’xs, who must have been the commander of the naval

base of Bannesu; he was perhaps the father of Scylax, if not Scylax

himself. Scylax, the great explorer of the Indian Ocean, was admiral

under Cambyses and Darius, and dedicated his Pertplus to Darius. His

voyages extended also over the Mediterranean, as some preserved frag-
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ments on Mysia, Troas, Illyria and the Pillars of Hercules show: they

suggest that he followed the European coasts.

Gisinger, in Pauly, re. s.v. “Skylax,” has recognized a number of

fragments, ascribed since antiquity to Hecataeus, as “indirect” frag-

ments of Scylax’s Feriplus. And Jacoby, in re. s.v. “Hecataeus,” has

shown to what unexpected degree Herodotus depends on Hecataeus.

That means that Herodotus’ chapter on India, 111,98-116 (beside other

§§) is material of Scylax, arranged by Hecataeus, and worked over by

Herodotus.

Scylax started from Kaspapyros (thus in Stephanos’ quotation of

Hecataeus) or Kaspatyros (Herodotus’ quotation of the same source).

A late survival of the name—though otherwise spoiled—proves the p to

be the right form: KaTTafiovpiv-r) (see below). Stephanus quotes it as

rroXi? TavSapLKTj, town of Gandara; Herodotus Ik *Ka<nraiwpov re

ttoX105 teal rr\<s HaKTvucr)<; y-rjs, which is far from being contradictory:

the town was the capital of Gandara proper and this, like rnaKrv\.K'i),

was part of the much larger satrapy to which it gave the official name.

The problem of its situation is similar to that of Opis-Ctesiphon : at the

point where practical navigation (not navigability) started, hence close

to the junction of the Cophen (river of Peshawar) and the Swat, or of

both with the Indus.

Now the Scylax fragment in Athenaeus 11,70 says: “the country is

irrigated by springs and water-engines, brgpjoi, and on the hills xvvdpa

and other plants grow,” and “from there on high mountains extend on

both sides of the Indus River, densely covered with virgin forest, Sacrv

dypir) vkr) and with aKcivOrj Kvvdpa.” South of the range separating

Gandara from the Panjab there are no high mountains on both sides

of the Indus; this paragraph, therefore, belongs to a description of

Gandhara, near the beginning of Scylax’s Feriplus, and Kaspapyrus

must lie in the Peshawar-Attock region, not e.g. at Multan.

Another indirect fragment throws light upon the date of the voyage,

which according to Herodotus rv,44 would have been before Darius

conquered Sind, and would have lasted 30 months, both highly objec-

tionable assertions. The voyage from South Arabia to Southern India,

e.g., took only 40 days.

Stephanus, Hec.frgm.1j5: “among them (m.pl.) people live on the

Indus River, the Tlmcu; a royal garrison, xeixos ^aariX-rjiov is there;
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that far are the Opiai, further on is desert as far as the ’IvSot (people of

Sind).” This military castrum, dastakrtam, lay on the eastern bank, it is

Alexander’s Opiane in Stephanus’ list of Alexandrias. Since Scylax

describes from north to south, the castrum was the southern point of

the country of the Opiai. Herodotus 111,98 (source Scylax) : “That part

of India (Sind) which lies towards the rising sun, is sand,” and “East of

the Indoi (Sindhi) is desert, on account of the sand.” Also iv,4o: “as

far as Indike (Hecataeus’ term) Asia is inhabited, but beyond is desert,

towards the East. . .
.” This desert is the great Thar desert, the northern

limits of which do not reach the Satlaj, southernmost river of the Pan-

jab, hence the land of the Opiai was below Multan, and below the

southernmost point of the Panjab, on the united stream, with the town

as southern end, at the edge of the desert. This region belongs already to

Sind, and as Scylax found there a royal garrison, Sind was already

conquered by Darius when Scylax set forth on his exploration.

In Athenaeus, the description of the mountains on the Indus is directly

followed by one of the mountains on the Caspian Sea, the style of which

is so entirely similar that Scylax’s authorship cannot be questioned:

“Round the so-called Hyrcanian Sea high mountains rise, 8acrea vkrj-

criv, densely forested, and on those mountains Kvvapa grow.” Further:

“East of Parthava the X0pa.crp.10L live, in a country which has plains

and mountains; on the mountains are virgin forests, SevSpea aypia

aKavda Kvvapa, willows and tamarisks.” It seems that the description,

much abridged, referred in the original text to Parthava, not to the allu-

vial plain of Khwarizm. The sentences are picturesque because they are

personal observations: Scylax had seen the south coast of the Caspian

with its enormous mountains and virgin forests of tropical luxuriance,

but of northern plants. And he was in Parthava—with its vast plains

between mountain ranges—in Tosa, and in the very years when Vis-

taspa, as satrap, gave hospitium to Zoroaster.

kunar is a well known Persian word. The Bdh. (Gr.Bdh . Ankles. 116;

Ind.Bdh.Christ. 119) mentions it under the category “mevak, fruit-

trees.”
17

This is NP. kunar, identified with zizyphus lotus, Angl.-Ind.

lotus-plum, and described in Pers. dictionaries as “Indian bir, Arab, sidr,

17 xurmak, dates; murt, myrtles; kunar; angur or ideogr. krm’, grapes; beh or ideogr. spr/l,

quinces; sep, or ideogr. tvph, apple; \atrang, citrus; anar, granates; siftalak (read -aluk),

peaches; urmut, peart,; anjlr, or -jihr, figs; goc, walnuts; \atam, almonds.
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a fruit of red color, like a grape, but larger, common in India, sweet

and delicious.” But Arab, sidr, very common in Mesopotamia and

Arabia, is an unobtrusive rhamnus tree with berries called nabq. Athe-

naeus is entirely mistaken in his belief that Scylax was speaking of the

Kivapct, artichoke, which came from Morocco.

The deipnosophists, of course, think of nothing but vegetables and

fruits for their dinner, but Scylax, the admiral, of course, thought of

ship-building. Therefore his Kvvapa can neither mean kunar, whether

zizyphus or rhamnus. The former does not grow on the Alburz, and

neither could be observed from a boat in those amazing forests and

jungles. Strabo xi, c.510 (cf. 698) quotes from Eratosthenes: “in India,

too, eXarij, firs grow, and with them Alexander built his fleet.” Scylax

was as good and practical an observer as Alexander’s officers. Under his

command the Persian navy, as the charta of Susa tells, had shipped to

Susa #armis hya nocena, cedars of the fir-kind, down from Babylon,

yaka “teak” from Gandara, silver and lead from Egypt, ivory from

Nubia and Sind.

In the Bdh. the § mevak “fruit-trees” follows upon “dar u draxt,

timber-trees,” namely “sarw cypress, cinar platan, spetdar poplar, sim-

sar spruce (Picca, usually translated by box, buxus).” Though Kvvapa

phonetically corresponds to MP. kunar, Scylax can only have in view a

tree typical of the great forests of the Indus and the Alburz, fit for

ship-building. Who knows the countries thinks at once of the marvelous

plane-trees, many hundreds of years old, just as Shiraz evokes the pic-

ture of cypresses, Basra of date-palms. Kvvapa is cinar, platanus orien-

talis. Theophrast, it is true, uses in his botanical phraseology aKavdog

for “acacia habitus” of the leaves, but with Scylax one cannot yet

expect such a scientific term. The oriental plane has a leaf with five

fingers, similar to maple, only more deeply simate, and more sharply

crenate; it resembles the Greek acanthus. The tyrant Dionysius had

acclimatized it in southern Italy, and Theophrast describes the leaf

accurately.

H. Bretzl, Botan. Forschg. d.Alexander-Zuges
,
chap, vi, has recog-

nized the high antiquity of a remark in Theophrast iv,4,i: “Of the

other countries, only Media owns forests of firs [abies, iXarr], the ship-

building timber in greatest demand]; this country seems somehow to
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reach round and to border on the Pontus.” For later periods this is not

true. Bretzl is right in comparing Herodotus 1,110, the Harpagus story,

Median period. The locality, foot of the mountains north of Agbatana

towards the Pontus, is made clear by a passage from another source:

“for there, with the Saspeires, Media is a high mountain country, kcu

tdpcn (Ion. for vXrjcn) cruvr)pecf>ri<;, densely covered with forests; the

rest of Media is plain.” The region of the Saspeires is Armenian Sper,

Ispir, between Erzerum and Trapezunt, it is Armenia not Media. But

Darius, in Beh. §§ 24-34, treats Media and Armenia as a unit, and

resumes the record of the battles of Zuzu, Tigra, Huyava, Autiyara,

Kundurus, all situated outside Media in Armenia, in §34 with the words

“This is what has been done by me in Media.” Until he reorganized

the satrapies. Media encompassed the whole of Armenia, a remnant

of the administration of the Median empire. Herodotus iv,37 describes

the south-north line from the ’Epvdpr/ OaXdaarj to the Black Sea,

which divided Asia into West and East on Hecataeus’ map, and says:

“On it sit the Persians, Medes, Saspeires and Colchians.” Thus the

concept of Media including the Saspeires belongs to Hecataeus, and

therewith the remark about the fir forests there.

Hecataeus had no personal knowledge of India, Khwarizm, nor of

the south coast of the Caspian, and the notes about these regions are of

necessity indirect fragments of Scylax. The remark about the vegeta-

tion on the mountains of the Saspeires and their extension as far as the

Pontus, which Herodotus got from Hecataeus, is however so little

Hecataean in style, that it must be another of the indirect fragments of

Scylax. That Scylax dealt with the Armenian regions—probably be-

tween Troas and Hyrcania—follows from a passage in Constantine

Porphyrog. de them. 1,2: “the so-called 8ipa ’ApptviaKov does not ex-

actly bear this name, for . . . Scylax of Caryanda does not call it so.”

The note is older than even Hecataeus, it goes back to the time when

Armenia was still comprised in Mada, and perhaps parts of it in Kat-

patuka. This time, before Darius’ accession, therefore is the date of

Scylax’s journey in the north : Caspian Sea, Parthava and Chorasmia.

Besides his remark on the Mykoi, maciya, one short fragment of

Scylax belongs to his exploration of the sea south of Iran: “island Kvpr]

in the Persian Gulf, Trepcru<q> koXttm” It may be the island of Kharg,
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Ptolemy’s ’Apa/da. Ctesias translates Kvpos by “sun,” i.e. OP. hvar >
Xur, and Kharg may be *hvaraka.

The two mythical mountains, Usidam “house of Dawn” and Us.hin-

dava of Yt.8,32, “opposite the Indus,” which “rises from the middle of

the Ocean,” merged into each other in the Bundahishn (see under

‘Sea’). That concept exists already in Mela, 111,7,10: “Contra Indi ostia

insulae sunt quas vocant Solis, adeo inhabitabilia . . and before him

Juba says “Insula quae Solis appellatur, eadem nympharum cubile

rubens.” Some fairy-tales retain the feature that the rock clothes itself

in clouds, cf. Pseudo-Callisthenes 11,38, 111,17. f-atcr
>
Sindbad the Sailor

sails to the “loadstone rock.”

Gr.Bdh.77 describes the mountain as consisting of xvanahen < Aw.

ayaho hvenahya, the material of the vault of heaven, Y/.i3,2: asmanam

...yo histate ... ayaho krpa hvenahya. In Y.32,7 hvena ayaha is one of

the ordeals, like ayaha xsusta “molten metal”; Zatsparm—cf. under ‘Last

Judgment’—gives the three kinds “fire, red-hot iron and molten metal”;

hence, hvena ayah means red-hot metal, xvan- in MP. xvanahen might

be ‘sun’ or ‘blood.’ xunahen, xurnahan serves to explain Arab, “shad-

hana, haematite, bloodstone, rediron-ore,”
18 and Akk. sadanu translates

the OP. stone name axsena “without light, dark-colored.” Men.Xr. on

the other hand explains hvn’syn as “gohr e almast,” substance of steel

or of diamond. At all events, from this notion of the rediron or blood-

stone rock to the loadstone rock is only one step.

Ctesias, Indica, gives two examples for magnetic power. §2: irav-

rapfias, acc.pl., is a sphragis, a jewel used for seals, which attracts other

jewels; his example are jewels which by this method are rescued from

rivers. §18: 7rapr)fiov (Photius) or ttdpvfios (Apollonius), a tree in

royal gardens, without flower or fruit, but with fifteen roots as big as

an arm, a span of which, when cut off, attracts gold, silver, brass, jewels

—with the only exception of amber, elektron, and a cubit of it even

more. 7rdpv/?o? resembles NP. kah.ruba “straw-attracting,” i.e. amber,

and ahan.ruba “iron-attracting,” i.e. magnet.

The legend of Parva’s voyage to mount Usidam is told in Yt.5:

18 Sec bga.Gloss, s.v. xum^han. Shadhana is also explained by al -sandal al-hadidi, and vice

versa, i.e. santalum, said to be found near Tos.
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61: parva yo vifro navazo

yat dim usca uzdvanayat

vr^raja ta^nio ©retono

mryahya krpa krk{as)ahya

62 : ho ava#a vazata

dri.ayaram dri-^saparam

pads nmanam yim hvepa-

#yam

noit ora ava.rvisyat

drosta xsafno dritiyaya

fraymat usaham (suraya)

viwadrn

upa usaham (upa) zavayat

(ardvlm suram anahitam)

63: (ardvi sura anahita)

mosu me java avahe

nuram me bara upastam

he promises a thousand

libations

yazi jivam frapayami

(avi zam ahuraSatam)

avi nmanam yim hvepaflyam

64: (Ardvi appears, described as

in Yt.5,16)

65: ha hoi bazava grwayat

mosu tat as noit dr-yam

yat frayatayat #waxsamno

avi zam (ahuraSatam)

patis nmanam yim hve-

pa^yam

druvam abantam aristam

hama^a ya^a paracit

Parva, the experienced shipmaster,

whom the victorious, bold ©retona

sent forth on the high sea,

looking like a cock

;

Thus he sailed

for three days and three nights.

To his own house, back,

he could not reverse.

When the third night was com-

plete,

he reached the radiant Usa.

He called out for Usa:

At once come to my help,

instantly bring me aid!

at the Ranha, in unmetric

language

if I shall return alive

to my own house

!

She caught hold of him by the

arm,

and at once, in no time it was

that he started moving, exerting

(himself)

forth towards the land ....

back to his own house,

sound, healthy, unhurt,

same as he had been.
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This song has found a place in the Ardvl yasht, but, like the “Song

of the Caravan” in Y/.16, it belongs to Usa-Eos, obviously so in 62g: if

the captain had dared to call Ardvi “at the Usa,” the offended goddess

would have taken the telephone out of his hand. In 5,72 an added “upa”

gives the wrong impression that the worshippers are praying “at a place

called ApamNapat” to Ardvl. Just so in 62. The verse says: “He called

out loud for Usa,” as sailors do. I remember a Rgveda verse like

“Varuna who knows the way of the birds in the air, knows also the

course of the ships; Usas may rise today who fills with courage those

who desire riches, who send their ships on the high sea.” The verses

on Ardvfs apparition, taken from 5,126, must be eliminated. Equally

obtrusive is the general mazdayasnian adaptation: the double “zam

ahuraSatam” is the same interpolation as in the ApamNapat myth

Y/.i9,48. In st.65 “avi zam” may be genuine, “to the shore, land,” origi-

nally with a verb of five syllables, e.g. pati.ajasat, he came back.

Parva cannot be an enemy of ©retona, for the goddess helps him and

in the whole Awesta no god helps an enemy, ©retona’s part in the

action is the caus. us- dvanaya-, a hapax. For the sole reason that he

translated “mryahya krpa khrkasahya” by “in the shape of a vulture,”

Bartholomae gave this verb the meaning “he made fly up,” combining

it with the inchoat. pres, dvansa to a Vdvan- “to fly.” dvansa, exclusively

in Videvdad, is used for the movement of the “corpse-demon,” which in

7,2 is described “like a fly.” The Pahl. transl. davaristan and OI.

A dhvan- do not support “to fly” but point towards “to run,” or the

like. Moreover, dvanaya need not belong to it : like fsanaya (see under

‘Krsvar’) it may be a verb.denom. of a noun *dvana to Vdu-, cf. “dura,

far,”
19

to make depart, send out. Thus ©retona, the great sovereign of

Eran who divided the world between his three sons would have sent

out his captain on his voyage, as Scylax was sent out by Darius, or the

great discoverers by the kings of Spain and Portugal. Bartholomae’s

and Lommel’s translations make ©retona throw the experienced cap-

tain into the air in the shape of a buzzard, for no reason, and only

after three full days he manages to fall down, unhurt. Lommel, Vast

37,2, calls Geldner’s interpretation (in kz 27,252, unknown to me),

“nach der es sich um ein Hinauffahren auf die hohe See und Riickkehr

19 Cf. Hertel, Siegesf. 146: “Ved. duvas: Agni der unter den deva das Vordringen bewirkt,*’

and the usual translation of duta, “messenger.”
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zum Lande handelt, geistreich, aber durch keine Sagenparallele ges-

tiitzt.” Neither is the captain in the air supported by any analogy.

khrkasa in 6id is “chicken-eater,” NP. kargas, vulture, c£. hen-hawk,

lammergeyer, Germ. Htihneradler. The word exceeds the verse by one

syllable and must be reduced to
+krkahya: “he looked like a cock,”

with his huge Carian crest, for which the Iranians called the Carians

“cocks, krka.” The legend makes the same joke as the prophet Isaiah,

Artaxerxes II and all Persians. The Carians-Krka were the “experienced

captains,” and Parva was one of them, like Scylax and the captains of

Elephantine.

ava#a in 62 cannot mean “infolgedessen” (

W

b.) because no reason is

indicated; it means “thus,” and vazate, Vvah- means “he sailed,” be-

cause “days and nights,” nychthemera,
20

are the usual measure for

distances covered by boat. The Arabs took it over as madjra, on the

Persian Gulf, and Idris! and Abulfida estimate it at 100 miles, ava.-

rvisyat is not “wiederherunterkommen” but “to veer, reverse” the boat,

ora and usca are opposed like the names of the monsoons, frot- and ul-

havand, or like Gr. Kara and avd. In Greek, a boat on high sea is

fiereaipos, and so is Parva, on high sea, not in the air. In three days

and nights, 300 miles, he reaches, not the zenith, but the house of Usa,

Usidam, the east point of the horizon, of the ocean vurukrtam.

In 62 Usa is called vivaitim; Wb. reads vivitim, n.abstr. “zum Auf-

leuchten” because of the gen. suraya “of the mighty one.” But this

colorless epithet exceeds the meter and is to be deleted, and the acc.

vivaitim (cf. apivaiti in Yt. 10,27 f°r
+
api.vati, Wb. 1408) is adj. to usa-

ham, read viwatim < vibatim (cf. under ‘Tistriya’).
21 The misspelling

reveals that the old word was merely a name, not conveying a meaning.

In 65, Usa catches Parva “by the arm,” not the wings of a buzzard;

bazava is instr.sg., not the dual bazuwya. The small fragment of the

legend preserved in Purs.33, calls Parva “aevo.gavo aevo.armo, one-

handed, one-armed.” It goes on: “rarjham ava nayantim
++
savava dat cis

aite.” This is hopelessly corrupt, but like Yt.5,63, it connects Parva with

the Ranha. Markwart believed to recognize “er erreichte die weitufrige

20 Say. ne say.: as time measure 12 long hasr, double-hours; as space measure 12 double

parasangs (on land, about 85 miles).

21 The archetspe expressed the b, pronounced (3 between vowels, by b; only Aw. script

distinguishes. The almost regular misspelling v for b is older than the Avv. script.
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Ranha, scil. ‘Pa, Wolga.” Darmesteter read in his text aevo.savo for

-gavo; savava seems to be 'gavava, ‘gavavant “one who has both hands.”

Bartholomae’s translation “rapid (torrent)” of ava-nayantlm is only

inferred from its being the acc.fem. of an adjective to ranham. The root

seems to be V sna-, na-, Gr. via, vaco, NP. sina “to swim,” Osset, nain

“to bathe,” and the word was possibly the verb of the sentence (beside

a.ite?). I expect “with only one hand, one arm, he swam over the

Ranha, as [if he was] one with both hands.”

St.65, as it stands, makes sense, but would be improved if the goddess,

working herself, Twaxsamna, would set the ship going again, fra.-

yatayat, here the motion of the boat, describes the floating of the mist

in Vid.2i,y. “rolling.” For the last lines, Usa would be the subject,

Parva the object: “she made him reach his home.” The final formula

recalls Dar.Beh. §14: “ya#a parvam.cit ava#a, just as before.”

This legend of Parva contains a reminiscence of the voyages of Scylax

of Caryanda, the krkana. Even in the connection with the Ranha there

is a grain of truth: his Periplus mentions the Chorasmioi. There seems

to have been an older myth into which his voyages merged. On the

other hand, the legend is the beginning of the tales of Sindbad the

Sailor, of Basra. Basra enters for Bannesu. Parva is the vifro navazo,

experienced captain, nava.pati, and perhaps his name too is derived

from “traveling, trading.” Sindbad is no name but a title: bad < pati.

Sind enters for nava-, maybe a boat of Sind.
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%yvbv yap apxtf ^ai irepas cwl

kvkXov Trepupepetas—Heracleitus

To regard one’s own home as the middle of the world is natural.

Nations are as egocentric as the individual to whom the world exists

only through his senses and whom the first glimpse in the morning

convinces that he is the center of the round earth. Pascal’s thesis : “L’uni-

vers est une sphere infinie dont le centre est partout, la peripherie nulle

part” is only the last mathematical expression of this primordial

thought.

The Aryans of Iran called their center of the world “hvanira#a, land

with skilfully made chariots”—etymology under ‘Architecture’—an old

expression which recalls the role of chariot making in the Veda. Hertel,

iiqf,viIj42, followed by Nyberg, set up “mit den larmenden Wagen,”

but the more noise they make, the worse they are. Y/.io, 13-15, equates

hvaniratfa with arya.sayanam, the Iranian oikoumene, and the notion

involves—as did the Greek word till Herodotus’ time—the silent op-

position of uninhabitable parts. In Middle Persian, xvaniras is a rare

and erudite name only, and in Mani’s time jambudvlpa came into use,

the name the Indo-Aryans gave to their center of the world, e.g. Mir.

Man.111,43,15 (cf. 39b) : “hft qysfr zmbvdyg, the seven climata of the

earth.”

An older form of this Indian name occurs in Y^.i4,54ff.:

54: yat nuram vyambura.diva

martiyaka devayazo

vohunlm va tacayanti

frasekam va frasincanti

55: yat nuram vyambura.diva

martiyaka devayazo

avi a#ram abaranti

etaya urvaraya (ya voce) haprsi

(nama)

Look there now, the Vyambura.-

diva

fellows, the deva.worshippers,

how they shed blood,

do their outpouring (or spatter-

ing)

Look there now, the Vyambura.-

diva

fellows, ....

how they put on the fire

such plants haprsi
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etam esmam (ya voce) nama- such fuel namaSka.

Ska (nama)

56: yat nuram vyambura.diva

martiyaka devayazo

fra prstam namayante

vi maSyanam fsanayanti

vispa handama razayanti

Janaho saSyan noit janti

haSaho saSyan noit haSan

usi pari.
+
varayati

dema pari.rvesayati

Look here now,

how they turn the back in front,

make spread the middle,

make all files keep rank;

it looks as if they would strike,

they don’t,

it looks as if they would punch,

they don’t,

their ears shall become deaf,

their eyes shall turn all around

!

That is the whole song, glued into the Vrthragna yasht by the phrase:

“Thereupon AhuraMazdah continued: Is not Vrthragna, who is

created by Ahura [i.e. himself], o you men, worth to receive offerings,

worth to be praised, and the soul of the ox, who is created by Mazdah

[again = himself] ? when now the Vyambura.diva etc.” This is “Vrth-

ragna’s rehabilitation,” like that of Mithra and Tistriya, which we have

studied under ‘Return of the Gods.’ The song adds nothing to Vrth-

ragna’s or the ox’s claim, and the thoughts of the singers are far away

from Vrthragna and AhuraMazdah, they are exclusively occupied with

what they see: yat, strongly demonstrative, Fr. voila!, and nuram, a

present!

The mazdayasnian introduction has caused a complete misunder-

standing of the verses by European scholars. Nyberg, still following

obsolete translations, writes: “Vrthragna erfahrt schweres Unrecht von

einem Volk Vyambura . . . diese achten nicht die Seele des Stiers, ver-

giessen und verspritzen sein Blut, knicken sein Ruckgrat, zerbrechen

seinen Leib, reissen die Glieder aus den Gelenken, reissen ihm die

Ohren ab und driicken ihm die Augen aus. Die Stelle ist nicht leicht

zu beurteilen,” most certainly not “am wahrscheinlichsten eine

Schlachtmethode, die den rituellen Gepflogenheiten der Mithra-

Gemeinde widersprach,” because Vrthragna could only be vexed at

methods repulsive to the habits of his own “Gemeinde.” Nyberg feels

reminded, by his paraphrase, of Herodotus’ report on the Scythian way
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of sacrificing: They tether the victim, at the forelegs, throw it down

with a reata [like cowboys when branding] under prayer; then they

quickly throw a loop round its neck and tie it up with a short stick

so that the victim is strangled. “Werden wir hier nicht an die bar-

barische Stierschlachtung der Vyambura erinnert?” No, even if the

translation were not wrong: the alleged Vyambura slaughter—steers

are not mentioned, the Scythians strangle, a method strictly prohibited,

e.g. in Judaism and Islam (Qur.5,4). Afshln of Usrushana, at his trial

at Samarra, is incriminated: “This man used to eat the meat of strangled

animals and would prevail on me to taste of it, because it were more

delicate than meat of slaughtered animals.” Usrushana is Khodjand,

Tashkend and UraTiibe: the Scythian method of strangling was still

practiced there in the ninth century a.d. But the Scythian—and the

Vyambura neither—did not crack the spine, break the body, tear out

the limbs etc. No Samson could have done that, and even the alleged

Vyambura barbarians wanted, under prayer, to immolate, not to spoil

the appetite of their gods.

The verses are in good condition. Why 56c is one syllable short, 56c

one too long, will become clear by future study of metrics. Only 55

d-e is spoiled by added “ya voce . . . nama, which are called . . .
,” an

obvious gloss, proving that the two cubic words are something foreign

to the redactor. Their sphere is indicated by devayazo, which is not the

normal Iran, devayasna, but an imitation of Ind. devayaj. Though their

three syllables produce regular verses with the five syllables of the

gloss, only these words are genuine, “eta, such” points to them and

accentuates the foreign character of haprsi and namaSka.

Bartholomae’s remark “namaSka, Reisig, das als Feuerungsmaterial

zu verwenden verpont war” is merely a wrong inference from this very

line, “haprsi: Weiteres unbekannt.” namaSka is not better known; both

are hapax.

The translation “Reisig” rests on no other support than its hypothet-

ical identification with namato in Vid.9,46, itself doubtful: “nasus

zga#ate ya0a namato taro yar, the corpse vanishes away like the namata

in a year’s time.” What passes away in a year’s course is live vegetation,

not dead brushwood (Reisig). The thought has found incomparably

better expressions: Pr.13,15: “For man, his days are as grass, as a flower
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of the field, so he flourisheth.” Or Isa.40,6: “All flesh is grass, as the

flower of the fields, the grass withereth, the flower fadeth, surely the

people is grass!” And litas ^1,147:

olrj irep (f>vXXav yeverj tolt] Si kcu avSpSiv

(f>vXXa ra p.iv t avepos yapaSl? aXXa Se d’vXr/

nqXeOowcra. (fyuet, eapos S’imyiyveTai uspi)

Or R. M. Rilke: “Aus deinen Sinnen nimmt der Wind die Welt wie

welkes Laub.”

namata > NP. namad is first “foliage” ; from its use as strewing it

got the acceptation “felt” when this material replaced foliage; Syr. na-

mata, Arab, namat is “felt.” 8 < arch.T, may be etymologically legit-

imate, or not (see under ‘ApamNapat’). If legitimate, “etam esmam

namatakam” may be a contemptuous word for some vegetable fuel, e.g.

namata + demin.-ka “green foliage,” for, to put green wood, xvet ezm,

on the fire, was indeed a sin. In Art.Vir.Ndm.10, the saint replies to the

accusation of Ataxs, never to have used ezm less than seven years old,

but the Fire shows him the blue water of a large basin, var, which had

exuded from the green wood of his offerings. But this does not explain

why a word so easy to understand would have been glossed “ya voce

. . . nama.”

If the 8 < t is not legitimate, since esma can be anything put on

the fire, namaSka may be incense, contemptibly called
+namaka >

namak, “salt,” which includes undistinctively saltpetre, sodium, murate,

nitrate, hence may be applied to incense in powder form. The irregular

spelling would explain that—just as to haprsi
—

“ya voce . . . nama”

was added.

The Romans strewing salt on Carthage is a commonplace even to-

day, and the symbolic act was common all over the Ancient East.

Assurbanipal strewed “salt and sahlu” over devastated Elam. 1 The

Sudjln stela, Obv.17, says: “On the meadows of Arpad ‘salt and shlyn’

shall be strewn.” In Judg.9,45, Abimelech strews salt on Sichem. The

early Hittite king Anittas of Kussara brought sahlu to the ruins of

Hattusas (Boghazkoi), and a formula of that type was part of the

Hittite soldier’s oath.
2 Salmanassar I, having destroyed the great sane-

1 Rassam Cyl. vi,79#.; ed. M. Streck n,56f.

2 Friedrich und Landsberger, ZAss. nf. vn,3i7.
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tuary of Arina in Cataonia, says : “kudime elisu azru, kudime I sawed

over it, earth of it I collected, and in the gate of my city of Assur I

heaped it up for days to come.”
3 Akk. sahlu, loanword from Sumerian

and loaned into Hebrew, s
e
hallm, Aramaic tahle, means “cress”; so

does Gr. KapSa/iov < Akk. kudimeru. The unexplained “kudime,” as

syn. of sahlu, is this same kudimeru, the weed par excellence, symbol

of neglect of agriculture. But the Persians hardly used “cress” in the

same meaning, for with them it was a common food, as Xenophon

wonderingly tells, Cyrop.1,2,8 and 11.

“Weed and salt” is certainly also the meaning of haprsi and namaSka.

Soldiers are speaking and use a thing well known to them as metaphor.

namaSka does not belong to “namata, foliage, felt”
;
its S is unetymolog-

ical; it is “namaka > namak, salt.”

frasekam frasincanti in 54d are classed in Wb. under Vhinc-,

hek'; Grdr. §49: “Lautausgleich.” Such is e.g. OP. niyasadayam,

niyastayam, upasad etc., where sandhi s for h < s intrudes from

its position behind i into a-forms. Here it would be “confusion

of sound,” for one would have fra.hixta (right), pati.hincati

(h inst. of s), fra.sek-, fra.sinc- (s inst. of h). Since an Indian

rite is described, the words may imitate Ind. prasincati, as deva-

yazo imitates Ind. devayaj. Or, they may be indecent words,

retouched and assimilated to Ir. fra.hinc-, when the song was

introduced into the yasht. The only safe inference from st.54-55

is that they describe a simple rite: some animal’s, e.g. a fowl’s,

throat is cut, blood is spattered on the altar, and “weeds and

salt,” plants and incense, different from Iranian rite, are put in

the fire.

In st.56 something is acted, not seriously done: janaho and hadaho.

Ymo,7i says: “neSa manyate )aynuva (neSa.cim ynam saSayate)

yavata . . . ,
he is not satisfied that he did strike (it does not appear

to him to be a stroke), until he . .
.

,”
meaning he does not desist before

the result is achieved. Here, on the contrary, the effort has no effect.

The first verb means, as in OP., “to fight a battle, to shoot”; the second

must be linked to azis aspa.haSo vira.haSo in Ogm.98 : a snake biting (lit.

stinging) men and horses, cf. Y.9,11: aspa.gar nar.gar “swallowing”

3 Altorient.Bibl. 1,1 n° xxi,i.
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them. Vhad-, see under ‘Yama xseta,’ is “to punch,” evidently so in

Mithra’s epithet astra.had and rv. astra pasusadhani, goad for punching

cattle. The two words Janaho haSaho resume the three actions of the

foregoing lines, which are known from descriptions of battles in Yt. 10

and 13. The Vyamburadiva verses are partly fashioned after the model of

verses of Y/.io which belong to the Median epoch, hence are younger,

Achaemenian. “It looks as if” shows that not a battle, but drilling prac-

tice is described, a thing indispensable for people who fought in pha-

langes, in “line.”

The phalanges have maSyanam and karano,
4
center and wings, lit.

“ends.” handama, member, corresponds to Gr. lochos; besides we have

the terms “front” and “back.” The NP. commentary to handama raza-

yanti is “ham sipar ayis,” the act (or the command) of marching

“shields together!” One sees vividly how the rasta or 0raxta rasman,

the phalanges “close ranks,” hamyanta rasman, Yr.io,8. Instead of vispa

handama razayanti—one syllable too much—the text may have had

“vi handama razayanti” (Y/.io,i4 has only razaya, Yt. 14,47 vi.razaya):

the viraza is the centurion, the commander of the handama. Bartho-

lomae failed to understand this word and NP. ham sipar ayis, and

thereby the whole song, and translated “die Glieder gewaltsam verren-

ken” (Wb.ijj2 and 1514). Y/.io,i4, “yahmiya sastaro ira razayante,

where the commanders make the columns take rank” shows the other

formation: ira, the troop in march order.

Vnam- is “prosterni,” Arab, sadjada; to the comp, fra.namati Wb.

assigns the signification “to flee,” but in 14,56 “niederbeugen, ein-

driicken”; to vi.namahva in Vid.2,10 “ziehe dich auseinander” scil. the

earth, Yama myth, but maSyanam vi.namayanti in Yt. 13,39 <<sie tfeiben

die Mitte auseinander,” all wrong, “prstam fra.namayanti” means “they

make the back in front,” i.e. they make “face about,”
5
and maSyanam

vi.namayanti “they make ‘put in loose formation,’ take side distance,

Germ, von der Mitte aus Abstand nehmen!”

For fsanaya Bartholomae quoted in ZAirWb. (to Wb.1028) Justi’s

explanation “denom.pres. of fsana-, with fs from sp” as possible. There-

with he withdrew his former translation “auseinanderrenken,” which

4 Cf. yz.10.36; 13,39; MP.NP. karan and kanar; Gr. kerata. Ass. Hebr. Arab, qarnu “horn.”
5 To take cover by lying down—assumed by Herte! for zbaramna in Vr.19.42—cannot be

the meaning in view of vi.namaya, and came probably in reaction to long range weapons.
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again was the “semantic reason” for Hiibschmann to reject Horn’s

etymology “NP. afsandan, fasandan < *(awi)fsanaya,” which is right;

it is “fundere, dispergere,” “in loose formation,” cf. Lat. turbas hostium

fundere.

The last two verses resemble a formula all but obligatory in descrip-

tions of battles, e.g. Yt.1,27: pari usi varayaSwan. The verb is Vvar-

“to cover,” not Vvar- “(per)vertere”; “to cover the ears = make deaf,”

for which Lommel adduced Ved. tamasa parivrta. Yt. 14,63: “apa gosa

tosayati, (the god) makes them deaf,” likewise “pari dema varayati,

he covers their eyes, makes them blind.” parLrvesaya “to turn all round”

means the same or “makes them squint.” More than once a third ex-

pression is added: “noit paSa vidarayanti, they cannot hold their legs

straight,” cf. Yt.iopft “Mithra holds the pillars straight.” The same

idea is expressed in Homer by rd yovvara \veiv or vtto Se rpo/JL09

eWafie yvta. In Yt.10,23 and 62, the furious Mithra deprives the ene-

mies of the force of their arms, the power of their legs, the light of their

eyes, the hearing of their ears. In Y/.14, there is no god to do this; the

whole song mocks the Indian soldiers, and the last two verses are mild

curses, the verbs must be injunctives.

The complex phrase vyambura.diva martiyaka devayazo can only be

construed as “the deva-worshipping Vyambura.diva men.” martiyaka

has a deprecatory meaning as in F/^.2,5 “abarsnuva asara martiyaka,

the (monstrous or pitiful) men without neck or head”; and devayaz

imitates Ind. devayaj. Vyambura is the name, more exactly an adj.,

of the country.

vy’mbvr does not render vya-, but vi + init. aleph of the

second element, hence etymologizes, right or wrong, the name

as vi + ambu-ra. The ending -ra, see Duchesne §58, is more

common in Indian than in Iranian, cf. Maka:Makuran. In the

inscriptions of the fourth century a.d., the very time of the in-

vention of the Awestic script, vy’n is written for jan, vy’k for

jak. Thus, vy’mbv- can either be OI. vyambu-, or an inverse

spelling of jambu-. Bartholomae interpreted it as “dem Wasser

feindlich,” imagining a non-existing Iranian sect. Hertel set up

eight counter arguments, all on the wrong premise that vyam-

bura was an Iranian appellative, vi + ambu-ra can mean “(ris-
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ing) out of the water” or “between two seas.” H. W. Bailey,

Kanais^a, in jras 1942, 23, says: “Khot. dara jabvi’ dvipa: dara

‘broken,’ hence ‘section, continent’ renders dvipa, so that in this

phrase dvipa is represented three times: the continent of Jam-

budvipa.” He must regard jambu as syn. of dvipa—as I assume

it to be—but does not give his reasons.

Aw. daeva, i.e. dyv, is not Aw. deva, but stands for Pali dipa, dyp,

Skr. dvipa “island” and “krsvar.” The Aw. word dvipa, badly spelled

dvaepa in Yz.5,81, seems to have been lost in MP. since neither *biw nor

*diw ever appear. Ptolemy’s Diba, Amm. Marc. Serin.diba, Cosmas’

Siel.diba < Skr. Sinhala.dvipa, Pali Sihala.dipa are all Indian.

Y/.14,54-56 is a song of Iranian soldiers mocking their Indian com-

rades. It may have been sung in a garrison in Sind, like Scylax’s “royal

garrison” in the country of the Opiae. Of the same style is a remark

in Yz.14,13: “the he-camel stands there, looking up and down, vididiva,

like a sastar, an officer before his troop.” It is also the style of a soldier’s

charm in Yz. 14,37: “Wearing a wing of the varagan bird [a manifesta-

tion of Vrthragna] makes totally arrow-proof, not even an ahuro sas-

tranam, lord of commands, general, or a dahyupati, king of kings, can

hit him; the viraja, centurion (chief of a hundred), misses him a hun-

dred times, the sharpshooter does not hit him even once, the arrow

flies beyond (the target, or ‘back’)”; cf. Yz. 10,48: under ‘Mithra’: “back-

wards flies the lance Mithra’s enemy throws; however well thrown, a

wind carries it off.” There was good reason to gather the Vyambura-

diva song and the soldier’s charm in the Vrthragna yasht. So much

about hvanira^a.

Just as unavoidable as the notion of the circle with the ego as center

is the notion of four chief points of the compass : the human body with

front and back, right and left produces them. The sun rises in the East,

sets in the West, reaches the point of midday in its day’s course, and

the midnight point is opposite. The four points are at the border of

the horizon, its “four corners.” The Babylonians speak of “four kibrate,”

edges, later “quarters” of the earth.

The Aryans of the RV. 10,58,3 call the round disk of the earth

“caturbhrsti, four-pointed”; catuh.srngo is “four-horned,” caturanga
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“chess,” lit. “of four kinds” because of the four kinds of arms. The

Iranian terms for polygonal and star-shaped figures are: hafta.sruvo in

Vid. 19,42: “I call the mrzu star, I call the seven-horned (constella-

tion).” In NP. one says “sih-, car-, panj-qurun etc., three-, four-, five-

horned.” “lang,” leg, can replace “qarn, horn,” e.g. “sih-lang, triskeles.”

qarnu is the usual word in Assyr., Hebr. and Arab., hence the “horns,”

i.e. battlements of temples, altars etc. and horns of the moon etc. in

Hebr. and Ass. A syn. is “gosa, ear,” hence OP. ‘gosaka > NP. gusah

“corner,” in ca#rugosa “four-cornered” as epithet of varuna “heaven.”

The commentary to the Videvdad is right in saying “u.s cahargosih e

ku caharsuk cahargos, cahargos because caharsuk, four-sided equals

cahargos, four-cornered.” Mat.Catr.: “Four figures (of the Nard-game)

I made corresponding to the cahar suk e gehan, the four sides of the

world, namely west, east, south and north.”
6
ca^rusuka > caharsuk,

carsu, is “quadrangulum,” ¥£.5,54: “upa dvaram +
ca#rusukam apanata-

mam kanhaya” where it assumes the sense “market place, bazaar” as in

Latin.

“The four-cornered Uranus” is the forerunner of the “circle with

inscribed square.” The graphic representation, circle with cross ©
gives the four-spoked wheel of the Mitannian racing-chariot of about

1500 b.c.
7
In the myth of SnaviSka, Yt. 19,43, the arrogant hero says: “I

will make the earth my wheel and heaven my chariot.” He has two

epithets, srva.zanam and (a)sanga.gavam; the second is “fore-arm of

stone”; the symmetry demands for the first
+
srvi.zangam “shanks of

lead,” not “zur Klasse der Gehornten gehorig.” Perhaps the wheel with

its nave round which the world turns is the origin of the omphalus idea.

In a ZW/z .-passage the temple of Shez is once called “nave of the earth.”

Yt. 19,1 describes the whole circle of the earth by two halves only:

“The Hara lies all round about the countries at sunset, frapiya and at

the morning-dawn, upa.usahvasca,” and in 16,2 Usa, the dawn of morn-

ing or evening, is called whether she be at the parva- or paska.nema,

6 Fleischer, Stud. zti Dozy's Suppi. 11,882, annotated, to a right interpretation of Dozy “Pers.

suk, coin, angle, Lt mir unbckannt.” Examples are: Darmesteter, Et.lr. 11,84: suk in Vid., NP.

transl. tarf; Karn.Art. 7: “the arrow came out of the other side, ditigar suk, of the animal.”

The passage of the Mu/lit, quoted by Doz\, runs: “suk, in the terminology of architects, means

a stone tightly coupled with others, from which starts the corner of a vault; its place they call

bait al-suk."

7 Figures in ami,vi, 205.
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the front (E) or the back-half (W) of the world; Yt. 13,3: “the heaven

of whose halves, nemanam, the two karana, i.e. beginning and end, are

never seen.” Mithra appears in Y£.io,i3 parva.nemat, coming “from the

front side” of the sun (E), and he drives in st.95 “dasinam upa kara-

nam, on the right border of the earth” (S) as does the sun. .RF.5,16,4

—see Hertel Siegesf. 143
—

“Both, the light and the dark half of the

world cannot hold thy fame!” Nema > nem “half,” hence, becomes

“quarter of the world,” similar to the double signification of arda >
alak “half” and “side, edge,” in OP. “corner.” There is a division in

South and North, and one in West and East half.

Most peoples take their bearings towards the east: they “orient”

themselves. The sun rises in front, sets in the back, south is right and

good, north is left and bad, because the left hand is bad. In Yt. 10,95 the

“right” border of the earth is the course of the sun, hence the front is

East.
8
In Vid.3,42, the wind coming from the right, dasinat, South,

sweeps the atmosphere clean; and for the Indo-Aryans the southern

triangle of India is daksina, Dekkhan. And yet, the usual word for

north is “back,” pasca#ya and apaxtara, and in Yt.8,33, purva vat^m

and pasceta vazate must mean “southwind” and “to blow northwards,”

because the expressions are connected there with the visibility of the

southern stars which solely depends on latitude, not longitude, see

under ‘Tistriya.’

Neither Bartholomae’s distinction between an Awestic orientation,

face towards the south, and a Persian one, face towards the east (based

on the wrong reading parauvaiy), nor Hertel’s idea of a sequence in

turning sense instead of polar opposition can be carried through : there

is no simple formula at all. Conceptions of different periods, at the same

time popular and scientific ones, overlap each other. This is familiar to

me from the ‘Iraq: simal “left hand” is north and north wind, and

bad omen; yaman, yamin “right hand” gives the name to Yaman in

South Arabia, like Dekkhan in India. Baghdad and Mossul lie, accord-

ing to our conception on a north-south line, but traveling from Bagh-

dad to Mossul is gharraba “to go west,” and vice versa “sharraqa, to go

east.” And scientific Arab geography draws the maps with the South

at the top, hence West right, East left. Two factors have part in this

8 OP. p
a
r
au \ a i >

a in Dar.Pers.e. is a misreading; the text has p
arada ra i >

a (adv.) “beyond the

sea.”
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mixture : since the earliest Sumerian time the direction of the Euphrates,

coming down from NW to SE determined all orientation: North was

“above,” South “below.” And the Islamic qibla had the effect to gener-

alize Mekka, and therewith the South as “front.”

Orientation and chronometry are twins; without hand and needle,

clock and compass are the same thing. There must be some connection

between the concepts of the four quarters, the horizon with four car-

dinal points, and that of the “seven krsvar,” a horizon with six points

or sectors around a circular center. The number 4 comes from the path

of the sun; the number 6 is apparently linked with the winds. The

graphic representation of the seven krsvar is the figure of the usual

six-spoked wheel of a war-chariot.

The Iranians gave the six krsvar three pairs of names; the single

names are rigid duals, that is, their use in pairs was so inherent that

they retained the dual form even when mentioned singly. They are

no individuals but twins. That is enough to prove that they were “ohne

Zweifel” no “geographische Namen fur . . . Lander, deren urspriing-

liche Lage ... in Vergessenheit geraten oder ... in Mythus fibergegan-

gen war.” Nyberg, 54.

The first pair is arzahi-savahi, coinciding with the two cardinal points

W and E in the four-pointed system; but the names are not derived

from the course of the sun.
9
Vid.21,3: “An injury suffered uzerahva,

in the afternoon, is cured (by incantation) arzahva, in the evening; an

injury suffered in the evening, during the night.” uz.ayarah = “inclinato

in vesperum die” is followed by awisrufha “from visibility of stars to

midnight.” The evening twilight is hu.frasma.dati, cf. Bailey bsos vi,

1931, 505E; Bartholomae compares an isolated rza.rvesa “turn of dark-

ness” in Frhg.Ev.2jb with arzah. The “turn” may be from day to night,

from night to day, or at the height of midnight. There are no other

supports for the etymology of arzah.

The other member of the dvandva, savahi, belongs to suram, from

*svar-, Lat. eras “morning,” and must be connected with the name of the

month found in the Elam, tablets of Persepolis, so.wi.wa, so.wi.wan.tas,

9 In Men.Xr. 43,11 (text under 'Sea'), the two directions are confounded, perhaps because

the names were no longer practically used, or because the sequence in the dvandva goes against

the normal sequence.
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or so.wi.ia.was, so.wi.ia.wantas, clearly transcriptions of a nom. and

gen.
10

of a -vant adjective, “rich in s.” The month falls on the weeks of

21.1—20. ii
,
and is followed by viyaxana “melting of snow,” cf. Yt.

13,85: “a#ro . . . viyaxanahya, of the fire, the melting one”; then the

dorava(ha)ra “where the spring overpowers (winter)”: Winterstiirme

wichen dem Wonnemond.

To the same type of name belong e.g. Demawand and Niha-

wand. The first < MP. dunbawandu< Aw. ‘dunmavant; Wb.

749 rejects this combination of Salemann in Grdr. 1,266, and

compares “duma, tail.” But “rich in tails” is impossible, the

mountain could only have one, and has long since stopped

smoking—admitting that the tail meant smoke. On the con-

trary, it is v£(f)e\r)yepiTr]<; “cloud-gathering, cloud-capt.” Hiib-

schmann, PersSt. 257, remarks: “unsicher ob ursprgl. nb oder

m.” It was surely nm, as in yunman > yam, janb and other

cases. Nihawand: as long as only Ptolemy’s Nu^avavSa was

known, one could only posit h < f
,
type koh < kofa. But the

Sasan. bullae from Nihawand spell nyM’vnd, with inverse m
,

reflecting the Kurdish change of m > v, hence, after the type

Xusrav:Xusrah, druvaspa:Luhrasp, we have nihawand < niva-

vand < *(s)ni(g)vavant, Vsneg-, “rich in snow,”
12

syn. of

vafravant. Gr. nipha- is assimilation to Gr. “fog.” Cf. also dika-

yavant > Sagwand, Siwand. The type is extremely old, for it

is represented in Asia Minor by Hitt, viyanawanta, Gr. Oino-

anda in Lycia, “rich in wine,” see under ‘Homa.’

Thus savahivant means “rich in east winds.” savahi means the East

as wind, not as sunrise, and the counterpole, arzahi, means equally the

West as zephyr. The words may simultaneously describe the hours of

morning and evening.

Since “orientation” was certainly not with face towards the West,

the name of the West can precede in the dvandva only on account of

the dvandva rule, formulated by Panini, but valid for all IE. languages:

the word with initial vowel precedes when the number of syllables is

10 In Iranian the names appear in the gen. only, governed by “mahva, in the month of.”

11 In the Ka‘ba inscr. of Shahpuhr I (Pahl. II. 24 and 26, Pars, omits) the first name is

spelled dvnb’vnt(s), Gr. AIHO TOYMRAOYNTfiN. On a fine seal with long legend in the

Calcutta Museum, Pars.: dvnb’vndv.
12 Stem *snigu-, cf. snyx’wmnd, transl. of isu- frost)’, icy in Vid.g,6 .
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equal: equis virisque, aspa vlra. In spite of arzahi-savahi, the counting

starts with savahl.

The second pair is vurubrsti-vurujrsti, Bartholomae: “barsti: lautlich

stimmt Ved. bhrstay- ‘Zacke,’ ” also for the meaning: the pair has some-

thing to do with the segments of the horizon. Among the many names

of winds, Vayus-Aeolus, in Yr. 15,45—probably all of them Middle

Persian in Awestic disguise—one, ,vohvarste nqma‘ appears, either

directly for vuru.brsti, or for something similar to OI. ati.vrsti, an.a.-

vrsti “excessive and insufficient rainfall.” The character of both names

is that of directions defined by winds, not derived from the four car-

dinal points. Vurubrsti is a northern wind, a boreas. An idiom simil ar

to our NE, NW was also known: parva.apaxtara NE-wind, apara.-

apa^tara NW.
The third pair is vidaSafsu-fradaSafsu, recognized by Bartholomae

as bad Aw. spellings for vidatfsu-fradatfsu. To vidatfsu cf. Gath, “gam

vidat vastriyo” and “vidans ^wa^saha gavoi,” with “gav, cow” for

“sheep”; hence to Vdi- “to nourish, nurse,” “making sheep thrive.”

Fradatfsu is synonym, not antonym, cf. Y.45,9: “pasus viran ahmakan

frada&u, for the thriving of our pecudes virosque.” The name of the

deity of the day’s hours, fradatfsava, is derived from fradatfsu; it pre-

cedes the rapitfwina “noon,” hence “hours a.m.” fradatfsu, therefore,

belongs to the South to East, and the counting of double-hours here is

in contact with the notion of the krsvar-horizon.

All the six segments of the horizon have a “ratu, judge,” comparable

to the Indian lokapala and to the Kings of the Old Akkadian “hursani

sibitam”; the whole series is interpolated into Yt.iT,,12%. Our pair has

the chiefs fradat.hvarnah and vidat.hvarnah. The latter is not to be

confounded with ‘vindat.hvarnah
1

' to V vid-, vind-, “to obtain,” but

is the same vidat to vi + V di, as in the name of the krsvar and e.g. in

vidat.spaSa, epithet of Mithra “provisioning the armies.” hvarnah enters

for fsu; the association is: hvarnah is good for cattle. That is its meteoro-

logic side, cf. Altp.lnschr. 347 on Yr. 14,41: “Vrthragna fertilizes with

hvarnah (or: makes rain hvarnah upon) the farms for the
+
gosurebyo,

14

13 Inscr. vi(n)da.farna, Gr. ’lvTaipepTjs, Gundofarr; reversed Farr.vmdadh, Tabari; far-

rawindaS ibn al-Athir; farrabundaS 1st.; Syr. prvndd; disfigured to Daspar, Daraspar, Gadaspar,
Caspar.

14 Mss. gaosurabyo. Is to godayah as "cowman” to “cowboy.” C£. Her. goito.syros <*gavyuti.-
sura.
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as the clouds there, pregnant with rain, pour (Vvan-) rain upon the

high mountains.” Mani uses the same figure, Man.Mir.1,27: “down

from the zodiacs, the Az makes furor, voluptuousness, sinfulness rain

upon the newly created woman.” Cf. Y.6,1: “When the sun brings

warmth with its light, hundred thousands of yazata come to distribute

this hvarnah (warmth) for the increase, frada#ai, of creatures.” The

conception of the Bdh. is that rain and clouds transport the seed of

plants over the earth.

Among the pseudo-Awestic names of Vayus in YA 15,45 is also ,vin-

di-xvaronb
4

,
i.e.

+
vidat.hvarnah : the ratu of vidatfsu is a wind. The three

pairs of names of the sectors of the horizon mean wind, rain, thunder-

storm, and at the same time double-hours and double-months, seasons.

The enumeration starts with the east point, savahi, and since fra-

datfsu belongs to the south, the fore-noon, counts in the sense of a

clock, or the sun. Bartholomae arranged, after the Bundahishn, the

second pair both on the northern, the third on the southern side. I

prefer polar opposition of the single parts, as in the case of arzahi-savahi

:

E
savahi

EtoN vurubrstl fradatfsu EtoS

N C. hvanirafla S

WtoN vidatfsu vurujrsti WtoS

arzahl

W
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The graphic representation of the seven krsvar is what we call a

compass-card, Germ. Windrose, Ind. a lotus. Homer knew one of four

points, Aristoteles one of eight. The Greek sailors and geographers de-

veloped it. After a period when twelve points were used, Eratosthenes

went back to eight, and that system is represented in the “Tower of the

Winds” at Athens. The picture of the krsvar is a compass without

needle, a clock without hand.

In the Babylonian world, too, there is the notion of the four quadrants

of the horizon, kibrate irbittim or arba'i, and of seven foreign countries,

hursani sibitam, around Sumer, kibru means any border, edge;

the word cannot belong to Vkbr “to be great,” but only to a root

meaning 6pit,eiv, to which also kuburru, Akk. transl. of OP. ardastana

“frame, corner-pillar” belongs.
13

kibratu alone is the “region” of coun-

tries outside Babylonia. The kibrate are to Babylonia what in Arabic

the atraf, afaq or thughur are to the amsar, or in Tpahl. vymnd to mdy’,

cf. Yt. 10,104 under ‘Mithra.’
loa

The picture of the Iranian krsvar more than resembles the Babylonian

so-called “Map of the World,”
16

a tablet not older than 700 b.c., which

shows Babylonia instead of hvanira#a or Jambudvipa as inner disk,

surrounded by the “circular river” of the nar marratum, “bitter water,”

Ir. vurukrtam, and with pointed triangles outside the circle, called

“nagu, district.” Hildegard and Julius Lewy have recently treated this

map 17 and interpret the nagu as “summits of the mountain round the

ocean that encompasses the earth.” If that was right it would be the

exact counterpart to the Iranian concept of the Hara brzati as hetu

of the ocean; in the Gilgamesh epic this mountain is called Masu.

The map is damaged and does not immediately show the number of

nagu, but the text of the reverse speaks of “seven nagu” and a graphic

reconstruction of the traces preserved leads equally to seven. One diffi-

15 Not yet recognized in Altp.lnschr. 76.

153 Subsequent study of the hursani sibitam, a cosmologic notion dominant in the legendary

literature of the Hammurapi period, has convinced me that not only the Iranian notion is derived

from it, but that the term (hafta) krsvan is Akk. hursani, assimilated to the Ir. root kars-;

therefore not represented in OIndian. Skr. karsu f., “furrow” corresponds to Gr. telsos, cf. Ir.

karsivant “plougher.”
16 bm. n° 92687: cT.xxn,pl.48. Cf. Sidney Smith, 'Early Hist, of Assyria 86, fig.8. F. H.

Weissbach, Z.Ass.nf.vii, 1933, 263: “erst unter Darius wird (nar) marratum als Bezeichnung
des Meeres vervvandt” is not a safe argument for the date of the tablet.

17 The origin of the Week, in Hebr.Umon Coll. Annual xvn, 1943, Cincinnati.
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culty is not explained thereby: the words “3 beru (about a parasang

or double, as time measure ‘hour’) in between” are three times pre-

served between the triangles. If every time repeated, this would give 21

beru for the complete circle whose circumference is 360° or 24 hours,

hence requires an original division by 6 or 8, not by 7. If nagu meant

an entire continent—I do not believe that the design has summits in

mind—the concept would be the same as that of the Iranian krsvar,

with the distinction that in Iran the center was counted as the seventh.

Some have translated “nagu” by “island,” without mentioning the In-

dian term dvipa for krsvar. One feature unites the notions still closer:

from Lewy’s investigation follows that the origin of the number 7 is

the Babylonian notion of the “seven winds,” and they call the map

therefore a compass-card, just what the Iranian krsvar notion is.

This system, known to Zoroaster, is the beginning of science, of

cosmography, meteorology and chronometry. The six krsvar are the

points or segments of this horizon which like truth always recedes

with increasing knowledge. Therefore, the later legend describes the

krsvar as “inaccessible without divine passport”—see under ‘Post and

Travels’—and adds to them Eranvez, the counterpart—become a

myth—of earthly Eransahr-hvanirafla. The hafta krsvan later on

became the haft iqlim, by a crossing with the concept, created by

the Ionian geographers, of the klimata. When countries over sea,

like Africa, became better known, the krsvar system developed into one

of continents. In the Gr.Bdh., Ankles. 106, the various human, also half-

human races, all go out from hvanira^a, and some cross the Indian

Ocean and settle in other krsvar, thus the negroes in Zang.

Zoroaster speaks of the krsvar in Y.32,3 with the words “bumya

haftafle, on this seventh of the earth,” on which one sings the great epic.

Before his time, the notion is documented in Yr. 10,13, the old song, in

which Mithra looks over arya.sayanam-hvanira#a and over the other

six krsvar. In Y/.io,i6, once more, the god drives over all krsvar, over

the whole world.

At another place, Yr.10,104, the revenger god overtakes the criminal

though he flees to the ends of the world, of which three are named:

Indus, Tigris and Iaxartes, i.e. East, West, and North. The South, the

Indian Ocean, is missing, because no criminal could flee beyond it.
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Nyberg believes that the three points—one of them, the West, without

a name—circumscribe Marw as center of the world, 324: “Die krsvar-

Reihe ist ins Awesta zuerst durch die Mithra-Gemeinde gelangt, wes-

wegen sie vom Gebiet von Marw, dem eigentlichen xvanira#a aus orien-

tiert ist.” That is “fixing le centre de la sphere infinie.”

For the people of Marw the world turned around Marw, as for every-

body round his home. Le centre est partout. Kant said, “in jeder Natur-

lehre [here geography] ist genau so viel Wahrheit als in ihr Mathe-

matik enthalten ist.” A circle is determined by three points. Marw is

so situated that it cannot be the center of a circle to the periphery of

which Iaxartes and Indus belong. The Iranians regularly overdetermine

the circle by four points. The fourth, the South, is here absent: if Marw
was the center, the whole of Iran between Marw and the Indus would

be missing. Nyberg has no word for this vast gap, but tries to fix the

permanently variable West.

The mathematical problem is: at an unknown place a Mithra-com-

munity is situated, which speaks of “West”; if one can fix “West,”

their place is determined: east of West. The direction or the wind

arzahl, to him, becomes a political country, which he discovers in Yt.

10,1, where Bartholomae had translated ,arzahe‘ by “in den Kampf”

instead of “towards the west”: “Mithra to whom the dahyupati sacrifice

before they set forth down to arzahi, against the hosts of the enemies.”

This makes the three arzah of the Wb. all one and the same: the eve-

ning or west. In Y^.io,8 a plurality of dahyupati of Iranian countries

[such as Marw] march “down” against the enemy in the West. The

verses belong to the song “Mithra as Warrior,” a hymn of the Median

epoch. The non-Iranian enemy is imagined, as a matter of course, living

in the West, in Assur and Babylon, at the western frontier, the Tigris,

of Yr.10,104. There is no word alluding to Marw in the verses.

The country Caxra of the Videvdad is no support for such a theory,

321: “Leider ganz unbekannt. Im Aogmadaeca ist eine Totenliturgie

erhalten: ‘Moglich ist es dem Wege zu entrinnen, wo das mit ca^ra

versehene Feindesheer lauert; unentrinnbar ist allein der Weg des

unbarmherzigen Vayu.’ Es handelt sich hier um ein Raubervolk, das

vermutlich ein Rad oder dergleichen im oder zum Feldzeichen hatte.

Moglicherweise nannte man dies Volk einfach ‘Rad’ [Mir geht ein
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MiihLrad im Kopf herum: the text has only henaya ca^ravatiya, a hos-

tile host with wheels]. Da Vayu [the Air] ein typisch ostlicher Gott

ist, so liegt es am nachsten, caxra als ein westliches Land [without air?]

zu betrachten, etwa vom gleichen Schlage wie die mazanischen daeva

[gods of Mazan]. Es ware dann nicht allzu weit von Raga zu suchen,

—wobei freilich sehr lastig ist etc
”

I am ready to let pass as a funeral liturgy the following sermon

preached by a P.Ch. in 1916, in honor of a pilot who died before Kut:

“Pleasant but not much glorious is death in a hospital. Less pleasant,

but more glorious is death on the field of battle. Very unpleasant, but

most glorious is death in the air!” There, the modern Tyrtaeus had to

stop. But the Ogmadeca is no liturgy. If freed, as Duchesne has started

to free it, from the lumber of later redactions it is a beautiful “song to

Vayus,” the god of death. Since it contains a few OP. words, it may

have been originally composed in Old Persian.
ls
Five variations express

the idea that there is no escape from death. “Even though a stream, a

dragon big as an ox, a brown bear, a highwayman, a whole hostile host,

hena caxravati, block the way,
19

there is always an escape; if the in-

exorable Vayus blocks the way, there is no escape.”

hena is the idea of the single highwayman in higher degree. Who
follows Bartholomae in translating caxravant by “ein Rad (als Feld-

zeichen) fiihrend” ought at least to see an army of the Indian cakravarti

in this troop. But the word says only “with (many) wheels.” The

chariot is varta, its body is ra(9a, the wheels are caxra. In rarest! “war-

rior on a chariot” ra#a is used as pars pro toto, in caxravant caxra.

hvani.rai9a and hvanat.caxra are synonyms, hena caxravati is a hostile

host on chariots, as hena hazahraspa in Vid. 18,31 is one “with a thou-

sand horsemen.” If this caxra be a standard, the brown bear would be

the Russian, the dragon the Chinese flag. The Ogmadeca speaks of “a

whole regiment of chariots.” Arzahi is the zephyr, or the evening hour.

Neither was Caxra, the “thirteenth-best land” of the Videvdad, situated

west of the West, nor was Marw the old hvanirafla, the center of the

world, because it lay east of the West.

18 The reverse case is Dra%t Asurik
. , the only poem originally in Pahlaslk, preserved in

Parsik literature.

19 The text, of course, does not speak of an “unentrinnbarer, i.e. unescapable way.”
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dXXa a’es ’HXvcrtoi' ireSiov Kal 7rcipara yatrjs

dOavaroi irefi^/ovai 081 - - - Od. iv.563

The fragments of the epic, quoted in the Awesta, reveal the picture

of the pre-Iranian world as a duab, an alluvial plain with a pair of

rivers. Such a country is a “mesopotamia,” and the fact that the Indo-

Aryans developed from this original experience their later concept of

the world as a system of seven “dvlpa, islands,” Ir. krsvar, proves that

they too came from the same country. The names djazirat al-‘Arab for

Arabia proper and djazlra for Mesopotamia, show a similar notion.

The names of the two rivers are Ranha and Vahvi. Already Lagarde

and Kuhn had identified Ranha, MP. Arang, with ‘Pa, the old name of

the Wolga.1
It was rash to give up the identity of these names, and

Markwart reverted to it, on the strength of the verses Yt. 14,29, cf. Vid.

19,42:

avamca sukam (yim) barati karo masyo upa.apo

<yo) ranhaya dure.paraya jafraya (hazahra.viraya) varsa.stavaham

apo rvesam marayati

Hertel, iiqf vii, tried to scan the verses as they stand, with their

meter spoiled by accretions. In order to adapt the verses to a nonsensical

context, the original construction has been changed to “Zoroaster has

the visual power, which the fish has, which can perceive ...” The
original predication was without reference to Zoroaster: “The visual

power of the kara fish in the water is such that it can perceive a whirl,

be it as thin as a hair, over the whole width of the broad, deep Ranha.”

The depth of the river does not need a determination by “a thousand

men,” which spoils the thought and the meter : hazahravlra, the height

of the Hukarya from which Ardvl leaps down, does not belong here.

Anquetil du Perron, and following him Darmesteter, identified the

kara with the sturgeon, which later wmuld have become mythical.

Markwart called this “einen untriiglichen Beweis, dass die Ranha ur-

spriinglich die Wolga meinte, die der Stor heute bevolkert”
( Wehrdt

,

188). It would be so if the equation kara = sturgeon was a fact, and if

the sturgeon lived only in the Wolga. I do not know how it is with

1 Lagarde, Abkandlungen 263; Kuhn in k.z. 28, 214; cf. Lommel in zii,4, 194ft.
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Amu and Syr Darya, but there is Siberian red caviar, and the great

Russian sturgeon fisheries, for caviar, are in Gilan, on the Persian coast

of the Caspian. It is wrong to identify the rivers, but their names are

the same. Just as the name Ranha was later transferred to the Araxes

in Transcaucasia, it was apparently transferred to the Wolga in high

antiquity.

When the river became known to the West through Alexander’s

campaign, the classical authors used Jaxartes, apparently a surname,

like hetumati for harahvati. The form used by Aristobulus is given in

Plutarch, Alex.45 as opefdpn}?, in Arrian as ofavT7}s, ofuapTTj? [the lat-

ter assimilated to ofudprij? < uxsya.rta]. Markwart’s interpretation
+
rysa.rta is neither linguistically sound, nor can it hold against the fact

that it is one of the names of the Jaxartes. The Gr.Bdh. 86f. says: “the

Xvajand river is between Sumarkand and Fargan, also called yaxsart.”
2

All forms reflect the same name, the second element of which is -yza-

rati (fem. of yzarant) or -yzarta. The first element, whatever the solu-

tion of the phonetic problem of Ar. *aiva and aika, OIr. eva, MP. eva(k),

NP. yak will be, is OIr. eyT NP. yax “ice” : “ice-drifting.”
3

The name of the second stream, Vahvi, appears in Ptolemy as that of

a tributary, in Bactria,
?
flxo ? (cf. the same as surname of Artaxerxes,

< vahauka). One of its two sources, the Waxs, OIr. vaxsu, was called

so already in Alexander’s time : 05. The oldest coins of that region,

shortly after Alexander, show the genius of the river “\rxsv” as human-

headed bull, lamassu or Gopetshah, see under ‘Sculpture.’

The plains of this duab form “this broad, prfkvl, round earth,” an IE.

name: "plthowi, the earth. It is encircled by the zrayo vurukrtam, see

under ‘Sea.’ In Vid. 19,50, the fair maiden comes over the Hara to meet

the souls and to guide them over the Cinvat bridge to the (exterior)

hetu “dike” of this ocean. The dike is the Hara brzati, over which the

stars rise and on which gods dwell. The Caucasus, the northern moun-

tains of Iran and the western border of the Central Asiatic mountains,

hence were the utmost confines of the horizon of these people. In Yt.

2 Markwart-Bang, Alttiirk lnschriften p.5,n.5; also asard = yaxsart in Birum’s Canon Ma/iid.

in Sprenger, Post- und Reiserotiten, 32.
3 Markwart, 'Kap/j-rraXovK,' in Rev.Orient. 1910,29, quotes from Ps. Plutarch, de fluv.-. Xarandes

(allegedly =Medus = Euphrates) < -jzarant, and Axurtas < *a/yzrt; Pliny’s Pyxurates, i.e. Eux-
urates < *hu.7zaratl. See ‘Sea,’ note 8.
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19 a second circle of mountains, Zrdaza, is mentioned about which

nothing else is known.

Mithra has his house upon the edge of the earth : upa haram brzatim,

puru.fra.rvesyam bamiyam. Bartholomae translated puru.fra.rvesya by

“mit vielen Auslaufern,” Lommel “von vielen besucht.” It was on the

contrary inaccessible like the Babylonian nage and mount Masu. rvesa,

which has all the acceptations of Gr. kyklos, is a “turning,'’ no tour-

ing.” fra.rvesya is “circular.” One would rather expect pari for puru, as

in Yt. 14,56 dema pari.rvesayanti “turn all around.”
4

Yt. 10,50, imitated in 12,23, describes the Hara as Elysium:

ya#ra noit xsapa noit tama where there is neither night nor darkness,

noit oto vato noit garmo neither cold nor hot wind,

neSa dvanman uzjasati nor do mists rise

hara#ya pati brzaya from the high Hara.

Cf. Od.\v,tfi6 :

ov vec/jerd?. ovt dp yeipdiv ttoXv? ovre 7tot opfipos

aXX’ del Zefyvpoio \iyv 7rvelovros aijra;

’ClKeavos dvirjcnv ava^wxeiv wQp<!mov<s.

One of the highest summits of the Hara is Mt. Hukarya, from which

Ardvi leaps down, as water, Yt.^,g6
,
hazahra.vira. In Y^.i5,i5 the hu-

karya is called vispa.bamiya “(made of) all-light,” adj. of vispa.bama,

name of the diamond. Many Iranian mountains look as if self-radiating.

In spring and autumn, the valley from Izad^vas to Pasargadae looks

like a soil of nephrite, with mountains of agate, cornelian and amethyst.

On the Hara rests the celestial vault, asman, the “stone-heaven, a

Stone Age concept, also Sumerian. Yt.13,2 calls it “ayaho krpa hvenahya,

made of red-hot metal,” a Bronze Age notion, followed in Greece by

the ovpavos cndr/peos of the Iron Age. It is the varuna ca^rugosa, the

heaven with the four cardinal points.

At the northern point, this Cinvat bridge leads over the chasm of the

netherworld into heaven. In the Greek epics the entrance to the king-

dom of the dead lies beyond the ocean, at the utmost confines of the

earth, in the northwest, and Elysium, Nordic Valholl, in the west. Cin-

vato prtus is the “bridge of the separator” where the black and white

4 Cf. Y/.8,7: pari . . . fraSyat pantam, but 8,38: puru pantam fracesetam, under Mithra.

Also the name of the season ayaflrima fra.rvestrima.
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sheep are separated. In the old myth the dead go over the bridge guided

by the fair maiden; the unworthy slip off. The origin of the notion is

the iris, because the rainbow always seems to stand on the horizon

opposite to the southern path of the sun, and because it is a challenge

for mythical explanation. In Gen.9,1 iff., “My bow, qasti,” is the “token

of the covenant,” ot ha.bTlt. In Babylonia Marduk’s bow is in the sky.

I do not know how old the idea is that the bridge narrows down to the

width of a knife’s blade under a sinner, but that motif spread over the

world and survives as well in German “Marchen” as in those notions

which Goldziher called “Islamische Gottesurteile.”
5

The few mythical verses preserved do not allow a painting of the

picture in full. Besides some features which describe real geographic

peculiarities, there are others even older than the period during which

the Aryans stayed on in the Duab after the emigration of the Indo-

Aryans, and which therefore have analogies in the myths of other Euro-

pean peoples. At any rate, the picture has nothing in common with

that in Zam yasht 19, with its 2,244 Iranian mountains, and the exact

description of Sistan-Zranga; nor with that of the Mithra yasht 10,

with the six krsvar round the center hvanira^a-aryasayanam, bordered

in the North by the Ranha, in the East by the Indus, in the West by the

Tigris. Zoroaster shares this concept of the seven krsvar. The old picture

of the world, hence, is neither that of the Gathas nor of the Awesta,

but exclusively that of the epic. It is the pre-Iranian notion of the

original home of the Aryans which had passed entirely into myth.

Oxus and Iaxartes, like Euphrates and Tigris, have changed their

course more than once during the historical millennia. Such large rivers

in alluvial plains change continuously and keep their course only as

long as irrigation works and dams are built and kept in repair. These

works determine the hydrography of the countries. In Sistan the band i

Sistan, reason for the epithet hetumant of the haravhati, served that

purpose, in Khuzistan it was the shadhurwan of Shushtar and others;

in Babylonia the great dam of Nebuchadnezzar near Sippar, called

5 Mtihamm.Stitd. .joSf.: a pair of columns in the Mosque of ‘Amr at Old-Cairo, in the hall

to the right of the entrance; the “Rock of the Curse" near the tomb of ‘Abd al-sallam in Tan-
ger; the cave of Badr in North Arabia; also in the Aqsa in Jerusalem; and in Iran a cave near

S3wa. In the Christian world: a pair of columns, similar to those in Cairo, in the crypt of St.

Theda at Meriamlik near Selefke, Mon.AsiaeMin. n, 1930, 46.
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oX^Toyvay/j.ove? by Berossus (in Eusebius) and described also by

Herodotus and Ctesias. Pliny v.,90 mentions Mas (s) ice, after Alexander’s

bematists, 594 m.p. from Thapsacus, according to Juba. The Ka'ba

inscription of Shahpuhr I, a.d. 264, has Gr. mixixh and MHXIXIXH,

Pahl. msyk; Zosimus in his record of the campaign of Julian Apostata

BTjo-ouxt?. The word is Syr. masokh
a, a large dam, Arab, masak, and

masak, maslk, massakat “reservoir, water-works.”

On the Oxus there were at least two large works; one at the begin-

ning of the lower course near Amuy, today called—after the old dam

—

Carjuy < OIr. *caf?ruyuvya, dividiculum aquae, Arab. NP. shadhur-

wan. The other one was at Gurganj (Arab, djurdjaniyya, later Turk,

tirgenj), where the river bifurcated. al-Muqaddasi, about a.d. 985 de-

scribes it as an amazing work of engineering made of wood, khashab

and hatab, seemingly like sea-defenses in wood and wickerwork. De-

scriptions of buildings are so typical for the author who came from a

Jerusalem family of architects,
6
that I regard this one as his personal

observation (against Barthold).

Records concerning the Duab of Turkistan are so scarce in high an-

tiquity that the conditions are intelligible only when traced back from

recent times.
7 Today both rivers, Amu and Syr Darya, fall into the

Aral Lake, and have done so since 1575.
8
But from 1221, Mongol in-

vasion, to 1575, the main branch of the Oxus discharged into the

Caspian Sea; at the bifurcation just above Gurganj, a right branch

went off to the north, to the Aral Sea, while the left and main branch
9

passed to the west, south of the town, and filled the deep depression of

the Sarykamysh, about 155 miles SW from the Aral. From there it

ran through the bed—dry today—of the Uzboi southeast to the gap in

6 An ancestor had built the famous port of Akka with its gates.

7 There is a great literature. For the historic-geographical side the following treatises are

the most important, where also the geologic-geographical literature, mostly in Russian, is

quoted: de Goeje, Das alte Bett des Oxus, Leiden, 1875; W. Barthold, Nachrichten iiber d. Aral-

See u.d. Vnterlauj des Amu Darya in “Quellen u.Forschg. z. Erd- u. Kulturkunde” n, 1910;
Ft. W. Tarn, Patroclcs and the Oxo-Casptan Trade-Route

, thst. xxi, loff , 1901: A. Herrmann,
Alte Geograph'te d. unteren Oxus-gebietes, Abhdlg. cow, Phil.hist.Kl. nf.x\,4, 1914.

8 Date according to Abulghaz! Khan, born 1603, ruled 1642-63, “30 years before my birth,”

confirmed b\ Jenkinson, envoy of Queen Elizabeth, who describes in 1558-59 the Oxus flowing
in the Uzboi, but no longer reaching the Caspian, as it did before, and who predicts that the

consumption of water for irrigation would soon lead to a complete desolation of the region.
9 A branch going off below Kath, which passes east of Khnva, south of Gurganj, and points

towards the Sarykamysh, seems to be still older.
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the Balkhan hills (over 100 miles SE of Krasnowodsk) and discharged

into the Caspian opposite the group of islands called Oghurtcha (or

Aghyrtcha). In 1392, Zahir al-din al-Mar‘ashi, a native of Mazandaran,

describes with all detail the waterway from Mazandaran to Xwarizm;

and Shihab al-din ‘Umar al-‘UmarI, who lived in Syria and Egypt and

died about 1348, reports, on the authority of people from Khwarizm:

“On Khwarizm borders ... a country . . . Mangyshlaq, a steppe, . . .

separated from the Djaihun (Oxus) by the Ak-Balkan hills north of

Khurasan.” Under the reign of Oldjaitu (1304-16), Hamdallah al-Mus-

taufi speaks in his nuzhat (1) of the caravan route, which had been

surveyed just at that period, from Gurgan by way of Dahistan (mod.

Mashhad i Misriyan) to Gurganj; this town was no fars. (380 miles,

exact) distant from Dahistan; (2) of a great waterfall of the Uzboi,

called in Turkish “giirledi, roaring,” and of a side branch falling into

the Aral; (3) he tells that the discharge of the Djaihun into the Cas-

pian had raised its level so that, e.g., the peninsula of Abaskun (Pliny’s

Socanda) was submerged.
10 Marino Sanudo (1325) and al-BakuwI (be-

ginning of the fifteenth century) confirm this description.

In 1221 the river turned towards the Caspian because the armies of

Djingizkhan had destroyed the great dam of Gurganj, as recorded by

ibn al-Athir, xii,257- After the destruction the river followed the natural

fall of the soil. But from the tenth century to 1221 it seems not to have

flowed to the Caspian. The earliest remark about it, in ibn Khurdadhbih,

is ambiguous, because of variants of the texts, and ibn al-Faqih, at the

beginning of the tenth century, tells a legendary story only. But ibn

Rustah, his contemporary (betw. a.d. 903 and 913) gives a very accurate

description of the mouth of the main branch, showing that it discharged

into the Sarykamysh; Istakhrl, about 960, copying the older ibn al-

Balkhi, speaks only—though with much detail—of the branch discharg-

ing into the Aral. al-Ya‘qubI, about 890, is the only author of this period

who says that the Djaihun falls into the Caspian. Yaqut, just before the

Mongol conquest, at the beginning of the thirteenth century, gives the

same information, but only s.v. Mankashlagh, mudjam tv,670 ; and

since he does not speak of it s.v. Djaihun-Oxus, and since Mankashlagh

is nowhere mentioned before, the remark can hardly come from as old

10 The SE part of the Caspian is so shallow, the shore so flat, that even a western wind
causes thousands of square miles to be submerged.
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a source as ibn al-Faqih, as W. Barthold assumed. Muqaddasi—author

of the description of the Gurganj dam—however, relates a legend,

according to which the Uzboi as the main branch had carried water

at an old time [that means it did not at Muqaddasi’s time, a.d. 985]

and reached the town Balkhan behind (N) Nisa (in Khurasan)
;
when

once the inhabitants of Kath [pre- and early-Muhammedan capital, 30

miles E of Khiwa] had used, for 24 hours, the whole water volume for

their [the easternmost] branch, the river did not turn back to the Uzboi

bed, and the whole Balkhan region became desolated. Th is name ap-

pears as Balaam in Byzantine authors shortly before the Muhammedan
conquest; so the region had water before that at the earliest Muham-
medan epoch. And the scanty Arabic information on the Oxus dis-

charging into the Caspian seems to go back to this time, before the ninth

century, while during the ninth and tenth centuries only the Sary-

kamysh and the Aral were the discharge basins.

The Sarykamysh may be regarded from the geological point of view

as the normal basin of the Oxus : its bottom is about 300 ft. deeper than

Gurganj, while the surface of the Aral is only 60 ft. deeper than river

level at Gurganj. If not too much water is used in Khwarizm and the

lower course carries enough, the filled basin of the Sarykamysh over-

flows and discharges through the Uzboi into the Caspian.

One must have these conditions in mind to understand the scarce

and seemingly contradictory remarks of antiquity. The ’Clgeiavr] XifLinq,

rarely mentioned, must be understood as the Sarykamysh, distinct from

Caspian and Aral. What Strabo xi (C.510) says after Eudoxus, and inde-

pendently Polybius x,48 (speaking of the Apasiakai) concerning the

waterfall of the Oxus, though distorted by legend, should be referred

to the waterfall of the Uzboi mentioned by Hamdallah.

Seleucus planned to connect the Caspian by a canal with the Black

Sea, if Patrocles’ report of the exploration of the Caspian should be

favorable. This took place only under Antiochus, not later than 282 b.c.

Xenocles, the gazophylax of the archives of Babylon, had made acces-

sible for study to Patrocles the original documents with the observa-

tions of Alexander’s general staff concerning the problem. The purpose

of the exploration was to develop trade. Strabo xi (C.509 and 518)

quotes Aristobulus speaking of the transport of Indian merchandise
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on the “well navigable” Oxus to the Caspian and across the sea and

through Transcaucasia to the Euxinus. Patrocles used similar words.

It does not matter how large was the volume of that trade. The idea

was to find, besides the long overland route through Iran and the sea

route around Arabia, a third communication with India.

In analyzing these records, not enough attention has been given to

the fact that the plan of Seleucus and Antiochus is an exact analogy to

Darius’ exploration of the Indus and the Indian Ocean before building

the Suez Canal. The plan of Seleucus implies that the Oxus was known

to discharge into the Caspian, else the whole plan would fall to the

ground. And the mere fact that Patrocles was sent off proves that in

the early third century b.c. the Oxus fell into the Caspian. The informa-

tion on the trade route was collected at the east of the Caspian, and

is confirmed by the information gathered in Transcaucasia by M. Varro,

who accompanied Pompey on his Iranian campaign in the first century

b.c. (Pliny vi, 17). In 128-126 the Chinese general Chang-k‘ien speaks

of the eastern part of the overland route to India followed by the Bac-

trian merchants.

Patrocles—however obscure his voyage be to us and how wrong the

result (see under ‘Sea’)—certainly made two voyages, a western one

which took him to the mouth of the Transcaucasian rivers and near

Baku, and an eastern one which went as far as the mouth of the Oxus

opposite Oghurtcha. His remarks about the Caspian opening into the

northern ocean prove that he did not complete his task, and reported

hearsay, perfectly clear in a note preserved by Strabo: “Patrocles says,

the mouth of the Oxus and the Jaxartes are 80 parasangs distant from

each other.” Let alone the value of this remark, but an indication of

distance in parasangs is no observation of a Greek, but information

received from Persians. Therefore, if Strabo, following Eratosthenes,

describes the Oxus flowing through or along Hyrcania and discharging

into the Caspian, as do the Muhammedan authors of the fourteenth

century, this is a fact valid for the early Hellenistic period.

We have no record dating from the Achaemenian and the Median

periods. But intensive agriculture in Hvarazmis—which is indicated by

the early appearance of its name in history—can easily have had the

effect that no water reached the Caspian. At a still higher antiquity the
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Oxus may have reached the Caspian; in prehistoric times also another

line, from Amuy-Carjuy through the Unguz depression to the middle

Uzboi might have been possible.

There is certainly sufficient reason to assume a relation of cause and

effect between these almost cyclical changes in vast regions of Turkistan

and the waves of migrations which started from there, the first in about

1500 b.c., which led the Indo-Aryans through the Iranian highland to

Sarasvatl and a part of them to Mitanni; the second migration in about

900 b.c. which brought the Iranians into Iran, the third in 130-110 b.c.

of the Saka which went the way of the first, and shortly before them,

in 250 b.c., the invasion of Parthava-Khurasan by the Dahae. The Fra-

varti ask in Y/. 13,66 “Shall our land decay and dry up?” The analogy

between the Saka and the Indo-Aryan migrations serves to explain what

happened in that high antiquity, and so does the invasion of the Dahae

into Khurasan furnish the analogy to the first steps of the Aryan immi-

gration into Iran. Justin’s short excerpt of Trogus, Prol. 41, says: “De

Bactrianis autem rebus: ut a Diodoto rege constitutum est; deinde: quo

regnante Scythicae gentes, Saraucae et Asiani, Bactra occupavere et

Sogdianos” [follows: Indicae res]. Cf. Strabo ii,8
,
2l “The Scythai on

the Caspian are called Daai (farther east are the Massagetai and Sakai)

;

best known became those who took Baktriane from the Greeks: the

“Acrioi (Ptolemy’s ’Iariot), Uacriavot (Pt. : IlacrKat), Tdx<rpoi (Pt.:

same), 'S.aKapavXat (or - kcu ) (Pt.: - - airyaXoi), which came from

the Jaxartes.” Trogus: “Post multa bella Bactrii ab invalidoribus Parthis

velut exsangues oppressi. (42) Hi . . . Scythia pulsi solitudines inter

Hyrcaniam et Dahas et Areos et Sparnos et Margianos occupavere.”

This long preparation was necessary because we gain thereby several

criteria to judge the indigenous tradition in the Awesta and the inscrip-

tions.

Inscrip- Gr. trib-

tions: ute-list

:

Y/.io,13-14 Videvdad 1:

Saka 'ta.Ko.L upa aoSesu raqhaya

hvarazmis Xopda-puoi (xvairizam, gloss) airyanam vaejo

sugda SdySot gaom (suydam, gloss) gaum suySo.sayanam
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baxtris Bd/crpiot baxSim

margus (Mapyoi) mourum mourum
vrkana (TpKavioi) Xnantam vahrkano.-

sayanam

parffava UdpdoL nisaim, urv^m, vae-

karatam

haraiva ’'Kpeioi haroyum haroyum

zranga Xapayycu haetumantam

harahvatis ©apavaioi harahvatim

When first studying the OP. satrapy lists, I believed this confronta-

tion to prove that airyanam vaejo, the original home of the Aryans, was

the land Xvarizm. As in the case of harahvatis, opposite dapavatoi,

hvarazmis would be a topic, aryanam vejo an ethnic name of the same

country.

J. Markwart had treated the subject from another point of view in

his Wehrot und Arang;11
his main idea, not easy to apprehend, is that

at the late Sasanian period, if not earlier, the two rivers of Eranvez had

become entirely mythical.

At the Congress of Orientalists, Copenhagen 1909, Andreas had made

a communication, on which first A. Herrmann (l.c. 1914) wrote:

“xvarizm, dies ist der Name der Landschaft; den Namen des Volks-

stammes hat neuerdings Andreas in airyanam vaedzo erwiesen, indem

er hier das Heimatland der spateren Alanen des Abendlandes wiederer-

kannte.” That means Osset, alan < aryanam, but the report cannot be

accurate. According to A. Christensen, Act.Orient. rv, 1926, Quelques

notices etc., Andreas read vyocoh=Ved. vyacas “wide space,” instead of

vejah. Benveniste, bsos 7, 1934, 265^., rejected this and gave the right

etymology: vejah to Vvig-, in Iranian generally “lancer, se repandre,”

Skr. vega “irruption, flot.” He too arrives at identifying Eranvez and

Xvarizm.

The name appears always in the complex form “airyanam

vejo vahviya da#yaya.” Benveniste emphasizes that the neuter

vejah, as governing the gen. datiyaya implies the idea of water

in motion, like voiyna, vega. But, the name being loaded with

11 The book was printed in 1907, but not published; the contents Markwart used in his

lectures; only in 1938 H. H. Schaeder published it as posthumous work; it is useful only for

details.
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,airyansm' he is forced to translate “l’etendue iranienne de la

bonne Datiya, c’est-a-dire la portion iranienne du territoire que

le fleuve baigne.” The idea of motion thus is lost.

\
' veg-, vij-, including all known derivatives, in Iranian means

either “lancer,” discharging arms, like lances, spears, maces, or

“repandre,” discharging water by overflow, nothing else. But

,airyanam‘ is entirely objectionable in form and matter, vejo

vahvya datiyaya or vahviya da#yaya is a regular octosyllable

of the same type as the other topic terms in the same region

formed with the name of the two rivers: upa uSesu raphaya,

on the waters of the Ranha, upa sanake raphaya, on the sanaka

of the Ranha, upa guSam apayzaram and patlpe dvipe raphaya.

guSa, Wb. =0\. guda “Darm, After, bowels” is a figure for

a riverine formation, cf. guts for a narrow bay, or artery, Germ.

“Wasserader, Schlauch.” It occurs in the inscr. name of the

Panjab, “Five-river-Country,” satagud-. The Akk. version ren-

ders the Median form in Beh. §21 by sa.at.ta.gu.u, NiR a and

Scheil 15, sa.at.gu.su, Xerx.Pers.daiv. sa.at.a.gu.du, Eg. sdgwd,

Gr. sattagydai; the -d hence is part of the stem. A Pali syn. of

Skr. sapta sindhavah was rendered by Med. ‘sattagud-, and the

Persians, not recognizing their “hafta, seven” in Med. satta-,

rendered it by 0ata- “hundred.”
12

patlpe, Wb. “directed against the water = umbrandet, with

surge around,” is a makeshift: an island has no direction, only a

thing made on purpose is directed “against the current.” patipe,

patiyapam must be a groyne or weir.
13

vejah belongs to the

same category.

In Vid.1, after aryanam vejo, verses are interpolated speaking of

voiyna “overflow, inundation.” Aw. vejah, like Skr. vega, Aw. veya, is

12 Same type of name: Sargon, 8th Camp. 79: “Istaraura nar[tum . . .] etebir, I crossed

the . . . rivers,” with assimilation to Ass. Istar, of Med. *asta- or *astati-rau5ah, or -ravan, m
Tabari, Ya'qubl (Hist.) hasta5.n"5 “the 80 rivers,” mod. Hastarud in Adharbaijan. gud- probably

also m Abargu, Bargu, Arab, abarquh: the nisba abarqu'mu in a Seljuq inscription proves the

Arab, -h to be unetv mological, henje “above the gud,” m this case a salt-river.

13 The deriv. MP. pativaplh “ablution,” almost “douche.” TPahl. Mir.Man.111,3 5>2: “When
Satan heard of Zoroaster's descent to Fars, he sent hesm-devils hsystr ’c pdv’b,” Henning:

“bevor noch cm Gegcnstoss (gefuhrt werden konnte) wurde Schaden. ...” I expect “more

sudden than a shower” or the like. Cf. Vid., explanation of apo naviyi: “kts y apdan p'Ny’n.”

apdan is “reservoir”; in the last word I would recognize, with -b for -n, padyab.
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a word of similar meaning, viz. “discharge, overflow, irpoxoij,” which

might mean the area of inundation or the mouth of the river. The same

semantic development can be observed in Arab, madd “to extend, se

repandre” and madd, mudud “highwater,” e.g. in Tabari and Sha-

bushti, or “mouth” of a river. But in view of the special situation—con-

ditioned by being a vast region and one in Turkistan on the Oxus—it

is a perfect name for the lower course of the Oxus, the Uzboi, by which

the Sarykamysh basin discharges its surplus water into the Caspian.

That section of the Oxus is the vefo vahvya datiyayd.

The adj. ,airyanam‘ changes the topographic-descriptive name into

one of political geography. For, as a “Dutch portion of the Rhine”

presupposes not only the existence of Dutchmen but of a Dutch state,

and at the same time the existence of portions belonging to other states,

thus the complex term “the Aryan overflow of the Datiya” presupposes

the political notion of aryanam xsatfram, eransahr.

Apart from Vid.i, the term appears as locative airyana vaejahi vahv.

dat. in Tt.%vj and 100 (
= Yt.g,i6 ), in the “Awestic prayers” of Ahura-

Mazdah and Zoroaster, composed by redactors whose language was

Middle Persian. Further, in the formula sruto airyana vaejahi vahv.

dat. in Vid.u, Yama myth, which is of very ancient origin, but not so

the very passages 2,20-21, the language of which is as inferior as their

meter. Finally in Y.9,14, where the formula, applied to Zoroaster, is

badly interpolated into the Homa myth. Hence, the complex formula

appears in no pre-Arsacid passage and is no true Awestic. The second

inference is: only the Yama myth can be the place where the authentic

prototype of the Arsacid formula once was used.

Eratosthenes’ ’Aptavi) documents the existence of the political name

"aryanam xsaffram at his time or at the time of his source. While all

Greeks regularly speak of Medes and Persians, Diodor 1,94 speaks in his

story of Zoroaster’s death of ‘Vapa pev yap ’Apiavois” an ethnic de-

rived from the political name of the country “"aryanam (xsa#ram)
.”

Markwart regarded Megasthenes, about 300 b.c., as Diodor s source, but

in spite of the different form of the name Zathraustes for Zoroastres,

the contents are so closely related to what Eudemus, pupil of Aristotle,

and Eudoxus, pupil of Plato, say about Zoroaster, that I consider the

passage to be older than Alexander. Eudemus speaks in Damascius, de
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prtm.princ. 125 (Kopp 384) of “nav to *Apeiov yevos” and calls “Oro-

masdes” a deov ayadbv and “Areimanios” a Satfiova kclkov. Even if

attested only shortly after 300 b.c., the Arianof would yet prove that the

term aryanam xsatfram was used during the Achaemenian period, for

it was certainly not created in Alexander’s time. But in the prehistoric

antiquity of the Yama myth, such political concepts did not exist.

Eransahr < ‘aryanam xsa#ram is entirely genuine. MP. eranvez de-

mands equally a gen.pl. aryanam, it does not descend from an adj.

‘aryanam. This Aw. adjective occurs only with vejo or with the noun

hvarno in the notion rendered in Plutarch by rvxv Hepcrutv. As Hertel

proved in Siegesf. 97, all passages in which airyanam hvarno appears,

depend on Yt.19,0 and 1, and S.i,g=Ny.$,$, where the spelling is airy-

an%m. In this formula, therefore, the gen.pl. aryanam must be restored

everywhere, and the adjective is limited to the vejo formula alone. The

Pahl. inscriptions have only ’ry’n < aryanam, and only this gen.pl. can

be considered as true.

The Arsacid redactors wanted to remedy the lack of relation between

the names of the two related concepts, vejo vahvya datiyaya as original

home and aryanam xsa#ram as actual home. The gen.pl. is unfit to

be used since vejo was already loaded with the genitive vahvya dati-

yaya. Thus the adjective was invented for this formula. It is pseudo-

Awestic: in “the Aryan overflow of the V.D.” the meaning of vejo

must already have faded to “(lower) course.” The process went on,

and, by dropping vahvya datiyaya, produced “aryanam vejo” in Vid.1,

“Aryan overflow,” meaningless, and only possible after vejo had be-

come a mere name no longer conveying any meaning. The Sasanian

period reached the perfect parallelism of the two names Eranvez and

Eransahr. The authentic term used in the Yama myth did contain

neither “airyanam” nor “aryanam,” but was simply “vejo vahvya dati-

yaya,” the overflow of the lawful Vahvi, that is the Uzboi section of the

Oxus.

Thus, Eranvez is not the name of Xvarizm derived from the name

of its inhabitants, and the lists, we have contrasted above, do not prove

it. The inhabitants of Xvarizm were the Tura, see under ‘Aneran-

Turan.’ In Y/.io, the song to “Mithra in Peace”—older than Scylax’s

Xopao-fil-r) and Darius’ hvarazmis—^vairizam is, as Benveniste saw, a
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gloss; it was interpolated when also the unauthentic name +aryanam

vejo was created for a country no longer existing and which had become

a myth: the course of the Oxus between Sarykamysh and Caspian.

The rich delta of the Hetumant in Sistan, too, disappeared. It is

today a hopeless desert, a dast i na-umed, but like the northern regions

sowed with evidence of prehistoric culture. The Iranian legend makes

Frahrasya, the Tura (Khwarizmian) destroy this flourishing country,

as if it was transferring from the Oxus to the Hilmand a last remem-

brance the mythical thinking of the people had kept of their abandon-

ing the original home.

vejo vahvya datiyaya, the genuine name of the Yama myth, was a

real country. The Arsacid and Sasanian aryanam vejo does not mean a

distinct region, but the mythical homeland as a whole, the Duab of the

VahvI and Ranha, imagined as the country of the golden age. It is an

unreal country, a menok in heaven, contrasted to the actual Eransahr

as getik on earth.

Thus, if understood as original home, the concept that the Iranians

came from there is true and historical. When the name was created,

the last Aryan tribes that had stayed there, the Saka, were just forced

to leave it and to go out upon the quest of new pastures which they

found in later Sakastan. But as a term of political geography, Eranvez

is entirely unreal and unhistorical : the Duab of the Oxus and Jaxartes

was never called so. The name Turan is an analogous case, see under

‘Aneran-Turan’: it designates the same Duab as the homeland of the

non-Aryan adversaries of the Aryans in Iran, derived from Tura, name

of the inhabitants of Khwarizm; but Turan was never a name of polit-

ical geography for that country. The very same country is Eranvez as

aboriginal home of the Aryans, and Turan as home of their non-Aryan

enemies. A contradiction is not felt, because both names are products of

legend.

Whereas the names of the two rivers, of the ocean and its dike, belong

to the original notion of Eranvez, other geographical names in the

Awesta, like those mentioned in Yt. 10,12-15 (sun-rise), in Y/.19,66-68,

(Zranka), and the specimens of the 2244 names of mountains in Yt. 19,

the 16 provinces in Vid.1, have no relation to Eranvez at all. They belong

to entirely different categories. To separate this material of different
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character is the first requirement of historical criticism, and since no-

body who drew historical conclusions from the topography of the

Awesta has done so or even was aware of it, the attempts do not rise

above the level of the many answers to the question “Where was para-

dise?” in Kashmir, Abyssinia, Arabia, Babylon, Damascus or Mecklen-

burg. Original home of the Aryans and home of the Awesta are two

disconnected problems. The treatment they have received resulted in

“the Awesta was written in Eranvez,” worth as much as “the Bible was

written in paradise.”

Benveniste, judging such attempts, remarks with much reserve (l.c.

272) : “Si la tradition mazdeenne s’est attachee avec tant de Constance a

ce souvenir, c’est que le fonds historique et legendaire de l’Avesta se

relie a l’lran oriental. Contre ce fait que maint indice appuie, aucune

combinaison ne saurait prevaloir.” This sentence would be partly true

for the background of the old stratum of the epic, but it is not meant

to say that the epic but rather that the Awesta originated in the eastern

regions. Against that, Meillet’s statement retains its full power: “Peu

importent les indications . . . d’apres lesquelles l’Avesta se serait con-

stitue dans l’lran oriental. Meme exactes elles ne prouveraient rien.”

Nobody else went as far as Nyberg; he deserves thanks, for the pre-

cision of the exaggeration discloses its faultiness at once. To him,

Khwarizm-Eranvez is the country of the “Gatha-Gemeinde,” the real

home which Zoroaster abandons; Marw is the country of the hostile

“Mithra-Gemeinde”; the “Zoroastrische Gemeinde” on the contrary sits

in the “steppes of the Turian tribe of Friyana on the Jaxartes,” where

according to Vid.1,19 (Nyberg’s History of Zoroastrian Mission) the

asaro, men without heads live. On p.326 he gives to his investigation the

“Schlussvignette” in spaced print: “Das nordlich von Margiana und

[corr. “westlich”] von Sogdiana gelegene Land Khwarizm ist airyanam

vaejah. Es ist das Heilige Land des Zoroastrismus. Die nahe Verbindung

des Propheten ist so deutlich ausgesprochen, so fest bewahrt, dass kein

Zweifel daran bestehen kann, dass hier der Name von Zarathustras

Lande und dessen der Gatha-Gemeinde erhalten ist. An dem Flusse

Datya der es durchstromt [according to him ice-bound during 10

months] opfert Zarathustra, ja AhuraMazdah selbst.”

The very last words sound like quoting an utterly undeniable au-

thority, but they aim at Zoroaster’s prayer—discussed here under ‘Spi-
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tama’—and at Yt.5,17, where it is the god’s caprice to pray to Anahita,

hizvo danhaha, in language of erudition, i.e. in dead Awestic, that he

himself might not get tired of inciting Zoroaster, the founder, to think,

talk and act according to his religion. Only one passage surpasses these

decadent verses, ¥*.15,2, where AhuraMazdah would pray (in Lom-

mel’s translation): “Gieb mir, iibermachtiger Wind, dass ich vernichte

die Geschopfe des Bosen Geistes, nicht aber eines des Klugen Geistes,”

which would be not to destroy his own creatures by mistake. In Bar-

tholomae’s translation: “Gieb mir, iiberlegen wirkender Vayu, dass ich

zu Boden schlage die Schopfung des Anra Manyu, keineswegs (aber)

die des spanta.” What a god that needs the help of the Wind for that!

These ill-conceived and illiterate prayers are the product of the monkish

Latin of the same Arsacid period that created the name of the place

where they were delivered : airyanam vaejo. They are certainly no proof

for the persevering reminiscence of the Awesta.

From the fact that old-epical heroes are quoted in a yasht to Vrth-

ragna, Vayu etc. as praying at the Ranha or Vahvi does not follow that

these rivers flowed through “Vrthragna-, Vayu- and other communi-

ties,” nor does Zoroaster’s prayer, in ¥*.5,104, make him a pastor of a

parish in Khwarizm. The inferences are utterly absurd. In Iran, where

historiography was never developed and legend occupied its place, the

“mythical thinking” of the people continuously shaped the historical

events which excited their minds into the ready moulds of the older

myth. The Iranians had brought with them, when immigrating, their

pre-Iranian myth, with its Indian analogies, the topography of which

reflects the Aryan, in some features even the pre-Aryan picture of the

world. The events of the period of immigration were told after the older

schemes, and nothing older than that phase is preserved. These tales

originated in Iran, and their topic names are Iranian, mainly belonging

to Media, Arachosia, but also Parthava and Persis. In the original myth

the Fire fights the Dragon for the possession of the hvarnah in the ocean

Vurukrtam; in the younger variation Frahrasya and Husravah fight,

the place remains the same because the notion of the Vurukrtam did not

change. But otherwise, the locality of the legends of the Kavi, of Hus-

ravah and Vistaspa, which belong to the period after the immigration,

is the actual country, aryanam ^sa^ram, and no longer Eranvez.



XXXIX. ANERAN-TURAN

There is a myth in the Iranian epic of the tripartition of the world

between ©retona’s three sons Sarima, Turya and Arya.

©retona, deriv. of
*
0ritavan, is the son of

*

0rita A0wiya, the Ved.

Trita Aptiya. Bartholomae, Ar.Forschg. i,8f., said: “Aw. a£?/3iya: OI.

aptyas, equally well < *atvyas as < *atpyas. The Ved. Trita aptya, origi-

nally a storm-god like Indra, fights demons of clouds. Indra has, in RV.

1,55,1, the epithet atapas. Hence, *atpyas can be the original word,

whence Ind. aptyas through assimilation, by pop.etymology, to ap

‘water.’ ” ©rita is “the third.” Connection with Athene Tritogeneia has

been proposed, rejected, and may yet be right. Figure and name go back

to pre-Aryan antiquity, for there are correspondents to the name in

Slavic.

In the Iranian myth the son has completely supplanted the father, but

the fact that the name ©retona is a derivative, not the ovofia tcvpiov,

proves the substitution, ©rita appears only in two places, Vid.20: “Who

among the flamnahvatam . . . yoxstivatam yatumatam . . .
paraSatam

(corr. -tanam) was the first physician and pharmacist? ©rita.” The

later legend transfers also this role to ©retona: in ¥£.13,131, ©retona,

not ©rita, the inventor of medicine, is invoked against all illnesses.

paraSata, everywhere else epithet of Hosyanha, is here, in plural, used

as name of the dynasty like NP. pesdadiyan.

In the Horn yasht, Y.9,4, Vivahvant is the first, in 9,7 A0wiya the

second, and 9,10 ©rita samanam savisto the third presser of Homa, and

each obtains as reward an excellent son, Vivahvant Yama, A0wiya ©re-

tona, viso pu0ro a#wiyanois, and ©rita the two, Krsaspa and Rvaxsaya.

The inference therefrom is that the pre-Aryan Trita Aptiya had been

disintegrated into two figures, and that the legends of ©retona and of

Krsaspa are two variants, developed in two different Iranian regions, of

one older myth. Furthermore, that the epithet 0amnahvant, applied

to ©rita in Vid.20 and corresponding to samanam savisto in Y.9, is Old

Persian, as is Gr. Oapavaioi, name of the tribe inhabiting Arachosia;

the three forms belong to Ved. samnisva, Gr. K<xpvo>.

©retona supplants his father also in being the one who divides the

kingdom under his three sons. Markwart wrote in Erdnsahr 155:

“Wenn die iranische Sage die unter Fredon noch geeinigte iranische
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Welt . . . unter seine drei Sohne verteilt werden lasst, so hat dies in

der urspriinglichen Sage einen guten Grund.” The legend remembers

that the later Iranians once lived in their original home Eranvez among
Tura and Sarmatians. But the genealogical connection of the three is

no more historical than the great genealogy of Genesis.

The Arsacid period developed a variant of the legend, adapted to con-

ditions of its own time, and makes (Gr.Bdh.233) Sam, i.e. ©rita sama-

nam savisto, divide the world under his six sons: Dastan, Xusrau,

Mihrevandak (? -vanxk?), Aparnak, Sparnak (Spahrok?) and Nim-

rud. The Sasanian legend, on the contrary, retains the older form, with

the names Fredon, Salm, Tuc and Eric, but interprets it as historical

relation of Byzantium, Turkistan and Iran, giving thereby an unhis-

torical antiquity to the political constellation of its own present. Those

are normal conceptions, just as today political creations less than 30

years old are treated as something that always was and always must be.

Mah Fravartln, composed under Xusrau II, says, §12: “Fredon di-

vided the world, hrom o salm dat u turkistan o tuc dat eransahr 6 eric

dat, u III duxtar e boxtxusrav e tazlkan sah be xyast u pa zanlh 6 pu-

saran dat, Rome he gave Salm, Turkistan Toe, Eransahr Eric, and he

asked for the three daughters of Boxtxusrav (Nebuchadnezzar), king

of the Arabs, and gave them in marriage to his three sons.” In the more

detailed version of the Ayat\.Zam. Messina, in Bibl. et Orient. 1, 1930,

39-42, Salm and Tuc say to each other: “What has our father done

there! He has given the sovereignty not to the oldest, not to the middle,

but to the youngest son!” In Firdausi’s Shahnamah this thought is ex-

pressed by Faredon’s giving Eric “sword and seal, ring and crown,”

hence the sovereignty over his elder brothers. This is an infringement

of Iranian custom which causes the murder of the youngest brother.

The succession of the youngest brother was not an Iranian, but a

Scythian custom. Herodotus iv,6 tells the Scolotian legend of the “royal

Scyths” who descend from the youngest of the three sons of their first

king Targitaos, namely Lipoxa'is, Arpoxai’s and Kolaxa'is. The names

Targitaos and ©retona resemble each other in the second element;
1

the names of the sons seem to contain totem-animals: -xai's is evidently

-Xsayo; to kola- cf. Ir. kaSrva “fox, sorrel,” to lipo- rzifya “eagle,” to

1 For the first element cf. Tepirot'xM’)*, with -toxman-, and Tpnai-TaixMS with -tahman-.
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arpo-
+
harpo, *serp-, “snake.” Before, Herodotus tells a third variant, with

stronger Greek coloring, familiar among the Greeks of the Pontus:

Heracles, i.e. ©retona as Vrthragna, has three sons from the Echidna

(half woman, half snake, cf. Krsaspa and the parlka Xnan#ati) and

the youngest becomes his successor because he alone is capable of bend-

ing the bow, a motif told by the Iranian legend of Smerdis-Tanyo-

xarkes. The youngest, Yavista, of the Friyana may also bear his name

as the heir, vaisapu#ra to this house of Tura. The succession of the

youngest son was also a Germanic custom, known to me, down to our

time, among some Hanoverian peasants. With the Scoloti the younger

brother, once, was the agnate, azata.

Yt.5, 9, 17 and 19 put Hosyanha as first king before Yama, in opposi-

tion to Yt. 13, where he, still a foreigner, is the last of the heroes, also

in opposition to Y.32,8 and Vid.2, where Yama is the first. One observes

plainly that, quite disconnected with the Awesta, there were single epic

songs which later were united into one great epopee. The fragments

in the so-called “great yashts” are quoted from this redaction which

took place in the early Achaemenian epoch, and which had put Hos-

yanha at the very head of the epic.

His name is derived from Vhu-, the pressing of homa. Homa grows

on the Hara brzatl, which is also Hosyanha’s home. Thus there are

reasons for associating this legend with the Saka homavrga. His epithet

is paraSata, which connects Hosyanha closely with the Scolotian Para-

latae; the origin of the legend is Scythian, not Iranian.

Bartholomae did not doubt that paraSata was an Awestic

word, “Viell. voran, an die Spitze gestellt,” impossible, for he

was only subsequently “put at the head.” Neither is it with

Andreas-Lommel OI. purohita
2

“vorangestellt, Vorgesetzter

(neutral), aber gebraucht fiir Ausiiben priesterlicher Obliegen-

heiten des Konigs, sacerdos civitatis.” It is a very special title of

Hosyanha, a foreigner, and the application in Vid.20, as name
of a dynasty—to which Bartholomae annotates “der Verfasser

hat die eigentliche Bedeutung auch nicht mehr gekannt”—is

secondary and must not be used for explaining the word,

though the Pahl.Vid., following just this unfit passage, trans-

2 This would be IE. V*dhe-, Skr. V*dha-, Tidtjfxi with purah “before.”
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lates pes.dat (origin of NP. pesdadi as dynastic name) and

explains it: “thus because Hosang was the first to organize the

autocracy, xvatayih rawak kirt,” taking “data” as “law, Gesetz,

TWrjfju.” The NP. dictionaries propagate this mistake, but

pesdat is in fact OP. *pasyaSata,
3 Med. pa#yazata in (hu)pa-

#yazata (Ogmad.) and this is TraTi^eid-qg, title of Smerdis as

secundogenitus or heir presumptive, agnate in second line. The

derivative OIr. *pa0yazati was postulated by Bartholomae, ZAlr-

Wb. 259 for Armen, payazat “successor, heir.”
4
Scyth. irapa-

Xara evidently expresses a similar notion, and it is this Scolotian

title
0
that is rendered by Hosyanha’s epithet paraSata. This is

not an Awestic word and does not mean the same as Skr.

purohita, nor “primogenitus” like Med. *parazata, OP. *para-

Sata, but means the youngest son as heir. Its Sata is Aw. zata,

but para is OI. para “ulterior,” not purah “before.” The Pahl.

transl. pesdat < OP. 'pasyaSata, Med. pa#yazata for *pa/9yazata

“heir presumptive,” comes nearest to the non-Iranian notion.

The oldest mention of the name Khwarizm is Scvlax’s Xopa.o-f.uri,

a few years younger are Darius’ hvarazmis and Xopao-puoL of Heca-

taeus’ list. Formed with zam- it is geographical term. Moses of Chorene

mentions a “district Tur (< Tur) in Xolozm (< xvarizm), a trading

country from which the x°lozmik stone (perhaps ambergris) was ex-

ported.” Tur is a tribal name, very old, but completely lost afterwards.

Moses’ short note is the only historical reference to this people, outside

the Awesta. In the Awesta the name Tura, adj. turya, appears exclu-

sively as ethnic of persons, not as topographic term. Frahrasya, who
bears it, is the great adversary of the Aryans; in Ctesias’ version of the

legend his name is Parsondas, i.e. ‘parsvant for 'frasvant,
6
chief of the

Cadusii, the enemies. Theodor bar Kone, as recognized by Benveniste,

3 With 5ata = Lat. agnatus < ad.gnatus, IE. root ‘g'ena.
4

I assume that compounds were formed with para, pati, apara as well of zata as of azata,

and that'they soon coalesced.
5 X may be right. Like OP., the dialect may have had 5 for g'; in Sogdian every d changes

into 1; in Scolotian—which itself contains an 1, cf. Lipoxais, Kolaxais—the change 5 > 1 mav
have taken place before Herodotus’ time. The tendency towards 1, strong in East Iranian dialects,

prevails also in Oss. alan<ar>an; Sarm. Xtl/iavos, Osset, liman = NP. erman < aryaman,
“guest, socius.”

6 For p:f cf. parasanges:frasanhya.
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renders the name by Parisag. The MP. form is Frasyag, NP. Afrasiyab.

He is a mythical figure, whereas the turya Friyana of the Gathas and

all Tura of the memorial list of Yt. 13 and of the yasht are historical.

The only support for locating their country is the notice of Moses

Chor., which shows their name surviving in a district of Khvarizm a

thousand years later. If one deletes the unreal name Eranvez from the

lists of countries contrasted with each other in the chapter ‘Eranvez,’ a

gap remains opposite Hvarazmis. Harahvatis and Hvarazmis are

topographic designations. The inhabitants of Harahvatis were the Tha-

manaioi, *Samana; and the people of Hvarazmis were the Tura.
7

Historical Tura appear in Yt.13,143-44, paragraphs added to the

memorial document of Vistaspa by the same redactors that developed

this list into one of “all fravarti of the world from Gayamart to the

Sosyant” (§145). The verses invoke “the men and women of the (gen.

pi.) aryanam, turyanam, sarimanam, sainlnam and dahinam dahyu-

nam, provinces of the Aryans, Turyans, Sarima, Saina and Daha.” Here

one finds two names more than in the legend of the tripartition, and

the quotation must come from a story similar to that legend.

The last two ethnic names are vrddhi adjectives in -ya. Bartholomae

notes that the edition has saininam “die leichtere Lesart” instead of

sainunam of the good cod. Fi. The edition is right, and the mechanical

application of methods developed in editing classical texts, like “lectio

facilior and difficilior,” to the Awesta is wrong. The ending -unam is

caused by the following gen.pl. of the regens dahyunam. More wrong

is Nyberg, 249: “Die Saini, eigentl. sani, sind ganzlich unbekannt;

Daha scheint ein Sammelname fur nicht-iranische Nomaden zu sein.”

The i of saini is not epenthetic; saini is vrddhi of sena, n.pr. Sena ahum-

stut, to whose mention in the document the redactors add “who first

appeared on this earth with a hundred pupils.” The Sasanian legend,

therefore, regarded him as a kind of apostle, and his nisba is Bustik,

“of Bust” in Arachosia. The Awdiha e Sigistan ascribe to him also

the authorship of a nask in the Denkart, which bore his name. The

Saina are a tribe or a very great clan, with the sub-clan Pesatah (pistor

7 There was later another Turan, tvr’n of the Arab, geographers, to be located in Kelat in

Balochistan, and connected or identical with Arab. Tawaran, Tab.Pettt. Bauterna < *taubarna,

cf. ami.1 ,
88

,
footnote. In Paikuli, Makuran sah and Turan sah appear as in the list of kings in

ibn Khurdadhbih, 17. This region is here not in question.
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or medicus?) and ten of them are mentioned in the memorial docu-

ment, three among the “foreigners” of §126. The later legend connects

them with Sistan.

Daha is no collective, but a tribal name. They appear in Xerxes’ daiv-

inscr. I.26 as daha, El. [ta]ha, Akk. da.a.an, and the tribute processions

of Persepolis represent them in no way differing from the Par0ava. The

antiquated assumption is based upon comparison with Ved. dasa, anton.

to arya, cf. the remarks about OI. dasyu: OIr. dahyu under ‘Social

Structure.’ Strabo knewr their habitat, 11,8,2: “Of the Daai some are

called ‘'Knappoi [’E-nr°, or ’AcrTraptot], others Ho-pOlol, others Iltcrcrov-

poi. The Aparnoi lived next to the Caspian, the others as far as the bor-

ders of Areia (Herat), north of a sandy desert,” and 11,9,2: ’Apcra/er)?

avj]p %Kvdrj<;, TO>v Aacop Tivas £X(0V IIapvov<s Ka\ovp£pov<; vopa-

Sas ^TapoiKovvras top p, iTrrjXdep evrl ttjp HapOvaiap. Thus they

lived between the Caspian and Marw, north of Gurgan, where their

name stuck as Dahistan down to the Middle Ages, around mod. Mash-

had i Misriyan. The Aparnoi or Parnoi are represented by Aparnak,

one of Sam’s six sons, in the Arsacid legend of the partition of the

world. One clan of the Aparnoi were the Arsacids, so that we have the

correspondence Parsa-Pasargadae-Achaemenids and Daha-Aparnoi-Ar-

sacids. In Y/.13 the Aryan provinces are a plurality, the others are one

province each.

The Tura appearing in the gatha are equally historical figures. In

Y.46,12 Zoroaster voices the hope that “naftyesu nafsuca turahya fri-

yanahya ojyesu,
8
great-grandsons and grandsons of the powerful Tura,

the Friyana (adj.)” will become his adherents. Bartholomae: “danach

hat sich Friyana . . . von den Tura, eines Volk-stammes ausserhalb

Vistaspa’s Machtbereich, zwar noch nicht bekehrt, steht aber . . . auch

nicht feindlich gegenuber.” Friyana is, like Asabana, Spitama, a family

name, hence not “Friyana,” but “the (chief of the) Friyana,” descend-

ants of a “Friya.” Only one other member of this family appears in the

Awesta, viz. “Yavista yo friyananam, the youngest of the Friyana”
9

in Yt.5,81, a fragment of a post-Zoroastrian legend, where he becomes

mythical. Later he is the great solver of riddles, a figure known also

8 Wb. puts 5jya as “nennenswert” under Vog- “praedicare,” Skr. ohate, Gr. elxoficu; I should

prefer IE. V avvg-, Skr. ojas, Ir. ojah “power,” Lat. augeo, Engl, eke; cf. Gath. o]oi y.32,7 under

‘Last Judgment,’ Wb. to Skr. uhati “he moves, riickt.”

3 One cannot be “youngest of a tribe” but only “of a family.”
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in other countries. But the mythical quality has been imposed upon him,

in the memorial document, 13,120, he is entirely historical.

Only three names,
10

Rtam.yahya.roca, Rtam.yahya.varza and Rtam.-

yahmai.usta, separate Yavista from a Friya who may be considered as

the vispatis of the Friyana of Y.46,12. Another Friya in st.no is men-

tioned without apparent connections. Friya, friyana means “friend,”

and occurs just among Scythians as n.pr. (£Aiavos. In the following

verses of Y.46, Zoroaster blesses those who receive him as fugitive, and

in st.14-16 he says he has found Vistaspa as patronus, and wishes the

Haugava brothers success of their journey, cf. under ‘Haugava.’ From
these verses Nyberg concludes, 248, answering his own question “Wer

waren die neuen Manner?” (viz. Vistaspa and the Haugava): “Der

Zusammenhang in Y.46 giebt an die Hand, dass die neuen Manner

dem Stamm des Turers Friyana angehorten.” That would make Vis-

taspa a non-Aryan. “Grandsons and great-grandsons of Friya” are not

a tribe, but a clan of the tribe Tura, called Friyana after their ancestor.

If they are expressly determined ethnically by “of the Tura” and the

clans notarya and haugava two stanzas later not, then the tribal name

distinguishes them and stresses the fact that even men of foreign, far-

away tribes joined Zoroaster’s cause, just as in Y/.13,128-129, foreigners

are especially grouped together. The sequence of the stanzas is not

that of the progress of events: the contents of the last stanzas, the

journey of the Haugava, is the present; Vistaspa’s patronage is the past;

the adherence of the Friyana is the future. Some Friyana were with Vis-

taspa, but not Vistaspa with the Friyana. The place of the gatha is not

the “steppe of the Friyana tribe on the Jaxartes,” but the nmana, palace

of Vistaspa at Tosa.

Beside Friya and Yavista, only two names among the 216 male names

of the memorial list are determined by “of Tura,” which may be tribal

name or patronym. This “community” did not live in the land of the

Tura which in reality was Hvarazmis.

In Yt.5,73 and 13,37-38 another clan of Tura appears, the Danavo,

enemies of the Aryans like the Turian Fahrasya and the Vesaki-sons,

see under ‘Notarya.’ Their name is known to the Veda as appellative

10 The names are Gatha quotations, cf. Y.12,1; Vispr. 11,26 and Y.43,1; Justi, Xamenbuch,
Introd. p.i\; IJV\25i>.
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and goes back to prehistoric antiquity, like that of Yama Vivahvana.

Their Aryan adversaries are Rtavazdah, son of PuruSaysti, and

Rtavazdah and 0rita (brother-in-law of Zoroaster), sons of Sayuzdri,

all from the memorial list.

The Danavo immolate a hundred sheep

(upa) brzantam ahuram xsetam xsa$riyam apam napatam

to the high, kingly lord, the xsa^riya ApamNapat.

Bartholomae: “bei dem (dem) hohen Gott . . . dem schnelle Rosse

besitzenden ApamNapat (geweihten Ort),” which would be the moun-

tain Npat, Ptolemy’s Niphates, in Armenia. But the prep, upa, which

alone suggests a place name, is an accrescence, exactly as in Yt.5,65

(upa) usaham upa zavayat (ardvim suram), see under ‘Navigation.’

Apam napatam is the normal acc. object of V yaz-, the name of the

god to whom offerings are made. So it was said in the epic. In the

Awesta the Danavo bring offerings to ApamNapat, but pray to Ardvi,

just as impossible as Parva’s invocation of Ardvi “at the Usah” in Yt.

5,65. In both stanzas Ardvi has been introduced when the epical frag-

ments were inserted into her yasht. The addition of upa hides the con-

tradiction and may have been intended to provoke an interpretation

like Bartholomae’s.

Yt.5,73 is a late verse in bad meter and grammar, and no reason is

given, as is usual, for the sacrifice. In Yt. 13,38 “you (the fravarti) van-

quished the Danavo ‘taSa,’ at that time” indicates a near past, and just

there the Danavo bear a historical title: bevarpati, Nyberg 251: “die

Danu, die aus 10,000 Mannern bestanden.” The danayana are imagined

to be a big clan; but a nmanapati does not “consist of houses,” but is

their pati, “owner,” and a bevarpati does not “consist” of 10,000 men,

but is their commander, sastar; and the bevarpati-sons in Yt. 14,59 are

not the sons of ten thousand, but of commanders of ten thousand. Bar-

tholomae asked in Wb.\ “Warum hiessen die Danavo so?” Because

members of the clan were bevarpati. Scylax of Caryanda, a Carian, was

admiral of the fleet under Cambyses and Darius, and so Turyan Danavo

may have been generals under Cyrus. In later times one of the great

houses bears the title spahpat < 'spaSapati as name, and the name of

the Sasanids means “commanders.” The title is a military one, and just

as a commander of a division is “unthinkable” without lieutenants and
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captains, there cannot have been a bevarpati, Gr. fivplapxp’S or fivpio-

rayo? without hazahrapati, xi
^'LaPXOL and lower grades. The title im-

plies the existence of the whole organization of the vast Median and

Persian armies. Whether the Danavo were entitled to it or not, when

these verses were made there were generals commanding divisions of

ten thousand. The legend is at any rate post-Zoroastrian, Achaemenian.

On the contrary, no connection exists between the Tura and the fairy

parika Xnandatl ya upa.hacat krsaspam, “who attached herself to

Krsaspa” and in after-days became the public calamity of Vaikrta-

Gozgan, Vid.1,9 (cf. 19,5). No other passage speaks of her. The name,

without inflection, sounds foreign. The Pahi. Vid. replaces it by kama-

klh “desire,” and explains “for idol-worship.” It renders upa-hacat

(= obsequi) mechanically by apar-apakenlt, denom. of apak “along

with” = to keep company. This does not contain any moral blame, as

does Bartholomae’s “die Krsaspa verfiihrte.” But a secondary comment,

not to upa-hacat but to apar-apakenit, says : “mnv.s TN.krt ‘ua.s’n.c Tn.-

‘BYDVN.sn l’ p‘N.d’t'.” Tn, inscr. km, is ideogr. of oh, os < ava0a, “thus,

so.” Hence: “who by him was thus-made; yet thus-making them was

unlawful.” Possibly Tn < kn masks a crude word. Nyberg 3x7: “Die

parika gehoren zum alten Glauben der Turer, Krsaspa’s Verbindung

mit einem solchen Wesen muss aus einem rein turischen, vorzarathus-

trischen Kranz von Sagen um seine Person stammen : in nicht geringem

Grade der Grund der Animositat des spateren Zoroastrismus gegen

ihn,” who, 207, “wie Zarathustra eine verborgener Mahdi und die popu-

larste Heroengestalt der Urgemeinde, eine Art turischer Herakles war.”

The facts of that far past were always known, and the remarkable

veering round of public opinion remains unexplained. “Liaison with

such a creature” sounds like gossip of a coffee circle; the motive of those

who made the epic cycle would rather be envy. The medical meaning

of such “fairy visits”—an expression still in use—is made clear by an

anecdote in Aghani, 12,85k, after al-Mada’inl, where Dja‘far, a son of

al-Mansur dies of them. No heroic figure belongs so manifestly to a

well defined region as the Sama Krsaspa, viz. the Samana in Harah-

vatis and Zranka. In the Shahnamah his legend goes under the name

Rustam, who is Sakansah, king of Sakastan-Arachosia.
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Bartholomae Wb.\ “vielleicht eigentl. parika, fem. zu *paraka, spater

in Angleichung an jahika parika > pari.” Certainly the original mean-

ing of parika is foreign women, singers, musicians, dancers, like the

women of the Qenite genealogy in the OT., gipsies before the gipsies.

If originally an ethnic, the people might be the parikanioi; else, “from

beyond, foreigners” in general. The Iranian “peries” are as famous as

the Muhammedan “houries,” but nothing is known of the “old belief

of the Tura”; all we know of them is their name and the name of their

country Tur in Khwarizm.

As far back as historical knowledge goes, namely to Cyrus, the Duab

was inhabited by Aryan, at least Aryan-speaking tribes. The most dis-

tant were the Saka, divided in several branches, therefore in OP. always

in plural form, as against the coll.sg. of other Aryan peoples. Their lan-

guage, now known, belongs to the Aryan branch of IE., but the sculp-

tures, most manifestly those of Artaxerxes IPs time, differentiate them

somatically from the Aryans. Therefore, they must be a non-Aryan

nation that had accepted an Aryan language. Two of them, homavrga

and tigraxoda, lived on and beyond the Jaxartes; the Hecataean tribute

list in Herodotus gives three names: ’Apvpyioi, ’OpdoKopvfiavTioi

and HapiKaviot.. They did not move until the second century b .c.

The Saka on the Jaxartes are not the Tura in Khwarizm, and all

the less the Scythians. Herodotus makes a typical mistake in saying,

vn,64: “The Persians call all Scythians Sakai”; it is the Greeks that call

all Saka Scythians, a term for Asiatic nomads derived from ‘skuca,

reflected by Ass. iskuza, Hebr. askuz, (cf. the n.pr. Skozos), name of

the first of them to enter the Greek horizon at the time of the Cim-

merian invasion of Asia Minor. Gr. Skythai is no ethnic unit; the

Persians cannot know the name of a tribe that perished in Asia Minor

before their time, and the Awesta does not mention any Saka. The Aw.

adj. rvi^dSa is not syn. of OP. “tigraxbSa, with pointed tiara,” but

means “with bronze helmets.”

The inadequate name “Skythen” in Nyberg’s remark, 251, “Turer

und Sarima vertreten die Skythen” cannot obliterate the fact that the

language of the gatha, which in his opinion were composed in their

country, is neither a Saka dialect nor Sarmatic. 262: “Alle Kampfe [be-

tween Eran and Turan] haben ihren Ursprung im Ubergang des [im-
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aginary] Friyana-Stammes zur Mithra-Religion and dem daraus fol-

genden Gegensatz gegen die andren Turer. Religios gesprochen spie-

geln sie den Kampf zwischen Mithra-Religion und alter turischer

Religion.” The Iranian heroic epic is no more the result of theological

disputes than the Mas, and the Aryans did not appropriate a non-Aryan

epopee, nor identify themselves with a group of non-Aryans.

What actually happened is obvious: To the Median poet of Y?.io,8

—see under ‘Mithra’—the enemy at the western frontier, arzahi, on the

Tigris, were the Assyrians and Babylonians, besides the aborigines of

Media. The verses are so close to the historical events that the facts are

truly remembered. The fights of the period of immigration are the

foundation of all later legend. They were told after the pattern of an

older myth, and thus an epic tale of ©retona and AziDahaka came into

being, the locality of which was and always remained the West.

Historical figures like Boxtnarseh = Nebuchadnezzar, Balatnarseh =

balatsu.usur= Daniel, later drawn into this mythical history, remain in

Babylon, Nineveh or Dast i Tazikan, Djazirat al-‘Arab. When the

Frahrasya-Husravah myth was formed after the same model, they all

were called Tura, an easy change of name from a#ura. Of the ©retona

myth we have only a phase late in comparison to its age, and the place

names, varana as that of the hero, bawrois as that of his adversary, are

not necessarily of one and the same phase.

At the original place, Yt.5,33, ©retdna prays upa varnam cafrrugosam,

that he might kill AziDahaka, and vice versa Azidahaka prays in Yt.

5,29 “baweros pati dahyava, in the province of Babylon.” AziDahaka,

to whom the later legend gives a full millennium of rule over Iran—i.e.

the time before the Median empire, when western Iran was an Assyrian

province—was a foreigner. In “bawrois” of the text Darmesteter had

recognized Babylon, see under ‘ArdvI.’ Meillet called this “evident”

and discussed in OrientStud. Pavry 302, the grammatical form of the

name. I consider the Aw. and the OP. form to be identical : baberu >
MP. bawer, gen.abl. baberos. In Aramaic too, in Ezra and Daniel, and

thence in Egyptian, the first syllable is always defectively written, hence

bbyrvs, transcribed into Aw. script with wrong position of y as bawrois,

bbrvys. This is proved by the fact that the verse is one syllable short:

the y belongs between b and r. One cannot infer from “Babylon” that
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this was the primary habitat of the dragon, but one can infer that at the

time of the immigration the fights with Babylonians and Assyrians were

told after the pattern of the primeval dragon myth, and that this became

located in the West.

AziDahaka has a second place in Y/.i5,i9, viz. Kurinta duzita, a

name which can only have been introduced when the Iranians had

advanced so far west, in the eighth century, because it is El. karintas

(about 1700 b.c., from Kass. karaindas), in Isidorus Char. Karina

(=karind), still today Kirind, a place situated in a most impressive

gorge, above the natural frontier between Iran and ‘Iraq, the Taq i

Girra pass.

Not far from Kirind is the Haramkhanah i Shahrbanu, a cave in a

vertical rock. Like the same name of a cave near the citadel of Raga,

this is the Shiite interpretation of a very old sanctuary of the goddess

of earth, who took refuge in the rock before her pursuer AziDahaka.

The Sahrh.Er. mention this old legend in Slstan. The sanctuaries cor-

respond to the many “Svarog” places and “Magdesprung” in Slavic

countries and in Germany.
11 At the Sasanian epoch Kurinta duzita was

also shifted to Kulangdiz i duzit in Laristan, Firs, along with the

shifting of the whole myth of the dragon, kirm, to Kirman.
12

It is only

natural that tales which the immigrants brought with them from

their old home migrated with their bearers and were fixed at various

places in the new land.

©retona’s place involves a much greater problem. In Yt.5,33 upa

varnam catfrugosam, varna is bisyllabic. The adj. varanya appears in

the Hosyanha myth, the short fragment Yt.5,11, prototype of all other

repetitions of the formula:

ya#a azam nijanani duve #risve mazanyanam

devanam varanyanamca druvatam

At their original place in the epic such sentences were in narrative

form; it is only in the Aw. yashts that they receive the form: “grant

me that I . . Therefore, the meter has no argumentative power for

11 To the notes in \mt.ii,66, 1W42; Altp.lnschr.227 ,

1

may add, from Hubschmann, Armen.Orts-

namen 444, the sanctuary of the H\arnavaz rock “leap of the bride,” in the canton Cluk.k' in

Siunik, XE. Armenia.
12 Cf. AMi.iijbyff.
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formal corrections, druvatam is a specific Zoroastrian term by which the

mazdayasnian redaction adapted the fragment to the yasht. The same

faulty drugvant is added e.g. to the Gandarwa verses in Y*.5,38, see

under ‘Sculpture.’ Entirely safe, as genuine quotation from the epic, are

only the words

duve #risve mazanyanam devanam varanyanamca

“two thirds of the deva of Mazan and of the varanya” (those of Varana)

and these are two correct octosyllables when reading varunya trisyllabic.

Both forms, varna and varunya, are authentic. Hertel came back to a

long abandoned equation Ir. var(u)na= OI. varuna = Gr. ovpavos. Its

epithet caffrugosa syn. of caPrusuka, term of the four cardinal points

—

see under ‘Krsvar’—is an epithet typical for the heaven. var(u)na is the

heaven. The Pahl.Vid. quotes to 1,14: “©retona was born there.” The

old god 0ret6na-0rita was born in heaven, which in the original myth

was called varuna. That is the last rest of the word in Iranian.

varunya is ovpavLos, varunya deva is 0eol ovpavioi. A forgotten and

misinterpreted synonym was “manyava deva, heavenly gods,” see

under ‘Harvatat.’ Den\.g, ch.21 (ed. Sanjana vol.17,55) describes the

mazandaran < mazanya deva as giants, the water of the sea goes up

to their middle, at the deepest places to their chin; they are cave-dwel-

lers, and their fights are in the balistih, “heights” either of mountains

or of the atmosphere. In the Ayat\.Zam., Messina iv,34, they come

walking through the sea to invade ©retona’s xvaniras, and to eat men,

until he defeats them. This is not a mythical description of an autoch-

thonous population, but a genuine myth. The giants come from another

krsvar, and their home, varna, was not on earth.

A scholion to Hesiod, Theogony v.139, quotes Hellanicus saying:

“There are three kinds of Cyclopes, (1) the builders of the walls of

Mycene, (2) the Homeric savages, but (3) the gods themselves, avrol

oi deal. And v.502 of the theogony calls the Cyclopes ovpaviSai. Aris-

tides, Rhetor, ed. Dindorf 111,408, says almost with Hellanicus’ words:

(1) those in the Odyssee, (2) the (wall-builders), (3)

tovs KaXovpAvovs Ovpaviovs. The cyclopic ovpavLoi or ovpavlhcu and

the gigantic varunya deva, both isolated and half forgotten, seem to be

two remnants of one conception of remote antiquity.

Perhaps this myth had been located on the southern shore of the
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Caspian. The commentary to Vid.i (see under ‘Videvdad, Varna’),

tries to locate the mythical places in the political country Varna of the

Arsacid period, but the identifications are contradictory and only given

as alternatives. There was no real knowledge.

In making the opposition of good and evil the basis of his dualistic

doctrine, Zoroaster started from ideas existing before. The Iranians

saw essential qualities in natural enmity between certain animals; they

saw antipathy and antithesis between things, qualities, thoughts etc.,

and the Bundahishn devotes a whole chapter to this antithetic struc-

ture of thoughts. In the political field it is arya and anarya, the latter

comprising all the rest of the world as naturally opposed to arya.

Though anarya appears in the Awesta only in Y/.i8,2; 19,68, Vid.1,17,

—none of them a really old passage—the notion is old and existed long

before it became part of the title “king of kings of Eran and Aneran.”

The notion goes far beyond the Greek distinction of Greeks and Bar-

barians, which essentially means the difference of language. It is a

deep-rooted way of thinking, dominant also in esthetics: to the anti-

thetic symmetry of abstract thoughts corresponds the urge for sym-

metric antithesis in Iranian art, from its first to its last works.

Because of this basic thought, the legend transformed the many ene-

mies of the only Iranians into one hostile nation, the Anaryans, between

which two existed a permanent, natural, hereditary enmity. This be-

came the leitmotif of the epics. Ctesias is the first to give expression

to this dominant idea in telling how Parsondas, chief of the aboriginal

Cadusii, the Tura Frahrasya of the epopee, when dying, made his peo-

ple swear eternal enmity with the Iranians. Ctesias’ work has from the

beginning been criticized as wholly romantic, in antiquity because the

Greeks refused to accept his tales as the history which the Persians

believed their legend to be, and in our times because one failed to see

that what he tells is the early phase of the Shahnamah.

A purely negative name like anarya could not satisfy popular legend,

and gradually the name Turya of the oldest enemy, the one who had
murdered his younger brother Arya, supplanted it. This generalization

was made easy by the existence of so many Turyan enemies. Just as

the country which one imagined under the name Eranvez—derived

from the genuine topic term vejo vahvya datiyaya—was indeed the
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original home of the Aryans, but unreal as a political term, thus Turan

is derived from the genuine ethnic Tura, but unhistorical as a political

term. Eranvez is an artificial name of the original home of the Aryans,

Turan an artificial name for the country of their enemies. The country

was in both cases the Duab of Turkistan, but it never bore these names.

When these were created the recollection had not quite vanished that

the people had immigrated from abroad in a faraway past, but the

country of origin had become a myth. The fact that the Iranians live in

Eransahr dominates the whole conception of the epopee, and had the

effect that their own forgotten homeland became the home of their

enemies, first Aneran, then Turan. We have the double antithesis of

Eransahr :Eranvez and of Eran:Aneran = Turan.

In the fifth century h., the proper name Turansah, with its fem.

equivalent Turanduxt—Schiller’s Turandot—appears among the Turk-

ish Seljuks of Kirman, in the sixth century also among the Kurdish

Ayyubids of Syria, and among the successors of the Ortoqids is a queen

‘ismat al-dunya wa 1-din Turan-malik of Baiburt, in 632 h. In the sev-

enth century H. the Salgharids of Fars use the title marzban i Turan

beside Xusrau i Iran, Rustam i Zal i zaman. These dynasties were Turks

and Kurds, and felt themselves as Tura; with them the word has no

inimical connotation. But behind all this is no historical tradition, it is

merely the effect of the Shahnamah, which all peoples accepted to be

the real world’s history, as which the Iranians presented it to them. This

attitude towards the Shahnamah is the same as that of Muhammedan
and Christian nations towards the Old Testament.

Markwart believed the confusion of the old ethnological notions to

have begun at the time of the Saka immigration, 140-126 b.c.; in the

third and fourth centuries a.d. one could state that no Aryan tribes lived

any more in the Duab of Turkistan. Meanwhile, the mythical name
Turan would have been transferred to those countries. As a matter of

fact, these shifts took place independently of the changes in the ethnog-

raphy of the Oxus and Jaxartes region, and considerably earlier. Nol-

deke had recognized and described the significance of the early Arsacid

epoch for the formation of the later Shahnamah, and Markwart con-

tributed much more material in proof of it. The use of the terms anarya
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and turya for the later Turan is attested in Vid.1,17 and 19 already

before the Saka migration.

Vid.1,19: upa uSesu ranhaya, country on the waters of the Ranha,

Jaxartes; Ahriman’s counter-creation is a hard winter and tozya dahyus

awistaro, “toz-ian raiders of the province,” and Vid.1,17, in Varna:

anarya dahyus awistaro, “anaryan raiders.” The Aw. text of the Pah!.

Vid. separates dahyus and awistar, a better reading than the compound

of odier mss. dahyus may represent acc.pl. or gen.sg. The Pahl. Vid.

translates awistaro by apar.manisnlh, and explains the unusual term,

where it first occurs, under “Ruva,” by
“
’mt.s mys’ny’ MDM.KTLVN.d,

i.e. ka.s (or ke.s) mesanaye apar.manend, since (or: where) the people

of Mesan remain there ‘above’ (or ‘about’),” meaning either that the

Zoroastrians lived among such a majority (probably of Manichaeans)

or in their close neighborhood, Gath, nazdista dru^s. Bartholomae ex-

plained awistar as awi.istar to Ves-, “owner,” with dahyus “Landes-

herr.” Wackernagel in hido-lran. kz. 61, 190b (accepted by Duchesne)

:

“abi.s(ta)tar, people making raids.” The sense is right, but not the

etymology. Shahpuhr I writes in Kaba, Pahl. I.16-17: “vB‘.t, i.e. vxast,

or YB*H.m, i.e. vxaham, Gr. i^T-qo-apev, we raided (lit. searched)

Syria and Cilicia.” This “searching” consists in (11.5 and 12) “Pahl.

’trvxt ’vyrn v vrty’z *BD.t, Pars, ’tvrsvxty v ’vyl’n v vlty’c krty; Gr.

iKa.vcrap.ev, ripr/pwcrapev, pxpaXcoTicrapev . burning, devastating, mak-

ing prisoners.” Thus, awistar belongs to \ es- “to search.” Skr. isati in

gavisti “cow-search = raid” reveals quite a psychology. In Arab, ghazw

“raid,” ghazi “raider” correspond exactly.

The Gr.Bdh.215, chapter on calamities, describes such raids: “andar

Xvatayih e Sahpuhr e Ohrmizdan tacikan amat hend u.san Ulai rotbar

grift ut vas sal pat asvar tacisn dast tak Sahpuhr 6 xvatayih mat avesan

tacikan spoxt u sahr acis stat etc., under the reign of Shahpuhr II the

Arabs had come and occupied the bank of the Ulai river (of Susa) and

had made for many years inroads on horseback, until Shahpuhr came

to the throne, repulsed the Arabs and freed the country of them.” The
same happened at the NE frontier exposed to the inroads of the Chio-

nites. Gobineau has made these conditions famous by his La guerre des

Turcomans. The Videvdad passages show these conditions already in

the Arsacid period. In Babylonia, Mesopotamia and Syria it was the

same: the picture is typical for the life of an agricultural population
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with open boundaries along a steppe inhabited by nomads. Like the

Romans in the West, the Arsacids and Sasanids built their limes and

instituted margravates, marzban, against them. It is significant that the

Sasanian princes were not margraves “of a region,” but “against” the

foreign country, thus pahrag e Kusan, “watch against Kusan,” marzban

i Turan “margrave against Turan,” etc.

The adj. tozya is unexplained: it is a syn. of anarya which it specifies;

it is a deriv. of *toca, *tuca, pseudo-Aw. notation of MP. tuc < Aw.

turya, as a genuine old text ought to write.

In this passage of the early Arsacid period, the oldest testimony for

the identity of anarya and turya, the notion Aneran-Turan is defined as

counter-creation of Ahriman against Eran. At the same time, the two

places, Varna and Ranha determine its geographical extent: the merely

negative Aneran is all the low land to the north of the Iranian plateau,

which in the course of history became more and more “Anaryan.”



XL. MADA-PARSA

This country Parsa, the lovely,

with the good horses, the good ment

—Darius

The gatha never mention an Iranian ethnical or geographical name,

the Awesta only a few, and Mada and Parsa are not among them. But

the Assyrian annals mention the Mada and Parsua-Parsa often, for the

first time in 843 b.c., and allow us to recognize the last movements just

before the immigration of the various tribes came to a final standstill.

There is only one way for great masses of men and cattle to enter

the Iranian highland from the northern plains, namely through the

wide natural gate near Sarahs, the valley of the Herat and Mashhad

Rivers. Through this gate the Daha entered in the third century b.c.,

and turned towards Tosa in Khurasan. The Saka who overran the

whole of Iran in the second century may have taken both ways, to

Tosa and to Herat. The first Indo-Aryan immigration must have taken

the road from Sarahs via Herat to Sarasvati.

The Hareva, “Aribi of the rising sun” of the Assyrian annals, seem

to have settled first in southern Khurasan, Kohistan, then in the richer

Herat valley to which they gave their name Harev = Arab. Herat. And
with them the Thamanaioi, OP. ©amana, Aw. sama—never mentioned

before the Achaemenian period—must have come, probably before the

foundation of the Median empire in 678 b.c., by way of Harev to Ara-

chosia-Harahvatx. There they may have still run against Indo-Aryans,

cf. the remarks on OI. dasyu and arya under ‘Social Structure.’ One

indication is: Esarhaddon mentions the region u.ra.ka.za.bar.na, i.e.

’vrka.zbarna, beyond the Caspian Gates in Parthian territory, hence

apparently containing vrkana as the first element; and in RV.11,30,4 the

n.propr. or ethn. vrkadvaras appears, Hertel, Siegesf. 25: “in halb ira-

nischer Form, mit d statt dh,” as name of an enemy of the Indians in

fights on the Sarasvati.
1

Who turns west towards Tosa has no choice but must go on and

pass Xvar-Choarene, the narrow strip of watered land between the

high Alburz and the salt desert, to the Caspian Gates, the k\t)18e?

yaLTj<; ’AorrjriSos. The mountains behind Xvar are MP. padis^var.

1 Cf. Gath, dvar- in Y.30,6; Aw. dvar- in Yr.19,49 (ApamNapat myth) for the movement
of the snake AziDahaka, later of all “de\s”; and cf. zbar- in syn. use.
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OP. inscriptions have the vrddhi ethn. patishvaris, Strabo C.727, Trarei-

o^opets. The name first appears in the Esarhaddon annals, 680-675 b.c. :

“patus.arra, a region at the border of the salt desert in the land of the

‘distant Medes,’ at the foot of Mount Bikni, the mountain of uknu [El.

ikni, lapislazuli], the soil of whose country none of the kings, my
ancestors, had ever trodden.” The Bikni is the Demawand, an old

epithet, MP. dunbavand < ‘dunmavant “cloud-capped.” In the valley

south of it lies Firuzkuh.
2 The name Bikni survives in Binah, Bin Kuh

between Firuzkuh and Xvar.
3

Xvar is OIr. *hvara < Ar. 'suara; patishvara is a sandhi formation,

Duchesne §18, Ar. 'pati.suara > ‘patisvara. The two names are a pair.

After 'syara had become hvara, an h was developed in patishvara to

maintain the similarity with the simplex. The reality of this phonetic

development s > s > sh is proved by OP. hamaranakara ahmi husha-

maranakara in NiR.b. The Greeks heard patishvaris > •n-a/racrxopet?,

surviving in padisxvar.gar e.g. ibn Khurdadhbih 17.

The phenomenon was so common that wrong analogies were

formed: Sargon, annals year 9, 713 b.c., mentions (after parnu-

atti < ‘vharnauhati) a Median town in Ellipi, bit-Daiaukki or

Aralli, i.e. SE of Agbatana, called ap.sa.hu.ut.ti, i.e. afshvati <
'afs.vati, fem. (Duchesne §22) ;

Y/.17, 9 and 10 has barzisha-

vant, Wb.: “schrullenhaft geschrieben,” the same case: h res-

tituted although the s was no h. The Assyrians heard actually

'afshvati. Consequently, forms like OP. nisadaya to \'had-,

Aw. visavaya (Vid.2,31) to Vhu-, armesad (in Y.62,8 against

arme.had in Y.13,73) are the living continuation of Aryan

words. The type patishvari, purushva#ra (Yr.19,54; 10,108,

against puru.hva#ra), manyushvarfla (against manyu.stata)

descend from older forms without h and are assimilated to the

simplex. Compounds like arme.had, puru.hvaflra: uapaxod-

6pas etc. are Iranian neologisms.

2 flruzah = turquouc and lapislazuli; the equation uknu:flruzah explains a passage in the Syr

Alexander romance, left unexplained by Noldeke, p.ih: “of the (precious stone;

which is called^qj >9 in Persian.” The first word apparently renders Akk. uknu, the

second MPars. pr>\z. Pahl. prgsz.
3 *bi7ni>bln. cf. F. Stahl, Zur Geologie v. Persien n, Peterm.Mitt. Erg.Heft 122, 1897, p.6.

Also “Kuh i Bil near Ray” Yaqut 1,798, AltpJnschr.233. Aw. byn in Yt. 19,3 vocalized “bayana.”
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patishvara, as a local name forming pair with *hvara, proves that,

when the two regions east of the Caspian Gates received those names,

*svara was still the spoken form. The change s > h, one of the main

marks of distinction between Aryan and Iranian dialects, had not yet

taken place or was just happening. At the time of the immigration

the Aryan dialects passed over into Iranian ones, on the Iranian plateau.

The language of the original home, Eranvez, was Aryan.

In 843 die Aryans appear for the first time in Assyrian annals, in-

habiting the Kirmanshah region. They must have reached the Caspian

Gates before, but not very long before that time. The decades around

900 b.c. are the years of the immigration and before that time one can-

not speak of truly “Iranian” dialects. From the annals one can trace

the order in which the Aryan tribes came and the ways they took: they

follow the main natural roads of Iran. Parsa and Mada advanced from

the Caspian Gates on the road leading to Babylon, the Parsa at the

head, the Mada behind them. The Parsa went down the ‘aqabat Hama-

dan, the hvanvant pass of the Rxsa myth, and settled in the Kirman-

shahan region, where they ran against the Assyrians. The land from

the Caspian Gates near east of Raga to the pass near east of Hamadan

was occupied by the Mada. One tribe, speaking a Persian dialect—if that

is the meaning of Herodotus’ remark vii,86—the Asagrta, Ass. zikirti

or Zikirtaia, took the northwestern road from Raga via Kazwin, Qah-

vaS (Ass. kitpat), Abhar (Ass. appatara) to Tawriz (Ass. tarwakisa),

where the Urartaeans stopped them; they are mentioned in 719 and 713

between the two last towns, but in 522 we find them round Arbela, in

Assyria proper, which they cannot have occupied before 612, date of

the destruction of Nineveh. Their name survives in old Arm. syerth,

syerd (Hubschmann, Altarmen.Ortsnamen 321b), Arab. Si‘irt on the

northern Tigris tributary. If their language was indeed Persian, asa-

would be aspa “horse.” A Median tribe, the Saparda,
4
take the southern

road from Raga, through Kum (Ass. Ambanda, Sas. Kamindan) to

Isfahan, where the Elamites stopped them.

The chronicle of the “Fall of Nineveh” and other Neo-Babylonian

texts, in the archaic style of their chancery, give the Mada the name

* Cf. Gath, sprd-, 01. sprdh- “certamen.”
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umman Manda, which they took from a work like the great omina-

collection of the Assurbanipal library, in which older sources were

used. The name appears also in versions of the NaramSin legend from

Babylonia and Boghazkoi, but in no original old text. §54 of the Hittite

Code stipulates franchises for certain trading towns and professions,

among them umman Manda, at first believed to be an ethnic name, but,

as Landsberger has proved, meaning “any one, lit. who knows which.”

No support remains for interpreting as Iranian “mada” the word ma.da

in the date of year 17 of Ammiditana, great-grandson of Hammurapi

“in which he vanquished Arahab lu
ma.da.” This last word means noth-

ing but “matu, land”; for instance Subartu and Ansan were “ma.-

da,” and the real name is dropped. No Iranian Mada can appear in the

early second millennium, and there were never any Manda in Iran.

There was the country “Man,” later ASarbaijan, S. and E. of the

Urmiya Lake; and the derivative ‘man.ti, formed like Armen, regional

names, e.g. enzi.te, andzi.t, or the Kass. adj. kassi.t.ri, produced Gr.

Mantiane, Matiene, name of Atropatene before Alexander. But just

this fifth of Media, the most advanced in civilization before the Medes

came, was never entirely occupied by them.

The Medes were a whole group of tribes, among which already the

Assyrians distinguish by epithets like “mighty, distant, of the East.”

Herodotus reckons six “tribes.” In later periods Media consisted of five

parts : Hamadan, Nihawand, Isfahan, Ray and ASarbaijan. These parts

cannot be reconciled with Herodotus’ tribes, four names of which are

hapax legomena, in 1,101 : HaprjraKTjvol, Bovcrai, 2rpovxare? ,
’Api^av-

tol, BouStoi and Mayot.

With the magi we have dealt under ‘Social Structure’; they were no

genetic tribe, but a social fiction of a tribe, a class. Only of the Tiappra-

kt]voi we know that they gave their name to one of the fifths of Media,

namely to Isfahan-Paraitakene. The name entered into the official

designation of the whole satrapy which was MrjSta kci'l HapacTaKrjvi],

and so it is used by Ctesias and Eratosthenes. The same name was given

to the middle course of the Hilmand River, in Arachosia, according to

Isidorus. This region was called rudbar “fluviatile,” in the Middle Ages;

syn. of Gr. parapotamia, as Polybius v,5i calls the similar middle course

of the Euphrates. That is also the meaning of ‘paraitaka, cf. vi.ita.apa,

as recognized by Markwart, uge 11,33; without a long extension on a
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river, the word means “oasis.” Paraitakene in Arachosia is at the same

time called Sakastane after its inhabitants, and so the Ass. Saparda were

the inhabitants of Isfahan-Paraitakene.

trpovxaTes has been interpreted already by J. Oppert as an Ir. name

in -h.vant; Nyberg 334: “sravahvatah, plur. of sravahvant.” If so, the

name would be an appellative of the “helden lobebaeren” of the epics

(see under ‘Yama xseta’). Gr. str- can represent Ir. sr-, e.g. o-rpdyyvXo?

(on the Persian Gulf) for #riangura (Gr.Bdh.112,3); XocrrP°'1

7? and

XocrSpoTjs for husravah in the Awraman parchments; KaXvo-rpioi <
*karva + sar + ya “baldheads” in Ctesias’ Indika, if the text transmis-

sion is right. But in Media one would expect -vat, not -xat; cf. hvanvati

> Onoadas (Tab.Peut.) > Arab. xunwaS; or sikayahvatl > Sakawand,

OP. <?ika “pebbles.” As river and placenames these are formed from the

fem.sg., as is harahvati > Ra^vaS, or Ass. karsibuti < krsivati, Zanjan

region, whereas tribal names are formed from the sg.m., and give the

mod. ending -wand. Iranian tribal names are used only in coll, singular.

On the other hand, there is the Ir. name sutrisna, or sathrughna (Arab,

usrushana or ushrusana). ’strusna, ‘struyna, with which crTpovxare$

may be compared.

Arizantoi, according to Oppert, would be “arya.zantu, Aryan tribe.”

Such are all of them; it would be no name. One may rather think of

ayriya or arjant in arjat.aspa. The name appears only once; if one may

doubt the textual transmission, it would be
*
6piiavroi, the name of the

inhabitants of Raga^rizantus, one of the fifths of Media.

BoiiStot < 'baudiya, to V' bud-, is no vrddhi of the name of the demon

buSx (Nyberg 341); buSi, bud belong to Buddha, nor is the tribe “a

caste of priests occupied with oracles.” The analogy “Stadt Kunduru in

Medien zu dem Gotterpaar Kundi und Kunda gehorig; wenn so, muss

sie ein altes hashlsh-Nest gewesen sein” is of no avail. Kundurus (in

Beh.), Hundur of Sargon, in 714 b.c., today Mong. Qutur, is a town

of Media only insofar as this included the whole of Armenia before

Darius reorganized the satrapies: it is an Armenian town. BuSi, and

likewise Kunda, Kundi do not appear before the Videvdad and were

no deposed gods; the only thing said about them is that they were per-

manently drunk even without “bang.” The only historical name known

to me which could be linked to BouStoc is the family name of the
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Buyids, ahl al-Boya(k).
5 Of the Bovcrai we know nothing. Following

the above mentioned argumentation one could say “worshippers of the

deva Buzi of Y.4,2-3, and the booze, NP. buza, she personifies.”

In 843, the year in which the Assyrian annals first mention the Parsa,

they spell their name parzua; the country is called bit Hamban, i.e.

Kampanda-Behistun, and was still ruled, as of old (since 1200) by a

ianzu, a king of the old Cossaean house of the mare Hanban. In 835,

and ever since, the name is written Parsua, and the tribe is in possession

of the country: one observes just the moment of their descending from

the high plateau of Hamadan into that richest horse country of antiq-

uity, the pastures of the Nesaean horses. The Assyrians prevent their

farther advance. In 744, TiglathPileser III made Parsua-Kirmanshahan

an Assyrian province
;
in 716 Sargon added Harhar and fortified it “for

the purpose of subduing the country of the mighty Medes,” those of

Hamadan, a purpose actually achieved in 713 b.c. Harhar plays the role

of Nihawand at the time of the Arab conquest and is Nihawand-Nipha-

uanda. But the Assyrians did not keep their conquests for long: all was

lost in 678, with the foundation of the Median empire.

In the record of the eighth campaign of Sanherib (704-681), troops

of Parsua, Anzan, Ellipi (appr. = Saparda, old El. Simas) and others

were fighting on the side of the Babylonians and the Elamite Humanu-

mena III (692-689) against the Assyrians at the battle of Halule. The

mention side by side of Parsua and Anzan of course does not disprove

the later identity of Anzan and Parsa. Assurbanipal, in documents dated

between 642 and 639, calls Cyrus I, sar parsuwas, i.e. king of Parsa. In

the use of Parsuwa the Assyrians follow their old chancery style. The

migration from Parsua-Kirmanshahan to Parsa-Fars must have taken

place between 690 and 640, and probably between 680 (accession of

Esarhaddon) and 670 (one generation before Cyrus I); it was not an

effect of the destruction of Elam in 640. The very last decades of Elamite

history are unknown; the prophecy of ]eremiah xlix,34ff. “against Elam,

in the beginning of the kingdom of Zedekiah, king in Juda” may refer

to the occupation of the country by the Persian tribe of the Huvaza,

5 One may also compare the name Bohak, Karn. lrt.: Ardashir founded the town Ramisn

Artaxsir when Bohak of Isfahan declared his allegiance. In the Shahnamah Bohak is prince

of Cihram, i.e. Jahrum in Fars, which the Kurn.Ari., under the form Carham, calls the residence

of Mahrok i Anosakzat, and which Ardashir gi\es to Burjak and Burzatur.
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Huza, to be dated, in that case, in 594 b.c. This would be the last move-

ment with which the immigration, that started in about 900 b.c., came

to an end.

According to the Nabunaid Chronicle, Cyrus II, having conquered

Agamtanu in 550 b.c., carried the spoil to his residence Ansan; in the

parallel record of Ctesias, in Nicolaus, the placenames are Agbatana and

Pasargadae. As the Assyrians go on using parsuwa, thus the Babylonians

follow their own chancery style in using Ansan. In his Babylonian

cylinder I.12 Cyrus says: “Marduk pronounced the name Ku.ra.as sar
al
an.sa.an,” and I.13: “he humbled under his feet

mat
gu.ti.i gi.mir um.-

man man.da, the country Guti, all the umman-manda, he allowed his

hands to conquer the nise
pl
sal.mat qaqqadu, black-head people.” Ansan

is the town of Cyrus in Pars, Pasargadae; Guti is Agbatana, Mada; and

the black-heads are the Babylonians. In his Akkadian protocols, Cyrus

king of Parsa is styled sar Ansan, but in the 9th year of Nabunaid the

variant sar Parsu appears. So the equation ansan-parsuwa-parsu-parsa is

proved. Quite apart from it, one can trace the history of Ansan back to

the middle of the third millennium b.c., to Rimus and Manistusu, sons

of Sargon of Akkad, and it is always the same land, Fars, an integrant

part of the Elamite empire even before Sargon of Akkad.

This empire consisted of four parts, as the Elamite inscriptions teach,

and as the inscription of Ilu.mutabbil of Der (time of Gugunum of

Larsa) clearly expresses, who calls himself “conqueror of Ansan, Elam,

Simas and Parahsu,” i.e. Fars (S.), Khuzistan (center), Bakhtiyari and

Isfahan (E.) and Kirmanshahan (N.), that means “of the whole of

Elam.” Rimus who defeated Abalgamas, king of Parahse, calls himself

in Ur n° 9 “ner elamtim
kl
u parahsi

ki

,
conqueror of Elam and Parahse”;

NaramSIn, whose original treaty with Elam is partly preserved, had

extended the conquests of his predecessor to “Elam as a whole, includ-

ing Parahse.” Sulgi, one of the early god-kings of Sumer and Akkad,

at whose time Gudea ruled as issak over Lagas, owned all these lands,

and made one daughter “nam.nim, Lady”—possibly in the sense of

El. “amma hastuk, matriarch” of mar.ha.si, while another daughter

married the issak of Ansan. The spelling mar.ha.si is due to the later

redactor of the date-lists; the original must have had parahse, as the use

of this form in the younger inscription of Ilu.mutabbil proves.

But since the time of Hammurapi marhasi is the only Babylonian or-
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thography. Agu.kakrime, the Cossaean king who extended the Kassite

rule over Akkad and Babylon in about 1600, comprises the country in

his protocol under the name of his homeland kassu, i.e. Luristan in the

widest application, but he speaks three times of the marcasite stone
6

which was found according to Hamdallah, nuzhat 206, in Little Lur.

Not much later, in the Kirkuk tablets, the name appears as paharasse

(with variants) in the Subaraean dialect of Arrapha, the region east

of the Tigris and bordering on the Kirmanshahan region. This form is

closer to old parahse than Akk. marhasi. Later glossaries explain mar-

hasi by pa.ra.si.i (gen.), a form used in Hittite texts from Boghazkoi,

which is also the late Elamite form.
7
Just as Sanherib in 690 speaks of

“troops of Parsua and Anzan etc.,” an Elamite list of the time of Tepti.

Humban.Insusnak, about 660 b.c., enumerates among sacrificing offi-

cials those of parasu and ancan.
8
Thus, Ass. parsua and El. parasu both

descend from parahse of the third millennium. OP. parsa is an ethnic,

derived with vrddhi from a topic name *parsa. The name which the

Assyrians render by parsua, parsuwa, is treated like Aryan *parsua >
OP. "parsa, Med. 'parspa. This is another phonetic change characteristic

for the transition of Aryan into Iranian, attested in 843, not long after

that of *suara, ‘patisuara > *hvara, patishvara, and corroborates the

thesis.

The Parsa must have received their name from the country in which

they resided from 843 to about 670. After their migration to Ansan, they

transferred, as is the Iranian custom, their ethnic—with vrddhi—to the

new home: Parsa, Fars.

Some Akk. vocabularies give lists of objects, like wagons, stones (e.g.

marcasite) and animals, among them dogs:

(Sum.) UR mar.ha.si= (Akk.) ka.lab pa.ra.si.i

This is probably the Persian greyhound. The most famous product of

Parahse, the Nesaean horse, is not preserved in the fragments of lists.

If it were, it would be:

‘ansu.kur.ra mar.ha.si = *si.su.u pa.ra.si.i

and we would have the documentary proof for Arab, faras being origi-

nally the name of a Nesaean thoroughbred mare.

6 Through Aram, marqasitha loaned into Greek, Syriac, Arabic and Europ. languages.
7 The h disappears regular!}. 8 P. Scheil, mdp xi, 8o, n° 102.
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Herodotus joins to his report on Cyrus’ fight against Astyages a list

of the Persian “genea, tribes,” a counterpart to his list of Median tribes.

More manifestly than the Median list, this one is an abstract from

different sources, even different in dialect; one source is Hecataeus. For

the first three names, Pasargadai, Maraphioi and Maspioi, see under

‘Notarya.’

Maspi is today a tribal name of Luristan i Pustekuh, in Layard, jrgs

16, 98-100: mastpi, cf. O. Mann, Mundarten d. Lur-Stamme, 1900,

Einltg. p.xxiv. In Narsa^i and Ya’qub! the name masf, masf appears

as that of the Zarafsan river of Samarkand. Nothing else is known about

the name and the tribe.

Other agricultural tribes are the HavdiaAaioi, AripovcnaioL, Teppa-

vlol, opposed to the nomads Adoi, MdpSoi, AporriKoi and Saydprtoi.

Of these nomads scarcely one tribe is truly Persian. The Daoi, Mardoi,

Dropikoi (=Derbikes) all are known sitting side by side at the SE.

corner of the Caspian Sea, and the Sagartioi-Asagrta were in Assyria

after the fall of Nineveh. Herodotus seems to have heard their names

as auxiliarii of Cyrus against Astyages and to have inferred from it that

they were Persians.

The Pasargadae were according to Herodotus the Persian “genos”

to which the <j>ppTpr], vi9, of the Achaemenids belonged. The next

early mention of the name is that of Cyrus’ residence in Ctesias.
0
Third,

the historians of Alexander, e.g. Anaximenes of Lampsacus, and from

him Arrian, Strabo and others.

Andreas denied in his lecture in Hamburg 1902 that the Pasargadae

were a genos: Darius, in his genealogy “son of Vistaspa, Achaemenid,

Persian, Aryan,” kept strictly to the Iranian tribal constitution: (1)

nmana = Vistaspa, (2) vis = haxamanisiya, (3) zantu = parsa, (4) dahyu

= arya. zantu is not used in OP.; Parsa is a dahyu, one of the largest,

not a zantu, and arya is the fifth unit above all others: aryanam xsa-

#ram. Darius omits one step, the third, in his genealogy, and that is

Herodotus’ Pasargadae. Therefore, Herodotus is right in calling them a

genos, Aw. zantus. As usual, it is a topical name at the same time.

The name is only preserved in Greek. Markwart had attempted its

etymology as: *pas.arkadris, “behind (mount) Arkadris.” Long before

him, Pasargadae was believed to be paisyahvada
[

p

u
i s i y - for pesya-,

9 Photius, from Nicolaus b.vn, also in Excerpt, de insuiiis and Polyacnus, stratagemata.
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pisya-] . But that place and its mountain Arakadris were situated much

farther south, while Pasargadae was the capital of Parsa, pre-Iranian

Ansan, built by Cyrus. The distinction is historically important: Go-

mata, starting from Pesyahvada, because he impersonated BrSya

escaped from the islands of the exiled, had carried with him Parsa and

the whole of Iran, but the revolt of the second Pseudo-Smerdis starting

from the same point, did not gain ground beyond Yutiya and Krmana,

and these two regions, not at all Pasargadae, were subsequently detached

from Parsa by Darius.

Nyberg calls Pasargadae “eine entstellte Form des rein-

arischen patishuvari, die bei der nicht-arischen Bevolkerung auf-

kam. Nicht-arische Formen von den Griechen ubernommen,

z.B. Smerdis fur Bardya,” with footnote: “Jaccbsohn, kz 54,

1927, 260: Persische Namen durchs Lydische gegangen.” The
origin of the note is Markwart, uge and Gath.ust. “p for f in

parasanges fallt wohl der Vermittlung durch eine kleinasia-

tische Sprache wie z.B. das Lykische zur Last, die weder f noch

ph besass.” There are names of persons and of administration,

of the Median period that passed into Greek through the me-

dium of Anatolic dialects; Smerdis is not one of them, but is an

Ionic transformation, cf. crpapaySo? < Akk. barraktu. Neither

Herodotus nor Ctesias nor Anaximenes had heard Pasargadae

in Asia Minor, and how could western Anatolians be the “non-

Aryan population” among which Pasargadae came into use for

patishvara ? The “non-Aryan” transcriptions El. pa.t.ti.s.war.ri.s

and Akk. pa.id.di.is.hur.ri.is are correct. Strabo mentions the

Ilaracr^opei? together with the Hacrapyahai and magi, which

rules out their identity, and his mistake that they were a Persian

tribe is caused by the fact that Patishvari was the title of the

Persian clan of Gobryas as prince of Patishvara. The Gobryas

of Cyrus was “governor of Gutium, Media”; the Gobryas of

Darius is represented on the royal tomb. In the same way the

Persian Vehviya owned the Komisene, next to Patishvara, and

Vistaspa had Par#ava, farther east.

The form of the name is always pasargada-; the only variant in Pliny

N.H. vi,ii5, Frasargida castellum, comes from a Seleucid author. If
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Ptolemy’s Tracrappaxa would mean the same place, the form is corrupt.

Anaximenes explained it by irepcrinv arpaTOTreSov, which would be

‘parsa dastakrta of parsa.staxra > Ista^r. But etymology can only start

from pasargada-, neither from parsa- nor -garda- (cf. Ved. grha, OP.

*grSa “pen”).

In the old country of the Parsa, the Kirmanshahan region, Salmanas-

sar III, obel. a° 30, 829 b.c., mentions a canton sur.di.ra, under a chief

Artasiri, which the Assyrians reached from Manas (north) and whence

they “descended to Parsua-Kirmanshahan.” The region lies round

Sihna-Sinna in Ardilan. In the Sargon annals, a° 6, 716 b.c., sur.ga.di.a,

is the better spelling of the same placename, under an en.er, i.e. zantu-

patis sepasarri, an Assyrian name for OP. *xsepayarsti (or the like).

The district is added to the Assyrian province Parsua. The names sur-

gadia and pasargadai belong together, both as tribal names, and lead to

fsurpasu as first and something like argad- as second element. These

two elements, in reversed order, form the tribal name, rendered as well

by apyipTraioi as by apipacrvoi < 'apyipifiol in Herodotus iv. Both

are ‘argam.fsavya, derivative of the name of the Scythian Aphrodite

Uranie or Ardvlsura, Argim.pasa, i.e. ‘argant.pasu, with pasurfsu, type

fradatisu, vidat.fsu, see under ‘Ardvi.’ surgadia < ‘fsurgad- and pasar-

gadae < ‘pasurgad- are but a different type of composition of the same

elements, though it is not clear which original sound the -d renders.
10

The ethnic ‘pasurgad-, ‘fsurgad- may survive as topic name in mod.

Sul-yistan not far NNE of Pasargadae.

Of Herodotus’ other tribal names, TravOiaXaiot, seems to be mod.

Fahliyun in the Mamasseni region, halfway between Fars and Khuzis-

tan; under the name Huhnuri “key of Ansan,” its history can be traced

back into the third millennium. There is the old rock-sculpture of

Kurangun, the early Achaemenian tomb of Da u dukhtar, the ruins of

an Achaemenian town, perhaps Taoke, and many other ancient re-

mains. The name, with its only 1 in OIr. of the fifth century b.c., invites

etymology, but Stephanus had TrevOiaSai in his Ms.
11

A^povcmuoi

sounds like a derivative of darya.zlva “long-living.”

10 Cf. Gundofarr < vidat.hvarnah, type vidat.fsu, in Syr. texts farr.vindaS etc.

11 To TcavQi- cf. Herodotus’ TravTifiadat at the Caspian Gates (also called “key,” KXrjtSes),

Pliny’s “pantitae -reap * 68op qui tenent Caspias Portas,” hence *TrarLira{v)Oat < *pati.pan0ya; and
Tab.Peut. Pantyene, Rav. Patienas, both < vatyOvyrij, mod. dar-fahan, to patfana “broad.”

Fahliyun < *+ ttavdaXiaioi?
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Krmana appears only once more in Greek literature, in Berossos

(Josephus, contra Ap.1,153) as the place where Nabunaid was exiled

by Cyrus. Fifteen hundred years earlier, the people of Ansan carried

away to Fars the last god-king of Sumer and Akkad, Ibi.Sin. Berossus’

version is right against that of Ctesias, formed after the pattern of

Croesus and Astyages, where Nabunaid becomes satrap of Karmania.

Before Darius, Karmania was no satrapy, but part of Parsa; and the far

south of Iran was always a land of exile. Herodotus calls the islands in

the Persian Gulf those of the “exiled,” and the caliphs used them as

such. The fact that Herodotus calls the Germanioi a Persian tribe

shows that his source was older than Darius’ reorganization of the

satrapies, thus it must be Scylax of Caryanda.

It was as a punishment for having followed the two Pseudo-Smerdis

that Darius separated Krmana from Parsa, for the people lost thereby

the privilege of the Parsa of being exempt from taxes. The same is true

of the Yutiya.

The Behistun inscription allows us to define their country exactly:

§40: Vahyazdata appears as second Pseudo-Smerdis in his home Tarava,

country Yutiya. This is Ptolemy’s Tapovava, inland from 'Ap/xov^a

in Karmania, mod. Tarun, about 75 miles from Hormuz-Bandar ‘Ab-

bas; together with Forg and Farighan
12

it is one of the main towns of

Mahall i Sab‘a, district of Fars between Laristan and Kirman. After a

defeat at Raxan, at the border of Elam, Vahyazdata flees to Pesyahvada

at the foot of Mount Arakadris, where also Gomata himself had ap-

peared as first Pseudo-Smerdis (§n), hence to be looked for where a

prisoner escaping from the islands of the exiled might land : near Hor-

muz.

Pesyahvada means “before Ahvada,” cf. hvara and patishvara, Ahvada

is Ptolemy’s XOAAA
13

in the country xapaSpai, not far from "Ap/iov^a,

according to the Tab. Pent, approximately mod. Rudbar-Jiruft, 80 miles

north of Hormuz, about 87 east of Tarun, between Bashakird and

Kuh i Bariz. x^paSpat is Greek for *raxadri < arakadri. This name of

a mountain may be pre-Iranian; it appears also in other regions.
14

12 Hecataeus’ irapiKavi7, town in Perris, and Hamza, ed. Gottwald 39, astan frg’n, as old name

of the district of Darabgird, not far east of Forg.

13 Miswritten XOAAA; Tab.Pent. Arciotis, Rav. Archedotis < * AXEQTIX for +AXOAT IX

14 Cf. the popular name of Artemita on the Diyala in Isidorus: ^aXatrap for *%apa(raX = Akk-
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Vahyazdata assembles fresh troops and accepts a battle at P(a)rga-Forg,

about 45 miles west of Tarun, is captured and executed in Hvadaicaya.

These executions all take place in the real home of the rebels. OP.

Hvadeicaya, El. wa.te.ci.s (nom.), > xv^c, NP. xyas, Bal. was, Arab.

Xvass, near south of the volcano Koh i Tafdan (13,400 ft. high), south of

the Gaud i Zirih, the kanso.tafSra of Yt. 19,3 .

1

once had a good view of

it from Mlrjawa, between Warechah and Duzdab.

In 520 b.c., thus, Yutiya was the land between Hormuz and Kirman,

and its inhabitants had close relations to Balocistan in the east. They

are the Ovtlol
15

of Hecataeus, in his list of satrapies (Her.m) where

they are grouped with tayapnoi, lapayyeLs (Zranka), OapavaloL

(Arachosians), Md/<oi (Maka) and the “islands of the Erythraean Sea,”

the Persian Gulf. In the army catalogue of Doriscus, Herodotus vn,68,

year 480 b.c., the Ovtlol and Mvkoi are equipped like the Tld/crves,

Afghans east of the Hindukush.
16

Yutiya, Ovtlol gives MP. zut, NP.

Jut, Jat, Arab. Zutt.

Zutt is the old name of the gypsies. According to Longworth-Dames,

“Balochistan” in EncJsl., Jat means “camel-herdsman” in buloci. Either

that is the meaning of yutiya, or camel-herders are called so because

the yutiya were such. One would expect “buffalo men,” because the

bos bubalus (not the bison) was their animal. al-Hadjdjadj imported

“ten thousands of buffaloes with their Zutt” from Sind to the swamps

of Wasit (Baladhuri) and Masudl, tanb., even believed that they had

brought the buffalo into the ‘Iraq, where it was indigenous since the

beginning of history. But Ptolemy, who ignores the Ovtlol, has in vi,

8,12 KafiTjXofloorKoi in the same region, at the border of Karmania,

“desert” Karmania, and Persis, and this name survives in mod. Deh i

Shuturun “camel-country,”
17

almost 100 miles north of Forg-Tarun,

between Kirman and Fars.

The Muslim conquerors met the Zutt as good soldiers of the regular

Sasanian army in Bahrain and Xuzistan. After embracing Islam, those

were settled near Basra. Those imported by Hadjdjadj were partly sent

and El. ugar.salu, ugar.sillam. TiglathPilesar III. in 744 b.c., mentions Halihadra near Kitpattia-

QahvaS and Abdadani-Bijar in Kurdistan: Ptolemy has ‘AXiKoSpa in the Kordnos in Media and

one in Bactria. Furthermore mod. Xalxid? e.g. in Adarbanan.
15 Regular loss of mit. y- as in aspa.yoSa; cvdiacnrrjs; Iakin:*agine,'Ialman; Ahvan etc.

16 Markwart, uge 11,144 rea^ KAI OYTIOl forKAXIllO! also in Her.vn,86.
17 Not far from there was KavOuviKT] < *ka^\vanika, “donkey-country,” mediev. Kahun, of

Kirman, see under ‘Homa.’
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on to the Cilician swamps, partly, after having caused serious trouble

in 205-220 h., deported to the Cilician border of the caliphate. In 241 h.

they were captured, a good riddance, still 12,000 strong, by the Byzan-

tines. Part of them went to Egypt, whence their further career as

gypsies began. Some had stayed at home, the Zutt of Qeqan < OP.

Kapis(a)kanis
18

of al-Badha and of Med and Daibul (near Karachi).

The Med are Ptolemy’s Ichthyophages on the south coast of Iran. There

are still today Jat in Makran and Kacchi, pure Dravido-Indian tribes

of low cultural level, related to the Med.

Down to about a.d. 1000, the Zutt < yutiya are often mentioned to-

gether with two neighbors, the Qufs and Bulos, e.g. in MasudI, mur.

111,254: “Qufs, Buloj and Jut in Kirman.”
19

In the Shahnamah and in

Istakhri, Mas'udI, Muhammad b. Ibrahim (HistSeldj.) these two used

to form a pair, like an old dvandva : Koc u Buloc.

The first are the akofaciya of Xerx.Pers.daiv.,
20

represented in the

great tribute processions of Persepolis. The name, formed like maka:

maciya from 'kofaka, means “mountaineers”: akofaciya > kofic, kohic,

koc. Ibn Khurdadhbih mentions the Qufs sah among those to whom
Ardashir I conceded the title sah. Seroy b. Sahriyar, 509 h., in Ydqut iv,

149, describes the Qufs, others the Bulus, as total savages. Istakhri, 67,

says about the dialects of Fars: “the Qufs, Bulus and Bariz speak their

own languages besides Farsi.” In the same way, today, the Turkish

Kashghai in Fars are bilingual. The Baric, baris, lived according to

the Arab geographers in the Kuh i Baric, north of the Qufs-kohic,

south of Narmaslr. In the Karn.Art. (Noldeke 9,2) they are called

barican, thereto Tabari 1,894, c^- Vid.i, explanation to varuna: baric.

The name supposes an old Varika, but which var-P The home of the

Akofaciya was the inaccessible mountain region of Bashakird, east of

the road from Hormuz to southern Kirman.

The region of their eastern neighbors, Bulocistan, stretches from

Kirman to Sind. The meaning of the name buloc results from passages

like y.50,6 (cf. under ‘Poetry’) : “The poet who raises his voice, vacam

barati= vociferatur,” and Aw. “brzam vacam, the loud voice,” cf. Yt.

18 For the phonet. change cf. OI. kapisthala, Ka^LadoXoi > kaithal; kaniska> kanikkh.
19 Cf. Margoliouth, Eclipse of the Caliphate 11,300, 111,349.

20 Akk. akupis suggests the OP. pronunciation akoficiya.
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10,89; Frhg.Ev. 3,2: yazata zota . . . brzata vaca. Buloc < Med. *brza.-

vaciya, OP. brSa.vaciya, from *brza.vak- “loud-shouting,” opposite to

namravak “speaking low-voiced, politely.”

For the inhabitants of eastern Bulocistan the Greeks of Alexander’s

time heard a name which they rendered by TeSpwcnot rarely with xe-

or ya-. Arabs, like Baladhuri,
21

Mas'udi, mention beside the Zutt

people like ’ndy’riyya and sayabija. The first, whose home was the

frontier of Kirman and Zrang, bear evidently a military term as name,

’nd- is doubtful, but -yariyya is MP. gari, as in kilghariyya “pioneers,”

gilkar. This is clear by their use in the campaign of Afshin against

Babak in Tabari.
22

Sayabidja is in analogy to other broken plurals of

quadriliteral loanwords like sahrig:saharija, an Arab. pi. of MP. sepag

“slinger.” To this sphere Gedrosii may also belong. I believed I had

found the etymology when reading Y.32,10: “yasca vadar voizdat

rtaune, who ‘swings the mace’ against the rtavan,”
23
hence ‘vaSra.vij.iy

a

“mace-swingers” > gedrosioi. Tomaschek tried kadru-, NP. kahar “sor-

rel” which but for the difficulty of initial k- would open more than

one possibility. Another way is: gandarwa:*gadarwaciya; Nearch

records an island on the Gedrosian coast, AevSpofiocra, perhaps TevSpo-

fiocra (unless it be dvanra, Wb.85). The problem cannot be solved be-

cause there is no younger name connected with it.

At a dark passage in Sahrh.Er. §29, among the “eight kofyar” (lords

or inhabitants? of mountains), the buloc form pair with the mlyPvc’n,

which may be no name at all, but simply an imaginary m-formation:

bulocan-mulocan. Markwart, uge 1,214, read marucan and connected it

with maruzan in Hamza, marucan in Faustus Byz., names of which

nothing is known. The text has actually something like malguc-, malinj-,

mlevcan, and the last can be compared to OI. mleccha, Pali milakkha,

which means the same as Lat. balbus, blaesus, “welch.”

One of the leading tribes of the BulocI are the Brahoi who gave the

21 Avicenna mentions a tree and a fruit balaSur [which may lead to belladonna]; but the

name is MP. burzatur in the Karn.Art. brother of a burzak. The full name on a seal in the Brit.

Mus. Horn 7DMr, 44. 672, n° 615: burz.’tvr.gvsnsp zy mgv.
22 It is also Syr. qlgr’, not = kargar “Handwerker,” in Chron. of Zuqnin quoted by Markwart,

Siidarmenien 85: “a0 1072 = a.d. 752: ‘Abdallah b. Muhammad, king of the Persians (= ‘Abba-
sid) sent ‘AbdWahhab with a numerous army and ‘pioneers’ from all over Mesopotamia and
rebuilt Melitene in Cappadocia.”

23 hunivixta, epithet of vazra, shows that V veg- “swing, sling” is the typical verb for the
mace, hence voizdat and voizdayant in y.9,31 belong to it; Wb. “der den Schadel, kamrSam,
hochtragt” is wrong.
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name to the Dravidian language. Their legend tells of their immigra-

tion “from Aleppo,” and all Buloc still today glory in their descent

from Abraham. No historical record exists of their coming from the

West, let alone from Media, which one might expect since their lan-

guage is a Median dialect. Aleppo is the maqam Ibrahim, the prove-

nance from Aleppo, therefore, expresses no other idea than the descent

from Ibrahim al-Khalil. It is a genealogy invented when the tribes

embraced Islam. Since nobody would have given credit to their claim

of descent from Muhammad, they chose the second best. Buloci is a

Median dialect, as is Kurdish, and there are Kurds living among the

Buloci and Brahoi. Brahoi is Kurdish for Ibrahim!, and that is the origin

of their name. They are certainly not a remainder of the “Lost Tribes

of Israel.” That the Buloc brought their language with them from a

northern region is a probable but not the only possible assumption.

They first appear in the late Sasanian period, and their spreading south

—if they did so—was no longer an effect of the old Iranian migration.

Even if they were not more numerous than the few Kurdish elements

among them today, they may have imposed their language upon the

aborigines.

The administrative name of this vast region which stretches from

Parsa in the West over Kirman and Bulocistan as far as Sind, was in

the OP. inscriptions Maka (subst.), Maciya (adj.), today Mak(u)ran.

It is the country Magan, often mentioned since the middle of the

third millennium. Scylax, and following him Hecataeus and Herodotus,

call the people Mv/cot. These people were pre-Iranian aborigines. The

Yutiya, too, were neither Iranians nor Indo-Aryans. The names brzava-

ciya—implying the notion barbarians—akofaciya, sepag, probably

Gedrosioi, are all Iranian, but of a type entirely different from Parsa,

Mada, Partfava etc., clearly names given by Iranians to “anaryan”

tribes. Against this fact the modern expansion of Median buloci dialects

cannot prevail: the whole south of the plateau has never really become

Iranian. The same is true of Mazan, the low country between the

Caspian and the Alburz.

It is only natural that the Awesta does not speak of these regions. The

pre-Awestic epopee is too old even to know such a new land. The

younger legendary cycle of the kavi and of Husravah is located in
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Media, the home of the kavi-dynasty, conquered by Husravah-Cyrus.

Vistaspa belongs to Partfava, not to Parsa. There is no occasion at all

to speak of Parsa. It is enough that not a few Persians appear in the

memorial list and the gathas, and that the architectural descriptions

of Yr.5 have Persepolis with its thousand columns in mind.

There is one material of a different kind which is an exception: the

many names, specimens of the 2,244 mountains in Suppose the

Swiss people were immigrants from Holland, and a religious book they

had left to the world spoke of a thousand mountains, these mountains,

of course, would be in Switzerland and not in Holland. Thus the 2,244

mountains are all mountains of Iran, the home of the yashts, not of the

alluvial Duab of Turkistan, the home of the old myth.

2,244 is 11-12.17, a queer mystic number. The series 7, 17, 27, 37

occurs in tablets of Kikkuli of Mitanni, an Aryan
;
the same series occurs

in the criminal Code of Jingizkhan, and—overlooked by me in ami

11,8 and 75—in the UtNapistim legend of the Gilgamesh epic and the

Noah legend of Gen.6, 10—8,14. Among those mountains quite a few

can be recognized as West Iranian: asta arvanto “the eight racers” are

Ptolemy’s Orontes, Pliny’s (C)arbantum, NH. ^,133. The English maps

of 1918-20 note, beside the main summit, over 11,500 ft. high, of the

Alwand massif, seven more, all over 10,000 ft., hence eight summits.

The hvanvant, point of the Rysa legend, lies at the northern end of

this massif, rzifya, Ass. arzibia, Urart. arsibi, is east of the Urmiya Lake,

the Cecista>Sez of the Husravah legend; rzis > listar, Ass. arazias

is south of Nihawand. The asan(g)vant > Sahand, Ass. sangibuti, is

the very high mountain south of Tawrlz. Here we have mentioned

the kanso.tafSra, Koh i Tafdan, a volcano, 13,400 ft. high. If the

analysis, given under ‘Sea,’ of rvnyv’d-myt ?k’ proves true, the first

must be a high summit on the Indian Ocean, the second perhaps the

Koh i Namak in Laristan. Every progress in the determination of these

names will increase the number of western and southern Iranian

mountains in Yasht 19, for the horizon of the oldest dateable parts of

the Awesta is circumscribed by the four frontiers of arya.sayanam:

Indus, Jaxartes, Tigris and Indian Ocean, and in the later parts it in-

cludes the three great seas.



XLI. VIDEVDAD

From its title the Videvdad is a “Code against the Deva,” from its

content a collection of ecclesiastical ordinances on purification, in which

pieces widely differing in age, some of them without apparent connec-

tion with the purpose of the book, are put together, in faulty language

and infantile form, to be learned by heart. A very great number of

words are inverse Awestic reconstructions from Middle Iranian. The

character of the language, cf. Bartholomae, ZAirWb. 177, forbids as-

sumption of any early date for the compilation. Aw. data videva does

not occur in any passage old enough to imply that such a collection of

“laws against the deva” existed before the Arsacid period. The dis-

crepancy between this title and the contents will one day find an unex-

pected explanation.

The first three chapters are no collection of ordinances. Videvdad 1

is a little poem, of originally 18 stanzas, in praise of 16 countries; chap-

ters 11 and hi contain the Yama-myth. Nyberg 337: “Die alte zoroas-

trische Urkunde, die der Schrift als Einleitung dient, . . . zeigt dass der

Zoroastrismus Raga und den Westen erreicht hatte.” If chapt. 1 were

the introduction of the code, then 11 and in would be the preface to the

second edition. The fact that these pieces are preserved in the same

volume creates no connection of contents. We have three disconnected

works: 1, a poem on geography, n-ni, the epic of Yama—see ‘Yama

Xseta’—and in all the following chapters a code. This code was put

together after the first half of the Arsacid period, about the beginning

of our era.

Of the stanzas of Vid.i, the first is the introduction, 18 the conclusion.

The rest is built after the same pattern for all the sixteen countries: “I,

AhuraMazdah, have created as first-best country the country A, epithet;

Ahrimanyus has created as patiyaram, ‘opposition, antagonism’ against

it something.” The introduction explains what this means: “azam

daSam aso rama.datim noit kudat.satim yaSi azam noit daSyam aso

rama.datim noit kudat.satim vispo ahus astva aryanam vejo frasnvat.”

All translations, among them one by G. Hiising, Mitt.Wien.Geogr.

Ges. 1909, 392ff., follow Bartholomae: “Ich, A.M., machte auch den

nicht irgendwie Freuden bietenden Ort zu einem friedengewahrenden:

wenn ich (literally repeated) das nicht gethan, wiirde die gesamte
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Menschheit nach dem Arischen Vejah gekommen sein.” Benveniste,

bsos vii,265#. : “Tous les hommes s’y fussent concentres, si A.M. n’avait

pas rendu habitables memes les lieux ingrats.” The term aryanam vejo

has been fully discussed in its chapter. Such “unless” sentences are

typical for late exegetical passages in the Awesta. The Pahl. translation

renders the verb frasnvat by frac-rawisnih but he, as if reading fra-

syavat, which apparently was the better text; the country stands in the

accusative of direction.

Nyberg, who mocks the 19th century picture of Zoroaster as “Land-

pfarrer,” paints the god as superintendent visiting his churches: “Wenn
A.M. nicht die verschiedenen Gebiete besuchte und ‘guten Weidefrie-

den’ [for ‘raman’] in ihnen aufrichtete, so ware Ar.Vejah der einzig

bewohnbare Ort der Welt. A.M. spricht natiirlich im Sinne der . . .

Gemeinde; die . . . Satze motivieren die zoroastrische Mission. Wenn
die Gemeinde sich nicht verbreitete, so wiirde die ganze Menschhait

genotigt sein, in der urspriinglichen Heimat der Gemeinde, Ar.Vejo,

zu wohnen, die ganze Welt ware dann unbewohnbar.” Instead of this

conclusion one expects “the whole world would know nothing about

this institution” or something about scarcity of lodgings in Eranvez.

On p.326, in spaced print: “Die Aufzahlung der Lander des Videvdad

ist der Ausdruck eines geschichtlichen Ereignisablaufs, der zoroastri-

schen Mission.” There was never a Zoroastrian “mission” in the Chris-

tian, and not even in the Muhammedan sense.

The understanding depends on kudat.sati. This word is formed like

kudo.zata in Y.39,2: “the souls of the where-born men and women,”
which does not mean locality, but rank: low, high, well born. The base

sata, for old syata, Lat. quietus, here and in OP., means the peace

brought about by religion. Without religion and law, violence domi-

nates. Here [kudat]sati is opposed to the following syn. rama[dati],

as sad and ram alternate in TPahl. and in Sasanian placenames, re-

vealing the dialect-mixing character of the language, kudat.sati means
“wherefrom, by whom peaceful?”, with negation noit-kudat.sati “from-

nowhere-peaceful, if I had not made them ramadati,”
1
that is “other-

wise unpeaceful.”

1 Cf. the idiom NP. kuja?, Arab, wain?, “where is . . . ?” for something that is not the
case or that makes all the difference: Ubi sunt?—Fuere!
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That is not at all “not anyhow offering pleasure,” but “peaceful only

through my work,” and explains at once the composition of the stanzas:

the first half tells, by the praising epithets of the places, the good quali-

ties given by AhuraMazdah, the second half describes their bad qualities

as work of Ahrimanyus.
2 Whereas in pre-Zoroastrian polytheism rama.-

sayana “making abide in peace” is a special epithet of Mithra, here

AhuraMazdah plays the role, as he does in the OP. inscriptions: “hya

imam syatim ada.” The verses say

:

“I, AhuraMazdah, have made peaceful the otherwise unpeaceful

countries; if I had not made peaceful the otherwise-unpeaceful coun-

tries, the whole humanity would want to emigrate to Eranvez.”

That means, if there was only Ahriman’s work, the earth would be

uninhabitable, men would want to leave it. No community is excepted,

and all mortals, not only missionaries, would suffer. Eranvez, in this

poem which might be composed today, is an unreal Elysium. Therefore

the Pahl.Vid. considers it—like the Babylonians their “nage” beyond the

nar marratum—as an inaccessible krsvar outside the oecumene: “ce ac

kisvar 6 kisvar be pa parvan e yazdan n.y.’y’ raftan ne tavan,
3
for from

kisvar to kisvar one cannot travel without passport from God,” as to-

day. The Bundahishn (Gr.Bdh.j5, Ind. X133) makes a similar remark

about the “fortresses” (’vb.”w?) of ^vaniras, “the access to which has

been shut off by heavenly power at this period of calamity, counterparts

to the six outer kisvar” (cf. under ‘Post and Travels’).

Among the gifts of Ahriman are ara^wiyaca daxsta in st. 17 and 18.

Markwart translated, Wehrot 132, “unzeitige Menstruation”; Nyberg

472 (note to 322) : “ungebiihrliche Erkennungszeichen” and comments:

“nicht-ratu-isch, d.i. keinem der der Lichtwelt zugehorigen ratu’s unter-

stellt, namlich Kleidung, als politisches und religioses Kennzeichen der

Zugehorigkeit zu einer Kultgemeinschaft.” One could easily adduce

as evidence al-Mutawakkil’s decree against the ahl al-dhimma, in Tabari

m,i369ff., ruling that all Christians, Jews and Zoroastrians were to wear

“two yellow patches, each a span long and wide, on breast and back

of their dresses,” like the yellow star in Germany. But the following §18

says: “In Haft-Hind (Panjab) ara#wyaca daxsta arafhvyamca
+garmam

2 The Pahl. comment, calls them “daxsak,” also used for translating Aw. daxsta, character-

istics, as opposed to the patiyarak, the gifts of Ahriman.
6 The word not transcribed is perhaps “ As \ = ka>(e;, somehoJv," with negation “nobody.”
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(Mss.garmaum) prevail,” i.e. intemperate climate, excessive heat.

ra#wya is adj. of ratu, 01. rtu “space of time, period, season,” also

Kaipos, in Gathic also= iudicium, hence “anomalous, excessif, without

ratio and proportio.” Benveniste translates e.g. araflwya.brta by “traite

illegalement.”

Many of the words for Ahriman’s counter-creation are not only

hapax, but spurious. Three times they are raids, ghazw, four times im-

morality, three times vermin, four times diseases or vermin, once a bad

fairy, once scepsis and once hyperscepsis. The last two presuppose maz-

dayasnian religion, and scepsis prevails just at Nisaya, capital of the

first Parthian kingdom, hyperscepsis at Raga-Europus, the alleged

“Hauptmissionsstation im Westen,” Nyberg 320, 342 and 396.

The dualism of good and evil, expressed in the structure of the single

stanzas, dominates the entire composition. It explains the sequence

from the “first-” to the “sixteenth-best” country, and the conclusion

“there are more lovely, marvelous and praiseworthy towns and coun-

tries.” The sixteen are but a selection out of many, as all Iranian lists

of countries are. The good qualities, well known to the hearer, manifest

themselves only in the epithets of the places; the devil’s work, told

with more detail, is a warning for the pious. Thus the strange impres-

sion is produced that one had better emigrate even from the very best

of countries, Eranvez.

The dualism explains also the lack of topographic order. This style

begins in the lists of the OP. inscriptions which show in parts a certain

geographical order, but then again strange leaps. Choice and order of

the Videvdad list are determined by sentimental reasons, it is a “moral

introduction to geography.”

This specifically Persian literary type lives on. If the Sahriha e Eran,

Countries of Iran, composed for Kavat shortly before a.d. 500, are said

to have been written because the king wanted to choose the “first-best

place” as his residence—a purpose which hardly required the treating of

60 not-best places—this is the Arab interpretation of the same literary

principle as that of the Videvdad. The Gr.Bdh. 79 quotes the Sahriha

under the title “ayatkariha e sahriha, memorabilities of the provinces”

as source of its chapter on the “cigonih, qualities” of the mountains; it

is likewise the source of the chapters on rivers, seas etc. The translation

“provincial capitals” of sahriha, therefore, is wrong: sahr means “prov-
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ince”; the chapter on “towns” is preserved in the treatise, of the other

chapters only the quotations in the Bundahishn. The term “cigonih”

reveals the same leading principle as in the Videvdad. When reading

Videvdad 1 and the introduction of the Sahrihd, preserved in ibn Faqih

and Muqaddasi, the same impression is produced: as if the Iranian

countries had none but bad qualities. That is Ahriman’s work. Videvdad

1 is not a “history of the mission,” but “geographical character sketches.”

They start with Eranvez, mentioned by AhuraMazdah in the intro-

ductory stanza: it is the first-best country, Elysium, though only two

plagues are mentioned: roSita snakes and a hard winter. For roSita

“red,” the Pahl.Vid. has lvtyk, river snakes; the Pahl.Vid. has “lvtyk,

water-snakes.” The epithet of the winter, devaSata, properly “created by

the gods,” in the style of the late period means “the much-pernicious

Ahriman created it.”

To Eranvez some verses of different character are added:

dasa avaffra maho

teca hanti sarta apo

aSa zimahe maSim

aSa zyascit paripatati

zayana dva hamina

sarta zom5 sarta urvara

aSa zimahe zrSem

aSa frestam voiynanam

“There are ten months winter, two summer; and in winter the waters

are frozen, the earth frozen, the plants frozen
;
it is the winter’s middle,

the winter’s heart
;
when the winter breaks (mpeTrireTat) there is noth-

ing but inundations.”

The verses are ungrammatical but archaic, perhaps differing in meter

from the other stanzas, and could be restored. Waters, earth and plants

being frozen means that agriculture and cattle-breeding are impossible

during ten months of the year. Pahl.Vid.1,4 adds: “v.’hr.c hafta hanti

hamino maha panca zayana askar, normally seven months summer,

five winter, of course.” This is obviously no description of the “first-

best” country. Already Darmesteter wrote Z.A.11,7: “tout ce passage a

les allures d’une citation interpolee,” cf. ami 11,104,2 and assenting Ben-

veniste bsos vu,265ff. “Only two months of summer” would allow one

to determine the latitude near the Polar Circle, while Nyberg 315

locates Eranvez in Khwarizm, latitude of Constantinople and Rome,
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and yet refers, 326, this description of a tundra to it: “it was the best

of all lands.”

Two points of support were enough to interpolate these old verses

into the younger poem: winter is Ahriman’s counter-creation in Eran-

vez, and in the Yama myth which the conception of the late period

places in Eranvez, the cataclysm of the winters puts an end to the eter-

nal spring, cf. Y(. 10,50 under ‘Eranvez.’ Vid.2,22, Yama-myth, says:

“The (bad?) winters will befall the (bad?) mankind; first the clouds

from the high mountains will drop snow, cubits high, . . . only a third

of all beasts will escape. . . . Before the winter, the land was grass pas-

ture; when the snow melts, water will submerge it, it will be impass-

able.” The myth is related to the Sumerian legend, and the flood in

Berossos’ version is equally a “kataklysmos, world-winter,” one that

recurs in the great “world-year” every time all planets stand in one

straight line in the configuration of “aigokeros.” The complementary

idea is the “ekpyrosis,” the end of the world in fire. The Aryans modi-

fied the thought to “A worse winter would force mankind to emi-

grate.”

The commentary to Vid.2,22 calls these winters “markusan,” a name

which also De«^.vn,i,i4 gives to a “winter,” Men.Xr. to a “rain.” It is

mahrkusa of frgm.Westerg&,2\
i “The month of cold shall die off, . . .

from the Drills the hard deadly winter will come, . . . mahrkusa

will die off.” Cf. Gr.Bdh., microcosmos chapter: “now the summer is

stronger, surtar, now the winter, but the summer is the stronger one,

surtar.” Hence the OP. name of the month 0orava(ha)ra “when spring

becomes 0ura, strong.” PEA 1147 quotes an eschatology for mahrkusa

which connects it also with the Yama myth: “In the year 300 of the

millennium of Uxsyatrta, mahrkusa will destroy, by three years of

snow and cold, almost all mankind; Yama’s var will be opened.”

The name of the eighth month of the OP. calendar, 21.x-20.x1, with

spring equinox as new year, is mar.ka.ca.na.s (Beh. §50, El. vers., and

El .Pers.tablets) or mar.ka.sa.na, °na.s (Pers.tabl.). It corresponds to

Akk. arahsamna, this to Aram. mark‘esvan, which obviously renders

the OIr. form of MP. markusan. The passages quoted above leave no

doubt that this is the name of a month; marsavan in Vid.18,8 and 19,43

is the same word. El. markac/sanas is the oldest attested, but an am-

4 With the quotation of Y.jo.to, spayafira, cf. under ‘Astronomy,' and Hertel, Venus.
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biguous form; next comes the Aramaic, both reflecting the OP. original,

while markus is already MP., hence malqos a loanword from Mir.
5

The words “the deadly mahrkusa will die off” play upon the name

which belongs to Vmark-, cf. the part, s-aor.med. mrxs(ana); El.

mark0
- suggests vrddhi.

The words for the countries are asah and soi#ra, Pahl.transl. ]ak and

rostak, both general expressions for settlements, the first a more definite

spot, the other an area. Since Marw, Harev and Ray are called so

—

and since Isfahan is used as an example for the “most populated of

asah”—the terms mean capital and province, like Gath, vrzana and

zantu. And since Eranvez, the first country, is an Elysium to which all

mankind wants to emigrate, all the others ought to be real provinces:

2. gaom yim suySo.sayanam 3. mourum suram

4. baxSlm srir^m 5. nisaim yim antar mourumca

baxSimca

6. haroyum yim visharazanam 7. vaekaratam yim duzako.saya-

nam

8. urv^m pouruvastr^m 9. xnant3m yim vahrkano.saya-

nam

10. haraxvatim srir^m n. haetumantam

12. ray^m 0rizantum 13. caxram suram

14. varanam yim ca^rugaosam 15. hapta handu

16. upa aoSesu rarjhaya

The names are badly spelled, some are inverse pseudo-Awestic forma-

tions. But they are all real. Only the last one is characterized as mythical,

like Eranvez, by the addition “Where the a.sara, the headless-ones

dwell.”

The lists we have opposed to each other under ‘Eranvez’ show that

the center of all these countries of the poem, Par^ava, would be lacking

unless it were represented by Nisaya, Arab. Nisa in the north, Ruva,

mod. Ruy i Khwaf in the south, and by Vekrta, Gozgan. Nisaya is the

capital of Parthava, Nicrata—Ntcra/c of Isidorus, at the very beginning

of our era. The Near East of Iran is the part described with most detail;

the westernmost point is Raga, unless Caxra would be a more western

5 Not vice yersa, as Hertel, Venus, assumes; cf. Halevy in Darmesteter, EtJr.11,204.
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region, the easternmost point is the Panjab, Haft Hind. The Jaxartes

has become mythical and Khwarizm is not mentioned, Arachosia on

the contrary is represented by two names, and yet the name of the

Saka does not appear. That their name and that of the younger capital

Aparshahr-Nishapur is missing, while the older one is mentioned, gives

a clue to the date of the poem: the geographical horizon is that of the

early Arsacid period, before the conquest of Media was completed in

about 145 b.c., and before, in 130-110, the Saka migration came to pass,

after which the knowledge of the Oxus and Jaxartes region, now occu-

pied by peoples from Central Asia, faded out. This date is in harmony

with the character of the language, which is artificial.

From the fact that just the two capitals, Nisaya-Alexandropolis in

Parthava and Raga-Europus in Media Rhagiane, are blamed for scepsis

and hyperscepsis, one might infer that magi from a more orthodox

country were the authors, that would be Atropatene. Under the younger

line of Arsacids, Artaban II and Vonones II, Atropatenians from the

paternal side, the orthodoxy spread from there, among the achievements

of which was the first writing of the Awesta. One must read in Tacitus

and Pliny
6
the humorous description of the bigotry of Tiridates, brother

of Volagases II, on his journey to Rome. But such an assumption meets

obstacles, and it is quite enough to explain “scepsis” and “hyperscepsis”

as expressing the hatred of all Arsacid priests for Hellenism, which the

kings favored who bore the title philhellen with regard to the Greek

towns in their countries.

The poem is a geographical work of the Arsacid period, of approxi-

mately the same time as Hipparchus, and scarcely a hundred years

older than Strabo, whereby its value is characterized.

Among the plagues created by Ahriman are interment in Harahvatis

and cremation in Caxra; vishrzana, in Hareva, is wrongly interpreted

as a funerary custom. This does not imply that everywhere else exposure

of the dead prevailed, for instance certainly not in Hafta Hindu, the

Panjab. At the very beginning of our era, Isidorus still mentions the

racfmL, tombs of the Arsacid kings at Nisaia, the capital where “scepsis”

prevailed. Trogus, in Justin’s epitome xli,3, mentions exposure among

6 Cf. AMi.Tv.85ff. and Arch.Htst.lr. 38ft., 65f.
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the Parthians, not the old Par0ava, but the Saka tribes that had invaded

Khurasan in 250 b.c. Herodotus, speaking of the Massagetae, and at

Alexander’s time Onesicritus, in Strabo xi,2,3, record exposure as an

otherwise unusual custom of tribes in Turkistan, in one case prohibited

by Alexander. The contrast throws the fact into relief that about 300 b.c.

exposure was not yet practiced in Iran proper, and that Herodotus is

right in restricting it to the magi,
7

1,140: “The above [remarks] are

made without hesitation as from my own knowledge. But as to what

relates to their dead, this is of a secret nature: I will not say decisively

that these are not interred till some bird or dog has been preying on

them. This custom, however, I know unquestionably, is observed among

the magi who do it quite publicly. But the Persians [i.e. Iranians, not

as opposed to Medes] enclose the body in wax and then place it in the

ground etc.”

If exposure, which Nyberg calls “la forme classique de sepulture zoro-

astrienne” were the touchstone of Zoroastrism, one would be forced

to the paradoxical conclusion that down to 300 b.c. the magi, the Iranian

priests without whose cooperation no sacrifice or prayer could be per-

formed, were the only Zoroastrians, monotheists, yet administering day

by day to the polytheistic cult of the nation.

Neither the gatha nor the old yasht contains any allusion to exposure.

Conceding this, Nyberg says, 310 : “Wir haben nicht den geringsten Hin-

weis darauf, wie die Gatha-Gemeinde mit ihren Toten verfuhr. Aber

wenn dem Indizienbeweis in historischen Fragen iiberhaupt irgendein

Wert beizumessen ist, so haben wir vorauszusetzen, dass es wie bei den

Steppenvolkern Zentralasiens geschah : die Toten wurden ausgesetzt etc.”

The Gatha-Gemeinde is a “construction”; a reference to people of the

Asiatic steppes is no “proof by means of circumstantial evidence.” What
he has in mind is a deduction from “historical analogy,” in which case

the gatha ought to be “peoples of the steppes” instead of a collection of

odes. Against his sentence “Das Problem des Todes war gewissermassen

nicht vorhanden, weil die Frage des toten Korpers nie aktuell war” it

must be said that exposure is a more complicated procedure than burial.

Only where tribes, like the Massagetae of Herodotus, eat their grand-

parents, is the “question of the dead body no longer actual.”

7 Emphasized by Benveniste, The Pers.Religion, Ratanbai Katran Lectures, Paris 1929, 32L,

whose conclusions, however, I cannot accept.
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In iae,205-220 and Arch.HistIran 31-40, I have published with illus-

trations some material concerning old Iranian tombs. The monuments

cover the time from the immigration to Alexander the Great. The richer

tombs imitate houses, whether cut into the rock or built up in masonry;
8

the simple tombs are loculi, cut into rock, vertical or horizontal. It is

not the size of the tombs or the shape of the houses that are important

for the religious question, but their interior arrangement. The older

tomb-chambers were lavishly furnished, the bodies lying on a kline,

in Cyrus’ case a golden kline. In these chambers the tusnisaSo were

meant to feel comfort, to be saista (Vid.3). The last tombs of this type

are those of Cyrus and the unfinished tomb of Cambyses. With Darius

comes the change : the dead are put into tightly closed loculi or sarcoph-

agi; they no longer need furnished chambers or any earthly posses-

sions. Funerary customs belong to the things that change little. Changes

must have deep reasons. No external reasons can have brought about

a change between Cyrus’ and Darius’ reign, only a change of religious

conceptions. Darius no longer shared the religious beliefs of Cyrus. He

was a Zoroastrian.

Exposure was not the “classical” and no Zoroastrian custom, not even

an Iranian custom at all. Both, the pre-Zoroastrian and the Zoroastrian

Iranians buried. Exposure was a custom solely of the magi, as Herodotus

says, and in the oldest known ostotheke of Sakawand, we have the

astodan of Gomata the magus, killed at Sikayahvatis.

While no word in the gatha and the yasht refers to exposure, there

are two words referring to interment. The term tusnisad in Y/.13

describes the fravarti as sitting, living in the silence of their graves. And

the Zoroastrian notion is implied in the term for “resurrection” in Yt.

19,88, us.histan, which means “they rise up (from their graves).” The

records of exposure in Greek sources and Vid.1 clearly show how ex-

posure spread and invaded Iran at the time of that chapter, the early

Arsacid period. This again is supported by archeological evidence, see

iae and Arch.Hist.lr. Exposure became finally adopted at the post-

Christian, Atropatenian phase of the Arsacid empire, as attested by the

8 A great number, built in sundried bricks, and probably still containing the burials, have

not been explored.
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ordinances of the Videvdad proper, which are not older than the first

century a.d.
9

Vid.6
,44 gives rules for the arrangement of a daxma as place of ex-

posure: they shall be made on high places, so that dogs and birds can

perceive them. Then follow prescriptions against parts of corpses being

carried away, in 50 a rule for the astodan, the ostotheke, in which the

bones are collected. There, they are called uzdana, and shall be made

so high that dogs, foxes, wolves cannot reach them, at the same time

they must be protected against rain. That is why they always have

rain-grooves around. The height is expressed by upari.spana etc., “too

high for a dog.” If possible, they must have a bedding of stone, gypsum

or at least of clay.

“daxma” is used for pyres, for the place of exposure, and for ossuaries

;

in the Pahl. inscriptions it mostly means the ossuaries. Originally it

meant “funeral pyre,” to Vdag- “burn.” It must come down from a

period when the Iranians cremated. A change of habitat may produce

a change from cremation to burial, and certainly cremation could not

have been kept up in scantily wooded countries like the Oxus and

Jaxartes region and the Iranian plateau. The people of IE. language in

Europe—language of course is not responsible for customs—practiced

originally interment. The Greeks went over to cremation after the

Dipylon period. Pliny says of the Romans, nh.vii,i87 : “Ipsum cremare

apud Romanos non fuit veteris instituti, terra condebantur.” In Western

Europe cremation prevailed: the Romans did not notice interment any

longer with the Celts and Teutons. The Thracians, Lithuanians and

Borussians used both methods simultaneously.

Nyberg, to whom Vid.i is the history of Zoroastrian mission, says 322:

“daxma heisst ‘Scheiterhaufen.’ Religionsgeschichtlich liegt die Sache

so: Der Zoroastrismus findet ubermachtig [6%, only in Caxra, where

(297) “heidnisches Wesen noch unter der Asche glimmt,” though no

fire is recorded] Leichenverbrennung vor, und schliesst, da er sie nicht

ausrotten kann, ein Kompromiss: er behalt die Form des Scheiterhau-

fens bei, verwandelt sie aber in einen Ort fur die Aussetzung der

Leichen.” Such methods he calls “realpolitisch.” Between a daxma, e.g.

9 al-BaidawI, nizam, in his description of Fars, gives an amazingly good observation: “The

tombs, gor, of the pre-Muhammedan Persians are of three types: (i) in caves, ghar, and

daxma’s cut out on the mountains; (2) below the mountains, with so many stones heaped

upon them, as if the\ were mounds, tall; (3; sepulchral urns, xunb, hidden in the ground.”
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at Ray, Karachi, Bombay—a high circular wall with fan-like compart-

ments for the bodies around a central pit—or the older simpler form

on the rock above Istakhr, and a pyre, there is not the remotest formal

similarity. It is a general and necessary phenomenon that shapes and

names of things live on even after their essence has changed. Nature

needs thousands of years to bring a new form to its own perfection,

always with some atavistic characters. Railways needed a hundred years,

motor cars less, to detach themselves from the stagecoach. If places for

exposure are called daxma, and ossuaries uzdana, both originally

“funeral pyre, pile,” and if the uzdana are small imitations of tombs,

the unavoidable conclusion is that the older form of interment was

succeeded by the younger exposure, and that a change in the constant

and immovable customs has happened.

I assume that the great stalactite cave in the mountain behind Bisha-

pur, with the colossal statue of Shahpuhr I, cut from a stalactite, is his

daxma, and that the statue is the one mentioned in the Bishapur in-

scription. Xusrau I decrees in his testament, Pahl.Texts 1,55: “ka en jan

ac tan e man yudtak bet en taxt e man apar darat u pat ’sp’vvr barat u

pat ’sp’vvr be nihat, when this soul will have departed from my body,

lift this bed of mine, carry it to ’spovar, and put it down there.” The
name is that of the old city of Ctesiphon, see under ‘Harvatat.’ Anosa-

zaS, son of Xusrau II, says to his mother Shirin in Firdausi: “Ne me
prepare pas un daxma et un trone et de longues ceremonies, donne-moi

une tombe chretienne! II ne faut ni camphre ni ambre. . .
.” Tabari in,

1833, telling of the fights that preceded the end of al-Muhtadi in a.d.

870: “The body of abu Nasr b. Bogha had been thrown into the pit of a

qanat, was not discovered at once, and was embalmed with 300 mithqal

(1,3 ko) of musk and 600 mithqal of camphor. After the burial the

Turks broke a thousand swords over the tomb: they do that when one

of their sayyids is dead.”

In Vid.3,1-13, the world is graded in first- to fifth-best, saista, loci.

The principle is that of Vid.1. The fifth-comfortable locus is “verily

where small and large cattle urinate most.” 3,8: the second-uncom-

fortable, a.saista, is “verily where most corpses are buried, nikante,”

that means, where interment is general. 3,9: third-a.saista, “where most

daxma uzdeza kryante, funeral pyres are piled up,” that is where crema-
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tion is general. The sequence is not a grading of antipathy but for

purposes of mnemonics. shows which thoughts may have

caused the bias against cremation and interment: “where most funeral

piles are piled up, uzdeza uzdista, upon which corpses are laid, there

is the deva, the devayasna etc.” At this late period, beginning of our

era, the deva are mainly demons of diseases. “As if the deva would eat

and vomit at these places, as you men stew meat . . the rest is so

faulty that it cannot be translated. 57: “etesva daxmesva hambavanti

axtisca garnusca, round these daxma (here= pyre or cemetery) assem-

ble (various kinds of) diseases.” Burial places apparently were con-

sidered as unsanitary. 58: “Round these daxma the worst people

assemble after sunset,” to which Nyberg remarks, 32 “offenbar um
dort Thaten der Finsternis zu treiben.” Today it is a Persian custom to

sit down, on summer evenings, for instance at Tadjrish above Teheran,

on the desolate cemeteries, as in Europe in a cafe, only one brings

one’s picnic, usually with some rakki or an opium pipe. Other “deeds

of darkness” have not come to my knowledge. The sight of the tombs

enhances the pleasure of being alive. On the contrary, when in August

1916 1 sometimes walked by night, at 120° F., over the cemetery in front

of my house in Mossul, a Turkish sentry came asking me not to do it,

not even armed, on account of aghwal, devs.

F/V/.8,73-81—see under ‘Industries’—is an ordinance telling how to

purify fire used for cremation, nasu.paka. The adj. is spelled nasus-

pacaya in Vid.1.16, an artificial sandhi formation for
+
nasu.paciya. Bar-

tholomae and Nyberg translate the noun by “(die unsiihnbare Siinde,

die im) Kochen von Leichen(teilen besteht).” The meaning cremation

is indeed “fiber jeden Zweifel erhaben” as Nyberg says, banishing the

doubt into a footnote “So auch die Pfi., die indessen in 1,17 das kochen

von wilden Tieren [small ones of the genus ‘dog’] vorauszusetzen

scheint.” “Teile” parts, added for improvement, makes things worse

because it creates the impression that the “cooking” was done for eat-

ing, and thus evokes the idea of cannibalism.

The fault is Germ, “kochen” which means “in water,” as the proverb

says “es wird fiberall mit Wasser gekocht.” Yr.8,58 rules that only white

and black sheep, but none piebald, are permitted to be sacrificed, paca-

yan, to Tistriya, and that Anaryans and bondmen (Bartholomae’s

“Schurken und Dirnen”) shall not partake of this “roast.” The sacri-
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fice was done directly on the fire and, of course, the fire was not defiled

by roasting meat on it, an idea which seems to have caused the trans-

lation “to cook.” The Iranians pak-, “bake,” bricks and pots, cf. zmani.-

pacika-fire; the Romans panem coquunt and make coctile, but nobody

translates “to cook bread” and to make “cooked bricks.” In NP. aspaz

“the cook,” pak- is generalized because as < OP. *as#
r
a, Med. astra

“porridge, grit” was the primitive, national food (see under ‘Hospitium’

and ‘Industries’).

Vid.i6,iy, a revolting passage, says: “(as bad) as if he would fra

nezam pacat his own son’s corpse, nasum,” Wb.: “zu Brei verkochte,

das Fett dem Feuer darbrachte”; “neza, Klumpen, formlose, breiige

Masse” exists only in Bartholomae’s imagination; fra is not preverb of

pacat, but first element of the compound fra.nezam, neza = spit, hence

“to roast on a spit,” as the Pahl. transl. has it. There are dozens of such

compounds with fra-, and already in the Rgveda roasting on the spit is

especially appreciated. The fat is not “dem Feuer dargebracht,” the

father does not skim off a sauce from the corpse of his son, cooked into

pulp, but fra.bar- means simply the dropping of fat into the fire when

roasting on a spit.
10 The Videvdad is a bad product, but not as bad as

the translations make it.

It orders that the nasu.paka “cremator” shall be killed, ava janeta

(formed after MP. ojatan); the dista (fem.) “pile” shall be pulled

down, apa barayan, also the uzdana, ossuary. The fire shall be extin-

guished at once, but be saved by nine times rekindling one branch at

the other, and be brought to the cult place, datiya gatu, of a Bahram

fire, dista, fem., is not a “big cauldron (Kessel)” (Wb.)—another

wrong translation caused by “cooking,” ruled out by the verb apa

barayan alone—but “funeral pile.” The neutr. dista, too, in F/i.8,92

is not “kettle,” but a pile of wood, of a charcoal-stack.

The provisions are rigorous, such as could be carried into effect only

in regions under full control. They show therefore that cremation,

and by analogy interment, had not yet completely disappeared from

Iran as late as the beginning of our era.

10 Cf. frabartar, who makes the water run to the field, not “Darbringer,” under ‘ApamNapat.’
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THE FIFTEEN COUNTRIES OF VIDEVDAD I

SUGDA AXD GAVA

Sughd, on the gold carrying Zarafsan, between Oxus and Jaxartes,

is a country known through all times. Its main towns are Samarkand

on the middle course, and Bukhara in the delta, where the river dis-

appears in sand. The overwhelming beauty of this country is shown in

Rickmer’s book The Duab of Turkestan, Cambridge 1913. The name

may have been originally that of a river, see Bartholomae, Ar.Forsckg.

1,1 1. In OP. it is an ethnic.

The name gava appears twice. The old town of Isfahan bears it: Gr.

Gabai, Pahl. g’b, Pars, gov, Gr. TH (in Ka'ba I.32); BPars. gd, adj.

gavik-wine in Xusr.Ret.; Arab. Djay—Isfahan would be *gava mada.-

sayana.

Tomaschek11
identified gava suySa.sayana with Ho of the Wei.su,

in a.d. 437, which again is Kwei-suang, Arab, kusaniyya near Samar-

kand. Istakhri 323 calls this “heart of Sugd,” cf. Vid.1,3 “the winter’s

heart”; ibn Hauqal transfers this designation, 370 and 374, to ‘nahr

Qay,’ a canal mentioned by Tabari 11, 1422 and 1441. Markwart, there-

fore, identified gava with nahr Qay. But in Tabari, the editor, D. H.

Muller, has emended, against the Mss., fy of the texts into qy on the

strength of the spelling in ibn Hauqal, as W. Barthold has shown, and

the true name is, as in Ydqut 111,936, nahr Fay, mod. Nar.pai. Thus gava

suySasayana, Ho of the Weisu, seems to have disappeared as name in

pre-islamic time.

The name seems to form the second element in the comp. Abargo,

Bargo < ‘apar.gava; the nisba abarqo’i in an inscription of the Seljuq

period proves that the h in Arab. Abarguh is not etymological. The
meaning seems to be “above the low land, hollow ground,” viz. the

depression of a salt-lake east of the town. The Pahl.Vid. explains gava

by “dast, plain”; Darmesteter compared Goth, gawi “Gau”; at any rate

it is not gav- cow. The meaning was unknown already in antiquity,

the word a mere name.

Samarkand, Mapa/ccmSa, is mentioned in classic literature only in

the context of Alexander s campaigns as capital of Sogdiana. Curtius

gives the circumference of the town as 70 stadia, i.e. 8 miles—reliable

11 ZentraUnat. Studten i: Sogdiana, p.96, SB.Ak.d.W. Wien 87,160.
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as all measurements of the bematists—which would be a circle of two

and a half miles diam., a very large area for a town of that antiquity,

enough for about 150,000 inhabitants.

Gr.Bdh., chapt. “Rivers”: “xvajand rot pa miyan e sumarkand u far-

gan be savet, the river of Kho]and (Jaxartes) flows forth between

Samarkand and Farghana.” The correspondence of sumar.kand and

Gr. mara.kanda (Sogd. kand = town) makes one think of Vsmar-,

mar-.

As the Videvdad begins with gava, so the Sahr.Er. begin with Samar-

kand, which Kaika’us started and Siyavuxs completed, and with a

temple founded by KaiXusrau, in which a complete copy of the Awesta

written by Vistasp’s order was kept. Against Markwart’s opinion, this

legend is entirely unhistorical, as is the similar legend of the foundation

of the aSar farnbag near Tos and Nlsapur, which Vistasp is said to

have “rediscovered by Zoroaster’s order” on mount hvarnahvant in

Xvarizm, and transferred to mount Royen.

With the canonization by Shahpuhr II of the Awesta text in Awestic

script in a.d. 360, all oral tradition ceased, and when in a.d. 490 the

original of the Ayatkariha e Sahriha was written, the authors could no

longer imagine that things had ever been different, and projected the

conditions of their time into the high past. Whatever one may think

of the tradition of the Awesta or parts of it before it was first written

down under Volagases I about a.d. 50, but a written Awesta—or an

Awesta at all—at the time of Vistaspa is as impossible a notion as a

New Testament in the lifetime of Christ.

The Khwarizmians began their legendary history with Siyavuxs and

ascribed to him, as Birum tells, an era with the epochal year 1300 b.c.

This may be a legendary expression for the historical fact that Mithra-

dates the Great had introduced in 120-110 b.c. the Seleucid era, which

was used in Khwarizm and Sughd till the end of the 10th century a.d.

In the Shahnamah, Siyavuxs takes refuge in Turan and marries there

the daughter of the Vesak Plran, cf. Benveniste, bsos vii, 275b This

legendary motif has historical precedents in the Arsacid period and

seems to be the variant of an original story in which Siyavuxs was a

Tura. This is suggested by the Armenian form of the name savars,
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which corresponds to Sak.-Soghd. *syava.rsan, not to Ir. syava.rsan.
1 "

But the value of this observation is impaired by the other one, that

Armen, savars can also be Akk.-Aram. ’hsvrs, ahsiwarsu, i.e. xsaya.rsa,

Xerxes, and the names may have been contaminated like Arm. Azdahak

and Ir. Astyages.
13

B ALKH

Before the vague term “Eastern Iran” came into use, one had accepted

Bactria as “home of the Awesta,” without scrupling at the fact that this

name appears only once in the Awesta at as late a place as Vid.v.

baxSim, acc. The authenticity of this form was not questioned till

much later. It is not (Nyberg) “a younger,” but an “inverse” form,

reconstructed from MP. ba^l under the wrong assumption 1 < S. Ben-

veniste, bsos vii,290,
calls it “revetu du deguisement avestique.”

The genuine form of the OP. inscriptions, ba^tris, is rendered in the

Elam, versions in two ways: pa.k.t
n
r.ri.s, i.e. baxtris, the Median form,

and pa.k.si.s, i.e. *bax$
r

is, ‘baxsis, the OP. form. The analogy of Aw.

duySaire, i.e. ‘duySri (against OP. *dux#
r
is in El. tu.k.si.s) suggests a

third form *bax#ri, which must be the indigenous one because it alone

leads to baxh It is attested in Yr.19,14 by the name of a mountain “haca

garayo vax^rike,” which is not (Wb.): “anscheinend vrddhi aus einem

vaxSra,” but
+
bax#rika, the “Bactrian mountain,” with (normal) x^

for x$, and v for b as in Skr. vahlika, beside bahlika.
14

Later, Bactria is called baxl i bamik “the matutinal,” and in Bactria

lies Bamiyan < *bamikan, famous for its colossal Buddhas. In the

Videvdad Balkh has the epithet rdwa.drafsa “with lifted banners.”

Nyberg 15: “Erhobenes Banner bedeutet im Munde des Awesta keinen

Ruhm, im Gegenteil ... da ist es nun um so merkwiirdiger, dass die

Fravasi ... in Yt. 13,37 entfaltete Banner tragen.” The origin of the

flag is the totem or idol of the tribe, carried into battle, round which

the warriors swarm; thus it was everywhere since remote prehistory,

and everywhere and always it was the highest glory. That is why men

are called to the colors, swear “Fahneneide,” or else “hold up the flag’

of something to the present day. Iranian flags are first mentioned in

12 Cf. Hubschmann, Arm.Gramm. 61, and Markwart, uge 1,503.

13 Book Tobit, Lat. 14,6, Gr. 14,4-5: Aha^verus, Aavyjpos i.e. 'hsvrs, Xerxes, and Nebuchad-

nezzar destroy Assur.

14 In Atharvaveda v and Mahabharata; Kautilya (4th century b.c.?) has bahlika, ethn. to

bahl; also Pantahjali, in second century b.c.
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the Nabunaid chronicle: after the conquest of Babylon, the “warriors

of Gutium,” i.e. the Median garrison under Gobryas, take over the

protection of the temples, “the sentinels of Gutium went round Esakila,

(but) no banner, simanu (
= drafsa) entered it,” namely because Cyrus

did not permit a desecration of the sanctuaries. On the alleged “steer-

banner,” the Iranian imperial standard, compared in Y.10,12, with a

drunkard, see under ‘Homa.’

Benveniste aos 49 s interpreted the epithet bara.hvarna of Vrthragna

in Vid. as “standard-bearer of the gods.” I believe he carries, in-

stead, his own weapon, the hvarnah, as Mithra carries the vazra in Yt.

10,132, Indra the vajra. hvarnah, the lightning, and vazra, the thunder-

bolt, are equivalents; cf. OP. rsti.bara, va0
r
abara. Vahm.Yt.111,17: “a

king comes, 30 years of age, with uncounted banners and lifted arms.”

But the banners of Balkh are a most peculiar case. Yaqut, mud).iv,

8iyf. describes them s.v. naubahar: “the naubahar has been built before

the time of the Ashkan (Arsacids) by the Barmacids who were idola-

ters, butparastan (i.e. Buddhists), like the kings of China, India and

Kabul, who went there in pilgrimage. Inside it was hung with silks,

long banners were on the famous dome, qubba, called al-ustun, a hun-

dred cubits in diameter and a hundred cubits high, with colonnades all

around and 350 cells for monks. The banners stream in the wind as far

as Tirmidh, a distance of twelve farsakh.” Mas'udi, mur.\x,$, says

“built by Manucihr” and mentions the “green banners,” over 100 cubits

long and made so that they do not tear in the wind.

Buddhist pilgrims—S. Beal, Buddh.Records 1,43k—describe the town

Little Rajagriha outside of Balkh with the monastery nava.sangharama,

where there was a figure of Buddha, of the Vaisravana deva, and

Buddha’s washing basin and broom; to the north of the monastery was

a stupa, 200 feet high, to the southwest a vihara; “many years have passed

since they were founded.”

H. Rawlinson, jrgs 1872, 510, had recognized in naubahar a nava

vihara “New Monastery,” and “ustun” in Yagut is “ustub,” the stupa.

Since an early period the whole East of Iran had been converted to

Buddhism. In the Karnamak and the Shahnamah, Kabul and Balkh

are the typical representatives of butparastih. MP.NP. butparast “idola-

tor” means Buddhist because they worshipped images, idols, Arab, as-

nam. Ya'qub ibn Laith sent the caliph in Samarra “idols from Kabul.”
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Even if Aw. bud > NP. but [TPahl. bvt, pi. bvt’n, BPars. but-dev] in

Vid. 19 (Zoroaster’s temptation) and bu8i in Vid. 11,19, were genuine

Aw. words, yet in the passages where they appear the notion of Buddha

is behind them. Peroz, brother of Shahpuhr I, who favored Mani, repre-

sents on his Kushan coins Buddha enthroned with the legend “bvld’

yzdty, the divine Buddha.” The epithet rSwa.drafsa means the banners

of the Buddhist temple, and designates ba^Si, be. MP. baxl, as a Bud-

dhist town, just as the scepsis and hyperscepsis characterize Nisaya

and Raga as Greek towns, at the end of the second century b.c. So old

was the nava vihara whose priests and mutawalli were the Barmacids

who ruled the Islamic world at the glorious days of Baghdad. A mem-

ber of this house, a full thousand years later, was the fair ‘Arib, to whom
belongs the anecdote told under ‘Vehviya.’

NISAYA

Nisaya > Nisa, adj. nisan on the great seal of the andemankaransalar,

means “settlement” and is a common name, differentiated by epithets.

There was one in Khurasan, in Hamadan, Kirman, Bamm, Fars etc.

The one in Hamadan, mentioned already by the Assyrians and in the

Behistun inscription, is the most famous, as the pasture of the Nesaean

horses, the Nrjaraiov TreSiov. But the Videvdad means Nisa in Khurasan,

for, else, the main country of the whole list, Parflava, would be missing.

The definition “between (miyan i) Marw and Balkh” shows that it was

the place called Nsai mianak by Moses Chor., and this again is Isidorus’

av\S>v Hapdav '

Nicra/c 770X1? evda /3acn\iKal roufml, '’EXX'rji'e? Se

Nuraiav Xeyovcriv, also Pliny’s “Nisaea, Parthyenes nobilis, ubi Alexan-

dropolis a conditore,” NH. vi,ii4, and Strabo’s Nesaia.

In this Greek town, alias Alexandropolis, with the tombs of the early

Arsacids, orthodoxy did not root deeply: Ahriman had created scepsis,

vimanahya, gumanih. The town does not lie on the straight line be-

tween Marw and Balkh, but, as Isidorus accurately indicates, east of

Ustuwa, Gr. Astauene, where ibn Hauqal, MuqaddasI, Zakariya Qaz-

wini (11,311) and Yaqut put their Nisa i Khurasan, between Saraxs

and Abeward, Apavartike; today Kucan near the sources of the Atrek.

It is wrong to look out, as Tomaschek and Markwart do,
15

for Nisa

farther east at Maimana-Yahudiyya, because the support, Ptolemy’s

15 Hist. Topographie v. Persien 1,74, a valuable work, but which ought to be worked over.
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Nisaia in Margiane, does not hold: Ptolemy doubles and shifts a lot of

names in those regions, among them the Nisaioi, because he worked

into his map materials of Alexander’s time and others of Nero’s time,

when the Hyrcanians negotiated with Rome. The remark “between

Marw and Balkh” is no exact topical indication—no other one occurs

—

but a kind of gloss, an interpretation of the epithet miyanak, indispen-

sable because there were many Nisaya. Miyanak alone occurs also as

placename, cf. Arab. Wasit “Middletown,” called so allegedly because

it was founded at equal distance from Kufa, Basra and Ahwaz; but in

fact the name “Wasit al-qasab” existed before the Muhammedan foun-

dation. The points to which the situation of a town may be referred are

arbitrary.
16

Nisaya was the capital of Parthia before the foundation of

Aparsahr = Nisapur, important for the date of the poem.

HAREVA

Hareva vishrzana: a gloss in Pahl.Vid.1,9 says: “vys.sBKVN.Ih (i.e.

called vishil because), while we keep our [vishil] for a length of nine

nights and a month, they abandon the house, xanak, at [once, or: after

a span of] time and go away,” thinking of the vishil custom, which the

Bdh. defines by “they abandon a house in which a person died.” But

the epithet of the town expresses the quality by which the god made

Hareva ramaSati, and this explanation neither fits such a meaning nor

is linguistically acceptable.

Bartholomae’s etymology, based on the gloss, slightly modified by

Duchesne: “Ar. ‘vik'.sarg'hana, with k's > ks > s > sh” would involve

that “house-abandoning” was a pre-Iranian custom, but the gloss does

not imply that vis meant “house,” vis, and the connotation “abandon,”

not attested in OIr., is not that of the simplex, but results from preverbs,

e.g. MP. br’ sBKVN = be.hil, Arm. apasarjan “divorce, separation.” The

simpl. \ hrz-, NP. histan, hil-, is the verb for outpouring water, used

e.g. in Vid.6,2 and 3 for irrigating fields, in Vid.5,51 with upa for be-

sprinkling a daxma, in Mr. 108 for the watering of Homa; it means

also “filtering.” The spade of the mirab—see under ‘ApamNapat’—is

kastram patishrzanam, where sh results from sandhi as in patishvara

(see under ‘Mada-Parsa’). vishrzana is the same case: not “vis, clan,”

16 P. Scheil, Ann. de TufydtiNinip 11,48, remarks to Isidorus’ explanation of the name Phaliga

(half, middle) on the Euphrates, as peaottopi kov: ‘‘artihciel; ll n’est pas de locahte qui ne se

trouve au milieu d’un parcours ou d’une section de parcours imaginaire.”
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but the distrib. prev. vi plus sarg’hana, meaning “distribution of

water.”
17

Hareva is one of the Iranian provinces richest in water, and the archaic

character of the epithet shows that its irrigation system was developed

in high antiquity. If the epithet referred to the town itself, it would

mean a dividiculum aquae, as ibn Hauqal 298f. describes in the town

Zrang: “three canals in the inner city, together strong enough to drive

a mill, fall into two large basins, haud, in the Great Mosque, and are

distributed from there to the sardab (lit. ‘cold-water’, basements) of the

houses.”

Ahriman’s counter-creation, saraska and driwika, may both be dis-

eases, the first one perhaps locusts. Only the mistake about vishrzana

causes the Pahl. transl. and Bdh. to interpret the words as an unor-

thodox bewailing of the dead.”

West of Herat lay the old town Posang, with a famous bridge,

founded according to Sahr.Er. §13 by Shahpuhr I, but indeed much

older: posang < uposanhva “matutinal,” cf. Y/.I9,i: “The Hara hems

in the frapiya dahyus uposanhvasca, the western and eastern countries.”

VEKRTA

Tomaschek identified vaikrta or vekrta with Ptolemy’s Olxdp$V <;
>

tribe OlxapSai, vi,i6; though he puts them in Serica, the names are

evidently Indo-Iranian. S. Levi, ]As. 1925,1,67, compared Vaikrtika in

the catalogue of Mahamayuri. The name resembles the nn.ppr. Ved.

vaikrna and Ir. u.ma.ki.ir.tu in Sargon, 8th Camp. I.44 (beside m/wa.ki.-

ir.tu). The topic name is not formed with vayu “aeolian formation”;

Ved. vikrta is “modified, altered,” also “malformed, maimed” and the

like. The Pahl.Vid. says “k’pvl, Kabul” for it. I tried previously to find

the country in Baxirz < ‘vata.hrza, or in Jajirm, if= gagirm <
vaikrma. But there is another way.

The epithet duzaka.sayana, Wb. “home of the hedgehog,” Pahl.

transl. “dus-sayak, with bad shade”—impossible as good gift of Ahura-

Mazdah—“thus because the shade of the trees, others say of the moun-

tains, is bad for the body.” This is meaningless, but confirms the spelling

17 Arm. apasarjan < *apasarzana would show “Lautausgleich,” s after i prevailing over h

after a. The religious term vishil is *vishrz with separative instead of distributive meaning of

the prev. vi.
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with s, though half of the Mss. have s. Vsl- (med.), “to lie, camp” has

the participles sayana, Ptolemy’s %rjva in Marw, and sayamna, %rjfuva,

today Simnan, near Damghan. sayana is better fit for the name of a

country, sayana for a town. But the elegant variation duzaka.Sayana

against arya.Sayana (Yt.xd), suyda.Sayana, vrkana.Sayana (Vid.), is

very doubtful. In all cases the first elements are names of tribes, and one

must read gv for dv, in Ars. script similar, in Pars, script identical:
+
gozaka.sayana. *gozaka < gav.aza- “cow-driver, puncher.”

Gozagan is the district between Herat, or Marw-rot and Bal^. In the

list of kings subject to Ardashlr I, ibn Khurdadhbih 39, is also the

Gozagan xudah. In the Museum of Lahore, made famous by Kipling’s

Kim, I once found a kufic inscription, the oldest Arabic inscription from

India, on the building of a well by a Gozagani.

Towns of Gozgan were Maimana-Yahudiyya and Suburgan, Sibirgan,

80 miles west of Balkh, which can be traced in. antiquity:

Tab.Peut.: parthona lxx scobaru lv carsania

Ravenn. scobarum. carsamir

This is a straight road from the plain of Mashhad-Tos, av\a>v HapOav

of Isidorus, to mod. Kism < *krsm in BaSa^san, about 185 miles SE

of Balkh. The total of 125 par. is about 15 par. short. From BaSaxsan

comes the lapislazuli, and a Latin author says “Oscobares ubi laser nas-

citur.” On Ptolemy’s map the name is disfigured to ‘JLcrTofiapa, be-

tween Bactra and Maracanda, mod. Shibirgan. The Arab geographers

write s
a
/ub-, sub-, suf- and

a
/usp-; the original initial was sp-, hence

+
spurgan from Aw. sprya. Syr. sbvrqn translates x^kin/; and means

“steel” like Aw. sprya ahena, “iron of Suburgan,” see under ‘Indus-

tries.’

Ahriman’s counter-creation is the fairy Xnan#ati, apparently a non-

Iranian name, which the Pahl. transl. renders by “kamakih, desire,”

adding “an e uzdesparastih, of idol-worship,” perhaps because the com-

mentator knew that the country was Buddhist, see under ‘Aneran-

Turan.’

RUVA

Wb. translates ruva by “Mesene,” because the Pahl.Vid. explains it by

mys’n.
18
This may be caused by the awkward transcription of urva by

18 Conform with its wrong translation of awistar by apar.manisnlh, expl. “because the mys’n’y,

Mesenians, apar.manend,” see under ‘Aneran-Turan.’
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(Aw.) u + (Pahl.) 1 + (Aw.) e, which suggests an association with

Ule, Eulaeus, river of Susa, and (other variants) with ’vld’, which the

Sahr.Er. §23 enumerate between Slevak-Seleucia and Bawer-Babylon.

Markwart, Cat.Prov.Cap., believed this to be Orha-Urfa. But the ethnic

of this name is spelled ’vlh’y in Shahpuhr’s Kaba inscription, and ’vld’

means in reality the old Sumerian town Uruh-Warqa, written ’vlk’ (not

’vId’), famous in Hellenism as seat of Babylonian astronomy, Ptolemy’s

Orchoe, Ezra 4,9 ’rkvy’, ark
e
vaye, Syr. ’vrk, still in a.d. 775 mentioned as

bishopric beside Kaskar. Ruva is no western country.

The name must be compared with ruvaSa in Yt.19,67 both connected

by the same surname puruvastra “rich in pastures.” For the unexplained

-Sa cf. Yt.5,45 Usa, YAi3,i32 UsaSa; also vesarvesaSa. It is Ptolemy’s

'Pov8a, mod. Ruy i xv^> district on the way from Kohistan (Ka’In)

to Herat, with the towns Ruy, Zozan and Khargird (also Farrgird).

The name seems to be an appellative, cf. Ruyan in Tabaristan. Ctesias

seems to render the same name by "Tpj8a, with j8 for v, the place where

Cyrus defeated the Medes, at the frontier between Media and Persis,

hence perhaps “Great and Little Urd,” not far from mod. Izad^vas-

’IcraKovs.

The counter-creation of Ahriman is “aya awistara, evil raiders”; the

country was a border land and the raiders came apparently from the

South, the frontier of Kirman and Fars, not yet belonging to the Arsacid

kingdom.

XNINTA

The epithet vrkana.sayana determines Xninta as Hyrcania. There-

fore the name can be identified with that of the tribe XPW$°1 and the

river xaph'Sas in Ptolemy vi,9. Since he makes its mouth the NE point

of Media, the river must be the westernmost river of Hyrcania, the Gur-

gan. Tacitus, Ann.x1,8, calls it Erindes, i.e.
+
Chrindes, and says “Dahas

Ariosque disterminat,” speaking of the fights between the Atropatenian

Vardanes and the Hyrcanian Gotarzes. Arii, though this may be ’Apeloi

= Hareva as well as
v
Aptoi = arya, means here Iranians, at a time when

Dahistan did not belong to the empire. Either r replaces n in Greek, or

in the Videvdad n is disfigured from r. The Pahl. transl., too, explains

yn^n as a river: rot e gurgan-manisnrh, “on which the Hyrcanians

dwell.”
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In old times Vrkana and Dahistan were the heritable country of the

Vefikan, see under ‘Vehviya.’ In the Behistun inscription it belongs to

the satrapy Partfava, whereas Marw was part of Bactria. Scylax had

mentioned the country, but it became well-known to the West only

through Alexander and more so through Antiochus the Great, at the

end of the third century b.c. and again in the first century a.d., when

Hyrcania as an independent kingdom entered into diplomatic relations

with Rome, cf. ami iv,63f. It never seems to have included Mazandaran,

but did include Komisene on the plateau : Damghan-Shahrud. Thus the

western frontier was a north-south line continuing the East coast of the

Caspian Sea. In the NE it bordered first on the Turcoman steppe, then

on Marw.

harahvatis

Harahvatl, Ved. sarasvatx, is the name of a river; it seems that the

Indo-Aryans brought it with them about 1500 b.c. from their original

home and gave it to the country in which they settled for a while—as

did the Saka in about no b.c.—before going down into India. The name

appears also in Media, imported by the Medes, as araquttu, in the Nim-

rud tablet of TiglathPileser III, 728 b.c. Its MP. form is Ra^vaS, later al-

ruxxaJ.
The area at the mouth of the river had been cultivated since the end

of the Stone Age, and the region resembles in formation and climate the

Duab of the Oxus and Jaxartes. The southern delta has not been cul-

tivated in historical times; the Iranian legend places its desolation in the

high antiquity of Frahrasya. Arachosia is the theater of the old Krsaspa,

the later Rustam legend.

The topical name harahvatis has been attested since the time of

Darius; the name of the inhabitants was Qafxavato1, OP. for ‘samana,

to sama > Sam, cf. Grdr. §282. The Samanids claim to descend from

a Saman xuda. Vivana, the Vefik, was satrap of the province under

Darius; Sena, of the memorial list of Yt. 13, one of the first followers of

Zoroaster, was according to the Awdlha Sag. a “bustik, of Bust” in Ara-

chosia, a town founded “while Vistaspsah established the religious

doctrine at the Frazdan,” Sahr.Er. The country is the vast river basin

of the Hilmand, Afghanistan south of the Hindukush, with the Hamun
lake as discharge basin. The mod. name of the river is old hetumant,
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“with many dikes,” for irrigation and against inundations, hetu may

belong to Vha-, hi-, “to tie to a line,” cf. the Arab, terms for canals

and dams: habl “rope,” khatt “line, groove,” khait “thread”; as OP.

yuviya “canal,” 01
.
yavya “river” may belong to Vyu-.

The old name of the Hamun is Kansavya, see under ‘Last Judgment,’

a name derived from *kansu- of unknown meaning. Hamun is appell.

“flat plain,” zamin i hamvar, without elevations or depressions. Thus it

is used in Ayat\.Zar. §19, not as I formerly believed as n.pr.: “in the

white forest, arus.arzur, and Marw, where there is no high mountain

nor a deep lake, but on this dast e hamun, we will fight!” Hence,

hamun is OIr. hamagona.

From the lake rises Mt. Usidam, today Koh i Xwaja, see under ‘Hvar-

nah.’ The modern delta at the northern end of the lake is called Miyan

Kangi, i.e. antara.kanha, in Yt. 19,4 enumerated under the names of

mountains. In an old diary I had noted: “kang designates an island in

Sistan.”

The Hamun has a much lower-lying escape basin, a remarkable

geographical feature, the gaud i Zirih, a name in which zrayo, zranka

survives. This escape is the Aw. frazdanu in Frhg.Ev.4,g and Y/.5,io8,

where Vistaspa prays. Duchesne §208: “Skr. fra.dha- ‘deplacer d’un

lieu dans l’autre,’ plus danu-,” “running water” gives a name which fits

this surplus basin as perfectly as vejah the communication between Sary-

kamysh and Caspian. It is Ptolemy’s <t>pa£,ava, Rav. Parazene, Tab.

Petit, disfigured Tazarene from '<^apatpt]vr).

In Vtd.i, harahvatis and hetumant are mentioned side by side as two

countries, while the names are practically identical. The first has the

epithet “the lovely,” the second “revant hvarnahvant,” see under ‘Fra-

varti’ and ‘Tistriya’; Pahl.transl. r’y’wmnd GDH.’wmnd, explained by

“^veskar u tu^sak menog sigistan, the dutiful and industrious genius

of Sigistan.” But at the turn of our era, in Isidorus, the country was

divided into three portions: (1) Zarangiane, the old “Sealand” Zranka

with the capital Zarin and the old fire-temple Korok, Karkoy; (2)

Sakastane, “Saka country” or Paraitakene, i.e. Rudbar, the long middle

course of the river; to these first two parts hetumant corresponds in the

Videvdad-, (3) Arachosia, at that time “White India,” with many towns,

among them Alexandria Arachosiae, near mod. Qandahar < Tovt'So-

(faappwv, these two at that time with Greek constitution. This eastern
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part is harahvatis of the Videvdad. Not far east from there was the

frontier of the empire on the Bolan pass.

The Saka, coming from the Jaxartes, were allowed to settle in the

country about no b.c., and founded from there their vast but short-

lived Indian empire. A mixture of foreign nations lived there already

before them. In the Videvdad the name of the Saka does not yet appear.

Ahriman’s counter-creation is interment of the dead, no reason to

assume that old-Zoroastrian missionaries fought there against this cus-

tom. In Hetumant the counter-creation are locusts. I have met with

locusts in Slstan every time. As in Assur, they came from the desert in

the West.

rag A

The Awesta mentions Raga only in the catechism of Yt. 19,18 and in

Vid.1,15, both passages as late as the Arsacid period. In Vid. the form

is fem., as in OP.; the differing inflection in Yt. 19 is not genuine. The

OP. form in Beh. §§32 and 36 is Raga, fem., El. rak.ka.n, Akk. ra.ga.’;

at Alexander’s time 'Payat; Strabo xi,I3,6: 17 'Pdya to tov Ni/caropo?

KTLarfJLa ov ineivos pev Vvpanrop covofiacre, TidpOot Se
’

KpcraKiav
;

source of Pliny nh.vi,I4,i 7. In Shahp. Ka‘b. Pahl. ryd? (or g ? ), Pars,

ldy, Gr. pina (most improbable); SarMash. and the coins spell rdy,

the d is inverse as in Gdy for Gay. Pahl. Vid.1,15: l’k (or l’g), l’y, 1 ’, lyy;

Gr.Bdh. ldy.

If Raga were “das einzig sicher medische Land, das im Awesta

genannt wird” (Nyberg 342), it would say nothing, for the horizon of

the Awesta is the Seven Krsvar with arya.sayana as center, and this is

the concept of the pre-Zoroastrian passages as well as of the gatha. Raga

has two epithets: zara#ustris, which the Skr. transl. and the Pahl. gloss

“deh e ;yves, his own province” understand rightly as “belonging to

Zoroaster.” As discussed under ‘Spitama,’ it was Zoroaster’s home and

birthplace, Pahl.comm. to 1,15: zrtvst mn zk y’k YHWN.t, with the

variant pyt’k YHWN.t, “Zoroaster was or appeared from that place.” The

other old epithet #rizantus means “consisting of three zantu,” viz.

Kazwin, Ray and Kum. The term resembles Gr. rptx“tKe?, and there

is a possibility that Herodotus’ ’Apilavroi were in reality 9pit,avT0i.

A. V. W. Jackson saw in Raga zara#ustrls a “Papal See” on account

of the catechism of Yt. 19, which we have discussed under ‘Spitama.’
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Nyberg caught at that faulty idea, transforming it into a “Hauptmis-

sionsstation” and connecting it with the “abolition of the kavi-title,”

see under ‘Kavi.’ He writes 298: “Der zara^ustrotama ersetzt den Titel

kavi. Im Westen konnte man dafiir einfach zara#ustra sagen. Offenbar

war zaradustrotama zuerst der hochste Herrschertitel der zoroastrischen

Gemeinde, dem zoroastrischen Stammeshauptling eigen und dem alten

kavi-Titel gleichwertig. . . . Die Ursache ist also nach allem zu urteilen

die, dass die Stammeshauptlinge sich statt dessen ‘der am meisten Zara-

thustra-gleiche’ nannten.”

“Nach allem” is the remark in Wb.579 to ca#ruratu in Y/.i9,i8:

“vier ratu, nicht fiinf wie die iibrigen Lander; Raga hatte keinen be-

sonderen ratus dahyuma, dessen Stellung vielmehr mit der des zara-

#ustrotamo in einer Person vereinigt ist, nach Markwart, Erdns. 1x2.”

As a matter of fact, the catechism says that Zoroaster himself kept the

office of ratus dahyuma, satrap. The catechism does not mention the

zara#ustratama at all. It was a wrong combination of Markwart who

wanted to explain the MP. title masmoyan in Tabaristan. The super-

lative occurs only in post-Alexandrian passages, Vispr., Gasamb., Yt. 1

and 2, and in Y/.io,ii5; 19,18, in a series of adjectives which predicate

nothing. The medieval Parsism saw in zaraflustratama a yazata, head

of priesthood, an abstraction. Superlatives of names do not signify “com-

ing up nearest to,” i.e. not-reaching, but the highest degree: at the side

of a zara^ustratama even Zoroaster would be small. Perhaps this unreal

word was made to express a notion like “most Zoroastrian of all.” The

town where one could simply say “zara#ustra” is Raga; but there,

Nyberg does not speak of a “Stammeshauptling” but of the “Oberhaupt

der Hauptmissionsstation” of the “Priesterstaat” which never existed.

Thus the zarathustrissimus becomes a clerical serenissimus.

Ahriman’s counter-creation is, in Vid.1,15, the “hyperscepsis, uparo.-

vimanahya,” and, as in the case of Nisaya-AIexandropolis, with its

scepsis—this epithet describes Raga as the Greek town Europus.

CAXRA

Such a topical name, “wheel,” is unknown. The “hostile host on

chariots,” hena ca^ravati of the Ogmadeca has nothing to do with it,

see under ‘Krsvar.’ Lexicographers of the 16th century a.d. note carx
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as local name in Khurasan, but I have found no support for this name

in medieval or modern geographical literature.

But since the name must not be truly Awestic, and since Aw. caxra

changes to NP. carx, one may consider, especially as the name follows

upon Raga, whether it be Ctesias’ ZapKalov opo? called Zaypos since

Alexander’s time. Zagros is usually believed to come from the Ass. ex-

pression hursani zaqruti “high mountains”; but this could only be true

if the Assyr. appellative had become a name in Iran, not a probable

assumption, and rather disproved by Ctesias ZapKalov. The only Iranian

assonant is mod. Jahrum, Shahnamah: Cihram, Karn. Art.: Carham,

but this is a canton in southern Fars, too small and too far aw’ay to be

identified with carx < caxra.

Ahriman’s counter-creation, cremation of the dead, points to a non-

Iranian population.

VARNA

The very origin of the name varuna caflrugosa, as explained under

‘Krsvar’ is the heaven with its four cardinal points. The epithet ca0ru-

gosa is taken from Yt.5,33; from the same source comes the addition:

“Oretona was born there, the slayer of AziDahaka.” The two creations

of Ahriman are “intemperate climate and non-Aryan raiders,” the latter

pointing to a situation near a frontier.

The commentary of the Pahl.Vid. says (1) to varuna: “vrn, p‘n.-

dvsxv’lgl dylm 19
’yt mnv kyrm’n YMixvN.yt, Varn

:
patisxvargar delum;

one says kirman”; (2) to caffrugosa: “cahargos ’p.s iv-gvsyh hn’ ’yk:

l’s iv byn BR -YKVYMVN.yt ’yt' mnv ’ytvn' YMLLVN.yt: str’st’n.s BB IV ’yt,

four-cornered, because four roads exist therein ;
one says : its capital has

four gates”; (3) to awistara, understood as MDM.manisnih, neighbor-

hood: “mnv p‘N.dvsxv’lgl YMLLVN.yt dylm’y, mnv kylm’n YTviLLVN.yt

b’lyc, the one who says patisxvargar: delumaye, the Delumites; the one

who says kirman: the baric.”

Patisxvargar, the “mountains of patishvara” or Tabaristan, are the

slopes of the Alburz towards the Caspian Sea east of the Demawand;

they comprise the virgin forests round Amul, Barfurus and Sari, and

the plains east of them Mazandaran proper. Delum is the slopes of the

19 Var.l. ptsxv’lgl, ptsv’l, NP. pdsx'rgr: Two mss. have kyl and d\l (or gyl) for dylm, but

these variants are disproved by the following ethnic dylm’y.
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highest Alburz, stretching west to the deep transversal valley of the

Safld rud, north of Qazwin. The western half of the plains, both banks

of the Safid rud, with the towns Rasht and Anzali, likewise virgin for-

est, is Gelan.

The commentary gives two contradictory localizations: (i) varuna =

patisxvargar and as neighbors the Delumaye in the West. The reason

is: varuna is the land of the ©retona myth, to which the text alludes,

and in the later form of this myth, AziDahaka was imprisoned under

the Demawand. A further help was the formula of the Hosyanha myth

in Yt.5,22: duve #risve mazanyanam devanam varunyanamca (see

under ‘Aneran-Turan’), because Mazandaran, the country of the ma-

zanya, is comprised in patisxvar.

(2) varuna = Kirman. The reason is: Kirman was believed to be the

country of AziDahaka, the kirm, i.e. worm, snake, and the late form

of the AziDahaka myth, the legend of Ardashir and the kirm, is

located there. The neighbors, Baric, are the inhabitants of the Koh i

Bariz, south of Kirman, see under ‘Mada-Parsa.’ In support of this

interpretation, there is a second Demawand in Kirman, the volcano

Koh i Tafdan, kansotafSra of Yr.19,3.
20

Gr.Bdh. 93: “Near Damindan

[on the SW slope of Tafdan] is an abyss, from which smoke always

rises . . . they say, a source of hell is in it.” The Bdh. adds a legend,

that the chasm accepts or rejects certain things thrown into it; a similar

story is told of the Frambar fire in Komis. Burhan, s.v. nosaSur: “Sal-

miac pits are also on a mountain near Damindan, which belongs to

Kirman; on this mountain is a cave from which smoke rises that

solidifies.” Finally ibn al-Faqlh, 206: “Xvas (also spelled x^ac, i.e. OP.

hvadeci) in Kirman, at mount Dumbawand, with sulphur-mines, seven

farsakh from the mountain.”

Both sources of the commentary try to locate the ©retona myth in

the Arsacid country Varna, but contribute nothing to the location of that

country itself. On the contrary, if they can waver between Patisxvar

and Kirman, it was entirely unknown to them. ca#rugosa, as its mis-

carried interpretations make only the more apparent, was not a surname

of the Arsacid country, but of the mythical varuna. But Ptolemy has a

town Ovapva placed between MopowSa-Marand and Na^ovcma-Nax-

20 Percy Sykes in Geogr.Journ.x,i897, 486; Vredenburg, Mem.Geol.Surv. India, xxxi,2, 1901,

271-73, pl.iv; cf. under ‘Mada-Parsa.’
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cawan, hence near the modern Russo-Persian frontier, and a tribe

OvapvLoi which he locates in Bactria. The source of the first name is

presumably some record of Pompey’s campaign, while the second

Bactrian name can only come through Eratosthenes from Alexander’s

time. With both names the Arsacid country Varna can be linked.

Ptolemy mentions also the of Gelan, which Pliny V148 calls

“the former Cadusii”; in Ctesias the Cadusii are typical representatives

of the Iranian aborigines. Strabo, confirmed by Syriac authors,
21

de-

scribes the customs of the Gelai as matriarchal. Such prevailed in Elam
through all her history, among the peoples on the Pontus—the Mossy-

noikoi e.g. practiced the couvade—and as late as the beginning of our

era with the eastern Saka. Xenophon describes the Mossynoikoi living

in pile-dwellings, and such strange buildings are still the rule in modern

Gelan. Evidently the Gelae and Cadusii were aborigines. Strabo men-

tions as his source Theophanes, who took part in Pompey’s campaign,

and Plutarch mentions the Gelae in his Life of Pompey, 35,5. Thus the

name became known to the western world through Pompey in 66 b.c.

The fact that Ptolemy mentions both, Varna and Gelae would be

no counter-argument against Andreas’ etymology:
22

“gel < varnya,

ethn.adj. of varna.” The phonetic change rn > 1 is entirely possible,

though so far without parallel;
23

v > g, after 130 b.c. (date of Videv-

dad) and before 66 b.c., would be unexpectedly early: still in 20 b.c.

the second Awraman parchment shows v, not g, in ’OXevv&lpT] =

vrdancihr, and only in a.d. 50 we find Geopothros < ‘vevapu#ra and

Gundophares < vindat.hvarnah. The lack of similarity between gel and

varnya may be the reason that the Sasanian commentators failed to

recognize in it Ars. varna. On the other hand, the name of the Gelae

may be much older and may be a non-Iranian name. Arm. gail, etym. =

lupus, Avkos, corresponds to Ir. vrka “wolf”; in Georgian “wolf” is

mgeli. Like the Tapuri, Tabari of Tabaristan, who are Tabal, Tibareni

from the Pontus, the Gelae may be a people from the Pontus who
always bore that name. Thus the identity of Arsac. Varna and Gelan

21 Cureton, Spicilegium Syriacum, transl. pp.19-20. 22 See H. Jacobsohn, KZ.1928, 128.
23 Except in ofmup, which is too far away. The Zaza Kurds who speak a Median dialect, call

one of the Tigris tributaries Byiqalen < ab i dhi l-qarnain, cf. W. Belck, Verhdlg. Berk Anthrop.
Ges. 1900, 463, and Markwart, Siidarmenien 60 and 557, but this is a singular case. Markwart’s
parallel: Arm. karnoy k‘alak‘ > Arab, qallqala is inconclusive, for this may render karin k‘alak‘,

cf. Georg, kari, Gr. Karana = Erzerum.
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depends solely on Andreas’ etymology and an assumed change of

sound, not otherwise attested, but perhaps right.

The commentary to Varna does not even think of Gelan, it does not

mention Mazandaran as country of the mazanya—though this belongs

to patisxvar—and so the name varna is not the cause for locating the

myths of ©retona and Hosyanha in Patisxvargar. In the Iranian epic

Hosyanha’s place was the hara brzati, on which also Mi#ra vuru-

gavyuti dwelled, the mountain encircling the earth. The name Ario-

barzanes, i.e.
+
(h)arabarzates, preserved in Orosius from a source of

Alexander’s time, proves by its Old Iranian form that the mountain

was called so long before Alexander, kafdovras in the history of Antio-

chus II is Ta/Soiira? < gavyuti and came together with hara brzati.

This name of the Alburz is as old as Hvara and Patishvara, and was

given to it when the immigrating Aryans first saw the towering range

above Hvara.

Attempts to locate the old myths in that region are much later than

the transfer of the name Alburz, and this first transfer may have caused

the names Varna and Mazandaran to be fixed on the unconquered

northern slopes of the mountain. Mazandaran “country of the mazan-

dar” superposes itself upon older Tapuri, Tabaristan. It was used as

appellative. I remember an anecdote in the Aghani, where someone says

to a duellist famous for challenging everybody “when you are dead you

still will challenge the mazandar, the devils!” The name has the form

of a comparative and may mean “worse than, outdoing the mazanya.”

UPA UDESU RANHAYA

Vid.\,\\9: upa aoSesu raqhaya yo asaro aiwyaxsayeinti. The second

half of the sentence is construed in MP.: yo as idafa resumed by awi,

replaces Aw. yahmi. The verb, from which awi must be separated,

stands either for sayanti “where the asara dwell,” or for xsayanti “where

they rule.”

Because upa aoSesu and upa sanake are opposed in Yt. 12,18 and 19,

Bartholomae assumed “source” and “mouth” of the river. For Vid.1,19

one needs a wider notion than “source,” for which the usual word

would be xan. Bartholomae compared aoSa to Lat. unda; as Ir. corre-

spondent of Skr. udaka, udnah, it is better to read, as Tedesco proposes,

uSa, uSesu “on the waters.” The entire term is an analogy to vejo
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vahviya da#yaya and upa sanake ranhaya. All names belong to the

Duab.

sanaka, too, correlates the region and the river. For its meaning there

are only two indications: it is opposed to uSa in parallel or contrast, and

it stands between usastare, dosatare, east, west and vima8ye “middle”

(of the earth). One may think of “bank,” perhaps a certain bank, like

cis and trans Jaxartem, as in Gr. Transoxiana, Arab, ma wara 1-nahr,

“beyond the river (of Balkh).” Cf. sadan, san-, Sogd. san “monter,”

Benveniste, JAs. 1936, 204^; Tedesco zii,11,39; Bailey bsos ix,1,231: Iran,

base san-, sa-, in xvar.a.san “sunrise, east.” TPars. has ^var.paran “west,”

Xvar.asan “east,” -paran to 01 . parayanam “departure, occasus,” to para,

Germ. “Fahrt”; with aSa “downward” TPahl. aSapar, Pars, ewar “oc-

casus, evening.” The opposition makes the signification of V san- “rise”

probable.

On the asara Vid.2,5 (PiiZ )
says: “en ku.s daxsak e martoman andar

tan kirt estet, ac an ]ak petak: abarsnuva pasceta asara martiyakebyo,

those to whom this mark of mankind is made on the body, as is evident

from the passage: with the men without neck, without head.” Wb.

misinterprets both, asara and abarsnuva. Draxt As. describes them in

§44 =

yut.sartak martomak abnormal men,

ke manend tar 6 bum which live beyond the earth,

+
vitastlk u varcasm the pygmies and the “chest-eyed”

ke casm pa var ast whose eyes are on their chest.

yut-sartak “heterogeneous, allophyl” is used in the Dcn\art, chapter

on the literary history of the Awesta, where Shahpuhr II canonizes not

only the Awesta written by Atarpat, but also yut-sartak texts. These are

not the “nachtraglich hinzugekommenen,” as Nyberg translates, 4i8f.,

but the “heterogeneous,” i.e. non-religious texts, the scientific literature

translated by Shahpuhr’s order from Greek and Syriac.

varcasman and vargosan, chest-eyed, chest-eared, sagsaran, “dog-

headed,” and vitastlkan “span-long, Germ. Daumling,” Gr. Sa/mAoi,

are all described in Aydt\.Zdm., Messina ch.9, cf. Gr.Bdh. 107. Ctesias

and Megasthenes describe similar prodigies after Indian fairy tales, but

Ctesias’ sources were Iranian, and the Vid. passage shows that they were

known in Iran. “The headless, aK€^>aXot, that have the eyes on their
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chest” of Herodotus iv,i9i are in Libya. The same a/ce^aXot = asara

appear in Pseudo-Callisthenes 111,28, and were propagated all over the

world with the romance of Alexander. They entered old English minia-

tures and the Niirnberger Weltchroni\. Hence, Shakespeare mentions

them in Othello and the Storm. Nor are they lacking in 1001 Nights

:

ed. Cairo 11,97: “and I saw many creatures who had their eyes on their

chest.” They are really well known everywhere.

Bartholomae actually found something religious even in these figures

of fairy tales: a alpetm a/c€0aXo?, a sect without chief. And in Nyberg’s

theory, which considers this chapter of the Videvdad as the true history

of the Zoroastrian mission, the country of the headless ones, on the

Jaxartes, becomes the country where Zoroaster, after his “headless”

flight from his homeland, founded his first community.



XLII. HELLENISM AND CHRISTIANITY

Under ‘Arithmetic’ we mentioned the verses of ¥£.13,16, where

Buddha appears under the name naSyah Gotama, and under ‘Balkh’

some other allusions to Buddhism at the time of the Greco-Bactrian

kingdom. The only other allusion to Hellenism in the Awesta, so far

discussed, was “scepsis and hyperscepsis” as characteristics of Nisaia

and Raga as the Greek towns Alexandropolis and Europus. However

scarce, such allusions are important for dating the parts of the Awesta

in which they occur.

Alexander himself, though admitted into the Iranian epics, has left

no trace in the Awesta. But Ionians appear, and they may be either

Greeks of the Seleucid or the Bactrian kingdom. The name is
+
yona

like OP. yona < Gr. icov-, while 01 ., like Akkad, has yavana from

older Gr. iafcov.

In a linguistically poor fragment of the Vistaspa legend in Yt.9,29-31,

Vistaspa prays for victory over several adversaries, among them:

“maryahya Ryonahya arjataspahya, the hyonian slave Arjataspa”

and

uta azam fra.rvesyani and (that) I may bring home
humaya vrdakana(m)ca Humaya and +

Vrdanaka

liyonaya haca dahyavo from the hyonian countries

uta azam nijanani and I may slay

Ryonlnam dahyunam. ... of the hyonian countries. . . .

The ethnic Ryona appears only once more, in Yt. 19,87, verses mod-

elled after 5,108, where “and the evil . . . Ryona,” from 9,31, is added

to “victory over Arjataspa.” In all other fragments of the Vistaspa

legend—¥£.17,48 ( = 9,29-31 shortened), ¥£.5,108-109 (Vistaspa on lake

Frazdanu) and ¥£.5,113 and 116—Arjataspa and his people are called

devayasna and drugvant, but their ethnic, if mentioned at all, is not

Ryona, but turya. In the oldest and most explicit form of the legend, as

told by Chares of Mytilene, Homartes, i.e. Homarges, the ethn. (Saka)

homavrga, replaces the n.pr. Arjataspa. The Saka were Iranian subjects

when Cyrus was killed in the far northeast; under Darius and Xerxes

their country is counted as satrapy. When Alexander arrived there, they

were independent like the Hvarazmiya. They must have regained their
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independence in the course of the fifth century, and appear as foreigners

in the legend of the fourth century.

The Pahl. commentators—and the later epic—understood Ryona as

hiydn, the Chionites.
1 Western authors mention them first as auxiliaries

of Shahpuhr II at the siege of Amida in a.d. 356-359, and it is only

Bahram V, Yazdegird II and Peroz who have continuously to fight a

group of central Asiatic peoples, among them the Chionites, that had

invaded the area of the former Yona kingdom. Josua Stylites, in a.d.

466, identifies them with the Kidara Huns, or Hephthalites : “xyvny’

that are the hvny’.” Hephthalite coins with oiono, i.e. hiono, confirm

Josua.
2

The yasht passages are not old, but none can be as young as the fifth

century a.d. Nyberg 296: “einem andren [not saying which] Zeitraum

der Geschichte Zentralasiens gehoren nach allem zu urteilen die hyaona

an . . . Herzfeld’s Ansicht, dass hyaona fur yaona steht, finde ich

unannehmbar, da hyaona nicht von xiy°n getrennt werden kann.”

That is why I did not separate them: “Ryona can be an orthography of

Sasanian copyists who saw the hiyon in yvn = yona of the text.” “Copy-

ists” was no good expression; one can define it better.

Into the epics the name of the Chionites entered during or shortly

after the fifth century a.d. Gr.Bdh. 198b and Men.Xr. (Ankles. 61)

write, in two versions:

“tvrk BRH-y // xyvn” or “tvrk-y brh v xyvn KLYTVN.t’”

The verb KLYTVN.t = xvant, demands a preceding relative MNv= ke in-

stead of or after the ligature brh; // indicates uncertain reading, hence

perhaps -s :

“tvrk BRH-y” or simply “tvrk-y [mnv.s] xyvn KLYTVN.t”

“a (young) Turk—who are called hiyon”—hits Sam with his arrow, he

falls asleep, lying in dramnak (see under ‘Ardvi’) and covered by snow,
3

awakening only at the resurrection. Turk, at the time of the Bdh.,

translates “turya,” and the gloss “hiyon” may have had some support

in an old yvn, yona, of the text.

1 Cf. Markwart, Erdnsahr 50; Volkjtum d. Komanen 70 f.; A. Christensen, Kayanides 25 and

157; and ami vi,27b 2 Cf. ASl.Mem.3 8, Kuskan.-Susan. Coins, 19.

3 The legend, usually located in Pisin, Arachosia, is also told on the Savalan mountain near

Ardebll, see C. Ritter, Erdkjtnde v. Asien ix,8oi: “in einer Schneespalte liegt der ewige einge-

frorene Mann, der sich immer gleich bleibt.”
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The changing designations reveal: The old myth spoke of turya;

the Achaemenian version, attested by Chares, in which the myth
coalesced with that of the Bactrian Druvaspa-Luhrasp, introduced the

name homavrga. The third ethnic, (h)yona may refer to the Greeks

of Alexander’s time, but since the legend developed in eastern regions,

(h)yona was more probably introduced in Arsacid times referring to

the Greco-Bactrians. In Sasanian times, the hiyon occupied the region of

these yona, names that call for identification. When the Bactrian king-

dom was long since forgotten, the old yon and new hiyon were actually

believed to be the same people.

The epic which never ceased to absorb new historical events, admitted

the Hiyon; but to appear in the Awesta the people came much too late.

The Awesta writes hyona with a special sign, not with normal h, and

this occurs as initial only in the name hyona and in “hyat” for the par-

ticle yat or the opt. of Vah-, Lat. “siet.” One ms. writes ahyon-. In

medial position the sign is used for h before y, e.g. in dahyu-, but never

exclusively; certain copyists only—here the expression fits—transferred

it from initial to medial, but originally it was a special sign for the

name hyona only.

In the Muhammedan period one may imagine changes in the Awes-

tic text, but not the invention of new characters, the less so as there

were two signs for h available. And during the Sasanian period, the

text could not be changed, because Shahpuhr II had canonized the whole

corpus as written by Atarpat: “now, since the religion is visible to the

world, we shall not tolerate anybody’s irreligiosity, that shall be our

continuous endeavor; and he acted accordingly.” Thus the sign must

have been invented, along with the whole Aw. alphabet, for use in this

name.

Much has been written about imaginary ordeals of Zoroaster—see

under ‘Last Judgment’—but the real ordeal which Atarpat underwent

has received little attention .

4 The Den\. says: “pas ac bb^tan e atarpat

pa gowisn e passant, after A. had been acquitted by the testimony of

the ordeal,” that means the divine confirmation of the accuracy of the

text he had written. At the first writing, under Volagases I, in Arsacid

Aramaic, and at the second transliteration of this archetype into Sasa-

nian script under Ardashir I, no such divine testimony was required.

4 See Sacr. Books of the East v,376.
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The ordeal raises Atarpat’s achievement far above the former attempts,

and besides, it is the last one. Therefore, Atarpat was the inventor of

the AweStic script.

That is why he ranks high in the history of the Zoroastrian religion.

The Bahman Y/.i,i ' tells of a vision of Zoroaster: First he had prayed

for immortality, but the god declines, because granting this wish would

contradict resurrection and salvation, eternal life in heaven. Then he

sees a tree with four branches, of gold, silver, steel and “mixed-with-

iron,” which the god explains as degeneration until, after a thousand

years, the first sosyant appears. The Denkart interprets the four phases

as (i) revelation of the religion; (2) Vistaspa’s accepting the religion;

(3) Atarpat restoring it; (4) the time after Shahpuhr II.

Taken as a paleographic problem, all the signs of the Awestic script

are derived from Sasanian cursive during a phase this cursive had

reached in the middle of the fourth century, in perfect agreement with

the above result. This theory diverges widely from the eclectic way of

invention which H. Junker advanced in his treatise on the Awestic

script. It is based on the paleography of the Sasanian inscriptions, and,

unfortunately, cannot be proved without publishing the squeezes and

photographs of all inscriptions and legends on coins and seals referring

to the problem, a material which is in my hands.

The h used in hyona is—like 5 :a, e:e, y:k, J:c, t:t—differentiated

from hv by a diacritical hook or flourish under the letter, which makes

it a sign hy, h only used before y. The other h signs replace a letter of

the Aramaic archetype. If the archetype had an h in the name hyvn,

there was no need or reason to create a special sign: the diacritical hook

marks the sign as an addition which interprets yvn as hiyon. The
Chionites appear first in 356-59, the very time when Atarpat was work-

ing, and the invention of the Awestic script is dated thereby in about

A.D. 360.

About that time a strange passage in Y.9 must have been composed

(st.24)

:

homo . . . krsanim apa.^sa^ram nisaSayat

Homa . . . has expelled the krsani from the empire.

5 West, Pahl. Texts i, and sbe v.
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nisastan, “to settle,” cf. J. H. Kramers, bsos viii, on the nisastagan,

military colonists on the Caucasus limes, apa.^sa^ra, a spurious com-

pound with the MP. privative apa “away from,” hence “settle outside,

expel from the country,” IPars. mn stry rdytn. apa.^sa^ra implies the

notion “foreign country, Ausland” like late Aw. (Nir.g) uzdahyu from

TPahl. uzdeh, in a political acceptation not possible before the time of

Mithradates II, end of the 2nd century b.c.

“yo rosta xsatfrokamyo yo davata”

Bartholomae: “rosta, der jammerte.” The following lines speak of

carat, and comparing Y.51,12 rurost asto and Fi^.1,49 cara and aparo-

Saya, one must translate “he forbade.” xsa^rokamya, Bartholomae “in

der Sorge um seine Herrschaft,” but kama is never “anxiety,” but the

“bon plaisir” of one who has power over something. A xsatfrokamya

has power over the xsatfra, is a sah e kamkar, cf. Papak’s letter to

Ardashir in Karn .: “Ardavan is kamkartar patixsay over us,” absolute

ruler; often in inscriptions, kamkar u patixsay. xsa#rakamya is the

same as xvatavya: the ySao-t\ehs avTOKpdrwp, hence:

he forbade, the emperor, he issued an edict,

noit me apam a0rava awistis vrSye dahyava carat.

“not shall henceforth an a^ravan sojourn in my country in order to . .

.”

an ungrammatical sentence, cf. Benveniste, Inf.av. 39. carat means “to

live, travel”; awistis vrSye, according to Bartholomae “studia (sacra)

ut augeat”; but Pahl.transl. “pa kamak, as he pleases.” The inf. vrSye

stands for MP. varzisn, “for the work” at an activity expressed by

awisti, a pseudo-Aw. noun abstr. to awyaxsaya, “inspection,” or—think-

ing of “awistar, raider”
—

“incursion, immigration.”

ho vispe vrSinam vanat ni vispe vrSinam janat

The general sense of Bartholomae’s translation is “the foreign, Persian,

student steals and kills our—the exiled krsani’s—knowledge.” The aw-

ful sentence is no part of the edict, but laments over its consequences.

The subject of “ho vanat—janat” is the same as of “yo rosta—davata,”

viz. the emperor, vanat cannot belong to MP. vanitan, vanquish, but

must be syn. of “ni janat, ruins.” The usual MP. phrase is vinaset-janet,

here perhaps V van- “annihilate.” All is Sas. Parsik transposed into

Awestic.
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The Pahl. transl. of krsanim is “kilsiyak,” explained by “tarsakdenlh,

Christianity”; Skr. transl. equally kalasiyakah. The Sasanian govern-

ment had expelled Christians, and the Byzantine emperor answered

by forbidding Sasanian priests to travel in his countries. This sounds

like the beginning of persecutions of Christians in Iran, and the oldest

recorded by western sources was in a.d. 346 under Shahpuhr II. But

there seems to have been an earlier one, for a passage isolated by large

gaps, and hence not quite comprehensible, of the Karter inscriptions,

time of Shahpuhr I (Bahram II?), KiZ I.9, NiR 29, SMash. 14, says:

kysy zy ’hrmny v sYD’n mn stry rdytn v pi. ,’k ? v yhvdy v smny v

brmny v n’cr’y [v.l.m’sr’-] v klsynyk’n [v.l.:krs°] v m. . .

.

v zndyky byn

stry mhytvn YHWN.d ’vzdysy gvk’nyhy v glsty zy syd’ii vb. . . . yhy v

yzd’n g’sy v nibrny. . . .

“the doctrine of Ahriman and the devs driven from the country,

and the . . . and Jews and Shamans and Brahmans and Nasraya and

Kilsiyanlk and M. . . . and Zandik in the country were killed, destruc-

tion of the idols and ... of the devs. . .
.”

A shorter enumeration of non-Iranian religions appears in a tolerance

edict, quoted in a retrospective speech delivered at the time of the

Armenian rebellion against Yazdegird II by the chief MobaS:6
“in our

country the Magus, the Zandik, the Jew, the Christian and what other

religions there are, shall live for their faith in peace!” The intolerance

of Shahpuhr II, to whom Schaeder attributed the edict, is a fact, and I

would still prefer to ascribe it to Shahpuhr I, although the inscription

reveals persecutions in his time : the edict may have put an end to them.

The inscription distinguishes between n’cr’y and klsynyk’n. The
first is Syr. nasrave, n.t. nasoraya, Na^wpatoi; the second is ^ptcrfrji-

avo?, seemingly influenced in form by e/ocA^ara Pahl. kalisak, kanlsak,

associated with the notion.
7

Vahm.Yt.-. “ac avesan hesm.to^makan sal-

man dehan druj setasplh u kilsiyaklh, MahvindaS guft ku hromayik
bavend, from that Asmodaeus-brood of Salm countries comes the seta-

splh demon and the kilsiyaklh, MahvindaS says: they are the Rho-

maeans.” Salm, sarima of the old myth, of the tripartition of the world,

represents Byzantium. MP. setasp, as n.pr. on a seal, Horn 23, n.1125,

6 In Ehse Vardapct, quoted by H. H. Schaeder. Imn.Reitr.
1 Cf. Lidzbarski, Z f.Sem., i, 1920. 230ST. ; Noldeke. Pers.Studr. kunist, synagogue, in Shah-

namah, from kemsta; Puritan-, “al-kanisa is the place of worship of Jews, Christians and Infidels.”
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Berlin, Kurd, hasp i si, is “sorrel.” The calamity chapter of the Gr.Bdh.

speaks of worship of devs by “those with vijat.vars (tonsure?), of the

kilasiyak, setasp of Hrom, Arabs etc.” Thus, the expression aims at the

color of the hair of these red-heads, and is the same as Arab, banu 1-asfar,

“yellow, blonde” for Byzantines and later Franks.
8 The opposite is banu

1-aswad “black-heads,” Arabs, just as the Babylonians call themselves

salmat qaqqade. Markwart, Siidartnenien, gave another explanation,

not really contradictory: Talmudic scholarship made Zepho, sfv, son of

Eliphaz, son of Esau, Gen. 36, the ancestor of the Romans, equating

Rome with Edom; the lxx write 1d>(f>ap, and the figures are the same

as Eliphaz and Sophar, friends of Job. The Arabs, e.g. Biruni, accepted

this genealogy: al-Asfar b. Elifaz b. al-‘Is (Esau); and Dinawari: “al-

Rum b. Elifaz.” But the reason for this equation was the interpretation

of sfv, sofar, as “blonde.” In an inscription of a wife of Saladin at

Salihin, Aleppo, the protocol of the sultan contains the words: “con-

queror of the green tiraz from the bani 1-asfar, the yellow ones.” Green

is the color of the prophet, and the words play upon the colors.

kilsiyakih, therefore, are the Byzantine Christians, seemingly in op-

position to the nacray as Nestorian Christians of Iran. Y.9,24 designates

by krsanlm the Christians of Byzantium. It is a pseudo-Aw. word,

derived from MP. kirsyanik, kirsenik. Y.9,24, written under Shahpuhr I

or after 346 under Shahpuhr II, immediately before the writing of the

Awesta in Awestic script, is the youngest dateable passage in the Awesta.

The picture the Denkart gives—end of b.m and beginning of iv,

vol.ix,450-456—of the literary tradition of the Awesta starts from the

primary assumption that it was written by Zoroaster under the reign of

Vistaspa, a notion produced by its mazdayasnian redaction. Either Vis-

taspa or Daray b. Darayan, the last Darius, had one copy deposited in

the gan] i seclgan, the archives of the temple of Sez, another one at Diz

i nipist, i.e. Naqsh i Rustam, considered as archives of Persepolis. Under

the reign of the “cursed Alexander,” the copy at Diz i nipist was

destroyed by the fire, that of Sez was carried to Egypt and translated

into Greek (in the library of Alexandria).
9 Under Valaxs i Askan,

8 Cf. Goldziher, Muhamm.Stiid. 1,268; pre-Muhamm. poets, Tabari 1,354, Mas'udl 11,294,

tanbth 111 etc.

9 Pliny n.h. xxx,2,4: “Hermippus qui de tota ea arte diligentissime scripsit et vicies centum

milia versuum a Zoroastre condita indicibus quoque volummum eius positis cxplanavit, prae-

ceptorem a quo institutum disceret tradidit Agonacem.” To this striking statement Cumont
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Volagases I, all written or oral tradition that had escaped destruction

was collected and preserved. A similar collection, with redaction—ad-

mitting and eliminating of parts—was conducted by the ehrpat Tansar

under Ardashir I. Shahpuhr I ordered translations to be made from

Indian and Greek works on medicine, astronomy, mathematics, chro-

nology, geography, chemistry, physics, economics, philology and other

arts and sciences, and to add them to the Corpus of the Awesta, the

originals being kept at the ganj i Secigan. Shahpuhr II after his vic-

torious wars, had a redaction of the whole material made, including the

non-religious works, and had them arranged in “Nasks.” This was done

through Atarpat e Mahraspandan. The work, for which Atarpat passed

an ordeal, was canonized. Xusrau I, after having destroyed Mazdakism,

had a commentary written.

From our studies a picture results which essentially agrees with this

tradition : The oldest dates we can ascertain of pre-Zoroastrian materials

in the Awesta, lie between 678, foundation of the Median empire, 612,

destruction of Nineveh, 550 conquest of Agbatana, and 539 conquest of

Babylon by Cyrus. The memorial document of Vistaspa’s temple, in

Y/.13, is near 527 e.c. The datable gatha are between 539 and 522, acces-

sion of Darius.

Collecting of songs and hymns started after Zoroaster’s death, at the

same time as the redaction of the epic songs into a great epopee. The
mazdayasnian redaction of this material began under Artaxerxes II and

ended with Alexander. There were among this material hymns to

gods, to which all definitions of Gr. “hymnos”—see Wiinsch in Pauly,

re.—can directly be applied, but no more than the Greek hymns were

these Iranian hymns “liturgies.” The mazdayasnian redaction was made
for liturgical purposes, and this character became more and more accen-

remarks, Mithra 1,23: “Hermippe, disciple de Calhmaque, ouvrage en plusieurs livres ‘peri

Magon’; au dire de Pline ii aurait catalogue, suivant la methode Alexandrine, les oeuvres de
Zoroastre qui auraient compte au total 2.000.000 de lignes. La precision de ce renseignement
semble garantir son authenticite. Cette immense collection etait evidemment pseudoepigraphe.
Le bibliothecaire Hermippe qui ne se piquait pas d’une exactitude scrupuleuse, peut avoir classe

sous le nom de Zoroastre tous ies ecrits religieux des Perses que l’on possedait peut-etre meme
ceux des Chaldeens, mais il n’en subsiste pas moins ce fait remarquable qu'il existait au Musee
une serie considerable de traductions des idiomes iraniens a cote de celles, aujourd’hui mieux
connues, de 1’Egypte et de 1 'Hebreu.”

On pp. 32-33 Cumont sa>s that all notes preserved in classical literature are apocryphal, not
a single one Awestic. Therefore, the only possible explanation of the two million verses attributed
to Zoroaster is that the Museum owned translations of late Babylonian literature.
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tuated during the further long history of the Awesta. From Alexander

to Mithradates II, who consciously attempted the restoration of the old

empire, there were probably no accessions to the Awesta, only losses.

Then came chapt. i, geographical poem, and ii-m, Yama myth, of the

Videvdad during the earlier, and the Videvdad proper, the Code, dur-

ing the second half of the Arsacid period, when the magi of Adhar-

baijan were powerful under the rule of the Atropatenian line of

Arsacids.

Parts like the gatha and the memorial document may have had, of

old, an aide-memoire in Aramaic script, but the whole corpus of the

Awesta was not fixed in writing before the middle of the first century

a.d., under Volagases I, when the oral tradition was failing. The Videv-

dad must have been written from the beginning.

This Arsacid prototype was transposed into Sasanian script under

Ardashir. That Shahpuhr I had scientific books translated from Indian

and Greek is confirmed by the identification of a few book titles by

Nallino. The youngest datable passage in the Awesta, Y.9,24, may

belong to the time of Shahpuhr I or of Shahpuhr II, after a.d. 346, and

in about a.d. 360 the writing of the Awesta in Awestic script was com-

pleted. Thus the genesis of our Awesta took just a thousand years.

From that time on it was only a question of preservation and trans-

mission.
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I have another weapon in this chamber,

it is a sword of Spain, the ice-brook’s temper.

—Othello, v,2

Together with history, that is with documents we can read and date,

about 3000 b.c., the Bronze Age begins in the Near Eastern countries.

A thousand years of Copper Age precede it, and the Stone Age recedes

into the fifth millennium. The alluvial lowlands, with the more inten-

sive and, since the beginning of history, more advanced civilization,

had no metals and imported them from the highlands. Thus the devel-

opment of both, in this respect, was inseparably linked together. The

Bronze Age lasted about 1,500 years, and after 1500 b.c., iron—a metal

known since about 1900—appears, first rare and valuable, but in the 6th

century b.c., at Pasargadae, already used as building material.

One can no longer maintain the thesis, formulated in 1882 by W.

Geiger, in his Ostiranische Kultur, that the Awesta belonged to the

Bronze Age, because iron was unknown, and the alternative “copper

or iron” implied by Nyberg, 257: “Fur die Gatha-Gemeinde war

Metall soviel wie Kupfer, nicht Eisen” is at all events impossible, be-

cause 1,500 years of Bronze lie between the two. Sentences like “Dass

Gold in den Gatha fehlt, mag Zufall sein; auch Silber kommt nicht

vor,” “der Mithrakreis kannte sowohl Gold wie Silber,” 262 : “Anahita

[who was bedecked with gold] gehort nicht zum Mithra-Kreise” would

have no meaning even if they did not refer to words in a few poems,

but to results of extensive excavations, for, gold appears as early as

copper, earlier than silver, but neither of them characterizes a period.

The Gatha-Gemeinde of course did not flourish in the Stone Age or

at the Copper Age—the period of original Indo-European language

—

and was not a thousand years older than the Mithra-Gemeinde. These

communities never existed.

The linguistic material shows that the IE. languages began to branch

off with the Bronze Age, after 3000 b.c. There can be no common IE.

word for iron, because iron is too young. Copper, on the contrary, was

known: Skr. lohah “copper,” later “iron”; Aw. roSita = OI. rohita,
1 OP.

1 roSita only in Yt. 19,2 as name of a mountain, “copper-mountain,” in Gr.Bdh. royisn, in Ind .

Bdh. better ro>en kof. Besides, r65ita as epithet of snakes, “copper-snakes” m Vtd.1,2. Sum.

urudu has been compared to Bask, urraida “copper,” which H. Schuchardt explains as “like

gold.” The Hittite form is still hidden behind the ideogr. urud.
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*roda in MP. roy, Arm. aroir; Lat. raudus, “piece of ore, mineral.”

This leads to IE. ‘raudha which reflects the same original as Sum. urudu.

Neither the people of IE. language nor the Sumerians, nor the Semites,

were miners; all borrowed the word from the language of Anatolian

miners. Since old Sum. bad urud.nagar
1*1

“enclosure of the copper-

smiths” is read Bad.Tibira, “of the Tibira,” i.e. Tibaroi, urudu seems to

render the word for copper in their language.

The region west of Hamah in Syria, with copper mines, is called in

Boghazkoi and T.Amarna texts (i5th-i3th centuries) nuhasse, whence

Akk. nahustum (only in T.Amarna texts), Hebr. nehosat, (‘ir) nahas,

Arab, nuhas “copper.” Assurnasirpal writes luhuti instead,
2 and Zakir of

Hamat lu‘us. Nuhasse and lu‘us reflect an Anatolian original for “cop-

per,” and since it is connected with O.T. k
he
lub

h
,
Gr. chalybes, it seems

to be the word for copper in their dialect.

When the alloy, bronze, became known and other metals with it,

new names were borrowed by IE. languages and the signification of

older names shifted. To Ved. ayas, Gath, ayah correspond Lat. aes,

Goth, aiz, Nord. eir, AS. ar > ore, hence IE. *aios “ore.” Meillet, Introd.

“mot I.E. ou du moins repandu au moment ou les langues de la famille

I.E. etaient encore en contact.”

A “mountain A'isa” appears in the annals of TiglathPileser I, and its

position can be determined from the following sources: Salmanassar I,

about 1260 b.c., invaded Uruatri, southern Armenia, and eight of its

districts, of which some belong to Enzitene and Melitene (opp. each

other on the united Euphrates). He destroyed Arina, “the well-founded

fortress” and “strew kudime, ‘cress’ on its ruins” (see under ‘Krsvar’).

Therewith the “whole of Muzri was subjected” and he returned by way

of Hanigalbat, south of Enzitene. TiglathPileser I, a° 5, about 1100 b.c.,

occupied the country Muzri; its neighbors, the Qumani, came to help,

yet he seized “the town Arini (var.l. arinni) at the foot of mount A'isa,”

then turned against Qumani and took its “strong place Hunusa and its

royal city Kibsuma.” AdadNerari II, a
3

1 (91 1 b.c.) fought in Kumani,

situated beside Kutmuhi, and Sargon, a° 10, ab. 713 b.c., occupied

Kammanu, destroyed Meliddu, and rebuilt Tilgarimmu after having

conquered “the whole of Kammanu”; he returned via Mar‘as and Gur-

gum (Zenjirli-region).

2 Identification with Chalkis-Qinnasrln is erroneous, source Talmudic.
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Qumani, with all its variants, is Komana; Kutmuhi is Kommagene,

Meliddu Melitene. Muzri, with its town Arina, must be the region of

Zetun, i.e. “olivetum,” old Ulnia [“ul” is the original Anatol. word for

olive, oil], 25 miles N. of Mar‘as. The name Muzri is the same as mod.

Mzur, district of Dersim in Armenia, in the angle formed by the two

Euphrates confluents, N. of Melitene-Enzitene, Byz. Kkifia Mov£ovpwv;

Arab, djabal Muzur in ibn Serapion. But this lies west of the Euphrates.

The name seems to have had a wider application in antiquity, but to

have survived only in its northeastern part. Zetun lies in the Qabaq

Dagh, near the famous iron- and copper-mines of Sarycicek, which

apparently are Mt. A'isa, the “ore-mountain.”
3

In Ved. and Aw. ayas has the adj. yellow, red, black, it is bronze,

not copper. And yet, in later times, Ir. ayah may as well mean iron, as

Skr. lohah, once copper, became iron.

Hiibschmann, PersStud. 10, called NP. ahan “obscure” and postu-

lated OP. ‘asaina for MP. asen; Tedesco, Dialektologie, mo. xv,i89, ex-

plained it: “NP. ahan < OP. *a#ena, MP. asen < Med. *asena”; hence

Ar. prepal. k’, and no connection with ayah. In Yti0,129 the text has

ahena sparya, which Wb. registers as clerical error under ayahena; it

means a special kind of iron, hence perhaps
+
asena sp(a)rya. In Y?.io,i30,

Vid.7,74 and 8,90, another name of a special kind of iron, hosafnena

appears, Pahl. transl. polavaten “of steel.” Both words denote material

of common weapons and vessels, and whatever the special meaning is,

they are enough to show that assertions like “Eisen fehlt im ganzen

Awesta” are wrong. Not even parts of the Awesta can possibly belong

to the Bronze Age.

Yr.io,128-132 describe the arms lying in Mithra’s chariot. As there

are a thousand of every one, their form is the gen.plur. (see under

‘Mithra’). Two old glosses are embodied in the text:

128: flanvartlnam hukrtanam a thousand well-fabricated bows

(gloss) : asti yo gavasnahe snavya there are such with strings of ten-

]iya dons of a stag,

3 Cf. with this ATsa the name of Cyprus, i.e. “copper-island”: Seti I, T.Amarna, Knudtzon

p.1571: ’(a)sy; Thutmosis III, about 1460, t.ts.y, = *a.ias.ia.
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129: isunam krkasaprnanam

zaranya.zafram srvi.sta-

yam
(gloss) : asti ya ahena sparya

130: rstinam broifha.tezanam

cakusanam hosafnenam

biteyanam

13 1 : kartanam waya.daranam

gaSanam ayahenanam

arrows with feathers of buzzards,

gold-mouthed, lead-loaded,

there are such of sprg-iron,

lances with sharp blades,

hatchets of hosafna

with two bits,

daggers with two edges,

maces of ayah, ore.

A whole arsenal lies on the chariot, but only the number 1,000 is

hyperbolic : lances, spears, bows, arrows and hatchets in quivers, swords

and daggers are all represented on sculptures of normal Assyrian

chariots.

isunam krkasa.paranam
4
offends against the meter. Since one can

scarcely assume haplologic shortening to -p(a)rnam, one syllable of

the first component is redundant. In the song “Mithra as warrior” (see

below, Yt. 10,39) isavo rzifya.prna, arrows with eagle-feathers are twice

mentioned, and feathers of buzzards and eagles may have been used.

But arrows for great armies were mass-products. Bazaars of nashshabin

(Arab.) or tirgaran (NP.), arrow-makers, existed in all Oriental towns

until recently, and the feathers were those of the prosaic cock, the krka,

highly esteemed as announcer of the dawn, parodars. Without hesita-

tion one may read, in good meter “isuvam krka.p(a)rnanam, with

cock-feathers,” cf. Yr.15,61: mryahya krpa krk(as)ahya under ‘Naviga-

tion.’

The other metrical offense in the following verse is easily cured : espe-

cially in parallel with srvi.stay one must read
+
zari- for zaranya.zafar.

Bartholomae took this word as a figure for the arrowheads’ “biting”

like the mouth of an animal; A. V. W. Jackson as “golden-notched.”

In srvi.stay, against former interpretations, srvi- stands for srva “lead,”

cf.
+
srvi.zanga “with shanks of lead,” epithet of SnaviSka, under

‘Krsvar’; stay, to Vsta- “stand,” means the balance of the arrow in the

air: a small counterpoise of lead for the metal arrow-head.

The gloss in 129 refers to
+
zari.zafar and means “arrow-heads for real

use are not of gold, but of sprya iron.” Lommel, by drawing the gloss

4 Thus all Mss. for -+prnanam.
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unduly into the text, came to translate: “der Schaft der gutgemachten

ist aus Eisen( ?),” but shafts were never of iron. From Aw. sprya comes

Syr. sbvrqn, loanword from MP., used by Elias of Nisibis for Gr.

XaXmfj, name of steel of best quality, because the Chalybes in Halybe

on the Pontus made the best steel. In the Syr. Alexander-book the ethnic

xd\t>/3e?, too, is rendered by sbvrqny’.
5 NP. dictionaries give no authori-

tative passages for their saburan, saburak, saburgan “steel,” which is

taken from Paid, glossaries, as the MP. ending -ak betrays; the vowels

are inconclusive, evidently assimilated to sabur < sahpuhr. MP., Syr.

sbvrqn is like yaXw/; a name of provenance, and the place is Suburgan,

Sibirgan in Vekrta-Gozgan, see under ‘Videvdad.’ The same place has

given the word suburgan, supurgan to Uiguric and Mongolic in the

meaning “stupa”; cf. the case of ka#wa “donkey” and qahwa “wine”

under ‘Homa.’ The origin of the name is sprya ahena “iron of Sprya.”
6

To differentiate words for steel from iron by names of provenance

is almost a rule. I am inclined to connect also Assyr. habalklnu
7

“of

steel” with chalyps. Hattusil III, owner of the iron mines of Kizvatna,

i.e. Cappadocia Pontica, in his famous letter
8

is decidedly reluctant to

allow the export of the rare material, and sends, on request and as ap-

peasement, only one dagger blade of iron. Tusratta of Mitanni sends

Amenophis III as precious gift two dagger blades and ten “giakatu

habalklnu, of steel.” The only place for him to get them was Kizvatna;

habalklnu, here, expresses the provenance from the country in which

the Chalybes lived, and is apparently an original
+
halabkinu.

9 From this

very region, the town Samsun, came in about 1890, an iron dagger of

5 Th. Noldeke, DeniseAr.Wien.Ak.d.W. 38, 1890,16, n.10, who quotes G. Hoffmann for the

obvious emendation of sbrvnqy’ of the Mss.

6 Not “zu OI. sphurjati ‘es bricht hervor’ ” = sprout, sprig.

7 Vorderas.Biblioth. 11,158,32; 168,7; 172,49.

8 Ketltnschr. Boghazk. 1, n° 14; the addressee was formerly believed to be Ramses II, cf. B.

Meissner in zdmg 1918, 61, and iae n.84, p.346, and this is not entirely disproved by Goetze's

recent proposal that it was Salmanassar I of Assur. 1 have treated the whole problem in an un-

publ. Ms. on the geography of the Anc. Near East, and am unable to accept Goetze’s argument:

Kizvatna (cf. Ass. kitpat) is originally Med. Katpatuka, Gr. Kappadokia Pontika; only after

Alexander the name was extended to include the southern Komana, and there the name survived

after the original country had become simple “Pontus.’’

9 Change of liquids in foreign names is especially frequent in Sem. languages when the

name contains a labial. Cf. also Horn, moiibos, Rhod. bolibos, Epid. bolimos, Lat. plumbum.
In the region in question was also a town to which the term habalklnu mav possibly refer.

Strabo 12,3,16: "behind Themiscyra is the Sidenj with the fortified places Side, xaPaKa and
Rhabda on the coast; so far goes Amisene (Samsun); then Pharnakla and Trapezus.” Strabo's

Xabaka seems to be the town xaPaTKa o£ Sidene, of which coins are known.
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that period, in the Khanenko collection in Kiew, of which six or eight

specimens have turned up in recent years in Luristan.

Before determining hosafnena, the weapons themselves deserve some

study.

In Yt.io,39-40, stanzas belonging to the same song as 128-131, the

almost identical series of arms recurs, as arms of the enemies, made in-

elfective by Mithra

:

39: isvascit rzifya.prna The arrows with eagle-feathers

hudaxtat haca danvanat that from the well-bent bow

jiya.jataho vazamna fly off when shot from the string,

rstayascit tiyra darya - - the lances, pointed, long,

zarstvacit fradaxsaniya the earthen sling-stones

vazamna haca bazubyo flying by the force of the arms,

asamna.viSo bavati they all miss their target,

40: kartacit hufrayuxta . . . The daggers, well suspended,

vazracit hunivixta yoi niyrare the maces well swung down which

shall

sarahi martiyakanam descend upon the heads of men

asamna.jano bavati they all miss their target.

A third corresponding passage is Yt. 13,72, where the fravarti make

their friends proof against the arms of their enemies:

1:3,72
;
yada noit tat pati karto that not the daggers,

hufraharsto easy to draw,

noit vazro hunivixto not the maces well swung down,

noit isavo huvadaxto not the arrows well shot off,

noit rstis huvawiyasta not the lances well thrown,

noit asano rma.suto not the stones moved by (force

of) arm,

avasyat may hit him. . . .

These poor verses again are the model of YV.i,i8:

1,18: noit dim naram ayan avas- not would hit this man

yat

noit akavo noit cakavo noit neither akavo, nor hatchets, nor

isavo arrows,
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noit karta noit vazra nor knife, nor mace,

noit visante asino avasayat nor can stones hit him.

The five arms in Yt. 10,128-131 are the same as in 39-40: (1) bow and

arrow, (2) lance, (4) dagger, (5) mace; only for (3) cakus, hatchet or

axe, the other verses have sling-stone.

The most detailed description of military equipment is in Vid. 14,9, a

passage compared by Noldeke with Tabari’s story of Xusrau, who first,

believing himself to be exempt, did not appear at the roll-call, then,

rebuked by the general, came, but forgot his arrow-heads. This late

Sasanian tale resembles indeed the Videvdad passage, and yet this must

be a very old piece. radoisti alone, though a deformity, proves that

the original described the equipment of an old ra#esta, and the wrong

context in which the piece is put is conclusive: this equipment is im-

posed, among endless other deliveries, as a punishment for having

inadvertently deprived an otter of one of its eyes. Vid. 14,9:

yesam zayanam radoisti To the equipment of a ra^esta be-

long:

prvyo rstis bitiyo karto 1. lance 2. dagger

0ritiyo vazro turya #anvar 3. mace 4. bow

pux^a zenaus mat akana 5. belt(?) with quiver,

mat 0risas aya.ayrais with thirty iron-pointed (ar-

rows)

Xstvi fradaxsana snavar.bazura 6. sling with arms of sinews

mat 0risas fradaxsanyais with thirty sling-stones

hafta#o zraSo astamo kuris 7. cuirass 8. collaret

naumo patiSano dasamo saravaro 9. cheek-piece 10. helmet

evandaso kamara dvadaso ranapo 11. sword-belt 12. greaves.

1-6 are offensive, 7-12 defensive weapons. Herodotus, when describing

the army at Doriscus, 480 b.c., names the defensive weapons first. The

weapons of the Persians are (1) long bow, cane arrows in quivers, (2)

long lances, (3) daggers suspended from the belt, worn at the right

thigh : iyxeipi^La irapa tov he^iov prjpov TrapaiO)pevpeva in rrj^

(mpt}?. He adds “properly speaking, that is the Median equipment.”

The sculptures show the slight differences between the Median and

the Persian armament: the Medes have the bow in a case, the Persians

have a quiver only for arrows. The Medes wear the dagger suspended
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as Herodotus describes it, but the Persians wear them sticking in their

belts. Herodotus is right in calling the equipment Median.

Aw. karta are the iyxeiplBia. karta, MP. kart, NP. kard, is every

knife; in Vid. 14, the Pahl. transl. adds “sampser, sword.” The adjectives

mean: waya.dara, “sharp at both edges,” in distinction from “one-

edged”; hu.frayuxta “well-suspended” irapaicopevpevos (not “gut-

geschwungen”)
;
huiarhrsta “well-drawn,” easily drawn from its scab-

bard.

gaSa in 131, everywhere else vazra, are synonyms; a distinction of

throw and blow is not probable. Herodotus mentions ponaXa only as

weapons of Aethiopians and Mesopotamians, a#ura, and wooden ones

at that, studded with iron, cf. sata.fstana “with a hundred studs” as

epithet of Mithra’s vazra in Y/.io,96.

The sling, frada^sana, is not among the military equipment at Doris-

cus, and was perhaps a hunting weapon. The Pahl. transl. is kvpyn, NP.
gopal. I have an object of earthenware like an Assyrian ziqqatu, from

Gannawa, N of Bushire, where they are found in heaps and are called

gopal as “sling-stones of Rustam.”
10

In 130, instead of the sling, we find

cakus, i.e. NP. cakus, cakuj “hammer.” Like “tabar,” word for the same

instrument, this may be a loanword from a non-Iranian language: the

n.pl. cakavo does not agree with the gen. cakusanam. Herodotus men-

tions battle-axes, d^ivas craydpis only as weapons of the Saka, viuhq

;

whereas the sculptures show the Sogdians wearing them and offering

them as tribute. In the Ermitage are some golden originals from Keler-

mes. biteya means a hammer with blade and butt; they are double axes.

aku, by which one is “hit,” cannot mean “scissors” (Wb.), for which,

besides, one would expect a dual name. It may belong to aka (instr.sg.)

in Y/. 10, 125 and anxnah in Y/-5,ii (see under ‘Mithra’), Gr. dy/oAp

“thong, noose,” cf. Lat. anus “ring” < ‘aqknos; then, akavo would be

lasso, rope. Herodotus mentions such creipa (to Vhl-, Germ, “seil”)

with the Sagartians.

Thus, the verses of Yt. 10 describe Median weapons of the 6th and 5th

centuries. Among them is the cakus, the material of which is hosafnena,

a word for steel, important for cultural stratigraphy.

cakusanam hosafnenam biteyanam is the only verse of 12 syllables

in st.128-130; one of the two adjectives might be added subsequently.

10 Cf. Felly, Bombay Geogr.Soc., 1865, xvn, 138.
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The arrows have three, all other weapons only one adjective, biteya is

an essential quality of the weapon and is covered by the analogous adj.

wayadara of karta. On the other hand, hosafnena as adj. of material is

covered by ayahena “of bronze,” epithet of gaSa in 13 1. cakusanam

hosafnenam are bad forms as to grammar, it should be
+cakusam +

hosaf-

nenanam. This seems to me decisive: a thematic gen.pl. cakusanam is

inadmissible in verses of the 6th century, and cakusam biteyanam

would be faulty in meter. The verse requires an epithet, in the gen.pl.,

of five syllables; hence hosafnena is a genuine part of these verses, of

the 6th century b.c. The two old glosses in 128 and 129 may be as old

as the fifth century.

hosafnena appears a second time in Vid.7,74, in a rule, how to clean

ahvarna, eating vessels of gold, zarnena; silver, rzatena; bronze, aya-

hena; hosafnena and zarstvena.

The last one is usually translated “of stone,” Pahl. sangen. There were

plenty of stone vessels, in Persepolis mostly of green stone, which pro-

tects against poison: patizahr > bezoar. But in Vid1

.8,8 and 10, the noun

zarstva is coupled with isti, “sun-dried brick,” see zmoistve, i.e.

zam+isti, under ‘Yama Xseta,’ and means “burnt brick.” The OP.

word for enamelled bricks, Akk. agurru, missing in Dar.chart.Sus., is

a[g]ura[va], corresponding to El. halat.ukku, “on burnt clay-tablets”

in Bek. §70, see under ‘Memorial Document.’ zarstva is the common

brick; zarstvena as adj. of vessels “earthenware.” In Yt. 10,39 fraSax-

sanya “sling-stones” are called so: like the gopal from Gannawa, they

actually were made of brick, and the very oldest ovoid slingstones are of

sundried clay only. Thus the sequence of the vessels is: of gold, silver,

bronze, hosafnena and earthenware.

The third passage with hosafnena is Vid.8,90, soon to be discussed in

full, a series of industrial works, among them, in the same order “places

where gold, silver, bronze and hosafnena are forged.” This proves the

word to be a metal, iron or steel, but something is wrong, for not the

adj. “of iron,” but the subst. “iron” is forged.

The archetype of Aw. haosafnaena would be h(’)vspnyn, with -yn,

-ena, as ending of adjectives of material. The word for steel is in Afghan

ospana and ospina, in Ossetic afsan, in Pamir dialects spin, according to
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Tomaschek also ispin.
11

These surviving forms prove the Aw. vocali-

zation of h(’)vspnyn to be wrong: not haosafnaena, but
+
hospa/inena.

It is a foreign word, the first syllable of which has been treated, by

popular etymology, with vrddhi—a sure sign of antiquity—as if it

was Ir. hu- “good.”
12

hospa/inena is the adjective, but in Vid.8,90 the

noun is required. The surviving forms show that the fault is not in

the adj. ending, but the n before it, a mere vertical stroke: hvsp(n)yn

is the noun Tiusplna.

Gr. chalyps, Syr. sbvrqn, Aw. sprya ahena, also Assyr. habalklna

(whether to chalyps or not) are names of provenance. So is the MP.
translation of "hospinena, polavaten, from polavat, > NP. puIaS [Ar-

men. polovat, Mong. bolot], a name with an Indian sound.

The early Arab poets call their famous swords regularly saif = hindu-

wan, or simply hinduwani, “the Indian (steel, sword),” and formed

from this MP. word hindi, muhannad etc.
13 The Shahnamah says: “ci

gopal, ci yanjar i hinduwan, what a sling-stone, what a dagger of In-

dian (steel).” Marco Polo still speaks of this steel as “ondanique.”

The country of provenance is Sind. The oldest remarks about steel

in India are partly contradictory. At Doriscus, in 480 b.c., the Indians

had iron arrowheads. Ctesias, bid., Photius 72, reports having received

from each, Artaxerxes and Parysatis, a sword of Indian iron. Curtius,

9,8,1, says, Alexander got from the Oxydrakai a hundred talents of

ferrum candidum, an unusual expression, hardly meaning tin, rather

steel. But Strabo 15, c.700 and 716, quotes Nearch and another his-

torian of Alexander saying that the metallurgy of the Indians was

behind the time, that they did not even know how to harden bronze

by hammering, which would preclude the making of steel.

Pliny, after dealing with Spanish iron, in 34,39-46, says: “The best

is that of the Seres, Chinese; then the Parthian,” which would be the

sprya from Suburgan. The Peripius, at the very end of the first century

a.d. speaks of the shipping of Indian steel from Ariaca (?) on the Gulf

11 O. Laufer, Sino-Iranica 15, traces also Chin, pin Pie to the same MP. source; the Chinese
got the thing and the word from Iran, and describe it as damask steel, encrusted with gold
in China. The sign “pin,” created for this word, stands for +spin.

12 Cf. husravah:hausravaha; humanah:haumanaha; and their antomms dussravah:daussravah;

dusmanah:dausmanahya.
13 See Siddiqi, Pers. Premdworter im Klass. Arab., Hamburg 1909, 89. I have met MP.

hinduwanlg in Pahl. texts, but did not note the place.
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of Cambay to the Somali coast.
14 Under Marc Aurel and Commodus,

Indian steel was common among the import articles subject to custom

duty. At the limit of modern times, damask blades, the iron of which

came from mines near Hyderabad, were forged in Golconda and in

Guzerat in Panjab, on the way from Lahore to Kashmir. This is not

far from the town Proklais, which the Periplus describes as the great

trading center of NW India. The name is older Gr. Peukaleotis, from

Pali Pukkhalavatl, mod. Charsadda, only 12fz miles NE of Peshawar.

I consider MP. polavaS to be an adjective of provenance “from Puk-

khalavati,” and Tedesco informs me that this is right, the vrddhi adj.

pokkhalavata exists, > pohalavada > polavaS, NP. pulad “Indian

(steel).”

As famous as the saif hinduwanl in old Arabia were the gladii his-

panienses or hispanici, swords for cut and thrust, in Rome. The Spanish

mines are situated near the southern coasts and the metal is above

ground and easily workable, all the advantages shared by the mines

of the Chalybes on the Pontus. Therefore, Spain has furnished metal to

the Mediterranean world since the remotest antiquity. This trade

flourished before the Mycenaean epoch; after the beginning of the first

millennium it was the Phoenicians that carried it. Ezekiel 27, 12-13,

Lament on Tyre: “Tarshish has brought . . . silver, iron, tin and lead,

Yavan, Tabal, Meshek have brought their slaves and tools of bronze to

thy markets.” For the Tarshish trade see under ‘Navigation.’ The As-

syrians heard of the Phoenician trade with the ‘Tin-islands’ under Sar-

gon, at the very end of the 8th century. In the 7th century, the Phoeni-

cians went to Spain as well as to the Shaft al-‘Arab. At the end of the

6th century, Scylax of Caryanda reported to Darius about his voyages

from the Indus to the Pillars of Hercules. Since 450, while the metro-

poles Tyre and Sidon were Persian cities, the Carthaginians began their

intensive colonization of Spain. The Greeks called the country Iberia,

after a tribal name. The Romans who wrested it from the Carthaginians

in the 3rd century did not use the Greek name, but Hispania, perhaps

older Ispania. Therewith they did not invent a name, but adapted the

name used by the Carthaginians. One need not accept the old story

about a Punic etymology of that name, but cannot doubt that it was

14 IdrisI 1,65 says, vice versa, that the smiths of Sind got their iron from Sofala.
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the name, presumably, like Iberia, derived from a tribal name to which

Hispalis-Sevilla may belong.

Polybius, Diodor, Justin, all mention the Spanish swords, gladii his-

panienses. Seneca calls them hispanae machaerae. Philo, the mathema-

tician, discusses their extraordinary elasticity. Martial and Pliny name

Bilbis and Turasso as the most famous places of fabrication; Grattius,

cyneg., names already Toledo, where the industry flourished to our

time: I have here a fine Toledo dagger of 1859. Besides the gladii and

machaerae, short-stalked hatchets and double-axes were made, and these

are represented on the oldest Spanish coins and on vase paintings as

symbols of that typical industry. They are also the “thousand cakusam

hospinenanam biteyanam” of Yr.10,128, on Mithra’s chariot and huspin

is “Spanish (steel).” The appearance of the word in the sixth century

in the Awesta is the effect of the Phoenician trade. “A sword of Spain,

the ice-brook’s temper.”

Tiospinena appears for the third time in Vid.8,81-96, in rules for the

purification of fire: profaned by industrial utilization, it must be

brought back to the temple, the datiya gatu. Such rites seem to be the

last echo of a paleolithic thought: to keep the flame and never to let it

die out. The rules are arranged in the grade of profanation, a coloring

foreign to the original thought; the form is: How high a merit does

he acquire who brings back the purified fire to the cultic place? The

merit is graduated from thousand to ten points, similar to the grades of

the wergild tariff in Yt.io, see under ‘Mithra.’ There, a faulty 10,000

grade is appended at the end, a relation of redemption “between the

dena mazdayasnis” which, as a single one, cannot appear in dual. The

list of fires, likewise, begins with a faulty grade of 10,000 points for

fire that had been used for funeral pyres. The preceding paragraphs

—

see under ‘Videvdad’—give an explicit rule for such desecration, sepa-

rated from the list of industries only by the unorganic interpolation:

“If one puts sandal, benzoe, aloe, pomegranate and other fragrant

woods on the fire, Atar comes here at once, wherever the perfume

spreads.” One sees clearly the work of the redactors collecting the old

fragments: the fire of a funeral pyre is repeated in st.81 merely in order

to connect stylistically the disconnected rules about pyres and about

industrial utilization of fire. The 10,000 post must be cancelled.
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If one would get ten points credited for every time one carries the

fire from one’s own hearth to the datgas, but a thousand points for

doing it from a dyer’s place, everybody would go once instead of a hun-

dred times. The tariff-form is preposterous, and introduced only for

mnemonics’ sake, probably in the first century a.d., when the Videvdad

was composed. The genuine nucleus of the alleged tariff was a simple

ordinance of how to purify and maintain fire used in industries. The

date of the original rule, older than the Videvdad, could be inferred

only from the techniques, but just their age is the unknown quantity

which we wished to infer from the date of the rule.

The list begins with (82) grade 1,000: ruzdi.paka, (83) 500: ,saire.-

hya‘, (84) 400: xumba zmani.pacika, (85) xumba yama.pacika; this

ought to have 300 points, but instead it says, ungrammatically: “as much

as (there are) for it of yamanam patinam sarinam, of single potsherds.”

(86) onya paro.brjya (or aparo-, -brzaya). Instead of 200 it says: “as

much as (there are) for it of single urvaranam, grains or plants, of the

fields.” (87) 100: pisra zaranya.sepa, (88) 90: pisra rzata.sepa, (89) 80:

pisra aya.sepa, (90) 70: pisra Tiospina.sepa, (91) 60: tanura, (92) 50:

dista, (93) 40: onya taxarya, (94) 30: panti stora.paya, (95) 20: skarya,

(96) io:nazdista.

All these works utilize fire, and all the names are adjectives “the

fire used for such and such a purpose.” They may refer, in principle,

either to the product, or to the apparatus of production, but not, as will

be seen, to the fuel.

Four words denote the apparatus:

(1) xumba, Pahl. transl. xumbak, OI. khumba, lit. “pot,” called thus

either for a similarity of form, or because, primevally, the wandering

smiths carried a pot as oven. Here it means the kiln of a potter (83)

and of a glass-blower (84). pacika, adj. of -pak, to Vpak- “to bake,”

shows that the material was burnt.

(2) onya, in 86 and 93, used for two undetermined techniques, onya

is derivative of una in Vid. 17,2; Nir. 100. This word looks as if it were

borrowxd from Akk. ana or unutu, Hebr. oni, oniyah “vessel,” ship

or receptacle.
13 The Pahl. transl. in Vid.8,86 and 17,2, ’vnk, recurs in

Vid.2,38 in the description of Yama’s var: “the dyv’l ‘wall’ with which

15 But ct. Gr. aulos. Lat. olla
; one would expect here the Ir. correspondent of OI. ukha “pot,”

Gr. ipnoi “oven.”
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the ’vnk is shut,” where the Aw. text has “dvar, door.” In Vid.8,93 the

Ms. dr (dastur Rustamji) glosses “kimiyagar, of an alchemist,” as if

’vnk was a “still.”

(3) pisra, without clear etymological connections, serves for “sepa”

of gold, silver, bronze and steel, see §§87-90. The Pahl. transl. renders

this verb by adding ptkl or ptgl to each metal, while it translates pisra by

pyt’l. The only explanation I can offer would be that both transcriptions

mean *patigara > paSyal > piyal(ah) “dish.” Wb. translates sepa by

“schweissen, schmelzen,” to weld or melt, smelt, but one does not weld

gold and silver and was unable to melt steel or found iron. No other

technique is common to the four metals but “forging.” sepa must be

linked to Vsif- in Fzi.2,10, Yama myth: “he hewed, stroke the earth

with the wand,” and in Yt. 14,35 and 44-45, soldier’s charm: “hammer,

strike the body with this wing!” in order to become invulnerable. “To

hew,” OHG. houwan, is also in other languages the term for forging,

cf. OSl. kovaci, Lit. kalwis (Finn, kalewa) “smith”; Lat. cudere, cellere.

NP. sift “hard” apparently because “hammered, forged.” Cf. Germ.

Eisenhauer = blacksmith, Eisenhammer = iron-forge.
16

(4) tanura is a loanword from Sem. tannura “baker’s oven.” (82)

Misled by an explanation—hi^r.pak—of the Denkjzrt, Darmesteter

translated ruzdipaka, name of the first industry, by “impure liquids;

hi^r is every impure secretion of the body”; hence West: “burning

of bodily refuse,” and Bartholomae “Fliissigkeiten kochend, zu Vrud-,

fliessen; Pii. roS?-pak; zum Kochen der aus dem Leichnam austreten-

den Fliissigkeiten benutzt[es Feuer].” With but a little regard for the

context, these ghastly translations could have been avoided, ruzdipaka

is an industry, and the Pahl. transl. is clearly “ata;ys e rang.pak, fire for

color-boiling,” explained by NP. “wherever one boils colors.”

The etymology of ruzdi is unknown, and so is that of rang, often

spelled rg in BPars. Ctesias, Ind.21, speaks of a tree in India—confound-

ing it with the ^siftahvara tree—on which small, soft wrorms develop,

red like cinnabar (OP. sinkabrus), utilized by the Indian dyers to

make a red dye of better quality than the Persian red. This implies

that red dye was produced in Iran in the fifth century. Cochineal was

known to the Assyrians as hurhuratu and as in.za.hu.ru.e.ti (which

16 What is Arab, saif ? Certainly not Greek xtphos.
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language?) to the Babylonians at the time of Nabunaid.
1

' In modern

times kirm i qirmiz was cultivated in Khurasan. On the other hand,

the Phoenicians were famous for their purple, and the early predomi-

nance of red suggests an etymological connection between ruzdi and

roSita “red,” perhaps also of rang “dye” and 01 . rakta “red.”

With indigo, nil, Pliny deals in NH. 35,25-27, as indigum, and the

Periplus says that it was exported, at that time, from Barbaricum, the

harbor of the Sinthos river, i.e. Indus, hence equal to
+
Sindrod (for

-ok) of the Acts of St. Thomas, and corresponding to mod. Karachi.

If it was brought to Rome, it certainly came to Persia at the time of the

Videvddd. Indigo industry flourished in Khuzistan in the Sasanian

period and has not yet been quite supplanted by imported aniline. From

the story in Mas‘udi’s murudj

,

that Xusrau Anosixwan received from

India the book of Kalila u Dimna, chess, and the black dye, called

hindi, to dye his hair, one must not conclude, as O. Laufer did, that

indigo was not imported before the 6th century a.d. Chess too came

much earlier. The story means vasmah, which, when used alone, gives

an ugly green-black, and hence, for hair-dying, is always used along

with hinna.

Weavers who used gold- and silver-thread—W.16,2 zarnena for rugs

and cushions, cf. mrzyumna in Yt. 17,18—had all normal colors at their

disposal. The sculptures of Persepolis show madder (rubia tinctoria)

and indigo besides saffron as colors of garments. For making the enam-

elled bricks, according to Dar.chart.Sus., one used mineral colors like

kasaka kapotaka, lapislazuli, sinkabrus, cinnabar, axsena, Akk. sadanu,

haematite or perhaps ambergris.

The Bdh. says in the chapter on plants: “har ce yamak pads
+
ra(n)-

gitan,
13
cigon kurkum u dar.purnigan u zart.copak [K20, Paz. zacava]

u vahak [K20 vaha] u runas [many variants] u nil, rang [K20: rg]

Xvanend, all plants used for dying textiles, like saffron, sapan, yellow-

wood, vahak?, madder and indigo, are called rang, dye-plants.” The

same plants with the same names—except the unknown vahak—were

used till recent times.

11 Cf. B. Meissner, Stud. z.Assyr. Lexikpgr. iv, 1940, 14E, and San Nicolo in Arch. Orientalny

v, 1933 . 65 and 71; also St. Langdon, ra,28, 1931, 17.
1S Neither in Gr.Bdh. 118, nor in Ind.Bdh. K20, 121, is the spelling clear.
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(83) ,saire.hya‘, Pahl. transl. ata^s e sl’sp. Bartholomae, Wb. “statt

sarahya, Komp. von sarya ‘Mist’ und ahya NHd. ‘Esse’ = ‘Mistdarre’

;

Vorrichtung zum Dorren von Mist, um ihn danach als Brennmaterial

zu benutzen.”

Wood was always scarce and precious, and dry dung, of horses and

camels, besides dry desert shrubs, is the most common fuel for lime-

kilns, brick-yards, potteries, baths and even baker’s ovens, and was the

more so as long as coal was unknown. This same fuel was certainly

used for making dyes, and for most of the following industries, that

is one reason why it cannot have a special number of points in this

tariff: no fuel can appear at all. Vid.5 teaches: “If someone dies by

drowning or burning, it is not the water or fire that kills him, but

fate, baxt.” In the same way, the fire neither does nor suffers harm in

burning up any fuel. But no fuel has ever been used for kiln-drying

dung. The sun does it. Materially the interpretation is impossible; lin-

guistically it rests on the Pahl. transl. sarasp interpreted as “horse-

dung” and Aw. sarya, an absorbent, on which corpses are laid in the

daxma according to Vid.8,8.

A compound with *ahya, Germ. Esse, is wholly unconvincing, and

the dot of separation which some Mss. put between saire and hya only

shows that the redactors did not understand the word. If they thought

of Aw. sarya “dung” or the current ideogr. sry’ = vat, “bad,” the inter-

pretation would be linked to that of ruzdi as hixr, and both to the trans-

formation of the original ordinance into a tariff in degrees of contamina-

tion: corpses—hixr—sarya. The original did not mention cremation at

all, spoke first of making of colors, then of other industries.

Darmesteter used a wrong argument against an old note by Framji

(cod. Mui about 1830) “fire of a bath”: “To use baths was forbidden;

according to Josua Stylites, Balash (484-88) was dethroned by the magi,

because he had founded bath-houses everywhere.” The reason was that

these baths were an institution obligatory for Mazdakism, and building

them betrayed the king’s inclination towards Mazdak.
19 One may still

consider “bath” as a possible meaning.

The word ,saire.hyat‘ is corrupt. The var.ll. lead to sryhyt or sry[-]hyt.

Most codd. have an e at the doubtful place. If the fault consisted in a

19 See Wandmalereien v. Samarra, p.2.
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missing or illegible letter, it must have been a consonant, e.g. s (almost

identical with e), sry[s]hyt: sresahyat, to Vsris-, 01 . si is-, NP. sires

“glue.” As support one may adduce, with Mr. M. Gandevia, NP. sarg

“glue.” In MP. one would expect
+
slysk instead of sl’sp. It would be a

glue-factory. One may also consider NP. sirinj, “minium, red oxide of

lead.” If the fault was in the second letter r, one may reach the meaning

“bath” by the simple and more than once necessary emendation of r in

n : V sna-, snaya- “to bathe.”

(84) and (85), the two ^umba, zmani- and yama-pacika, Pahl. transl.

zamlk- and yamik-pazan, are kilns for pottery and glass. To the first

the Pahl. Vid. adds c’lvkl’n, i.e. caruk, NP. caru and saru, Arab, sarudj

“maker of hydraulic chalk.” Still today one fills the space between the

pots in the kiln with limestone, which draws from the dung, a fuel

rich in silicates, the necessary percentage, and afterwards is mixed with

the ashes, as an excellent mortar. To “glass-blowers” the translation

adds a word DvPgyn’kl’n, which may be
+
avginak.karan “glassmaker.

’

(86), para.brjya is, like 93 taxarya, prepared in an onya, but from

urvara, some species of grain, as follows from the remark “as much as

there are grains.”
20 Assuming b < v, in MP. pronunciation, we have

+
para.vrjya, which would be to

+
vrjya “rice” as para.homa to homa:

the simplex is the plant, the compound the drink, hence “rice-wine,

distilled in an onya. Megasthenes mentions rice-wine in Strabo i5,i,53 :

vivi.LV S’ av opvl'qs avri KpiOivtov crwridevTas.

There were other alcoholic drinks besides wine, homa. The NP.

word is buzah, perhaps comparable with the name of the dev BujI.

Bartholomae translated xsuSra, xsauSri—which is used along with

yava “barley” or payah “milk”—by “akloholisches Getreide, etwa Bier.”

But the Pahl. transl. of Vid. 16,

y

comments it by “as < OP. as#
r
a,

grits,” hence “porridge of barley,” see under ‘Harvatat.’ The translation

“mit Alkohol versetzt” of x^auSri would imply that distillation of

alcohol—of course unknown—was known, payah xsauSri is NP. mast,

or, mixed with water, dugh, which develops alcohol, but cannot express

this fact in its name.

20 The Pahl. transl. renders mechanically para- by the ideogr. L*YN = pes, brj/zya by arzuk,

“precious etc.,” the usual translation of a different series of words: Vbrg-, brx5a, brjyant etc.,

adding as third element -kl’n, also misspelled klyt’n, klye’n. “pes-arzuk” does not look like any

industrial product and is problematical, but it prevents a connection of para.brjya with MP.
brejan “to roast, bake,” XP. (dial.) barejan “baking-oven.”
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(87)-(9o) are clearly workshops where gold, silver, bronze and

Spanish steel were forged. The imported material was manufactured at

home. The charta of Susa adds to each imported material “tya ida

krtam, which was worked here.” All the copper bazaars of the East

work today with imported copper. Till about 50 years ago, the damask

steel for the Isfahan workshops came from Qazwln (near it was

QahvaS-Kitpat, a settlement of Kizvatnians), from Arsinjan in Fars,

from India and Europe. Mining ceased long ago in Fars. The steel is

inlaid with gold thread, hammered into the scratched patterns, and

made one mass by long polishing. The Chinese describe their work on

“pin the, the Spanish steel,” similarly: “swords and other objects made

of this steel, are polished ‘by means of’ gold threads, and then the pat-

terns (of the damask steel) become visible,” following Laufer’s trans-

lation which cannot be accurate: the threads themselves must be pol-

ished to become visible and contrast with the wavy lines of the steel.

Ya 14,27 mentions a “karta zaranya.sora, dagger inlaid with gold”;

thus the technique was known in Iran at the Achaemenian period.

(91)

: tanura. Today and certainly in antiquity, in these round ovens

the round white dough of inferior bread, nan i taftun, are laid on sand

;

the fuel is dry dung, and the bread takes something of the smoke and

smell of the fuel. A yet more primitive method is one, the picture of

which I never forget : a beduin woman on the march, high on her camel,

holding on the fingertips of her left hand a round hot copperplate, on

which were heaped, alternately, 12 flat cakes of dough and of camel

dung, the top covered by another copper plate. Thus she baked her bread

while traveling.

The better bread, nan i sangak, is laid on pebbles; the fire leaps down
on the dough from a raised bench. The NP. commentary to the Videv-

dad says: “tannur ki deg darvandan pazand, wa nan-puxt.” darvandan

means, like darbast, “with closed door,” but if that is written, the neces-

sary complement to the rel. ki, “dar an, in which one . .
.” is missing;

further, no deg, Germ. “Tiegel, cauldron” is used in the oven, only

“dough.” One expects “in which the dough is baked.”

(92)

, dista, Wb. “Kessel, Topf.” The Pahl. transl. has deg, two mss.

add mn mtbh. This ideogr., missing in the Frahangs, is Aram, tbh,

mostly “to slaughter,” but also “to bake, cook,” Eze\. 46,24 tbh’ “cook,”

Arab, matbakh “kitchen.” Wb. unites this dista n., with dista f. of Vid.
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8,74, where not a kettle, cauldron, but a funeral pile is meant, dista is

“piled up”; in Aw. uzdeza uzdista it means “pyre,” in OP. dida

[djista the walls of Susa, piled up in numberless layers of bricks. Hiib-

schmann, Vers.Stud. 65: “NP. deg < OP. *daika,” means “not to

Vdiz-.” Dictionaries have a word “dez, pot” without confirming quota-

tions. The Pahl. transl. takes dista as the hearth of the kitchen, but this

is ruled out by the last item of the tariff: the hearthfire of the home,

nazdista. The disposition of the chapter requires another industrial fire,

and I believe it to be a charcoal pile. The much used charcoal is called

zuyal, zugal, zuwal, zuyal in NP., the etymology of which is unknown.

(93), onya ta^arya: Bartholomae attempts no explanation, nor do

Dastur Hoshang and M. Gandevia comment upon its Pahl. transla-

tions. The ms. dr (dastur Rustamji, a.d. 1755) glosses the apparatus by

NP. klmiyagar, “of an alchemist.” The contrivance is the same as that

used for making para.brjya, seemingly a still.

As the text stands, ryry is adj. of tyr, "ta^ra > MP. taxr, in S\and.

Gum. Vic., Paz. tahal, NP. talx “bitter.” “Bitters” are medicinal drinks;

the main medicinal herb was dramna, absinthe, wormwood, see under

‘Ardvi.’ taxriya would be a bitter infusion, a tisane, Gr. irTurdvr). The

common IE. root to which the Greek word belongs describes the work-

ing of primitive hand-mills, mortars with pestle, pistillum
;
pistor, Pali

pisaka is miller, tila.pisaka “oil-miller” appears at the side of medicine-

makers. pistlkan, the Pahl. transl. of taxriya,
21

can belong to this root,

cf. 01 . pista, NP. pist “flour, meal.” Tisanes as well as powders, salts,

may be included under the notion. But all this rests on the interpreta-

tion of “bitter” as medicine.

A slight emendation would give
+
sxry, saxarya “sugar.” Skr. sarkara,

Prakr.Pal. sakkhara means primarily any granular, powdery material,

a name fit for medicines in crystalline powder form. It is qualified by

rakta or aruna “reddish” or by sita “white,” which seems to me to

narrow down the meaning to sugar at an earlier time than generally

assumed. I do not believe that sugar became known in Iran only in

the late Sasanian epoch.

21 The variants of pyst>k’n differ only in the spelling of the adj. ending. But the text glosses

it by a second word p-yy’-s-p-yk-’n with three variants: two insert -’h after initial p, one of

them ligating s + p to sc, the other with only p for s + p + y; the third variant put -’h-

between the second p and yk. Only one of the variants is possibly right, but I am unable to

divine the word behind them.
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The classical references to sugar show that it had been a medicine

before it became an article of general consumption, just as pontikon-

coffee and xsiftahvara-manna. Sugar-cane grows in SIstan, Gurgan,

Khuzistan and ‘Iraq. Nearch and Onesicritus mention, in India, “a

reed producing honey without bees”; Megasthenes says peki xaXd-

fuvov ;
Pliny nh. 12,17: “saccharum et Arabia fert sed laudantius India,

gummium modo candidum, dentibus fragile, amplissimum nucis avel-

lanae magnitudine, ad medicinam tantum usum.” Applying these de-

scriptions of sakkhara, as usual since C. Ritter’s dissertation, to Indian

“bamboo-manna, tabasir < Skr. tvakslra, bark-milk,” involves the as-

sumption that this stuff had originally two names of which one was

later transferred to sugar-cane, or, yet more improbable, that it got a

new name when its old name was transferred. Besides, Pliny’s Arabia

must mean the Shatt al-‘Arab region; as far as I know, sugar-cane is

not indigenous in South Arabia. Dioscurides, at Nero’s time, describes

araK^apov as found on a cane, looking like salt—most characteristic:

who has never taken the sugar instead of the salt-cellar? The Periplus

§14 mentions aaKxapi as export article from Barygaza at the very end

of the first century a.d. The method was still primitive, the use limited

to medicine.

The perfected production of sugar is said to have been found in India

itself only about a.d. 300. But at the time of Moses of Chorene, a.d. 450-

500, Gundeshapur in Khuzistan was already the center of sugar refin-

ing; books like Xusr.Ret. speak of two kinds, sakar and tabarzaS, the

names of which passed into many languages, not as of something new,

but as a common requisite of the kitchen. The Sui-Annals
22

mention

not much later two kinds of Persian sugar, and in the T‘ang period

those were imported wholesale. Sugar was not “an Indian valuable”

because the emperor Heraclius mentions the enormous stores of it

which fell into his hands with the spoil of Dastagird. Xusrau, like more

than one of his successors, who are accused of it, apparently used the

war for financial speculations. In 1917, at the evacuation of Baghdad

by the Turks, I observed how ten railway trucks loaded with sugar

—

which had completely disappeared from the market for a long time

—

22 O. Laufer, Sino-lranica 376.
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were shipped to Samarra, to be resold to Baghdad after the British

occupation.

The last three fires of the list are not industrial.
(94)

: “pantat haca stora.payat, Pahl.Vid. ac ras . . . e storpanan.”

stora is big cattle, Vpa- “to herd.” panti does not mean exceptionally

“Stelle, spot” (Wb.), but as always “trails” between summer- and win-

ter-pastures, along which the cowboys make their fires.

(95)

: skarya, Wb.

:

“eine Art (welche?) Vorrichtung zur Feuerung.”

But Pahl.Vid. has “skly’ (ku s6
/3an),” or “ski . . . e ’svb’l’n (e xb’d-

nan),” with the NP. gloss “hunters in the forest.” Pahl. skly’ is a mere

transliteration; the words in brackets “shepherds,” express opposition

to the foregoing “cow-herder.” The variant explains skar as “of the

horsemen,” with an impossible gloss “Chionites,” as if thinking of the

desecration of the fire by enemies of the religion. Hiibschmann, Pers.

Stud. 30 and 80: “NP. sikar, also bisgar(d), ‘hunt,’ MP. skar from

OP. *skara, to Vskar-; bisgard < MP. viskar.” skarya is the adj. of this

*skara, hence “fire of a hunter.” The gloss is right.
23

Finally (96): “who carries the fire nazdistat haca datiyam gatum

avi, from the nearest (place) to the cult-place.” Pahl.Vid. ac nazdik

(sapistan). Wb.: “vom nachstbesten, abgesehen von dem vorher aus-

driicklich genannten,” which would be the fire of minor importance,

whereas it is the best of all and the least profaned, sapistan, “Harem,”

defines it as the hearthfire of the own home, and that is what it means:

agni-ignis, the fire of Vesta, earlrj.

The sequence, therefore, is in reversed order: fire used (1) on the

own hearth, (2) by hunters, (3) by cowboys, (4) for making medicines

or sugar, (5) charcoal, (6) in baking ovens, (7) for forging steel, (8)
brass, (9) silver, (10) gold, (11) for making rice-wine, (12) glass,

(13) pottery, (14) glue, or for baths, and (15) dyes.

23 Cf. the n.pr. skarayat.ra0a, Wb. “den Wagen kreisen lassend to skarna ‘round’.” So it

would be if it were a comp. adj. of common language, but it is a proper name, standing in

yr.13,108 beside darayat.rafa, frarat at.rafla. As a name it may be formed merely in imitation
of such forms, and mean “hunting on the chariot, chariot-hunter," which was the usual style
of hunting.
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Usam sriram yazamade!

The number of Old Iranian terms for arts and crafts, architecture

and sculpture, is large, but few have been accurately determined. Ety-

mology alone cannot reveal the peculiar meaning, and any thorough

investigation ought to be linguistic and archeological at the same time.

Only a few terms can here be discussed.

All arts, each peculiar skill, is hunara, n.abstr. hunartat. Darius calls

his sportsmanship as horseman, archer, lancer “hunara granted to him

by AhuraMazdah”
; Zoroaster calls his poetry “hunartat, bestowed by

Vahumano.” AhuraMazdah’s creating of the world is “hunartat,

Srifuovpy'ui.” hunaravant, “rich in hunara” is the exclusive epithet of

two women in the Awesta: (i) the maiden of the Cinvat-bridge, who

guides, with a rope, the souls over the abyss, on account of her special

skill; and (2) Usa-Eos in Y/.i6,i, as goddess of handicraft, huti. The

craftsmen which are dra^ta.hunara, have learned their trade, are under

the protection of the hunaravatl.

In Altp.lnschr. (s.v.) I had not yet found the etymology of hunara.

“Good-man,” of course, is a popular etymology only. Nyberg’s “gute

Manneskraft”—in view of Usa and the maiden of the Cinvat-bridge, is

funny. H. W. Bailey’s remark in jras 1943, 2 “hu.nara ‘skillful, skill

from hu- and the verbal base nar- ‘be strong’ (not from nar- man

directly),” is perhaps meant to improve my surmise “ V nar- in MP.

vinartan etc.,” but is equally wrong.

The etymology results from hvandra.kara, the epithet of the dog in

Vid. 13,'6 and 48, see under ‘Ardvi.’ In Vid. 13,8 and 42 his epithet is

draxta.hunara, and F/^.13,9 remarks “a vohunazgo, hound, is enough

for a man who wants only protection, but no special hunara.’ Hence

it is not a (Wb.:) “luxury dog doing tricks,” but on the contrary a

working dog that has learned his job. In primitive periods all crafts were

in the hands of bondsmen, slaves, vesa, many in the hands of women,

jahika, e.g. weaving, pottery, cooking, perhaps also gathering herbs and

making medicines. That is the point of comparison between the dog

and the vesa and jahika in the song Vid. 12,46-48.
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hvandra.kara and dra^ta.hunara are full synonyms, hvandra—with

euphonic d
1—corresponds to OI. sundara < *sundra < *sunra, and

hunara to OI. sunara. It is no compound at all, but a derivative of A hu-.

This does not mean “antreiben ( Wb.)” based on arma.suta and manyu.-

suta, both in fact to V syu-,
2
but “to produce with skill, handi-work.”

Gath, hunati in Y.31,15 and hvanmahi in Y.35,5 mean “to manufacture,

contrive (by intrigue) the rulership of somebody.” And yona.hut,

epithet of the fox in V/d.13,16, is “the one who builds his den with

skill.” In apa.hvanvati, Yt.14,46, the primary signification, producing

by magic, is still discernible.

hvandra has a shortform hvani- used in compounds:3

(1) hvani.saxta, Yt.10,109, see under ‘Mithra’; saxtan, saz- is the

word for many crafts, replacing OIr. -kara, -gar, especially for forging

of weapons, making harness etc.; the NP. vocabulary is rich. Hence,

the saxta are weapons and engines, artillery, Vhu- “to engineer” and

“artes.”

(2) hvani.strta, -strtu “skillfully upholstered,” cf. Athenaeus on the

Persian invention of mattresses under ‘Hospitium.’

(3) hvani.rafla, name of the middle krsvar: the Veda praises every-

where the high art of the Cartwright, of making the wheels of the

chariot. Bartholomae
4

interpreted the passage in rv. 6,61,13: “ratha iva

vibhvane sarasvatl - - krtah” by “the Sarasvatl looks like the

chariot wrought for Vibhvan,” who as son of Sudhanvan belongs to

the Rbhavah, sandhanvanasah, the famous Cartwrights “who made the

chariot of the Asvinau.” hvanira#a belongs to this sphere of thought

and means “with chariots skillfully made.”

hvanat.caxra in Yt. 17,1, standing between yuxta.aspa “harnessed

horses” and vrta.ral9a, “turning chariots,” looks like a full synonym;
ra#a = caxra, as in caxravant “with many chariots.” canat.caxra in Yt.

5, disfigured from hvanat.caxra (Sas. c = hv) refers to mills in the

kitchen and means singing wheels.” But if the wheel of a chariot

1 Cf. madra, 'rmanra under Homa
;
Aw. api.dvanra “cloudy” and “dendrobosa,” name of

an island at the Gedrosian coast, Xearch in Arrian, Indira. Case: dvrjp-.dpdpos.

Like arza.suta, frasuta. \ice versa: \isa\ayat in Vid. 2,31, arranged in Wb. under Vsyu-,
belongs to Vhu-.

a Cf. Duchesne and Wb.iS64 : “xvaini: OI. sundara, like vezi:vr,ra.” The spelling without
epenthetic i in x vanira#a is no counterargument.

4 Etymol. and Wortbildg., Sb.Heid.Ak.d.W., Phil.-Hist.Kl. 1919,10, p.i 4 ff.
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would “sing,” it would soon burn, and the epithet would lay bare the

lack of skill.

hunartat is the word comprising all S-rjfuovpyia at the creation of

the world. Where gods create single beings, various words are used,

the primary meaning of which is mostly hidden. So it is in other lan-

guages: the prehistoric Sumerian town bad URUD.NAGAR
kl= Bad.Tibira

was, as the name says, a settlement of coppersmiths, who were miners

from the Pontus, Tibareni. But in Naram.Sin’s inscription Ur. n° 276,

the “nagar who chisels off the inscription, changes the name” is a

mason. Which craft the lu NAGAR.izzi of the Hittite Code means, re-

mains unknown. In later times the naggaru, Arab, nadjdjar, is a car-

penter. The problem is not to find a meaning for the root which covers

all these applications : it is the effect of historical developments that the

names were transferred from one craft to another.

Y^.19,52: ApamNapat “creates men, carves, tatasa men.” Vtas- is

etymologically connected with tect(onics), (archi)tect as well as with

text(iles). Weaving and basketry may be the primary meaning. In

y.57,10 it is building: “Sroso ham.tasti (cf. con-tegere), puts a (mod-

est) house together for the poor.” A synonym is V dwars-, which Her-

tel, Siegesf. 59, explains as “k‘-enlargement of the unenlarged root

dwar-, whence 'tvar.ta > 0warta (spelled #wasa), atmosphere, lit. sec-

tion, space between sky and earth.” 0wars- appears beside Vtas- in

y.9,1. 0warstar, fhvarxstar is a word for “creator.” There is strong

reason to believe that the original craft was “turning,” not yet on a

lathe, but with bow and string. But pati.flwarsta in Y.57,27 means “en-

chased (with gold).”

In Vid.22,1, AhuraMazdah “a.krnati, shapes by cutting” a house. In

Yt. 10,28 Mithra “krnavati, cuts” the “anffya, antae” of the house, which
under normal conditions were of wood, only exceptionally of stone.

Vkrt- later becomes the word for stone-cutting. Dar.Chart.Sus, 48:

“martiya krnvaka tye aflangam akunavanta, the masons who cut

(shaped) the stone.” For the other techniques described there the verb

is akunavasa, they made.” The NP. word is tarasidan, sang.taras

“mason,” lit. stone-cutter; Aw. krnvyat “he may cut.” Hence, akuna-
vanta is Old Persian for Median krnva-, while the term for the profes-
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sion, significant for cultural relations, is Median, krnvaka. MP. r’z grwg

(with raz = architect) is “master-mason.” The Pahl. transl. is kirr.-

enltan, with kirr < krn-; the MP. noun kirrokih < krnv- means not

masonry, but all “crafts and arts.”

Words derived from fra.may- “to measure out,” framana “(foot)-

rule” belong to a younger and advanced period, framana.kara is one

who works with the rule, an engineer, as the muhandis, -diz, engineer

and architect
5
in much later times. All this is huti.

No excavations to any extent have been made in Media, and yet a

few architectural monuments of the period of the Aryan immigration

are known in western Iran. These have little in common with methods

and forms that had been used in the Euphrates and Tigris regions for

three thousand years by that time. They show rather an indigenous

development to which the Iranians may have added some features

familiar to them in their original home.

It would mean nothing if the Assyrian annals “mentioned no tem-

ples and no statues of gods in the region of Media,” as Nyberg writes;

for the annals stop in the moment when the Medes founded their

empire in 678 b.c., and they can only give a picture of what existed

as long as the Iranians were not yet in exclusive possession of the coun-

try. But, besides, the assertion is wrong.

Sargon, for instance, says:
6 “From Ulhu I set forth against the for-

tresses in the province of Sangibuti (Sahand, Tawriz). . . . This was

the home of his temple which the kings of the past that were before

him had of old richly endowed.” Salmanassar III, a° 16 [Luckenbill

1,637] : “Adira, royal city of the ianzu (king) of Allabria, the beautiful

golden doors of his e [temple?], the treasures of his palace etc., I

carried away.” Allabria is Ardilan. TiglathPilesar III, a° 2 [Luckenb.

766] : “Mitakki ... in Ursanika, him, his wife, sons, daughters, gods,

I carried away.” The place lies between Kitpattia = QahvaS, W of

Qazwin, bit Abdadahi = Bidjar, and Kisisu, Hamadan itself. Personal

5 Mas‘udi uses Arab, muqaddir, from qaddara “measure,” for “architect.” The form muhan-
diz, with z, significant for etymology, occurs in dialects, in ibn al-Faqih, bga v,p.67, and in

an inscription of 507 h., van Berchem-Strzygowski, Amiia n° 2, I.14: “al-muhandiz,” not al-

muqtadirfi] . Cf. Altp.lnschr. 144L
6 Eighth Campaign, Thurt au-Dangin, completed by KAH 2, n° 141; see Luckenbill 11,162.
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and local names are Iranian. These people were Medes, and the “gods”

were statues in temples.

The most important of these temples, rich in statues and ex-votos,

the Musasir temple, is more accurately described than any other build-

ing in Assyrian literature and was sculptured in Khursabad.
7

It is the

model of the oldest Iranian architecture, known to us by the rock-

tombs. In Pasargadae I have excavated a temple of the time of Cyrus,

in Persepolis two of the time of Darius and Xerxes, and one of the

first diadochs. They are of two types, both so highly developed that

they are certainly not the first specimens. MP. literature places the

origin of many temples in legendary antiquity, following the tradition

of the temples themselves; this tradition contains a grain of truth. The

late Husravah legend imagines uzdescar, temples with idols, at the

time of the kavi kings in Media, and kavi Husravah, Cyrus, burning

these “nisem e uzdescarih, nests of idol-worship” with the help of the

Gusnasp fire. They were actually the fire temples of the pre-Zoroas-

trian deva, uzdes, which Xerxes calls devadana. The Arabs commit a

similar error in calling pre-Christian temples of Syria “fire-temples.”

In fact, the aSar Gusnasp, “Fire of the Stallion,” in Cecist-Sez, was the

greatest of these alleged idol-temples. The aSar Kavatakan, “Fire of the

Colt,” memorial fire of the Median dynasty, after which the legend

calls the founder Kavat “colt,” stood in Agbatana, and counted 128

years, when Cyrus-Husravah deposed the dynasty. These two temples,

dedicated not to AhuraMazdah, but to two shapes of appearance of

Vrthragna, are the origin of the later term “Varhran fire” for dynastic

fires. A memory lingers in that name of the pre-Zoroastrian past. The

legend ascribes several foundations to Vistaspa, some of which may

belong to Darius; but Vistaspa was the founder of the fire, the memo-

rial list of which is preserved in Yt.iy, this document is as conclusive

as a preserved portion of the most important part of the temple.

In Beh. §14 Darius uses the term ayadana, “place of worship, sacri-

fice,” Akk. bitate sa ilani “houses of the gods” for the fire temples of

the Persian dynasty destroyed by Gomata: those were memorial fires

of Cyrus and Cambyses. The Tansar letter calls the illimited building

of temples during the Arsacid period a “novelty against the rule, fra-

7 Cf. Arch.Hiit.Iran 14-16; iae 198-200.
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man, the ancient kings had established,” which allowed only one

patnam fire, with the name of the ruling king. Markwart8
recognized

OP. ayadana in Strabo’s “iasonia,” reflecting Median *(a)yazana. The

Greeks, when connecting their Medea of the Argonaut cycle with

Media, saw in these temples buildings of Jason, and proof for the

reality of their legend. One cannot maintain Herodotus’ assertion, the

Persians had no temples, not even when restricting it to the narrowest

Greek notion: the building as seat of the deity, embodied in its statue,

and as most conspicuous symbol of the “polis.” With the statues we

shall deal under ‘Sculpture.’

Two things make a settlement a city in the old Oriental conception:

the temple and the walls. The Iranian legend speaks of such fortified

towns. Kanha—see under ‘Notarya’—appears in Yt.5,54 as home of the

Turyan Vesaki “upa dvaram cafhusukam, apanatamam kanhaya, at

the gate, the forum, the faraway one, of Kanha,” verses that were bor-

rowed from the epic in the fifth century b.c. The later legend, which

descends straight from the epic, not from the Awesta, makes Kanha-

Kang diz the prototype of the “town with seven walls.” Iranian towns

with up to three walls are represented in Assyrian sculptures; seven

walls are legendary exaggeration. The Ayat\.Zam. (Messina) describes

the seven walls of Kang diz as consisting of iron, copper, steel, bronze

(brinjen), lapis (kasaken), silver and gold. The Gr.Bdh. 210 says:

“Kang has seven walls of gold, silver, steel (almast), brass, iron, crystal

and lapislazuli; it has 700 frasa^ (2,400 miles) of streets, 15 gates,

from gate to gate is a travel of a fortnight by carriage.” This was a

favorite motif: the legends of kavi Usan (Kavi cycle) and of Siyavuxs

copied it, and still in 1001 Nights (ed. Cairo 1,278) the daughter of the

king of the Djaza ir, has seven palaces of crystal, Chinese steel, agate,

silver, gold and jewels. Herodotus 1,89 transferred the same legend to

his Agbatana built for Deiokes, with seven concentric walls, the battle-

ments, overtowering each other, painted in white, black, purple, lapis

blue, orange, the last two covered with silver and gold. Polybius’ descrip-

tion of the real town disproves the story completely: Agbatana had no

walls at all, only a citadel, just as Pasargadae. Herodotus, taking the

8 Excurse in “Siidarmenien" 531-45.
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legend as history, tones the material of the walls down to colors of

the battlements. But the material is the genuine notion, derived from the

Babylonian doctrine of the seven planets and their metals. Herodotus’

description and the appearance of the name Kanha in Y/.5 are almost

of the same time, and have the same source: verses of the epic which

existed in 450 b.c. The legend itself is much older, at least as old as the

time of immigration.

Under ‘Yama xseta’ we have discussed his “var,” described as a square

castrum, one tacarta = % of a mile length of the sides, the plan of which

resembles the castrum “qasr Balkuwara” in Samarra. It was a square,

caflrusuka, a word which assumes the connotation of “forum, market

place,” like Lat. quadrangulum, NP. carsu, see under ‘Notarya.’ To
build this var, Yama must first learn how to build, for before the “win-

ters” came, men did not need houses in the paradisiac country. He
learns making sundried bricks, called (h)istis, Akk. libnate, NP. ;yist,

Arab. libn. In V/d.8,10 zmoistve va zarstve: the first renders zam + isti

“clay-brick,” the second is the burnt brick, also fayence, pottery—see

under ‘Industries.’ The OP. word for burnt brick was a loanword from

Babylonian; chartSus.: “ummanate sa agurru epusu, the craftsmen that

made the (enamelled) bricks.”
9 The notion that sundried brick was

the primeval building material is true.

var is a term of fortification, to V var- “to enclose,” like Aw. vara

(in compounds), TPars. b’rg, NP. barah “wall and battlements.” There

are several derivatives, like parivara, formed like parideza:diza, and

fravara, both in Vid.2,26 (Yama’s var), which survive in Iranian, Ar-

menian and Syriac. An Arabic term basura, which appears in descrip-

tions of medieval fortifications of Syria, is explained by ibn Shihna as

“the area outside a wall of a city, against which is built a wall, extend-

ing between it and the ditch, and which one must pass when going out

of town.” Against earlier etymologies, van Berchem remarked in Notes

d’eptgraphie 43: “un mot persan, comme dargah” [which is “doorway”

and occurs in the same description of the Bab alNasr in Aleppo], The

meaning is exactly 7rpo'mxto>ta - Hence basura is MP. *pesvarag < pas-

yavara, perhaps < pasyavari, avant-mur.

In Y/.io,28, a stanza of the song “Theft of the Cattle,” which begins

9 OP. text destroyed, but Beh. §70 a[g]ura[va] = E 1 . halat.

9a Ct. OIr. *mada.h\ara- >maixvar> Arab, makhur, pi. mawakhlr “wine-shop.”
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with the invocation of Mi0ra-Ahura and seems to be the oldest piece

preserved in the Awesta, time of the immigration, before 678, a house

is described:

(Thou, Mithra, lord of the village, art the keeper of the innocent)

yo stuna viSarayati who keeps straight the pillars

brzimitahya nmanahya of the high-built house,

stawra andya krnavati who timbers the strong antae.

The pillars, columns are called stuna, the antae a(n) 0ya, OI. ata.

The Indo-European domus in antis therefore was the form of the early

Iranian house.
10 The OP. inscriptions use ardastana for the colossal

monolith antae and for the frames of doors and windows, a word I

compared previously with Gr. orthostates, but its Akk. translation,

kuburru to kibru “border,” designates all framework of a house.

The single palaces are called OP. mana, Aw. nmana, Gath, dmana

(domus); a larger unit of them vid, Aw. vis, etym. = oikos, vicus.

Special types are apadana, a reception hall, tacaram and hadis, private

houses, and dvar is “gate.” From the last one, later dahliz and dargah

are derived. In the Awesta the distinction, clearly visible in the plan

of Persepolis, between andarun and birun, harem and serail, is expressed

by antara.arSam and xsa^ram, see under ‘Hospitium.’ In two inscrip-

tions the word for staircase appears; Art.n Susa c: “[usta]c[i]nam tya

atfanganam,” and Art.m, Vers, “ustasanam a^anganam,” with an Aram,

s for OP. c, wrongly transposed into cuneif. s. In Awestic hu.awi.tacina

corresponds, epithet of Cista-Usa in Y/.i6,i “who makes ascents easy”

(before: hupai9maniya, good paths) and in Yt.16,3 “hvatacina, wooded

mountains with well-made step-paths,” see under ‘Post and Travels.’

ustacina:tacara like uzdeza:diza; Aram, “astican degree, step.”

The palaces of Ardvi at all sea-shores which Yt.5 describes are fitting

descriptions of Persepolis: “with a hundred windows, sata.rocanam, a

thousand columns, hazahra.stunam, ten thousand beams, bevar.fras-

kambam, ten thousand bevar.mistam( ?), ten thousand viSayanam, bat-

tlements with loop-holes.” Not even the numbers are exaggerated: the

MP. name of Persepolis was sat.stun, the hundred columns, NP. sad

sutun or cihil minar, the forty pillars—forty is infinite—but it had

originally about a thousand columns, and certainly ten thousand beams,

10 Cf. Tor v. Asien fig. 7; iae figs. 310-312, 319-320.
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battlements and more, rocanam is window in its original meaning, an

opening for smoke and light in the roof, Fr. lucarne, Germ. Dach-

luke, very clearly so in the description of Yama’s var. I regret having

misrepresented this point in iae: the Achaemenian palaces, which have

only a few windows in the vertical walls, were yet not dark, but light-

ened by such rocana in the ceilings.

mista is quite unknown, fraskamba is always the horizontal beam,

“covered by (deck)-beams,” not ( Wb.) “auf Tragbalken ruhend”; the

description proceeds from bottom to top, and has no pile-buildings in

mind, but timber-framework. To fraskamba, frascimbana belongs

"patiskamba > MP. padiskamb, Arm. ptskam(b) “cella porticibus ad-

dita, porticus etc.” in Neo-Arm. “balcony,” i.e. NP. balaxanah “upper

story.”

Pahl.Vid.2,26 (and elsewhere) renders Aw. (fra)skamba by ’skvp, or

’skvpk in 6,5, NP. askub; in an inscription at Isfahan
11

I found ’sk’b.

The relation to the synonymous Ass. askuppatu, Syr. ’skvpt’, Arab,

uskuffah, is the more striking, as it is an analogy to Ass. quppatu, Arab,

qubbah,' Pers. gunbaS.

Synonym of fraskamba is Aw. fraspat > MP. frasp. Art.Vir.Nam.

2,11: “cigon xanak-dar ke haft frasp u stun-e andar nihat estat ke an

stun be stanend avesan fraspan oftenend, like the gate of a house, where

seven beams are laid upon one column only, who takes away that

column causes the beams to fall—thus is to us seven sisters this only

brother.” One can make a sketch of the door, it is the same as one sees

everywhere in Kurdistan. A second signification of fraspat “covering

(of textiles)” we have discussed, together with spaya^ra, under ‘As-

tronomy.’ ‘parispat > parisp “wall, peribolos” is formed with pari-

“around” instead of fra- “forth” from the same stem.

All these terms belong to an architectural style that uses timber

framework and walls of sundried brick, as the Assyrian annals describe

it in northwest Iran. They speak many times of the pillars and roofs of

11 Isfahan, Madr. Madar i Shah, Shah Husain, 1122 h:

Aj l> o Ij V

and Masdjid i Shah, Shah ‘Abbas 1, 1025 h:

A» £• 4>\j
(

j-3| 1 IJ V

!
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fragrant wood, as something entirely foreign to their own style. When
I discovered the teak beams in the palace of Balkuwara at Samarra,

our carpenter described to me the various woods, always adding the

special smell as a characteristic besides grain, hardness and color.

With this type of architecture the famous tents of the Persian kings

are connected, which were all but transportable apadana. The OP. word

is not preserved, but MP. maskaparzen, Arm. maskapercan.
12

Sebeos

speaks of the maskapercan ark'uni, the royal tent of the Persian kings

in the bunak, camp, and of the xoran < MP. xv’aran, the “banquet-

tent.”
13

B. Geiger explained aparzen < *upari.cayana, to V cl- “pile up.”

This root is represented in IPars. cytk = cetak, IPahl. syty = ceti, OI.

chaitya, in Hajjiabad a pile of stones used as target. A derived meaning,

with a different preverb, “to cover” is attested by Mir. Man. ’b.zyn,

’b.cyn, material for garments, ’bzyngr “tailor.” Kurd, barzin is today

understood as “on the saddle,” but is not a caparison, but the common

covering of the horse’s back under the saddle, hence 'upari.cayana. It

exists also as loanword in Talm.Aram., once glossed by “originally

called (animal’s) skin, but now ‘cover.’ ” Thus, upari.cayana is the roof

of a tent, pavilion.

The Greeks saw them first when Darius and Xerxes used them on

their campaigns, a custom adopted by Alexander and the diadochs.

Athenaeus (539c) uses the term Supdipai for the enormous tents of

Perdiccas and Craterus. This, and Talm. “skin,” seem to support the

interpretation of the first element of maskaparzen as Akk. masku, OP.

maska(uva) in Beh. §18, El. transliteration mas.ka.[uw.wa]. But masku

is only the bag of skin, not a hide, and even hides would be a material

utterly unfit for roofs of even the smallest tents. Greek cr/oj^ “tent,”

later “scene,” is an unexplained loanword. It does not appear in litera-

ture before the description of the Persian royal tents, and a connection

between them and the later “scenae frontes” has been considered. In

Akkadian, maskanu, from sakanu “to dwell,” occurs with the connota-

tion “tent,”
14

and in spite of Athenaeus’ &i<f>0£pai and Talm. “skin,”

12 In Ayat\.Zar., Pagliaro, 11 lesto pehlevico dell’ Ayithar i Zariran, 44, and in Xusr.Ret.:

m[s]k'przyn.
13 Cf. Hiibschmann, Armen.Gramm. s.v. and B. Geiger in Arch.Orientalny x, 1938, 2ioss.
14 Cf. Klauber in ajsl 30, 259. Settlements of Arabs cause the frequent topic name “maskana,”

one on the Euphrates, another on the Tigris, mentioned already by TukulttNimurta II as
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the first element of maskaparzen may contain maskanu instead of

masku. ctktjvt] then would come from sakanu, and the occasion for bor-

rowing the word may have been the showing of the royal tents in

Greece.

In Vid.2,26 and 18,74, frascimbana, with the verb frascimbaya, means

the beam or girder of a bridge, see under ‘ApamNapat.’ Akk. gusuru,

Arab, djisr, have the same double meaning, referring to a roof or a

bridge. The names are the same, because the construction is. Bridge

building was developed; the great highways for vehicles require num-

berless small bridges.

Vid.14,16, in a senseless context, says: “bis hafta prtavo fra.rvisyoit

tarasca apo naviya, twice seven bridge-beams shall he roll over ditches.”

prtu, OP. *pr#u, is, like gusuru and djisr, the single beam which reaches

over a canal—of course not over a “navigable water.” The verb for the

movement “fra.rvisya tara, forth-turning over,” means to roll in such a

way that it spans the ditch. In Yt. 16,3, song of the caravan, huprflwya

afs naviya means, the ditches may have such “bridges,” not “fords.”

Solid bridges in brickwork, even over rivers as large as the Euphrates,

were known since the Neo-Babylonian epoch, and the more so pontoon-

bridges. The word for these is pisa in Beh. §74: “[asjiyavam abi Sakam

[ tya]i[y xoda?]m tigram baranti— abi draya ava[rasam ]a

ha[da kar?]a pisa viyatarayam, I marched against the Saka that

wear the tiara pointed, I reached the sea with the [army?] I

crossed it by means of a pisa.” This is the famous pontoon-bridge over

the Bosporus, built by Mandrocles of Samos, Herodotus iv,87s, cf. Poly-

bius iv,43. The OP. version of the stela which Darius set up there, with

a list of edvea Trdvra ocra 7rep rjyt
la was later preserved in the Dionyos

temple of Byzantium. Justi compared pisa with “mWts, ship-beams”

in 11 . 12,67 Ar. *pins-. Translations “raft” or “ferry” are unwarranted,

probably advanced in the wrong belief that these Saka were the tigra-

Xoda beyond the Jaxartes.

maskanate, Syr. maskena, Arab. Maskin, S of Samarra on the old Tigris, Shutaita. Gr. Skenai,

either for this Maskin or for HIra, cf. Arabes Scemtae, names for which there were oriental

models.
15 This and the words in Her. 5.36 and 49, where Hecataeus warns Aristagoras, “all the many

nations over which Darius ruled,” are almost literary translations of OP. ima dahyava tya adam
adarsi, or “ciyakaram aha ava dahyava tya darayavaus x^vatfya adarava.” The inscr. Shahp.

KiZ renders MP. stry < xsaflram for OP. dahyu, likewise by eOvos.
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In Yt. 13,26 the fravarti are called

airakavastama apa.srayamnanam anu.varstivastama frascimbananam

Bartholomae: “die unerschiitterlichsten unter den sich anstemmen-

den, die geeignetsten unter den Stiitzbalken.” Lommel : “die am meisten

unerschiitterlichen ? unter denen [something missing] die am meisten

wirken? unter den Stiizen.” The metaphor must not be interpreted in

an anthropomorphic way.

The second part means “the most efficient beams,” i.e. of the greatest

bearing-power; the first is a variation of the same thought. Instead of

“most unshakable” it ought to be “least shakable,” but this meaning is

unsatisfactorily derived from adv. fraka- “forwards,” while all other

compounds with a priv. and prev. fra- are formed from verbal stems,

here probably Vkav-, cf. fra.kava, apa.kava and Lat. cavus; aira.kavant

“not sagging, warping,” superb “never or not at all sagging.” apa.-

srayamna, to Vsri-, cf. Yt.17,21 srayahva “squat down on my chariot!”

and Vid.3,29 srayano, the beggar squatting at the street-door, describes

the bending, crossing of legs, not “sich anlehnen” (Wb.), and can be

extended to legs of chairs and beds, Gr. k\ivw, k\lvt]. Cf. OP. niya0
r
a-

rayam in Bek. §14, where the clients are again “put under” their mas-

ters; similarly nisraraya in Vid. 18,51. apa.srayamna are transversal

braces, vertically arranged in girder-systems; in bridges their place is

under the horizontal beams, in roofs over the flat ceiling, which would

involve a gable roof. We, too, speak of “pillars of society” or “of the

church,” but this is different: only people who admired the skill of their

engineers, framanakara, could compare their “manes” with details of

construction, and the verses cannot be older than the high Achaemenian

period.

The terms discussed so far belong to wooden structure of western

Iran. Others prove, not less clearly, the existence of vaulting. In Pasar-

gadae and Persepolis, where there was plenty of wood, arches appear

over doors in adobe walls, but no vaults over rooms. In the scantily

wooded East it may have been different, and the striking contrast be-

tween wooden structure in western Persia of today, vaulting in eastern

Persia, while the plans of the buildings are the same, may go back to

high antiquity.
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A term of vaulting is MP.NP. gumbaS “cupola.” Its etymology is no

longer doubtful, after Ass. gubbatu, archet. of Syr. qvbt’, Arab, qubbah,

has recently been found in tablets from Nuzi (Kirkuk, land Arrapha,

bordering on Iran), 15th century b.c. Unrecognized, the word stood in

the letter of franchise granted by Nebuchadnezzar I (1146-23) to Ritti-

Marduk, the mar Karziapku:
16 “May Sumalia, the lady of the snowy

mountains, asibat reseti, who dwells upon the summits, kabisat qup-

pati, who enters the houses . .
.
[not: who treads? beside the springs?]

punish all who offend against the stipulations.” The goddess sets her

foot into the houses like the Iranian Rtis. The Behistun rock was a

sanctuary of Sumalia, see under ‘Deva.’ The region bit Karziapku be-

longed to Nawar which extended in width from the Paitaq pass to near

Kirmanshah, in length from Shahrazur towards Elam. In bit Karziapku

palms grew, hence it was a southern part. In these regions the qubbah

was the usual form of a house in the 12th century b.c.
17

The Arab, term for barrel-vault, azadj, pi. azwadj, to which the Lisan

al- Arab ascribes a Persian origin, comes from Aram, ’zg’, as recognized

by Fraenkel. But this is not Iranian, but Akk. asakku = Sum. azag,

“e.azag= bit asakki, room of darkness,” i.e. cellar, vault, cf. Meissner,

Suppl. 12, olz 1916, 141. In the accurate description of the citadel of

Aleppo, ibn Shaddad (in ibn Shihna, durr, ed. Beirut 50), speaks of

“five dargawat (< Ir. dargah) with vaults, azadj, in masonry, and

arches ascending in steps,” and p.48, describing the satura, a deep well

around which turns a stair of 125 steps, he says: “underground, drilled

into the rock, with barrel-vaults, azwadj, that penetrate each other.”

Another term of vaulting is Aw. kamara, f., “belt, girdle”; TPars.

qmr “vault.” In Iranian we have kamara, kamrSa and #rikamrSa, in

Greek Kapapa, KapapSa, and Tpixapapov, moreover Kappapos

“homarus vulgaris, lobster”; Nord. humarr, Germ, hummer belong to

OI. kamatha < ‘kamartha, see under ‘ArdvI.’ In Skr. this last is the

name of the turtle, as an animal covered by a brain-pan, cranium, as is

Lat. testudo from testa (>Fr. tete, head). The calote-shaped shallow

drinking cup, a form everywhere attested since the Stone Age, cf. calote

du crane, des cieux, de la sphere. Nord. humarr= K<xppapos expresses

16 L. W. King, Boundary Stones, kudurru vi, col.n,46f.

17 The only older occurrence, guppatum as topic name, seemingly of a ford, between Lagas
and the Pers. Gulf, in the ‘Sargon Itinerary,’ may be Arab, quffa, the basket-like vessel for

crossing rivers.
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the same thought as its Homeric epithet oo-rpaKoSep/ro?, Lat. Crustacea.

Since the IE. root is represented in Greek, one need not assume that

these words are borrowed from Iranian
;
on the other hand, the Iranian

words are old and genuine. That means that vaulting—not in square

stones and, as long as there was no mortar, only in sundried bricks

—

was known in Iran since highest antiquity.

zbarah in Vid. 19,4 and 11—see passages quoted under ‘Spitama’

—

seems to be another term of vaulting, b stands for ft or w, and it is IE.

ghwel- “to be crooked,” Ved. hvar-, and survives in TPahl. (M.Med.)

zbar: “z’vrv’g’n zbr m’ wys, do not open the liar’s zbar,”
18

and in

Yaghn. zwir-, zwar- “to turn.” Ved. hvar- describes the movement of

snakes and rivers; so Aw. zbar- in Yf. 19,42 (and Yt. 15,50, decadent);

hence “serpentine.” Jackson translated “to meander,” i.e. Bartholomae’s

“Krummung” in the horizontal, but it may be vertical. The word is

apparently lost in NP., but may survive in the name of the town Uz-

wara, z
a
/awara, 2 fars. from Ardistan, where pre-Islamic ruins are espe-

cially mentioned, perhaps the reason of the name.

It seems to have passed into Arabic as al-zaura; according to Yaqut

(1) name of the Tigris at Baghdad; (2) of the town of abu Dja'far, i.e.

the “Round Town” of al-Mansur, with the “Green Cupola,” allegedly

called so because the inner and outer gates were not axially opposed;

Yaqut says so against al-Azhari who takes zaura’; (3) as a name of

East Baghdad, alluding to the izwirar, declination of its qibla. al-Sadiq,

in Bakri 442, denies such a name of Baghdad at all; and asserts (4)

zaura’ was Ray, significant, because this is the town in which the Aw.

zwarah was; (5) Ya'qub! calls Samarra “zaura” ban! l-'Abbas,” and

plays upon the words izwirar, muzwarr, relating to the “crooked” qibla,

which in fact is very accurate; (6) Yaqut: a “dar, palace” of Nu'man

b. al-Mundhir in HIra; (7) after al-Asma'I, name of Rusafat Hisham, at

the time of Nu'man b. Djabala, with a cross above its gate; (8) a place

at the suq, bazaar of Madina, near the mosque, “high like a minaret,”

or the suq itself. In all these cases the serpentine of a river, the labyrinth

18 Henning, bsos ix, 90 , translates “door 5 ”, but in the Vid. passages a room is required.

Tedesco, in Kretschmer-Festschr. anal) zed 0u- and 5u- > OP. 0v- and dv-, where v becomes
quiescent, and 8 and 5 follow the normal development, while in Median dialects in 0u- (Aw.
0w-) and Su- (Aw. db-) the labial prevails and the dental is lost. He did not explore zu-, since

there were no examples, but assumed zv- > z in analog) of sv- > s.
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of the bazaars, the broken passage of the dargah gates, or equally well

the high cupolas of the buildings may be the cause of the name.

The grammarians determine zaura’ as fem. of azwar, stem zwr “to

go lame, slant, limp, be crooked, curved.” The analogy between Ir.

zwar- and Arab, zawara is complete. Whatever the relation may be,

Aw. zwarah, MMed. zbar, may signify, like Arab, zaura’, the broken

entrance or the vaulted hall of the “palace of the father of Zoroaster” in

Ray .

19

19 This zbarah has the doubtful adj. drjya. The broken entrances are called “dargah,” in

Arab, also durqa'a. ibn Shihna, dttrr 5 T, comments: “entrance room behind a gate, one makes
a turn in it, ’rtfq, in order to enter the house or any other building.” dargah is a compound of

dvara + gatu; the syn. dahllz is OP. *dvar01ca, from dvarft-, deriv. of dvara, gate. I have dwelled

on the queer subject, as I suspect a very old cultural connection: if IE. *g’hvvel- > Ir. zwar-
might be linked, in spite of simple g’h x, to Greek 0o\or, cf. Germ, “queer” and “zwerch”
= atfwart.
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The oldest monuments of descriptive art preserved in Iran are the

Median rock-tombs and some gold objects of the Oxus-treasure. With

contemporary Assyrian and Babylonian works these share neither the

subjects nor the developed technique. On the Median tombs some sym-

bols of gods and Median worshippers are represented, on the small gold

plates of the Oxus treasure also some worshippers, which however are

neither Medes nor Persians, but East Iranians. When I called them,

thirty years ago, Zoroastrians, this was not meant to answer a problem

not yet risen at that time, whether those Iranians were Zoroastrians or

not; the question was merely to distinguish the Median monuments

not yet recognized as such from other non-Iranian monuments many
centuries older. Today we must distinguish between the Iranian groups.

On the Median tombs, including the ostotheca of Sakawand, and on

the drawings of the Oxus treasure, the attitude
1
of the worshippers is:

barsman in the lowered left hand, the right hand lifted with libation

jug. Possibly some pictures are drawn with sides reversed. The same

types recur in larger number among monuments of Seleucid and

Arsacid date. They are Iranian, but not Zoroastrian.

His own rite, Zoroaster describes in Y.50,8
:
pari.gam-, circumambula-

tion, ustana.zasta, with hands outstretched, and namah, prosternation

—

see under ‘Poetry.’ Duchesne calls it “office rituel” and “en quelque

sorte une doctrine a lui seul.” How genuinely Zoroastrian it is, is shown

by the frequent, improper insertion of the very word ustana.zasta in

Y/.io—see under ‘Mithra,’ by which the pre-Zoroastrian passages receive

a Zoroastrian coloring.

Atar, on the contrary, is worshipped in Y.62,1 “esma.zasta barsma.-

zasta go.zasta havana.zasta, with fire-wood, barsman, milk, mortar in

hand,” and likewise Mithra in Vid.3,1. In Yt.5,12, the statue of Anahita

herself holds "batiyaka libation cup and barsman, according to her

peculiar rite, see under ‘ArdvI.’ But Darius and his successors, on their

tombs, are not represented like those worshippers, but like Zoroaster:

ustana.zasta, Ad ;yeTpa? avatr^div.

The most probable interpretation of the symbols on the walls of some

Median tombs is: Mithra in Sahna, AhuraMazdah, Mah and Anahita

1 Cf. IAE figS. 313-316.
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in Qyzqapan. The shape of the symbols is derived from Assyrian ones,

cf. iae 20iff. The Achaemenian symbol of AhuraMazdah appears first

on the Behistun sculpture, in about 520 b.c. At that time, an artist in

Iran interpreted the old conventional form of a bird hovering above

the king as the divine protection. The symbolic bird unfolds its wings,

to overshadow the king who does everything “vasna Oramazdaha, Akk.

ina silli, in the shadow of the god.” In 1001 Nights, ed. Cairo 111,216,

one reads : “Solomon, son of David, peace upon both, ordered his hosts

of men and jinn and others to form a lane along the way [of Pharao’s

ambassador], and the monsters of the sea, the elephants, tigers, leopards,

all stood in double line along the road [from Egypt to Jerusalem], and

the birds of the sky unfolded their wings above to overshadow it.” A
similar thought made the umbrella a royal insigne, which appears first

with Sargon of Akkad, then with the late Assyrians, the Achaemenids,

the Sasanians, Abbasids and still today in India.

Against a criticism of the symbol like Nyberg’s “ganz ausserhalb alles

dessen was der alte Zoroastrismus ertraumen konnte, muss elamisch

sein” (362), it must be said that iconographic types are neither dreamt

nor invented. Changed interpretation is the normal procedure; it is

enough to recall Christ and Buddha types derived from Greek philos-

ophers. The symbol of AhuraMazdah descends from the Assur-symbol

by the intermediary form attested in Qyzqapan, not from Elam. Many

other things came the same way from Assur (as distinct from Babylon)

by Media to Persis.

Another symbol is mentioned in yr.10,136: “The one wheel, evo

ca^ro, is of gold, and the stones are all-light, asanasca vispabama.”

ca^ra, IE. *k
w
ek

w
lo, Sem. galgal, is every disk, kyklos. The year-date

13 of Ammiditana, first dynasty of Babylon
2
says: “asme gal.gal.la

M
du.-

sa.a-ke su.nir.ra i.mah.e.sa e.babbar.ra.se in.ne.en.tu.ra, great sundisks

of agate, magnificent as an emblem, he brought into Ebabbar.” And a

late Haggada says, the mark of Cain was a galgal hammah, sun wheel.

In the vision Daniel 7,10, the “Old of the Days,” sitting on his throne,

has galgillohi, wheels of flames. Likewise the Cherubim in Eze\. 1,15-21

have each a wheel behind them, of the color of a beryll,
3
shaped like

2 Cf. Ungnad, Datenlisten, in Reall.Assyr. n,i87f.

3 Akk. burallu, Pali veluriya, OI. vaidhurya, Arab, ballur, “rock-crystal.”
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“wheel in wheel,” the utter circle, the “ring” set with “eyes,” Akk.
abanenu “eye-stones.” They are “immaterial,” reach to the sky, overlap

each other and move always with the Cherubim who are quick as

lightning, “for the spirit of the Cherubim is in them,” as parts of their

body they are subject to their will. All these descriptions mean a halo,

a nimbus, as the oldest symbols of Assur, time of Assurnasirpal, show

it behind the whole figure of the god.

The stones mentioned beside the one wheel on Mithra’s chariot were

formerly understood as sling-stones. But vispa.bama “(containing) all-

light,” especially when in parallel with gold, defines the material asa,

n.pl. asanas.ca. asa, in OP. asa sarva, designates the “mineral” lead, in

Aw. with *siyrvya > siyurya.ci^ra “of garlic essence,” perhaps the

opaline or sapphire, ruby,
4
hence asa alone is “precious stone.” In Yt.

15,15 the same word appears as adj. vispa.bamya:

hukaryat haca brzahat vispa.bamiyat zarnenat

“from the high Hukarya, (which is) of vispa.bama and of gold,” cf.

under ‘Sea.’ The high Hukarya consists of this material and of gold,

as the sky consists of almast = Akk. elmesu, or the Us.hindu of hvena

ayah. The wheel, the nimbus behind Mithra, likewise, consists of vispa.-

bama. There is a folk’s tale of the carx i almas, diamond-wheel, in the

underground passages under the terrace of Persepolis.
5 The names of

the great jewels, Koh i Nur, Darya i Nur, “mountain, sea of light” are

of the same type. Therefore, the stone is either the diamond or the ruby,

even higher valued than diamond in antiquity. Emeralds were also

known, Akk. barraktu, on a Babylonian tablet dated year 35 of Arta-

xerxes I, 430 b.c.,
6
Hebr. barkat, Gr. crpapay80?. These stones were

believed to be self-radiating, as proved by their shining at night.

The symbol retains the circle also in its Achaemenian form wheie the

bird predominates in size, see iae, pi. lxiii-lxiv. On the Kushan coins,

the gods Pharro (hvarnah) and ASar (Fire) have a flaming nimbus

behind the shoulders and heads. The Iranian interpretation of the halo

is evidently the hvarnah, circle of light and flames. Noldeke, Tab. 93,

quotes Morier’s story of a Persian prince, who, when first seeing the

4 Cf. Altp.lnschr. 99.—In XP. sa iskana “chalky spar : ”, in abu 1-Qasim ‘Abdallah al-Qashanl,

ed. Ritter.

5 Capt. C. M. Gibbon, Journ.Proc. As.Soc.Bengal, v,8, 1909, 284L
6 Fossey, Etudes Assynennes, J.As. 1917, 1,473.
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Shah on his golden throne, cries “I burn!” adding: “It is the royal

majesty that by its glory blinds the novice.” In two very old myths,

preserved in Yr.14,19 and 35-38, Vrthragna assumes the shape of the

varagan bird, the quickest bird of prey. In Yr. 14,35, an old military

charm, it has the epithet prta.prna, “with wings unfolded.” The hvar-

nah itself assumes, like Vrthragna, the shape of the varagan, and in this

shape it escapes three times, from Yama, who owned it; Mithra, 0re-

tona and Krsaspa, each catch one of the birds. The poets who expressed

themselves in this way had pictures like those of Persepolis in their

mind.

Just where an aversion against anthropomorphic representation of

gods prevails, art is forced to use symbols. Not even the Semites who

—

where living alone—reject anthropomorphic representation more than

the Iranians did, forbade symbols
; on the contrary, they permitted them

because their magic force may produce good effects. And the Iranians

loved painting so much that even as Muslims they never kept the

prohibition of human representations.

Herodotus speaks as a Greek when he says the Persians did not have

statues of gods, and does not contradict thereby the existence of sym-

bols. He wrote in 440 b.c. Already in about 400 b.c. Artaxerxes II, as

Berossus records, ordered statues of Anahita put up in the temples of all

the capitals of the provinces. Without hesitation we may add “and of

Mithra,” since Artaxerxes in his inscriptions invokes the two together.

Berossus did not mean to exclude other gods, since, in that chapter

(Agathias 11,24, Bonn p.117), he spoke of the Iranian gods in general,

also of Zeus (AhuraMazdah) and Heracles (Vrthragna); the Mylasa

inscription of Artaxerxes’ time adds to these gods, the tvx7) fiacriXicos,

the “kavian hvarnah.”

We have dealt with the description of the statue of Anahita in Yt
.

5

under ‘Ardvf : it not only fits her colossal statue in the Taq i bustan,

but some words in the poem are explained by it. The statue is not

made after the poem, but is the last preserved example of a tradition

starting at the time of the poem.

The case of Mithra on his chariot is similar. The description—see

under ‘Mithra’—agrees with and becomes clear by comparison with

sculptures of Assyrian chariots with their garrison: warrior, charioteer
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and one or two shield-bearers, or, when hunting, one or two lance-

bearers, and an entire arsenal of weapons. Sargon of Assyria, Eighth

Campaign, 714 b.c., seized among the treasures of Musasir “a statue

of Ursa with his two racers and his charioteer, on their seat (chariot),

the whole in cast bronze, (statue), on which one saw his pride ex-

pressed thus: With my two horses and my only charioteer my hands

have seized the kingdom of Urartu, ina 2 slse-ia u iste.en amel nar-

kabti.ia sarrut Urarti iksudu qati.” The statue is a reality, even if the

rendering of the Urartaean text might be inaccurate. As a legend this

text appears in Herodotus 111,88 transferred to Darius: “His first action

as king was to have a tvvo<; 'Kidivos made,” that means the Behistun

monument, though it is described as “the figure of a horseman,” and

the inscription Darius, son of Hystaspes, by the excellence of his horse

calling its name—and of his groom Oibares, founded the kingship

over the Persians crvv re rov Ittttov rrj aperr) kcli Oifiapeos tov ltttto-

Kop.ov eKTrfcraTO ttjv IIepcriayv /3a,<Ti\T]iriv.

In India it is the sungod Suryas who appears on the chariot with

several companions. In the oldest sculptures preserved,
7

of the time of

Asoka, about 250 b.c., the sungod is accompanied by two women who
shoot arrows. Mithra is described standing between two women who
embrace him from his back, or standing hands high, uzbazaus, as token

of peace, and both attitudes correspond to Indian sculptures. In the

Asoka monuments the charioteer stands in front of the god on the

shaft before the chariot, and behind the god is the great sunwheel. In

Turfan paintings there are chariots of sun and moon; the color of the

sun is yellow or gold, of the moon white or silver, and the moon has

cows instead of horses, just as in Sasanian representations.
8 The relation

between the poem in the yasht, the Indian and the Sasanian pictures

is evident, and the gods were imagined as driving in their chariot

already in Aryan antiquity. The description of Mithra on the chariot,

like that of the statue of Anahita, is not a mere fancy, but had pictures

in mind. Such pictures were not Zoroastrian but Iranian.

The word for statues and reliefs is OP. patikara, MP. patkar, NP.

If
' Thr

°\
ies Khosr5‘ Jahrb.Preuss.Kunsblg. 41, 1921, Abb. 12, 13 and 20.a bee iae, pl.cxxxi.
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paikar, i.e. “counterfeit, contrefait,” without its bad connotation.
9

In the charta of Susa, 1 .42f., the Akk. word usirtum appears, often

translated by “relief.” The text is:

OP. arzana[m] tyana dida [d]ista ava haca yona [ajbarya

Akk. si.im.ma.nu.u sa u.sir.tum[ ul]tuia[wana nasa.a]
10

Akk. usirtum—quite apart from the question of restituting [d]ista or

[pjista—renders OP. dida, wall of the fortress. I consider [d]ista as

obvious and [p]ista as impossible. In the short gap between usirtum and

ultu was nothing but a word corresponding to OP, ava, and the Akk.

text renders “wherewith the fortification wall was [made]” by “of the

usirtum,” which must—at all events—be identical with usurtum. Hehn,

in maog iv,79ff., defined this as “enclosure.”
11

Apart from this exact

rendering OP. dida, Akk. usirtum cannot mean “relief.” This is a mod-

ern term for certain sculptures. It is used, with ellipsis, for sculptures on

background as opposed to free sculptures. Its origin is Ital. rilievo.

Properly speaking it does not even contrast sculptures on background

to free sculptures, but it distinguishes between low and high projection

from the background: an artist does not make “a relief” but a sculpture

in high or low relief. The modern use of the term is negligent and

doubly elliptical: no antique language can have had a corresponding

term. OP. distinguishes no more than NP. between sculpture on back-

ground and free sculpture. I remember when we invented
12 NP. bar. =

gasta “projecting” as modern expression for the notion “en relief.”

The existence of a number of names of human, animal or hybrid

adversaries of the epical heroes in the Awesta and of the many hybrid

animals in Achaemenian art poses the problem whether some of them

can be identified. Archeology can trace the iconographic types through

Assyria back to a Mesopotamian and Sumerian origin. But of this the

artists that made them and the onlookers that admired them were

equally unaware, and they certainly did not see in the sculptures an old

Assyrian heritage, but figures of their own legend.

9 Perhaps in Kurd, “paikuli,” on account of the four colossal busts of Shahpuhr I on the

walls of the tower.
10 Cf. AltpJnschr. 1218., and AMi.111,75.
11 Cf. ami.v,3 “Summa imis confundere”: ysr on the stela of Sudjln; also Assyr. esertu “en-

closed,” wife in a harem.
12 For a publication of the Anjuman Athar i Mill!.
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The hero who fights in Persepolis three of four such monsters

descends from the old Akkadian Gilgamesh, and the Iranians prob-

ably saw in him Krsaspa who, in the epical fragments preserved, fights

the greatest number of adversaries. Their names are given, but almost

no description. The two descriptive adjectives of SnaviSka,
+
srvi.zangra

+
sanga.gava “with shanks of lead, hands of stone” do not indicate the

shape. Only the name humayaka with epithet astakana, indicating an

ithyphallic monster dwelling in a cave,
13

means apparently a dragon,

“Lindwurm,” and his second epithet prta.cinga “with out-spread claws”

is typical for the Persepolis monsters.

At the main gate of Persepolis and at the front of the Hall of a Hun-

dred Columns stand the colossal human-headed bulls; “lamasse” is the

Akk. name of these tutelary genii. On a golden signet ring of the Oxus

treasure, n° 105, certainly not younger than the time of Alexander, such

a lamassu is represented, with the legend va^su, Oxus, apparently as the

tutelary genius of the river. On late Sasanian copper coins from Old

Shiraz and Bishapur, they appear with the legend (Rv.) (azat)-bus-

nasp, i.e. Persian for Median gusnasp, name of the famous “Fire of the

Stallion” and shape in which Vrthragna appears. Even if this word on

the coin would be the patronym of Dara (a governor of Fars?) on the

Obv., the picture of the lamassu would still symbolize the name.

A song in Men-xr. 62 describes the mythical Gopatsah as such a

lamassu:

gopatsah [-] pat eranvez Gopatsah [is] in Eranvez,

andar kisvar e xvaniras in the kisvar Xvaniras,

ut ac pay[-]du ta nem-tan gav from the feet to his middle he is a bull,

ut ac nem-tan ac.par martom, from his middle upwards he is human,

hamvar pa draye-bar nisast and always sitting at the sea-shore

izisn e yazdan me kunet he is worshipping the gods.

This description distinguishes Gopatsah from the Persepolitan la-

masse by its upper part being the full body, not only the head of a

13 Ct. Y/.i9,8o: KJiamnam may! fravoit. The verb fra.bav- is not, ^.1141 “vor sich gehen,

stattfinden," but “vorwarts werden, erigi.” Hertel translates “sichtbar kam (ihre Lust) zum
Vorschein.” Maya is phalios, as in OP. uz.maya.pati, Pahl. uzmah(var) “ithypallic,” Mir.Man.
1, to, ct. ami. 11,St and Altp.lnschr. s.v. mayuxa. The signification of uzmayapati explains itself

by Assyrian sculptures and by the last story in the {it. al-Aghani 21,280: “In Sigistan was a

man called Burzen, an ascetic, whose father had been impaled, suliba £l khirabihi. Abu 1-Hindi,

the men with the quickest repartee of the world, to whom he reproached his wine drinking,

said: ahadkum yara 1-qadhat fi ‘ain akhihi, wa-la yara 1-khashabah fl ast abihi.”
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human, and from the Greek centaurs by its lower part being a bull, not

a horse. The Persepolitan type preserves the archaic form, which can be

followed, by way of Assyria, to Subaraean Mesopotamia. But pre-

cursors of the Greek type appear in Mesopotamia from the middle of

the second millennium.
14

All the varieties may be classed as centaurs.

Gopatsah is a centaur, as are the lamasse of Persepolis. The Gr.Bdh.

197 identifies him with Ayrera0a:

ayrerat pasangan Aghrerat son of Pashang,

pat andar.kangistan is in Andar.Kangistan

u.s gopatsah xvanend and they call him Gopatsah

I leave the question open whether gopat.sah < gava.pati + sah, is a

political title—cf. the equally dark kangopat < Tanha.pati in the Sar-

Mashhad inscription—or the designation of an office, a special activity.

The genealogical chapter of the Gr.Bdh. 231 makes father and son of the

two names: “Ayrerat begat Gopatsah. When Frasyap had captured the

Iranian army under Manuscihr, the gods granted Ayrerat’s prayer, to

free the army. Therefore Frasyap killed Ayrerat, but for a reward he

became the father of Gopatsah.” The reward motif is the same as in the

tale of the first three Homa-pressers. Dissecting name and surname into

two persons is so frequent in Iranian legend that the identity of both

was certainly the original condition: gopatsah is a title of Ayrera0a.

Y/.9,i8 contains no more than an allusion to the epic tale: Husravah

was the avenger of the murder of kavi Syavarsa and of Ayrera0a; he,

perhaps also Syavarsa, is called “naravahya, son of Narava,” or—if the

inflection is thematic—of Naru, not of Pasang. Narava indicates an

original connection with Gr. Nereus. The unexplained name Pasangan

might throw some light upon the myth. In the Greek versions of the

Cyrus legend, Ayrera0a appears under the name Agradates or Atra-

dates, both equal to ‘agrairathas, in more than one way connected with

Cyrus-Husravah. In Dino’s version he is Cyrus’ helper. Ctesias calls him

Cyrus’ father. Strabo 15,3,6: “the river Cyrus (mod. Kurr), flowing

through the so-called Coele-Persis at Pasargadae, from which the king

took over the name, being called Cyrus instead of Agradates.” This

14 C£. ami. ixt 1 2, seal n° 70: man "b horse + tail of a scorpion; seal n° 71: man and body
of a lion; seal n° 51, from Nippur, Kassite period, Mitanni st\le, about 1400 b.c.; and the

kudurru-pictures figs. 68-71.
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version contains something of the lamassu as genius of a river, as on the

early gold-coin.

Meillet disproved common descent of Gr. kentauros and Ir. gandhar-

vah from Indo-European;
15

seen from the archeological side such com-

mon descent is equally improbable. But Meillet’s reasons in no way

rule out the identity of the notion and the names. The type appears

in Mesopotamian monuments in the middle of the second millennium,

when the Mitanni ruled there. Thus a Subaraean word and notion can

have been transmitted to Iran and India, and, later, to Greece.
16 The

Greeks assimilated the Sub. Hitt, original to “tauros, bull,” itself a

loanword; the Aryan form, too, is assimilated to their language. In Asia

Minor there is the Lycian name kntlapa (nom., kntlapah gen.).
17

Bartholomae accentuated the different role of the gandharvah in

India and Iran. This again does not contradict the borrowing of the

hybrid type with its name from a common source. In fact, the role of

the Indian gandharvah is very indistinct. The Greek kentauroi are

originally wild creatures of the mountains, especially in Thessaly, 11.

1,26;: (j>T)pe? opecrKoxu, Thess. for d-rjpes. In the Homeric hymn, Hermes

steals, as a new-born suckling, the ten cows of Apollo and “drives them

away backwards, their heads turned toward him,” wearing himself oak-

branches as sandals; Apollo, like an Indian, traces him, and says (19):

“these are actually the tracks of . .

.

oxen, but they are turned backward

to the flowering meadow; but these others are not tracks of men or

women or . . . wolves or bears or lions, neither do I recognize them as

tracks of centaurs . . . ,
whoever it be who made with swift feet such

monstrous tracks, incomprehensible—aina—are the tracks on this side,

and more so those on the other side of the way.” This does not sound

as if the centaurs, in that old concept, had horses’ hooves.

The Awesta tells little about the Gandarwa, only the fact that Krsaspa

defeated him, neither why nor how; that was described in the epic.

The passage of Yt. 15,28, a prayer to Vayus, in which Krsaspa swears

15 Introd.6, 369: “1. la place du ton differe; 2. IE. g ne correspond pas a Gr. k; 3. le premier

a de gandharvah peut representer a ou o, mais non e, car autrement on aurait a 1’initiale J, et

non g; 4. Skr. dh ne rcpond pas a Gr. t; 5. Skr. -arvah ne repond pas a Gr. -auros.” Cf. Wb.

493: “Ai. gandharvah nur laudich Aw. gandarwa entsprechend.” The var. II. in Yt.5,38,

19,41, 14,123, lead to gndrp, which is also the MP. spelling, and which must be read gandarwa

according to the OI. form.
16 Cf. the problem of katfwarfcai'flw*', varaTnahya and Herakles.
14 Cf. Sundw'ali, Die einheim. Namen der Lykier, 1913, Klio-Beiheft 1, 13 and 32.
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to avenge his brother Rva^saya, murdered by Hitaspa, is followed by

the words: “Likewise asti.gafyo ahuris, likewise eva.gafyo patis,” (both

entirely unknown and perhaps corrupt),
18

“likewise gandarwo upa.-

apo, the Gandarwa at the water,” cf. upa yozanta karana “at the surfing

shore” in Yt.5,38 and pa draye-bar in MenJCr. The three “likewise”

might mean “the same verses with these other names.”

Yt. 19,41:

krsaspo yo janat gandarwam Krsaspa who slew the Gandarwa

yim zari.pasnam yo apatat viza- with the golden fetlocks (pastern),

fano with split hooves

mr^sano ge#a astvatis rtahya who destroys the farms. . . .

then:

yo janat hunavo yat pa#anaya

Like Yr. 15,28, this is a very short epitome of the contents of the epic.

Hertel, Siegesf. 126,9: “Die Metrik beweist dass die grammatische Un-

form vizafano Verderbnis ist.” The meter cannot prove anything here

as in other quotations from the epics. There, the sentences were a nar-

rative; into the yasht they were fitted as prayers, here by “yo janat,

who killed.” Neither are the words “yo apatat” and “rtahya” original

parts of the epic verses. Only “gandarwam yim zari.pasnam vizafano”

must belong to the original. The case may have been altered; mrxsano

ge#a is dubious; hence “The Gandarwa with the golden fetlocks, the

vizafano.”

Wb. takes vizafano as a part.Med. “den Rachen aufreissend.” 0rizafan

“with three mouth” is a genuine word; anu.zafano takahe in Yr. 10,38

I regard as a faulty compound: anu belongs to takahe, cf. drzi.taka.

vizafano is indeed corrupt. For “opening the mouth wide” one would

expect 'prta.zafan-; the meaning of the simple vi- is given by compounds

like vi.carna “bifurcation,” vi.bazu “fathom” (length from hand to

hand), vi.tasti “span” (from point of thumb to little finger). Vizafano

resembles fra.safa (for para.safa, with Hertel) and apara.safa, “fore- and

hind-hoof” in Yt. 10,125; pr^u.safa “broad-hoofed” in 10,47. *vi-safa

would be “with split hoof.” To classify animals according to the shape of

their feet is natural and general. Hiibschmann, Pers.Stud. 76 and 256,

pointed out the difficulty of reconciling MP.NP. sunb, sum < OP.

18 ahuris and patis seem to be titles, gafyo patis recalls gava.patis.
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*su(n)ba, *sunpa, with Aw. safa. There seems to have been a second

form with nasal, which caused the corruption vizafana, with z for s

and nasal transposed.

The verses Yt.5,38 give little more:

gandarwam yim zari.pasnam the Gandarwa (acc.) with the golden

fetlocks,

upa yozanta karana at the surfing shore,

zraya vurukrtaya at the sea Vurukrtam,

atacani suram nmanam that I assault the strong house

druvato yat paffanaya [of the earth] of the broad,

skarnaya dure.paraya round one with the far-away ends.

The verses are introduced into the yasht by adding “yat bavani. . .

The epithet “with golden fetlocks” is the same. “At the shore” confirms

upa.apo “at the water” in Yt. 15,28; zraya vurukrtaya is metrically

faulty, because quoted in the original locative. Bartholomae-Wolff’s

translations of the following verses “dass ich das gewaltige Haus des

Druggenossen im Lauf erreiche,” and Lommel’s “dass ich hinlaufen

moge zum Heldenhaus des Liigners” are senseless and prove the text

to be corrupt. Hertel, l.c. 6, n.2: “Das Metrum beweist gegen Wb.843,

dass nichts ausgefallen ist”; Wb.: “vor yat ist mindestens anha zmo aus-

gefallen.” The inappropriate druvato has replaced anha zmo, but the

following words, “of this broad round earth” are disconnected with

the foregoing suram nmanam. In the original they were somehow con-

nected with zraya vurukrtaya. a.tak is “attack, assault,” and of the whole

myth we have nothing but “I want to assault the stronghold . .
.” which

is imagined at the seashore, and belongs to the Gandarwa. He had

golden fetlocks, split hooves, like the lamasse of Persepolis, hence the

lower body of a bull, like Gopatsah, and dwelled in a stronghold on

the shore, similar to the helpful centaur Cheiron, who sits on the water.

That is all the Awesta quotes of his myth.

Therefore it is entirely possible that the gandarwa is Ayrera0a, or, if

gandarwa is a generic name, that Ayrera#a was a Gandarwa, and that

these were imagined as centaurs, as in the description of Gopatsah in

the Meno\.Xrat.



XLVI. THE BOOK OF DANIEL

A relation existing between the sculptures of Persepolis and the visions

of Daniel has occasionally been mentioned, but never thoroughly

studied.

As we have it, the book of Daniel results from a redaction, made

under Antiochus Epiphanes in 175-164, and which adorned the biog-

raphy of an historical figure with popular tales of miracles and visions.

Such visions, Akk. suttu, “dream,” belong to a literary type, of which

the “Unterweltsvision eines assyrischen Kronprinzen”
1

is an older,

closely related example. The hero of the book, whom the Arabs call

“Daniel the Younger,” must be separated from the older Daniel of

Ezekiel 14 and 28, who is related to DN.EL of Ugarit. Daniel may not

be the real personal name of the hero of the book, but his surname is

historical. In 4,8 Nebuchadnezzar says: “Daniel who is called bfis’sr

according to the name of my god.” Marduk was the main god of Baby-

lon, Nabu the personal god of the king Nabu.kudurri.usur “Nabu pro-

tect my empire!”, who bestowed the honorific “Nabu.balatsu.usur,

Nebo protect his life!” In the book the indispensable name of the god

is suppressed as heathen; the suppression proves the historicity beyond

doubt."

In 2, story of the king’s forgotten dream, Daniel becomes soltan over

Babylon, and, on his request, his three companions become rab-signin

of the me
dinah: this is one and the same office, that of the saknu of

Babylon. They too receive honorific titles: “*bed-n
e
gd, sadrak

h and

mesakh

,
which however are not true to Babylonian type. H. Winckler

3

had recognized that the last two are in reality one, and that there are

only three honorifics for four persons. In Daniel’s name nabu is sup-

pressed, in Azariah’s name it is intentionally disfigured into ne
go, and

the third name is an equally intended disfiguring of
+Mardukmesah,

cf. Akk. kakkab Marduk me.is.hu im.su.uh.

1 W. v. Soden, in Z.Ass. nf.ix, 1936. The name of the prince in this story is Kumma, and

there are reasons to believe that he is Assurbampal as heir apparent.

2 Sidney Smith, Isaiah Ch.XL-LV

,

in Schweich Lectures 1940, London 1944, 132: “In Dan.iv,

19 ‘Daniel whose name was Btlteshazzar’ is introduced without further use by the author, pos-

sibly because the name appeared as the original in a form of the story he was adapting.” The
inference is equally valid if Nabunaid or Nabupolassar were the kings who actually bestowed the

title.

3 Altor.Forschg. 11,23 yf. and Nachtr. 57S.
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In 3, story of the golden image and the fiery furnace, Daniel does

not appear and hence is not thrown into the furnace, although he is

beyond suspicion of having worshipped the image. Chaucer’s tale of

Nebuchadnezzar is remarkably at variance with the Vulgata: Daniel

with “his two” companions refuses to obey, an inevitable attempt at

emending the story.
4
In 6, on the contrary, Daniel alone is in the lion’s

den. Obviously, the furnace and the den are doublets belonging to

two different popular versions, the one telling of Daniel without com-

panions, the other of three companions, one of them being Daniel.

The title saknu belongs to him alone and is just as historical as his

honorific. When the two stories were amalgamated into one of Daniel

and three companions, the name of the fourth figure: Mishael, no true

Hebrew name, had to be invented, and the third honorific was split

in two. The story of the investiture as soltan or in the plur. rab-signln,

was made into one, but the doublets of the fiery furnace and the lion’s

den differed too much to unite them and were too good to omit one.

Strangely enough, in the sanctuary called NabI Daniel at Kirkuk
5
only

three tombs exist, attributed to Daniel, ‘Uzair-Azariah and Hunain-

Hananiah: there is no Mishael.

Dan.i, written in Hebrew, is the “vita” of the historical Nabu.-

balatsu.usur, saknu of Babylon. After the conquest of Jerusalem by

Nebuchadnezzar in the third year of king Jehoiakim of Judah, he was

chosen with others to enter the corps of pages, called “somatophylakes”

in III Ezra 3,4. Thus his career began under Nebuchadnezzar and ad-

vanced after the short and troubled years of the first successors during

the 17 years of Nabunaid, for whom the story substitutes his son Belsar-

usur, Belshazar, regent during the king’s long absence in Taima.
6 But

the real date of the conquest of Jerusalem, 597 b.c., is not the third year

of Jehoiakim who came to the throne in 607, nor is it that of Nebuchad-

nezzar whose accession year was 604, and one can scarcely assume that

the original of the vita had made a mistake in so important a date. The

vita ends: “Daniel lived to see the first year of Cyrus,” i.e. 539 b.c., year

in which Cambyses, just grown up, was sar Babili, king of Babylon.

This good date contradicts the other one at the end of ch.5, the writing

4 See Pauline Aidkins, in Speculum, Jan. 1942.
5 See Arch.Reise 11,330.
8 Cf. S. Smith, l.c. chapt. 11 “History of the years 556-539.”
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on the wall and Belshazar’s murder: “Darius the Mede took the king-

dom [of Babylon], ke
bar s

e
nln sittin we

tarten, when he was 62 years

of age.” The age does not fit Cyrus, the real conqueror, for, though

Dinon asserts that he was 40 at his accession, Cambyses, the eldest son

was certainly not born before, probably just after the accession in 559,

and Cyrus w'as much younger than 40 at that time, in spite of the dif-

ficulty arising from the early date, 640, of his grandfather Cyrus I.

Darius—who was no Mede—came to the throne when scarcely 25 years

old. The only safe date is 539 b.c. Sixty-two years means a high age, an

age to die. A man who lived 62 years to see the conquest of Babylon

would have been born in 602/1, the third year of Nebuchadnezzar.

Through the distortion of the text one still can see the perfectly true

dates of the original vita: Daniel was born in the third year of Nebu-

chadnezzar, who had conquered Jerusalem in the tenth year of Jehoia-

kim; he lived to see the first year of Cyrus, and died at the age of 62.

Besides being saknu over the me
dlnah Babylon, he was salit talta of

the kingdom under Nabunaid (Belshazar). This was not as 6,2 says, a

new institution of Darius, but an old Babylonian one.
7 The origin of

the term is the garrison on a chariot: the first officer of the king is the

one “to his right,” the second the one “to his left”; the third one, salsu

rakbu, is an adjutant. As such, Daniel was one of the three financial

inspectors of the 127 satrapies,
8
as described in 6,2. Under the caliphs

the same office is called zimam, much dreaded by ministers and provin-

cial governors.

All these features are historical and belong to the Neo-Babylonian

kingdom. But that, a few more titles, and the names of the kings, is

all the book has preserved of the period in which its hero actually lived.

On the contrary, all the stories of the book are rich in important detail

descriptive of conditions in Babylon under Achaemenian rule. The

locality of most of them is Babylon, but ch.8 is imagined in the “castle

of Susa on the river Ulai,” where today nothing remains but an enor-

7 Of older, different interpretations I quote only Markwart's “Herrscher des dritten Teils im

Reiche,” in Vtind.Jiid.u. Israel. Geschichte 66.

8 LXX has 127, as in Esther 1,1: the text has 120. Markwart, l.c., erroneously “the 127

provinces presuppose the division of Asia in 72 provinces by Seleucus I.” 127 is the number of

peoples inhabiting the 21 provinces.
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mous mound of ruins and the tomb of Daniel.
9 The locality of ch. 10-12,

which date from the time of Antiochus IV, is “on the Tigris,” i.e.

Seleucia, for there was no earlier residence on the Tigris.

In 1,5 and 8, the pages or the bodyguard live, as was the Persian

custom, “ptbg” at the court of the king, i.e. Ir. ‘pitubaga “on meat-

ration,” instead of salary, Dinon’s potibazis < *paituba)is (see under

‘Harvatat’), and to avoid eating non-kosher meat, the four comrades

become vegetarian. This was regarded as amazing, and when Nebu-

chadnezzar, in Dan.4,30, started “eating grass like oxen,” it was con-

sidered as symptom of insanity. The motif connected with this story

—that the king, when questioning them, found them to be more intel-

ligent and wiser than all his astrologers and sages—lives on in the Pahl.

book of Xusrau and his page Xusarzuk.

The first word of the Aramaic text, 2,4, “malka l
e
-‘al

emin he
yi, o king,

live for ever!” is the address to the Iranian kings, MP. yavedan, or:

anosak ziva!; thus in the inscription Pers.B., time of Shahpuhr II, and

still in Firdausi: nosah bizi!
10 The words in Daniel can be used as

ideographic writing for the Persian words. Almost all occurring titles

are Iranian: ’hsdrpn < Med. \sa#rapavan; ’drgzr < Med. ‘andarza-

kara, with Med. psilosis as in Akk. agamtanu and Ahmetha in Ezra

6,2, and assimilation of n to d as in Hoddu < Hindu in Esth. 1,1.

hdbr > IPahl. hdybr, IPars. hy’r > NP. ayar, “helper, socius”; t(y)pty

< OP. ^ahyapati “chief herald.” karoza “herald” is not attested in

Iranian but probably Iranian. Aram, siltone me
dinata renders OIr.

vrzana.hartar (y.46,1) “consul civitatis” etc. srbl, pts, krblt, though not

perfectly clear in their specific meaning,—the last is Akk. karballate

(pi.) kyrbasia, for OP. xbSa “helmet, tiara”—are all Iranian words for

garments, dt in 6,9 is data, the “inviolable law of the Medes and Per-

sians.” The exact knowledge of these and some other details cannot

have survived the Achaemenian epoch, and the original book of which

we have only the redaction of 170 b.c. must have been composed in

Babylon under the Achaemenids.
11

This date holds also for the visions in ch.7. Their Iranian character

has been recognized, but they are usually treated as one, because they

9 See under ‘Tistriya.’ 10
e.g. 1,257,232.

11 Not as late as under Alexander, see e.g. F. M. Th. Bohl in Reall.Assyr. 11,117-119 (1934).
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stand in the same chapter. In fact they are two separate dreams and

the details are not only Iranian but Achaemenian, and that affects their

interpretation.

The first dream begins in 7,2, “I saw in my vision by night.” 3-8:

Four great beasts come up from the sea: (1) one beast like a lion, aryeh,

with (two) wings of an eagle, standing on its feet as a man, ke
,e
nas;

(2) one like a bear, dob, which raised itself on one side (?) and had

three ribs (?) in its mouth between the teeth; (3) one like a leopard,

ne
mar, with four wings of a fowl on his back, and with four heads;

(4) one dreadful, terrible, exceedingly strong, with great iron teeth

and ten horns.
12
The lack of name and the style of its description sets

the fourth animal apart from the first three, and is an argument for

its being added to an original group of three, as has been pointed out

more than once. The interpretation, in 17, “these four great beasts are

four kings which shall come on earth” is a poor attempt of the redactor,

not of the author of the dream. Dan.% seems indeed to be composed to

replace 7,3-12. Three animals appear among the Persepolis sculptures

in the tacara of Darius, four in the Hall of a Hundred Columns of

Artaxerxes I, and there, too, the fourth may result merely from the

symmetry of the room with four doors that required four pictures. In

all cases a hero—not a king—fights the monsters which are represented

“standing like a man on their hindlegs,” and with fore-claws spread

out, Ir. prta.cinga, see iae pi. lv-lvi. The first is a simple lion, the second

a bull, the third a griffin
13
with the body of a lion, hind-legs of an eagle,

neck of a horse, but feathered, two (or two pairs of) wings of an eagle,

head of a bird of prey, but with bull’s ears. The fourth is distinguished

from the third only by the horns of a bull and a scorpion’s tail.

The dream of the Assyrian prince enumerates 15 such demons. The

tenth,
d
sulak, can be compared with the lions of Persepolis and the

winged lion in Daniel; it is a normal lion, nesu kaimani
14

“he stood

on his two hind-legs.” The eighth, etimmu (?), with the head of a

bull, but four hands and feet of man, has some similarity with the

Persepolis bulls. And with the two griffins of Persepolis the sixth and

ninth are comparable: mukil res lemutti “helper to evil,” with bird’s

12 The human-headed centaurs of Persepolis have 6 pairs of horns on their Mesopotamian

headdress.
13 Griffin in its original sense “gryps,” Hebr. kerub.
14 The genitive may mean “of Saturn,” Arab, kaiwan.
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head, unfolded wings, Ir. prta.prna, hands and feet of man, and the

“bad Utukku” with lion’s head, hand and feet of the bird Zu. The

authors of the original book of Daniel hardly knew Persepolis, but did

know Babylon and Susa, where similar figures in enameled tiles must

have adorned the walls, since Achaemenian art is wholly stereotyped.

Their descriptions combine what they saw with what they read.

The more important fact has scarcely ever been noted that the fol-

lowing passages are also illustrated by sculptures at Persepolis, see iae

pl.lvii-lviii. Dan.7,9: “I looked on till thrones
15
were set, and the Ancient

of days did sit, whose garment was white as snow and the hair of his

head like pure wool; his throne was like fiery flame and his wheels

as burning fire.” 10: “A thousand thousand ministered unto him and a

myriad myriads stood before him. The judgment was set, and the books

were opened.” There follows in 11-12 the very short and incomprehen-

sibly mild trial of the four beasts. The first three live on for a deter-

mined span of time, only the fourth is killed, its body burnt.

Nothing like a “throne on wheels” is known, and the poss.pron. “his

wheels” refers to the Ancient of days, not to the thrones (plur.). Like

Mithra’s ca^ra in Yr.10,136, the wheels are the nimbus. The ten thou-

sands and myriads are not the Babylonian, but the Iranian way of

counting, Yt. 13,65: “purvis purudiazahra, purvis puru.bevano.” On the

pair of doors in the front and the back wall of the Hall of Hundred

Columns—on the four side-doors of which are the four beasts—the

picture of a royal audience unfolds itself with numberless guards and

“ministrants”—more than 160 are represented—and with the king,

Artaxerxes I, on the throne. A sitting of the court of appeal in presence

of the great king as described in Daniel, would look similar in sculp-

ture. In Zoroaster’s conception the end of the world is a last judgment,

imagined like a worldly court, with written procedure: “the books were

opened.” But it was a mistake to assume that Daniel’s vision in 7,9-12

alluded to a last judgment. This is ruled out by the fact that three beasts

are allowed to live an appointed time. The vision simply describes the

sitting of a court in the Persian way, and is in no way connected with

the new act which begins in 7,13:

15 Aram, ‘d dy, like Arab, hatta, “while I was looking.” korsavan, fem.pl. abs., cf. Qur.

2,256: wasi'a kursiyyuhu.
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“I saw in the night visions, and behold, with the clouds of heaven

came one like a son of man, bar
,e
nas, and arrived at the Ancient of

days,
16

and they brought him near before him, and there was given

him dominion, soltan, and glory, y
e
qar, and kingship, malku, and all

people, tribes and languages should serve him; his dominion is an ever-

lasting one. . .

In 2,37 and 5,18 a similar idiom is used: “Thou, o king, art king of all

kings, for the god of heaven hath given thee a kingdom, power and

glory.” Some of the words are elements of the Achaemenian protocol,

e.g. xsaya^ya dahyunam vispa.zananam (“all tribes,” Darius; Xerxes:

paru.zananam “many”), which the Akk. versions, like Daniel, render

by “matate sa naphar lisani, the lands of all tongues.” The giving of

sovereignty to the Son of man means his investiture as heir to the

throne. The way, how the Son of man is led to the presence—handeman

—of the king on the throne, is the same as represented in the entrance

doors of the Hall of a Hundred Columns. The investiture itself is not

described in Daniel, but did not consist in words, but in symbolic acts,

like donning the royal attire, and perhaps ascending the throne. The
book of Enoch, composed about a hundred years after the last redaction

of Daniel, and of all apocalyptic books the one closest to Daniel says,

in 69,27: “And he sat down on the throne of his majesty,” and “that

Son of man is proclaimed
17

in the presence of the Lord of spirits and

his name by the Ancient head.” Enoch, thus, understands the act exactly

as what it is : the enthronement and the proclamation of the accession of

the new king, the heir to the throne.

This act again is represented in the sculptures of Persepolis, in the

Tripylon, through which, coming from the Hall of a Hundred Col-

umns, one enters the antara.arSam, the private area of the palaces.

There, the aged Darius is pictured sitting on the golden throne, in full

royal attire, and to his right—in the sculpture shifted back, so as not to

overlap the figure of the king—stands Xerxes in the same attire with

all the royal insignia, putting his hand on the back of the throne. To
sit on the throne was a crime punishable with death. The gesture is

one of familiarity, and indicates his right to the throne as designated

16 Cf. mlk ’b snm in the Alivan epic of Ugarit.
17 Cf. Cyrus Cyl. I.12: “Marduk . . . Kuras sar Aman ittabi nibitsu, proclaimed the name of

Cyrus.” See the proclamation of the name al-Mutawakkil undv_r ‘Throne-names.’
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heir. In Christ’s words, Mar\ 14,62, spoken before the highpriest, the

Son of man is “sitting to the right hand of power”; in Acts 7,55, mar-

tyrdom of Stephan, Jesus is “standing.” The act sculptured and the act

described in Daniel are the same. It is neither the last nor any judg-

ment; the trial of the beasts is over. The Son of man does not come for

a judgment, but to inherit the throne.

The term “Son of Man” in the nt. is derived from Daniel 7,13, for

where Gr. vios avOputarov is used with the most intense meaning, in

Mar\ 13,26, the eschatological prophecy, 14,26 before the highpriest,

and again in Acts 7,55 stoning of Stephen, the phrasing “coming in the

clouds of heaven” and “standing on the right of power” are quotations

from Daniel. The term comes from Aramaic, for the Greek translation,

common to Mark and Q, the source of the other Gospels, never appears

in Paul, Revelation and the Episdes, that is, in any evangelical writing

addressed to the Greek world.

The philological explanation of bar
’e
nas, or with article bar

,a
nasa, is:

the Sem. article determines regens and rectum at the same time;
,e
nas

“man” is coll.sg. and bar “son” signifies the individual of a genus; hence

“a son” or “the son of man” an “individual of mankind.” But ety-

mology and grammar alone are incapable of revealing the special con-

notation a technical term may assume at a certain time. That is a his-

torical, not a philological problem. How could such a universal term

become the designation for the Messiah ?

Since part of the eschatological announcement and the words before

the high priest have been incorporated into the Christian symbol

“Ascended to heaven, sitting to the right of power, whence he shall

come to judge the living and the dead,” and since this influenced the

interpretation of the Daniel vision as last judgment, it has been assumed

that “Son of Man” peculiarly indicated the aspect of the Messiah as

judge of the worlds. But that is not the context of Dan.7,13, the passage

from which every attempt at explaining the term must start; there,

“Son of man” appears in a context where it must signify “heir to the

throne.” The act described does not belong to Palestine nor to the time

of the redaction, 170 b.c., but to Babylon under Achaemenian rule. That

is the region and the period where alone the solution of the problem

can be found. The question, how can “individual of the genus homo”

become “Messiah” was wrongly posed, and therefore unanswerable. The
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question is: Did “Son of Man” have the meaning “heir” in the lan-

guages spoken in Babylon during the fifth century b.c.P—and the an-

swer is yes, in all of them.

The Babylonians spoke Akkadian, the Iranians Median, both spoke

Aramaic as a common language. The Jews of the captivity spoke Ara-

maic, as the Daniel book shows, while Hebrew—today revived after

2,500 years—already receded into the position of a learned language.

It is the history of social institutions of that region that caused the term

“Son of Man” to assume its peculiar connotation.

The notion “man” has many sides, like man opp. animal, man opp.

woman; man in social relations or groups. In a language with more

than one word for a notion, the synonyms may be substituted for each

other, as far as their general signification overlaps. But synonymity does

not go to the whole extent, there will always be ranges of the notion

in which the use of the words differs. Where there is only one word,

this same word must cover all the various, sometimes widely different

meanings. Contemporary translations are the greatest help for deter-

mining them.

The Semitic languages usually have two words for “man”: ’dm, as

genus, opp. to animal, Germ. Mensch; and ’ns, for men in social rela-

tions, Germ. Mann. This is clearest in Arabic: in the dialect of Baghdad

or Mossul for instance, a short “ban! adam!” means “it is human,”

mainly human weakness, or “they are human beings,” not animals.

But huwa min al-nas, or min aulad al-nas, “he is of good family.” “Be-

have mithl al-nas!” means like decent, educated people. Likewise, in

classical Arabic, banu adam and banu 1-nas, though both mean “sons

of man” are something totally different.

With abna al-nas, e.g. Mas‘udi, mur.w111,60, designates the most noble

of all Arab families, the descendants of Hasan and Husa irt) of ‘Abbas,

the Hashimites and Quraish. To the same rank belonged the descend-

ants of the orthodox caliphs and of the Umayyads until their rank at

the court was abolished in 250 h. (Tabari 111,1533). Down to the Mam-
luk period some of them bear predicates in inscriptions almost equal

to those of a ruling prince.
1 ' The aulad al-nas, descendants of the tribes

18 Zain al-din ‘Umar ibn al-SafTah, a “sibt,” descendant of a daughter of abu l-‘Abbas al-

Saffah, founder of the ‘Abbasid caliphate, bears the exceptional predicate al-maqarr al-sharlf
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that had partaken in the conquest, existed as a privileged class down

to the same period. In manuscripts of 1001 Nights the terms aulad al-

nas and ahrar interchange occasionally, “sons of man” and “freemen,”

and Noldeke remarks to Tabari 1,817, where Ardashir shows the in-

sulting letter of his liege-lord Ardavan to his ‘nas’: “In Persian stories

nas means exclusively the high aristocracy.” This corresponds to the

use of “nar, man” for “hvetu, nobleman” in Iranian.

This notion is rooted in the ancient Arab social structure, where only

the agnates of the tribe had a claim to full rights, and, as banu 1-nas,

were hurr “free,” asll “noble,” while the others, clients and slaves, were

nobodies, sons of nobody and did not count. The same in Akkadian,

where usurpers of the throne are called “son of nobody.” A “son of

man” is the opposite to “proletarian.” The term banu 1-laqita signifi-

cantly means “foundling” and “proletarian.” Though the Arabs were

the latest of the Semitic peoples to enter history, their language and

customs are very archaic.

The synonymous use of Hebr. ben adam and ben
’enos is illustrated,

e.g. by Ps.8,5 with
,e
nos and ben adam, against Pr.144,3 with adam and

ben ,e
nos. Hebr.3,6-g translates Ps.8,5 by ri icrriv avOpa-nos and rj vio<;

avdpdiTTov. In Ezekiel, where ben adam appears several times, it is

always the word with which the Lord addresses the prophet, and ex-

presses merely that God is talking to one He has created man. This is

entirely different from bar
,e
nas in Daniel.

In Genesis
,e
nos is the grandson of adam. After the story of Cain

and Abel follows the genealogical tree of the Cainites (to 4, 4), then, in

4,25-26, the birth of Seth and of his son Enos, and in 5,6-32, the gene-

alogy from Enos to Noah. The Cainite genealogy is that of all wayfar-

ing people; the progeny of Enos, on the contrary, are the settled tribes.

Many of the proper names in these genealogies are personifications of

tribes or classes of population. Seth, st, is the same tribal name as in

Balaam’s words in Num.2^,iy, where it stands in parallel to Moab.

Enos, son of Seth, or b
ene ,e

nos hence correspond to Arab, banu 1-nas,

noblemen. This I consider as a clear instance of the same distinction

between
’e
nos and adam in Hebrew as in Arabic: ’ns, not ’dm is used

al-‘alT. corresponding to “His Royal Highness” in his inscription—a decree dated Sept. 6, I44 2 >

on the wall of the Munstan Arghun at Aleppo.
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where social relations are in question. And Aram, bar
,e
nas does not

correspond to ben adam, but at least to ben
’e
nos.

Aramaic, Biblical and inscriptional, seems to have—apart from ’Is

—

only
’e
nas, no plural, emph. coll.

,a
nasa “men”; ’dm seems to be un-

known. In Daniel 2,10 “la ’Itai
,e
nas ‘al yabbesta, there is not a man

upon earth,”
19

it is the negation that entails the most general meaning.

But in passages like 2,23 “wherever men, bene ,e
nasa dwell,” or 7,8

“
‘aine

’e
nasa, with human eyes,” Arabic, and I believe Hebrew, would

use ’dm. On the other hand, in Syriac, an Aramaic dialect where ’dm

is likewise missing,
’e
nasa has, beside the meaning “homo” and “hom-

ines,” the connotation agnati, cognati, and translates e.g. in Luke 2,44

“iv rot? o~vyyevevcriv, among their kinsfolk.” Similarly, the n.abstr.

’nasuta, humanity, mankind, stands for incolae and cognati, e.g. in

Kalilag w Dimnag, an instance for the special application of the word

to social relations of men.

It does not require an explicit proof, one can simply state that bar
,e
nas in Dan.7,13 does not mean an anthropomorphic being as opposed

to the four beasts. Neither does it mean that a superhuman being ap-

pears in human shape, like e.g. in Dan.10,6; 10,18; 8,15, where angels

assume human form. There, moreover, the notion is the same as in

Iranian, where Vrthragna appears as a “noble youth of 15,” i.e. son of

man, or Anahita as a “young girl of the noblest extraction.”

Not only in Semitic languages, but generally, the word “son” evokes

the association of “heie.” R. M. Rilke: “Du bist der Erbe. Sohne sind

die Erben, denn Vater sterben.” And the word alone can and does as-

sume this connotation in all Oriental languages. In the parable Mark
12, the lord of the vineyard sends as the last his only son, and the dis-

loyal husbandmen say: “This is the heir, KKj]pov6po<;, let us kill him,

and the inheritance, Kkippovopia shall be ours!”

In this case, the juridical term in Akkadian is aplu,
20

while son in

general is maru, like Hebr. ben, Aram, bar; aplu:maru similar to Arab.

walad:ibn. But the term for the designated heir to the throne—not

necessarily the eldest son, mar restu—is “mar sarri, king’s son,” not apal,

19
’ys P ’yty is the ideogr. rendering MP. kas nest, “there is nobody.”

20 CL Thureau-Dangin, RAs. x,93ff. and Arch.Orientalny 1,271: “Sum. ibila ‘heir,’” com-
pound of ia, i “oil” and bil “to burn,” refers to ancestor-worship. “Only freemen have an-

cestors.”
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and “mar sarri rabu, the great son-of-the-king” when compared with

others.

In OP. too, pu$ra = maru alone is the title of Xerxes as heir to the

throne, beside madista = rabu, scil. pu^ranam. In Yr.14,59 the ahura.-

pu#ra and putfraho, royal princes or cadets of the high nobility, are

enumerated before the bevarpati, highest commanders of the army.

Thucydides renders the title by rraiSe? alone, Xenophon, Cyrup., speaks

of the “sons of the opoTipoC' as a class of high nobility. The mafatih,

about 370 h., p.119, explain: “al-abna’, adj. banawl, are the sons of the

dahaqln, noblemen.”
21

Analogies are Amharic lij < walad = prince

royal, and walad as title of the heir presumptive in Umayyad Spain;

“infante” became the title of the heir apparent under Juan I. When
used in intense meaning, Aram, bar is “heir, successor.”

Both elements of bar
,e
nas have beside their general a more intense

meaning which together gives “heir of a privileged class,” or “of the

royal house,” not “individual of genus homo.” It was so already at the

Old Babylonian period.

The Code Hammurapi, written in the 18th century b.c., but codify-

ing much older institutions, distinguishes three social classes: (1) awe-

lum, (2) muskenum, (3) wardum, the free (or noble), the half-free,

and the slaves, awelum means “man”; it may even mean “prisoner of

war”; with negation “nobody.” The abstr.noun awelutu is coll, “hu-

manity, mankind”; this has a syn. tenisetu corresponding to Aram,

’nasuta from ’ns, with the special meaning “inhabitants.” But juridi-

cally and socially awelum, or as individual mar awelim “son of man,”

is the free man of the highest class. The term for the second class, mus-

kenum, Arab, maskin, Fr. mesquin, is once explained by “those who

have nothing,” opposed to the man of property whose son inherits.

During the Kassite period, as Landsberger recognized, 1935 in aof

x,i42, n.i, the word “banu, good, best,” intens. babbanu, replaced this

awelum as social term; it was also used in addressing men of rank.

In the Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenian periods the same three

classes were called (1) mar.banutu, full-freedom, (2) arad.sarrutu,

king’s bondage, i.e. half-freedom, (3) qallutu, slavery. Thus mar-banu

= Gr. aristos, took the place of mar-awelim “son of man,” as Akk.

equivalent of the contemporary Aram, bar
,e
nas. For explaining this

21 Cf. dehlkan under ‘Social Structure.’
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term, in Babylonia under Achaemenian rule, it is not Hebr. ben adam,

but Akk. mar-awelim, later replaced by mar-banu which we must

compare.

The corresponding Iranian terms are Aw. viso.pu#ra, and Med. azata,

OP. aSata. No Iranian could misunderstand these words: the first is

“son, heir of a vis,” the other zata “born,” azata “born into (a clan),”

agnate, hence “noble.” Engl, “highborn,” Germ, hochgeboren, are pred-

icates; Ir. azata is itself the name of the class, cf. Aw. kuda.zata, lit.

“where-born,” of whatever rank.

In distinction from Semitic custom, the Iranian nobility, azata, was

differentiated already in the sixth century, perhaps as result of the

monarchic constitution, into several degrees. The vaisapu#ra—see

under ‘Kavi’—were the highest. In the parchments from Elephantine,

Rsama, an Achaemenid, is called bar beta (sg.), in the contemporary

papyrus, Sachau 1,3, the plural b
ene beta “sons of the house,” means

potential successors of the king, br byt’ is the ideogram for MP. vas-

puhr. The simple bar
,e
nas would not do for so specific an Iranian term;

hence “beta, house” enters for Ir. “vis, house, clan,” as in the Arab, term

ahl al-buyutat, whereas singularic ahl al-bait in Arabic means the

descendants of Muhammad. The address to the Sasanian heir to the

throne is “pus vaspuhr sahan farra^vtum, son, vaspuhr, most blessed

of kings!”

The Babylonian scribes use mar-banu for two things in their trans-

lations of the OP. inscriptions: (1) in Beh. §§ 13, 43 etc. “mare banuti

sa ittisu, the mar-banu with him” for “fratama martiya anusya, the

noblest men, his adherents”—anusya is derivative of the prep, anu

with”; (2) in the introduction of the Behistun inscription, which

deals with the events that led to Darius’ accession, the king says in §§ 3E:

haca prvyata adata ahmahi, word by word Lat. “ex priori agnati sumus,

from the beginning were we agnates” (entitled to succession) “eight

of my family were kings, I am the ninth, in two lines we were kings.”

The Akk. version renders the quoted words by “[ultu] abu[tu mare]

banuti anini, since (the time of) our ancestors were we mare banuti.”

The usual translation is “.
.

.

we were noble.” This noncommittal trans-

lation tries to avoid being entirely wrong, but the wider the range of

the word used for translating, the more wrong conceptions it includes.
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The whole passage is not said in order to convey to a remote democratic

posterity the commonplace that the royal clan belonged to a privileged

class of that old society. It seeks to substantiate the king’s claim that

after the extinction of the older line, in spite of the irregularity of his

succession—while his father and grandfather were still alive—he was

the legitimate heir.

mar-banu, that is the equivalent of old mar awelim and of contem-

porary Aram, bar
,e
nas, “son of man,” stands here for OP. aSata, Lat.

agnatus.

This translation was made in 520 b.c., a time when the Babylonian

scribes, many of them Aramaeans, had a perfect knowledge of the lan-

guages in question. The translation could be so entirely right only

because the social institutions were essentially the same. But such terms

lose their meaning when translated into the language of a society with

different structure. Tfos av8pd>Trov is a linguistically correct translation,

but conveys nothing of the social and historical contents of the term bar
,e
nas.

As designation for the young man whom the Ancient of days invests

in Dan.'], 13 with the majesty, bar
,e
nas means the same as mar-banu =

adata in Beh. §3, where Darius uses it to justify his claim to the suc-

cession. It does not mean “individual of mankind,” son of nobody, but

“youth of noble extraction,” “successor, heir to the throne.” It is a

synonym of the two other terms for the Messiah, “Son of God” and

“Son of David.”



XLVII. ZOROASTER’S DEATH

The Awesta contains no allusion to Zoroaster’s death.

Occidental legends which go back to the pseudo-Clementine Recogni-

tiones, second century a.d., describe him as astrologer, some identify

him with the Assyrian Nimrod, and make him be slain by lightning.

These stories scarcely pretend to be history.

Another late line of tradition makes him a king of Bactria whom
Ninus, personification of Assyria, kills in battle. This line claims to

come from Hellanicus, Ctesias and Dinon, none of whom can be the

source: the name Zoroaster has been inserted into a legend of different

kind. Ctesias wrote Oxyartes, i.e. OP. uxsya.rta, Aw. u^syat-rta, which

allows one to think of Zoroastrian eschatology as wrongly interpreted.

The source of Firdausi’s broad presentation of Zoroaster’s death is the

Sasanian xvatayna.ma\. There, Zoroaster was implicated in the legend

of the war of the Tura Arjasp against Gustasp—see under ‘Notarya’

—

and was killed, together with Gustasp’s father Luhrasp in the temple

of Balkh, when Tura warriors conquered it. “I know not who slew

this priest” says Firdausi. The locality is Bactria, as in the occidental

group; but that is far from being a historical confirmation. An old

myth of Druvaspa-Arvataspa took possession of the historical figure of

"V istaspa—rejuvenating itself thereby—and Vistaspa, the protector, drew

Zoroaster, the protege, with him. The locality of the myth was not

changed but remained that of the god Druvaspa: Bactria.

A fourth version to which also the Gr.Bdh. and the eschatological

Rahman Yasht allude, is found in Den\.5 and Ddtistan e Deni\ 72.

Den\.5 is based on a work of ASarfarrabag i FarrmyzaSan, from ASar-

baijan, primate, pesopay, of the Zoroastrian community in Iran under

the caliphate of al-Ma’mun. The third book of the Denkart ascribes to

him an entire redaction of the Awesta of Tansar. The material must

have received that form when ASarfarrabag held his famous disputa-

tion in presence of the caliph in a.d. 825. The Datistan is a work of

Manucihr, grand-mobaS of Fars and Kirman in the second half of the

ninth century a.d. ASarfarrabag wrote while the interest of the Islamic

mutazila in such things lasted, and before the strict orthodoxy, inau-

gurated by Mutawakkil, turned away from them. The political situa-

tion caused the tendency to construe a connection between the Iranian
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past and the Old Testament. The epitome preserved in Den \.5 speaks

of “the suzerainty of the (Iranian) ancestors over the spahpat Bo^tnar-

seh; the diplomatic mission which the dahyupat, sovereign KaiLuh-

rasp of Balkh in Eransahr sent with Boxtnarseh (co-sender or himself

envoy?) to Hrom (Byzantium) and to beta maqdis.” The last name is

not Aramaic but Arabic bait al-maqdis, Jerusalem.

The same fabricated history is not much later reproduced with much
detail by Tabari, 1,645!!.: Luhrasp resided in Balkh; Bu^tnasar, whose

Persian name was b^trsh, was his ispahbaS over Ahwaz as far as Rum,

all the country west of the Tigris. When he adds “Buxtnasar was the

son of Nabuzaradan” (nabu.zer.iddin) or “Awilmarudakh (Awel-

Marduk) was his son,” this knowledge comes from a Syriac translation

of Berossus’ king lists. Bahman—the personification of the second half

of the name Daraya-Vahumanah, the first being Dara—deposed Bu^t-

nasar’s son blt’sr,
1

i.e. Belshazar, because “khalata fi amrihi”—just as

Nabunaid says of his predecessor Labasi.Marduk, son of Nergal.sar.-

usur
—

“he did not know how to rule,” and invested Darayavus al-Madh-

awi, who killed Belshazar, but was equally dispossessed by Bahman

three years later. Bahman, then, instituted Kurus, under whom Daniel

appeared.

The book of Daniel is the source of this construction, blt’sr is Bel.sar.-

usur, son of Nabunaid; but in Dan.5,11 the queen says to Belshazar

“your father Nebuchadnezzar.” Darayavus the Mede, whose identity

with the Iranian Dara Tabari fails to see, comes from Dan.5,30: “Bel-

shazar was murdered, Darius the Mede took the kingdom.” Kirus =

Koras is Dan.6,29: “Daniel became powerful in the kingdom of Darius

the Mede, and also of Cyrus the Persian,” the last remark an after-

thought of the redactor with regard to Dan. 1,21: “he lived to see the

first year of Cyrus.”

The name Boxtnarseh of the Denkart is Nebuchadnezzar; however,

not Akk. nabu.kudur.usur, but the Aram, form of the Daniel book,

ne
bok‘adnessar has been assimilated, in the first half to Ir. boxt “re-

deemed,” in the second to the frequent name Narseh. It was also as-

similated to Xusrau, thus in Mah Fran. §14 bvxt-xvslvb'; Sahr.Er. §50

bxt.xvs lv'. Vid.20,1 quotes proverbial sayings: “invulnerable like Span-

1 Cf. Josephus, Antiqit. x,23i : Bo\rdirapos = Nabunaid. The name blt’sr must not be emended,

perhaps with Aram, t for Akk. s.
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dyat [an Achill], wise like Kayus [a Solomon]; autocratic like JamseS
[a Tsar of all Russias], rich like p^tsrvb' [a Croesus], courageous like

Krsasp [a Siegfried], and pesdat like Hosang” [perhaps a Solon], The
Denfyart says similarly: “Hosyang for pesdadih, Dahak for vicoyistarih

(magic), pxtslvb' for bahrawandih (wealth).” Tabari’s b^trsh presup-
poses the same ambiguous ending as in the similar name bl’tvlys, soon
to be discussed. Starting from Aram. ne

b6kt!

adnessar, all these forms
must have passed through *bo^;tnasar, preserved in Arab, buxtnasar.

In this version of ASarfarrabag, in the Den\., Zoroaster—called “the

best of men” in allusion to ‘All khairu 1-nas—is murdered by a Tura,

non-Aryan, non-Zoroastrian priest and sorcerer, whose name is trans-

mitted in a dozen ambiguous spellings.
3 Our evaluation of the tradi-

tion depends wholly on the explanation and provenance of that name.
It begins always with bl’t-, and the endings lie between -vlvlys and -lys,

where v may be n, 1 = r, and y+s also s-fih or other ligatures.

In another context the name appears only once more, and at an older

time, Sahr.Er. §57, a work composed at the very end of the fifth cen-

tury a.d.:

sahristan e Nun Nun e yvl’s’n kirt u pa zanih 6 kaikavat mat u

drupustih e arvandasp tur e bl’tvlvs e karp pa yatukih kirt pahrakih e

jan e xves ray, the town Nun was built by Nun son of Yu . .
.

,

it came
by marriage to Kaikavat; into a stronghold of Arvandasp it was made
by the Tura bl’tvlvs, the sacrificial priest, by magic, for the protection

of his life.”

§24, composed in analogy, says: “The town Bawer (Babel) was built

under the reign of Yam (Jamsed),” then some astrological measures.

The counterpart to Babylon is Nineveh; Nun is Nineveh, its founder is

Nun. A slight emendation would give Nun e Yoshu‘an, Nun son of

Yoshua instead of Yoshua son of Nun. Tabari 1,506 calls Yusha‘b. Nun
the successor of Moses; however, he is nowhere connected with Nine-

veh, and his maqam is venerated at Ma‘arrat al-Nu‘man in Syria. On
the other hand, an equally easy emendation gives yunahan, and the

sanctuary of the prophet Jonah stands on the temple mound of Niniveh.

Jonah is the dhu 1-nun—vulgar Arab, abu 1-nun—properly “man with

the fish,” interpreted as “father of Nun,” hence Nun e Yunahan,

2 Cf. A. V. W. Jackson, Zoroaster 128L, and J. Markwart, Cat. of Prov . Capitals 107.
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founder of Nineveh-Nun. Whatever it is, figures of the Old Testament

are received into the Iranian legend, as in the Denkart stories.

Such a figure is also the astrologer-magician bl’tvlvs. Jackson and

Markwart tried an Iranian interpretation, with bl’t- = brat “brother”;

but it is Akk. balatu “life”; the name is blts’sr, honorific of Daniel. In

analogy to the king’s name n6bok
h
adnessar, the ending is assimilated

to Ir. Narseh; the variant which Markwart preferred, reading the whole

bratores, can also be read balat.narseh. He is called Tura as an (a)#ura,

Babylonian.

Arvandasp, in Sahr.Er. §57, is the name of the father of Bevarasp

Azdaha. AziDahaka, whose places are Babylon and Kurinta, is the

enemy of Yama and ©retona, and personifies in the Iranian legend the

Neo-Babylonian empire, or the historical figures of Nebuchadnezzar

and Nabonaid. His father Arvandasp represents the late Assyrian em-

pire, as does Sardanapal in Greek stories. KaiKavat is the legendary

founder of the Median dynasty, called after the fire of this dynasty,

the aSar kavatakan in Agbatana. The Medes conquered Nineveh-Nun

in 612 b.c. The change of the dynasty is perpetuated as a marriage, like

the conquest of Babylon as a marriage of ©retona’s three sons and three

daughters of Nebuchadnezzar. Thus Daniel shifts from Babylon to

Nineveh. As “chief of the sorcerers” (Dan.2,46) he builds “by magic”

the fortress which had been so difficult to conquer.

ASarfarrabag knew the prose version of the xvataynamak, which ibn

al-Muqaffa‘ had at that time already translated into Arabic, and he

knew the Sahr.Eran and perhaps other books lost to us. Mas‘udi,

murud-j v,i28 e.g. relates that Daniel the younger was believed to have

been the maternal uncle of Cyrus. Such amazing concepts are not anti-

semitism, but on the contrary attempts to make the stories more accept-

able to the mu'tazilite Muhammedans. In the xvataynama\, Tura kill

the prophet, but no name was called: “I know not who killed this

priest.” The name therefore is a combination of ASarfarrabag. The per-

secution by kavi and karpan, developed from Y.32, is the leitmotiv of

the legendary vita of Zoroaster, and the Sahr.Er. call Balatnarseh a

karpan.
3
There is no grain of historical truth in these tales.

3 Markwart interpreted his reading bratores < *bratrvya.vraisa as “who wounds his brother’s

son.” No language has formed a special word for the murder of a person in that degree of

relationship. On the same basis one could construe “fratricida.” If ASarfarrabag had construed a
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Finally there is one more version of Zoroaster’s death in De/2^.7,5,1

and 6,1 (from the Nikez e Vehden) and in the Citakiha, the “Selected

Pieces” of Zatsparm, a brother of Manucihr, who wrote about a.d. 880

:

“The passing away, vryez, of Zoroaster took place in the year 47 of

the religion [i.e. the era], at an age of 77 years and 40 days.” The num-
ber, which has a mystic air as all multiples of 11, expresses a very high

age. An inquiry into its mystical or historical character leads back to

our first chapter ‘Chronology,’ since it contains the secondary’ distinc-

tion between birth and appearance, in the prophet’s 31st year. If counted

from 569 as date of the birth, the date of his death would be 492 b.c.

Den\.j,6,i adds to viy^ez “passing away into paradise.” The verb is

used in the Parinirvana hymn to Mani, Mir.Man.111,20 d no: “It is time

that you [Mani, no years after his death] ‘draw up’ the faithful, kv
rd vyft v^ynfh.” The verb means rather an ascension to heaven, cer-

tainly no murder. The murder of Zoroaster is entirely unhistorical. It is

mentioned for the first time 1,400 years after the prophet’s death, and

in a legendary form. If Zoroaster had been murdered, the fact would,

from the beginning, resound loudly and persistently in history. I be-

lieve that his tomb still exists today, untouched and untouchable.

meaning of that kind, it might have been a help for his combination only when assuming,
moreover, that the legendary vita of Zoroaster contained a similar word.
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The following additions to the text should be made

:

Page 103, 2nd line from bottom, add after “Kavat”

:

This poorly preserved passage must be compared with the Kavat

legend in Gr.Bdh. 231:

apurnay andar keput but There was a baby in a basket

u.s - - an pa rot be hist abandoned by his [parents]

on a river,

pa vatakan be apaspart drifting at the mercy of the

wind

Uzav be dit stat be parvart Uzaw saw it, took it, raised it,

frazand xvant kavat nam nihat adopted it, called it Kavat.

keput is ki/Swtos, quppatu; 1.3 recalls the name of the famous

“wind-borne treasure, vat-awurt” of Xusrau I, but one feels

tempted to read “pa [ka] vatakan apaspart,” with
+
kavataka

“foundling.”

Page 290, Note 2a to read:

In Ves u Ramin—see Minorsky, bsoas 1946, xi.4 p. 22—oaths are

taken to the “pure souls of the good and the ancestors” and

“before the temple fire.” Tabari 1x1,1791 f: the caliph al-Muhtadi

declares: “I do not take an oath unless it be in the presence of the

ban! Hashim [his clan]” etc.

Page 302, add note to “is the judgment,” 12th line from bottom:

In Heraclitus frgm.63, Diels, Vorso\ratiker, the idea of the end

of the world in fire appears combined with resurrection and last

judgment, notions which have no foundation in Greek thought

and must come from Iran.

Page 392, add to Note 13:

In Judaism, the first traces of the idea of resurrection appear

in the vision of Ezefoj and in the dark eschatology of Is.26,

12-17: They differ from the later belief, foreign to Judaism, by

being a judgment over nations, not every single man according

to his faults and merits. This thought does not appear before the

last chapter of Daniel, prophecy referring to Antiochus Epiph-

anes, 164 b.c., hence is clearly of Zoroastrian origin.
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Page 447, add after “preserved,” line 1

:

In Yt. 19,74 Husravali is called “owner of the well-ordered, un-

shakable, uninfringeable command, sanhu,” clearly expressing

the power of the sovereign whose “data” are “not to be violated,”

noit awidro^Sa in 17.10,17 or di-la ta‘de’ in Esther.

Page 447, add to Note 11:

To Hertel, the original myth is that of a rainbringer who
opens with his shot the windows of heaven. Another interpreta-

tion makes the shot mark the utmost limits of conquest, an

equally old motif which occurs in Germanic myth as Thor’s

hammer, and which would fit a Median version of the time

of their immigration which led the Medes as far west as the

Hvanvant pass. That cannot be called “unexpected”—see Mi-

norsky bsoas 1946, x,4 p. 20. The Arsacid period, during which

the old epic received its chivalresque character, may have pro-

duced other interpretations and localizations.

Page 513, add line 13:

usta ahmai yahmai usta kahmaicit

vaso-xsayans mazda dayat ahuro

Page 609, replace lines 15-21 by:

This conclusion is not safe. Sadves does not mean “scorpion,”

hence myn cannot mean “sting.” Henning discovered MP.

drafsa, corresponding to that name of part of the constellation

Scorpius, Gr. kentron, Arab, shaula, NP. nls i gazdum, see under

‘Homa.’ The myn Sadves is that single star, but there is no reason

to assume that the whole constellation was ever called Satavesa,

which even the old Greeks did not designate under a single name,

myn can be any qualification to Sadves etc.

Page 632, add note to “tin and lead,” line 19:

I have been told that Landsberger restricts the signification of

anaku in the Old Ass. tablets from Kanes, 19th cent, b.c., to “tin.”

Page 736, substitute after “of Israel” for lines 13-19:

They are not known to us before the late Sasanian period, but

they received their name at the Achaemenid period and appar-

ently formed already a group with their neighbours Yutiya

and Akofaciya. They may have brought their Median dialect
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with them when immigrating, but more probably the dialect was

imposed by much later Kurdish immigrants upon the aborigines.

Page 780, add after “1500 b.c.,” line 8:

In Asia Minor iron was used since the period of Sargon of

Akkad, more than a thousand years earlier, as proved by the iron

dagger with gold handle and iron and gold necklaces discovered

in the tombs of Alaja Oyiik.
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